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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE'S COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW
OF INDOCHINA POW/MIA CASES

House of Representatives,
Committee on National Security,

Military Personnel Subcommittee,
Washington, DC, Thursday, December 14, 1995.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:35 a.m., in room
2118, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Robert K Doman
(chairman of the Military Personnel Subcommittee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT K DORNAN, A REP-
RESENTATIVE FROM CALIFORNIA, CHAIRMAN, MILITARY
PERSONNEL SUBCOMMITTEE
Mr. Dornan. The Military Personnel Subcommittee of the U.S.

House of Representatives, National Security Committee, will come
to order.

I have some opening remarks, and then I will defer to my distin-

guished colleague from Virginia for any opening remarks.
I am sorry for the delay. It took me about 25 minutes to get up

the ice in my Virginia driveway, so I will assume that others had
problems who reside outside the beltway.
Senator Smith is in the anteroom, will be in—^there he is right

now.
Senator if you will take the witness chair there, I will begin my

opening remarks while you get settled in.

Good fight on the Senate floor last night. And I have never lost

a vote, and seen people act like it was a victory so much in all my
life. But in the House of Representatives, with no leadership sup-
port whatsoever, and losing 12 subcommittee chairmen like myself,

two major committee chairmen, and half of the leadership to come
within four votes of cutting off" all funding to this very peculiar op-

eration on the ground in Bosnia—I support everything else, and it's

a lot—^was, I guess, a victory of some sort.

I don't know if you know. Senator, but I got 70 out of 73 fresh-

men to vote in my 210, and 20 Democrats, including those who are
most concerned about blue collar families, who give us those hand-
some young men and women who wear the uniform. So it was a
fascinating fight last night. The media doesn't know what to make
of it.

This hearing is a continuation of the congressional oversight
process to account for our servicemen still missing in Southeast
Asia that I have initiated as chairman of this subcommittee. And
I restate that I always believed the portfolio for our missing should
have stayed in this room, in the National Security Committee,
where all these great battle streamers are, where all the plaques
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are of the four military services and the Coast Guard, which in

wartime serves under the Department of Defense. I always be-

lieved it should have been with this Armed Services Committee,
now renamed the National Security Committee. And certainly, in

a peacetime situation, the portfolio for this tragic missing and pris-

oner problem should be in Military Personnel. How it ever worked
its way over to the geographical subcommittee, I'll never know.
This hearing follows a long night of debate on the administra-

tion's decision to send ground forces into what is turning out to be
a weather hell of sorts in Northern Bosnia. We have already had
one MIA there, mercifully for only 6 days, Capt. Scott O'Grady.

In addition, two U.S. servicemen were wounded on a mission to

rescue the two French POW's, who as of last night were home with
their families, kept—and I am the only Congressman or Senator
who kept their names alive in Washington, DC, or actually in the
whole United States, couldn't even get People magazine to do a
story, Capt. Frederic Chiffot and Lt. Jose Sov.

During the ordeal of the French POWs, while they were MIA,
like O'Grady and so many other POWs in Southeast Asia, they
were pretty much written off as dead, probably dead, by American
intelligence. This was told to me in the intelligence cell, the new
one set up in the basement of the Pentagon, just last week.

I could not help but compare the agony of the French families to

the ordeal that has been experienced over the last 31 years. If you
used Ev Alvarez' shoot-down date of August 5, 1964, not knowing
that Floyd Thompson had gone missing March 26, 1964 and was
a POW for precisely 1 week shy of 9 years. And his wife waited
for him all of those years. And he still suffers intestinal problems
from 9 years of very brutal Communists captivity.

We had men missing in 1963 and their names are legion now to

those that have worked on this issue for over 31 years, David
Hrdlicka who went missing in 1964, others like Eugene DeBruin,
missing in 1963, photographed in captivity, and escaped, full career
with Eastern Airlines, tranferred to other airlines and is retired

now. It has been a long struggle.

The families, like the Hrdlickas who are with us today, an Amer-
ican airline pilot, David, Jr., with a Navy career as a fighter and
an attack pilot behind him, his mom Carol, who is my Sally's best

friend, at George Air Force Base, Kathy Borah Duez who will tes-

tify today—sacrificed the wounded American Special Ops troops in

Bosnia, is hauntingly like the covert actions of American pilots and
troops during the secret war.
One of the bullets hit their legs; if it had hit the rotor of the big

Sea Stallions going in on the Marine trap operation, could have
had a whole chopper down. That happened over and over and over

with our unbelievably heroic rescue and SAR forces that operated
deep into southern North Vietnam and all over Laos.

These men, the two men that were wounded in the Marine
Corps, are already back on active duty and, I believe, still in the
Adriatic area.

The American pilots and troops during the secret war, so-called,

for freedom, against the North Vietnamese in Laos, when I visited

with them in Laos in January 1970—shortly after I almost crossed

paths with a 23-year-old graduate, mature Oxford student named



Bill Clinton, who was at a dinner pulling hard for a Vietnamese
Communists victory, along with a United States Senator, Eugene
McCarthy, the big dinner, the peace dinner at the National Hotel,

January 2, we were locked up at the airport outside, within that

week, with Sharon Nicivow, Carol Hanson, first head of the League
of Families, and two other Air Force wives, and a Marine wife

whose husband was alive on the ground with a Special Forces man
they had just rescued; Steve Hanson shot down June 3, 1967, the

Special Ops sergeants at Aboabinitio.

He was rescued again the second time. Steve and his crew, who
were all alive, disappeared; one of them, his corporal door gunner
turned up to be released in 1973, no word on Steve and the rest

of the crew. Those stories are also legion.

But Carol Hanson was with me in Laos, in Sot Patrosi's office

when he said I have tens of tens of prisoners. That sounded like

100 to all of us. We met with some of the pilots. One of them is

a classmate of Art Herns.
I said, what do you do? He said, I'm a civilian. I said, well, I am

wearing a pilot training ring and it sure looks like yours. What is

your class 55 watt? I have 55 H. He smiles. He was fijdng combat
in a T-28. We all know that.

A lot of guys thought they were following the lead of John F.

Kennedy to end the chaos in Laos and that they were part of the

struggle against communism, the major set fighting piece of the

whole half century that Kennedy called the twilight struggle, decid-

ing whether the world would remain half slave or half free, para-

phrasing Lincoln. And they thought they were serving their coun-

try.

But I noticed when Clinton made his speech 2 weeks ago Mon-
day, he mentioned Northern Ireland. He mentioned every conflict

around the world, but he left out Vietnam. That is pouring raw salt

right into the wounds of every single person who to this day, like

myself, feels that Vietnam was an honorable struggle fought poorly

and never with a strategic plan for a MacArthur-type victory, but
that the cause itself, as Reagan said over and over, was a noble

cause, absolutely perfectly coequal with Korea or any of the strug-

gles since Vietnam, or with the liberation of France itself, and my
father's three wound chevrons in World War I in Northern France.

I am still not going to get over that Clinton has this blind spot

about Vietnam because he was giving succor and aid in Moscow
and in London as a leader of the Fall Offensive, so named the Fall

Offensive by Hanoi and some of the Communists who are still

alive, and treated as war heroes by the likes of a war criminal

named Robert Strange McNamara who pours salt regularly in the

wounds of every person who sacrificed during this one set piece in

the cold war called the Vietnam war.
The sacrifice of our wounded again reminds me of that period.

The fate of those captured by Communists forces is known in most
cases, many cases, not most, known only to God and, of course, to

the Vietnamese Communists and their Pathet Lao surrogates who
always resisted being called the puppet nation because they had a
seat in the United Nations, as did Cambodia, as does Bosnia today;

and Vietnam did not have a seat in the United Nations.



I don't believe we should give any further economic aid or politi-

cal recognition, certainly not most-favored-nation status, to crimi-

nal regimes until they unilaterally and truthfully resolve the cases
of heroes, such as my best friend in the Air Force, Dave Hrdlicka.
This long overdue accountability effort has been strengthened by a
provision that I cosponsored in the 1996 appropriations bill that de-

nies funding for expanded United States diplomatic presence in

Vietnam until that Communists regime, criminal in, I believe, its

handling of this issue, truly fully cooperates in providing the fullest

possible accounting of our missing heroes.

The 1996 Defense authorization bill, which just yesterday was
agreed to by House and Senate conferees, it's closed, as we say
here, it includes a revised and strengthened Missing Service Per-
sonnel Act, which underscores the definition of fullest possible ac-

counting as, one, the return of a missing person; two, the return
of remains; or three, and that's what we will be discussing today,
a valid and documented explanation of why neither of the first two
options is possible.

A new criteria has been established for negotiating with the Viet-

namese Communists in a Defense Department Comprehensive Re-
view, which was mandated by Congress under the sponsorship of

Senator Bob Smith of New Hampshire. The review is a concise
summary.

In addition, my staff has found a heavily redacted U.S. intel-

ligence document, this one right here, which I will give later to my
friend Secretary Winston Lord and to my new friend Gen. Jim
Wold.

This is a new document from 1977, that confirms that the Viet-

namese and the Pathet Lao Communist governments maintained
and shared extensive archives on Americans captured in Laos, in-

cluding those known and unknown to United States intelligence

who were held in the caves of Sam Neua.
And I might footnote here that I had an hour long discussion

with a great legendary general, a tank is named after him, the
world's best battle drain. Gen. Creighton Abrams. I was with him
in his backyard with soon-to-be president of the League of Fami-
lies, Carol Hanson, Connie Hestle, African-American Heritage,
whose great, handsome, colonel husband was the commander of

academics at Nellis, training our F-105 pilots, in his late thirties,

did not have to go to Vietnam and insisted on going, in F-4 Phan-
toms, and joined the young men that he had sent over there after

many, many classes of training at Nellis.

Art Mearns, legendary F-105 Thud pilot who went right over
Hanoi, his remains are back. I went to his grave at Arlington ceme-
tery. One night—I forgot to tell some of my adversaries on the floor

last night, when they questioned my support of the troops, which
is ludicrous, I just commented you won't goad me into that. These
were people who have never worn the uniform.
And I forgot to mention that they ought to come with me to some

of these ceremonies at Arlington, like Tucker Guggleman, who was
tortured to death in a Saigon prison in 1976. When some people,

honorable people, were saying there was nobody left alive, his

screams, a former Marine and an ex-CIA man who had only gone
back into Hanoi and been captured in April 1975, had only gone



back to try and find his fiancee; and I had Tom Harkin of Iowa
come on the House floor when he was a Member and say, hey, he
was back in there chasing a girl.

That's the way he wrote off a Marine and a CIA honorable per-

son who was beaten and tortured to death. And I was there on the

ramp at Hickman when his remains came back in a small casket,

all of his clothes still pressed from the cleaners, $265 in change,

Warren remembers—or I mean, Johnny Woods remember len

Tucker Guggleman came back.
In addition, the Vietnamese are holding back original rds

and documents that comprise the basis of the named 559, )te/

unquote, document of the Vietnamese that shows their knowledge
of at least minimum 250 American MIA's in Laos. In addition,

there are archives of Vietnamese Unit 959 in Laos; the Communist
Party Central Committee archives in Hanoi, not eaten by bugs, not
destroyed by humidity, kept in as good a condition as any piece of

paper with the handwriting of Ho Chi Minh on it. They do keep
archives and know how to keep them preserved.

There's also the Military Law Division of the Ministry of Defense
that was responsible for mortuary affairs and the documentation of

deceased Americans throughout North and Central Vietnam, all

the areas of Laos under Vietnamese operational control.

So today I am presenting to the Clinton administration nego-
tiators my list—and it's probably not as good as your list—of the
top 24 outstanding MIA cases. I would say to the analysts that
Hanoi, I believe, can easily unilaterally resolve, without involve-

ment by American investigators or crash site teams, the fate of

these men.
Most of these servicemen were known alive when we last had in-

telligence on them, or known to have perished as prisoners under
Vietnamese control. This will be an important first step to test Ha-
noi's willingness to cooperate.

In the future, as my staff continues studying the comprehensive
review, I will present more cases to the Vietnamese. I intend to

travel to Vietnam after I have traveled to Tuzla, sometime after

the first of the year, to personally inform the Hanoi regime that
they are accountable to Clinton's campaign promise to America
that the Government of Vietnam must be fully forthcoming.
Remember that the momentum shifted to candidate Clinton

when my friend and honorable Navy 58-mission attack pilot,

George Bush, found himself in a peculiar position and through an
unfortunate choice of words, told the MIA League of Family mem-
bers to shut up and sit down.
That was the end of that issue for an honorable man. It was too

bad. So Clinton may have out-flanked him to the right, and has
promises to live up to from 1992.
We will not play—I will not play a shell game of dredging out

documents and records. And I am a little bit exhausted with seeing
hard-working young Americans sweating in the humidity over
there digging up cemeteries, when the Vietnamese know dam well

they took the remains of our heroes out of that cemetery years ago.

And they are going through a phony game, like it's an archeological

site from 4,000 years ago, to supposedly get American cash into the
villages, when the Communist Party confiscates all of the money.



A lot of these crash sites have been scavenged, scavenged by the
Vietnamese years ago, and they play this cruel game. But then
they did it with the French for decades and still do.

Congress cannot certify any more expanded relations or economic
relations until we have made further headway in this. I know this

comes as a great shock to Zwenig, one of Senator Kerry's chiefs of

staff, who is now looking to make a lot of money in this trade rela-

tionship over there. There's a lot of psychological guilt left over
from the Vietnam war which is being played out in the other
Chamber, played out right up into the White House. And the cold

war is not over for me, not with North Korea, China, Cuba, and
Communist Vietnam still committing horrendous human rights vio-

lations.

I notice we have dropped Red or Communist in all relations to

China until they have a horrible trial, Mr. Wei's yesterday where
he gets 14 years for betraying his government; and there's not any
single statement on the record anywhere where he has ever tried

to hurt the Communist government in Beijing. He is merely a good
human rights activist person. So the struggle goes on.

Let me introduce a gentleman who became a close friend of mine
in the House. I had been elected in 1976, left in 1982 because my
seat was gerrymandered out of existence, so I became a freshman
again 2 years later in 1984. Bob Smith was in my class.

President Reagan invited 33 Members down to the White
House—this is kind of an extension of my statement because I

want Mr. Pickett to make any opening remarks, Senator. We went
down to the White House. I am sure Bob Smith will remember this

vividly. He had just been sworn in.

There were 33 of us. One had a seat stolen from him by Tony
Coelho by four votes, the gentleman from Indiana, but there were
33, because I remember Reagan said, well, that's my lucky number.
My football jersey was 33. So was Bob Doman's. I was bom in

1933. I remember it vividly.

And then they—Bob Michel was with us; he said, any questions?
Nobody spoke up. I wanted one of the new freshmen, not a retread

like me, to speak up. Silence. Finally I spoke up.

Mr. President?
Yes, Bob, good to have you back.
What do you know about the Bobby Garwood case?
Well, I am following it. I ask my national security people every

day. Has Garwood brought back any intelligence?

I said, Mr. President, you owe it to the families to kidnap this

man if he won't do this willingly. We will fight the civil rights case
later and give him sodium Pentothal. I think he can be talked into

doing it willingly. Give him sodium Pentothal and find out in this

confused young ex-Marine, who is facing court martial, what he
really knows about live Americans left behind.
And Senator Smith, did the President of the United States, the

leader of the free world. Commander in Chief of the military serv-

ices, not turn to a man named Bud McFarlane and say, well, Bud,
can we do that?
And then President Reagan's staff proceeded to go through the

old game of letting down the Commander in Chief who asked—his

chief of staff Bill Clark told me—about our POW's every single in-



telligence briefing, which Nixon, by the way, hated and never got.

It is in all the biographies.
And McFarlane says, well, we will look into it. We will look into

it. And Bobby Garwood went off creating conspiracy theories and
disappeared into the mist and then worked at an Arco station—or
an Amoco station here in Virginia where I went to visit him at the
station and chatted with him in his greasy mechanic clothes. A lot

of strange stories involved here.
But let me turn to my ranking Member here, Mr. Pickett, for an

opening statement and then we will get into your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. OWEN PICKETT, A REPRESENTATIVE
FROM VIRGINIA, RANKING MINORITY MEMBER, MILITARY
PERSONNEL SUBCOMMITTEE
Mr. Pickett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to also welcome our witnesses today, especially Senator

Smith. Based on the testimony we heard from General Wold at our
last meeting, the recently completed comprehensive review rep-
resents an important stepping stone to future actions by the ad-
ministration, by the Defense POW/MIA office, and by the Joint
Task Force Full Accounting.
The focus of our attention today will be to better understand just

how the comprehensive review will contribute toward shaping fu-

ture negotiations with the Vietnamese, as well as the work plans
of the Department of Defense agencies that are directly involved in
the effort to achieve a full accounting for our POW/MIA's.
We are privileged to have as witnesses today three key members

of the Presidential delegation scheduled to go to Vietnam in Janu-
ary. We have heard abundant previous testimony that the Viet-
namese unilaterally can and should provide data that will fully re-

solve a large number of cases and can help in the resolution of oth-
ers. On occasion, we have heard testimony of superb Vietnamese
cooperation, while at other times we have heard evidence directly

to the contrary.
I'm most interested in hearing from the delegation their views on

this issue. It's critically important to establish a common standard
to measure Vietnamese progress and cooperation.
As you indicated, Mr. Chairman, establishing a benchmark for

measuring Vietnamese cooperation would help—would be helped by
the resolution of the 24 priority cases that are going to be pre-
sented by you to the delegation. That approach appears to me to

get to the heart of the matter, and I think that the results on those
will certainly tell us a lot about the direction in which we need to

go.

Mr. Chairman, we have been delayed somewhat this morning by
the weather, and in view of our large number of witnesses, I am
going to reserve my further comments for later, but I look forward
to hearing the testimony of our witnesses.
Thank you.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you, Mr. Pickett.

And, Owen, I want to say something to you as a friend because
you have been a friend. Sometimes I tend to bring back a lot of
memories and a lot of recall on this issue £md I appreciate that you
have never said a word to me about some of my lengthy recollec-
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tions about the past. But I think you understand, as Mr. Chapla,

our chief of staff does, that I have worked this off and on with
varying degrees of intensity since 1964, and had a keen intense in

Korea and the way it ended, because as an aviation cadet at Wil-

Hams Air Force Base in the summer of 1953—this is something
that I wanted Secretary Lord to know—I had the Chief Army Psy-

chiatrist come through; he was making a tour of all the bases in

the country to solicit comments on the Code of Conduct and wheth-
er or not tough American ground forces and air crewmen can say

name, rank, and serial number and not expect to have the living

heaven beaten out of them.
And I remember the first American torture was a tough Italian-

American named Guarini, I believe his name was, and he said, I

am not going to talk to you enlisted people. Get me an officer. I

am a U.S. Air Force major. Bam, a smash in the face.

One of his molar teeth went flying across the room and 30 days
later some of his fellow prisoners could not recognize this emaci-

ated American Air Force major he had been so severely beaten.

Red McDaniel—<iid I say the name right? Was it Guarini? He was
the first man, and there had already been cases of beating before

that but that was the first case of a severe beating in Hanoi in the

prison system.
So this is—^back to 1953, when this psychiatrist came through

and an Air Force major with him, I think named O'Hara, they

wanted—they were telling us just as aviation cadets about to go to

pilot training, what our input was, what we thought we should ex-

pect and live up to with the Code of Conduct. And that's when I

first heard the figure 389 known category 1, healthy prisoners in

prison, in June 1953, just a month before the July 27 cessation of

hostilities. And that figure, 389, was told to Bob Smith and myself

at Eighth Army—-Second Division Headquarters in Korea, when we
were on our way to Vietnam or maybe coming out of Vietnam in

—

around Valentine's Day. We arrived on Valentine's Day in 1980

Senator Smith. Six.

Mr. DORNAN [continuing]. Six. We had been in office 1 year on
that second go-around. And that figure is still talked to the press

if they ask, 389 known POW's from Korea.
Then I have a vivid memory, when I ejected from an F-86 Sabre

jet in peacetime, the head of my accident board, who cleaned my
record and said no pilot error, was a big, tall handsome Korean Air

Fighter Pilot Heller—and I had already known his story. Heller,

Parks, Cameron, and Fisher, held in northern Korea for 4 years

after the war was over. Then what most diplomats know, the slip

of a Chinese diplomat in that watering hole, the highest price city

to live in, in the world, Geneva, said, "Well, we don't know what
to do with Colonel Anderson's B-29 crew." And bingo, that dip-

lomat went to Dag Hammarskjold. He did the honorable thing,

pressed the Chinese.
And pretty soon, through a different port of freedom, through

Hong Kong, here came 11 of the 13 crewmembers. And I just had
my staff give me the Life magazine article to refresh my memory.
I haven't even read them, come to think of it. This is all from mem-
ory. And Anderson's crew came out through Hong Kong, 11 of the

13.



Who were missing? The two radar navigators who could estabhsh
they weren't over China, that they were over Manchuria, that they
were over North Korea. So those two young men paid with their

Hves.
Then I went through Ohio and met with a young American Vvho

had been on that crew. He was a schoolteacher, and he told me the
story of his captivity in China where he would open a slab of two
boards and look out into the prison compound, and at least 50 Cau-
casians would be getting their exercise, squaring the quadrangle,
and he said I could tell the Americans because they were looser,

they were just more American. I could tell the Brits. I thought I

could see other nationalities.

And he was for awhile put in the cell with John Downey, yeah,

John Downey, who Bill Buckley almost brought out as a fellow

Yale student in 1972, when you were working the Kissinger case,

Mr. Lord. So there are lots of stories to indicate duplicity in Asia.

But let Mr. Smith begin his statement and you can do whatever
you want with it. Senator, read it in its entirety, or read key parts,

or submit it for the record.

But would you stand first? We gave you a warning on this.

I like to do it in this committee because it makes the families feel

good.
Would you stand and for the umpteen time in your Naval officer

life, t£ike an oath?
If I have any of the other Senators over here, I want to be able

to tell them that you did it.

Thank you, Senator.
[Witness sworn.]
Senator Smith. I do.

Mr. DORNAN. I knew that.

All right.

Please proceed, Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB SMITH, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHHIE

Senator Smith. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize to the Congressmen and any of the witnesses for

being late this morning if I held things up. I had a tough time get-

ting home last night and a little tougher time getting in this morn-
ing. And I apologize for that.

Mr. Chairman, you alluded to our first meeting with President

Reagan; and I have worked the issue in the Congress for some 11

years and you worked it, I don't know how many years, 10, or 11,

or 12 years before I got here. And you. Congressman Oilman and
others were certainly my mentors as I began to put the pieces to-

gether, try to put the pieces together as to what happened to our

missing.
Mr. Chairman, I do have a statement for the record, and I would

ask that it be submitted. I am obviously not going to read from a
statement.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you.

So ordered.

Senator Smith. Let me just briefly give an overview here.
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The issue here of Bosnia and the normalization of Vietnam is

much the same in the sense that a decision has been made, A, to

normaUze with Vietnam and to open up diplomatic relations and,

B, in Bosnia, to go there. We know that. And I don't think just sim-

ply re-hashing it for the sake of re-hashing it, speaking on the Viet-

nam issue, and to be critical of administration personnel is nec-

essarily productive. But I do think it is productive to point out that

these policies are in contradiction to other people within the Grov-

ernment who work on the MIA issue. And I think in that sense,

if it helps to resolve cases on behalf of the families of the missing,

then it is productive to point these matters out.

I have spoken at length from the Senate floor on this issue, I

have had a couple of statements submitted to your committee, i

think you have a lot of detail and a lot of background. So I am only

going to summarize briefly.

I think as we look at Vietnam and as we try to resolve the cases

of those missing in Vietnam, we also ought to be mindful, as you
mentioned, Mr. Chairman, of Korea. Just as we saw in Vietnam,
the Korean armistice did not result in the fullest possible account-

ing of our last known POWs and MIA's in Korea.
And over the past 40 years, we have just used the term "later

protest"; in other words, we were going to resolve—sign the armi-

stice, and get out, and we will resolve through later protest the

issue of MIA's and POWs.
Mark Clark, in 1953, General Clark, told the New York Times,

quote, he said that, "He had been advised by his superiors in the

Pentagon not to delay the armistice negotiations over the prisoner

discrepancy but to reserve the right of later protest."

What a horrible prediction of the future that turned out to be.

Later protest in Korea turned out to be every 40 years right around
the holidays, about this time, we would pass a note over with the

389 names and ask for information. And they would
Mr. DORNAN. Senator, an important footnote. Would you agree

that if the French had not made a determination at the highest

level, Jacques Chirac, to screw up the signing today, earlier today

in Paris, that we would not have gotten back those two French pi-

lots that the Bosnian Serbs were lying about for 105 days? You
have to make a stand when the negotiations are going on.

Senator Smith. That's the time you have to do it. I think Chirac

was right.

But the point is, we haven't talked for 40 years, and as you
know, Mr. Chairman, I went to North Korea. I was very disturbed

at the parallel between North Korea and Vietnam because of the

fact that essentially in Vietnam we made the same mistake that

we made in Korea.
We didn't get the answers and we left and we didn't talk—we did

talk in Vietnam but we weren't talking to the right people and
doing it the right way. So I, through a series of contacts with a low-

level North Korean official in New York—who was in New York,

as they began to work this process of becoming part of the United
Nations, I set up a series of communications with him, and as a

result of that, I received an invitation from Chong Sop Chow, the

Vice Foreign Minister of North Korea, to come to Korea.
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I went to the DMZ, as Sonny Montgomery, one of your distin-

guished members, had done before me, to receive some remains. I

met the with North Koreans. We got some remains. I then went
into the north, across the DMZ, at the protest of the State Depart-
ment, but did go into North Korea, We sat down and talked to

Chong Sop Chow. I then came back.

Mr. DORNAN. What year. Senator, or season and year?
Senator Smith. It was June 1991. And then I went back in De-

cember 1992 to visit Pyongyang.
Mr. DORNAN. How many trips to Vietnam? Two to North Korea.
Senator Smith. Five to Vietnam and two to Korea, North Korea.
The point I am making, in this visit with Chong Sop Chow, in

North Korea, Mr. Chairman, we went to Pyongyang. I was the first

United States Senator to ever visit Pyongyang. And it was interest-

ing, the reception we received there, because they wanted to talk.

And Chong Sop Chow told me point blank that—he showed us
pictures of Chinese guarding American POWs in Korea, in North
Korea. He showed us the camps. He said. Senator, these camps
were run by the Chinese and when MacArthur pushed to the Yalu
River, we took—the Chinese took those prisoners and took them
across the border. He said, we don't have any more.
Now, I don't know if he is telling me the truth about that but

he said they took them to China. He told me that.

And also high ranking members of the Soviet, former Soviet in-

telligence community, told Senator Kerry and me the same thing,

that American POWs from the Korean war were taken by the Chi-

nese, given up by the North Koreans and taken to China.
So what happens in China? We are doing nothing. We are not

talking to the Chinese about POWs and MIA's. We are just stroll-

ing along here on other things, but we are not talking with the
Chinese about POWs.
Mr. DoRNAN. Senator, could you pause right on that point? I

don't know whose camera that is over there—when Mr. Pickett

comes back, I am going to race over and vote—^but I tried to de-

velop, as you did, a good working relationship with the folks over
in Crystal City under General Wold.
We are about to have some floodgates open in North Korea. They

are going to let us come to graveyards where there are not a single

missing crewmen in an area that's already been scavenged, they
are going to have hundreds of remains come back from cemeteries
that were overrun when a clique of spies in England, Andrew
Boyle, Burgess, MacLean, and the infamous man who should have
been killed by firing squad, Ken Philby, leaked to the Russians,
who told their client state, who they advised to start the war in

North Korea, that the Chinese were going to come in and we would
not hit them in Manchuria, or even hit the bridges. So they came
in with impunity and rolled back MacArthur in November 1950,

bloody fighting in December, and overran huge—^burial fields.

So we are going to have the Central Identification Laboratory
[CIL] in Hawaii flooded with remains from the Korean war. It is

so germane to what we are still talking about with Vietnam, that

I wish there were a lot of cameras here because the American peo-

ple find this out and they get so angry that they spin-off into some
conspiracy theories. But they feel so let down by their Senators and
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Representatives, who are not establishing the proper historical

record here and preventing it from happening again.

And it could happen in Bosnia if in below zero weather up in

those hills around Tuzla a squad of Americans, an antimine squad
or an antisniper patrol squad, disappears in the hands of one of the
three groups that all lie. What are we going to do? And that's why
Korea is key to a lot of this.

And what creates such anger within myself, because every time
I went through the CIL in five out of eight trips to Vietnam, some
with missing in action families, I would say, we are going to do it

right this time, right? We are not going to relive Korea? And we
relived Korea in spades.

I was hoping Mr. Pickett would be back by now. We are under
a 5-minute rule.

So let me take a very brief recess here.

And would you ask Mr. Pickett, as ranking member, to readjourn
and continue until I come back.

[A short recess.]

The shortest recess in history of the National Security Commit-
tee.

We will continue with Mr. Pickett.

Mr. Pickett (presiding). Thank you. Senator.
I know you have got a busy schedule and Congressman Doman,

Chairman Doman, wants to accommodate you. So if you will just

proceed on with your remarks.
Senator Smith. Sure. I will continue through.
I was talking about the Korean situation, Mr. Chairman, and

using that as a reference to Vietnam. Ambassador Lord testified

before our Senate Select Committee in 1992, and in talking about
President Nixon at the time he said—at the time of the end of the
Vietnam war, he said the President in the end decided not to scut-

tle the agreement and resume the war over the MIA question.

And I think, again, as we saw from those hearings, there was
considerable concern in the intelligence community then, there was
in Korea, there was in the intelligence community in 1973, and
there is today, that in some cases POW's, in some cases informa-
tion and remains were clearly left behind. That was the informa-
tion we had in the intelligence community.
Now, let me just make a few observations on the current policy

and why I believe we have to highlight this policy because—if we
are going to resolve some of the cases of our missing.

First and foremost, the President and the administration today,

I believe, and I do not say that it's deliberate, but the facts speak
for themselves, have essentially misled the American people with
the rhetoric using this—these words of praise to Vietnam. They
used—the administration, various people in the administration,

have used words like unprecedented, superb, splendid, great, in

terms of describing the cooperation of the Vietnamese with the
United States on the MIA issue.

But the data base, the POW/MIA data base maintained by the
intelligence community, says that is not true. And I would encour-
age you, and those folks who come up here, along with the policy

people, to ask the intelligence people if, in fact, those terms, un-
precedented, superb, splendid, great, are they being fully coopera-
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tive. And I think you will find that the answer is, no. And I will

give you plenty of evidence, and I think they can, too.

I believe that the issue of normalization took priority over the

issue of MIA's. They will say otherwise but that's simply the facts

speak for themselves, that we use the issue of normalizing and we
let that issue drive the POW issue instead of the other way around.
Now, if we go back and look at some of the remarks, some of the

comments candidate Clinton made during the election, he said,

quote, "I think the Vietnamese would be making a mistake if they
think they could get a better deal from me. I made real commit-
ments to the American people and to the families, friends and
row's. We have got to have a full, complete, good accounting be-

fore we normalize relations," unquote. That was the President him-
self.

After the election, the President said, I have sent a clear mes-
sage. There will be no normalization of relations with any country
that is at all suspected of withholding information on missing
Americans, at all suspected, his words.

Vice President Gore was even more direct. I will tell you this, he
said in April 1993, quote, "The great push toward normalization of

relations is strong, very strong, and a lot of other countries are
moving there, but it's not going to go forward until we're satisfied

that the Vietnamese Government has been totally forthcoming and
fully cooperative in giving every last shred of evidence that they
have on this issue. We are very concerned about it," unquote.
And I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, that when you hear the tes-

timony of the intelligence people who maintain the data base, that
that simply is not what has happened; that they have ignored the
data base and moved on the fast track to normalization, I know
this is a fact. I know we can't change it, and I am not bringing it

up because I think we can change it.

But I am bringing it up because I think we need to understand
that we are not getting full cooperation from the Vietnamese. We
are getting cooperation, some cooperation. We are not getting full

cooperation. We are not getting unilateral information from them,
which they are capable of providing.
Now, what happened as this process unfolded? For months and

months and months, I tried, as a Member of the Senate, to get the
assessment, the cases, which were required by law and repeatedly
promised by both the Secretary of Defense and Under Secretary of

Defense. I discussed the exchanges of letters between Congress and
the administration on this issue in my October remarks on the
floor.

It was not absolutely superb, the cooperation, that I received, as
Ambassador Lord stated. We are told that case assessments were
completed in July, yet we received them only after Chairman Dor-
nan threatened to subpoena. And I have a long record here of com-
munication with the administration on this.

I received them last Wednesday, December 6; and I would urge
you, Mr. Chairman, to ask the administration panel what took
them so long. Why were we so long in getting information which
was required by law?

I would also ask you to ask the policy level and the intelligence

community folks whether they believe Vietnamese officials are
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being fully cooperative. I would like—I would urge you to ask each
member of the panel on both of those panels to ask them point
blank, each one of them, are the Vietnamese being fully coopera-
tive, yes or no?

Don't give them any wiggle room. Just have them answer "yes"

or "no" to those questions.

And I think if you do ask those questions, you are going to see
a schism between the policy people and the intelligence people.

Now, I have not in the past—and the intelligence folks know
this, I have been somewhat critical of them, but I also respect them
and I know that they know what the data base is. And I think they
will be truthful, if you ask them, on those answers.
Now, I've only had these assessments for about 5 or 6 days, to

be honest with you, Mr. Chairman. And I am just going to give you
a couple of examples, and I would just ask you all to—if you are
saying—if the administration is saying that we are going to nor-

malize to get more information, that's one thing. But if you are say-

ing, we normalize because they are being totally cooperative, that's

another. And they are saying both. I am not sure which it is.

But here are—when I said that I wanted these case assessments,
which I fought hard to get and had to put it into law to get, these
are the—this is the data that's prepared by the intelligence com-
munity. These are the best cases that we believe the Vietnamese
can provide us more information on and we have good reason to be-

lieve it.

Let me just cite a couple of examples, no names. I don't want to

put the families through this, but I will just use generic examples.
An American serviceman captured in 1969, a year later, 1 year
later, a letter was found on the body of a captured Vietcong officer

which had been written by the American. The letter revealed that

he was alive in captivity and his wounds had healed.

Here is the Pentagon assessment:

This case involves a known captive of Communists forces whose fate is unknown.
He was a military Region 5 prisoner. Two inquiries have been made to the Vietnam-
ese by General Wold. It is difficult to believe that no documents exist which could

shed light on this case and the Vietnamese should be tasked to unilaterally seek
to find them rather than to exert their nonexistence.

That's a very good case. You can get into the specifics of it, if you
wish, with the intelligence folks. But that's the kind of case I am
talking about, where they have the information and they are not

providing it to us and they can do it.

The second one, an American pilot shot down in 1972, we didn't

know whether he could have survived. The Pentagon assessment
says,

North Vietnamese media reports and special reporting attest to Vietnamese
knowledge of this incident. The area where the plane was lost was under heavy
enemy control. The North Vietnamese should know more about this case.

Two American pilots, another case, shot down by North Vietnam-
ese forces in Laos in 1969, search and rescue not successful. In

January 1993, witnesses told our team in Laos that the pilots from
this incident had parachuted from the aircraft, were captured by
Vietnamese units in the area and taken away. This crash was also

reported on the Group 559 document of Vietnamese shoot-downs in
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Laos. The Pentagon assessment goes on to say that the Vietnamese
officials should have information regarding this case.

Ask them. They will tell you.
If they believe, the intelligence community believes, that the Vi-

etnamese can provide more information on this case, why are we
saying that the Vietnamese are totally and fully cooperative and
why are we going ahead with normalization if they are not?

Last example, this is from New Hampshire, serviceman lost in

1971 in Laos, in August 1973 a source reported the serviceman
died en route to a North Vietnamese hospital and was buried there.
The source described the grave marker. It had the North Vietnam-
ese designation for United States flying pirate. In March 1993, our
team in Laos was told the North Vietnamese soldiers came there
in 1988, 1988, excavated the grave and the markers and left with
the remains.
The Pentagon assessment says this: "The only possibility for case

resolution lies with the Vietnamese. To date, no information has
been received from the Vietnamese in response to requests for in-

formation."
Point B, if the remains were taken back in 1988, they know what

happened to them. They know where they are. We should insist

that that information be provided to us before we go one step fur-

ther with any normalization or any aid. Those are just a few exam-
ples, and there are dozens of examples just like that, Mr, Chair-
man.
The point I'm making, and I would like just a couple more min-

utes here, are we normalizing because of cooperation or are we nor-
malizing to encourage it? Which is it? Which is it? Which is the pol-

icy?

The point here is the Vietnamese have not been fully cooperative.
Any of your intelligence community witnesses can tell you that.

And a high-level State Department official privately urged Mem-
bers to reject their proposed language on funding for Vietnam be-
cause, in his words, and this is very serious, because, in his words,
the President could not certify Vietnam was fully cooperating.
So if they know they are not being fully cooperative, they

shouldn't use that kind of rhetoric. If the President can't certify it,

he shouldn't be saying it and we ought not to be normalizing and
misleading the American people saying they are being fully cooper-
ative. That's the point.

And all this does—the reason why I am bringing it up here today
in very strong terms is all this does is encourage the Vietnamese
to be more recalcitrant. When delegations go over, congressional
delegations go over, or private groups like the legion or anybody
else go over, and talk to these officials and then the administration
comes over and accepts what they say as being totally cooperative,
it sends the wrong signal. We get nothing done.

I want to give you another couple of examples of something. Vinh
Phu Province, a live sighting report, controversial true, but the rea-
son I bring it up is here is an example where there has not been
full cooperation.
We had a pretty good source that said that there were prisoners

underground in this Vinh Phu Province. We have never been al-
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lowed access there. We have never been granted access by the Viet-

namese.
Why not? Why don't we ask for it? Why don't we insist on it?

This is a pretty credible witness. Maybe he is l3ang. I don't know.
But we ought to be allowed to get access there. If they are being

fully cooperative, let us go to Vinh Phu, let us go to where some-
body said this prison is and find out if it exists. Not yet. To my
knowledge, we may not even be asking. I don't know. How can you
certify full cooperation, absolutely superb cooperation, when you
can't even get to a site like that?
Again, other documents, Russian documents, the Vietnamese are

clearly lying, clearly lying, when they say that Greneral Quang
never addressed the Politburo on the so-called 1205 document. Of
course, he addressed the Politburo. General Dmitry Volkogonov,
who just passed away, who really has done a tremendous service

to the United States of America and deserves a lot of credit for his
splendid cooperation at great personal risk to himself by opening
up the archives and helping us find out information, he is a real
hero, in my opinion.

Quang gave that speech. Volkogonov said to me, with a wink in

his eye. Senator, we know he gave this speech. Now, we don't ask
you to compromise your intelligence sources and methods and we
are not going to compromise ours, but I am telling you he gave the
speech. He gave the speech. Senator. We know he gave it.

Now, we just brush that aside. It's not even being talked about
now. It's not even in the mix as far as the President's position on
normalizing with Vietnam. We just don't even focus on that issue.

The Vietnamese records on Laos is another example. In February
1973, Nixon told the North Vietnamese Prime Minister in a cabled
message: It is inconceivable that only 10 of 317 American MIA's
lost in Laos were on the prisoner list.

One week later. Dr. Kissinger went to Hanoi, and Ambassador
Lord has stated he accompanied Kissinger on the trip, before they
left they were given a memo from the Director of the DIA, Admiral
Depoy, which stated that 215 of the MIA's in Laos was lost under
such circumstances that the enemy would at least have basic
knowledge of their disposition.

Two weeks ago, Mr. Chairman, the Pentagon analyst under oath
told your committee there are now over 250 MIA's from Laos where
it has been confirmed that the Vietnamese have knowledge of what
happened.
Why do we not insist on that information before we normalize,

when we know they have it? Our analysts tell us they have it and
yet we say they are fully cooperating.

They are not fully cooperating and we can't certify that they are
fully cooperating, which is why the President didn't want the lan-

guage in the bill. It's not absolute cooperation and it's not superb
and it's not full.

When the Vietnamese turned over the hastily prepared summary
of aircraft they shot down in Laos in September 1993, the so-called

559 document, since 559 was the MBA unit in Laos, the official

conclusion of the analysts was, and I quote, this is very important,
"The analysis of this document makes it clear that the Vietnamese
have additional group 559 records." This document makes explicit
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reference to wartime documents from which information was ob-
tained. Do we have that information? No.
We ought to get it. And they ought to understand, you get no

money, you get no mission, you get no ambassador, you get no
nothing, if I can use bad grammar, until we get those records. But
we are not going to insist on them.

It's clear from what I have just described that the President and
his advisers in the State Department, again, I know it's harsh, but
you are misleading the American people, gentlemen. You are mis-
leading the American people. They are not being cooperative. They
are not being superb. They are not being absolute. They are not
doing all they can do.

They can do more and they don't—^you don't have to be digging
around out in the countryside to find it. You go to the archives.
That's where you are going to find the person that I referred to

that they took his remains in 1988, that's where you are going to

find him, somewhere in Hanoi, not buried out in the countryside.
They moved him.
Let me conclude on a case, Mr. Chairman, because Mary Matejov

is here today and I don't know whether the Chair or any of the
members wish to talk with her, but this is a very interesting case
and I just want to highlight it because—not because I know any
more about it than the analysts or anybody else, because I don't

know, but because of the fact that it's such an example of why we
should be more insistent, and that's the Baron 52.

I am going to be very brief here, but I have a full analysis of the
Baron 52 case, Mr. Chairman, which I just would ask that it be en-
tered into the record of your committee.
Mr. Pickett. It will.

[The following information was submitted for the record:]
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INDEX AND SUMMARY OF INFORMATION IN SENATOR SMITH'S
BARON 52 CASE FILE

in chronological order-dates are Washington time unless specified

FEBRUARY 4. 1973 -

lltOS A.M. EST Washington — 11:05 P.M. February 4/LaoB:

An Air Force EC-47Q aircraft with call sign "Baron 52"
departed Ubom Airfield, Thailand, on an operational mission
over Laos with 8 crewmembers on board. The mission of the
crew was to locate and identify enemy tanks on the Ho Chi
Minh trail whose presence had been suspected based on
sensors which had been placed along the trail.

12; 10 P.M. EST Washington — 12:10 A.M. February 5/Laos

Baron 52 's Commander communicated with an AC-130 also flying
over Laos and it was agreed that Baron 52 would fly in the
southern portion of the assigned area (116) in Laos, and the
AC-130 would fly in the northern portion (IIG).

(Note: According to the Command History of the 6994th Air
Force Security Squadron, there was heavy enemy tank movement
through this assigned area during this period, and there was
also concern about AAA and possible SAMs in the area.)

1:25 P.M. EST Washington — 1:25 A.M. February 5/Laos:

Baron 52 reported to a fast FAC reconnaissance flight that
they had evaded or were "receiving" hostile "radar-
controlled" 37MM anti-aircraft ground fire over Laos at
XB975710. (time subsequently doublechecked by airborne
command and control center ^Moonbeam' and confirmed to have
occured at 041825Z or 1:25 A.M./5 Feb. Laos)
(See February 4th log of Air Force Operations Center)

1:30 P.M. EST Washington — 1:30 A.M. February 5/Laos:

According to reports. Baron 52 called in an Operations
Normal Report to the Lion ground control intercept site at
Ubon, Thailand as scheduled and a radar plot was made at
1452N 10643E.

1:40 P.M. EST Washington — 1:40 A.M. February 5/Lao8t

According to subsequent reports, "last radar contact was
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1840 Zulu (or 1:40 P.M. EST Washington)."

2:00 P.M. EST Washington — 2:00 A.M. February 5/Laos:

Baron 52 failed to call in a scheduled Operations Normal
Report to either the Lion ground control intercept site at
Ubon, Thailand or the airborne command and control center
(Moonbeam)

.

2:15 P.M. EST Washington — 2:15 A.M. February 5/Laos:

Two FACS (F4) were diverted to Baron 52 's last reported
location to perform a communications search. Another EC-47
flying in the area (Baron 62) also conducted a
communications search with negative results.

2:35 P.M. EST Washington — 2; 35 A.M. February 5/Laos:

An Owl 5/6 F-4 from the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing was
diverted to search for Baron-52.

6:00 P.M. EST Washington — 6:00 A.M. February 5/Laos:

Search and Rescue efforts were initiated according to
subsequent reports (2300 Zulu 4 Feb. 73 or 6:00 P.M. EST
Washington)

A visual search was conducted by FACS (F-4) starting at
first light (around 6:00 a.m.) with a search pattern
established in a 5.5 nautical mile radius from Baron 52 's
last report location.

8:22 P.M. EST Washington — 8:22 A.M. February 5/Laos:

NSA intercepted a communication by a North Vietncunese unit
and reported as follows

:

Declassified NSA immediate precedence message dated 05/0124Z
(8:24 AM 5 Feb. Laos/VN — 8:24 PM 4 Feb. Washington) reads:

"05/2122Z Feb 73 Captivity of Four Pilots. . .Group 217....
(redacted) .. .is holding four pilots captive and the group is
requesting orders concerning what to do with them from an
unidentified unit probably ...( redacted )... subordinate the
559th... (redacted)..."

"Comments; ...( redacted )... that group 217 is possibly
located in vicinity of Vinh/BT9 .

"

9:00 P.M. EST Washington - 9:00 A.M. February 5/Laos

The Pacific Air Command reported to the Air Force Operations
Center the following information:
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"EC-47, Baron 52, has been located 45 nautical miles SE of
Saravane, Laos. SAR has been initiated. Aircraft appears
to be a combat loss .

"

FEBRUARY 5. 1973 -

12:48 A.M. EST Washington — 12:48 P.M. February 5/Lao8

NSA intercepted an enemy communication and reported the
following information:

"...( redacted )... shootdown of an unidentified aircraft."

"Comments: The type and nationality of the aircraft is
unknown. No ...(redacted)... crew status or date and
location of the shootdown. This report based on preliminary
analysis.

"

The report is issued by NSA as an immediate precedence
message at 1:30 A.M. EST Washington. (050630Z)

1:00 A.M. EST Washington — 1:00 P.M. February 5/Laos

An immediate precedence message from the Air Force
indicated: (source of report is unidentifiable on file copy)

"Search is in progress at this time with negative results."

1:37 A.M. EST Washington — 1:37 P.M. February 5/Thailand

Search and Rescue efforts "are continuing" according to an
immediate precence report from the Air Force (source of
report is unidentifiable on file copy)

.

9:20 A.M. EST Washington — 9:20 P.M. February 5/Laos

Family members began being notified in person by Air Force
officers that their loved ones were "missing in action in
Laos .

"

1:00 P.M. EST Washington — 1:00 A.M. February 6/Laos

The weather in the Baron 52 loss area was reported to be
"clear/7 miles visibility."

4:35 P.M. EST Washington — 4:35 A.M. February 6/Laos

NSA Issued a priority precedence message as follows:

Declassified NSA priority precedence message dated 05/2335Z
(4:35 AM 6 Feb. Laos) reads:

"Unidentified NVN element. . .Movement of Prisoners...
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(redacted) presently group 210 has four pirates ((2)) : they
are going to the control of Mr . ( redacted

) (
( 3 ) ) ... : they

are going from 44 ((4)) to 93 ((4)), they are having
difficulties moving along the road..."

"
( (2) ) Usually . .

.
(redacted) . . . American pilots:

((3)) Possibly associated with Binh Treun 14

( (4 )
) Unlocated kilometer marking:

"

6:55 P.M. EST Washington — 6:55 A.M. February 6/Laos

A message was issued concerning the handling of the names of
the crewmembers of Baron 52. (Actual message not in our
file — only references to it.)

FEBRUARY 6. 1973 -

7:05 A.M. EST Washington — 7:00 P.M. February 6/Laos

The Air Force reported that the visual search continued
during the day in Laos "with no results .

"

The weather during the day was reported to have been "broken
to overcast" in portions of the search area.

5:55 P.M. EST Washington - 5:55 A.M. February 7/Laos

The Baron 52 crash site was reported to have been located by
an OV-10 aircraft and photographed by FACs on the scene
(three photo recess conducted). The location was reported as
153755N 1065958E - YC143291, 6.3 nautical miles southeast of
Ban Phak - Houay near Route 96(B).

FEBRUARY 7. 1973 -

At 7:01 A.M. EST Washington — 7:01 P.M. February 7/Laos,
Air Force issued a report on the discovery of the crash site
which stated in part:

"At 06/2255Z, Rustic 04 (OV-10) located a crash site at
YC 143291... The wreckage had burned so positive
identification was not possible. The following information
was obtained: It was a 2 engine reciprocating aircraft on
its back: the bottom was painted white or light gray: and
wheel wells were located on engine nacelles; yellow
containers were seen close by the wreckage: the aircraft
has a broad wing chord: it impacted downslope from a ridge
100 feet from a stream. Elevation of crash site was 2015
feet .

"

"Wreckage is primarily intact but small section was seen
approximately 200 meters west of main site. In the opinion
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of two of the FACb who reviewed the crash site, the wreckage
Is a recent crash of a C-7, C-46, or C-47. FAC's on scene
directed 3 photo recess over the site. Film Is being
processed at this time. Film should produce good results.
Search of other areas today produced negative results .

"

FEBRUARY 8. 1973 -

3t00 P.M. EST Washington - 3:00 A.M. February 9/Laos

Section B of Item 7 of NSA's (Weekly) Southeast Asia Summary
Report contained the following information under the
heading:

''General Developments Laos"

"Concern over the movement of four captured fliers of
unknown nationality was expressed 5 February
...(redacted)... an unidentified "Group 210"
...(redacted)... element... (redacted)... The fliers were to
be transferred from "44", probably a reference to kilometer
marking 44 (XD 495254, 16-30N 106-23E) on Route 914 to "93",
probably a reference to kilometer marking 93 (XD 549505, 16-
43N 106-27E) on Route 1032. The fliers are probably en
route to the Binh Tram 9 area, since two unidentified
personalities at Binh Tram 9 were to be contacted about
their movement .

"

10:30/10:50 P.M. EST Washington ~ 10:30/10:50 A.M.
February 9/Laos;

The Search and Rescue team was launched from NKP, Thailand
in two ^ Jolly Green' helicopters and headed to the reported
location of Baron 52 in Laos.

FEBRUARY 9. 1973 -

1:20 A.M. EST Washington — 1:20 P.M. February 9/Laos:

A Search and Rescue Team consisting of three pararescue men
(PJ's) and a radioman from the 6994th Air Force Security
Squadron at Ubon was lowered into the crash site by a
hovering helicopter for approximately 40 minutes.

4:00 A.M. EST Washington — 4:00 P.M. February 9/Laos:

The SAR team arrived back at NKP, Thailand.

8:00 A.M. EST Washington — 8:00 P.M. February 9/Laos:

The search and rescue effort was formally suspended.

The two aircraft commanders of the ^ Jolly Green' helicopters
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issued a report on their activities which they signed. The
report stated, in pertinent part;

"Jolly Green 60 lowered 3 PJ's plus a technician to the
crashed aircraft to recover bodies and get positive
identification of the aircraft. The aircraft appeared to
have crashed nearly vertically and upside down. Both wings
were sheared off and the fuselage was completely gutted by
flcunes. The only portion left intact was the tail. After
about 45 minutes in the hover. Jolly Green 60 recovered two
of the PJ's and then because of fuel shortage, egressed the
area. Jolly Green 71 then proceeded to the area and picked
up the two remaining men . . . The PJ ' s recovered the upper
portion of one body and positively determined that all
crewmembers had perished."

8; 20 A.M. EST Washington — 8:20 P.M. February 9/Laos:

An Air Force message on the SAR effort from NKP, Thailand
read:

"There was no unfriendly activity reported during the
mission nor evidence of any previous activity in the area of
the crash site."

10:00 P.M. EST Washington — 10:00 A.M. February 10/Laos:

The 56th Special Operations Wing at Nakhon Phanom, Thailand
filed their "Final Loss Report" on Baron 52.

The report stated, in pertinent part:

"Target Area Defenses Encountered: 37MM & 23 MM located 15
miles west and 18 miles northeast of crash and 37 MM located
11 miles southwest & 12 miles northwest."

"Cause of loss was unknown, however, there were reported
firings of guns positioned (as noted above) at the same time
as the loss .

"

FEBRUARY 10. 1993 -

At 6:19 A.M. EST Washington (6:19 P.M. Thailand^:

An Air Force casualty message was sent to Washington from
Nakhon Phanom, Thailand on the SAR operation. The report
reads in part:

"The radio man reported seeing remains of 3 persons but one
of the pararescue men said that he found remains of 4 of the
crewmembers. The fuselage section of the plane was totally
gutted by what must have been an extremely intense fire

.

Everything in the fuselage was reduced to ashes or melted.
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including the electronics gear. The head and upper torso of
one of the crevnnembers was recovered ... no other remains
recovered .

"

At 7;23 A.M. EST Washington (7;19 P.M. Thailand^;

A subsequent Air Force casualty message was sent which reads
in part:

"Although the aircraft wreckage has been found, not all of
the bodies were found, and none were identified." (Note:
the one set of remains recovered later identified as co-
pilot's)

"The Commander feels that there is a chance that one or more
of the crewmembers could have bailed out and landed safely
on the ground. Therefore, in accordance with the provisions
of AFM 30-4, Para 2010B, there is not conclusive evidence of
death .

"

FEBRUARY 12. 1973 -

An informal request was made by the USAF 6994th Security
Squadron in Thailand for information from the National
Security Agency concerning the shootdown of Baron 52.

FEBRUARY 13. 1973 -

The USAF Security Squadron Director of Operations at Kelly
AFB, TX requested copies of the photographs of Baron 52
(presumably the crash site).

Colonel Francis A. Humphries, Coimnander of the 8th Tactical
Fighter Wing at Ubon, Thailand, sent a letter to the next of
kin of missing crewmembers which stated, in pertinent part:

"It is with regret that I inform you that the search for
your son has been terminated. After locating the crash
site, a helicopter was dispatched to the scene and a resuce
team was lowered to inspect the wreckage. The aircraft was
almost totally destroyed. The team reported finding human
remains that have been positively identified as belonging to
another crew member .

"

"After careful consideration, I feel that there is a
possibility that one or more crewmembers could have
parachuted to safety, therefore your son will continue to be
carried in a missing status until a final determination can
be made .

"

FEBRUARY 14, 1973 -
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The USAF 6994th Security Squadron in Thailand provided their
reasons in a cable to NSA on why they had requested
additional information on the 12th.

Their cable to NSA read:

"A. (Section 7 of NSA's ^weekly' SIGINT summary of February
8th) 082002Z reported concern of NVA(?) over moving four
"fliers" from KM 44 (?) to presumably the Binh Treun Nine
area on 5 February."

"B. Believe use of the term "fliers" vice "pilots" may be
significant. Presumably NVA units know allied pilots are
officers. Use of the term "fliers" may indicate that they
are enlisted. USAFSS crew (Baron 52 backseaters) was three
E-4's and one E-5."

"C. KM-44 (?) is approximately sixty five nautical miles
from the crash site. Depending on the flight path of Baron-
52, as well as prevailing winds that day, believe USAFSS
crew members could have bailed out and possibly been carried
north by the winds . Wing tips were found north and west of
the crash site, possibly indicating that Baron-52 was on a
southeast course when it impacted. This could have put the
possible bail-out point considerably closer to KM-44. At
any rate, do not believe it unreasonable that crew members
could have been carried 65 nautical miles from the crash
site the following day — either under their own power or as
prisoners .

"

"D. Would the NVA be expected to be transporting prisoners,
held for a long period in Laos, north at this time? Realize
that with present prisoner repatriation this is a
possibility, however, if evidence exists to the contrary
believe that this might indicate that the "fliers" were
recent captives .

"

"E. Only three bodies were found at the crash site. Had the
backend crew stayed with the aircraft, believe that remains
of at least one other body would have been found at the
crash site.

"

"F. While the above items are admitedly speculation, we feel
that they are deserving of a long hard look. Therefore,
request any information that you have that might support or
refute the above comments .

"

At 6:45 P.M. EST Washington , the National Security Agency
replied to the above message from the 6994th USAF Security
Squadron stating:

"1. Find your speculation very interesting and agree that
the crew could have bailed out at a point closer to KM 44
...( redacted )... than the crash site. Considering the time
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factor of approximately four and one half hours between time
of last contact with the aircraft and time of
...(redacted)... concerning the four prisoners, and
considering that vehicle transportation for the prisoners
was indicated ...(redacted)..., it is possible that they are
crew of the EC-47."

"2. The term for "fliers" in the 5 Feb (message) os commonly
used by the NVA to refer to air crew members including
pilots, navigators, gimners, etc.. The use of this term
...(redacted)... does not exclude the possibility that the
four prisoners were enlisted air crew members but does not
necessarily indicate such since the term had been used to
refer collectively to B-52 crews downed in December in North
Vietnam."

"3. For your consideration, herewith is a recap of the
...(redacted)... involving this activity. Although ALCON
have been alerted, there have been no additional reflections
of the disposition of these "fliers."

"4. Foiir fliers, lAose nationality was not disclosed, were
located on 5 February in the general area north of Huong
Hong in the Binh Tram 33 area. According to the
...(redacted)..., the fliers were to be tremsferred from
"44", a probable reference to kilometer meurking 44 on Route
914 (XD 495254, 16-30N 106-23E) to "93", a probable
reference to kilometer marking 93 on Route 1032 (XD 549505,
16-43N 106-27E), and are apparently en route to the Binh
Tram 9 area, west of the DMZ in Laos. Two unidentified
personalities in the Binh Tram 9 area %«ere to be contacted
concerning their movement, find, if problems were
encountered, higher headquarters was to be notified to
supply "ways and means' (probable reference to trucks) to
move the fliers. Sufficient water \me to be given to the
fliers .

"

"Specifically, an unidentified personality associated with
an unidentified Group 210, or Group 210B, probably in North
Vietnam, stated that there had been some difficulties in
transporting the fliers. He asked that the Binh Tram 9
personalities check to see if the problems had been resolved
so movement could continue. The Group 210 personality also
asked that he be notified of their time of departiire as he
was %raiting for them.

"

FEBRUARY 16. 1973 -

At 5:42 P.M. EST Washington, the USAF Security Squadron in
Thailand sent a message with enclosed messages to "USAF.."
(unidentifiable on file copy) which began:

"...possibly relating to EC-47 crew. . .following messages
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quoted for your information in event related
. .

.
( redacted ) . . . obtained .

"

The message went on to quote in full the February 14th
exchanges between NSA and USAFSS (quoted above under 14
Feb . ) .

FEBRUARY 17. 1973 -

An NSA immediate precedence message (since declassified)
read:

"— Probable headquarters 591st AAA Regiment, Report on
Shootdown --"

"All of the units are to fire at the enemy aircraft during
the new season. It has been reported that the people
involved in the South Laotian Campaign have shot down one
aircraft and captured the pilot/pilots. It requested that
all of the units go out and look for pieces of the aircraft.
If it is found that the aircraft is too far away to pick up
the pieces, report to the regiment so that they can take
care of it. This is to be done immediately. You are to
report back on the 19th. This is all the time that you have
to report . It has to be reported by the 19th."

FEBRUARY 20. 1973 -

At 7; 30 P.M. EST Washington , the father of one of the
missing Baron 52 crewmembers telephoned the Air Force
Casualty Office at the USAF Military Personnel Center at
Randolph AFB TX to request elaboration on the statement by
Colonel Humphries in his February 13th letter that "...one
or more of the crewmembers may have parachuted to safety."

The officer on duty. Captain Richard J. Moline, informed the
father that "the severity of the crash, possible explosion
upon impact, or a bad fire could have made recovery of other
remains impossible."

According to Captain Moline, "He did not want to accept this
and asked that I request the commander to elaborate on the
above quoted statement. I told him we would request an
elaboration.

"

FEBRUARY 21. 1973 -

At 8; 00 A.M. EST Washington . Captain Moline had a message
prepared "to request clarification of the search termination
letter" signed by the Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Ubon, Thailand on February 13th.
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According to Captain Moline's duty log, "However, Colonel
Gratch and CWO Scott decided that another message covering
more questions and recommnedations would be more
appropriate. This message was prepared and dispatched..."

At 3r00 P.M. EST Washington . The Air Force Military
Personnel Center at Randolph AFB Texas sent a message to the
USAF 56CSG at Nakhon Phanom, Thailand concerning Baron 52
which read in part:

"...Request the Commander carefully evaluate all known
information pertaining to this incident to determine if
submission of death reports may be appropriate. If status
change is not made (from MIA to KIA), request that we be
provided more complete information on what was seen at crash
site and what efforts are being made to re-enter crash site
area to obtain further information on which to base a status
change .

"

FEBRUARY 22. 1973 -

At 8; 07 A.M. EST Washington , the USAF 56CSG at Nakhon
Phanom, Thailand responded to the USAF MPC at Randolph AFB
TX, stating in part:

"The Commander, 56 Special Operations Wing, has made a
review of the available facts and has further reviewed
paragraph 2-108 of AFM 30-4. He believes that there is no
reasonable doubt that all the members of the crew of Baron
52 were killed in the crash. This decision was coordinated
with the Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing."

On the same day this message was received, the status of the
crewmembers of Baron 52 was officially changed by the Air
Force from ^Missing in Action' to ^Killed in Action'.

FEBRUARY 23. 1973 -

At 1:15 A.M. EST Washington , the USAF 6994 Security Squadron
at NKP, Thailand sent a message to the Air Force Security
Squadron headquarters at Kelly Air Force Base, Texas which
stated, in part:

"1. The status of all crewmembers aboard Baron-52 has been
changed from MIA to KIA. Based on information reported in
Ref A (the February 16th messages quoted above), the
Detachment 3, 6994th Security Squadron Commander (at Ubon,
Thailand) feels there is some doubt as to KIA status,
particularly since there were no backend crew members bodies
seen/collected at the crash site, nor was a thorough sifting
of the debris made."
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"2. The 8th Tactical Fighter Wing Commander (Colonel Frances
A. Humphries at Ubon, Thailand) has asked if there is any
...(redacted)... information concerning the crash. He
apparently held ...(redacted)... during past assignment, but
is not cleared now. I have told the Commander at Detachment
3 (at Ubom, Thailand) that neither he nor cleared
navigators at the 361st Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron
(at Ubom, Thailand) are permitted to sanitize the
information (from NSA) in the referenced message to the
Secret level, but that I would pass the matter to the USAF
Security Squadron (HQS at Kelly AFB TX) for decision on
release, or availability of new information."

"3. Request immediate response on answer to be given to the
8th Tactical Fighter Wing Commander to aid him in KIA/MIA
decision. He has been informed that a query has been sent
forward to determine if any additional information
concerning the crash is available in all source
intelligence.

"

FEBRUARY 27. 1973 -

Upon authority from HQS USAF Security Squadron at Kelly AFB
TX, the Commander of USAFSS at NKP, Thailand authorized the
following release of sanitized intelligence information to
Colonel Humphries, the Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Ubon, Thailand:

"1. According to a reliable source, the enemy was moving
four prisoners on trucks northward along Route 914 in Laos
on 5 February 1973. This source reported they may have been
en route to a staging area in Laos just west of the DMZ .

"

"2. It is speculated by USAF Security Squadron headquarters
at Kelly AFB in TX that these prisoners may have been
crewmembers of Baron 52, a 56 SOW EC-47 aircraft which
crashed in Laos on 5 February 1973. This speculation,
admittedly tenuous, is based on the fact that these
prisoners were reported to be in an area some sixty-five
nautical miles from the Baron 52 crash site. Depending on
the flight path of Baron 52, as well as prevailing winds
that day, it is possible some crewmembers could have bailed
out north of the crash site position and could possibly have
been carried even further north during descent.
Furthermore, since these prisoners were reportedly being
transferred by trucks, it is not inconceivable that they
could have been some sixty five nautical miles from the
crash site the seune day that Baron 52 crashed."

At 7:55 P.M. (EST Washington), a message is sent from the
Department of State in Washington to the American Embassy in
Vientiane, Laos which reads, in pertinent part:

35-210 - 96 - 2
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"Subject: Americans Missing in Laos... 6. Following eight
names members of C-47 downed 2/5 are KIA and should not be
included in lists given to LPF (Lao Patriotic Front) or ICRC
( International Committee of the Red Cross )

.

"

FEBRUARY 28, 1973 -

Photographs of the Baron 52 crash site were sent to the
USAFSS Director of Operations at Kelly AFB, TX.

MARCH 1. 1973 -

The 6994th Security Squadron at NKP, Thailand sent a message
to USAFSS HQS at Kelly AFB, TX. The message summarized the
6994th's participation (Technical Sgt. Schofield and Sgt.
Keen) in the February 9th search and rescue effort, and the
reaction of Colonel Humphries (8TFW Cmdr.) to the sanitized
information he had reviewed on the 27th of February.

The report read, in part:

"1. The 8th Tactical Fighter Wing Commander (Colonel Francis
Humphries) appreciated the information given him, but felt
it was very tenous and that if he needed it again he could
get it from us .

"

"2. Report of SAR effort... the aircraft had been totally
destroyed. Both wings (outboard tips) had been knocked off.
One was approximately 400 yards north of site while the
other one was west. It appeared that the aircraft had
impacted just north of the crash site but we were unable to
confirm this due to unknown personnel in the area (north and
southwest of crashsite) although location of outboard wing
tips would tend to prove this theory .

"

"The main cabin must have suffered an intense fire because
all of the consoles and bodies - assumption - had completely
burned. From the latrine door up to the radio compartment
door was totally destroyed. Found remains of three bodies,
the pilot and both co-pilots. Only able to bring one body
back due to the bodies being so badly decomposed. The body
that we did bring back was later identified as one of the
co-pilots and was found in the general vicinity of the
engineers compartment. The aircraft looked as though it had
fallen out of the sky after possibly impacting further north
of the crash site, since there wasn't any indication it had
tried to crash land (aircraft was lying upside down)."

"Nothing left of aircraft for identification purposes but
the plate on the bottom of the nose which had the aircraft
number on it and was brought back for identification
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purposes. One PJ (parareecue man) did state that what was
left of the aircraft did have what appeared to be shrapenl
holes in it, but we somewhat doubt this due to condition of

the aircraft. As stated previously, there were three bodies
seen in the front end. We were able to recover part of one
(others too badly decomposed). Technical Sgt. Quillian, who
went down with Sgt. Schofield saw one other possible, repeat
possible, body in the general vicinity of area where the
partial body was recovered. Technical Sgt. Schofield did
not see it, however."

MARCH 7. 1973 -

USAFSS Headquarters at Kelly AFB TX made a request to the
Chief of Staff of the Air Force in Washington, D.C. that the
Baron 52 crash site "be eimong the first to be investigated"
provided the terms of the Laos cease-fire agreement signed
on February 21st permitted entry of U.S. personnel into Laos
for crash-site excavations.

In the same message, the Feburary 27th sanitized
Intelligence message, shown to the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing
Commander, was quoted in full. The message to the Air Force
Chief of Staff also read;

"...there was no sifting of debris to determine if evidence
existed to confirm the status of those personnel in the
cargo compartment of the aircraft."

"As you can see, there is cause for speculation concerning
the status of the missing crewmembers .

"

"Since no present evidence positively confirms the death of
the remaining five crewmembers, the possibility that they
were able to bail out does exist, although no beepers or
other transmissions were noted on guard."

MARCH 9. 1973 -

The Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing at Ubon,
Thailand, Colonel Francis A. Humphries, provided the
following information to next of kin of the missing crew
members of Baron 52. His letter stated in part:

"...Due to the fact that the aircraft crashed in an
extremely hostile area, no other search and rescue teeims

have been scheduled to go into the area... Your son was
originally carried as missing in action until a review could
be made of the facts and circiunstances surrovmding the
incident. After a thorough review, it was determined that
there were no survivors. Based on this, your son's status
was changed to killed in action on 22 February 1973. The
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severity of the crash, the total destruction of the
aircraft, the intense fire, and many other factors were
considered before we regretfully reached this decision.
Also of importance was the fact that no emergency radio
beepers were ever heard from any member of the crew, and no
parachutes were seen. When the current intense hostility in
the area subsides, hopefully other teams will be sent in."

MARCH 20, 1973 -

The Commander in Chief of the Pacific Air Command, Air
Force, sent a message concerning prospects for another visit
to the Baron 52 crashsite. (text of message not in file)

MARCH 21. 1973 -

The Chief of Staff of the Air Force sent a message
concerning prospects for another visit to the Baron 52
crashsite. (text of message not in file.)

MARCH 23. 1973 -

U.S. Congressman Widnall received a written reply from the
Department of the Air Force to an inquiry he had made on
behalf of the parents of one one of the missing backseaters,
Sgt. Peter Cressman. The Air Force stated, in pertinent
part;

"An Air Force officer personally notified Mr. and Mrs.
Cressman on February 22 that Sgt. Cressman was declared
killed in action on February 5 as the result of injuries
sustained in the aircraft incident previously reported to
them

"

"The information made available to his commander by members
of the search teeun conclusively established that their son
could not have survived the incident .

"

"Please assure Mr. and Mrs. Cressman that if there had been
any doubt that their son could have survived, they would not
have been notified of his death."

The letter is signed by Colonel H.J. Anderson of the
Congressional Inquiry Division, Office of Legislative
Liaison, Department of the Air Force.

MARCH 26. 1973 -

The Commander of the Joint Casualty Resolution Center at
NKP, Thailand, Brig. General Robert Kingston, sent a message
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on Baron 52 to the Commander in Chief of the Pacific Air
Command, Air Force, which read:

"1. Political/Military situation in Laos prohibits reentry
of personnel at this time for inspection of Baron 52 crash
site. Authorities for entry of JCRC personnel into Laos
have not been negotiated and any effort to undertake an
operation of this nature prior to receiving these
authorities might be construed as a violation of the Laos
Peace Agreement .

"

"2. The Baron 52 crash site will be afforded a high priority
for early inspection upon receipt of operating authorities
for JCRC in Laos .

"

APRIL 7-16. 1973 -

The Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing, Colonel F.A.
Humphries, sent letters to the next of kin of the missing
crewmembers which stated in part:

"Since my letter of 9 March 1973, I have personally
discussed at great length the search and rescue
ef fort .. .with the commander of the wing whose unit visited
the crash site.."

"Because of the distance from the nearest radar facility,
the aircraft was not being tracked by radar..."

"The crews are trained to be able to put on the (survival)
equipment and get ready to leave the aircraft in
approximately two minutes .

"

"...in case of an emergency it would also take time to
iinlock and open the (exit) door. These things can be done
quickly if the airplane is flying straight and level,
however, if it is in a spin or dive, movement within the
aircraft is extremely difficult, if not impossible."

"...the cause of the mishap must have been of a catastrophic
nature. It was probably a direct hit from antiaircraft fire
which immediately started a fire in the aircraft thus
precluding the initiation of emergency procedures . Assuming
this to be the case, the crew would not have had time to
retrieve survival equipment, don it, and exit the aircraft
safely.

"

"Photographs of the crash site indicate that the aircraft,
in all probability, initially impacted in one area and then
continued its trajectory, finally landing in an inverted
position. The wreckage was strewn from the impact point to
the final resting area, which also prohibited the rescue
team from conducting a more intensive investigation."
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"Let me svunmarlze by stating that we did employ a certain
eunount of conjecture to visualize the events as they took
place. However, we made logical assumptions based on all
the available facts and information. You may be assured
that every facet of each piece of information was considered
prior to arriving at the difficult decision to change (your
son's) status to killed in action. Conclusive evidence of
death is not required for a commander to arrive at such a
decision. Existing evidence did warrant this decision,
which is one of the most agonizing and difficult tasks a
commander must face .

"

APRIL 24. 1973 -

During this period, the Defense Intelligence Agency was
asked by the Air Force Intelligence Service through the
Chief of Staff of the Air Force to "validate an ICCP
supplement" concerning Baron 52.

According to 24 April 1973 message traffic from USAFSS at
Kelly AFB:

"Subject: EC-47 Baron 52. CSAF/AFIS/INYB has tasked
DIA to validate an ICCP supplement. It would task
. .

.
(redacted) . . .to review available . .

.
(redacted) . . .data for

additional information about the USAF crewmembers downed in
Laos 5 Feb. 73."

Following this tasking, the Air Force sent a message to DIA
or NSA which described Baron 52 's incident and follow-up SAR
efforts and read, in part:

"This is ...(redacted)... amplifying requirement submitted
electrically to expedite DIA validation and submission."

"Subject: Disposition of USAF crewmembers.
Objective: To determine disposition of USAF crewmembers
downed in Laos .

"

"(February 8th NSA Summary Report) 082000Z Feb. 73, Item 7B
reported a 5 Feb. movement of four POW "fliers" from KM-44
(approximately 65 nautical miles from crash site) to
probably Binh Tram Nine area .

"

"Subsequent plans to return to crash site to sift wreckage
have been delayed due to operating restrictions for that
area .

"

"Air Force would be most grateful if ...(redacted)... could
conduct review of . .

.
( redacted ) . . . data in attempt to

uncover any additional information that could possibly be
associated with the disposition of Baron 52 crewmembers."
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MAY 2. 1973 -

The National Security Agency responded to the Air Force
tasking with the following (since declassified) NSA priority
precedence message dated 02/1826Z — (1:26 PM 2 May
Washington) —
"Downed EC-47 Crew"

"1. Have reviewed all available information concerning the
four fliers mentioned . .

.
(redacted) ... 5 Feb. .

.
(redacted) . .

.

and no additional reflections or aunplifying information
concerning the disposition of the fliers were revealed. For
your information and consideration the following is a recap
... ( redacted ) ... and some other observations concerning
this subject."

"2. Four fliers, whose nationality was not disclosed, were
located on 5 Feb. in the general area north of Muong Nong in
the Binh Tram 33 area. According to ...(redacted)... the
fliers were to be transferred from "44," a probable ...
(redacted)... kilometer marker 44 on Route 914 (XD 495254,
16-30N 106-25E) to "93," a probable ...(redacted)...
kilometer marking 93 on Route 1032 (XD 549505, 16-43N 106E-,
and were apparently en route to the Binh Tram 9 area, west
of the DMZ in Laos . Two unidentified personalities in the
Binh Tram 9 area were to be contacted concerning movement of
the POWs and if problems were encountered, high hqs
...(redacted)... was to be notified to supply "ways and
means" (probable references to trucks) to move the fliers,
sufficient water was to be given to the fliers, ...
(redacted) ..."

"Also on Feb 5 an unidentified Group 210 or Group 210B,
probably in North Vietnam, ...(redacted)... there had been
some difficulties in transporting the fliers and
...(redacted)... that the Binh Tram 9 personalities check to
see if these problems had been resolved so movement could
continue, the Group 210/210B personality also ...(redacted)
. . . notified of their time of departure as he was waiting
for them, these were the only ...(redacted)... reflections
of the movement of these "fliers."

"3. The term for "fliers" is commonly used by the North
Vietnamese to refer to air crew members including pilots,
navigators, gunners, etc. The use of this term
...(redacted)... does not exclude the possibility that the
four prisoners were enlisted air crew members but does not
necessarily indicate such since the same term had been used
to refer collectively to B-52 crews downed in December in
North Vietnam .

"

" 4 . Although the initial location given . .
.

( redacted ) . . . 5
Feb. .. (redacted) .. .is some 65 kilometers from the crash site
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It Is possible that at least part of the crew were etble to
ball out prior to the crash and therefore could have been
closer to this point than the crash site when they were
captured. Further, since vehicle transportation was
indicated, rapid movement is reasonable. It is possible
that these 4 fliers were part of the crew of the EC-47."

MAY 21. 1973 -

Dr. Roger Shields met with John T. Berbrich to discuss the
Baron 52 shootdown. Berbrich informed Shields that there
was a "possibility" some of the crew were captured, "but the
evidence was sketchy and inconclusive." (DIA memo to Chuck
Trowbridge at DIA from John T. Berbrich)

MAY 24. 1973 -

In a memorandiim to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs, Dr. Roger Shields stated:

"On 4-5 February 1973, a USAF EC-47 carrying a crew of 8

U.S. personnel was downed in Laos . The search and rescue
team succeeded in locating and inspecting the wreckage of
the aircraft. Because the area was a hostile one, the
inspection was not completed. Nevertheless, parts of four
bodies were recovered ( located ) , only one of which was
(recovered and) idendified."

"A short time after the shootdowm of the EC-47, a sensitive
intercept of communication between North Vietnamese Army
Commands in Laos and the DRV indicated that four Americans
had been captured in an area some forty miles from the crash
site.

"

"...DIA is continuing its investigation (of the EC-47
incident), but feels there is some reason to believe that
the four may actually have been captured."

JUNE 28. 1973 -

Sgt. Joseph F. Conge of the Site Development Branch of the
Joint Casualty Resolution Center in Thailand prepared a
memorandum summarizing separate interviews he had conducted
in late June with 3 members of the Jolly Green 60 which was
involved with the SAR efforts at the Baron 52 site on
February 9, 1973.

The purpose of the interviews was to prepare a target folder
on the Baron 52 crash site for use by the JCRC. (However,
no plans for a second visit to the site were ever
implemented until November, 1992).
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According to Sgt. Conge, Pararescue man Sgt.. Robert B.

Johnson (the only PJ interviewed) stated "his opinion that
all of the crew died in the crash."

Sgt. Conge wrote in his memorandum that "it did not appear
that the crew of the Baron 52 were preparing to bail out
when the plane crashed." No source was cited by Sgt. Conge
as the basis for this statement, however, as noted, the only
PJ on the ground interviewed was Sgt. Johnson.

In his memorandum, Sgt. Conge quoted verbatim from the
February 9, 1973 message signed by both of the Jolly Green
commanders in describing the state of the aircraft wreckage.

Sgt . Conge further stated that the team was inserted to the
crash site "for approximately one hour", and that "the team
(on the ground) decided it was time to be extracted and
requested Jolly Green 60 to pick them up."

(There is no record in our file which indicates whether or
not a transcript was made of Sgt. Conge 's interview with any
of the three Jolly Green crewmembers, including the one that
was actually on the ground.)

SEPTEMBER 13. 1973 -

The Joint Casualty Resolution Center at NKP, Thailand,
provided information to the American Embassy in Laos on
proposed Baron 52 casualty resolution operations which would
be activated "upon approval to conduct operations and
designation of D-Day."

JULY 24. 1978 -

In response to a press inquiry for detailed information on
the Baron 52 incident by columnist Jack Anderson, Mrs.
Madden of the the Secretary of the Air Force General
Counsel's office prepared an internal draft statement which
read in part;

"...the (SAR) team recovered the identifiable remains and
left the crash site when the helicopter's remaining fuel
supply necessitated departure."

"Shortly after the loss of the aircraft, a sensitive
intelligence source reported that Laotian forces were
transporting four captured pirates about 65 kilometers from
the crash site. No identity or nationality was given,
although the term "pirates" was usually used to describe
Americans . It is not possible to determine whether or not
that report pertained to crew members of the EC-47 aircraft
lost on February 5, 1973. No further intelligence reports
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of any kind were received as to the location or disposition
of the four "pirates" mentioned in the intelligence report."

In preparing the release, an internal document was datafaxed
to the USAF General Counsel's office from an Air Force
entity (not identifiable from document) in response to
questions posed through Mrs. Madden. The datafax read:

QUESTION; "Why wasn't the intelligence report provided to
the field commander?"

ANSWER: "It was highly classified at the time; higher than
the field commander had access to. Even in unclassified
form, it was not available until after the men had been
declared dead."

QUESTION: "Why didn't someone in the Air Force pass to
casualty or the field even an unclassified version of the
material?"

ANSWER: "The indicent occurred just prior to the return of
our prisoners of war. The intelligence community, at the
time, was understandably heavy burden preparing for the
repatriation of our POWs . Excess manpower needed for such
things as declassification of documents was simply not
available. It was hoped that if they had indeed been
captured alive, they would have been repatriated along with
the rest of the prisoners . The fact that they were not
repatriated led us to the regrettable conclusion that they
were, in fact, not captured alive as this intelligence
report would lead you to believe."

"After the return of our POWs, the work load in our
intelligence organizations continued at an extremely high
level while the returned prisoners were debriefed and their
debriefings were analyzed. Incidently, no information was
provided by these debriefings which would substantiate the
capture of this crew. During that time, the intelligence
report in question apparently fell by the wayside and no
attempt was ever made to declassify it until recently. I

would like to point out here, in conclusion, that we never
received any other information to support the claims made in
this report. Conversely, everything we have, including
investigations by a House Select Committee (on Missing
Persons in 1976 by Rep. Montgomery) and a Presidential
(Woodcock 1977 under Pres . Carter) Commission, lead us to
the conclusion that no one is left alive."

QUESTION: "Why didn't the Air Force ever provide information
to the next of kin?"

ANSWER: "As mentioned above, it is the belief of DoD and the
Services that after the repatriation of POWs, the communists
no longer held any of our men alive. It was the general
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opinion, bom from experience with hundreds of other next of
kin, that providing information we felt, and still feel, was
misleading or worse - false, could have a detrimental effect
on the next of kin by giving them false hope for the return
of a loved one who we were sure was not alive. On many
occasions, foreign governments have stated that they no
longer hold any American prisoners and have steadfastly
refused to provide us with anything but remains or
information about those were killed in the conflict."

JULY 28. 1978 -

The Department of Defense released the final, official press
statement which differed from the draft and read, in
pertinent part:

"Shortly after the loss of this aircraft, an intelligence
source that may not be further identified, reported that
enemy forces were transporting four captured men who may
have been American pilots about 65 kilometers from the crash
site. However, no identity or nationality was specified.
It is not possible to determine whether or not that report
pertained to crew members of the EC-47 aircraft lost on
February 5, 1973. No further intelligence reports of any
kind were received as to the location or disposition of the
four captured men mentioned in the intelligence report .

"

AUGUST 3. 1978 -

Appearing on ABC's Good Morning America, columnist Jack
Anderson stated, in reference to the Baron 52 incident:

" . . .my staff has learned that at least half of the crew
probably survived. Pentagon officials realized this within
days of the crash, yet the Air Force never told the families
of these men that their loved ones were probably alive...

a

surveillance report which the Pentagon itself calls
reliable, sighted four captured men about 65 kilometers from
the crash site. A Pentagon spokesman now agrees there's a
good chance these four men were survivors of the crash.
Yet, the Pentagon deliberately gave the families
misinformation.

"

MARCH 13. 1979 -

Lt. Colonel (ret.) and Mrs. Stephen Matejov, parents of one
of the missing crewmembers from Baron 52, Sgt. Joseph
Matejov, were invited to the Pentagon after several
discussions with Air Force Casualty personnel "to personally
review the available information surrounding this incident."
Their escort during the visit is Colonel Bobby D. Ballard.
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According to a March 29, 1979 letter to the Secretary of the
Air Force from Lt. Colonel Matejov, "there, we were made
privy to the ^visual-sighting' and 'radio-intercept' reports
in question.

"

MARCH 29. 1979 -

Lt. Colonel Matejov, in the same letter, petitioned the
Air Force Secretary to "reopen this case and reverse the
(KIA) ruling made on behalf of my son and declare him again
"Missing in Action' as it rightfully belongs, based on the
information currently made available."

APRIL 10. 1979 -

In testimony before the House Asian and Pacific Affairs
Subcommittee, Dr. Roger Shields, former head of POW/MIA
Affairs at the Department of Defense, stated;

MR. FOUNTAIN: "You made a reference to one case in which
information was withheld. Are you in a position to tell us
the circumstances in connection with that case?"

DR. SHIELDS: "The one case of which I am aware in which
there was not what we might describe as simply an oversight
was a case in which three men may have been captured. This
would have been after the termination of hostilities in
South Vietnam. I believe that record has been made public
now, has it not?"

"This was a communications intercept which indicates three
men out of a reconnaisance aircraft may have been captured.
In fact, the communications intercept stated they were
captured. The men, though, were declared presumptively
dead .

"

"The circumstances of the loss were examined on the scene,
and as I recall, there was concern among officials within
the Pentagon that the remains of those three men may not
have been in the wreckage of the aircraft, so it raised
strong presumptions in my mind that something may have
happened to those men. They may have been captured.
Nevertheless, they were declared presumptively dead."

"I am not sure what the feunilies were told. Families were
not informed there had been a communication intercept which
indicated they had been captured. This was in 1973."

APRIL 17. 1979 -

The Secretary of the Air Force responded to an inquiry on
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the Baron 52 incident from Congressman C.W. Bill Young which
stated in part:

"Shortly after the loss of the aircraft, an intelligence
source that may not be further identified, reported that
enemy forces were transporting four captured men who may
have been American pilots about 65 kilometers from the crash
site." (NOTE: 65 nautical miles not kilometers in original
Feb. 73 reports)

"However, no identity or nationality was specified and it is
not possible to determine whether or not that report
pertained to crewmembers of the EC-47 aircraft lost on
February 5. No further intelligence reports of any kind
were ever received as to the location or disposition of the
men mentioned in the report in question .

"

"...no further information has ever been received from any
source, either official or unofficial, concerning these
men .

"

"Please be assured that it is not now, nor has it ever been,
our intent or purpose to withhold information or
misrepresent any given situation to the families . .

.

We acknowledge our human failure of not acting in all
promptness in providing contents of the intelligence report
to the families. We can only assure you that, based on all
known circumstances, we believe that the decision by the
commander to declare the crew deceased was sound."

MAY 3. 1979 -

The Air Force responded to Lt. Colonel Matejov's letter
stating:

"Considering the length of time since his loss, the fact
that our repatriated prisoners had no information about him
or any member of his crew, and the severe health problems
any American in ardous circumstances would experience in
Southeast Asia, I conclude that there is no substantive
basis for a presumption that your son survived."

"My staff has spoken with General Humphries and are
satisfied that he did not know of the reports about four
captives. However, he has since concluded that, if they
were accurate, their relevance to the loss of your son would
have been questionable in view of all the other available
information as set out in his letters to you beginning 13
February 1973. General Humphries made his decision based
upon the available information, and I do not find his
judgement to have been arbitrary or unreasonable.
Therefore, I do not believe that sworn statements or an
investigation an investigation are necessary. With respect
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to the release of the sighting reports to you, I can add
nothing to the explanation provided in the letter of
transmittal. There was no ^cover-up' or intentional
withholding of information."

(3 May 1979 Ltr. from Major General L.H. Svendsen, Asst.
DCS/Mnpwr and Pers for Mil Pers., USAF)

APRIL 28. 1983 -

Dr. Roger Shields, former head of POW/MIA Affairs at the
Department of Defense, stated to Congressman Willieun Hendon:

"There was one incident, I can't remember the name of
it... this was a C47 shot down in February. . .we had a radio
intercept where they (the NVA) were talking about having the
crew, some of the crew, as prisoners. 4 or 5 were killed,
and the rest were captured ... we knew it and negotiated it
away. I tried to tell {Deputy Secretary of Defense) Willieun
Clements and I almost lost my job. He said they were all
dead. I told him we had no evidence of that and we couldn't
say that. He said you didn't hear me, you didn't hear what
I said — they're all dead."

(notes taken by former Congressman William Hendon, 4/28/83)

MAY. 1983 -

The case narrative on the Baron 52 case prepared by DIA and
presented to the Lao Government through representatives of
the National Security Council, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security Affairs, and the National
League of Families stated, after describing the incident:

"Subsequent information indicates that several of these
crewmembers may have been captured .

"

1983 -

In a private meeting in New York City between the parents of
one of the missing crewmembers and Dr. Roger Shields, former
head of POW/MIA Affairs at the Department of Defense,
Shields made the following statements, according to a letter
from the mother:

"Dr. Shields told us the four men on the EC47 who manned the
electronic equipment had bailed out and were eunont the known
live captured Americans

.

Their names were on the list to be
turned over to the Vietnamese of men we knew they had. It
was Bill Clements, then acting Secretary of Defense, who
ordered Roger Shields to cross out the four men's names and
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write over them ^killed in action. '.. .The reason given was
to protect the 591 men coming home, because the EC47 was
flying eight days after the Peace Treaty was signed."

(Ltr. from Mrs. Mary Matejov dated Sept. 17, 1988)

JULY. 1986 -

A family member of one of the missing crewmembers of Baron
52 transmitted a letter to President Reagan and several
Members of Congress charging that some of the crewmembers
were known by the U.S. Government to have been alive and
captured, and subsequently "abandoned."

SEPTEMBER 11. 1986 -

The Air Force Military Personnel Center at Randolph AFB,
Texas, responded to several questions posed through the
Defense Intelligence Agency, which was exeuoining the charges
made by the family member of Baron 52. The internal message
heading was "Background Information For Congressional
Response" and read, in pertinent part:

QUESTION: "On February 22, 1973, seventeen days after the
shootdown, USAF declared all of the crewmen from the
aircraft dead without the benefit of any new information.
Why?"

ANSWER: "Reference Commander's letter 7 April 1973 to Mr.
and Mrs. George Cressman, parents, explains in detail the
reasoning for his decision to change the status of Sgt.
Cressman. The Commander's letter covers communications
capabilities; configuration of aircraft during flight and
devastation of aircraft wreckage. The Commander also
informed Mr. and Mrs. Cressman that ^conclusive evidence of
death is not required for a commander to arrive at such a
decision. .

. '

"

QUESTION; "Details of the event were not released until
1978. Why was there a five year delay when USAF directives
were in effect which stated families were to be provided the
most complete information possible?"

ANSWER: "Intent of directive was not to pass families
classified information. Unclassified details of the event
were released to the family in Unit Commander's letters
dated March 9, 1973 and April 7, 1973. As to why some
information concerning the event were not released until
1978, apparently, although we can not be certain, that
information was not declassified until 1978."

QUESTION: "They were told that there were no photos of the
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crash site — "

ANSWER; "Cannot explain why families were told there were no
crash site photos. Photos were originally classified."

FEBRUARY 23. 1987 -

The Defense Intelligence Agency Special Office for POW/MIA
completed an "exhaustive analysis of all available
intelligence and operational data surrounding the EC-47Q
loss" following the transmittal of a July, 1986 letter to
President Reagan and several Members of Congress from a
family member of one of the missing crewmembers from Baron
52. The letter charged that some of the crewmembers were
known by the U.S. Government to have been alive and
captured, and subsequently "abandoned."

The DIA study was prepared by DIA POW/MIA senior analyst
Robert Destatte, approved by the Chief of the POW/MIA
Office, Colonel Kimball M. Gaines, and transmitted by
Colonel Gaines "for the Director" of the Defense
Intelligence Agency.

In the letter of transmittal to the Air Force, Colonel
Gaines stated:

"Sanitized intelligence reports ... and assertions by a former
U.S. Air Force Intelligence analyst have led some to the
erroneous belief that at least four crewmembers survived
and were captured .

"

Colonel Gaines further stated that the analysis had
concluded:

"A. There is no evidence that any crewmembers survived the
crash.

B. There is no evidence that any crewmembers were captured
by enemy forces.

C. The intelligence reports of 5 February, 17 February, and
2 May 1973 contain no evidence that relates to
crewmembers of the EC-47Q."

In the analysis prepared by Senior Analyst Robert Destatte,
the following excerpted statements were made:

"...the (search) team was not able to lift the fuselage to
search for additional remains .

"

"They (the search tezun) found no evidence that the crew were
preparing to bail out when the plane crashed; and it did
not appear that the aircraft attempted a controlled crash
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landing .

"

"The disposition of the wreckage and other features of the
crash site. . .indicated the aircraft had plunged nearly
vertically to earth, bounced once, landed upside down and
burned .

"

"Four intelligence reports ... led others to speculate that
the four electronics specialists could have survived. Two
of the documents were dated 5 February 1973, another 17
February 1973, and the fourth 2 May 1973."

"Through a longstanding misinterpretation of these sanitized
documents an erroneous impression of survivors was
preserved. Yet, in fact, the four reports do not relate to
the loss of the EC-47Q."

"The initial February 5 report originated in the area of
Vinh, North Vietnam... In that report... a North Vietnamese
unit near Vinh is said to be holding four prisoners who are
not further identified."

"The later February 5 report, based on an issued after a
review of the information in the earlier 5 February report,
provides no additional insights into the origin or identity
of the prisoners .

"

"The 17 February document is reflective of an enemy unit
having downed an aircraft in the area immediately south of
the Demilitarized Zone which separated North and South
Vietnam, and as such does not relate to the EC-47Q or its
crew.

"

"The 2 May report is yet another analyst's interpretation of
the 5 February reporting and is neither new information nor
a new report. DIA's review of the evidence shows that the
analyst who prepared the 2 May report made a number of
arbitrary and erroneous assumptions and speculative
assertions in an attempt to infer that the 5 February
information originated from a location much closer to the
EC-47Q crashsite and that some of the crew survived. The 2

May report therefore actually provides no more conclusive
information than the original 5 February report did;
however, the unwarranted personal speculation tends to draw
attention away from this fact."

"It is further emphasized that following the loss of Baron
52, none of its crew was ever seen alive, and there is no
intelligence whatsoever which would indicate any of the
crew survived the incident of loss .

"

JUNE IS. 1989 -
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In a letter to one of the families of a missing crewmember
from Baron 52, Robert Wilhelm, one of the analysts stationed
at Ubon, Thailand, for preparing and debriefing Baron 52 's
missions, stated:

"Our squadron, because of the nature of our work, was privy
to all kinds of classified information. . .A few days after
the plane was lost, I saw a short message. It read that a
^normally reliable source' in Laos (a friendly Laotian) had
reported seeing 3 or 4 Americans, clean shaven, and in
flight suits, being led through the jungle. Our plane
(Baron 52) was the only one lost in that period, so, if
true, they would have been our people because if they had
been down for a long time, they would not be clean-shaven
and they would not have been dressed in their flight suits.
But nothing was ever followed up in the message to my
knowledge, and it was dismissed as a bad report."

SEPTEMBER 13. 1989 -

Charles Trowbridge, DIA's Deputy Chief of the POW/MIA
Office, forwarded a copy of the DIA analysis of the four NSA
intelligence messages and the Baron 52 incident to Senator
Smith with a cover letter that stated, in part:

"We concluded that there is no evidence of survivors from
this incident and there is no evidence that any of the crew
members were captured by enemy forces .

"

OCTOBER 24. 1989 -

The Command Historical Office, HQ Electronic Security
Command, conducted a meeting with "four members of the (Det
3, 6994th Air Force Security Squadron) Command who were in
Southeast Asia and associated with the Baron 52 activity at
that time." The purpose of the interview was to "cover what
they know about this incident and the loss of the aircraft
and its crew.

"

At the beginning of the inteirview, an excerpt from the
Command History of the 6994 Air Force Security Squadron was
read into the record which stated in part:

"The USAFSS crew (of Baron 52) was listed as MIAs until 23
February 1973 when their status was changed to KIA inspite
of the fact that certain intelligence reports from . .

.

(redacted)... had reported the capture of four fliers in the
vicinity of the Baron 52 flight."

Comments made during the October, 1989 interview included
the following:
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LT. COL. LIONEL H. BLAU: "One of the points that I always
like to point out on these (Feb. 73 FAC) pictures (of the
Baron 52 crashsite) is that this does not show the way the
aircraft came into the crash site. When you look at the
film, the footage that I looked at, it was very obvious that
the aircraft had hit un on top of the hill and came directly
in and impacted upside down. The wings were knocked off,
and part of the aircraft, it looked to me like a tail
section, was up on the hill. .. (about) 400 hundred yards
(away)... the thing that I think is important is that the
aircraft nose was still on a direct line with that hill."

"The reason that I think it's important to note where the
tail section was, or where that pice of fuselage was and
where it hit-up on the hill, and its relative bearing with
the nose of the aircraft, is that in determining that the
individuals were KIA, Colonel Francis Humphries, who was the
8th Tactical Fighter Wing Commander at Ubon at the time, the
main thing that he said would cause him to say they were KIA
was that if the aircraft was spinning no one could get out
of the aircraft. I pointed out to him that that aircraft
had hit straight ahead. It was not spinning as far as I

could tell. He totally disregarded that, as well as any
other . .

.
(redacted) . . . messages .

"

INTERVIEWER: "You mean an airborne evacuation as opposed to
on the ground, because when it ended up it ended up upside
down, so any survivors would have had to bailout. Is that a
correct assumption?

CHIEF MASTER SGT. RON SCHOFIELD: "Absolutely, sir, and there
was an Intel report. .

.

"

INTERVIEWER: "You Ccime in with the Search and Rescue. . .what
did you find?"

SCHOFIELD: "We found the aircraft was on its back. We knew
it had a full fuel load which accounts for the intensity of
the fire. All I was there for was to make sure there was no
classified still available. When we got there, one of the
PJ's set up a parameter, and the other one and myself were
looking for bodies . We only found three bodies and that was
the pilot, the co-pilot and the third pilot. The backend,
even the equipment was burned, and Colonel Blau and I have
talked about it. These aircraft flew with the doors on. If
that aircraft had crashed with the door on, there would have
been a little bit of it left at the top. There was
absolutely nothing. It was gone. It looked like it had
been kicked off."

INTERVIEWER: "Kicked off? You mean ejected? The door had
been ejected?"

SCHOFIELD: "Pulled the handle and got rid of it and people
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balled out. Because there was about 12 to 14 Inches of the
aircraft left and where the door was, the top of the door
was open. The top of it was not there. But everything else
had burned. And also the frontend — nomex flight suits are
good, 1 learned that. You could recognize the pilot,
copilot and third pilot, and there should have been some
remains of the backenders in the fire, but there wasn't
anything

.

INTERVIEWER: "Wasn't the aircraft totally flattened?"

SCHOFIELD: "No sir, it was upside down... the whole bottom
was off. The aircraft was inverted and the whole bottom was
off. The three bodies were right where they should have
been. There should have been some remains in the backend,
but there was absolutely nothing ... the top of the aircraft
was all there was left .

"

INTERVIEWER: "...there's no possibility in your mind that
they could have been cremated?"

SCHOFIELD: "...No, I've given it a lot of thought and I've
talked to Colonel Blau about that, and the absence of the
top of the door, the Intel report about the four fliers,
shock, which indicates that they'd been suffering from
bums, which they probably would have. We had another
interesting phenomenon ... ( redacted ) . . . And I felt in my own
mind that they had, in fact, been captured and had been
interrogated .

"

BLAU: "...one of the typical things on a smoker (Baron 52 's
mission), if you were being shot at, you had on your
parachute harness and, if they had chest packs, they had the
chest packs sitting right next to them and they slapped them
on. And I know for a fact that those guys could slap the
chest packs on and be out the door in 1 1/2 minutes, because
we practiced that evacuation and they had more than ample
time to get out a door. I've had a hard time accepting that
they were killed in a crash, because I think that those guys
would have been out long before they would have gone down
with the aircraft."

SCHOFIELD: "There was nothing in the backend. It was
totally burned out. There should have been something.
After seeing the state of those Nomexes, they are good and
they did protect the skin underneath the Nomexes . So there
should have been remains in the backend and they should have
been identifiable, but there was nothing."

INTERVIEWER: "The next series of actions I have... it looks
like an informal request on 12 February 1973... it appears to
be quoting a message. . .about four fliers..."

SCHOFIELD: "All we've got is what we've read. But where the
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fliers were picked up would follow with the wind direction
and everything they plotted out, and it was about the right
area where they were captured .

"

INTERVIEWER: "Yes, it indicates that, from the apparent
flight profile at the time,.. I think it says, 55 kilometers
away, prevailing winds would have caused them to be floating
in that area, and that there were four fliers captured and
being transported in ground transport .

"

SCHOFIELD: "Yes sir, and they were suffering from shock, or
being treated for shock, or something like that."

INTERVIEWER: "Okay, I couldn't find that in this highly
garbled message .

"

SCHOFIELD: "That was one of the things that ceune out, that
they were in shock or being treated for shock .

"

"...these people were supposedly captured shortly after they
parachuted into the area. And based on everything, the
prevailing winds at that time, where the aircraft was
supposedly located and everything, I guess, maybe, we were
trying to convince ourselves that's who they were, but it
seemed awfully logical to us .

"

CAPTAIN RONALD R. RIBELLIA: "In reference to pilots, they
would refer to officers as pilots, and anytime they referred
to enlisted types, it was fliers. I remember seeing that
. .

.
( redacted ) . .

.

"

INTERVIEWER: "Okay, I was trying to figure out... (redacted)
. . . from the way they were describing this . From some
special source, I take it."

RIBELLIA: "I never knew the source."

INTERVIEWER: "It might have been one of the classified type
of operations that were going on in the area at that time."

BLAU: "This ...(redacted)... was going back and forth at the
time the determination of whether they were MIA or KIA was
being made. When I found out that Colonel Hximphries was
being contacted and they were asking him the question,
^Should these guys be declared KIA or MIA?' I hustled down
and asked for a sanitized version."

INTERVIEWER: "There's a message from Brook Watts coming back
to the command, talking about contact from one airborne unit
from an individual that formerly had ...(redacted)...
clearance, that wanted to know if there was any
• .

.
( redacted ) . . . involved . That probably was a result of

your actions .

"
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BLAU: "Yes, and I went in and simply told the Colonel,
^Please do not make that decision yet, until we can get
straightened out what this ...(redacted)... is about.' And
at that time, he said, 'No. If those guys were in the C-47,
I've flown in them, I know what happens. If they start
spinning, they will never get out.' I said, ^Sir, there's
no indication that it was spinning.' And he said, ^That's
the decision. They are KIA.

'

INTERVIEWER:
in the air .

'

"I don't know what else to say. It's still up

SCHOFIELD: "Yes it is..."

RIBELLIA: "...I just have to believe, knowing those people,
that if that airplane was going down, I just know those guys
would get out and survive."

SCHOFIELD: "Especially from that altitude."

BLAU: "If they had been hit in the front end, like it
indicates they were, if they took 37mm up in the front end,
the guys in the backend had equipment in front of them.
They probably would have been protected from some of that.
As I have sat back and tried to analyze this, I think the
guys in the backend would have had time to get out . I ' ve
gone through this in my sleep, awake, it haunted me for
quite a while.

"

During the interview, Lt. Colonel Blau and Sgt. Schofield
also mentioned that they had been contacted by DIA in the
last several years:

BLAU: "I talked to Mr. Robert Destatte in the POW/MIA Office
at the Pentagon several years ago about that particular
incident, and he told me nobody else had gone in, although
they have made that a priority site to go back and look
again.

SCHOFIELD: "And I provided all the information to him
too... He was involved with the MIAs in Southeast Asia."

INTERVIEWER: "The recovery and/or accounting for?"

SCHOFIELD: "Yes, he worked at the Pentagon and then moved
over to DIA.

"

BLAU: "...Destatte told me that the ...(redacted)... that he
had been able to find, indicated that the . . . (recacted) . . .

actually was about fliers over in Vietnam along the coast
that were going North, but that didn't hold water as far as
I was concerned. But that's what he said that
. .

.
( redacted ) . . . meant .

"
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INTERVIEWER: "The ...(redacted)... the four fliers
...(redacted)... coordinates and different routes that they
were taking, so there were geographic coordinates
...(redacted)... that would have placed them at the location
( in Laos

.

)

During the interview. Captain Joe Harder, who had been
stationed as an airborne mission supervisor at NKP, Thailand
with the 6994 Air Squadron also stated:

"Normally, you didn't fly with your wings."

NOVEMBER 15, 1991 -

The following exchange concerning Baron 52 took place at a

public hearing of the Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs:

THE CHAIRMAN (Senator Kerry): "...did we not have
information that personnel were taken alive from the EC-47
that was brought down? And Mr. Trowbridge, you are shaking
your head .

"

BOB SHEETZ (Chief of DIA's PW/MIA Office): "I have an
analyst here — our senior analyst for the whole
of fice. . .This is Robert Destatte."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Mr. Destatte, would you raise your right
hand?" (witness sworn)

BOB DESTATTE: "My neuoe is Robert Destatte. I'm with DIA, a

senior analyst."

THE CHAIRMAN: "How long have you been with them?"

DESTATTE: "I've been with the office since September, 1979."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Can you just help me understand this, because
this is one of those cases where a lot of people have
questions and it keeps arising as an issue. It is my
understanding that an EC-47 was shot down. Evidence was
found that five people survived that crash. Is that
correct?"

DESTATTE: "The aircraft was shot down, sir, on the 5th of
February, 1973. Over the years there has grown the
impression that we had evidence that some members of that
crew survived. In fact, a careful analysis of the
information that led to that impression reveals that the
information did not pertain to that crew. There never has
been any evidence that any members of that crew survived ..."

THE CHAIRMAN: "...now, were codes broken — radio codes —
in Laos, between the period of 1969 to 1973, which allowed
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us to track prisoners in Laos... do you know whether it was
broken?"

SHEETZ : " I have no personal knowledge of that .

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "Do you, Mr. Destatte?"

DESTATTE: "Sir, I have only generalized knowledge, and I
wouldn't feel comfortable answering (in open session)."

THE CHAIRMAN: "...what is the problem here, guys, this was
some 20-some years ago? Can you articulate it to me?"

SHEETZ: "You really need to have a spokesman here from the
other agency that does that work .

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "But you guys are the Defense Intelligence
Agency — you are analyzing this with respect to this
issue.

"

SHEETZ: "And we are given their reports and entrusted to
work with their reports under what is called the third
agency rule. Our agency is not allowed to declassify
information from another agency. I mean^ it's a law. I'm
not allowed to disclose another agency's intelligence."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Do you have definitive evidence that
everybody in that aircraft (Baron 52) was killed?"

DESTATTE: "Yes, sir."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Definitive, conclusive?"

DESTATTE: "That is the way I would characterize it."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Why don't you share (the information) with
us. "

DESTATTE: "...I might add, the mother of one of the co-
pilots is a personal friend of mine, and I used to work with
his father. And so I know something about this... a search
team inspected the wreckage and located the remains of four
of the eight.

THE CHAIRMAN: "Whose search team?"

DESTATTE: "U.S. One of the members of that search team was,
in fact, a personal friend and had worked with some of the
people, the crew in the back of the aircraft."

"Two of the remains were in the pilot and co-pilot position,
the third was in the engineers compartment. The teeim was
able to recover a portion of this body which was later
identified as the other co-pilot. The fourth body they
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found was near the engineer's compartment."

"...Due to the physical and time contraints and hostile
forces in the area, the team was not able to lift the
fuselage to search for additional remains . . . They found no
evidence that the crew was attempting to bail out when the
plane crashed... Disposition of the wreckage and other
features of the crash site, for example, the absence of skid
marks, indicated the aircraft had plunged in nearly
vertically to earth, bounced once and landed upside down and
burned .

"

"...four sets of Intelligence Reports, portions of which
were declassified for release to next of kin, led others to
speculate that four electronics specialists could have
survived. Two of the documents were dated 5 February 1973
and another 17 Febmiary 1873, 12 days late, and the fourth 2

May 1973. I might add that I believe Mr. Mooney, who has
testified before your Committee, claims to have written that
particular document .

"

"Through longstanding misinterpretations of these sanitized
documents, an erroneous impression of survivors was
preserved. Yet, in fact, the four reports do not relate to
the loss of the EC-47...It is further emphasized that
following the loss of Baron 52, none of its crewmembers were
ever seen alive and there is no intelligence whatsoever
which would indicate any of the crew survived the incident
of loss."

THE CHAIRMAN: "...Why was there so much left of it (the
aircraft)? Was the electronic equipment in fact intact when
the crew visited it? Did they make a determination?"

DESTATTB: "They did not go inside the fuselage, as I

recall .

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "Well, how did they find the remains they
found?"

DESTATTE: "Looking in from the outside."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Only looking in from outside? Now, is it
possible somebody could have bailed out before the crash?"

DESTATTE: "I am working from a summary here, not the whole
record, but no, it is not possible. This aircraft — I know
the aircraft, it is particularly tight and configured in a
way, it is very difficult to move and when you are in your
position you were kind of there."

THE CHAIRMAN: "But I gather there were a couple of slots
from which you could bail out relatively easily, is that
incorrect? Do emy of the military folks here have data on
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that? Well, we will look into that. Let us not get bogged
down with the details now. We have got presentations on
both sides, it is interesting, and we will evaluate it."

JANUARY 22. 1992 -

The following exchange took place during a public hearing of
the Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs with retired Air
Force intelligence analyst Jerry Mooney, who had worked at
the National Security Agency when Baron 52 was shot down:

THE VICE CHAIRMAN (Senator Smith); "Mr. Mooney, it is my
understanding that you are familiar with the DIA analysis of
the so-called Baron 52."

JERRY MOONEY: "It Stinks, sir."

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "...Were you in any way involved with any
of the four intelligence reports mentioned in the analysis?"

MOONEY: "Yes, sir, I am sure I wrote a couple of them, but I

cannot be specific."

"The first report, I believe, was intercepted by a unit in
Phu Bai, now defunct. My position is and still is and
always will be that this was the crew of the EC-47Q, the
backend electronic people .

"

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "Did intelligence people in the field
generate reports — "

MOONEY: "Yes, Phu Bai, the Army Security Agency issued one.
They issued the preliminary one. That came from a ground
based intercept. Then there were two airborne collectors
called the GATOR and the TORCH which provided the rest of
the information and it was all coded. And we issued, I

believe, the final two reports..."

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "What other first hand knowledge do you
have of this incident that you can relate?"

MOONEY: "DIA says it's four unknown POWs up in the Vinh
area. My position is simply this: it reflects the activity
and the movement of the four surviving members from the EC-
47Q. The DIA position is impossible. No. 1,
cryptographically it does not fit. In other words, the code
systems that were used were isolated to the southern area.
No. 2, atmospherically it doesn't fit. The first collector
at Phu Bai could not reach that far into the Vinh area.
This was all checked out by a tech sergeant who worked for
me, a database specialist."

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "...So the reports that we have here or
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the analysis that I have here In this letter of 1989 (from
DIA) Is not accurate?"

M00NE7: No, sir. It's not, and If you would notice that for
years, even In the DIA records, they carried them as their
category one, POW, and It wasn't until later that their
position changed. Mine has been constant since February,
1973."

The following exchange took place during a public hearing of
the Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs on the same day with
retired senior air defense analyst Terry Mlnarcln, who was
stationed at Nakhon Phanom, Thailand in 1973 with the 6908th
USAF Security Squadron.

THE CHAIRMAN (Senator Kerry): "What are you suggesting with
respect to the Intercepts on the Baron 52?"

TERRY MINARCIN (retired analyst): "I'm not suggesting
anything. It's what the Vietnamese said, that they had shot
is down and that they had captured — the actual report that
I saw was that they were transporting three individuals from
the crash site area up to Tchepone, Laos cross into Khe Sanh
and then up to Vlnh .

"

THE CHAIRMAN; "Now, you are aware, I take it, that DIA has
done a -re-analysis of the intelligence data on that. One
body was pulled out of that wreck. Is that accurate?"

MINARCIN: "There was one body that was strapped into the
copilot's seat or the pilot's seat, I'm not sure which.
There was one body that was found just behind the cockpit on
the ceiling of the aircraft. And there was a third body
found right outside the nose, off the nose of the aircraft."

THE CHAIRMAN: "...We have a more detailed discussion of the
particulars of that. In fact, staff has looked at the
photographs of the crash site. They would lead somebody to
draw the conclusion that it would be hard to survive."

MINARCIN: "...there were several reports that we saw in
Vietneunese communications the morning of the shootdown,
where four of them were seen in a truck being taken up the
road .

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "You personally saw it?"

MINARCIN: "I'm the one that actually personally recorded the
one on the three, and the term that they use is "giac lai
my," which means American bandit pilots, request for
transportation of those three from the Saravane Province
area... up to Tchepone, from Tchepone across to KheSanh, from
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Khe Sanh up to Vinh .

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "You saw the actual messages, or you heard
those messages yourself?"

MINARCIN: "I saw the actual traffic, sir."

THE CHAIRMAN: "It referred to those specific POWs?"

MINARCIN: "Those were the only ones that had gone down in
that area. The time frame, the logistic time freune, was
indicative that those were from the Baron 52 aircraft."

THE CHAIRMAN: "Who else would have seen those particular
documents?"

MINARCIN: "Just about everybody who was sitting at Nakhon
Phanom, Thailand, sir (the 6908th USAF Security Squadron)."

FEBRUARY 13. 1992 -

In an interview with the Select Committee on POW/MIA
Affairs, NSA Vietnamese linguist Berkeley Cook states that
he recalled the Baron 52 incident well and that "at the time
of the incident, he and many other analysts had ^problems'
with the official account that all aboard the EC-47Q had
died." Cook reportedly stated he was less troubled by the
incident today as he had seen all the intercepts NSA had on
reports of POWs being moved nearby at the general time of
the incident. (13 Feb. 92 Memorandum to SSC Chief Counsel
from SSC investigator)

JUNE 25. 1992 -

The following exchange took place at a public hearing of the
Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs during the testimony of
Dr. Roger Shields, the former Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense in charge of POW/MIA policy matters in
1973:

THE CHAIRMAN (Senator Kerry): "Is it not a fact that as of
February, 1973, you personally had information about an EC-
47Q shot down in Laos and you believed that four members of
that crew had survived, did you not?"

DR. SHIELDS: "Senator, in that case, the Air Force had
investigated the incident and had declared those men dead."

THE CHAIRMAN: "I asked what you believed."

DR. SHIELDS: "My concern was that someone may very well have
survived. I hold that concern today."
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THE CHAIRMAN: "Didn't you believe personally, you had made a
determination, you thought that four people had survived
based on intelligence?"

DR. SHIELDS: "I thought that it was possible that four
individuals had suirvived. We did not have a complete
investigation. The Air Force went into that crash site and
found remains within that aircraft. They were not able to
establish how many remains they saw. There were very
serious questions about that and I had learned that it was
unwise to make early opinions about serious questions like
this without investigating the facts .

"

"Now, I am still concerned about that, although I am told by
DIA that a very thorough analysis of the intelligence
relating to that aircraft does not support the contention
that people were alive. I still have very serious questions
about that , yes I do .

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "...you made a determination based on
intelligence that four people might have survived."

DR. SHIELDS: "Senator, yes, they might have, and they might
not have —

"

THE CHAIRMAN: "Stop there, yes, they might have. That is an
indication that people might have been alive?"

DR. SHIELDS: "Certainly people might have been alive."

THE CHAIRMAN: "...In your deposition: Question: Then just
to review the bidding again on February 4th and 5th, we had
the downing of the EC-47Q and within several weeks after
that we have intelligence, you said, I think we had the
intelligence sooner than that. Question: That the four may
have been prisoners of war. Answer: Yes."

THE VICE CHAIRMAN (Senator Smith): "...So for the President
of the United States to come out and say all of the POWs
from Indochina are returned, maybe all the POWs and maybe
not, as far as Vietnam, but we certainly had no information
on Laos, is that not true?"

DR. SHIELDS: "Senator, I agree. I can't speak for the
President on that issue. To go back to this EC-47, and I

think it is important, that was an aircraft that was downed.
I would have put those individuals, had I been doing it, in
a missing in action status, because I think that's exactly
what it ' s for .

"

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "How were they classified?"

DR. SHIELDS: "They were classified as killed in action."
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THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "It is a very important point, and I cim

not accusing you of making the classification."

DR. SHIELDS: "I did not, Senator, I can assure you."

THE VICE CHAIRMAN: "I know that. I understand that. So
here are four people on the EC-47 who we received
intelligence on, whether it is accurate or not, but we
received it alomost immediately that four of these people
survived. Whether they did or not is a matter of
conjecture. But we do know that we received intelligence
that said they were alive. We immediately classified them
KIA, correct?"

DR. SHIELDS: "That is essentially what happened. The report
said that four pirates had been captured."

"...There were a number of crew members. Four, according to
the intercepts, might have survived. We don't know who
those four would have been .

"

SEPTEMBER 25. 1992 -

The Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs requested that the
Lao Government "confirm" that the investigation of the Baron
52 crash site excavation would take place, as had
tentatively been scheduled by JTF-FA. The Committee
stressed to the Lao Government that this excavation was a
"priority" of the Senate Select Committee.

SEPTEMBER 26. 1992 -

During a private meeting between retired USAF Chief Master
Sgt. Ron Schofield and the brothers of one of the missing
crewmembers, Peter Cressraan, Schofield is reported to have
stated that "there were no bodies in the rear of the
airplane, and no electronic equipment contained in the
wreckage, and the jump door had been jettisoned." (Ltr. to
Sen. Smith from Pat Cressman 3 Oct. 92)

OCTOBER. 1992 -

Ron Schofield, one of the first persons to inspect the Baron
52 crash site on February 9, 1973, is deposed by the Select
Committee on POW/MIA Affairs. Schofield confirmed under
oath his earlier statements and disputed DIA Senior Analyst
Bob Destatte's assertions during sworn testimony at the
November, 1991 and August, 1992 SSC public hearings.
(Unclassified version available at National Archives, SSC
files)
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NOVEMBER 2. 1992 -

For two hours in the morning, a Joint Task Force Full
Accounting survey team consisting of 7 U.S. personnel
conducted a survey at the Baron 52 crash site (YC143291).

The following pertinent information on the survey was
reported in JTF-FA unclassified cables:

"On the morning of 2 Nov 1992, a Joint U.S. -LAO Survey Team
surveyed a crash site believed to be associated with case
1983 at a remote location near Ban Tang Pong in Xekong
Province. Much of the wreckage was still at the site,
although local villagers had recently salvaged aluminum and
smaller metal parts."

"Witnesses recalled seeing one corpse lying outside
(immediately adjacent to the right side of the front
portion) of the aircraft hours after the crash, but were
unable to see inside the still burning aircraft."

"Subsequently (about one hour later), they saw aircraft come
into the area, including one helicopter which lowered three
people who later set the wreckage on fire again. Upon
returning to the site after the aircraft left, the witnesses
noticed the one corpse they had seen was gone, apparently
taken away by the helicopter."

"During metal scavenging, residents stated they did not see
remains. During a two hour surface search, the survey team
located one dog tag (Matejov) and several pieces of personal
equipment, including (several pieces of at least) two flight
suits .

"

JANUARY 10. 1993 -

Pat Cressman, the brother of one of the missing crewmembers,
Peter Cressman, received a letter from Jack Melton, who was
assigned to Ubon, Thailand with the 6994th Air Squadron
"right after the Baron 52 tragedy."

Melton stated, "While at Ubon, I read a shootdown report,
hopefully now unclassified, which reported an ^indigenous
person' as stating that he saw a number of ^fliers' being
loaded onto a truck in the vicinity of the crash."

JANUARY 16. 1993 -

The excavation of the Baron 52 crash site was begxin in Laos.
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FEBRUARY 1, 1993 -

According to JTF-FA message traffic, the Baron 52 excavation
site was officially closed on February Ist by the Joint Task
Force following excavation work begun on January 16th.

FEBRUARY 2. 1993 -

The excavation of Baron 52 was reported by JTF-FA to be
"still in progress." (Gen. Christinas letter dated 2/2/93)

FEBRUARY 4. 1993 -

Concerning the original February, 1973 NSA messages and
other possible reports, DIA's Deputy Director Charles
Trowbridge stated in a letter to Senator Smith:

"We have reviewed our database, and we can find no live-
sighting or hearsay reports acquired in 1973 which were ever
correlated to the unaccounted for crewmembers of the EC-
47Q."

"There is one report from 1973, with which the members of
the Select Committee are vei^r familiar, about which there
was some speculation in this regard. As you know, DIA's
stance is that this speculation was completely without
merit .

"

FEBRUARY 9. 1993 -

According to a summary report of U.S. - Lao Joint Field
Activity by JTF-FA, the following was reported to have been
recovered at the Baron 52 crash site during excavation work
between January 16th and Febmaary 1st:

"From 16 Jan to 1 Feb 93, the crash site associated with
Case 1983 (Baron 52) was excavated. Standard archaeological
procedures were implemented throughout the excavation. Tens
of thousands of pieces of wreckage were recovered, as well
as approximately 20 pieces of bone fragments (nothing larger
than approximately 17mm x 11mm x 8mm in length, width, and
thickness) and one tooth with preliminary analysis to be an
upper pre-molar with restoration. Also found at the site
were personal effects, including three identification tags.
Portions of flight suit material, coins, and watch backings.
All recoverable remains were obtained and the site was
officially closed on 1 February 1993. Recommend no further
field work.

"
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Senator Smith. And I—an EC-47 surveillance electronic aircraft
with eight men aboard was shot down by the North Vietnamese
forces in Laos. Remember the date February 5, 1973, after the
Paris peace accords were signed. These were already signed, only
1 week after the accords.

The call sign for the aircraft was Baron 52. That's where the
term comes from. Two days later, the crash site was located by our
SAR item, search and rescue. They observed four bodies in the
front seat, front part of the plane. But they weren't able to get to

the back part of the aircraft due to time constraints caused by
high-density enemy personnel in the area. In fact, two PAVN regi-

ments were stationed only a few miles away and they did recover
one body.
Mr. Chairman, I am just talking—I just had started to talk about

the Baron 52 incident in which the aircraft was shot down in Feb-
ruary 1973 after the Paris peace accords were signed and only one
body was recovered and there were seven missing people and
they—the rescue personnel did testify that they had seen three
bodies in the front portion of the aircraft.

Now, in February 1993
Mr. DORNAN. Senator, would you excuse me 1 minute.
Are you going to continue to talk about Baron 52?
Senator Smith. I am just going to run quickly and then I am

going to end. I am almost finished.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, Mary
Senator Smith. She is here.

Mr. DORNAN [continuing]. The mother, is here. I could ask her
up later. I thought if you were going to spend some length of time
on it, I would have her sit with you and ask her a few questions.
Senator Smith. I have submitted a complete analysis of that for

the record. I have no—no problem at all if you wish to invite her.

Mr. DORNAN. If any of my other members show up and they have
any questions, I will ask her to come up and join you.
Go ahead.
Senator Smith. Let me just finish this point, and then I will be

finished.

In February 1993, 20 years later to the month of the Baron 52
incident, our team did a crash site excavation of the Baron 52.

They recovered dog tags associated with 2 of the backseaters as
well as 22 v-rings which supposedly accounted for all 8 parachutes
on board and would have prevented anyone from exiting the air-

craft alive after the crash. Very limited forensic evidence was also

recovered.
Now the Pentagon announces 2 weeks ago that the remaining

seven had all been accounted for based on the evidence recovered
in 1993.
Now, here is the problem with that and why it makes it so dif-

ficult for a mother like Mary Matejov, who lost her son Joseph in

that incident. Why is the Pentagon closing this case on that kind
of evidence?
Now, I understand that we should close cases when we can, but

at 1:25 a.m. on February 5—this is very important—Baron 52
radioed that the plane was being fired upon by enemy forces. At
1:25 a.m.

'^t;_9in _ ae.
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Seven hours later, at 8:22 a.m., the National Security Agency
intercepted—listen carefully to my words, Mr. Chairman—inter-
cepted a North Vietnamese radio message which stated that four

pirates were being held captive and orders were being requested on

what to do with them. This is after the Paris peace accords.

NSA indicated at the time that the term "pirates" usually re-

ferred to Americans.
On February 8, NSA again summarized and amplified on this

intercept in their weekly Southeast Asia summary report which
was distributed throughout U.S. intelligence. The heading for the

message was "general developments Laos."

Now, here is the problem that Mary Matejov has to face, and it's

a good example of what the families have had to endure while their

country now normalizes, normalizes, with Vietnam, and that's why
I think it's a slap in the face of the families.

In 1973—and I am just going to give—this is my final point, and
it's the summary here—the Pentagon's point man on the MIA
issue. Dr. Roger Shields, and NSA analysts, not just Jerry Mooney,
we are talking about NSA analysts. Mooney has been much ma-
ligned, but it was far more than Mooney who believed that the

intercept might relate to the Baron 52'backseaters whose remains
were not observed by the SAR team. No other plane, South Viet-

namese, Laos, American, British, French, any other aircraft, was
shot down in Vietnam or Laos on that day, none.

I would point out that our Senate committee heard evasive and
erroneous testimony in this case from one analyst in 1992 who
later corrected his testimony but only in part, and this caused
great anguish to Mary Matejov, to say the least. No Vietnamese
records have ever been provided on this incident. Nothing has ever

been provided on this incident. They just let us go there.

Now, bear in mind, enemy forces in the area. They pick those re-

mains up that our SAR team saw. We never got them back. We
don't know what happened to the backseaters. No one observed re-

mains in there, so maybe they got out.

Mr. DORNAN. How close to the ground did our SAR rescue effort

get?
Senator Smith. They got to the plane. They took one member

out, one body out, but they had to run because of the people in the

area.

Now, where are the records on this incident? This is after the

conclusion of the war, Mr. Chairman. They have got these records.

We put Mary Matejov and other relatives of these people through
this horrible ordeal, this roller coaster, all over the years, and yet

we sit down and we talk to these people about oil drilling and air-

craft routes and ambassadors. It is wrong. That's why I bring it up.

It's morally wrong to do it.

They know what happened to that aircraft. I don't know if these
men are alive, and I certainly would never insinuate that they may
be alive, to put false hopes in Mary's mind or anyone else's, but I

do know that the Vietnamese know what happened to them. Of
course they know. They have never told us.

So instead of giving any benefit of the doubt to Mary or to her
son, in view of this unexplained intercept, the absence of any iden-
tifiable remains, the Pentagon wants to close the case and tell
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them they are going to, quote/unquote, bury the remains. One
tooth, that's what we have from that site, one tooth from seven
men.
Mr. DORNAN. But the tooth is from the site?

Senator Smith. One tooth.

Mr. DORNAN. So we have nothing by DNA?
Senator Smith. Nothing.
Mr. DoRNAN. Blood type?
Senator Smith. Nothing.
Mr. DORNAN. Or accurate dental records which I have seen on

one tooth. I have to concede that's that man's tooth.

Senator Smith. That might be one person. We are being asked
to accept burial, closing the case, on January 8. Now, I ask you,
is that fair?

Mr. DORNAN. No; I don't think it is.

Senator Smith. That's what I would conclude on.

Mary Matejov could answer better than me whether that's fair.

Does that mean we are going to go the last mile to get every last

stem of evidence that
Mr. DORNAN. Would you mind bringing Mary forward?
Senator Smith. I am finished.

[The prepared statement of Senator Smith follows:]
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STATEMENT BY U.S. SENATOR BOB SMITH (R-NH)

VICE-CHAIRMAN, SELECT CC»4MITTEE ON POW/MIA AFFAIRS (1991-1993)

MEMBER, JOINT U.S. /RUSSIAN COMMISSION ON POW/MIAS (1992 -PRESENT)
MEMBER, CC*1MITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES (1991 -PRESENT)

Before the House National Security Subcommittee
on Military Personnel

December 14, 1995

MR. CHAIRMAN, LET ME BEGIN BY THANKING YOU FOR YOUR
STEADFAST EFFORTS ON BEHALF OF AMERICA'S MISSING SERVICEMEN OVER
THE LAST 25 YEARS. AS I STATED IN MY PREPARED REMARKS FOR YOUR
JUNE, 1995 HEARING, NO ONE IN THE CONGRESS HAS WORKED HARDER AND
FOR MORE YEARS THAN YOU HAVE ON BEHALF OF POWS AND MIAS

.

AMERICANS OWE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF GRATITUDE FOR THE LASER FOCUS
YOU CONTINUE TO BRING TO THE POW/MIA ISSUE.

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU THIS MORNING TO DISCUSS MY
VIEWS ON THE PRESIDENT'S POLICY TOWARD VIETNAM AND WHETHER IT IS
REALLY PRODUCING RESULTS FOR THE FAMILIES WHO STILL WAIT FOR
ANSWERS AFTER SO MANY YEARS. AS YOU KNOW, DURING YOUR RECENT
NOVEMBER HEARING, I SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD A RATHER LENGTHY
STATEMENT I MADE ON THIS ISSUE IN THE SENATE ON OCTOBER 31, 1995.
I DO NOT INTEND TO GO BACK THROUGH THAT STATEMENT IN GREAT
DETAIL, BUT THERE ARE SOME KEY POINTS THAT I WANT YOUR CC»4MITTEE,
AND THE AMERICAN PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND.

I WANT TO REMIND EVERYONE HERE OF WHAT HAPPENED IN KOREA AND
VIETNAM WITH THE AGREEMENTS WE SIGNED THERE. IN LATE JULY, 1952,
DESPITE THE INCCM4PLETENESS OF THE PRISONER LISTS, AND THE
EVIDENCE WE HAD OF PRISONERS NOT ACCOUNTED FOR BY CHINA AND NORTH
KOREA, WE WENT AHEAD WITH THE AGREEMENT. ON AUGUST 6, 1952,
GENERAL MARK CLARK, THE COMMANDER OF U.S. FORCES IN THE FAR EAST,
TOLD THE NEW YORK TIMES THE FOLLOWING — "HE SAID THAT HE HAD
BEEN ADVISED BY HIS SUPERIORS IN THE PENTAGON NOT TO DELAY THE
ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS OVER THE WIDE DISCREPANCY ON PRISONER
LISTS, BUT TO RESERVE THE PRIVILEGE OF LATER PROTEST." FOR 40
YEARS, MR. CHAIRMAN, LATER PROTEST CONSISTED OF THE U.N. SIDE
PASSING A LETTER ACROSS THE TABLE TO THE NORTH KOREANS EACH YEAR
ASKING FOR INFORMATION. THE NORTH KOREAN REPLY, IN ESSENCE, WAS
WE HAVE NO INFORMATION TO PROVIDE THE U.N. SIDE, BUT IF THE
UNITED STATES WANTS TO APPROACH US BILATERALLY TO TALK ABOUT IT,
THAT'S OKAY, AND MAYBE INFORMATION WILL BE PROVIDED. I SAW SCME
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OF THIS INFORMATION, MR. CHAIRMAN, WHEN I WENT TO PYONGYANG IN

1992, AND 43 YEARS LATER, THE ADMINISTRATION STILL WON'T FORM A
HIGH-LEVEL CC»>1MISSI0N WITH NORTH KOREA AND CHINA TO DEAL WITH
THIS ISSUE, DESPITE THE URGING OF CONGRESS.

TURNING TO VIETNAM, YOU HAVE PROBABLY ALL SEEN THE MEMOS
FRCa-l OUR SELECT CC»IMITTEE INVESTIGATION IN 1992 WHERE HIGH-LEVEL
POLICY LEVEL AND INTELLIGENCE OFFICIALS HAD EXPRESSED CONCERN
ABOUT THE INCOMPLETENESS OF THE POW LISTS WHICH WERE EXCHANGED
AFTER THE PARIS ACCORDS WERE SIGNED, PARTICULARLY WITH REGARD TO
LAOS. WE HAD SIMILAR TESTIMONY BEFORE OUR COMMITTEE FROM THESE
FORMER OFFICIALS. SADLY, WHAT HAPPENED WITH VIETNAM IS ALMOST
EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENED WITH KOREA. I WANT TO QUOTE FRC»d THE
STATEMENT AMBASSADOR WINSTON LORD PROVIDED TO OUR SELECT
COMMITTEE ON SEPTEMBER 21, 1992. HE WAS THERE IN 1972 AND 73.

HE KNEW WHAT HAPPENED. THIS WAS HIS QUOTE — "THE PRESIDENT IN
THE END DECIDED NOT TO SCUTTLE THE AGREEMENT AND RESUME THE WAR
OVER THE MIA QUESTION. IT WAS A VERY DIFFICULT DECISION." I AM
SURE IT WAS, MR. CHAIRMAN. BUT THE POINT IS HISTORY REPEATED
ITSELF.

LET ME NOW TURN TO OUR CURRENT POLICY TOWARD VIETNAM AND
MAKE A FEW OBSERVATIONS —

FIRST AND FOREMOST, IT IS MY FIRM BELIEF THAT THE PRESIDENT
AND KEY ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS DELIBERATELY MISLED THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE THIS PAST SUMMER WHEN THEY PRAISED VIETNAM'S COOPERATION
ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE. THEY MADE THESE STATEMENTS IN AN EFFORT TO
JUSTIFY THE PRESIDENT'S DECISION TO PROCEED WITH FULL
NORMALIZATION OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH VIETNAM. MR.
CHAIRMAN, THANKS TO YOUR COMMITTEE, THIS RHETORIC BY THE
ADMINISTRATION HAS FINALLY BEEN SERIOUSLY CHALLENGED.

SECOND, THE ADMINISTRATION DELIBERATELY DELAYED THE
FURNISHING OF UPDATED POW/MIA CASE INFORMATION TO THE CONGRESS
FOR OVER A YEAR IN VIOLATION OF THE DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT.
IT ALSO WITHHELD THE INFORMATION FROM CONGRESSMAN GILMAN AND
OTHER HOUSE MEMBERS WHO REQUESTED SIMILAR INFORMATION IN WRITING
AS EARLY AS FEBRUARY, 1994 RIGHT BEFORE PRESIDENT CLINTON LIFTED
THE TRADE EMBARGO. IT IS CLEAR TO ME THAT THIS WAS DONE TO
PREVENT US FROM HAVING FIRM EVIDENCE TO SHOW THAT VIETNAM WAS NOT
BEING FULLY FORTHCC*IING AND COOPERATIVE ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE.
ONCE AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN, YOUR PERSISTENT EFFORTS, INCLUDING THE
THREAT OF A SUBPOENA, HAVE FINALLY PRODUCED THE LONG-AWAITED
ASSESSMENTS WHICH PROVE THAT THE ADMINISTRATION MISLED THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE IN TERMS OF POW/MIA COOPERATION BY VIETNAM. I

WOULD POINT OUT, HOWEVER, THAT THERE ARE STILL OTHER PENDING
REQUESTS, SUCH AS THE VINH PHU LIVE-SIGHTING REPORTS, THAT HAVE
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NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY RESPONDED TO BY THE ADMINISTRATION.

FOR SIX MONTHS, I HAVE BEEN ASKING GENERAL JIM WOLD TO

LOCATE AND BRING TO THIS CONGRESS A NORTH VIETNAMESE FORMER
PUBLIC PROSECUTOR WHO ESCAPED FRC»1 VIETNAM IN 1980 TO CHINA AFTER
BEING FIRED FRCW HIS JOB FOR MARRYING AN ETHNIC CHINESE W(»IAN —
JUST LIKE THE MORTICIAN WHO WAS FIRED FOR HIS ETHNIC CHINESE
ROOTS. HE FINALLY MADE IT TO A REFUGEE CAMP IN SOUTH KOREA IN
1988 AND WAS SUBSEQUENTLY SETTLED IN AUSTRALIA IN 1991. DURING
HIS DEBRIEFING IN 1990 IN THE REFUGEE CAMP, HE TOLD U.S.
PERSONNEL THAT HE HAD SEEN AMERICAN POWS IN AN UNDERGROUND
FACILITY IN MAY, 1972, DURING THE WAR, 30 KILOMETERS WEST OF SON
TAY IN VINH PHU PROVINCE, NORTH VIETNAM. THIS SOURCE WAS
DESCRIBED AT THE TIME AS BEING INTELLIGENT AND COOPERATIVE DURING
THE INTERVIEW. I CAN'T SIT HERE AND TELL YOU THE REPORT
WAS ACCURATE, BUT I KNOW WE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO MEET THE SOURCE
AND HEAR HIS STORY FIRST-HAND. I WOULD ALSO POINT OUT THAT
SUBSEQUENT REPORTING IN 1984 STATED THAT A PAVN CAPTAIN HAD
INDICATED THAT THE LOCATION OF THIS UNDERGROUND PRISON WAS PART
OF A RETRICTED MILITARY SECURITY ZONE IN THE MOUNTAINS IN VINH
PHU PROVINCE, AND THAT IT STILL HELD AMERICAN POWS LONG AFTER THE
WAR.

AS YOU KNOW, MR. CHAIRMAN, DESPITE THE SWORN TESTIMONY YOU
HEARD EARLIER THIS YEAR FROM STATE AND DOD OFFICIALS, U.S.
INVESTIGATORS HAVE STILL NOT BEEN ALLOWED INTO THIS SECURITY ZONE
BY VIETNAMESE OFFICIALS AND OUR INTELLIGENCE CC»1MUNITY KNOWS THIS
IS A FACT. I WOULD ASK WHETHER THIS CONSTITUTES FULL COOPERATION.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I HOPE YOU WILL JOIN ME IN SEEKING GENERAL
WOLD'S CC»1MITMENT TO USE THE FULL POWER OF THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT TO LOCATE THIS SOURCE AND BRING HIM HERE SO WE CAN
TALK TO HIM. IF THIS REQUEST CONTINUES TO DRAG ON, IT WILL ONLY
MAKE ME WONDER WHY THE ADMINISTRATION DOES NOT WANT TO HELP US
MEET WITH THIS SOURCE. IT ALSO MAKES YOU WONDER WHETHER HIS
STORY AND VIETNAM'S LACK OF FULL COOPERATION ON THIS LIVE-
SIGHTING MAY PREVENT THE PRESIDENT FRC»1 EXPANDING THE EMBASSY IN
VIETNAM UNDER THE TERMS OF THE CURRENT STATE DEPARTMENT
APPROPRIATIONS BILL.

CONCERNING THE PENTAGON'S CASE ASSESSMENTS, EVEN THOUGH OUR
STAFFS HAVE ONLY JUST BEGUN THEIR REVIEW, IT IS ALREADY CLEAR
THAT THE EVIDENCE IN MANY OF THESE FILES IS CONTRARY TO THE
POLICY-LEVEL RHETORIC. YOU WILL HEAR FROM SOME OF THE FAMILY
MEMBERS INVOLVED LATER, BUT THE ASSESSMENTS BY THE PENTAGON'S OWN
INTELLIGENCE ANALYSTS MAKE IT CLEAR THAT VIETNAM IS NOT BEING
FULLY EXDRTHCCMING ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE WITH RESPECT TO SEVERAL
HUNDRED POW/MIA CASE.
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THIRD, I FIND IT EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTING THAT THE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS, AMBASSADOR
WINSTON LORD, AND THE DEPUTY SECRETARY FOR VETERANS AFFAIRS,
HERSHEL GOBER, WERE THE ADMINISTRATION LEADERS IN THE GREAT PUSH
FOR NORMALIZATION. THEY CAN SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES ON THE NEXT
PANEL, BUT ALLOW ME TO MAKE A FEW OBSERVATIONS —

WITH RESPECT TO AMBASSADOR LORD, HE KNOWS, MORE THAN ANY
OTHER POLICY-LEVEL OFFICIAL IN THIS ADMINISTRATION, THE EXTENT OF
VIETNAM'S DUPLICITY ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE. HE ALSO KNOWS THAT
SERIOUS AND HIGH-LEVEL NEGOTIATIONS WITH HANOI ARE THE ONLY WAY
TO FORCE THE VIETNAMESE TO TAKE UNILATERAL ACTION ON THE POW/MIA
ISSUE. AFTERALL, AMBASSADOR LORD WAS ON DR. KISSINGER'S NATIONAL
SECURITY COUNCIL STAFF DURING THE PARIS PEACE TALKS IN 1972. HE
TRAVELED TO HANOI WITH DR. KISSINGER IN FEBRUARY, 1973. HE KNEW
WHAT VIETNAM WAS CAPABLE OF DOING ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE,
PARTICULARLY WITH RESPECT TO LAOS.

WE HAVE THE MEMOS TO DR. KISSINGER FOR THAT TRIP WHERE BOTH
HE AND AMBASSADOR LORD WERE TOLD BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEFENSE
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY THAT HANOI WAS BELIEVED TO HAVE INFORMATION
ON AT LEAST 215 MIAS IN LAOS. DURING YOUR LAST HEARING, MR.
CHAIRMAN, YOU WERE TOLD BY PENTAGON ANALYSTS WHAT AMBASSADOR LORD
ALREADY KNOWS. YOU WERE TOLD THAT PENTAGON ANALYSTS CONTINUE TO
THIS DAY TO BELIEVE THAT HANOI HAS MORE INFORMATION ON AT LEAST
250 MIAS CASES FROM LAOS. THE SEPTEMBER, 1993 "559 DOCUMENT"
DISCLOSURE FROM VIETNAM ONLY REINFORCED WHAT AMBASSADOR LORD WAS
TOLD IN 1973. IN FACT, THE PENTAGON'S OWN ANALYSTS CONCLUDED IN
1993 THAT THIS DOCUMENT CONCLUSIVELY DEMONSTRATED THAT MORE
RECORDS EXISTED ON AMERICAN LOSSES IN LAOS.

YET, FACED WITH THIS INFORMATION, AND AFTER HAVING WORKED
FOR PRESIDENT CLINTON FOR ONLY 9 MONTHS, AMBASSADOR LORD STATED,
IN DECEMBER, 1993, THAT VIETNAM'S COOPERATION ON THE POW/MIA
ISSUE HAD BEEN "ABSOLUTELY SUBERB." LAST MAY, WHILE IN HANOI,
HE STATED, "WE HAVE NO REASON TO BELIEVE THE VIETNAMESE ARE NOT
MAKING A GOOD FAITH EFFORT." AND ONLY TWO WEEKS AGO, IN A SPEECH
AT THE STATE DEPARTMENT, AMBASSADOR LORD STATED VIETNAM'S
COOPERATION ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE WAS "GREAT," EVEN THOUGH WE
STILL HAVE NOT RECEIVED ADDITIONAL WARTIME DISCLOSURES FROM
VIETNAM ON OVER 250 AMERICAN SERVICEMEN THEY EITHER SHOT DOWN OR
CAPTURED IN LAOS. AND LAOS IS ONLY ONE EXAMPLE WHERE VIETNAM IS
HOLDING BACK INFORMATION.

HANOI IS ALSO WITHHOLDING RELEVANT WARTIME INFORMATION FROM
THEIR CENTRAL COMMITTEE -LEVEL ARCHIVES, TO INCLUDE INFORMATION
REFERENCED IN VIETNAMESE POLITBURO REPORTS WE OBTAINED FROM THE
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RUSSIANS. IN FACT, THE VIETNAMESE HAVE BLATANTLY LIED CONCERNING

THESE DOCUMENTS, AND THE PRESIDENT HAS LET THEM OFF THE HOOK, TO

USE AMBASSADOR LORD'S WORDS, THE RUSSIAN DOCUMENTS, QUOTE, "WERE

NOT SIGNIFICANT FACTORS" ,ENDQUOTE, IN THE PRESIDENT'S DECISION

TO NORMALIZE, EVEN THOUGH TWO FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISORS,

DR. KISSINGER AND DR. BRZEZINSKI, WERE EXTREMELY DISTURBED ABOUT
THE REVELATIONS IN THE DOCUMENTS. DR. BRZEZINSKI CALLED FOR WAR
CRIMES TRIALS AGAINST THE VIETNAMESE WHEN THESE RUSSIAN DOCUMENTS
WERE DISCLOSED. AND DR. KISSINGER STATED HE COULD NOT SEE HOW WE
COULD PROCEED WITH NORMALIZATION UNTIL THESE DOCUMENTS WERE
CLEARED UP. IN JANUARY, 1994, THE CIA ADMITTED, IN A PUBLISHED
DOCUMENT, THAT THERE WAS PROBABLY MORE INFORMATION IN VIETNAMESE
PARTY AND MILITARY ARCHIVES THAT COULD SHED ADDITIONAL LIGHT ON
THE RUSSIAN DOCUMENTS. DO WE HAVE THAT INFORMATION, MR.

CHAIRMAN? THE ANSWER IS NO. YET, THE PRESIDENT WANTS US TO FUND
HIS EFFORT TO HAVE FULL RELATIONS WITH VIETNAM. THIS IS

REPREHENSIBLE

.

LAST WEEK, WE LOST A REAL HERO IN THE FIGHT FOR THE TRUTH —
RUSSIAN GENERAL DMITRY VOLKOGONOV, WHO CHAIRED A JOINT COMMISION
ON WHICH I SERVE SEARCHING FOR INFORMATION ON POWS AND MIAS

.

GENERAL VOLKOGONOV TOLD ME IN MY OFFICE THAT HE WAS CERTAIN THAT
THESE VIETNAMESE POLITBURO PRESENTATIONS OCCURED, DESPITE
VIETNAMESE DENIALS. HE WAS CERTAIN BECAUSE HE REVIEWED EXACTLY
HOW THE GRU ACQUIRED THE DOCUMENT IN 1972. YET, THE VIETNAMESE
HAVE BEEN LET OFF THE HOOK CONCERNING THESE DOCUMENTS.

I AM SURE AMBASSADOR LORD AND OTHERS WILL DEFEND THE ADVICE
THEY GAVE TO THE PRESIDENT WHICH RESULTED IN HIS DECISION TO
NORMALIZE. FIRST THEY SAY WE HAVE "SPLENDID AND SUPERB"
COOPERATION. THEN THEY STATE THAT NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS IS
THE BEST WAY TO GET THE ANSWERS WE STILL DON'T HAVE. THEY TRY TO
HAVE IT BOTH WAYS. I WOULD NOTE THAT AMBASSADOR LORD MADE THE
SAME ARGUMENT IN 1994 WHEN PRESIDENT CLINTON LIFTED THE TRADE
EMBARGO AGAINST HANOI. NEARLY TWO YEARS LATER, WE STILL HAVE NOT
HAD FULL DISCLOSURE BY VIETNAMESE OFFICIALS ON THE HARDCORE CASES
IN BOTH LAOS AND VIETNAM. HOW MUCH LONGER ARE WE SUPPOSED TO
WAIT? IT IS CLEAR THAT THE PRESIDENT'S POLICY IS NOT WORKING AND
CANNOT WORK IN THE ABSENCE OF SERIOUS NEGOTIATIONS WITH VIETNAM
COUPLED WITH A FIRM APPROACH. HISTORY, AS I EXPLAINED EARLIER,
SHOULD BE OUR TEACHER IN THIS REGARD.

WITH RESPECT TO THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF VETERANS AFFAIRS,
MR. GOBER, HE HAS NOT HEEDED THE VIEWS OF THE MAJORITY OF OUR
NATIONAL VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS. THE AMERICAN LEGION, THE
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS, AMVETS, AND VIETNAM VETERANS OF
AMERICA, -- FOUR OR OUR NATION'S LARGEST VETERAN ORGANIZATIONS —
WERE OPPOSED TO NORMALIZING RELATIONS WITH VIETNAM BEFORE THE
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PRESIDENT WAS ABLE TO STATE THAT VIETNAM WAS FULLY COOPERATING ON
THE POW/MIA ISSUE. ONLY THE VFW NATIONAL LEADERSHIP WAS OPPOSED,
AND I HAVE SINCE LEARNED THAT VFW'S SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT'S
DECISION IS SUSPECT AT BEST. I INTEND TO RAISE THAT MATTER
SEPARATELY WITH MR. GOBER. IN SHORT, MR. CHAIRMAN, THE DEPUTY
SECRETARY OF VETERANS AFFAIRS WAS THE LAST PERSON, IN MY VIEW,
WHO SHOULD HAVE BEEN ADVOCATING FULL NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS
WITH HANOI IN THIS PREMATURE FASHION AGAINST THE WISHES OF THE
MAJORITY OF OUR NATION'S VETERANS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THE ADMINISTRATION WILL TELL YOU THAT POLLS
INDICATE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, BY A NARROW MARGIN, SUPPORT THE

PRESIDENT'S DECISION. I WOULD ARGUE THAT IF YOU ASKED THE

AMERICAN PEOPLE IF THEY WOULD SUPPORT FUNDING FOR NORMALIZATION
OF RELATIONS WITH VIETNAM IF THERE WAS EVIDENCE VIETNAM STILL HAD
ADDITIONAL INEt)RMATION ON MISSING AMERICAN SERVICEMEN THAT OUR
INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY BELIEVED THEY COULD UNILATERALLY PROVIDE,
THEY WOULD OVERWELMINGLY SAY NO. WHAT'S BEEN MISSING FROM THE
PUBLIC DEBATE, MR. CHAIRMAN, IS THE EVIDENCE. FORTUNATELY, THE
CONGRESS NOW HAS THE EVIDENCE AND WE INTEND TO SHARE IT WITH THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE, IN FORUMS SUCH AS THIS ONE, AND WE WILL SEE
WHERE THE VOTES ARE IN THE 104TH CONGRESS.

BEFORE I CONCLUDE, MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO BRIEFLY COMMENT
ON THE WORK THAT WAS DONE BY THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
POW/MIA AFFAIRS. AS YOU KNOW, I WAS THE VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THAT
COMMITTEE WHICH ISSUED ITS FINAL REPORT IN JANUARY, 1993 — THE
SAME MONTH PRESIDENT CLINTON TOOK OFFICE. SOME OF OUR FINDINGS
HAVE BEEN MISREPRESENTED BY PENTAGON OFFICIALS IN THIS ROOM
DURING YOUR PREVIOUS HEARINGS, SO I WANT THE RECORD TO BE CLEAR
REGARDING MY VIEWS ON THIS MATTER. WHILE I BELIEVE WE COULD HAVE
REACHED EVEN BOLDER CONCLUSIONS ON THAT COMMITTEE, WE DID FIND
CONSENSUS AMONG ALL 12 SENATORS IN ISSUING THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS

** 1. "WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THERE IS NO PROOF THAT U.S. POWS
SURVIVED, BUT NEITHER IS THERE PROOF THAT ALL OF THOSE WHO^Hr
NOT RETURN HAD DIED. THERE IS EVIDENCE, MOREOVER, THAT INDICATES
THE POSSIBILITY OF SURVIVAL, AT LEAST FOR A SMALL NUMBER, AFTER
OPERATION HOMECOMING IN 1973." WE LISTED FIVE CATEGORIES OF
SUCH EVIDENCE.

** 2. "THE COMMITTEE'S RECORD INDICATES THAT THERE EXISTED A
HIGHER DEGREE OF CONCERN WITHIN THE ADMINISTRATION IN 1973 ABOUT
THE POSSIBILITY THAT PRISONERS WERE BEING LEFT BEHIND IN LAOS
THAN HAD BEEN KNOWN PREVIOUSLY, AND THAT VARIOUS OPTIONS FOR
RESPONDING TO THAT CONCERN WERE DISCUSSED AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS
OF GOVERNMENT." MR. CHAIRMAN, AS I PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED, YOU MAY
HAVE SEEN THE PENTAGON MEMOS FROM LARRY EAGLEBURGER TO DR.
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KISSINGER. THEY WERE LIKELY SEEN BY AMBASSADOR LORD AS WELL WHEN

THEY WERE WRITTEN IN 1973.

** 3. "NONE OF THE DISCREPANCY CASES IN LAOS HAVE BEEN RESOLVED

AND MANY OF THE AMERICANS LOST THERE DISAPPEARED IN AREAS UNDER

THE CONTROL OF NORTH VIETNAMESE FORCES AT THE TIME. . .ANSWERS ON

THESE TROUBLESOME CASES WILL BEST BE OBTAINED THROUGH AN
ACCOUNTING PROCESS THAT ENJOYS FULL COOPERATION FROM THE

GOVERNMENTS OF VIETNAM AND LAOS." MR. CHAIRMAN, YOU'LL NOTICE WE

USED THE TERM "FULL COOPERATION" — THE SAME TERMINOLOGY WE ARE

USING IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT APPRORPRIATIONS BILL. I WONDER IF

AMBASSADOR LORD IS PREPARED TO SAY WE ENJOY FULL COOPERATION WITH

RESPECT TO AN ACCOUNTING FOR THESE MIAS . I DOUBT IT. INDEED,

DURING THE HOUSE -SENATE CONFERENCE TWO WEEKS AGO, WE WERE

INFORMED BY STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS THAT THE PRESIDENT COULD

NOT CERTIFY VIETNAM WAS FULLY COOPERATING ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE IN

VIEW OF THE RECENTLY CCM4PLETED CASE ASSESSMENTS.

WHEN SENATOR KERRY AND I TRAVELED TO HANOI IN DECEMBER,

1992, WE WERE GIVEN A WRITTEN PROMISE OF FULL COOPERATION BY
VIETNAM ON THE LAOS CASES. IT WAS SIGNED BY THE FOREIGN MINISTER
OF VIETNAM. IT IS A PRC»4ISE THAT HAS YET TO BE FULFILLED, AND
PENTAGON ANALYSTS CONFIRMED THIS FACT WITH RESPECT TO SCME 250

CASES IN LAOS BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE DURING THEIR LAST APPEARANCE.

** 4. "SEVERAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS EXPRESS CONCERN AND
DISAPPOINTMENT THAT, ON OCCASION, INDIVIDUALS WITHIN DIA (WHO ARE
NOW WORKING FOR THE DEFENSE POW/MIA OFFICE) HAVE BEEN EVASIVE,
UNRESPONSIVE, AND DISTURBINGLY INCORRECT AND CAVALIER ... OTHERS
HAVE PERFORMED THEIR WORK WITH GREAT PROFESSIONALISM."

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO CONCLUDE BY TELLING YOU WHY THE LAST
FINDING I JUST READ CONTINUES TO TROUBLE ME.

THIS CONCERNS THE BARON-52 CASE, AN EC-47 SHOT DOWN BY NORTH
VIETNAMESE UNITS IN LAOS ON FEBRUARY 5, 1973 — OVER A WEEK AFTER
THE PARIS PEACE ACCORDS WERE SIGNED. IN 1992, DURING THE SELECT
CCa<lMITTEE INVESTIGATION, WE DISCUSSED THIS CASE IN DETAIL AT A
PUBLIC HEARING. IN SHORT, THE COMMITTEE WAS NOT DEALT WITH IN A
STRAIGHTFORWARD MANNER BY DOD OFFICIALS CONCERNING INTELLIGENCE
INFORMATION THAT MIGHT CORRELATE TO THIS CASE. INDEED, MEMBERS
WERE MISLED BY A DOD OFFICIAL AT THE TIME — SOMEONE WHO,
INCIDENTLY, STILL WORKS FOR GENERAL WOLD,

NOW, IN THE ABSENCE OF IDENTIFIABLE REMAINS BEYOND HALF OF A
TOOTH, AND IN THE ABSENCE OF RECORDS FROM NORTH VIETNAMESE
ARCHIVES, THE PENTAGON HAS ANNOUNCED THAT THE ENTIRE CREW WILL BE
BURIED ON JANUARY 8, 1996. WHILE WE KNOW THAT HALF OF THE CREW
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DID PERISH IN THE CRASH, THERE IS NOT CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE TO
EXPLAIN THE NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY INTERCEPTS INDICATING THE
CAPTURE OF AMERICANS IN THE SAME AREA ON THE SAME DAY — FEBRUARY
5, 1973. THIS IS VERY PAINFUL FOR THE FAMILIES INVOLVED, AND IT
WOULD SEEM TO ME THAT IT WOULD BE MORE PRUDENT FOR AMBASSADOR
LORD TO QUERY THE VIETNAMESE GOVERNMENT AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL FOR
A SEARCH OF RECORDS ON THIS CASE WHEN HE GOES TO HANOI IN JANUARY
RATHER THAN CLOSING THE CASE THIS WAY. IT IS WRONG TO CLOSE
CASES IN SUCH A PREMATURE FASHION, AND THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME
THE ADMINISTRATION HAS TRIED TO DO THIS. I DON'T KNOW WHETHER
THE PENTAGON IS RIGHT OR WRONG WITH THEIR CONCLUSIONS ON WHAT
THEY POUND AT THE CRASH SITE. I KNOW THERE WERE DOG TAGS AND
PARACHUTE RINGS .AS WELL WHICH SUGGEST EVERYONE PERISHED IN THE
CRASH. AT THE SAME TIME, THE NSA INTERCEPTS REMAIN UNEXPLAINED.
AT THE VERY LEAST, THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT SHOULD GO TO THE
MIAS, AND, IN MY MIND, A NEW, HIGH-LEVEL DEMARCHE TO THE
VIETNAMESE FOR THEIR RECORDS ON THIS CASE IS JUSTIFIED.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I HOPE MY TESTIMONY THIS MORNING HAS BEEN
USEFUL IN HELPING YOUR CCWMITTEE TO UNDERSTAND THAT OUR CURRENT
U.S. POLICY TOWARD VIETNAM IS NOT WORKING, AND WE HAVE A
RESPONSIBILITY IN CONGRESS TO SPEAK UP ON BEHALF OF THE FAMILIES
OF THOSE WHO ARE STILL MISSING.

LIKE YOU, I AM COMMITTED TO DOING EVERYTHING I CAN TO ENSURE
THAT THE VIETNAMESE ARE FULLY F0RTHC(»1ING ON THE POW/MIA ISSUE ~
INCLUDING CUTTING THE FUNDS FOR FULL DIPLOMATIC AND ECONOdlC
RELATIONS IF THAT' S WHAT IT TAKES TO SEND A MESSAGE TO PRESIDENT
CLINTON AND THE VIETNAMESE GOVERNMENT THAT WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT
OUR C(»1MITMENT TO THIS ISSUE.
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Mr. DORNAN. Mary, are you here? I just met Mary.
I am sorry. Mary, come forward and sit there for just a second.

Senator if you will forgive me; you probably know this well, you
have immersed yourself in this in the most honorable way beyond
any other House Member or Senator, even those like myself and
Ben Oilman who have worked the issue for over a quarter of a cen-

tury.

Mary.

STATEMENT OF MARY MATEJOV, MOTHER OF PRISONER OF
WAR, JOSEPH A. MATEJOV

Mrs. MATEJOV. Yes.

Mr. DoRNAN. In the contact between the Department of Defense
and you, did you ever have a U.S. Senator or Congressman helping
you or intervening in your behalf?

Mrs. Matejov. Yes; I did. My husband and I, we were living in

New York at the time. We went to Congressman Lent and had him
investigate.

Mr. Dornan. Norm Lent, Long Island?
Mrs. Matejov. That's correct, and we got no good results at all.

They would not admit it.

We did not even know about this captivity until I happened to

listen to a television show. This is how I found out those four men
were sighted. Then my husband talked to Sergeant Schofield, the
man who was on the ground, that looked in the plane and gave my
husband quite a bit of information.

I did not know whom my husband spoke to at the time. It was
later that I found out from other testimony what Sergeant
Schofield had said. He is the witness who should really be here. He
is the witness that the Government did not want to testify until

the families insisted.

But if you talk to Sergeant Schofield, if you talk to some of the
men in the outfit—my husband contacted men secretly in the out-
fit—or talk to Dr. Roger Shields, who met secretly with my hus-
band and me, he told us that these men's names were on the sec-

ond list of known, live, captured Americans; and he was ordered to

cross off their names and write over them, "Killed in action". He
told them that they couldn't do that, they knew those men were
captured. He was outranked. He was told, "They are dead," and he
had to do it.

He said as soon as those prisoners came off that plane at Clark
Air Force Base, he was going to fight to get these men's names
back on that list; and he said the excitement of seeing all of those
prisoners coming off the plane at Clark Air Force Base and all that
was going on at that time, his words, I will never forget, were, "I

am sorry. I dropped the ball".

Mr. DoRNAN. This is Roger Shields?
Mrs. Matejov. Roger Shields said that to my husband and me

secretly in a meeting in New York City. My husband promised him
that we would never reveal this meeting. I was not there when he
made the promise. I kept the promise until my husband's death in
1987.
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When I saw that—certainly felt that my Government was aban-
doning these four men, it was then that I finally revealed that we
had the meeting with Dr. Roger Shields.

But his words, "I am sorry, I dropped the ball," will be in my
mind forever. He said that very definitely he wanted to get those

men back on the list.

Senator SMITH. I think the issue here, Mr. Chairman, is, what-
ever happened to them, clearly the Vietnamese know and could tell

us. It was an embarrassment to both sides because the plane went
down after the war, after the armistice was signed, and
Mr. DORNAN. Nine days later.

Senator Smith. That's right. We were still in Laos, of course, op-

erating.

Mr. DoRNAN. Through August, and bombing.
Senator Smith. That's right.

Mr. DORNAN. They had a seat in the United Nations and wanted
us to deal with them.
Senator Smith. The Vietnamese were clearly angered by it, and

so were the Laotians, but they know what happened, and they
should be made to tell us before we give them oil rights and start

training with them. That's my only point.

And, you know, whatever they know, Mary Matejov deserves to

know, and she doesn't; and we are not even asking for it, and we
are going over there and normalizing relations. That's my point; it's

just wrong.
Mr. DORNAN. Right.

Senator Smith. To be very blunt about it.

Mr. DORNAN. Yes.
Mary, do you want the burial of your son?
Mrs. Matejov. Absolutely not. I have already told the Air Force

that I will not attend the ceremony and I will not let them put my
son's name on that marker.

I know that—without a doubt, I know my son was captured with
the other three. If I presented myself at that service, then it would
show that I was agreeing with my Government's decision. I do not
agree with it. I will not be there.

I would like to honor the other families. Certainly, the pilots of

that plane deserve to be honored. Those chips of bone could pos-

sibly be those three men in the plane. They
Mr. DORNAN. Secretary Lord has not heard this, and he will

probably be shocked, but I told General Wold that when another
one of the controversial C-130 crashes was having a mass grave
burial—memorial—^with a handful of bone chips without one par-

ticle of human remains identified, that some mortuary person at

Arlington—which I truly believe is hallowed ground, and I just like

to go there—that he looked in the son's face and said, "Get over
it. Your father is dead."
And I still can't trace who that arrogant person was. He certainly

wasn't with the Defense POW/MIA Office [DPMO]. But I wouldn't
want you to go through that. Maybe Senator Smith and I can ap-

peal to Senator D'Amato as one of your New York Senators
Mrs. Matejov. Yes.
Mr. DoRNAN [continuing]. To call the Secretary of the Air Force,

Sheila Widnall—I did not get a call back on the Mathis case—to
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just postpone the ceremony. I would like you to be at Arlington,

and if your son was alive for some time, at this point you can take

that pain if they sent back remains.

I have a personal interest in this and I will tell you why. When
I came here as a freshman and had a top secret clearance, I could

go to the Defense Department and get accident, final trans-

missions, from men who went down in combat. I had a classmate,

Bernie Conklin, whose name is on Colonel Woods' wall at the CIL,

identified remains, had his funeral at home; he was the pilot of an
EC-47 many years earlier, same unit. I read in the transcript in

the Pentagon my friend Bernie, who claimed I saved him from
drowning off the coast of Sarasota when we were in primary pilot

training because he couldn't swim—here he is saying, "MiG's have
gotten us, first engine shot up, No. 1 engine in flames, it looks like

we are going down," and I am reading the last words of my friend

Bernie Conklin.
Two years later—I think it was the trip with Bob Smith, in

1986—here is his name on the wall, finally came home, remains.

Now he was 4, 5, 6 years before your son's, and we are talking

about the airplane that Sam Gibbons jumped out of with the 101st

Airborne over Normandy. This is the Goonybird back to the late

thirties, for Pete's sake, and we were giving it tough missions over

territory 9 days sifter the 27th of January when Harley Hall was
shot down, the commander of the Thunderbirds, and we buried

—

they magically found two of his teeth at a scoured crash site.

We are being manipulated.
Let me ask
Mrs. Matejov. I feel, because Sergeant Schofield saw their re-

mains in the cockpit still strapped to their seats, that plane did not

go in a spin and crash in the ground, because you would not see

remains still strapped in the seat. They would be splattered all

over.

Mr. DORNAN. I have the testimony right here and all the after

action reports, all the transmissions. It is a tough case. Let me tell

you, because I have been telling all of our witnesses that I am a
very open person, I don't set traps, I don't sandbag people. I didn't

do it when I was a television host. I am open to a fault, sometimes
undermine my own case by not setting up Perry Mason traps; but
I want them to know, all of our witnesses over the years, when the

Korean mess begins to open up, that if we come to different conclu-

sions based on the facts and the family members are totally in-

volved, that is one thing, but I don't want hidden agendas to hide
the past to advance a political agenda for one of the world's four
remaining major Communist countries, all terrorist states like Iran
and Iraq and even friendly nations like Pakistan doing things that
we think are going to cause a whole city to disappear 20 or 30
years from now from some terrorist act.

But here is a picture that I wanted to show Senator Smith—he
may have seen it—to let them know that when I say Jim—General
Vessey is a good man, but he is laughed at behind his back as a
fool by the General Giaps of the world; and they feel they have
used President Bush to their advantage, used our people who have
gone over there.
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I want to show you who their real hero is. He is a war criminal,

and he has kept people in solitary confinement for 30 years until

they either died or were released to tell amazingly heroic stories

like Armando Valladares.
Here is their hero: Fidel Castro, wearing a Vietcong scarf and

hat looking at some spider hole trap—wearing a Vietcong hat and
scarf, Cuban President; he is not a President worthy of that title.

He has never had an election. He scoffs at those who do. He says
he tries to find a trapdoor yesterday at a former guerrilla base

—

he would say guerrero—^based near Ho Chi Minh City, Saigon.
He is in Vietnam to observe the revived economy. This guy gets

sung over at churches in Harlem. He is a war criminal. He is a
thug. He is guilty of first-degree murder of a young man at a movie
theater parking lot who beat him for the student union presidency,
a story told to me by the now deceased Ambassador to Cuba during
that period, when we still had relations. Here are these people be-
hind him, all wearing their medals and uniforms and everything.
How can we tell the families, get on with your life? We are going

to be looking for oil together out in the Spratlies, and a war crimi-

nal named Robert Strange McNamara is posing in front of that
massive 5-foot bust of Ho Chi Minh being used by these Com-
munists whose friends are in Pyongyang, in Havana, and in

Beijing; and yet they have got this embassy here, and they manipu-
late U.S. Senators who are personally trying to heal the wounds of
war selfishly for themselves and undermining everything that Sen-
ator Smith tried to do, and he wouldn't tell me he was 100 percent
correct on everything.

I would like, before we go any further, for you to tell me, man
to man, Senator to Congressman, why you felt you were undercut
as the vice chairman of your select committee over there, trying to

seek the truth? What went on over there that you felt so utterly
frustrated? I mentioned here a couple of times in the hearings, for

example, going underneath Ho Chi Minh, war criminal, 23
aliases

Senator Smith. Mr. Chairman, I can replay some of that. I am
not sure how productive that is.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, just succinctly, why is it you didn't feel satis-

fied when your mandate ended over there in the Senate for the se-

lect committee.
Senator Smith. Well, when I had one of the analysts who is the

chief analyst in Vietnam, Mr. Destatte, tell me that the under-
ground facilities were impossible under Hanoi because he had rid-

den his bicycle around the area and if you were under there you
would have to swim, when I had been under there, under the
tomb
Mr. DoRNAN. With Senator Kerry?
Senator Smith. With Senator Kerry—I was not allowed at that

time to say it, but I had been. I was there. I was down under

—

and he was basically trying to make a fool out of me.
I think also when I had analysts who presented reverse imagery

to me in public before a committee—when you take a witness, for

example, and you—and we used Bobby Garwood as an example

—

when you debunk a witness and you say because this witness
walks down this street to the left and finds a house on the left and
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there he interviewed somebody and you find out that the testimony
of the debunking is that it can't be—he is a Har because the house
is on the right and you have to go to the right, not the left, when
in fact the imagery is reversed, now, my question was
Mr. DORNAN. He had this up on a big screen in that hearing

room?
Senator Smith. They were showing me reverse imagery and de-

bunking witnesses. The image was reversed. They admitted it.

Mr. DORNAN. You mean they called you out of the room and
tipped you off that that image was reversed?
Senator Smith. I became aware of it, and I realized it, and after

comparing the language—and I am telling you that there were doz-

ens and dozens and dozens of eye witnesses who have been de-

bunked on—and the question is, are they being debunked on re-

verse imagery? I was. So I don't know whether anybody else was.
Mr. DoRNAN. Now you asked for a Justice Department investiga-

tion on that?
Senator Smith. I did, and it was rejected, without even inter-

viewing one witness. Garnett Bell is here today. Bill Bell. He was
a witness, was willing to be a witness. He was never even asked
to come. So the Justice Department—it was a joke.

But, look. I mean, yes, I was frustrated, Mr. Chairman, because
all I have ever wanted to do is do the truth, and my concluding
point to you here today is that I don't know the truth. I don't know
what happened to Joseph Matejov. I don't know, and I am sure

—

and maybe—but I do believe that the Vietnamese know, and I don't

believe we ought to be trading oil until they tell us. And they know.
That's the point. If they don't know, then you don't hold them to

a higher standard. They do know. Of course they know what hap-
pened to them.
Mr. DORNAN. Of course.
Senator Smith. And that's not the only case. There are other

cases, dozens of them, that they know, and the policy people who
will testify here for you today know that they know, as do the intel-

ligence analysts. So why are we doing it?

Mr. DoRNAN. Because of your background on this and because
your father was a Navy officer pilot who was lost in a crash on the
Chesapeake, if I recall correctly, and your father's body was recov-

ered, but other men of the crew weren't
Senator SMITH. That's correct.

Mr. DoRNAN. What they call the flushing action of the Chesa-
peake took them out to the Atlantic.

As a young man, you always remembered your peace of mind at

having your father's remains at the funeral, and you identified

with the families who didn't have such. Now, I remember that and
how quickly, in 1985, your interest was piqued, and I am trying to

compare, because sometimes we live in two totally different worlds.
You might as well, being the Knesset and we are the Duma in

Moscow, the way we operate differently and then come together
with critical issues at conference time and try to resolve these two
different cultures.
But I have never discussed this with you. Did you pick up an in-

stant interest when Scott O'Grady went down, missile hit, wing
man, Bob Wright, who had lost a child to SIDS, whose wife was
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8 months pregnant, and who was shot down to three GoHbs the
year before? If he had been hit, what a story that would have been,
rather than his wing man who missed the Golib.

And they were back together, coincidentally, 14 months later;

and for awhile, because I went to Aviano, whose commanders
thought, did the Bosnian Serbs know that it was the team of
Wright, like the Wright brothers, W, Wright and O'Grady?
But when O'Grady went down, did you not get the feeling that

the Pentagon was writing him off as lost right away?
Senator Smith. We did—they certainly didn't tell us anj^hing.

We had a confidential classified briefing on it, and either they
knew and weren't telling us or didn't know.
They certainly didn't tell us one way or the other what his status

was, and I can understand that. I don't think—if you do know
where he is, I don't think you ought to be telling too many people.

Mr. DORNAN. That's right. There were some mistakes made.
Mr. Smith. I don't have any fault with that.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me tell you what I said to O'Grady in my office

a few weeks later. I said, "I've got an apology to make to you. I

am supposed to be the optimist around here. I wrote you off as
dead. I almost said it to Shalikashvili sitting in that chair next to

you," I said, "and now we have lost an F-6," and I stopped in

midsentence, "and the pilot we hope is hiding in the bush at this

moment as we speak." And he was. He was rescued 2 days later.

But I said, "I wrote you off as dead."
He said, 'That's all right, Congressman. So did the Pentagon. So

did my mother, my father, my brother, my sister." And we relived

it again with the French pilots.

Were you able to get a briefing on Chiffot and Souvignet?
Senator Smith. No; I did not get one, but I didn't request one ei-

ther. So I

Mr. DORNAN. I asked for a briefing last week in the Pentagon,
and a man I highly respect, an intelligence officer, said, "Congress-
man, it's our feeling here that they probably were executed around
September 10," and that moved in the press.

Now that would have enabled the Bosnian Serbs, if they wanted
to play that out, and here they are at a motel on the border with
greater Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia, they could have said, well, we can
keep this quiet for awhile, and then if there's no purpose to be
served, as a distinguished Member of this House said in Hanoi in

August 1978—and I wanted Secretary Lord to know this, that his

exact words told to me by the Air Force officer were, "You wouldn't

embarrass yourselves. You, the Communist Vietnamese, who won
a war without ever winning a ground battle and with never having
air or naval command of one inch of air or sea space, you wouldn't

want to embarrass yourselves by coming up with live prisoners at

this late date and embarrass us, too."

That is what I described before that trip left without me, against

my desire, as an invitation to execution. So if this thing had played
out and the Bosnian Serbs had no use for our allied fellow fighter

pilots, then at some point they would say, "Hey, it is embarrassing
now. We might as well execute them and hide their graves some-
where."
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So this thing goes on, and I don't know what—what do you plan
to do in the Senate now?
And are you geared up, Senator Bob Smith, for the Korean explo-

sion of remains and horrible stories about the 389 and whatever
happened to them?
And remember, Lieutenant Chu came to my office, a lieutenant

from South Korea, survived 43 years and almost died swimming
the Yalu.
Senator Smith. Can you imagine if he had been an American? He

would have been on Time Magazine, wouldn't he?
Mr. DORNAN. Well, see, that is one of the things that is so frus-

trating. If you are missing in action in a week when 100 people go
missing in action and 200 people are killed in action, you are a ci-

pher, Stalin is right, a million Japanese
Senator Smith. Mr. Chairman, there are other witnesses. Let me

just conclude. You know, I guess my point is, if you are going to

—

if you are going to go ahead and normalize in spite of all of this
information that they have, then, fine, that's honest. Just say so,

and tell the families that, and go ahead, and maybe you will get
lucky, and maybe you will get it 20 years from now or tomorrow.
I don't know, but that is all I am saying. Don't say they are being
fully cooperative when they are not.

i^d also, we must understand, and there is some validity to it

but not enough to keep me off the issue, you have to realize, and
I think all of the policy people of all of the administrations, I am
not just talking about this one, should have been more honest to

the families, especially in Korea in the early days, by saying there
are other issues that are of a higher priority than finding out what
happened to these men, because it's true. It's absolutely true.

We didn't do anything to try to resolve the Korean thing for 40
years, nothing. I mean, surely somebody other than Bob Smith
could have gone there to Pyongyang at some point from some ad-
ministration, from Eisenhower to Bush, but nobody did. And why?
Because we didn't want to talk to them bilaterally.

Mr. DORNAN. That is right. It was U.N. command.
Senator Smith. Right. So the map took priority over finding out

what happened to our men.
Mr. DoRNAN. Yes. It still persists.

Senator Smith. And in this case, having diplomatic relations

with Vietnam has taken priority over resolving these issues.

Mr. DORNAN. I believe it has, and it should come to a screeching
halt.

Two final questions for you. Senator. This first one is a tough one
because it involves persons and names. Is it ethical, in your opin-

ion—I will give you mine first. I don't think it is ethical at all

—

for Frances Zwenig, who stacked this committee hearing process
against you, to drive toward a preconceived goal of doing every-
thing possible to normalize relations with the Communists who
won one of the world's most peculiar victories without ever winning
anything on the ground, air, or sea—is it ethical for her, after a
short stint under Madeleine Albright at the United Nations, to go
into a job on a Vietnamese trade council?

Do you think that is ethical? I don't.
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Senator Smith. Well, when I write my memoirs, Frances Zwenig
will not be talked about in a favorable light. But beyond that, I

think you ought to ask Senator Kerry that question rather than
me.
Mr. DORNAN. All right. You have worked with Dick Childress

over the years?
Senator Smith. Yes.
Mr. DORNAN. Dick is not a conspiratorial person.
Senator Smith. No.
Mr. DORNAN. Here is what he said, and I would like your opinion

on this because I am going to use it as kind of my outline for the
next panel. He said, "Think of this in threes: Unilateral U.S. reso-

lution, radar image. Navy airplane, way out at Yankee Station, dis-

appears off the radar." Very few of those left.

Or an honorable retired serviceman—I think we have already
taken care of these—saying that, "CPL John Doe died in my arms
with his guts torn apart and should have gotten the Medal of

Honor. He was the last man on that machine gun surrounded by
bodies, but he died in my arms." I think we have resolved those.

That is United States unilateral in the middle, joint activity; and
that will continue, but over here, unilateral knowledgeability, Viet-

namese, Communist Hanoi Grovemment, resolution is the third

side, and that is what these hearings are about, the cases they can
unilaterally resolve.

So here is my final question, if you kind of accept that triple way
of looking at this one.

On this one that has bedeviled you as the vice chairman of this

committee, virtually doing it alone with your staff, I think a fair

resolution of the truth, with acting like your kid brother was one
of these cases, do you think, after all of your investigative work
and seven trips to Asia, five to Hanoi, because I have only had two
there in addition to my eight during the war—do you think that
their records are—and I want Secretary Lord and Jim Wold to hear
my characterization, Gestapo perfect? Fifty years ago today, on De-
cember 14, we hung 11 war criminals way ahead of the big war
criminals from Nuremberg. That didn't take place until October
1946.

December 11, 1945, we hung the beast of Belsen, the camp com-
mandant of Auschwitz, on the very gallows he used, 11 German
camp people were hung, and they were hung because they kept
perfect SS records.

Do you believe that the Vietnamese, through the whole war, in-

cluding this law division, have kept near perfect records of our shot

down airmen?
Senator Smith. What we know is, from the intelligence sources

that we have had from within Vietnam, the mortician, and others,

is that tlie Vietnamese kept very, very detailed records of every-

thing from—if you look at the photographs that have been returned
from Vietnam, when they found—even if a soldier was killed on

—

let's say he was killed on the battlefield or he was killed in an air-

plane. Once the body was recovered, it was displayed out on the
ground, photographed. The personal effects were taken away. Ev-
erything was cataloged.
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The remains were taken back to Hanoi, except in some of the ex-

treme cases in the south where they were—where they were buried
and then later they went back to get them.
But for the most part, during the war and after the war, the an-

swer is "yGs", because they beUeved that those records and those
remains and, indeed, those POW's were going to be very, very valu-
able.

Mr. DORNAN. Just a word about the French experience?
Senator Smith. Yes. Because of the French experience, we

know—they knew that there would be a—a great amount of value.

And, you know, we had a lot of interceptions of their radio commu-
nications, and we know that the Vietnamese know what happened
to some of these people.
You used Hrdlicka, for example. Everybody knows—somebody

knows what happened to David Hrdlicka in Laos.
So the answer is yes, they kept very detailed records. Whether

or not they are going to keep them now that they have gotten what
they wanted in terms of normalization—that's really what they
have sought. This is the win. This is the ultimate for them, is to

get the diplomatic recognition. That's what they want.
But I don't know whether they will hold on to any records now

or not. I mean, why would they? I mean, there's nothing to gain
now, so they may destroy them. I don't know.
But did they keep them? Yes, they did, very detailed records,

even on
Mr. DORNAN. Well, let me ask you if next year, with my excellent

champion of the military here on my left, Mr. Pickett—let me ask
you, next year, when we craft the defense authorization bill, and
Clinton may veto it, putting 50,000, roughly, troops in the whole
area, but 20,000 in the Tuzla area, he may veto the authorization
bill giving them a pay raise, 2.5 percent. I will be amazed if he
does, but he amazes me daily.

I would hope you and I and the team in the Defense Department
would—and they will get good constructive criticism, and Ann Grif-

fiths, who I understand had a good talk with Secretary Lord at the

League Christmas party or sometime last week—that we can take
what we crafted with some of your input already in the defense au-
thorization bill—it is over 40 pages now—on a POW/ML^. structure

for the future.

And we still haven't solved Korea, and Lord knows, it is not per-

fect. And John McCain didn't want it at all, but I said I would roll

them, and I did, depending on what Clinton does with the veto

power, but let's fine-tune this.

Ann Mills Griffiths, whom I deeply respect, has some problems
with some of the aspects of it. It was not easy to craft this with
total resistance from McCain telling our leader in the Senate, Bob
Dole, don't do anything. Yet Dole was a cosponsor. All the veterans
groups wanted it.

Let's take it with the Defense Department assistance and input
from State and everybody and try and make it as close to perfect

as we can in the next bill, because maybe it is the fate of the Re-
publican Party, punished by Grod for some reason, to only get a shot

at leadership in 2-year bursts, 1947-48, 1953-54, which created

the Korean nightmare, and if this is going to be ours just this year
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and next, I am going to fight to make sure we got a 4-year shot.

Maybe next year will be our last shot, because I don't think any-
body will take it out if Clinton gets a second term.
But let's try to do it right and work together, all right?
Senator Smith. That's all I want to do, is be able to work to-

gether with this administration or anybody else. But it's difficult

in all administrations, frankly, not just this one.
Mr. DORNAN. Right. If this structure had been in place that we

crafted in Paris, these two French pilots MIA for 105 days, with no
photographs of their capture, on the cover of their Life magazine,
Paris Match, they would have lawyers working for them. Or if this

process had kicked in for Scott O'Grady, things might have been
just a little bit different before he pops up miraculously with a non-
state-of-the-art radio. The Frenchmen are held on the Serb border,
and Milosevic has to threaten Karadzic and Mladic, "You will turn
over those pilots or it's not going to be too good for you."
And why was he doing that? Out of humankindness? No. He is

an unindicted war criminal. He didn't want the sanctions put back
on him, trade sanctions, normalization, because Belgrade is in a
mess.
So we will try and come up with something in next year's author-

ization bill.

I want to be informal and call you Bob. Senator, you have been
a champion for the families beyond anything I ever dreamed I

could be for them, and we have got a lot of work ahead of us on
Korea; and I am not through looking at the pilots and crews that
disappeared all around the periphery of the cold war, and part of
that involved Communist China. We lost a lot of U-2 pilots there,
and, as far as I know, they were Nationalist Chinese out of Tai-
wan.
Mr. Smith. That's one of the things about General Volkogonov,

who was so helpful in some of these cold war instances.
Mr. DoRNAN. He just died?
Senator Smith. Yes. We have been able to recover remains and

a ring and many things from cold war incidents, and he was begin-
ning to open those archives.

I just hope that the Russian-United States delegation—Russian
and United States delegation, which some have tried to shut down,
would continue, because they are doing good work. And they are
not getting very much help. They are getting very little funding,
and it's unfortunate because there should be openings made to

China. China has a lot of answers on this issue, and they are not
being pressed either.

I mean, when you put other things out there on the priority list,

I know that trying to find what happened to somebody back in the
Korean war may not be a high national priority, but we send
them—we send them there, and we ought to be willing to go the
extra mile to find out what happened to them when they don't
come back.
Mr. DoRNAN. Senator—did you already ask any questions you

wanted, Mr. Pickett?
Mr. Pickett. Mr. Chairman, I didn't, but I just want to thank

the Senator. I see his assistant over there anxiously looking over.

The Senator obviously has got another commitment some place. I
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do want to thank you. I know that you have been a real champion
in this area. We applaud and appreciate what you have done and
look forward to working with you.

I do have some matters that I would like to have the opportunity
to talk with you about personally at a future time. I won't take
your time this morning.

Senator Smith. Thank you.
Mr. DORNAN. Then as we get the so-called scrub of what the

DPMO thinks are the really hard key cases and mix it in with the
24 we will briefly discuss today, a couple not so briefly, we will

send it over to you and work with your staff and see if we can come
up with a real presentation. Since this latest trip I hope Ann Grif-

fiths goes on is delayed, I I hope that they can allow us, as the U.S.
Congress, to—as Secretary Lord said once, and I accepted the cor-

rection, there's no good cop/bad cop here, everybody is a good cop,

but one cop can say, giving them a cup of coffee, "Greez, these other
detectives, they have got power; they are in Congress; they want
answers on this and you better give them to me or my hands are
tied."

We may get a lot more out of the Vietnamese yet. I don't want
them to play us like a grand piano, the way they have the French,
who are far more willing to pay money under the table. Well, we
won't pay money under the table, and the French will, and they
have just squeezed them and milked them since 1954 in a disgrace-

ful way.
And various French Grovemments, left, right, in between, have

kowtowed to this; and it has set a pattern so that they thought we
were going to give them money under the table, starting with Nix-
on's promised $3V4 billion. Now they have got an interest figure in

their head, and they have given up on that, but they still wonder
what they can squeeze out of us for a tooth here and some docu-
ments out of the central committee records or the Politburo or this

law division.

Senator I thank you. We will work together on next year's au-
thorization bill, on the whole bill.

Mary, I guess you are going to stay and just listen in the room?
Mrs. Matejov. Yes; I certainly will.

Mr. DoRNAN. I have got Joe as one of the cases here. We will

come back to that.

Mrs. Matejov. Thank you for all you have done.

Mr. DoRNAN. Thank you very much.
If the second panel will come forward. The second panel—and we

are now approaching the noon time period—is Winston Lord, As-
sistant Secretary of State, East Asian and Pacific Affairs from our
State Department; Hershel W. Gober—am I saying that right?

Mr. Gober. That's correct.

Mr. DoRNAN. Deputy Secretary of Veterans Affairs, at the De-
partment of Veterans' Affairs.

And coming back for the third time already this year, General
James W. Wold, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Prisoner

of War/Missing in Action Affairs.

Gentlemen, if you would please all rise. This is a pattern that

was established way back by Congressman Steve Solarz, and it

makes the families feel good. You are all men of honor. I know it
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is more pro forma than anything else, but we thank you for bearing
with me.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. DORNAN. If you have statements, I will go to Mr. Gober first.

I don't even know the protocol here.

Mr. GOBER. That's correct.

Mr. DORNAN. That is correct. Thank you, Mr. Gober. We will go
to you first. You are No. 2, at Veterans' Affairs; is that correct?

Mr. GOBER. Yes.
Mr. DORNAN. I have known your Secretary of Veterans' Affairs

for many years, a man of great concern for veterans, as I know you
are also. Your reputation precedes you.
Do you have a written statement you want to submit? Or please

feel free to read it.

STATEMENT OF HERSHEL W. GOBER, DEPUTY SECRETARY OF
VETERANS' AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS' AFFAIRS;
WINSTON LORD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. GrOBER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to read this since this

is my first appearance before the committee. If it gets too long, just
cut me off, and I promise you I will try not to let my Arkansas
drawl let me down too much.
Mr. DoRNAN. That's all right, Mr. Gober.
Mr. GoBER. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the com-

mittee, fellow veterans and family members who are present today,
thank you for this opportunity to testify concerning a matter of im-
portance to all—those Americans still unaccounted for in Southeast
Asia.

It is my firm belief that all of us share a profound commitment
to achieving the fullest possible accounting. We should not allow
differences over process or the timing of particular steps to obscure
our common commitment or impede our ability to consult and co-

operate closely in achieving our goal. Partisan politics has no place
in this humanitarian endeavor.

In July 1993, the President appointed me to serve as his per-

sonal representative to address this issue and to lead a Presi-

dential delegation to Vietnam. I assure you that this issue is one
of deep personal interest to the President. He has a record of con-
cern that I am personally familiar with from his days as Governor.
From the beginning of the administration, the guiding principal

of our policy has been, "Any steps toward normalization will de-

pend directly on further progress toward the fullest possible ac-

counting for our POW/MIA's." The accepted definition of "account-
ing" is the return of the missing Americans, return of their remains
or convincing evidence as why neither is possible.

The President outlined four areas in which he stressed that no
progress toward normalization would occur until the Vietnamese
had taken steps that yielded tangible progress toward achieving
the fullest possible accounting. Those areas are: One, concrete re-

sults from efforts to recover and repatriate remains; two, continued
efforts to resolve discrepancy cases, live sightings, and field activi-

ties; three, further assistance in implementing trilateral investiga-
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tions; four, accelerated efforts to provide all POW/MIA-related doc-
uments that will help lead to genuine answers.

In order to help achieve this progress, President Clinton in 1993
decided to send a high-level Presidential delegation to Vietnam.
Subsequently he has expanded the delegation's role to include
Cambodia and Laos. The delegation is comprised both of senior ad-
ministration officials and distinguished representatives from promi-
nent veterans service organizations and the families. I was honored
that the President asked me to head his delegation, which also in-

cludes Ambassador Lord, Deputy Assistant Secretary Wold, rep-

resentatives from AMVETS, The American Legion, Disabled Amer-
ican Veterans, Vietnam Veterans of America, and the Veterans of
Foreign Wars. Unfortunately, on our 1995 trip, scheduling consid-

erations prevented a member from the National League of Families
of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia from partici-

pating in the delegation.

Service organization representatives have assisted in the plan-
ning of delegation missions, provided input into government talk-

ing points, and have expressed the views of their organizations in

meetings with senior government representatives of the host coun-
tries. These representatives attended all plenary sessions devoted
to POW/ML^. issues on those missions that they have participated

on. At each decision point the President consulted with these orga-
nization leaders and solicited their recommendations. They con-
tinue to be valuable members of our effort, and though there are
disagreements, their participation has not been restricted.

The initial Presidential delegation traveled to Vietnam in July
1993 and delivered a strong, unified message to senior officials in

Vietnam: The Clinton administration and the American people are
determined to achieve the fullest possible accounting for our miss-
ing in action. During this delegation we pressed hard for acceler-

ated remains repatriation, increased cooperation in resolving dis-

crepancy cases, assistance in establishing procedures with the Lao
for trilateral operations, and significant document turnovers. We
emphasized the point that normalization of relations could only
take place in the context of tangible progress in the four priority

areas.

I believe that this unified message from the Presidential delega-

tion played an important role in facilitating the progress which was
achieved in between this mission and the President's February
1994 decision to lift the embargo on Vietnam. The Administration
has testified elsewhere about the progress which was achieved that

made this decision possible.

Determined to build upon the progress achieved up to this point,

and wanting once again to reaffirm the personal importance which
he continued to attach to achieving further tangible progress on
POW/ML\ issues, the President asked me again to head a second
delegation in June-July 1994. Once again, the delegation was com-
prised of administration officials and representatives from the vet-

erans service organizations as well as a representative from the
National League of Families. This delegation placed particular em-
phasis upon the need for additional unilateral actions by Vietnam
in order to achieve the fullest possible accounting and also pushed
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hard on the need for trilateral investigations involving Vietnam,
Laos, and the United States.

I believe that this second delegation had several major accom-
plishments. First, agreement was reached with Vietnam to estab-

lish Interior and Defense Ministry teams to unilaterally search for

documents and undertake other activities. This was an important
step in broadening Vietnamese cooperation beyond the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs. Second, 6 months after the delegation returned,

Vietnam, Laos, and the United States agreed on procedures to per-

mit participation by Vietnamese witnesses in joint task force inves-

tigations in Laos. Since this agreement was signed, seven Vietnam-
ese witnesses have participated in three different joint excavations

in Laos.
Despite the considerable progress achieved by these two delega-

tions, there remained areas in which we believed additional

progress was needed. In particular, we had continued to stress to

Vietnam the need to provide additional documents that could help

to shed light on unresolved cases, including the type of documents
that the National League of Families had included its list which it

provided to Vietnam in March 1994, We had also been seeking a
comprehensive report from Vietnam on the 84 Special Remains
cases involving 97 individuals which we had presented to Vietnam
in August 1993.
To achieve progress on these and other issues, the third Presi-

dential delegation traveled to Vietnam and Laos in May 1995.

This delegation differed from its two predecessors by virtue of its

government-only composition and was, in my judgment, one of the

most productive of the three Presidential delegations to date. Spe-
cifically, the delegation was provided with a number of valuable
documents by Vietnam, including a 118-page comprehensive report

regarding 79 of the 84 Special Remains cases. The delegation, 2^ter

pressing hard for a formal Vietnamese response to the documents
list presented by the National League of Families in March 1994,

was advised that such a response would be provided shortly. In

fact, in a June 1995 letter to the National League of Families, Vice

Foreign Minister Le Mai detailed 115 reports, sketch maps, and list

that the Vietnamese have given to the United States Government
since March 1994. Some of these documents are those specifically

requested by the National League of Families. Finally, the delega-

tion received a letter from Prime Minister Vo Van Kiet to President

Clinton assuring him that the Vietnamese cooperation on POW/
MIA issues would continue.

As you know, shortly after this delegation, President Clinton de-

cided, based upon the tangible progress that had been achieved
since the beginning of his administration, to normalize relations

with Vietnam. He did so based upon tangible results that had been
achieved since the lifting of the embargo. Let me briefly update the

subcommittee of the accomplishments to date.

Recovery and Repatriation of Remains: There were 2,265 Ameri-
cans unaccounted for in Southeast Asia when President Clinton

took office; 1,659 of these in Vietnam. Currently there are 2,162
unaccounted for Americans in Southeast Asia; of these, 1,613 of

these in Vietnam.
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During this administration, 178 remains have been repatriated

from Vietnam to the United States; 46 remains have been identi-

fied, of which 35 were recovered during this administration.

Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Secretary, could I interrupt you at this point

to get something clear, because these numbers always seem to

come on the high end from the administration but on the low end
when you really filter through everything.

Is this true, that since 1994, less than 10 cases from North Viet-

nam have been resolved, when in Hawaii they take out the animal
remains, all the Asian remains, that always seem to be in the ini-

tial stories and still recorded months later about all these remains
we got back?
We have access to documents now, before the war was over, say-

ing, between Russians and North Vietnamese Communists, "Why
don't you send them some animal bones? That will tear them up
pretty good," in less colloquial language, and then they did it.

So is that a fact, that less than 10 cases—and some of those are

group cases from Laos, based on little or no identifiable remains?
And I would like to focus on that bottom line.

Mr. GrOBER. Mr. Chairman, if I could, I would like to refer this

to Mr. Wold, who runs that office.

Mr. DORNAN. All right.

General, what is the bottom line of resolved, identified or even
unidentified, with burials like Mathis and others? Is it 10 cases?

My staff has prepared a graph, and you can't put graphs into the

written record or even in the Congressional Record, but it appears
to me that normalizing of trade relations cannot be borne out in

simple math, that they were more forthcoming, we even have a lot

of statements that they were, and normalization, running up in

Washington, DC, the Red Communist flag with the yellow star on
it—which I tore seven of them to pieces in this city—outnumbered
about 200,000 to 1, because I made that promise to men in hos-

pitals in Vietnam that I would never see enemy flags flown in

America, as they had all seen at the Chicago convention in 1968

and talked about to me, including a man with his head shaved,

steel stitches in his head, part of his jaw gone, and only one arm,

like Max Gleeland, one arm left, both legs gone.

And he said to me and to Gary Crosby, deceased last August, and
he thought I was Gary—he got our names mixed up, "Gary, make
me a promise. If you see an enemy flag flying, tear it down, will

you?" That was an 11th Armored Calvary Regime soldier enlisted,

and I kept that promise. Seven flags were in a cellar drawer, most
of them ripped to shreds.

So when I see that North Vietnamese Communist flag over their

Embassy there and I am told they are forthcoming, I want to see

the arithmetic that these Communists are forthcoming, and my
graph tells me that we have got less out of them once we started

a trade agreement and even less after we normalized, and they

continue to give less. So I want to see some forthcoming evidence.

General what is the figure of absolute resolved cases since we
normaUzed trade? What was that, February 2, 1994? February 2,

1994.
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Mr. Wold. Mr. Chairman, I don't have the figures going back to

February 1994—well, yes I do. Let me summarize the way I have
the format in front of me.
Mr. DORNAN. Sure. I am sorry, Mr. Secretary, but I just wanted

that in the record.

Mr. GOBER. That's fine. I would like to follow up when he fin-

ishes.

Mr. DORNAN. And it gives you something to tell them in Hanoi,
that the Congress, Senate and House, are demanding figures on re-

solved cases.

Go ahead, General.
Mr. Wold. The total number of remains that have been identi-

fied in 1993, 1994, and to date, is 46.

Mr. DORNAN. Right.

Mr. Wold. I think where a difference in the numbers comes in,

there are those who will advocate that we should tie the year of

identification to the year of repatriation. I think that's somewhat
disingenuous because I think what we have to keep in mind is that

the identification process is very slow and complex.
We do have a bottleneck, as I indicated 2 weeks ago, at CILHI.

In some cases it takes up to 2 years to identify remains.
In the past, we tied identification to the year in which the identi-

fication came in. And granted, some of the identifications in those

early years,'when the cases were easier and when we had full sets

of remains, did fall fairly rapidly after the date of repatriation. But
the number that you have just asked for, the number of identifica-

tions during the Clinton administration, is 46.

Mr. DORNAN. Jim, I think I misunderstood you.

First of all, let me tell you what I think is fair. Let's say that

President Bush was putting on one type of pressure, a, and we get

back 20 remains. Then we send back respectfully as Asian remains,
not United States Asian heritage, and the other 20—and I know
how hard they work at CILHI—takes a year to identify. We now
have a new President, and they are not identified until after trade

sanctions are lifted. And I am confused at your answer, but I will

tell you what I think should be done. Those should be counted as

the repatriation because they came under, let's say, a Bush period

with a.

Now we go to the carrot period—I am willing to try anything
even though I disagree. You can't count those 20 identified remains
under the carrot period because we got them during the other pres-

idency.

Now, what did you say about that, that you—did I hear you say
you think it should be accounted under the period they are finally

identified, or before?

Mr. Wold. I said I believe they should be accounted during the

year they are identified.

Mr. DORNAN. I disagree with you.

Mr. Wold. And the reason was that the length of time it's now
taking CILHI to identify these remains, keeping in mind that many
of the remains today—probably most of them that are out there

—

are fragmented.
Mr. DORNAN. But here is why I disagree with you. General. Now

Mr. Clinton has been in office 3 years. If it took 1^2 years to iden-
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tify a set of remains, I would want them attributed to the carrot

period of the trade sanctions Hfted rather than normalization, be-

cause that would show a fair pattern on the part of the Com-
munists in Hanoi, that they responded with more remains when
the trade sanctions came off and then said, "We are on a course

now; we are going to get normalized; we don't have to bother with
this much anymore." And therefore it wouldn't even be properly at-

tributed to a Clinton period if we waited—it would be misleading
to the families and to the politicians and people who work these is-

sues, to say, "Boy, we just identified 10 remains. Let's attribute

that to the period since normalization with the Embassy and let's

move ahead now to most-favored-nation status."

Jim, I respectfully disagree.

Mr. GOBER. Mr. Chairman, the figures that I have show that

there have been—178 remains have been repatriated from Vietnam
during this administration; 46 remains have been identified, of

which 35 were recovered during this administration. Those are the

figures that I have.
Mr. DORNAN. And mostly Laos, right?

Mr. GrOBER. Laos, Vietnam.
Mr. DORNAN. So 35 is close enough to 46. That is fine with me.
Mr. GOBER. That's just Vietnam.
Mr. DORNAN. Yes, well—but not North Vietnam. There could

be—does that include South Vietnam also?

Mr. Wold. It would include all of Vietnam.
Mr. GOBER. All of Vietnam.
Mr. DoRNAN. All of Vietnam and the area of Laos controlled to-

tally by Vietnam during the war?
Mr. GOBER. No, just in the territory borders of Vietnam, as we

understand it.

Mr. Wold. That's correct.

Mr. DORNAN. But general, we will talk about this off the record.

Mr. GOBER. I think it's important that you get these—we have
the same figures to talk by.

Mr. DORNAN. Yes, I agree.

Mr. GOBER. It can be very confusing about that.

Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to skip through some of my
testimony, but I would like to have it all inserted into the record,

if I may.
Mr. DoRNAN. Please, Mr. Secretary. It will all be inserted into

the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gober follows:]
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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NOTE: This is the portion of Secretary Gober's statement

presented for the record.
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Recovary and Repatriation fff Rffliwinn

There were 2265 Americans unaccoxinted for in Southeast Asia
when President Clinton took office; 1659 in Vietnam.
Currently there are 2162 unaccounted for Americans in
Southeast Asia; 1613 in Vietnam.

During this Administration 178 remains have been repatriated
from Vietnam to the U.S.; 46 remains have been identified
of which 35 were recovered during this administration.

For 1993 - 82 remains repatriated (43 joint/38
unilateral) ; 10 remains (repatriated in 1993 or prior
years) identified.

For 1994 - 61 remains repatriated. (40 joint/21
unilateral) 26 remains (repatriated in 1994 or prior years )

identified.

For 1995 - 35 remains repatriated. (26 joint/9
luilateral) ; 10 remains (repatriated in 1995 or prior years)
identified.

Conducted 19 joint field activities with the Vietnamese

U.S. Government received 118 page comprehensive report
covering 79 of 84 "special remains" cases --cases in which
the Vietnamese government should have information because of
photographs, grave registrations and other items.

Diaerep«nf?y nitnmn

Of the 196 individuals associated with "last known alive"
cases- -cases in which individuals survived but did not
return alive and remain unaccovmted for in Vietnam, fate has
been determined for all but 55. Determination of fate for an
individual on this list last occurred in June 1994.
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Fate has been determined £or 80 o£ 135 dlscrep£uicy cases
that were still on the dlscrepamcy case list when President
Clinton took office.

DOD has resolved cases for/ldentlfled remains for 27
Individuals. Three of these Identifications occurred during
this Administration.

Investigations with Laos

An agreement was reached In December 1994, estsQillshlng the
mechamlsm for trilateral operations.

Vletneunese witnesses have participated In 3 of 4 siibsequent
operations In Laos. U.S. Their participation has not
directly resulted In the resolution of cmy case to date.

Missions have uncovered witnesses, yielded new Information
and pron^ted future excavations.

Vietnamese have Identified 21 witnesses with first hauid

knowledge for cases In Laos

.

Release of Doc\ments

Vletnaunese Initiatives have led to unilateral turnover of
documents containing maps and records of army \inlts, by the
Ministries of Interior and National Defense.

So far in 1995 there have been 10 separate turnovers
totaling 295 documents that consist of a total of 563

untrauislated pages

.

Joint U.S. - Vietneunese research teams have reviewed and
photographed 27,000 archival items since January 1993. They
have recently emphasized unilateral Vietnamese research.

Approximately 136 oral history interviews of Vietnamese
veterans and government officials conducted in Vietneun. This
is in addition to the several hundred interviews conducted
as part of Joint Field Activities during the same period.
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In response to the July 1994, Presidential delegation
initiative, the Ministries of Defense and Interior created
unilateral search tecuns.

In announcing the decision to normalize, the President made
it clear that he was doing so in the expectation that it

would lead to additional progress, and additional answers,

on POW-MIA issues. To reinforce this message, the President
asked me to lead a fourth Presidential Delegation to

Vietnaun, Laos emd Cambodia . Our tentative dates are January
14 - 21, 1996. This delegation will continue to press for

progress in all four of the priority areas.

This Presidential delegation has four principal objectives;

1. Reinforce the significance of the POW/MIA fullest

possible accounting in the enheuicement of relations between
Vietncun and the United States.

2

.

Demonstrate continued support for the Joint Task

Force - Full Accounting.

3

.

Emphasize the need for greater unilateral efforts by
the Vietneunese.

4

.

Presentation of the Comprehensive Review and our

expectations to the host governments.

As with previous delegations, our approach will be to meet

with senior representatives of the host countries in order

to relay to them the Presidents personal commitment to

achieving the fullest possible accounting. Our purpose is

to have candid and confidential discussions. U.S.

government officials will meet with their counterparts to

discuss the Comprehensive Review and our expectations. My

colleagues will discuss Laos and Cambodia in their

testimony. Upon our return, I would be pleased to provide

you a briefing concerning the delegation.

I understand that the Subcoimnittee has recently been briefed

about the Comprehensive review by Deputy Assistant Secretary

Wold and his staff, who are here today to answer any

additional questions you might have aJjout this review. It

is important to recognize that this Comprehensive Review is

a fluid snap shot of the status of cases at a given time.
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Ongoing efforts to bring cases to closure by the Department
of Defense has moved many beyond the stated "next steps".

It is important to note that the "Veteran to Veteran
Initiative" of the Vietnam Vetereuis of America has proven to
be a valuable asset in our mutual efforts to achieve the
fullest possible accounting. This veterans progreun helps
identify possible Vietnaunese missing through various meeuis,

such as reclaiming personal effects taken during the war.
Americcm Vietnam veterans are encouraged to turn over any
information they may posses concerning VietncU&ese war dead.
I believe that this goodwill gesture has encouraged the
Vietneunese to be more forthcoming with information
concerning missing Americems. WA is to be commended for
this program.

Cooperation between the governments of Vietnam, Ceunbodia,

Laos and the United States has yielded much information.
President Clinton has vowed to exhaust every possible avenue
of investigation, and will hold Vietneun to its pledge to
help find the answers we seek. Our guiding principle as
previously stated has not changed emd we will continue to
pursue it with the utmost vigor and perseverance. We have
found new answers cuid achieved tangible results.

At this point, I yield to my colleague for his testimony.

35-210 - 96 - 4
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Mr. GOBER. Let me say this too, and the—you know, I must tell

you and you know from my bio, I served 2 years in Vietnam, and
when I went back in 1993 I hadn't been back since 1969; and I left

on a stretcher, and I got to fly back in one of the Presidential air-

craft in 1993, so I thought that was pretty good for an Army cap-

tain.

Mr. DORNAN. And you are an awardee of the Silver Star?
Mr. GrOBER. No, sir, the Bronze Star.

Mr. DoRNAN. With V for valor.

Mr. GOBER. And I will fully tell you up front, I'm one of the peo-
ple that supported the President's policy as it is right now.
As a Vietnam veteran, I became very, very frustrated—for years

and years and years we rocked this thing and we let it drag on.

I am 58 years old. This war—and I look back, and I can see, if

there were mistakes made, it's gone, it's too late to correct those
mistakes.
But I had a sincere desire when I worked for the Governor back

in Arkansas as his State director of veterans' affairs, we got in-

volved with the POWs. He formed the first Governor's task force

in the State to deal with the Americans that were—^Arkansans that
were missing, to try to help the families as much as possible, and
it was a very sincere effort, and it is still going on back there.

But I am a firm believer that the way you make progress is, you
don't isolate people, you sit down and you talk to them. You talk

to them, and you—I don't like to play on adjectives, "fully cooper-
ate," "partially cooperating." I like to say that I really sincerely be-
lieve the way for us to make progress and to get these answers that
the families deserve—the families deserve the answers—the best
way to do it is sit across the table from these people and say, "OK,
here is what we need."
And we do this on every trip. We talk to them about discrepancy

cases. We talk to them about, "Here we have got pictures of these.

You had them. Where are they?" We do this. We don't just go over
there and toast them and sit across the table and be nice guys.
We recognize fully we are dealing with, whether we like it or not,

a sovereign government, that is letting us in—that we are in their

country looking for our Americans. So we do ask these questions.
And I am one of those people, when I was not here in Washing-

ton, DC, who would sit back and do the same thing that many peo-
ple out in the country are doing today: The Government lied to

them; the Government did this; the Government didn't play fair.

Well, I can't be responsible for that.

I know that I served two tours in Vietnam. I know that as a com-
pany commander of an infantry company, many of my guys are on
the wall down there. Fortunately, I don't have any missing. They
came home. I brought them home, but they are on the wall.

But it is an issue that has been so divisive for this country and
everybody. There are so many different opinions, and all of these
opinions are welcome. I know you are very sincere. You and I dis-

agree on the method we are taking, but that doesn't mean we
can—we don't have to be disagreeable.
Mr. DORNAN. Sure. We may only disagree on timing.
Mr. GrOBER. We might disagree on
Mr. DORNAN. Application of pressure.
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Mr. GrOBER. Particularly the carrot.

But the point is, I know you are very sincere on this issue. I

know that Senator Smith is very sincere. I disagree with him. I

weighed in and advised the President that I thought he was doing
the right thing to do just what we are doing. So I am just as sin-

cere about this as anybody in this room.
Mr. DORNAN. Your advice was valuable because of your friend-

ship in Arkansas, but you know what every single columnist in

America who bothered to write about this wrote, that without Sen-
ator John McCain standing 2 feet ahead of Senator Kerry, at the
President's right arm, without McCain's presence, Mary McGrory
on the left and Charles Krauthammer on the right, said normaliza-
tion could not have taken place without McCain, quote, giving
cover to Clinton given his Vietnam background.
Mr. GOBER. Well, I don't agree with that. The President would

have made the decision, I think, anyway. It certainly helped to

have Senator McCain, whose credentials cannot be questioned, and
other people, but honorable men and women on both sides of this

issue, we all have one common purpose, and that should be to ob-

tain as full accounting as possible for the families. How we do it,

we can argue about that.

I can assure you this, that we are still—there are many more
ways, and Ambassador Lord will speak later on some of the other
things that are still out there. Normalization lets us get on the
ground. I am delighted to see as many American Vietnam veterans
returning to that country, going to their fire bases, mingling with
the people—we are all over the place, and that's the way we gain
information, by association there.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me point out to you what hurts the families.

In the President's speech 2 weeks ago, he mentioned Northern Ire-

land, lots of hot spots around the world, lots of American places

where lives were lost. You know he deliberately left out Vietnam.
It jolted me. I had calls from veterans. It was disgraceful, in my
opinion, to leave out Vietnam.
Mr. Gk)BER. I don't think that's true.

Mr. DoRNAN. On that speech 2 weeks ago on Monday night.

Now get this. Have you seen the thick book on the Bosnian ac-

cords signed at Da3rton? It talks about elections, lots of elections.

Have you ever brought up in Hanoi elections? Has Secretary Lord?
They are not going to have any elections in Hanoi because there
is their hero, a war criminal named Fidel Castro, who tortured his

best friend, Huber Matos, who was a professor and pilot who flew

supplies into the Sierra Maestra.
Mr. GOBER. Of course 5 years ago we wouldn't—or 10 years ago

we wouldn't have talked about elections in Russia either. Your
point is well taken.
Mr. DORNAN. You know what I mean.
Mr. GOBER. Your point is well taken.
Mr. DORNAN. Here is a standard I have that Mr. Lord from his

State Department experience knows is true. I absolutely think this

is irrefutable. If the Vietnamese-American community had a Ro-
berto Martinez, a Lincoln Diaz-Balart, and an Ileana Ros-Lehtinen,
three Congressmen on both sides of the aisle in this House and the
economic clout and power of south Florida and Los Angeles, and
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the Cuban-American community in New York, if they didn't have
that—let me say it clearly. If the Vietnamese community, with al-

most a million—and that is what the Cuban-American community
is, a million; they are equal now, except we are still getting more
and more citizenships in the Vietnamese community, if the Viet-

namese community, had the clout—one of my staffers is married to

a Vietnamese lady who is now an American citizen—if they had the

clout that the Cuban-American community has, there would never
have been normalization, because as long as that man is in Ha-
vana, Bill Clinton will not touch the political problem of defying

the million people in the Cuban-American community, right off

Florida, which he didn't get in the election in 1992 anyway.
So the poor Vietnamese community is waiting for the right cir-

cumstances—and it will probably be my seat when I leave here

—

to have a viable man or woman run as a candidate and become the

first Vietnamese-American to serve in the United States Congress.

These problems are tough.
And let me tell you something else. When I first came here in

1977—I hope it wasn't through false humility—I used to describe

myself as a student of history, which indicates you are learning

and you are entry level. After serving here since 1977, I just flat

out call myself a historian because I don't have an equal in the

House, and the only one that can quote Shakespeare in the Senate
is Bob Byrd. So I am a historian.

So let me tell you something. It hurt like a fiery poker in my
heart to see Bill Clinton living in Robert Strange McNamara's
house on Martha's Vineyard, where he had not been since after he
manipulated the Bataan Death March survivor, Carl Eugene
Holmes—I just happen to have his letter in front of me because I

am putting it in the record again today because of Bosnia—he went
to Martha's Vineyard, and I am the one who told Colonel Holmes
that:

Do you know where he went after you set up this special program for a graduate
student from Oxford to take a few ROTC courses with undergraduates at Oxford
so he could get this brand new special program in law school with only 2 years in-

stead of 3, and 1 2-week summer camp to become an officer in the United States

Army? Do you know where he went after he left your home for 2 hours?

And the colonel woke me up at the Holiday Inn in Little Rock
and said,

He wasn't in my home. I don't think that was clear. My wife Irene asked me to

call you and make that clear. He schmoozed me in the backyard and the front yard
for 2 hours. And it is all in the letter, this great admiration we feel for each other,

but if you knew my activities, I don't think you would have admiration for me. You
don't know about my political beliefs and what he was doing.

And you know what he did. He went to London as part of the

fall offensive, named by Hanoi, coordinated in Stockholm, Helsinki,

Oslo, Paris, London, New York, here in this city, 250,000 people,

and I witnessed the demonstrations in Los Angeles.
And with all of that, he goes up to Martha's Vineyard as he had

worked it out with Strobe Talbott and Derrick Shear up in Cleve-

land on the 1st, 2d, and 3d of July 1969, then arrives at the airport

in Little Rock on the 4th of July to begin to deconstruct his draft

show update. He was inducted—drafted, July 28th, 1969. Then he
goes to Martha's Vineyard about David Mixnor, the new Move
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Committee, while you are in combat in Vietnam, and then he goes
back to Oxford to have the setup demonstration October 15, the
warmup and then is the leader of the November 15, major world-

wide coordinated fall offensive, and then goes off to that November
2 dinner—January 2 dinner in Moscow that I mentioned, and has
never come clean on all of that.

Now, with all of that, when he is in McNamara's house and
launches Operation Ranger and Morton Halprin, who shouldn't be
at the National Security Council, tells poor Les Aspin, who spent
most of his career on this panel and 4 years at this desk, says
tanks at Waco; but not 6 months later in the streets of Mogadishu,
with no gun ships, that when I went there 10 days later or went
up to Campbell and talked with the 160th, best helicopter pilots in

the world, and down to Bragg, they said, "We trained with those
gunships"—and we talk about gunship MIA's here—^we trained
with them for 3 years, and they were jerked away from us 2 days
before we got there.

And then sitting with General Wold, as I listened to Warren
Christopher, before he even said the words, I turned down there to

Curt Willam and said, when he asks him about Somalia, "I go; we
have learned our lesson." And Warren Christopher, without hear-
ing me, says those exact words, "We learned our lesson."

Well, what lessons did we learn in Grenada, in Panama, and a
decade in Vietnam that we have to have 19 dead Rangers, two
Medal of Honor winners?
And you may not know this, but Herb and Lois Shugart would

not shake Clinton's hand at the White House at the very last cere-

mony of a posthumous Medal of Honor winner. I visited Gary Gor-
don's grave in Lincoln, ME, just last month on the 4th of Novem-
ber, and then a week later, because of that, I drove to Carlisle and
visited Randy Shugart's grave.
These things are not known to my colleagues in the Senate and

the House generally. They haven't read the six books on Clinton.

We have got major disagreements, but you honorably pursue your
job, and I want to call in a few plays to go to Hanoi, the tough
thing, because, believe me, some at a low level may treat you with
respect but I know that when Bob McNamara—and I will use an
Asian word that Mr. Lord is very familiar with—kowtows to Gen-
eral Giap; and I had my sacred opinion that he is a war criminal,

you don't send 12- and 13-year-old boys against a 22- or 23-year-

old company commander like you after they survive B-52 arc-like

strikes.

And Mr. Lord was with Mr. Kissinger. I have read his book. I

know they are friends, and I have good feelings about Henry Kis-

singer; but this was a mess, the way we ended that thing—bomb-
ing in Laos from January 27, 1993, right up to August, bombing
the hell out of a nation with a seat in the United Nations called

Laos.
And Henry Kissinger told me to my face at one of these Cosmos

clubs or somewhere, he said, "People don't want to hear my opin-

ion, but I don't think we should normalize with Vietnam. But I've

got a grudge; they lied to me. They made a fool out of me."
Remember the Nobel Prize, Henry gave his money to the MIA

families for scholarships, an honorable thing to do. And the Com-
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munist side wouldn't even accept it because they weren't through
killing, they weren't through fighting, and they had a victory to

win.
So I know we approach this differently. I have got a different

concept of history, and I don't challenge the honor of the approach
of the men who are doing it.

I do have a deep-felt belief that you could never disabuse me of,

that Clinton has in his head a psychological problem to resolve

what he told the troopers, that he doesn't think you have to have
worn the uniform ever to be Commander in Chief. I don't either,

given if there is a voluntary military or you are a woman or you
are like Roosevelt with 10 pounds of iron on your legs or Charles
Krauthammer, who, if he ever ran, would be a great candidate. I

have got a problem at the top, nowhere else down below.
I know there are problems to be solved here, and I had a 30-year

CIA veteran. Bill Donovan, a Medal of Honor winner from my dad's
war, call me this morning and say this man has a psychological

problem, Clinton, that he wants to be a commander of a combat op-

eration and that is partly what Bosnia is all about.
Now that is just one man's opinion, but it triggered a little thing

in my mind that yes, him on Air Force One with Peter Jennings
last night talking about, he can't understand why we don't support
the troops in Congress.
You have seen my patch there for the First Division. You see my

ribbon for the men over there, blue for faithfulness, black for the
four people who have already died, three of them colleagues of Mr.
Lord's who rolled over in that French armored vehicle on that rot-

ten muddy road going into Sarajevo.
We are going to have to agree, as you said, to honorably disagree

about Mr. Clinton, who I think, with 43 percent, stole the Presi-

dency by stonewalling America on Whitewater. We didn't even
know about his Governors' races yet. Never has truthfully an-
swered anything about his triple evasion of the draft and all of the
female stories and all of that, that I personally talked to the troop-

ers about.
The network people follow the same profile. Adultery doesn't

count. Homosexuality is equal to normal family life, and political

corruption came with the territory in Little Rock, so we ignore it

all. He is there. He has 403 days to the inauguration, 76 less than
to the election.

But you have got a responsibility as an honorable Army officer

to go to Vietnam and remember that you are not their hero, Fidel

Castro is their hero. The toughest Communists in Beijing are their

heroes. A Communist is back in power in Poland.
I have been reading articles that Clinton's hidden agenda was to

tell Yeltsin through Strobe Talbott, "Don't worry about Poland com-
ing into the NATO or the Czech Republic or Slovakia, Estonia, Lat-

via, Lithuania, we are going to hold all of that off. Just give us a
thousand troops in the Balkans."
Do you know that Tito kept Russians out of the Balkans for half

a century and now Bill Clinton is inviting them in? And who is

their commander? Leon Chevstrov who was the genocidal com-
mander of what has taken place in Chechnya.
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No, no. I am a little different than most of my colleagues. I love

history. I devour it at a voracious rate, and I am tracking all of

this. I don't know who is going to end up the next President. It is

not going to be me. We are holding our time. But I am bringing

out truths in this race. And Bob Dole did not carry most of his

party; 29 Republicans voted against him; 29 went for him. One
Democrat, Feingold, went with the minority to make it 30 to 67.

It looks good, but I came within four votes last night. Captain,

of cutting off everything, four votes, and if Dole had done that, we
would have gotten the veto out of the President, not asked for a
veto override because we couldn't have done it and then proceeded
with what Paul Wolfowitz wanted, Richard Perle wanted, and
Jeane Kirkpatrick wanted, a veto, and then stipulating are we
going to arm the Bosnians.
And I ask you, Mr. Lord, to go get the Intel intercepts now—

I

won't go any further than to say this—of which groups are verbally

talking about killing Americans. Go get those intercepts. It will

surprise you that it is not the worst of the people over there, it is

the people that we think are there to help. So we are in a tough
position.

I know, to quote Hillary, he has rolled the dice, put his Presi-

dency on the line. Sitting right there where Jim is was Mr. Chris-

topher, an honorable man. Sitting where you are was Mr. Perry.

Never met a better man in public service. Sitting where Secretary

Lord is was Shalikashvili, a great general. And they all, body lan-

guage when I said, you are not going to leave in disgrace as you
did in Somalia with 19 KIA's and a general officer, General Har-
rison, commander of the Delta Force, with a mortar dug at his feet

that could have blown him into pieces.

We were gone 3 days later. It started, "You are not going to

leave," I said to the 3, the 19. I can see in your eyes and I read

in your statements about casualties. You have got Desert Storm on

the mind; 148, throwing the British and French another 99. You
are talking about 247 killed in action, to 300, before you field the

proper political pressure to pull the plug and come out of there.

Ajid I said this is going to be one tough year. Chairman Curt
Weldon predicted heavy casualties, and almost earlier I predicted

few. I am an optimist. I think they are all hunkered down; and if

we can control the terrorism indigenous from Afghanistan and Iran

and even Saudi Arabia, extremists who blew up a National Guard
building and killed five Americans, I think we can get through a

period of 10^2 months and then, like Haiti, as soon as we leave

—

and Tom Lantos just said in the hall, we better stop talking about

600 years of hatred, let's talk about 3 years of bloody dead with

horrible raping and burning of women to death, chained to fences,

let's talk about revenge just with blood that's built up over the last

6 months.
Back to theme. With all of that buzzing in my head, and the

treatment of those honorable men, let me at the end of this give

you some plays to take to Hanoi, some moves, so that you can prop-

erly—and you are honorable men—tell them that we have got a

firebrand in the United States Congress named Bob Doman and an
honorable man who has worked with this issue and been over here

five times to your country and twice to Korea; and your Communist
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brothers in Pyongyang got a lot to account for with this—that we
wouldn't respond to any bilateral request, that you should know
then, Mr. Secretary, General Wold—^Winston Lord knows it well

—

that the North Koreans have said to us, seductively, talk to us. Do
you want to know about those 389? Do you want to take all the
remains back from the graveyards? Talk to us. And the majority
of the American people do not know that we have said, you go
through the United Nations. It doesn't take a Michael New case or
these Reader's Digest articles about the unbelievable arrogant cor-

ruption at the United Nations, the tax-free salaries, the homo-
sexual network, the stolen vehicles, and hundreds of thousands of
dollars laundered through Geneva banks.
And I am not a John Bircher who wants to see the U.N. dis-

appear. I want it reformed. But that is the U.N. that the American
people, unfortunately, are coming to detest. We have told Com-
munists in Pyongyang for 42 years, talk to the United Nations, and
they give us the finger, or whatever they do in Asia, and say, 'Tou
fought the war."
Go look at the Vietnam Memorial. It starts with the names of

Scandinavian nations; Netherlands, zero MIA, zero KIA, zero
wounded in action. The same for Denmark. The same for the first

five countries coming up the Wall. Only until you get to the United
States and South Vietnam do you see casualties and missing in ac-

tion in significant terrifying numbers.
So that is all to come, as I said, and the CILHI knows it is com-

ing, but, boy, I want you, as an honorable son of Arkansas, a State
with 23 Medals of Honor, far beyond your population, and that
means Distinguished Service Crosses and Silver Stars and your
Bronze Stars to match, the great State, from Gettysburg to the jun-
gles of Vietnam, to go over there and remember that this is their
hero, this war criminal, that McNamara has played like a disgrace-
ful old fool, looking to heal his personal wounds, as some Senators
have done who aren't so foolish.

And I just want you let them know that this U.S. Congress will

never, ever, give them most-favored-nation status unless they re-

verse this arithmetic and stop sending us animal bones and use the
training that we gave them in Hawaii so that they will know what
are Asian bones, and if there isn't an Asian American heritage per-
son involved, don't send us those bones anymore. I truly believe
they do it to torment us and to keep us off balance.
That is a nice long burst than you didn't expect to get, but I

wanted to get it off my chest so we could deal with one another
honorably and agree to disagree when we have to.

Mr. GOBER. What a country, America. That is what I love about
this country, because I totally disagree with you on the President
of the United States. He is one of the most honorable people I have
ever known.
Mr. DORNAN. He is your friend, I understand.
Mr. GOBER. Wait a minute. Before he was my friend, when I

worked against him in an election before he was my friend, I didn't
know him. I met him. He sincerely believes this. He sincerely be-
lieves and wants to resolve this, the POW/MIA issue.

I have never been involved in the economics, and the reason I

never got involved in who wanted to do what is because I want to
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stay as pure as the driven snow on this issue, because the Presi-
dent sincerely believes that we must do this.

I am well aware—and by the way, you are a great historian, I

appreciate that, and I enjoy listening to you. But I was involved in

the election, so I am totally familiar with Colonel Jones. I was in

New Hampshire the day that it dropped, I was with the President
the day it dropped, so I know all about it. I am glad for the story.

I am glad he didn't have to go to Vietnam. I only wish so many
more of our young men didn't have to go to Vietnam. I am glad no
more killing took place.

And I don't want to debate the right or wrong. I just know this,

that as an American and as a fighting man, I feel very much pride
in my heart that I served in Vietnam. It was a defining moment,
period, of my life. It will be with me forever. It will be for every
one of my brothers and sisters that served there forever. The fami-
lies will have to live with it.

That is why it is so important, and I will assure you that we will,

because the President has said, we want a full accounting, and I

will carry out his mandate to do that. The day that I couldn't do
that, he wouldn't want me an3^way. But he appreciates the fact

that I tell him what I think, just as I will tell you, Mr. Chairman.
You may not agree with me, but that is your problem. I am going
to tell you what I think, just as you do.

Mr. DORNAN. Great.
Mr. GOBER. That is how I am going to do it. I know no other way

to play it. And I never had anyone question my integrity before I

got this job. It wouldn't have been good for their health.
Mr. DoRNAN. And the same goes for General Wold, because he

knows that he lived the life in the Air Force I dreamed to live.

Mr. GOBER. And we welcome the input from everybody involved
here. But there is a song, the great Frank Sinatra song, "My Way."
Mr. DoRNAN. Eightieth birthday 2 days ago.

Mr. GOBER. But I have taken too much time.
Mr. DORNAN. No; I took a lot more time; you can take all you

want. And I understand your position, but I just want to ask you
this, given your age, 4 years younger than I, did you ever hear
these words before: "We will pay any price, bear any burden, suffer

any hardship, oppose any enemy, and support any friend to ensure
the success or the survival of liberty"?

The 18,000—we are close to 20 in Bosnia—the 18,000 Vietnam-
ese-language-speaking, highly trained Green Berets that a World
War II hero with a Navy Cross sent into Vietnam thought they
were going there to keep the peace, and to help a friend, and to

do for the southern part of Vietnam what we did for losing 33,629
KIA's and a lot of wounded and 389 known prisoners left behind,
what we did in South Korea. I have got a rescue syndrome. I bet
you, too, Hershel, I bet Winston does, and General Wold.
Somebody is drowning at the beach. My dad said, "You be the

first one in the surf." I would like to go to Tibet tomorrow, and I

would lead the troops, and we would all get killed and accomplish
nothing. So sometimes you just have to pray.

I would like to go to the Sudan tomorrow, to tell you the truth,

because it is Christians being slaughtered by the Muslims from the
north, and it is damnable British map making. That place is bigger
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than four Texases, or two and a half or something, and yet it is

a north and a south by British maps, and they are kilUng one an-
other.

Rwanda is not over yet. There are all sorts of places we could go
all over the world, but I don't want draft avoiders standing up on
the House floor like last night criticizing my patch for the First Di-
vision.

I said I won't be goaded, I didn't respond to the guy. He is run-
ning for the Senate; he is probably going to go down in 403 days,
might be safe to say.

But I am telling you, we can work together on this, as I have es-

tablished a good relationship with this Air Force war hero.
And I had breakfast with the Honorable Betty Lord, and Mr.

Lord when he was in China, with my son, Mark, about to ride the
Trans-Siberian Railroad; and the cold war was still being predicted
by the CIA with a decade or more to run. Reagan was the only one
saying Russia would end up on the dustbin of history.

And I went across that country, saw more birch trees than I had
ever seen in my life and passed missile violations and big phase
radar violations, and my son, through his eyes, said, "Dad, this

place is a dump. Look at these million stewed tomatoes here. There
is nothing on the shelves of the market. How do they do it?" I said,

"Because everjrthing goes to defense and space, with a military
twist, and no accountability, son. This is a mystery." I quoted
Churchill to him, enigmas, puzzles, conundrums. What is going on?
A year later, a year and a few months later, gone.
But with Winston Lord sitting in Beijing and my son and I going

out on Tiananmen Square, my son doing the Hacky-sack thing with
great skill, drawing a crowd of these trainees, all loving these visit-

ing Americans, my son with long flaming red hair and the guide
who took him up to the wall of China when I was going to meet
some of the diplomats that Winston set me up with—my son said,

"Dad, we won this one. This country's free." That was August 1988.
What happened, June 4, the very next year? I saw the pictures

of tanks that went back and forth and back and forth over a pile

of students, who had helped build that miniature Statue of Liberty,
until you couldn't see a bone in the gore mixed in with their
clothes. That was 10 months after Mark Dornan and I visited with
our distinguished envoy, Winston Lord there. So we've got a tough
and dangerous road.

Obviously I am not a fan of Strobe Talbott, who wrote a two-page
editorial April 6, 1992, lying about Bill Clinton, and saying that he,

Winston, wasn't proud for chanting in the streets, "Ho, ho. Ho Chi
Minh," or, "Hey, LBJ, how many babies did you kill today?", feed-

ing that paranoia of Oliver Stone that now, you know, poisons the
minds of our youth with crazy history and makes all of our jobs
more difficult for us.

No, it is going to be a tough war in 3 days, and if a second term
is earned in a different kind of election, I am going to shut up and
live with Clinton in a second term. But I am going to do ever3rthing

I can with my power not to make it happen and to see if we can
have a 4-year run for the first time since the 1920's in my party.
You would be the kind of a guy I mean when I say I want Demo-

crats in this administration. Let's go back to the Roosevelt days
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where we get some crossfeeding on this. But let's get back to the
theme here, because you are going to lead the delegation.

Mr. GOBER. I need to get out there and work on the reelection.

Mr. DORNAN. I know, it is your self-interest and it is your team.
But let me come back to these figures; that is what diverted us.

And I agree with you completely, Hershel, if we have the same
figures on the hard cases, then the family members tend to relax

a little.

By the way, I am wearing a bracelet from Hope, AR, and it is

an interesting bracelet, because Sergeant Holt went missing during
the Tet Offensive, on day 9 of the Tet Offensive. February 7, 1968,
M. Sgt. James W. Holt, Arkansas son, and the POW bracelet was
bom on this day, on my very first television show under my own
name, 2 years later, February 7, 1970. And that happened to have
been the 15th anniversary of my getting my pilot wings, February
7, 1955, in College Station, before Senator Gramm knew where it

was.
This is important. I wear this, alternate it with Dave Hrdlicka's

bracelet, to remind me that Arkansas is a great State and that a
great Bataan Death March hero still resides in Fayetteville, 6 feet

4, looking like John Wayne. And he told me something you may not
know. He never released that letter. He didn't have that letter.

Those records were pilfered and destroyed. It was Colonel Jones
who pilfered the letter, to hurt Colonel Holmes, because he had
given Bill Clinton advantages at 23 years of age that nobody else

got.

And the closing line in Clinton's infamous letter to Holmes says,

"Forgive the length of this letter. There was much I wanted to say.

There is still a lot to be said, but it can wait. Please say hello to

Colonel Jones for me. Merry Christmas, Bill Clinton," off to Mos-
cow, through Oslo and Helsinki a few days later.

Colonel Jones stole that letter to embarrass Colonel Holmes and
Clinton, in the measure, sat on it all those years, released it to the
Wall Street Journal.
Congressman J.P. Hammerschmidt, whom you know, told the

Holmes family, "Don't give it just to them, give it to ABC." It went
to ABC, which copied, sent to Bill, Renaissance, SC. Gives it to Ted
Koppel. He produced that show and created it for 14 years, and
Koppel took Bill Clinton on, running third. During New Hamp-
shire, he is in free fall. He has got 18 percent, and he is going
downhill, and first "60 Minutes" gives him his own tailored 13-

minute show, January 26, where Mandy Grunwald gave him the

line wrong and accused him of dodging the draft; I didn't; he did.

He had his draft induction date reversed and crushed. And also ac-

cused of sleeping with a woman; I didn't. Leave this to the judges
of the hereafter.

And then he gets on Lincoln's birthday, his own personal

"Nightline," thanks to Richard Kaplan and Koppel, and goes into

overtime like he is Margaret Thatcher, and it is all to wreck this

letter, and, with the complicity of people with his profile, adultery

doesn't count, homosexuality is OK, and the military is loathsome.
He gets covered by the media, and they are doing it again. So this

is going to be an exciting 327 days.
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But let's get back to the issue here. Continue with any part of

your statement you want and the knowledgeabihty of the Vietnam-
ese on cases that they can unilaterally solve.

Mr. GOBER. We continue to push the unilateral effort by the Viet-

namese, and I would like to let Assistant Secretary Lord make a
few remarks. Then Jim Wold can talk a little bit about the com-
prehensive report and how we intend to use it when we go over.

Mr. DORNAN. How big will your delegation be?
Mr. GoBER. I think the total delegation is about 26 people; I

think it is. The three of us will be the negotiators, and then we will

have a member from the National Security Council, and then staff

support.
Mr. DoRNAN. Hopefully not Norm Halbert.

Mr. GoBER. And we are taking analysts. We will have the vet-

eran service organizations. They have been invited to participate,

as well as the leader families.

Mr. DORNAN. Will Warren Gray go? Yes.
And Melinda Cook will go?
Mr. Wold. Don't know about Melinda. She is working on other

projects.

Mr. GOBER. I don't micromanage the staff. They take the people
they need to do the jobs. That is what we will do.

Mr. DORNAN. I don't want to put you under undue pressure, but
this may be our last serious shot.

Mr. GoBER. I am just glad we didn't wait much longer. I am seri-

ous about this. I think that what we are doing is absolutely the
way to do it, absolutely.

Mr. DoRNAN. When we move along here, or if any of you are
called away, because I am being unfair in taking time, but we want
to resolve this issue. It is redacted things like this that the families

get, 20, 25, and 30 years later, where, like any puzzle, the missing
lines are tormenting, because it talks about—this record also pro-

vides details on the dispatch of captured pilots to prisoner-of-war
camps at several locations in the northern section of the Socialist

Republic of Vietnam, including Son Tay of the famous Son Tay raid

November 20, 1970, which stopped the torture, even though we
didn't rescue any men.
And then a terrible censor mark, sources. I am on the Intel Com-

mittee 7 years, I know why, but they always err on the side of care-

fulness.

This record has been kept from the outset of the war and pre-

viously held in safekeeping at Khamtai's former military head-
quarters in Sam Neua.
When I was in Vietnam with family members, and I went off

alone to Intercontinental Siam Hotel, I met an Air Force officer

who was over there from the historian's office, and he had a couple
of drinks too many, and he started to tell me about a site that he
found. This is within just a couple of years of this terrible gunfight
along the top of this mesa. And he said to me, "Mr. Dornan, I was
just a journalist," and he says, "There are SAR stories"—search
and rescue stories

—
"that are the greatest in American history, and

I am here to record them. I wonder if they will ever be told. Do
you know about site 85?" No, I don't, but with my Air Force knowl-
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edge I could absorb and memorize it, and he told me this incredible

story.

When I got to be a Congressman in 1977, Gene Tighe brought
it over to me. I read the whole careful story—unbelievable—men
slinging themselves over the side of the cliff in hammocks and
them leaning over, firing at them, dropping grenades, holding gre-

nades, counting, hoping they would explode next to and kill these

men. None of these bodies recovered. General Wold, and yet your
people walked the killing zone of that radar site that directed all

my friends in F-105's down in the Red River Valley along Thud
Ridge to hit punk targets picked out by McNamara in Hanoi and
Haiphong during those bombings that encouraged the enemy.
This site 85 story inadvertently, as Winston Lord says probably,

or Kissinger does in his memoirs, gave the lie to some reports,

made people look disingenuous who were very sincere on this.

But remember this, I wasn't on scene, Mr. Lord, when Nixon had
a press conference that I thought was disgraceful because of my
friend, Dave Hrdlicka and Charlie Schumer. He said, "All the pris-

oners are home from Laos." No, they weren't. We were bombing the

crap out of Laos, and we continued to do it until August. How could

Nixon make that statement?
And then years later, the late Bill Casey says to me, with Bob

Smith in my presence, using the F word, "Yes, we left men behind
alive." Imagine what that does to Congressmen dedicated to this

issue or the son of a Navy pilot whose body was mercifully re-

trieved from the Chesapeake as the only one out of his crew of five.

He says to us, "What do you want to do, inflict President Reagan
with an instant hostage crisis by us admitting that? We just got

over one that destroyed President Carter." And we all looked at one
another. Oh, I see. So even under Reagan an OSS guy like Bill

Casey is going to play the game and not talk openly about leaving

live Americans behind in Laos.
That is why, when I look at the Laos figures, Hershel, they are

frightening, because every friend of mine would have been told, if

you are streaming fuel and you do not have a jolly green giant in

sight, bend your bird around and go back and bail out over North
Vietnam. The odds are 60, 70 percent you are coming home. But
if you eject over Laos, you are a dead man, unless you have that

jolly green rescue team in sight. We didn't know to tell people that.

So Laos is a huge, dark, black hole in space, with all these men
gone, and nobody has written the definitive record, except one half-

correct article in Reader's Digest years ago. So I want to also affect

history a little bit, but I will give you all this stuff.

Mr. Lord, if you wanted to make a statement, anything to submit
for the record or read it or comment on anything I have said, even
the political stuff, I will assume you will be diplomatic. I know you
are going to do a good job over there. Do you think that within this

year we can relieve the frustration of most of the families?

Mr. Lord. Mr. Chairman, I have a written statement I would
like to be fully included in the record.

Mr. DoRNAN. It will be, of course.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lord follows:]
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Thank you Mr. Chairman. I'm pleased to have the
opportunity to speak to you today about our policy regarding
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia and the POW/MIA issue. This hearing
is extremely timely, since it comes as we are preparing for the
upcoming fourth Presidential Delegation on POW/MIA issues that
will visit all three countries and on which leading veterans
service organizations and the National League of Families of
Prisoners of War and Missing in Action in Southeast Asia will
be represented. The Presidential delegation's stop in Hanoi
will be my sixth trip to Vietnam during this administration,
and fourth as a member of a Presidential delegation. It will
be my third visit to Laos, all in the context of Presidential
delegations, and my fifth trip to Cambodia. These meetings
underscore the degree of cooperation which we are receiving
from each government in addressing this crucial issue and to
expand relations to our mutual benefit. I will briefly address
each country in turn, outlining the current state of our
relations and the role of POW/MIA accounting in those relations.

VIETNAM

Obtaining the fullest possible accounting for our POW and
MIAs has been and remains this Administration's highest
priority with respect to Vietnam, Though U.S. -Vietnam
relations are expanding into new areas, this task is at the
center of our activity. I think it is important to remember
that, much as some may disagree on the wisdom or timing of the
particular steps we have taken, we share a common commitment to
the task of accounting for our missing and obtaining the
answers their families want and deserve.

Our policy has been to take incremental steps forward in
U.S. -Vietnamese relations as we achieve tangible progress on
our POW/MIA accounting goal. Before each of these steps, the
President has carefully reviewed the progress that had been
achieved and determined further tangible progress could best be
promoted through these measured steps toward closer bilateral
ties. In the first such step, in July 1993, the U.S. withdrew
objections to Vietnam's access to lending from international
financial institutions in light of demonstrable progress on
POW/MIA accounting. At the same time, the President stated
that further improvement in our relations with Vietnam would
depend on Vietnamese efforts in four specific areas:

— First, the recovery and repatriation of remains of our POWs
and MIAs;

Second, the continued resolution of discrepancy cases, and
continued live sighting investigations and field activities;
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Third, further assistance in implementing trilateral
investigations with Laos along the Vietnam-Lao border; and

— Fourth, accelerated efforts to provide all relevant POW/MIA
related documents.

All of the actions we have taken in the two and one half
years since then have been based on tangible progress in these
fundamental areas and on our best judgments as to what we could
do to continue and accelerate this progress.

In February 1994, the President announced the lifting of
the U.S. trade embargo against Vietnam and announced his
intention to establish a U.S. Liaison Office in Hanoi. On
January 28, 1995, the governments of the United States and
Vietnam signed agreements resolving issues concerning
diplomatic property and private claims and announced the
opening of liaison offices in Hanoi and Washington. Following
the President's decision to establish diplomatic relations with
Vietnam, Secretary Christopher opened the U.S. Embassy in Hanoi
on August 6.

The presence of a U.S. post in Vietnam has enhanced our
ability to make progress in accounting for American POWs and
MIAs, allowed us to advance our economic and political
interests, and made possible provision of consular services to
U.S. citizens. Since diplomatic normalization with Vietnam in
July, we have continued to receive strong cooperation from the
Vietnamese on matters of importance to the U.S. Most
significantly, SRV cooperation in our efforts to seek the
fullest possible accounting for our POW/MIAs remains vigorous.
We have continued to make progress in each of the four key
areas. My colleagues from the Department of Defense can
provide fuller information on these issues.

As the U.S. -Vietnam relationship grows, high level contacts
between our governments are increasing rapidly. Vietnam is
cooperating with us on important matters such as
counter-narcotics efforts. We have concluded a good settlement
for U.S. private claimants against Vietnam and have settled our
diplomatic property claims with Hanoi. With regard to official
debt, Vietnam agreed to assume responsibility for the social
and economic loans made by the U.S. government to the former
Republic of Vietnam. The Vietnamese agreed in December 1993 to
a framework for settling its official debts with all of its
creditors. We are involved in ongoing negotiations with
Vietnam under this framework on our share of its Eoreign debts.
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In addition, the U.S. and Vietnam are engaged in an candid
dialogue on human rights. As Secretary Christopher said in a

speech to students in Hanoi^ "Progress in this dialogue will
enable our two nations to further deepen our ties." The fourth
round of these talks was held in Washington on October 30.
Human rights also has been on the agenda in every single
significant contact be.tween U.S. and Vietnamese officials,
including at senior levels. Our human rights dialogue with
Vietnam reinforces our political and economic interests across
a broad spectrum. To borrow again from Secretary Christopher's
speech in Hanoi, "the rule of law and accountable government
are the bedrock of stability and prosperity."

On November 5, Vietnam released two American citizens,
Nguyen Tan Tri and Tran Quang Liem, who had been detained since
November 1993. Their release came in response to direct
requests by Secretary Christopher in meetings with senior
Vietnamese officials in Hanoi and in Washington in October. As
you know, Mr. Chairman, given your interest in this case, we
frankly disagreed with Vietnam's stated reasons for arresting
and imprisoning these two Americans in the first place, but we
welcomed their release as a sign of Vietnam's willingness to
address our concerns in this area in the context of the overall
expansion of our relationship.

Vietnam is now cooperating to promote regional security
through the ASEAN Regional Forum. In the Forum, Vietnam
participates actively with us and its Asian neighbors. The
dialogue addresses important topics, such as conflicting claims
in the South China Sea, discussions we believe can play a

crucial role in maintaining peace and stability in the region.
We welcomed Vietnam's admission to the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations this past summer. As a Pacific nation, Vietnam
should make its appropriate contribution to the region's
stability and prosperity.

Economic, cultural, and academic exchanges have grown at an
extraordinary pace. Tens of thousands of Americans, many of
Vietnamese origin, are visiting Vietnam. Last month alone the
Vietnamese Embassy in Washington issued over 8,000 visas. I am
sure these contacts will form the first threads of what will
grow into a rich tapestry of relationships that will benefit
the peoples of both countries.

We continue to provide limited humanitarian assistance to
civilian war victims and displaced children and orphans in
Vietnam. All of this aid goes through American
non-governmental organizations; none goes directly to the
Vietnamese government.
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Not surprisingly, economic and trade ties are an area of
great interest to the Vietnamese government in its relations
with the United States, and to the American business
community. Such ties are important, not merely for the mutual
benefits they can bring to our two countries and economies, but
also for their contribution to sustaining progress across the
broad range of our bilateral agenda, including POW/MIA
accounting and human rights. Accordingly, in announcing
normalization of diplomatic relations with Vietnam, the
President directed that the USG would implement programs to
develop trade with Vietnam "consistent with U.S. law." During
his August visit to Hanoi, Secretary Christopher announced our
intention to negotiate a trade agreement with Vietnam.

We dispatched a fact-finding mission to Hanoi November 6-10
to explore possibilities for expanding economic relations. In
addition to fact-finding, the delegation informed the
Vietnamese authorities of U.S. concerns and requirements
attendant to expansion of economic ties, including a bilateral
trade agreement, Jackson-Vanik freedom of emigration issues,
worker rights, bilateral debt, and other economic topics.

We will continue to consult closely with Congress on the
unfolding process of normalization.

LAOS

I would now like to turn to Laos. In the early 1980 's, the
POW/MIA accounting issue provided a logical rationale for
attempting to improve relations with Laos. Relations had
cooled in the immediate aftermath of the war in Southeast
Asia. We needed Lao cooperation in order to achieve the
fullest possible accounting for the nearly 570 Americans
missing in Laos at the end of the war in Southeast Asia.
Following intense discussion with the Lao government, a C-130
crash site in Champassak province was surveyed in late 1983,
and excavated in early 1985. Thirteen individuals were
subsequently identified from remains recovered from that site.
Since that time, our field activities have increased in scope
and pace.

POW/MIA accounting remains the priority issue in our
overall bilateral relationship with Laos. Building on the
initial cooperation in the mid-1980's, Laos has cooperated in
the slow, but steady expansion of our POW/MIA accounting
activities. The level and scope of Lao cooperation continues
to improve within the context of the limited resources
available to the Lao government. I will leave the details to
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experts from the Department of Defense who oversee this issue.
However, I would like to note briefly a number of recent
positive developments which have advanced POW/MIA cooperation
in Laos. Since 1985, we have conducted 40 joint field
operations with Laos. In 1995, we conducted six joint field
activities (JFA) with Laos, and joint teams spent approximately
six months in the field. We have expanded the size of our
joint teams to 40 persons from 30, comprising four rather than
three elements. Laos has agreed to conduct live-sighting
investigations independently of joint field activities and has
permitted Vietnamese witnesses to enter Laos to assist teams
during joint field activities.

It is also important to note while we appreciate the level
of Lao cooperation, we do not hesitate to ask for additional
help in achieving the fullest possible accounting of the
remaining missing Americans in Laos. For example, we are
pressing for greater access to archival holdings and to expand
the oral history program as a means to develop additional
information on outstanding cases. We continue to hope for
greater cooperation in these areas in coming months.

CAMBODIA

The United States supports efforts in Cambodia to build
democratic institutions, promote human rights, and foster
economic development. We are concerned about recent political
developments in Cambodia, particularly indications that
political intolerance may be growing. We have raised our
concerns candidly with the authorities in Phnom Penh. However,
Cambodia has come a long, long way in the past few years. It
is important to maintain a balanced perspective while we work
with the Cambodians on the many obstacles ahead. In pursuit of
our goals, the U.S. Government has pledged $33 million in
assistance for Cambodia in 1994 and $40 million in 1995. U.S.
assistance has had an immediate and visible impact on the lives
of hundreds of thousands of Cambodians.

The Royal Cambodian Government has repeatedly made clear
through word and deed its determination to do everything within
its power to facilitate U.S. efforts to achieve the fullest
possible accounting of POW/MIA cases in Cambodia. Reporting by
Joint Task Force—Full Accounting and by veterans and family
groups agree that Cambodia has set the standard for full
cooperation in our search efforts. The latest testimony to
this record came with the December 4 repatriation from Cambodia
of remains recovered from two sites during our most recent
field activity. These included the crash site of a helicopter
lost on Tang Island during the Mayaguez incident in 1975 from
which thirteen U.S. servicemen remain unaccounted for.
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CONCLUSION

The task of achieving the fullest possible accounting will
be a long and painstaking one. It will stretch out for many
more years just as we continue to recover remains of servicemen
killed in World War II and the Korean War. The Administration
will persevere in this task as long as it takes. Accounting
for our POW/MIAs will remain the highest priority of our policy
in Southeast Asia until the task is done.
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Mr. Lord. Why don't we let Mr. Wold be next.
Mr. DORNAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. WOLD, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POW/MIA AFFAIRS

Mr. Wold. Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to appear
before your subcommittee and distinguished members of your sub-
committee and continue our ongoing dialog concerning the Govern-
ment effort to account for missing Americans in Southeast Asia. I

would like to restrict my comments to a brief discussion of the De-
partment of Defense's use of the zero-based comprehensive review
and some related matters. As I mentioned before this committee 2
weeks ago, the results of this initiative are extremely important.
They will refine and direct our pursuit of the fullest possible ac-

counting for American personnel missing as a result of the Vietnam
war.

If I might, as an aside, just return for a moment to the question
that you raised earlier, a question of identification and repatri-
ation, I would just like to add that the reason I differentiate be-
tween talking about repatriation and identification is that we, U.S.
Government, control the identification process. The Governments of
Southeast Asia—^Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia—have no influence
whatsoever in that process. And so I think it is more important for

me in terms of accounting to look at the repatriation of remains.
I would want, in response also to another comment, to state that

we, I believe by 1992, instituted a process of forensic review in

Hanoi before the remains are ever repatriated to Hawaii. We have
our forensic experts out there looking at the remains for the very
purpose of screening out animal remains. Mongoloids, and that sort

of thing. So what we do finally repatriate to Hawaii, we have a
very high assurance that these are American remains, and hope-
fully do better, and the ensuing identification process will enable
us to account for Americans.
Just a word of clarification there. During my last appearance, I

testified regarding the rationale for the October 1994 to July 1995
comprehensive review and the methodology. From early September
through this past week, the majority of my staff at DPMO has been
involved in the careful and time-consuming process of preparing in-

dividual letters to all 2,162 primary next-of-kin in the unaccounted
for Americans, notifying each of them of the results of the com-
prehensive review as they pertain to their respective cases.

Those letters were mailed this past Monday, December 11, and
we have some indication that at least—that some of those letters

have begun to arrive at the homes of those family members by
now.
Now that the Department of Defense has informed the Congress

of the results of the comprehensive review, provided copies of the
supporting documentation, i.e., the summary of cases, and properly
notified the families involved, we are prepared to discuss the re-

sults with the Governments of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia dur-
ing the Presidential delegation in January. DOD operational plan-
ners at JTF-FA in Hawaii are preparing a work plan that reflects

the joint actions identified during the comprehensive review for

presentation to those governments. Our present plans are for JTF-
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FA commander, General Viale, and me, along with our technical
experts, to present the detailed work plan to the Vietnamese, Lao,
and Cambodians immediately following the Presidential delegation
meetings in January, and it will be extensive, case-specific discus-

sions of the review's results. JTF-FA will lay out the plans for joint

operations, and from a policy viewpoint I will address the cases in

which we have identified actions by these governments as the sole

next step.

I want to reemphasize that the results which have been pre-

sented to you and the Congress and to the families are a snapshot
in time. Just as the collection of a body of evidence through docu-
ment turnovers and joint field activities now has caused us to reas-

sess some of the earlier analj^ic assumptions held since the war,
we fully expect that the additional documents and evidence col-

lected in the future will prompt us to reevaluate our current ana-
lytic assessments. Updating our assessments of individual cases is

ongoing and will continue to be a dynamic process. Our work has
continued without delay as a matter of due course. The next steps,

identified by the case review, have already been taken for approxi-
mately 300 individual cases. The affected cases must now be re-

viewed again by our analysts here in Washington at DPMO and at
JTF-FA and the Army's Central Identification Laboratory in Ha-
waii to identify further steps, when warranted, and also to deter-

mine whether the cases should remain in their present category,
"further pursuit," or whether they should be moved to the "de-

ferred" or "no further pursuit" categories. These changes will un-
doubtedly require us to make revisions to the work plan over time.
JTF-FA will be tasked to provide the respective governments

with these work plan changes as well as providing updates on
progress achieved in joint and U.S.-only operations during regu-
larly scheduled technical talks with representatives from each gov-
ernment. These requirements can be incorporated into the already
productive bilateral processes which the joint task force has estab-
lished in all three countries.

We also anticipate that as these governments proceed to work on
their individual cases, we will be kept informed of results and of
any actions in which they may wish any assistance from us. The
processes and the mechanisms necessary to achieve the fullest pos-
sible accounting are in place.

We all share a common goal, fullest possible accounting, and we
intend to make full use of the results of the comprehensive review
to move steadily toward that goal of keeping our promise to both
our missing Americans who served our country so proudly and to

the family members.
That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you, General.
Mr. Lord, in your statement you state some facts that are good

and pleasant to read: Economic, cultural, academic exchanges have
grown at an extraordinary pace, and those academic exchanges
were growing at an extraordinary pace when you were in China.
Some of those young students that came back from our colleges

died at Tiananmen Square in 1989. I know that we are not going
to run into that same post-cultural revolution terror in Vietnam,
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but you were very proud with your statement that two people who
ended up, who were my constituents originally, Nguyen Tan Tri
and Tran Quang Liem, were released.
But it took 2 years to get them out, and during those 2 years

some of our people, none of you, were toasting General Chou, who
ordered 3 to 5 thousand people to be executed during the Tet Of-
fensive on the Perfume River north of Hue. I visited that site as
a journalist months after that tragedy.
Now you say economic, cultural, and academic exchanges have

grown at an extraordinary pace. Tens of thousands of Americans,
a lot of them my constituents, are visiting Vietnam. Last month
alone, the Vietnamese Embassy in Washington issued over 8,000
visas, and a lot of these are American veterans who are going back
for a good purpose, to try and resolve some of this.

But I will tell you, Hershel, it is hard to resolve it when the
President deliberately leaves it out of his speech and we act like
Vietnam was not equal to France or Korea or an3rwhere where we
fought com.munism. It was a noble cause. It has been in the past
how brutally it was pursued that we didn't learn anything from an
honorable World War I, combat veteran, auxiliary officer, my dad
Harry Dornan.
Harry Truman didn't know how to get himself out of the Korean

mess, but at least he drew the line in the sand in June, 1950.
You go on to say, Mr. Lord, "I am sure these contacts will form

the first threads of what will grow into a rich tapestry of relation-
ships that will benefit the peoples of both countries."
That is what I want, too, but my problem may be timing and re-

solving some of the hurts of the past.

Let me read, because I want this in the record, something from
your good friend Henry Kissinger's book that gives me a problem,
and this is in part where he says you became a personal close
friend. These are Mr. Kissinger's words. This is what I want you
to remember when you go to Hanoi.

Equally frustrating were our discussions with American soldiers and airmen who
were prisoners of war missing in action. We knew of at least 80 instances in which
an American serviceman had been captured alive and had subsequently dis-

appeared. The evidence consisted of either voice communications from the ground,
I have got reams of it here, in advance of capture, or photographs and names pub-
lished by the Communists. Yet none of these men was on the list of POW's handed
over after the agreement.

"Why," Mr. Kissinger writes, "were they dead?"
Then he writes a hardy question. And I bless him for writing

this. "How did they die?" I would add, alone, feeling forgotten. They
have hurt Charlie Schumer, Eugene DeBruin, abandoned by their
country. The world's free side superpower couldn't figure out how
to track them and rescue them?

I think today our technology would enable us to pinpoint them
and do what Gen. Craig Evans promised me, surgical raids, rescu-
ing people in the Ban Nakay caves, when they could figure out how
to handle the automatic machineguns pointing into the caves
where our men would be slaughtered, some rescuers killed, and we
would have accomplished nothing.
He told me they were waiting for the most propitious moment

and it never came, although we did rescue, with violent rescues,
our allies who probably then were captured and killed in so-called
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reeducation camps. Maybe some of them got to this country, like

a fighter pilot who was my busboy in the hotel here a few years
ago.

"How did they die? Were they missing? How is that possible after

capture?", Mr. Kissinger writes.

I call special attention to the 19 cases where pictures of the cap-
tured had been published in Communist magazines, like David
Hrdlicka is pictured in a Russian newspaper, not faxed in those
days, somehow or other ends up in a Long Beach paper. A friend

mails it to Carol Hrdlicka, and she calls the closest base in Denver
area, Lowry, I believe—is it Lowry?—and a brigadier general shows
up at her door, "I am here to talk about your husband." "What do
you know?" "Absolutely nothing, Mrs. Hrdlicka. I am embarrassed.
They just said for me as a general officer to get over to your
house." That this is embarrassing, because there is that famous
picture of Hrdlicka with a bayonet in his back. North Vietnamese
in a poncho. They looked like Pathet Lao to me. I think it was
Pathet Lao. First 5-105 pilot down in Laos.
So this is what is on Henry Kissinger's honorable mind. He con-

tinues, Pham Van Dong replied noncommittally that the lists hand-
ed over to us were complete. Lie. He made no attempt to explain
discrepancies. Experience has shown, he said, that owing to the na-

ture of the terrain, this is the French dance, it would take a long

time, perhaps a year, now it is 30, to come up with additional infor-

mation, though he did not amplify what the terrain had to do with
disappearing prisoners or all the photographic evidence.

Kissinger: We have never received an explanation of what could
possibly have happened to prisoners whose pictures had appeared
in Communist newspapers, much less the airmen we knew from
voice communications had successfully reached the ground.
To count the acts of Le Due Tho, who turned back his Nobel

Prize—that is the name I reached for earlier—turned back the

money, offered to release 20 prisoners of war ahead of schedule, os-

tensibly in honor of my visit, and give me the opportunity to pick

them from the POW list.

That would have been phenomenal, because a traitor to America
named Cora Weiss—have you ever heard that name?—was manip-
ulating all the family mail in violation of U.S. Federal law, tamper-
ing with postal communications, and sometimes would misaddress
them, and a letter would arrive at a family's house, they open it

up, their hearts pounding, and it is empty, nothing in it. Torture,

by Cora Weiss, who gives new meaning to the words "pro-Com-
munist."
How Henry Kissinger writes, the North Vietnamese were at their

most adamant, open parentheses, and obnoxious, close parentheses,

about Laos and Cambodia—now I won't go on with that, because
Mr. Lord knows what a great book this is, "Years of a People."

You see the problem there? They are not obnoxious any more, are

they? I hold it up for the fourth time. There is their hero, killer

Fidel. And they look at you people the way they look at the French.

Tougher to get stuff out of us, though, and no money, except the

money that the Communist Party steals from the village searches.

What I would like to know is, will the delegation, any of you, vol-

unteer this information? Will you insist on the Vietnam Laos
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records behind that 555 document? That is their number for it, the
555 document.
Jim is the closest to it, so we will start with you.
Mr. Wold. We have continually raised that question, and we

will, yes. We will continue to raise the question on that document
and other documents, any other documents which they have.
Mr. DORNAN. Have you written all the families now? You said

you would do it. You personally took care of that by the 12th?
Mr. Wold. Yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. Now, you know when you brought all the docu-
ments to my office, which was great, we don't have your expertise
or the expertise of Warren and other people, so we made our own
so-called scrub. It is probably not going to be anywhere within light

years of the precision of yours.
Can you, in a confidential manner, release at some unknown

time in the future—give me the names of your scrub? And I will

give you the 24 cases that I have here today, so that we can to-

gether figure out what we are going to present to them. That is,

we know that on their knowledgeability, to quote Dick Childress,
that they may or may not say, "OK, we have gone far enough; we
want most-favored-nation status; we want to reestablish the
growth; I agree with you, we have got all these thousands Ameri-
cans coming here; yes, we will probably solve these cases where
there were photographs," like Ron Dodge, who we did get back, by
intense pressure, including mine. I pushed his folder forward in the
summer of 1979 and said you built on this one. This is the cover
of Life magazine. I created that Life cover with Lou Wainwright,
the family media, 1972, so we got Ron Dodge back.
They went to the warehouse, took his remains off. We could tell

they had been chemically preserved. But we got Ron Dodge back.
We have got to resolve the Ron Dodge type cases.

Can I have at some point in the next week, or before, sometime
before you go on the trip, your best list to compare to my 24?
Mr. Wold. I believe it is incumbent upon us to present these to

the governments. But the fact is, right now we are working on a
work plan. We don't have it completed. It is a process that we work
together with the operators.

I know that JTF-FA is busy, even as we speak, working on the
work plan that is to be presented to the respective governments.
I can't give you a date when we will have that completed. Certainly
we can communicate with you and discuss the 24 cases that you
have and any differences that you may have and which we may
have or which you feel where we have differences.

Mr. DORNAN. If you could just give a cursory briefing. General,
before the trip in South Vietnam, to your two honorable colleagues

there as the three leaders of this delegation, and Ann Mills Grif-

fiths, very familiar with these. I haven't read all the cases. I tried

to read most of them last night, just a familiarity. You being the
expert on this, I will give this to you.
Allow Mr. Pickett and me to go vote. If I am pressing somebody's

time, I think I would only need you for Mr. Pickett's questioning,
and maybe perhaps 10 minutes of mine, and then we will go to our
next panel, which is Gamett Bell, who spent over 2 years in Hanoi,
and three family members; Carol Hrdlicka; Kathy Borah Duez, who
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we know was victimized by horrible cheating scams over there in

the East German photographs and all of that; and David
Morrissey, a son of Robert Morrissey, a case I have been tracking
for several years.
We will take a short recess and come back and try to get you

gentlemen out of here.

[Recess.]

Mr. DORNAN, Gentlemen, I am sorry that was longer than I

promised, but we had back-to-back votes, defeating a recommit,
and then voting for another bill that we thought would be a con-
ference report, that we thought would go back to September, and
then we swore in Jesse Jackson, Jr., which was rather a historical

moment. He has got a lot of pressure on him, given his dad's fame.
I did shaft his speech, to be polite to you, but he was making a
great speech as I left the floor.

OK. Now, this, I think, would be more for Secretary Lord. But,
gentlemen, to try and get close to the final history here, I told you
I was over in Vietnam eight times. Four of those trips were to

Laos. G. McMurtry Godley, was the Ambassador there when I vis-

ited in 1971. He was the field commander of the so-called secret

war in Laos, and he rode it like a bucking bronco. His wife was
there with him.
Congressman Pete McCloskey went over, had dinner with him,

and then on the ramp the next day at Bien Chen called him a first

degree murderer, deliberately using white phosphorus to genocide
every village north of Sam Neua, in north of Laos. An erratic state-

ment for a Navy Cross winner, my friend Congressman Pete
McCloskey, but obviously the Ambassador was in no mood for that.

So when I came there as a journalist and said I wanted to re-

trace Congressman McCloskey's steps because he had more or less

walked off my television show, he gave me a CIA helicopter, small
jet ranger, CL\ contract pilot, Hawaiian-American, swashbuckling
fellow, and we went up all over the country, and I learned more.
Father Matt Manger went with us, who had been McCloskey's
translator and did not think well of the Congressman, and it was
another one of those amazing trips.

Now before G. McMurtry Godley, the field commander, also

riding the secret war like a bucking bronco, was another Ambas-
sador, who went on to be Ambassador of the Philippines and was
in Iran when the first hostage crisis took place; and his code name,
as I recall, was Cowboy; Mr. Sullivan, Ambassador Sullivan. Maybe
we will have him testify one day.
But what I would like, loolong forward to that, is, I need the

records that are ancient now of United States Ambassador Sullivan
when he ran the war in Laos. The State Department has those
records. I don't want to have to run a Freedom of Information re-

quest as a U.S. Congressman. If there is anything that is still sen-

sitive that you think might adversely affect your seeking the fullest

possible accounting, I will take the records and Intel will keep
them secure and give them back to the State Department. But I

would like to have those records made available to our subcommit-
tee.

Do you think that is possible, Secretary Lord?
Mr. Lord. I have no idea. We will check into it.
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Mr. DORNAN. OK, thank you, sir.

Then I wondered. Secretary Lord, right before normaHzation

—

and I hate to bedevil people with adjectives or descriptive adverbs,
but they were flowing from Senator—my pal Senator McCain all

the way over here—superb, unparalleled. There were about six of

them. I have got them on a little note in the comer of my desk.

I keep looking at them, and I couldn't use any of them.
And I think one of words you used, Mr. Secretary, were that they

were superbly cooperating, the government in Hanoi.
Learning what we have learned just in the months since you said

that, could you make that statement today, that their cooperation

is superb?
Mr. Lord. I think their cooperation is excellent; choose your ad-

jective. If I said that word, I stand by it. I think the cooperation

continues to be very constructive. We will keep after them.
Mr. DORNAN. Good. Keep after them, and we won't argue about

adverbs then.

Using Dick Childress' construction of our unilateral ability, very
small now in cases, joint efforts which will continue and everybody
works hard on, do you think there is a goodly number—2 dozen,

3 dozen or more—of cases that they can unilaterally solve on their

own before you get over there or at your request on this trip, Sec-

retary Lord?
Mr. Lord. My understanding of the definition of "unilateral" is

portrayed in the scrub—and Mr. Wold should address this—is that
in these cases which we have said the next step is unilateral, is

that we feel there is not much more we can do on our side.

If there is going to be further progress, at least in the next step-—

maybe they will uncover things we can do more on our side—it is

going to have to be done by the other side.

Does that mean in every case they can absolutely do something?
No. We don't know, we can't prove a negative, we don't know ex-

actly what they can do, but we will keep after them, and we have
discovered in the scrub that our best bet in those kinds of cases is

to see whether they can do something, as opposed to joint or Amer-
ican unilateral.

You may wish to elaborate.

Mr. DORNAN. All right.

General Wold, before you elaborate, do you think, given the last

few months, that at this point you could say the Vietnamese-Gov-
ernment is being fully cooperative?

Mr. Wold. I would have to say that from what we have seen this

year, the rate of repatriations, for example, which is running about
59 per year on the average over the last 3 years, exceeds the rate

of annual repatriation over any prior administration. If that is

Mr. DORNAN. Not for President Reagan's.
Mr. Wold. The average for any year. That is an accurate figure.

And I can provide that in more detail. I can provide that in writing.

Mr. DORNAJ^. You mean if you took Reagan's whole 8 years, be-

cause there was a burst of activity there.

Mr. Wold. All years, right, for any prior administration. I will

stand on that statement.
Mr. DORNAN. Identified remains?
Mr. Wold. No; repatriations, I said.
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Mr. DORNAN. See, Jim, this is where we have got a big problem.
Don't talk to me about these repatriations of animal bones or
Asians, Vietnamese-Asian.
Now they claim they have animist respect for their ancestors, but

Communists are atheists, so they treat everybody as a fool if you
are a believing Buddhist, a Shintoist, an animist, a Confucianist,
or certainly a Roman Catholic, because of ZM. They don't care if

they send us the bones of their people.

Don't use that. Give me—because remember, I am going to give
you this document, a Russian Communist telling them, "Send them
animal bones." Are you aware of that communique? I have got to

get that to you. And they did it.

Don't let them play us for fools.

Mr. Lord. Mr. Chairman, the only indicator of cooperation or
progress is not just remains. That is obviously the single most im-
portant in the sense it can help us absolutely take a name off that
list. But information that brings some knowledge to the families or
determines the fate of an individual, I would argue that that is

very important as well. So you cannot just judge progress by the
amount of remains.
Furthermore, as we get further from the war, whatever one

thinks about what the Vietnamese may or may not be holding
back, the fact is, it is more difficult in our searches, it is more dif-

ficult to come up with large numbers of remains. So I don't think
the only yardstick should be the number of remains in any 1 year.

It is a very important one, but that isn't the whole picture.

Mr. DORNAN. Oh, I would agree. You are the expert, as is your
wife, on different sensibilities and different cultures, and I have
tried to convey to them that only 10 percent of the country or less

is tracking this, and that we are not a spiteful or vengeful people,

and if they were to say to us, trying to understand our culture, say
we shot them at the bombing site, houses were still burning, and
we threw them in a river, and he went down the Red River, that
is what we did to him, and here is the unit's documentations of

that incident, that Americans are not going to say, "You beasts."

They will say that is warfare.
Germans pitchforked to death on Christmas Day our leading P-

51 Mustang ace, Christmas, 1944.

By the way, we hung the farmer who led the stabbing pitchfork

death of our leading Mustang ace.

War is cruel, but I think it is psychological torture to keep
stringing out the families on their part, thinking that, well, we can
give them what they want and things progress. That is why I agree
with you, Mr. Lord, that sometimes records, without remains, are
very revealing.

But to go back to our—your friend and my friendly acquaintance.
Dr. Henry Kissinger, they were obnoxious, he said. You know, he
still has a thing about Le Due Tho and how he told me once, every
single paragraph and codicil of the Paris peace talks were violated,

all of it, that he was played for a fool. He is still resentful for it.

That is why he said, "I am not going to speak out about normaliza-
tion, because obviously I have got this burning anger and every-

body will write it off as my unrequited disgust for the way the
Paris peace accords were treated."
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But I think that you are right, records, and that is why I keep
asking about unit 559 records. Again, Secretary Gober is not the
expert on this. Jim Wold is by this time.
But you will press on this trip, General, the 559 records?
Mr. Wold. [Nods head.]
Mr. DORNAN. And you are going to take a series of photographs

with you? I mean, if they are as friendly as people lead me to be-
lieve now, it has got to be a little different than Le Due Tho or
Pham Van Dong just in an obnoxious manner dismissing photo-
graphs, stiffmg Henry Kissinger, not answering.
They probably will look at photographs if you put them in front

of them and go, "Well, yes, I guess we could answer that."

I think it is going to be a tougher nut to crack Laos and make
them concede after all these years that they controlled all the bat-
tle sites in Laos right up to the edge of the Sam Neua.
Are you going to take photographs, like Ron Dodge's Life maga-

zine cover, and say the 10 percent of America that track this care-

fully and all the families—and they have some political clout—they
want this man accounted for? Where did these pictures come from?
And remember, some of the photographs had people in the back-

ground who are obviously Bulgarians, Czechs, Indians, or Paki-
stanis, with 16-millimeter cameras, filming our men, who have lit-

tle tears on their flight suits, who maybe the crowd beat them up
a little bit but now they are in military custody.

It was in a period where, not only given the French experience,
but where orders were coming down from the top, preserve these
pilots, they are going to be a great negotiating tool.

That is what I want to know, are you taking hard photographic
evidence again?
Mr. Wold. I haven't specifically thought of that question, Mr.

Congressman. We will be putting together what will be a very com-
prehensive, very complete work plan to address these cases.

Those were all three of the activities that you mentioned with re-

spect to Dick Childress' context. All three areas will be addressed
in the work plan, in the presentation of the work plan.

Mr. DORNAN. Then let me ask you. Secretary Gober, and tell you
again up front, no hidden agenda, I want to hold you to it at some
future hearing maybe, so weigh your word. And, again, I am not
going to hold you to certain adjectives.

Do you think the Vietnamese at this point are being fully cooper-

ative? Superbly cooperative?
Mr. Gober. I think the Vietnamese are cooperating. I think that

as Winston said, as Jim said, I think we keep pressing. That is the
purpose of this delegation. We keep pressing, and we will continue
to do so, because we have one mission.
The only thing that I am interested in is getting as full account-

ing as possible for the families.

And another thing. Congressman. When we return, I will be
more than glad to come back and give you a briefing on what our
feel was for the trip.

Mr. DORNAN. Thank you.
Mr. GrOBER. But I don't like to use—I think they are cooperating.

Do I think that they can do more? I always want people to do
more. I do know that in our meetings they are very candid. When
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we show them the photographs of these Americans that they had
and we can't get them back, where are they, we want to know
where are these, you know.
And I realize their country has gone through a lot of turmoil and

everything else, but our mission is to determine what happened to

those Americans. So we will continue.
You know, one of my friends, one of my fellow Arkansans, Ser-

geant Bennett, who was killed in Vietnam, it was many, many
years before his family received a picture that they had had for 20
years or so. So it is very frustrating.

And I know that I have talked to Carol, I have talked to other
members of the family, and I understand their frustration. I just
think that we have to keep doing this. We can't leave our warriors
on the battlefield. We sent them in there; we have a right to get
as full accounting as possible.

And, you know, that is one thing I would like to think, if any-
thing good came out of Vietnam, it gave us an awareness of a lot

of things. First of all, when we go someplace, we need to have a
mission, we need to have the support of the country. Second of all,

we need to—we must make sure that—we insisted, we Vietnam
veterans insisted on this—it has never been done before. Over
800,000 missing from World War II, over 800,000 missing from
Korea. You know, we never insisted on this before. When we came
home—and I think it had to do with a whole complex issue that
was Vietnam and continues to be Vietnam—we came home, we
wanted our buddies home.
And I think that that is something, that it is admirable, it

speaks well for our society, speaks well for this Nation as a whole,
that we want to bring back the people who fight this country's
wars. It is what makes us great, I think.

Also, the fact that we have so much diversity and so many di-

verse issues, opinions, on this issue, all of us want the same thing.

I want to think we all want the same thing, that we want to ac-

count for these Americans. So we are going to do everything we
can.

Are they cooperating? I think so.

Do I think it was the best way to try to get them to cooperate
more? I think so.

I think any time we can sit and talk to people, we have a chance
of resolving issues. If we don't talk to them, I know one thing, I

don't know how we can bulldoze them. I think that we have to say,

and they have pledged to us, and they realize there are other
things that they want, so we have to keep pushing on this, and we
will—^you have my pledge, my personal pledge, that I will continue
to do so.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, that was well said. But keep in mind that I

have even had some heated arguments with friends of mine over
in the Senate when they use the World War II and Korean com-
promise.
Remember, we discussed the Korean problem a second ago, the

graveyards they oVerran, the men that they captured, the South
Vietnamese that they captured by the tens of thousands, that Lieu-
tenant Cho said he believed that as short a time as 10 years ago,

out of his 42 years captivity, he thought they had 10,000 prisoners
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that had been integrated into the society, allowed to marry, but
were still being watched carefully, and would have to escape the
way he did to get back to South Korea.
And remember, it is this U.N. command problem where the

North Koreans say to us, talk to us, and we say, no, you go through
the United Nations, and they say, in their idiom, go to hell. So that
makes that different, with that 8,000 figure.

And the figure was even bigger for South Vietnamese; it was 40-

some thousand missing. But in World War II, I even have to foot-

note when I say, but we wanted and controlled the battlefield and
captured most of the archives, except the evil cosigner—and I re-

verse the historical title—of the Stalin-Hitler pact.

The evil cosigner of that controlled half of the battlefield, and
Americans, as American as you or I, with a Ukrainian or Russian
surname, were not returned, lost forever in their own culture of
birth or their parents' culture. So we didn't even control the whole
battlefield there, but at least we were hanging war criminals and
had most of the archives to make a case to hang them with.
Your Vietnam vets drove a memorial that I came to like. I

thought it was insulting at first because it was designed by a per-
son that, the more you read her writings, she wanted it to be not
for all the Vietnam vets, not for the wounded, just for the dead, a
black gash in the ground that would make us feel we were guilty
and we shouldn't have been there. And then the minute the first

name was chiseled on, it became hallowed area.
Now we fought for the flag. After we left the room, they moved

it into the woods. It still looks great in the woods. The men are in

the woods; the women's memorial has been pushed off in the
woods. Someday an American flag will fly at the apex of the Viet-
nam Memorial. And President Clinton never did that. Might solve
a lot of problems with Bob Dornan. It is going to happen sooner
or later. Maybe the next President will do it.

Red McDaniel took a big American flag that had flown over the
Capitol and planted it there, and the Park Police didn't know what
to do with it for a week or so, and eventually it went off with all

the boots and the medals and the wonderful memorabilia that is

left there.

But you have done a great job. The memorial now drove the Ko-
rean Memorial, which now is driving the World War II Memorial,
which will be probably as uplifting as the Korean Memorial, with
a flag at its apex and the proper memories about those that bought
our freedom with their blood and their wheelchairs and their lack
of full movement with some of their limbs, like some heroes in the
U.S. Senate and one or two in the House like Sam Johnson, 7 years
a prisoner.

By the way, Sam Johnson, who was severely tortured over years,
which John McCain was not—not to say his torture wasn't of a dif-

ferent kind; he was his own jailer because he could have gone home
at any time because his dad was commander of the bombing pro-

gram, what little he was allowed to do, under a totally politicized

president, LBJ. But he was not tortured the way Sam Johnson
was.
We have another POW here who admitted to me that he played

basketball. Why not? Played volleyball, and was photographed
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doing it. Sam Johnson went to Alcatraz because he refused to play
basketball, refused to play volleyball. His wounds were not allowed
to heal anyway and wouldn't decorate a phony Christmas tree be-
cause he knew he would be photographed and used in the propa-
ganda war, because they did win it in the Halls of Congress, not
on the battlefield. We all know that.

And James Bond Stockdale won the Medal of Honor for beating
his face with a stool, cutting off all his hair with pieces of glass.

And when the jailer walked in and said, "Commander," or, "Cap-
tain, what have you done to yourself?", he said, "Tell them that I

will not be appearing on television tonight." That got him the
Medal of Honor, along with suicide attempts.
Some men were utterly exemplary, and they were put in Alcatraz

along with Sam Johnson. Sam Johnson is with me on everything
I say in this committee; and he is with Bob Smith in the Senate
in spirit, word, and deed. He is the head not only on the Smithso-
nian, but on the board of directors, as an outgrowth of the obnox-
ious planned Hiroshima exhibit to make us appear racist in the
cause of the war in the Pacific, but he is also our point man on a
House committee that goes to Russia to try and solve the cold war
prisoners from World War II and the Korean problems.
He works that and leaves his war, Vietnam, generally up to me

and to Ben Oilman, who is the full Chairman of International Rela-
tions, and who thinks the world of Winston Lord, who has testified

before him umpteen times when we were in the minority and now
in the majority.

I think without holding you to all your descriptions, I repeat, this

may be our last best shot to say to the Vietnamese, with all the
earnest passion that all of our people conjure up when we try to

get serious with them, to say you have to put cultural differences

aside and what you perceive to be embarrassment; and there is a
group of Americans that are asking for fairness on photogt-aphic

and voice evidence.
And we know we are not going to get everyone accounted for, but

you are not even taking a percentage bite out of these most serious

cases. And I read 55 and 79 and 400 and 200 and 15, and now I

have got 24, and you still have a number, that is a mystery to me,
as the core of your comprehensive review.

Let me just start with General Wold and end up with Secretary
Lord. You in the middle as the senior man, you can be the anchor
man. What do you hope to accomplish on this trip? What are your
fondest hopes, General Wold, when you come home from Hanoi?
And you are going when, in January or February?
Mr. Wold. We are scheduled in January at the present time, Mr.

Congressman.
Mr. DORNAN. It is not a hard date yet, right?

Mr. Wold. Mid-January, dependent on transportation.

My fondest hopes are that we will plant the seeds in presenting
the work plan and the results of the comprehensive review with
each of these governments, and with Vietnam in particular, and
that over time—and I would have to say the jury is going to be out
for some period of time as they react to—as we give them the op-

portunity to react to this new information. My fondest hopes will

be that over time we will measure progress and increase coopera-
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tion as they have pledged in all these areas, joint field activities,

and in the cases that we will present to them on an individual

basis for them to work the next steps.

Mr. DORNAN. Secretary Lord, you have everjrthing from French
nuclear testing problems all the way up to a potential aggressor
state with nuclear weapons in Korea, and through all of the prob-

lems in China with your expertise and human rights violations.

I might tell you, I took my grandkids to Disneyland Sunday. Ev-
erything is made in China, everything—every space toy, Mickey
and Minnie doll. I didn't find a single object—and I started looking

in any gift shop—that didn't say "Made in China." Not Taiwan, not
Hong Kong, China. And it is growing, and there is a good side to

that, I guess.

But what are your fondest hopes with this terrible distraction

from bigger problems in East Asia and the Pacific? What are your
fondest hopes in the Hanoi trip?

Mr. Lord. I can't improve on what Mr. Wold said, I agree com-
pletely.

Mr. DoRNAN. Right.

Before I turn it over to Mr. Pickett and ask the same question

of Secretary Gober, I was in Greneva—^you probably know this well;

Mr. Lord—I was in Geneva, 1979 to 1980. Bob Michel, our minority
leader, put me on the SALT talks, and I went over there. And an
army general, who speaks about 14 languages—^terrific man—said,

"Let me tell you what I did here. I brought over a New York law-

yer, a tough aggressive advocacy lawyer." As I recall, he was in the

mold of a Dershowitz—good, fast. And he said, "We don't know how
to bargain with these Russians." They had just rolled Jimmy
Carter back from a beautiful position of shutting down all the big-

gest ICBM missiles. And he said, "Every time they said no, we
rolled, and they already knew through leaks our three or four fall-

back positions. And I watched this New York lawyer train our star

negotiating team in New York—^tough lawyer advocacy, how to go
after these guys."

Now I have gotten a secret briefing on the main Russian head
of their negotiating delegation. There it is all in print—^womanizer,

alcoholic on vodka, tjT)ical profile of those days. But he was tough
as a schmoozer. Picnic down at Lake Geneva that afternoon, I

watched him schmoozing and operating.

And I just wonder sometimes in these dealings if, as tough an
Ambassador, as Secretary Lord can be, if we don't need some good
New York advocacy lawyer training or that colorful gentleman from
Wyoming with the buckskin jacket to go over there and schmooze
them in a different way than a New York lawyer.

But we have an opportunity again to be advocates for the fami-

lies in a tough way and think of it in a way that there aren't going

to be too many more shots.

So you as a combat veteran from Vietnam, what are your fondest

hopes on what you can bring back from Hanoi?
Mr. GOBER. I hope that we will continue to emphasize to them

how important it is to the American people and how important it

is to the President of the United States. I mean, that is something
I can do, because I know for sure that this is not something that

5t^_9in _ QA _ e:
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we are just doing; that it is very important to this President that
we do this.

And also that we want them to continue to be open, forthcoming
and continue to answer these questions, legitimate questions, that
are being raised about our missing service personnel, particularly

the ones that they had. There is a doubt within the prison system
where they had photos of, or we know they had them, there should
be a trail there and they should be able to tell us. If they died in

prison, like you said, we want to know, did they die in prison?
We understand that things like that happen. We want to know

where did they die? Where were they interred, those kind of ques-
tions?

We will keep encouraging them to do so and we will continue
this effort until we can answer as many questions as possible.

Mr. DORNAN. Gentlemen, I would just plead with you to not re-

port one thing when you come back, that you were virtually al-

lowed to go anywhere in the country you wanted. This just is not
true and everybody keeps saying it when they come back. They
have their Fort Knoxes. They have their military operations that
are verboten.
You will not trespass into this. This is their forbidden zone. Just

as if they suspected we had prisoners, we would not let them into

the Langley Building or the CIA, into the OSA at Fort Knox, and
we understand that.

Mr. Gk)BER. That is right.

Mr. DORNAN. And you tell them that we know you are not letting

us everywhere. You know you could have held people if they are
alive, and that issue is a painful one that you must be able to tell

us. Because you know Bob Smith comes back angry, that Kerry
says I want to go and see this, and there was a prisoner there, a
yachtsman, maybe suspected of marijuana running from that well-

traveled Hong Kong to Bangkok route through those old pirate wa-
ters, but he was in the prison. And they put him in a car and drove
him a few hours away. And Kerry went in the prison and looked
around and said nobody is here. As soon as Kerry is gone, he was
brought back and was put right back in the same prison.

And how do we know? Because they released him a few months
later, and he went to the Senate and told them that. So, we can
be played for a fool very easily and we better not go through that
drill and then get embarrassed later.

And Jim, who is an honorable combat Air Force pilot, in one of

these articles, maybe abbreviated by one of your staff, said, quote,

"We went virtually anjrwhere we wanted on short notice." And that

is just not—I see some family members already nodding their

heads that they don't buy that for a minute. So just be careful

about grandiose statements like that, that you may deign to

smooth things with the Vietnamese for a next trip. But I just beg
you. You don't have to be as hard-edged as I am, but they are Com-
munists.
And remember what Lenin said, "Anybody that tells the truth is

a jerk. The whole idea in life is to lie constructively to advance
your political goal." When I went to Albania and they tore down
Lenin's statue, I said where are you getting the Lenin statue?
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Here is a man, I had just been to the Library of Congress and
seen in his writing, "Hang 300 people in that town, that will get

their attention." He was a war criminal and a mass killer, and we
have Marxists in our colleges that still speak ill of Stalin, finally,

and well of Lenin. We don't have Nazis teaching in our college sys-

tem but we have ex-pro-Communists Marxists teaching in our col-

lege system, so it is a complex world.

Mr. Pickett, you get to pose with all of our distinguished wit-

nesses.

Mr. Pickett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Do I understand correctly. Secretary Grober, that this is the sec-

ond delegation of this tjrpe that is going over to Vietnam and Laos?
Mr. Gk)BER. This is the fourth delegation, sir.

Mr. Pickett. Fourth?
Mr. Gk)BER. This will be the fourth delegation to Vietnam; the

third delegation to Laos and the first delegation to Cambodia.
Mr. Pickett. I see.

And the members that are comprising this delegation, are they
the same that went on the previous delegation?

Mr. GOBER. Except for the delegation that went earlier this year,

it will be the same. The veterans' service organizations and the

families did not go in the delegation earlier this year.

Mr. Pickett. Has there been some thread of continuity that has
been pursued in the four previous delegations that have gone over?

Mr. GOBER. Yes, sir. There has been some continuity. The Amer-
ican Legion has always had the same person. The League of Fami-
lies had the same representative. The other organizations have
changed, based upon the internal politics of the organization.

In other words, the vice commander, junior vice commander goes,

and then the next year he is promoted so he is not available to go.

He is doing something else. But they have kept themselves briefed

and they are good representatives.

Mr. Pickett. How have you measured the success or failure of

these delegations in the past? What kind of process have you fol-

lowed?
Mr. Gober. Well, the first one we did in 1993, of course, was an

icebreaker, where we presented, as I said earlier, in my testimony,

what we were looking for; some of the assistance we wanted in

making—setting forth four categories, the four areas that we had
to have progress in, that was set by the President.

And then we—in 1994, went back and we—in the meantime, had
remains excavated or we received documents. It is based upon
what we received from them. That is not a very good answer, but

the progress we have—since 1993, the progress has improved.

We have received many documents. They established certain

teams to look into the Department of Defense and the Department
of the Interior, to try to go through their archives and bring out

some of these documents, some of these photos and things that we
need to help us identify these cases.

And we have been working with them to educate them on what
it is that we need, and to go through their files.

Mr. Pickett. But has there been some process that the delega-

tion would have a record of specific requests that you may have
made in the course of your discussions or negotiations, however you
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characterize these, items 1 through 200, or whatever, and then
whether or not the Vietnamese or the other governments were able
or were willing to comply with those specific requests that you

—

someone may have made in the course of negotiations? Has there
been an evaluation on that basis?
Mr. GOBER. Yes, sir, although not a formal one. We know what

we give them and what we ask them for and when we get it, you
know, we kind of check it off. And the other areas that we keep
pushing, like the last known alive discrepancy cases, we keep push-
ing on those and some of those we have not gotten all the informa-
tion there that we want. There is much more information that we
want to get on those cases.

Mr. Lord. I can give a concrete example.
When we went to Laos, I forget the exact date, we pushed for im-

mediate investigation of live sightings as opposed to waiting for

joint investigations. We pushed for the enlargement of teams in the
field and the number of teams in the field, and we pushed for al-

lowing Vietnamese witnesses to come into Laos to try to help us.

We also pushed for all histories and access to their archives. On
those first three, we got very good and quite prompt cooperation.
On the last two, we are still not satisfied. So we are going to keep
pushing them on this trip so that we do make those kind of evalua-
tions.

Mr. Pickett. The institutional memory that must be building up
as a result of the trips over there, is this leading you to new areas
of investigation that you were not aware of when you commenced
this undertaking?
Mr. GOBER. We established four areas and within those four

areas, I think it pretty much covers the waterfront. It covers, live

sightings. It covers discrepancy cases. It covers the archival. So ev-

erybody kind of falls in there.

Now, we keep hoping, of course, that we will receive more infor-

mation as they go deeper into their archives and, as Mr. Lord says,

when Laos lets us in their archives, we hope that we will have
much more information that we can work on.

Mr. Pickett. The people that you are meeting with or dealing
with there, do you have the feeling in your discussions with them
that they are the people that have the authority and access to the
information that you are seeking, the authority to produce it?

Mr. GOBER. Absolutely. We meet with the highest level, from the
Prime Minister Do Mo—I mean, the General Secretary of the Com-
munist Party in Hanoi, and with the President, Prime Minister;
the chairmen. We meet with the people that have the authority.

And, in fact, I think that is what is good about the delegation,

because we do get to meet with those people, and sitting down and
talking to the General Secretary, I talked to him just as I do with
the—tell him the same thing I tell his underlings and let him know
how important this is and let him know, we need this.

We need more documents. We need more access to your archives
and things like that. And it does have an effect. Establishing the
archival research teams to go into the Minister of the Interior, the
Minister of Defense, was something that we asked them to do, and
they did it.
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Mr. Pickett. Do you get any kind of written documentation,
commitments or any kind of express written undertakings as a re-

sult of your discussions, on the part of the Vietnamese Laotian
Governments?
Mr. GrOBER. I am not
Mr. Lord. There will be verbal pledges. There will be records of

our meetings when we foUowup. There have been occasional letters

from the leadership pledging general cooperation. I don't know be-

yond that what you have in mind.
Mr. Pickett. But there is no document that sort of summarizes

what it is that you have asked for, what it is that they are commit-
ting to provide you with? There is nothing to document that?

Mr. Lord. Well, yes. We have systematic presentations during
the meetings and we have the records of those meetings. We follow

up. The joint task force is there, of course, at all times. So in that

sense, there is always systematic followup, if that is the thrust of

your question.

Mr. Pickett. Well, more than that, it was whether or not—let's

talk about Vietnam and leave the others aside for the moment. But
are these governments willing to give you some kind of written as-

surance as a result of your meetings with them that they are going

to produce certain documents, certain archives, certain photo-

graphs, or is this just a discussion and you record your version of

the discussion and they record their version and there is no actual

meeting of the minds as to what anybody is specifically going to do?

Mr. Lord. Well, there are—we will ask for documents. We can't

be sure they have them. We think they should have documents in

many cases.

So ordinarily, you won't get an immediate response beyond, we
will look into it. Sometimes they have come up with materials.

Sometimes, they haven't. We can't prove whether that isn't full co-

operation because you can't prove a negative. But we have received

more information.
Mr. Gober. And in 1993, the League of Families had asked for,

I believe his—in March 1993, the League of Families had asked for

some documents and information that they wanted. Well, when we
went on the Presidential delegation, we reinforced that and they

did receive some of that information.

Also, we did get a letter from the Prime Minister of Vietnam, Vo
Van Kiet, which was addressed to the President pledging that they

would continue this effort; and it was back during the time when
there was a discussion whether there would be any normalization

or moving forward or not. And he mentioned that they would, re-

gardless of what happened, they would continue their effort to try

to help us solve, as they put it, a humanitarian issue. They see this

as a humanitarian issue, to help us account for our missing.

Mr. Pickett. Do you feel you have availed yourself of all of the

relevant intelligence data and materials that would assist you in

asking the right questions, because if you don't ask the right ques-

tion, you are not likely to get the answer that you are seeking.

Do you feel like that you have assembled all the relevant intel-

ligence information necessary to make inquiries?

Mr. Gober. From my perspective, the analysts and the people

that really get into the case by case and do the indepth work, are
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the ones that do that, working with these teams. What we do at

our level is get an agreement that they will cooperate on certain

issues and then we turn it over to the working teams.

Mr. Wold. If I might add, Mr. Congressman, the comprehensive
review which we have completed did take into consideration all of

the evidence, such as you mentioned, all the intelligence evidence,

and evers^thing that we have available to the U.S. Government
since 1975 was built into this comprehensive review.

Since the formal review was completed on July 21, there have
been approximately—I think I indicated approximately, as a result

of joint field activities and any other reports and information that

we may have, additional information concerning about 300 individ-

uals that have now been factored into the progress. We will con-

tinue to do that.

As we get information, whatever the source, whether it is in na-

tional technical meetings or all-source intelligence, any of that data
from the field operations, we will continue this dynamic progress

of factoring that into our current analytic products.

Mr. Pickett. Final question.

How long, after your visit, do you begin—is it before you begin
receiving the data and is it all delivered at one time? Or is it deliv-

ered over a period of time?
Is it like a bell curve, it starts out slow and builds up and then

tapers off? How do you get the information that they are going to

provide you with?
Mr. GOBER. Well, we do several things. First of all, we encourage

them not to hold information back and wait for a Presidential dele-

gation or any delegation to come. We encourage them to turn the

information over to the Joint Task Force for Full Accounting imme-
diately so they can begin the investigative progress.

Jim, you get most of the documents, so why don't you
Mr. Wold. Well, I am speculating here, but I think that as we

present these cases now and the cases which I will be presenting

to them as individual actions for them to take the next steps, I

would expect that some of the cases may be easy for them. And
again, I am speculating. But we may get results back in a very

short time on all of this, as to the next step.

The joint activities, they are tied to, as you know, the work plan

and the joint field activities which take place about every—we are

doing about five a year now, lasting from about 30 to 32 days. But
as those joint field activities are completed, we know immediately

as we go through that process, particularly if it is an excavation,

whether we are getting results from that particular excavation.

The recent offshore excavation on the helicopter off Ko Chang Is-

land in Cambodia is a good example. General Viale called me a few

days into that operation and was told me that they were getting

remains in excellent condition. The archeologists were extremely

confident of the results, the ability to identify these remains. That
kind of information gives us a ready means of assessing progress

as we go along.

Fragmented remains from a crash site in Vietnam, before it goes

into a mountainside, is scattered down the hillside; those are

tougher and it takes longer.
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Mr. Pickett. More specifically, how long will it be after your
visit that you think you can make a reasonably accurate assess-
ment of how successful you have been in getting additional infor-

mation?
Mr. Wold. Well, as I suggested a few minutes ago, the jury is

still out and will be. And I think we may be looking at, with re-

spect to some of these cases, a relatively long period of time, but
we are going to work with these governments. I will be visiting

there periodically, together with the operators, to look at the policy
results, as well as the joint field—as well as the operational re-

sults.

I would hope that within 6 months we are beginning to see some
very concrete results in terms of next steps on many of these cases.

But I want to caution us all, it is going to be longer than that for

the full process to unfold. In Laos, we do about three recoveries per
joint field activity. We do about six of these a year. That means 18
remains may be recovered in the course of the year.

We have 462 cases to go—unaccounted for in Laos. Many of those
will come out of joint field activities. So just simple mathematics
tells us that we are in for a long haul in Laos. And that is not be-

cause of any lack of cooperation on the part of the Lao. They have
demonstrated, in many ways, very good cooperation.

I am nervous about using superlatives or adjectives, but from my
perspective as the Director of DPMO, I would categorize their—the
cooperation as very good. They upped their routines—their capabil-

ity for joint field activities by 30 percent last year. They followed
through on their promise that they would do that, so we went from
30 to 40, which is a significant contribution on their part.

They have limited resources, becoming more and more sensitive

to that fact. They have been very flexible in allowing the command-
ers on site to suggest changes where changes have been warranted.
They have allowed us to use TAXAD communications to facilitate

movement between sites and this flexibility in the field.

We have an excellent program of the MEDCAP teams working
with their civilians. Overall, I would just want to stress that we
have areas where we are going to continue to push hard with the
Lao, specifically archival research and the oral history program.
We will continue to do that, and our expectations are that we will

see progress in that area.

But I use these numbers just to illustrate that it is going to be
a long process in Laos where we are relying on joint field activities

to provide results.

Mr. Pickett. OK.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DORNAN. I have what John McLaughlin calls on his weekend

talk show, get away questions. Have you ever read. Secretary
Gober, the RAND report on the French experience?
Mr. Gober. Yes, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. OK. Let me, just for the record, to finish this, I

want to put in a couple paragraphs from that.

Conditions attached to the continuation of the program, French
remains, and the costs involved, have continued to escalate over
the years in an unpredictable and unreasonable manner, about the
opposite of the description "very good".
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In addition to exorbitant fees for exhumation and regroupment,
which it is not permitted to verify, the French Government pays
millions of francs annually for the upkeep of the French cemeteries

in Vietnam. American officials who visited the largest of these in

1973, our pull-out year, 2 years before the collapse to communism,
reported that they were overgrown—I saw this myself—with
weeds, headstones falling.

An article published in a French news magazine in July 1982,

this is 2 years after Lester Wolff was defeated and we had had
many hearings, including the mortician in 1979; it illustrates Ha-
noi's lack of humanitarian motivation and its insatiable appetite to

obtain financial gain from its control of French remains.
According to the article, the Vietnamese Government is urging

the French authorities to repatriate these remains, take them to

France. The French Veterans Ministry estimated the cost of return-

ing the remains to France at 1,575 francs per set of remains, a
total of 63 million francs. But according to the news article, this

estimate does not include the cost demanded by Hanoi for the ex-

humation, the transportation, and would bring the costs of the en-

tire operation to several billion.

And here is more or less the close of the RAND report: Despite

the substantial political and economic concessions the French have
made to Hanoi since 1954—this would have been four decades al-

most when this report was written—France has never received a

ftill accounting for its missing and dead. Hanoi's actions clearly

demonstrate that its only interest in the French military graves in

Vietnam and the request for remains by the families of the de-

ceased is in the economic and political benefits that the Vietnamese
Government can derive from the control of these remains.

Gentlemen, this Member of Congress finds that nothing has
changed.

If I could also put in the record a statement that Ambassador
Lord volunteered to Senator Daschle at the end of the Senate hear-

ings a couple of years ago, he said: May I add something. Senator?

And Senator Daschle said yes. And then you. Secretary Lord, said

this touches on the general problem we had with Laos and Cam-
bodia in negotiating this agreement. Hanoi wanted to maintain the

fiction that it had no control over its friends in those other coun-

tries. They were always sovereign governments, I add, which the

U.N. seat, which Vietnam coveted.

In respect, with respect to Cambodia, that turned out to be large-

ly true. In fact, Vietnam invaded Cambodia a few years ago when
they clearly didn't have control over the Khmer Rouge and some
of the other elements. But they certainly had control in Laos, so

our dilemma was to try and make this agreement as airtight as we
could through Indochina, including on the POW/MIA issue.

I know your dedication remains as intense now as it was then.

Let me remind all of you that Mr. Clinton did use the word "fully"

to families. You are all aware of that. You have all said it your-

selves.

I am going to try to go to follow-up your trip, not necessarily as

I did with ^(^bassador Godly to retrace Congressman McCloskey's

steps, but to answer, as a Chairman, to the families that I have
known for, in some cases, 30 years and some as friends.
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I just have one technical question.

General Wold, what do you think—have you ever worked this

out—we pay per Laos operation; $100,000, $200,000, $300,000
per—like the visit to Lima site 85, a couple of hundred thousand
to put all of that together?
Mr. Wold. I can't answer that specifically. Congressman Doman.

But perhaps I can put it into some perspective. The helicopter bill

for the JFA, which covers a 30-day period, runs about $450,000.
And then you have the other costs of paying the indigenous people
who come up and man the bucket brigade, and fuel costs of our
own troops, and medicine and things like that.

Mr. DORNAN. That is the most courageous act on the part of your
people, getting on those Russian helicopters. I have done it around
the world. I have done it—flown my people around. They aren't as
good as the Russian people—I know the maintenance is not up to

American standards. It is dangerous and it takes some personal
courage, and your teams are great.

So I will be going there to foUowup. I don't know who is going
to go with me. I have a lot of Members that have asked to go. I

am afraid Bosnia is going to interfere. I do want to go to Tuzla and
look at our men and women in the field there.

And I hope you understand that when Jessie Jackson, Jr., was
sworn in, I went up to introduce myself, he said, I remember you
coming to my home for dinner with Daniel Ortega, El Presidente.

I talked to the other side. I thought he was a Communists and
guilty of a lot of crimes, including murdering my friend Enrique
Bermudez, shooting him like a dog in the street, after it was sup-
posed to be a peaceful settlement. And I told him, yes.

And that is when Jessie Jackson and I joined forces over the hos-

tage crisis in Lebanon. And I went over alone to sit for 1 hour and
20 minutes with Hafiz Asad, shortly after he had murdered 10,000
people in the city of Hama. I played the diplomatic game. And he
followed me to the door and said, you will have word in 2 weeks
on one of the hostages.
And within 3 weeks, the Catholic priest was released from Leb-

anon who had been a captive for 3 or 4 years. And when he arrived

here in the United States, Jessie Jackson and I both greeted him
at the airport as he arrived in his home area of Illinois.

So I do have a rescue syndrome and I am proud of it. My dad
and mom gave it to me and if anybody goes missing in Bosnia, we
will all be there together trying to figure out who has them, why,
and we will not give up hope as we did briefly with Scott O'Grady
and for 105 days with those two handsome French allied fighter pi-

lots.

Gentlemen, I have nothing else. Thank you for coming this morn-
ing.

I am sorry it has taken so long. Please understand my 30-year
interest, compounded by 10 years on Korea, that makes me a little

bit loquacious on this.

Thank you very much.
Mr. GOBER, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DoRNAN. And will Panel No. 3 come forward.
Gamett Bell, former Special Assistant for Negotiations for the

Commander of the Joint Task Force for Full Accounting; POW fam-
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ily members, Carol Hrdlicka, wife of Col. David Hrdlicka, U.S. Air

Force; Kathy Borah Duez, sister of Lt. Daniel Borah, probably car-

ried as a captain by the time this was all over on the Navy, books;

U.S. Navy, David Morrissey, son of Maj. Robert Morrissey. Prob-

ably that rank was shoot-down rank and not final rank, U.S. Air

Force.
Kathy, is that Duez
Ms. Duez. Yes, it is.

Mr. DORNAN. My staff helped me with that.

I wanted to make note of something that I just learned the other

day about Mr. Bell's personal history. I was mentioning to Al
Santoli on my staff the dangers in the Bosnian area with just

weather and plane crashes, that we are also hoping that God is

good to us with operational accidents, and I mentioned the ultimate

tragedy in the closing days of Vietnam.
A brand new C-5 with a cargo door problem crashed with dozens

of young babies that were to be adopted in this country, and Al told

me your wife was either in Vietnam or on that aircraft. Was she

on the aircraft?

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. How many babies were killed? How many people

died in that C-5 Galaxy crash?
Mr. Bell. I think there were somewhere around 140 casualties.

Mr. DORNAN. And how many survived with your wife?

Mr. Bell. My wife didn't survive. I lost a wife and a son. She
was just a volunteer worker. She was there as an American de-

pendent.
Mr. DORNAN. Pull the mike a little bit closer to you, please.

All right. You have all been introduced.

Mr. Bell, if you would start. Please, would all the witnesses

stand.
You are the folks I do this for. I noticed it jolted some people ear-

lier. Let me find the formal document among my copious docu-

ments here.

There we are.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. DORNAN. Your name was discussed, Mr. Gamett Bell, as you

well know, I have shown you the testimony from before and if you
want to make any reference to statements attributed to you about

one incident in the central highlands or have a written statement

that you wanted to submit or read, the platform—the witness table

is yours, please.

STATEMENT OF GARNETT BELL, FORMER SPECIAL ASSISTANT
FOR NEGOTIATIONS FOR COMMANDER, JOINT TASK FORCE
FULL ACCOUNTING
Mr. Bell. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, what I would

like to do, since I have testified before, before committees of both

the House and the Senate, I would like to have the written state-

ment submitted which provides you with an overview of my in-

volvement in the past with POW/MIA's and why I hold the views

that I do, and then respond to questions. I would also like to touch

upon the mortician's testimony and the Baron 52 incident, which

I believe was raised in a previous hearing when I was not here.
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Mr. DORNAN. Proceed.
Mr. Bell. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I think one fundamental

issue that all of us need to understand, those testifying, those on
the committee and those doing the investigating nowadays, is that
the POW/MIA issue really has nothing to do with the Vietnamese
people. It also has nothing to do with the Vietnamese Government.

It is controlled entirely by the Vietnam Communist Party. It has
been controlled by the Communist Party since the late 1940's, early
1950's, when they began their present modus operandi with the
French. Generally speaking, live

Mr. DORNAN. Right off the bat, Bill, I have to ask you to pause
for a second.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. I think people in this room noticed, as I did, that
none of my three witnesses used the word "Communists," except
once. Correct me if I am wrong. And that was when the distin-

guished Deputy Secretary of Veterans Affairs said, in reference to

a human being, that he was the Secretary General of the Com-
munist Party. That was the only time I heard the word "Com-
munists."
Did anybody hear any other references to Communists? And that

is one of the big divides between our distinguished witnesses on the
prior panel and myself.

I can't separate myself from the fact that there is not going to

be any elections in Vietnam in the foreseeable future and that they
are Communists and there haven't been any elections in Castro's

Cuba, their big hero who just toured there. So it's refreshing to

hear someone use the word "Communists" in the beginning of their

prepared remarks.
Proceed.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.

Generally speaking, live prisoners, according to Communists doc-

trine, live prisoners are used for political concessions, whereas re-

mains are used for economic concessions. The Vietnamese have a
long history, as I said before, going back to the late forties, early

fifties. You have already mentioned some of the French experience
and some of the exorbitant amounts that the French Government
has been required to pay over the years.

Basically, the organizations within Vietnam dealing with pris-

oners in the beginning—beginning with the involvement of the

French, were modeled on the Soviet model and the Chinese Com-
munists model, which included a military proselytizing element
and an enemy proselytizing element.
Both of those organizations are controlled by the party Central

Committee. The enemy proselytizing element has been more con-

cerned with tactics and technology, in other words, exploitation of

prisoners for tactics and technology, whereas, the military pros-

elytizing has been concerned with strategy and propaganda pur-

poses.

If we look at the records that have been available to our govern-

ment recently, which have brought about claims of superb coopera-

tion, and compare them against the data base that we were able

to capture during the war, we can see that the documents fall far

short of our expectations.
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We have, in our National Archives, what is called the CDEC col-

lection, which are captured enemy documents taken during the
war. Obviously, those documents would not be available to re-

searchers today in Vietnam or could not be provided by the Viet-
namese Grovernment unless they were copies. But
Mr. DORNAN. Could you break that acronym for me, CDEC?
Mr. Bell. Combined Document Exploitation Center.
Mr. DoRNAN. Where are they located?
Mr. Bell. The files have now been transferred to the National

Archives here. They were located in Saigon up until 1975; 1973
was the last U.S. involvement, except as in an advisory capacity.
Mr. DORNAN. Is that from every war?
Mr. Bell. That is from the Vietnam. I'm not sure about Korea.
Mr. DORNAN. You know, those are very controversial documents

sometimes. You know we have the archives.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir, we have the archives. These are
Mr. DORNAN. There were the most brutal Japanese experimen-

tations on living human beings from which, in the most evil of cir-

cumstances, there is some medical benefit and also from German
concentration camps. And Jewish theologians both American and
European have argued for decades over whether they should be re-

leased to at least not have the deaths wasted, to see if there is

some medical value to extract, as opposed to the other side of the
argument, which I go along with, that you have to destroy informa-
tion extracted in such a Satanic manner. So archival evidence can
be very, very controversial left over from a war or a conflict.

Gro ahead.
Mr. Bell. And the point that I think these documents serve to

make is they are a good representative sample of what the Viet-
namese should be able to produce today, because they are authen-
tic Vietnamese language-t3q)e documents.
We also have in our files—I know our Government maintains the

position that we really do not have any information correlated to

specific individuals which prove that Ainericans were left behind.
We do have in Government files some 15 volumes of uncorrelated
reports. Many of these reports concerning live Americans are very
brief in detail, do not contain enough detail.

For example, a source might say that he saw two American pris-

oners who were captured in Vietnam and moved to Laos, and he
saw them in March 1970. He would not go into enough detail as
to whether or not those men were there when he arrived or wheth-
er or not they came there after he arrived at the area; whether
they were still there when he departed the area or whether he de-

parted the area—they departed the area prior to his departure.
Physical descriptions, tattoos, similarities in height, stature,

rank, insignia, name tags, many of those reports are very vague.
This is why they were never correlated to specific individuals.

Since we have peace in Vietnam and since the Vietnamese are
cooperating superbly, I cannot understand why we have not gone
back to the original sources on these reports and recontacted them
for additional details so that we can correlate them to the Ameri-
cans who are missing. As far as I know, this has never been done.
Mr. DORNAN. With or without amazing computer skills and ad-

vantages today, but there has been so many expensive man hours
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put into this and it is so delicate and sensitive, and should be, with
such respect for our families, I don't know why we don't have the

manpower to go over this carefully page by page, without running
it through a computer to see any similarities.

Mr. Bell. What I am referring to are reports where they give a

description or where we have men who were lost in that area, but
we cannot correlate it to a specific individual because we don't have
the man's fingerprints. We don't have his name. We don't have a

photograph of him. But the report may very well be credible.

And I see no reason now why we could not go back to those re-

ports, identify the sources, with an agreement from the Vietnamese
that nothing will happen to these individuals for providing the in-

formation. Because if they are really cooperating superbly, as our
Government claims, there should be no problem in doing this.

Also, I noticed that when this task force was formed back in

1992, what we called at one time the Refugee Interview Program
was abandoned. I think this was a mistake, because out of the dis-

crepancy cases, we are told now that the list is down to some 55
cases.

This does not have any correlation or association with those dis-

crepancy cases, last known alive cases in Laos, because we had
over 305 individuals who were last known to be alive at the time

of their loss. The 55 remaining cases refers only to 196 cases which
were in Vietnam. In other words, it has nothing to do with the Lao
cases.

Out of those 196 cases, which our Government says is now down
to 55 cases, only 25 of those 196 cases have been resolved with the

recovery of remains, recovery and identification of remains. That
means the majority of those cases

Mr. DORNAN. What was that final figure?

Mr. Bell. Twenty-five.
Mr. DoRNAN. Twenty-five?
Mr. Bell. Have been resolved through the recovery of remains.

That means the majority of those cases have been resolved on cir-

cumstantial evidence.

Circumstantial evidence, for the most part, has consisted of wit-

ness testimony from witnesses who are prepared in advance and
introduced by the Vietnamese Government. And this is, in some
cases, years after we have already provided all of the information

that we know about the case to the Vietnamese in advance, before

our investigators even reach the area.

The advantage we had with the Refugee Interview Program is if

we investigated a case on the ground and we received testimony

from a Vietnamese witness under the control of the Government,
we could go to a refugee camp like Hong Kong where you have

30,000 or 40,000 refugees and seek out people who came from the

same area and get their testimony and compare it against what the

Vietnamese introduced, arranged witnesses gave us in the field.

Therefore, like I say, I think it is a big mistake for us to drop

that program for several years and keep on repatriating all of those

sources back to Vietnam, where after they have been repatriated

back, they will also be under the control of the Vietnamese Govern-

ment.
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Today, we also touched on the subject of going anywhere in Viet-

nam. I do not know of any live sighting case that has ever been
investigated where we did not provide all the information to the Vi-

etnamese far in advance and also the investigators were accom-
panied by Vietnamese security personnel.

Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Bell, could you just pause there for a second?
For everybody visiting in the committee room, for my distin-

guished colleague, Mr. Pickett, for me to analyze for the 100, 200,

and 300 time, we give advance notice to the Communists in Viet-

nam that we have live sighting reports at such and such a location,

weeks, if not months in advance, and then Senator Kerry will go

to that site as though it is somehow or another a spot congressional

investigation of a United States prison where there are alleged

human rights violations—no, as though it is Geraldo Rivera going

into an old people's home decades ago that put him on the map and
won him journalistic awards. Here we are, show us your senior citi-

zens.

It is a planned Potemkin tour, where it would be impossible for

the Vietnamese to say: OK, you got us. This is the only live Amer-
ican left in Vietnam, and gosh dam you, you picked the right pris-

on on the right day. Let's go up there. It is a 3-hour helicopter

flight and you are going to find him. This is absurd.

And yet you read it in articles published in Grovernment publica-

tions and given out to the news media, that we are making these

onsite, you know, rapid investigative hits. And General Wold is du-

tiful in the way that he stays through these long hearings and
takes notes.

And this. General, is, again, something that we have got to con-

vey to the families that we are not being snookered, you know, or

that we are not conveying that we are making excellent surprise

raids to nail down anywhere in the country these live sighting re-

ports. It creates such angst and proper hurt among the family

members.
I just wanted to underscore that and maybe we will never have

to visit that again.

Continue, Mr. Bell.

Mr. Bell. Our testimony, during the last hearing that—I think

the figure used was 1,706 live sighting reports have all been inves-

tigated and there is no evidence that any Americans were remain-

ing or are remaining in Vietnam.
I don't think that that meant that these 1,706 reports were in-

vestigated. I believe approximately 100 reports were investigated

and the other remaining some 1,600 reports were reviewed and
found not to have merit for warranting an investigation.

The 100 reports which were investigated on the ground, the in-

formation was provided to the Vietnamese in advance. The Viet-

namese security officials did accompany us to prisons. We were toid

that no Americans were in any of those prisons, or sighting loca-

tions. And our Government does have information that indicates

Americans were actually held there.

I think this was a good opportunity for the Vietnamese. The ex-

ample that you cited earlier where Senator Kerry went to the pris-

on, where the man was moved out 1 day prior to his arrival and
2 days back, I think had they left that man in there during Senator
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Kerry's visit, it would have had much more impact and been much
more convincing as far as their sincerity and objectivity in conduct-
ing these investigations.

For the same reason, I think had the Vietnamese turned records

over to us in prisons where we know Americans were held, for ex-

ample, Americans we know were stranded in Saigon in 1975, Tuck-
er Groogleman is a good example, other prisons in the area where
Americans were held until 1976, and finally released, or prisons

where American tourists have been arrested and held since that
time.
Had they shared those records with us, I think they would have

increased their credibility with the family members and veterans
alike.

The oral history program that we began back in early 1993,
which I began myself and did several interviews, I think that pro-

gram now has actually missed the great potential that it had in the
beginning with many sources who would have provided us informa-
tion.

I went to Vietnam when the interviews were being done, after

the new organization under the task force. I saw cases where Viet-

namese cadre, senior cadre and, in some cases, retired cadre, and
I have tried to emphasize this before, the man would come for an
interview and he would have on a white long-sleeved shirt. That
shirt might be torn and mended, long pants. He might have a
patch in his pants which was constructed from a different type of

material, but nevertheless, his clothes were clean and pressed. He
was in a presentable appearance.
He might be 60 or 65 years old, a retired regimental commander,

or whatever, but the man realized that he was representing his

country and he was there to give his testimony about the American
cases that he knew, or because he was asked to come there.

When you have a situation when you have a young serviceman,

22 or 23 years old, wearing shower shoes and jogging shorts and
a tank top interview—conduct interviews on cadre such as this,

oral history interviews in an Indonesian culture, an Indonesian
Communist culture, the results are, I think, predictable in advance.

I think our oral history program needs a lot of change. I think

veterans to veterans, people who participated in the Vietnam war,

should be over there interviewing these cadre concerning incidents

that happened in the Vietnam war. I think that is the only way
we will ever establish rapport and get any cooperation on the part

of the Vietnamese.
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Bell, you were in the room when I talked about

the first American smashed in the face during interrogation by an
enlisted man. This is sort of the flip side to that, an Air Force

major saying I am not going to talk to you, I am an officer. Get
me an officer and here comes a regimental commander and colonel

who, by the way, without knowing their personal background, I do

not consider a Communist war criminal, but a commander fighting

in the field, and he comes into a room and sees someone described

as you do, and normal reaction is to say, I'm an officer. I am my
country's military. Who are you, son? (Jet me an officer or someone
dressed like a diplomat to interview me. And you took steps to cor-

rect that while you were there.
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Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. Some steps were taken, but to this day I

think the oral history program has been conducted and is being
conducted by people who never even served in Vietnam during the
war. I think that is the wrong signal to send to the Vietnamese.
I think we should match their level of experience.

I know it is hard to do and, in some cases, we won't be able to

because they have people that have been working in military pros-

eljdizing and enemy proselytizing for 50 years. We can't do that.

But we can do the best—much better than what we are doing.

Mr. DORNAN. What were your first years in Vietnam?
Mr. Bell. 1965, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. You are a very young-looking man. Don't tell me
we can't put advertisements in military magazines and ask for peo-

ple who may be retired and looking for something to do, that they
couldn't go over there with Vietnam combat experience, sometimes
in all four Corps areas, to respectfully interview fellow combatants.

Gk) ahead.
Mr. Bell. Today we also touched upon the Baron 52 incident. I

recall that back in, I think it was December 1992, we had testi-

mony from the DPMO analyst who came in during the Senate se-

lect committee hearing and testified on the Baron 52 incident. The
same opinion was given then that came out in the comprehensive
review, when I think all the men were just recently declared dead
and are going to be buried in a group burial.

The reasoning that was given back at that time was that the sig-

nal intercept probably pertained to Vietnamese that were captured.

Also the signal intercept, the time that it occurred was so quickly
after the aircraft went down, and the distance so great that the

men could not have been moved that far for the report to have been
transmitted from Vinh and also because the aircraft went down in

Laos.
There are several comments I would like to make about the

Baron 52. The first one is, the same analyst from the DPMO who
testified that the aircraft couldn't—the men could not have been
moved that far when the signal was transmitted from Vinh also re-

lated to a personal anecdote where he had placed a tape recorder

on a wire running from South Vietnam across the DMZ into North-
ern Vietnam and recorded some traffic off" of that wire communica-
tion. If you look on U.S. maps of the area where the Baron 52 air-

craft went down
Mr. DORNAN. Which direction did that wire go?
Mr. Bell. From the south to the north, across the DMZ into the

north.
Mr. DoRNAN. One of the many electronic wizard moves we tried

to make?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. And this is the same analyst who said the

transmission couldn't have been emitted from Vinh. But if you look

at U.S. maps of the area, around the Baron 52 site—where the

Baron 52 aircraft went down, on the U.S. maps you will see elec-

tronic power transmission lines listed on those maps.
The cartographers who made those maps at the time were not

aware that there never were electric power lines in that area. What
they saw on the photographs and what they recorded as trans-

mission power lines are actually wire communication lines. And the
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Baron 52 went down in an area where they have miUtary stations

which were called Vinh Trams by the North Vietnamese and they
definitely had wire communications.
Within 45 minutes to, I think, the last report we saw this morn-

ing was something like 6 hours later, for someone to pick up a tele-

phone and call Vinh on a telephone line would take only a matter
of seconds. So to me that doesn't rule out the possibility that the
transmission coming from Vinh pertained to those people.

Another reason I think it doesn't rule it out is because the area
of Laos where the Baron 52 aircraft went down was actually under
the control of military region 4 of the Vietnamese. And the head-
quarters for military region 4 was located in Vinh, where the trans-

mission came from.
Also, some of the reports said the men did not have time to get

out of the aircraft. According to the time chart that I saw, the
Baron 52 reported receiving fire and then had radio communica-
tions 15 minutes later. They had another scheduled contact 20 min-
utes after that, which they did not make. To me, this tells me that

those men had at least 15 minutes to exit the aircraft and may
have had as much as 35 minutes to exit the aircraft.

The identification of those men was based primarily and possibly

only on the fact that 21 v-rings from parachutes were found at that
crash site, and I believe one dog tag on top of the ground. Three
v-rings per parachute, so they have come up with—come to the

—

22 v-rings, I guess, and they have come up with the total number
of crew having died due to those v rings.

We have already had reports, and we have had testimony right

here from DPMO analysts, that they know sites have been manipu-
lated, due to the presence of fresh green leaves being commingled
with remains, which the Vietnamese alleged were buried since the

incident, during wartime, some 20 years ago. So they know the

sites have been manipulated. And I don't think it would be hard
to toss a couple of v-rings and a dogtag on top of a site.

And when you have the lives of eight men at stake and a signal

intercept saying four pilots or four bandits were captured, and I

emphasize there "four bandits" normally refers to Americans. If

they had been referring to Vietnamese, they would have said "four

puppets."
And this type of case—what we do here is we lower our stand-

ards and we make it easier for the Vietnamese to deceive us, when
we should be making it harder. We should be raising our standards

every time—every time we detect deception on their part, we
should be more cautious rather than less cautious.

The testimony of the mortician was also mentioned on several oc-

casions. I think the last time one of the analysts said that I might
have been presumptuous when I identified Mrs. Jane Duke Gath-

er's son as being one of the men that the mortician saw. I would
like to clarify that.

Mr. DORNAN. Please do.

Mr. Bell. The mortician provided some six items of information.

In the beginning, when the mortician defected and went to Hong
Kong, the DI was not sure that he was, in fact, a mortician. I got

a call from the DI at that time and they asked me if I had ever,

in my travels, working in Hanoi, beginning in 1973, 1974, 1975,
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during that timeframe, if I had ever observed a man that fit that

description working as a mortician and, of course, I had.

I found some photographs that I had of the mortician and I sent

those to the DI and that is the way they were able to confirm that

he was, in fact, a Vietnamese mortician such as he claimed to be.

After that, he was debriefed at the central identification labora-

tory by a forensic anthropologist and his opinion was that the man
was a legitimate mortician. He provided six items of information.

He provided information on the remains of the two Marines that

were killed when the Communists violated the cease-fire on April

28, 1975, and attacked the DAO compound. He provided informa-

tion on a black American who died sometime probably during 1975.

Mr. DORNAN. Those two Marines, as I recall. Senator Kennedy,
who had, for obvious reasons, pretty good relations with Hanoi, was
instrumental in getting the remains of those two Marines released,

so we were able to countercheck that with what the mortician was
saying.

Mr. Bell. That is right.

Mr. DoRNAN. Correct.

Continue.
Mr. Bell. And he provided information on remains in other

areas of Vietnam. He provided information on the remains of the
so-called 24th man, who was buried with the died-in-captivity per-

sonnel in Hanoi. The fact is that he had removed the remains of

the individual still in the seat from a B-52 aircraft off of the roof

of the streetcar repair facility. We went to Hanoi with a Boeing
tech rep. We located the wreckage. We found the seat.

The seats in a B-52 have serial numbers. We were able to iden-

tify that seat as being the seat of the navigator. The navigator

turned out to be the 24th man.
I went to Hong Kong. I interviewed refugees who were witnesses

when the mortician came there, when he removed the body. The
mortician gave several items of information and they all checked
out.

The only thing that I couldn't confirm was the identity of the

three Americans that the mortician claimed that he saw. The mor-
tician met with an OSI, Office of Special Investigations, composite

artist of the Air Force, and made composite sketches of those indi-

viduals.

I looked at those composite sketches and I considered everything

that the mortician had said. Once I confirmed that all of his infor-

mation was accurate, I began to look at the post or precapture pho-

tograph of each one of our men who were missing. Because if the

mortician's testimony is credible, which our Gk)vernment agrees it

is credible, they may not now but they agreed at that time under
a different administration, if the testimony is credible, the men
that the mortician saw must be in the photograph album. And that

is the basis that I used to select candidates out of that photograph
album as to who they might be.

I matched the photograph that the mortician or the composite

sketch from the mortician with Ms. Duke, Jane Duke Gaylor's son,

David Duke. And I have already explained to Mrs. Gaylor, and dur-

ing my testimony at the Senate Select Committee, I have stated

clearly that I could not possibly identify or positively identify any-
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one from a composite photo. That was a candidate that I selected

based on the fact the mortician said the men were jet aircraft me-
chanics working at the Dai Phuc airfield and there were two of

them together. And based on the fact that Jane Duke Gaylor's son,

David, was a jet aircraft mechanic, working at the Plei Ku airfield,

and he disappeared with another individual only days before their

tour ended under mysterious circumstances, then that only in-

creased my view as far as the testimony being credible and that
being the individuals that he saw.

I have those sketches here, I would like for the committee to look

at, if they would. And I have copies to put into the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bell follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for this
opportunity to testify today.

I have previously testified before committees of both the House and
Senate regarding this important issue. In order for you to
properly evaluate my testimony, I would like to take the
opportunity to brief you concerning my experiences with the Vietnam
War and the POW/MIA issue. My involvement with Vietnam began in
1965 as I completed an area studies program which included language
training. Later that year I entered the Central Highlands and
participated in ground action against North Vietnamese regular
forces. Many of my fellow soldiers were killed in action or became
missing. One member of my unit, PFC William Ellis Jr., is still
listed on the last known alive discrepancy case list today.
Beginning in 1968 I was reassigned to collect intelligence on
several subjects of interest to the U.S. intelligence community,
including U.S. POW/MIA. These activities were primarily conducted
at the Combined Military Interrogation Center, the National
Interrogation Center, the National Defector Center, the Combined
Documents Exploitation Center, the Combined Intelligence Center
Vietnam, and the Combined Material Exploitation Center.
Information concerning our missing men was transmitted direct to
U.S. negotiators attending the Paris Peace Talks. Information was
also transmitted to units of the U.S. Pacific Command responsible
for rescue operations, but because the intelligence was never
integrated with the experience and resources, and coordination with
the State Department was so complex, those operations proved to be
futile. I subseguently returned to the United States and at the
time the agreements ending the war were signed in Paris, I was
working as an instructor for the Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and
Escape training program in the Jungle Warfare and Indoctrination
Training Center.

At that point I believed that my service in Vietnam had ended.
However, in February 197 3 I was asked to travel back to Southeast
Asia to participate in "Operation Homecoming". When it became
obvious that Operation Homecoming would not result in a fullest
possible accounting, I was asked to remain in Vietnam in order to
participate in operations of the Joint Casualty Resolution Center
and later the Four Party Joint Military Team tasked with
implementing Article 8b of the Paris Agreements relative to
accounting for missing American and Vietnamese personnel. By the
Spring of 1975 I was responsible for conducting liaison with the
Provisional Revolutionary Government (i.e. Viet Cong) and the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (i.e. North Vietnamese). We met
freguently with the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese in continuing
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efforts to account for our missing men, especially the more than
300 men who were last known to be alive, and who would later be
listed as the so-called "discrepancy cases". At that time our
government was in possession of reports indicating that some
American personnel were still being detained by communist forces.
Our government was also aware of the fact that our allies, the
South Vietnamese, who had been involved in prisoner "swaps" where
American prisoners were exchanged for communist prisoners during
the war, had themselves secretly retained a relatively large number
of communist Prisoners of War after the conclusion of Operation
Homecoming. If you take a close look at this situation, where two
communist delegations of high ranking officials were quartered at
Camp Davis in Saigon with only the word of our negotiators that in
the event of a collapse of the cease fire their immunity would be
respected, reports that Americans were still being held by the
security services of the southern political arm of the communist
government in Hanoi, over 300 Americans last known to be alive with
no explanation as to their fate, a precedent for the secret
exchange of prisoners already established during the war, over 200
high ranking communist prisoners secretly retained by the South
Vietnamese Government after Operation Homecoming, and the 50 year
history of Vietnamese Communist methodology in dealing with the
POW/MIA issue, you may be able to gain some additional insight as
to communist motivation since the earliest stages of their
negotiations with our government.

As you know, the cease fire did not hold and by early April 1975,
the evacuation of the American Embassy in Saigon had already begun.
I made my last trip to Hanoi on 25 April, only five days prior to
the collapse of the Saigon Government. The terms for our
withdrawal, as outlined by North Vietnamese officials in Hanoi,
included a complete removal of the U.S. Defense Attache Office from
Vietnam within three days. The same officials indicated that the
future of the U.S. Embassy in Saigon would have to be worked out
with the Provisional Revolutionary Government, and that the U.S.
Delegation to the Four Party Joint Military Team must remain in
place to complete its work on the POW/MIA issue, as spelled out in
the Paris Agreements. Three days later communist forces attacked
the DAO compound with captured U.S. A-37 aircraft and the ongoing
evacuation was accelerated. At that point, the Vietnamese had
returned to us only the remains of 23 U.S. POWs who died in
captivity in North Vietnam during the war. I departed from Vietnam
on the morning of April 30, 1975.

After an assignment with the Indochinese Refugee Resettlement
Program I returned as the Chief of Operations in the Joint Casualty
Resolution Center, working first in Hawaii, and later in the
American Embassy Bangkok, Thailand. We maintained a relatively
small manning level in the JCRC, but the organization was very
productive since most of the members were seasoned Vietnam
veterans, fluent in the languages of Indochina, trained as
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investigators, and knowledgeable concerning communist methods of
capture, evacuation, and detention of U.S. personnel. Another
important aspect of the JCRC was that it had the capability to seek
out Sources of information no longer under the control of the
government of Vietnam. Information from refugee Sources in Hong
Kong for example, had a correlation rate with specific cases of
over 60 per cent. In other words, as we began to conduct
investigations of specific cases on the ground in Vietnam and
interview Sources "introduced" by the Vietnamese government, we
also had the ability to obtain additional information which could
expand on, confirm, or deny information gained during field
investigations which were being managed entirely by the Vietnamese.

In May 1991 we opened the U.S. Office for POW/MIA Affairs in Hanoi.
I had the honor of heading that office, which became permanent in
November of that same year. We were diligent in our efforts to
account for our POWs and MIAs, our standards were high, and in
during the course of any of our investigations the benefit of the
doubt always went to the missing man. Information on our men
contained in U.S. case files was presented to the Vietnamese in a
carefully controlled manner, as the investigations were being
developed, rather than being released in its entirety far in
advance . We were not confrontational with the Vietnamese, but we
were strict in applying sound investigative techniques designed to
insure objectivity and thoroughness at all times. Due to our hard
work and straightforward manner we quickly earned the confidence of
MIA family members, representatives of veterans service
organizations, and the media. Although at times difficult, we also
earned the professional respect of our Vietnamese counterparts.
Our office was visited by numerous Congressional Delegations which
not only expressed considerable interest, but also offered
additional support. We replied to these kind offers by compiling
a practical plan of operations which would allow us to
simultaneously conduct investigations, forensic examinations,
excavations, archival research, and oral history interviews while
maintaining a manning level and budget which would neither
stimulate or create misunderstandings on the part of the
Vietnamese.

Our basic intent was to illuminate the important live sighting
issue while at the same time focusing on the development of
additional case leads to guarantee an increase in tangible results,
rather than an increase solely in "activities". Concerning our
estimate of Vietnamese cooperation, rather than acquiescence by the
Vietnamese for increased activities, logistical facilities,
administrative flights, meetings and supplies, our primary yard
stick for measuring progress was the Vietnamese unilateral
capability to rapidly account for a significant number of American
personnel on a unilateral basis. We relied primarily on a detailed
survey compiled by the JCRC and coordinated with the DIA.
According to this survey, some 1485 Americans could be accounted
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for without fielding U.S. teams. I believe our government
considers this survey accurate because the two officers primarily
responsible for compiling it were promoted to positions of even
greater responsibility. One of them currently serves as BG Wold's
Chief of Staff in the DPMO, and the second is currently the Deputy
Chief of Intelligence in the Joint Task Force Full Accounting who
will be present during panel three today. Our second document
illustrating the unilateral capability of the Vietnamese was called
the "DIA Records and Remains Brief". This high quality product
published by analysts of the DIA spelled out in clear terms the
degree of knowledgeability of the Vietnamese government concerning
a large number of additional cases, especially those which could
most likely be resolved by the unilateral return of U.S. remains.
When presented with these documents, the Vietnamese were somewhat
rigid, but nevertheless expressed interest in and understanding of
the U.S. position. By early 1992 some 3 39 American personnel had
been identified and returned to their loved ones here at home.
This figure includes some of our men on the last known alive list
who were located and recovered by my own investigation team. We
gained access to some limited archival information and we further
refined our plan to increase such access. We presented the
Vietnamese with our plan for conducting an oral history interview
program which was coordinated by the Senate Select Committee on
POW/MIA. The Vietnamese ultimately accepted our plan and after
personally conducting numerous interviews with cadre previously
involved with U.S. POWs, I was surprised with the good results.
Not only were the Vietnamese cadre willing to discuss the secret
wartime prisoner swaps, they also provided a wealth of information
concerning U.S. personnel who were captured and placed in the
evacuation system. Those interviewed also identified party cadre
currently in high positions who may be able to shed light on some
of the important discrepancy cases.

In essence Mr Chairman, as of early 1992 we were beginning a
process which could have led to the fullest possible accounting for
our men. The possibility for improved relations with Vietnam, both
political and economic appeared very real. The Vietnamese
understood that we were determined to conduct thorough, objective
investigations jointly while continuing to insist on tangible
unilateral progress without being swayed by politics or
personalities from either side. The Vietnamese also understood
that we would not tolerate being charged exorbitant amounts for so-
called "activities" or willing to pay large sums of cash into a
special bank account for communist party elite. This situation
changed dramatically when our office was disbanded and replaced by
Joint Task Force Full Accounting. The budget was increased in
order to cover the cost of increased excavations at sites already
excavated long ago by Vietnamese security forces. Concerning
emphasis on Vietnamese unilateral efforts, apparently subsequent to
the DIA presentation someone at a high level within our government
led the Vietnamese to believe that the documents outlining their
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unilateral capability could be dismissed out of hand, with no
further effort on their part. This situation culminated with the
Vietnamese receiving praise for "absolutely superb" cooperation
without them ever having responded to our request for rapid
unilateral action. Concerning the important oral history
interviews, in conducting research to support such interviews I had
relied heavily on the POW/MIA historical files maintained in the
U.S. Embassy Bangkok. Unfortunately however, although the initial
interview efforts proved to be successful, the program was placed
in the hands of personnel recently assigned to the Joint Task Force
who never served in Vietnam during the war and the files in Bangkok
were destroyed. Due to the assignment of an "Operations Officer",
who in reality served a public relations role in the Hanoi
detachment of the Joint Task Force, although actual results
diminished, praise for the Vietnamese was described as "strong" and
"unprecedented"

.

During my tour our field investigators at times relied on empirical
proof, such as fresh green leaves commingled with remains
"discovered" in alleged wartime grave sites in reporting Vietnamese
manipulation. Our government has clearly established that live
sighting investigations have been manipulated in both Vietnam and
Laos, and even the Chairman of the Senate Select Committee was
deceived. Nevertheless, the presence of parachute "D" rings and
dog tags lying on top of the ground at sites excavated by the Joint
Task Force have since been cited as adequate proof of death for
group burials of entire air crews. In cases where information has
been received indicating that some American personnel had survived
their loss incidents, rather than logical explanations being
demanded from the Vietnamese, U.S. officials have made excuses for
them.

As you may be aware, praise of Vietnamese cooperation by newly
assigned members of the Joint Task Force in Vietnam was apparently
anticipated by U.S. policy makers on fact finding missions to the
country. These reports of "strong" or "unprecedented" progress
were quickly raised to the levels of "superb" and "prodigious".
The result was that numerous concessions were made by our
government to Vietnam in alleged anticipation of even greater
progress. Unfortunately for the MIA families who have waited so
long for honest answers, this progress has not materialized. In
typical communist fashion, disparaging remarks have been used to
explain this situation as "everything is relevant".

The move toward premature reconciliation with Vietnam has caused
considerable concern on the part of MIA family members and veterans
across the nation. Although at one point the aura of conspiracy
surrounding our government's handling of the POW/MIA issue had
begun to dissipate, the recent normalization of diplomatic
relations and questionable resolution of cases has once again
created doubts in the minds of many Americans. Further fueling the
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suspicions of concerned citizens are reports of conflicts of
interest of those involved in the accounting process such as the
following: Claims that a U.S. Commerce Secretary has had secret
business dealings with the Vietnamese Government; claims that a
Special Presidential Emissary for POW/MIA and Humanitarian Affairs
in Vietnam served as a member of the Board of Directors of a major
U.S. Airline which received millions of dollars in compensation for
transporting Vietnamese oil field workers from Iraq back to Vietnam
during Operation Desert Storm, with the same airline being
chartered by the U.S. Government to transport Vietnamese refugees
on direct flights from Vietnam to the U.S. for resettlement here,
and that the same airline is now negotiating with Vietnam for air
routes to fly Vietnamese who resettled in the U.S. on visits back
to Vietnam; reports that the Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the U.S. /Vietnam Trade Council served as U.S. Ambassador to Laos
during the time that most of the American personnel now missing in
that country were lost; reports that the current President of the
U.S. /Vietnam Trade Council has developed close ties with the
leadership of the Veterans of Foreign Wars which was the only major
veterans service organization to support the President's decision
to normalize diplomatic relations with Vietnam; reports that a
former Commander-in-Chief of the VFW will be rewarded for
supporting the President's decision by being given a political
appointment in the Veterans Administration; reports that a former
Chief of Staff of the Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA was
associated with the U.S. /Vietnam Trade Council during the life of
the Committee and who now holds a high salaried position in the
Trade Council; reports that a U.S. Senator travelled to Vietnam in
July of this year in order to clear the way for major American
corporations to have access to Overseas Private Investment
Corporation insurance, and the spouse of that same Senator is
actually the President of the OPIC.

Mr Chairman, it is very difficult for MIA family members to
understand why American businesses are lobbying for coverage under
the OPIC, to cover their losses in the event that the Vietnamese
renege on business deals, when at the same time they are asking the
families to trust the Vietnamese in accounting for their loved
ones. This simply defies all logic. I recall having read an
article written by journalist Dan Rather, perhaps a year ago,
describing how he was angered in Hanoi by a Vietnamese official who
told him point blank that the Vietnamese were sure that the trade
embargo would be lifted, because Americans will do anything for
money. Reports of conflicts of interest such as those I just
mentioned, if substantiated, could have a serious impact on the
entire spectrum of U.S. /Vietnam relations, including the POW/MIA
issue. Our government has a significant amount of intelligence
information available indicating that Vietnamese officials assigned
to the wartime proselytizing effort, in other words Psychological
Warfare and Exploitation of U.S. POWs designed to achieve the aims
of the Vietnam Communist Party, have now been reassigned to duties
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placing them in steady contact with the American business
community. I believe that it is within the scope of this
Committee's responsibility to attempt to determine just how much
involvement the Vietnamese Intelligence and Security Services have
had in manipulating the POW/MIA issue and removing it from the high
national priority it once held. I also believe it important that
the American people gain a clear understanding as to how and why
our casualty resolution effort on the ground in Vietnam and the
other countries of Indochina was restructured by the military
leadership of the Pacific Command.

I understand that the DPMO has recently released the results of its
comprehensive review of specific cases and that their assessment
will be a topic of discussion today. As a former expert still
dedicated to a successful resolution of the POW/MIA issue I have
responded to requests made to me by the MIA family member
organizations concerning this comprehensive review, I am currently
in the process of conducting an independent review of many of these
same cases. With your permission, and in the interests of brevity,
I would like to enter into the record the results of my effort on
three such cases. If after reviewing these assessments your
Committee feels that additional cases will be helpful, I will make
every effort to provide them to you.

Again Mr Chairman, thank you and the members of your Committee for
this opportunity to share my views on this important issue. The
work of your Committee can bring relief to many MIA families and at
the same time restore the confidence of America's fighting men in
our government's ability to meet the needs of their families should
they fail to return from future wars.
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Mr. DORNAN. If I were a lawyer, and I am not, if I were in a
courtroom, and I am not, I would call a side bar, but that means
they come to the bench. I don't know what to call this, but I want-
ed to ask Carol Hrdlicka a couple of questions in the middle of your
testimony. Let's do it.

Have you ever heard this type of verification, Carol, slide that
microphone over, of the mortician?
Ms. Hrdlicka. Well, I know Jane Duke Gaylor, and I know this

whole case very well. And I mean to me, it looks like her son when
you compare the pictures.

Mr. DORNAN. I meant more on the mortician itself. When did you
first learn of this mortician? Remember in the twin room to this

on what was then called Foreign Afiairs, Lester Wolf, who I just
bumped into on the House floor visiting and I haven't seen in a
couple years? I mentioned his name this morning; and since the
room was similar to this, it would have been over in this section
here, unfortunately surrounded by screens. He was wearing a mo-
torcycle helmet with a shield that came up and down. It was just
all too theatrical, almost humorous. Unfortunately, his testimony
was deadly serious. And that is why it was too bad I didn't criticize

it at the time, but I didn't realize that some news media people
would make fun of it, but this is—this is one of those things that
has to do with the family, forget about respect, just trust of some
kind, and credibility about people working the problem.
You have always had, I don't want to put words in your mouth,

but ultimate respect for Bill Bell, and he was credible when he was
in Hanoi. Have you ever gone to Hanoi yourself?
Ms. Hrdlicka. Yes; I went there.

Mr. DORNAN. And was Mr. Bell there when you went?
Ms. Hrdlicka. No; it was just last spring I went.
Mr. DORNAN. Right. But again, one of the problems I have had

with this issue is I remember saying in 1979 and 1980, that every-
body chosen to work on this problem, I don't know, if Anne Mills
Griffiths were here, she would remember this, I said it more than
once, should have a Sherlock Holmes personality. Do you remem-
ber my sajdng that?
Ms. Hrdlicka. Correct.
Mr. Dornan. That they should be innately curious and always

giving the benefit of the doubt as they talk to Dr. Watson to say,

but wait a minute, could it be this?

And the other one, I don't remember exactly what I call it, the
brother factor, that you had to pretend like a Stanislavsky actor
that your beloved kid brother was a discrepancy case, you had to

give an almost passionate belief that that is my son there, that is

my brother there, and that is my dad there, and that if you could
do that, and then have this natural, I remember saying Hercules
Poirot, because he was on television. Orient Express type or Sher-
lock Holmes, that that would be the combination we were seeking.
And I almost thought that Bill Bell fit that mold, and maybe some
of our analysts, which we will find out later. But this is the good
way to approach something like this.

So just to come back to you as a family member, if the mortician
is, and the current word that I never heard of in this period, is vet-

ted, background checked, I always thought we said given a FBI
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check, vetted them, which has been maddening for the Clinton ad-

ministration, especially their younger people, drug checks, all of

that, they still don't seem to have vetted people, the way they were
losing three U.S. Attorney Greneral appointments in a row. But if

he was vetted and he was what he said he was, and everything else

jived, I have never heard this story of a B-52 navigator still in his

seat on the roof of, what, a trolley repair facility?

Mr. Bell. A streetcar repair facility.

Mr. DORNAN. Streetcar repair facility.

And all of that makes sense. Why would he suddenly be de-

bunked or ridiculed when it comes to this man? And I can remem-
ber him vividly, he is in his eighties now, this was 6 to 8 years ago,

saying, by the way, I saw three Americans, Caucasians, he is not
Vietnamese himself, he is ethnic Chinese; he knows different back-
grounds, that I saw three Americans. Why wouldn't that be an un-
solved valid live-sighting case? So you would agree with that,

Carol
Ms. Hrdlicka. Yes.
Mr. DORNAN [continuing]. That this man probably was telling the

truth?
Ms. Hrdlicka. Correct.

The other thing I would just add to that is that you have to re-

member that he, the mortician, said that he put men—preserved
their bones and put them in cases. Where are all of those men?
There were over 400 men put in a warehouse. So when they tell

you that they got 168 remains, ask them what are the remains. Are
there bone fragments? Is that a tooth? Is that full skeletal re-

mains? Because we do not have all of the remains out of that ware-
house yet.

Mr. DORNAN. See, I believe Ron Dodge came out of that ware-
house, so it is a difference between 400 down to what? And that
is what I think Mr, Bell is an expert on. So please continue, Bill.

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. The number of remains has been hard to pin-

point more recently. I know at the time when the mortician testi-

fied in Congress, he said he processed some 452 remains. I think
that figure was further down to like 250 at one point
The Chairman. What was it when you left Hanoi?
Mr. Bell [continuing]. That we are certain of.

Mr. DORNAN. What was it when you left Hanoi?
Mr. Bell. When I left Hanoi, the testimony that I gave before

that was raised in the last hearing, citing me as having said that
there is no warehouse in Hanoi, I did in fact say that I did not
know of any warehouse in Hanoi today. And that is true. I don't

know about a warehouse in Hanoi today.
The number of remains that the Vietnamese had turned back to

us as of the time that I left Hanoi was somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of 450 remains. I think it was 444, and it went to 458.
And the point that I was trying to make on the Vietnamese strat-

egy was that when the mortician came out, the Vietnamese policy
and their doctrine, their line at the time was, and until recently
has been, that we have absolutely no remains of your men. Any
time we find remains, because we consider this a humanitarian
issue, we will give you those remains back right away.
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Now the mortician came out and he said, we have had a program
in place since 1964 where we have been warehousing and catalog-

ing and photographing and putting numbers and cards. And, of
course, we got remains back from the Vietnamese where a man
would have two teeth from another man, who was lost 100 miles
away in a different incident. So we knew that warehousing was
going on. We strongly suspected it even before the mortician came
out. But the mortician said that he processed 452 remains. The Vi-
etnamese said he is lying, he is a fabricator, don't believe him. But
after a period of time, they came to the conclusion that we really

believed this individual and everything that he said checked out.

So they had to change their modus operandi and give us 450 re-

mains back. And once they gave us the amount of remains, ap-
proximating that testified to by the mortician, then they came out
and said, yes, we were warehousing remains, but now we don't do
it any more.
Mr. DORNAN. And?
Mr. Bell. The problem is, the number of remains they gave us

back, even though it approximates what the mortician said, only
half of those remains, approximately, are American remains. The
rest are Asian remains. And out of all the remains we have gotten
back so far, only 60 percent actually show signs of warehousing
and storage. Unless that figure has gone up more recently, I don't
think we have had any more warehouse remains in the last 2 or
3 years. During the Bush administration, like 1986, for example,
we got a great number.
Mr. DORNAN. How about Reagan?
Mr. Bell. Reagan administration, we got seems like 145 and

most of those were warehoused. And we have another source who
was a defector, he defected to the U.S. side during the war years.

After the Communists took over in 1975, because he had de-
fected, they arrested him. They put him out in a prison called Bot
Bot where Arlo Gaye and other people were held. I think Garwood
was there at one time. This individual climbed over a fence while
he was being held and he entered a building. He saw remains on
shelves, stored in plastic bags, and U.S. Air Force flight suits hang-
ing up. He estimated the number of remains he saw at 600 re-

mains.
Mr. DORNAN. How do we check and verify his credibility?

Mr. Bell. Well, we have tried. I mean, he passed a polygraph
and further adding ability to his testimony, CILHI, the Central
Identification Laboratory, received remains back with plastic ad-
hered to those remains, the same type clear plastic that the man
described.

Mr. DORNAN. You see, that is the Sherlock Holmes moment.
Mr. Bell. I went to that prison on a live-sighting investigation

with one of the live-sighting investigators from DPMO; I accom-
panied him out there, and I went to that building that the man de-
scribed and when we interviewed him and the JCR
Mr. DORNAN. Just 1 second. Vis-a-vis Senator Smith's testimony

about reversing maps and descriptive maps, when you went to that
building, his description of the lay of the land and the buildings
matched?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
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Mr. DORNAN. Perfectly?

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. The building where he said the remains were
being stored, which had a high fence around it and so forth, but
the building had been repainted and completely cleaned out by the
time we were there. And we are talking several years difference.

But I think the mortician, his testimony is good. I think the sur-

vey that the Joint Casualty Resolution Center compiled saying
1,485 remains would be possible, you know, based on their priority

system. And the DIA record and remains brief, I think that is a
valid document.

I don't know why both of those are being discounted now. I sus-

pect that the reason they are being discounted is because someone
in our Government does not want a yardstick to measure progress.

They want to be able to say absolutely superb and prodigious and
unprecedented and soforth, without having to back that up.

I think the Vietnamese at one point thought we were serious on
this issue. And we were getting back discrepancy cases, last known
live cases with identifiable remains, rather than just a tooth. But
we went to the Vietnamese and we gave them briefings and we
took a man over there who was an odontologist, forensic odontolo-

gist, and we told them on several occasions that we have a man
here that can identify things on one tooth. And I think the Viet-

namese took that as a hint.

I recommended at the time that we do not continue to do that.

We should make them aware of the fact that we have a certain ca-

pability. I am concerned now that when we get into DNA, the Viet-

namese might take DNA as a hint. But I don't think we should
really stress that too much with the Vietnamese, about the one
tooth and the DNA identifications.

When I met with the Vietnamese out in the field, on field inves-

tigations, interviews, and so forth, I tried to explain it to the Viet-

namese like an investigation in our eyes is we want the live man
back, we want his identifiable remains back, or we want a logical

explanation as to why we can't have one of those two.
And if you take that logical explanation like a table with four

legs, on one leg over here you have got partial remains and we may
or may not be able to identify them, on the other leg you have what
is known to us already in American files from American witnesses,

such as the wing man or an American witness who was there and
is already in our records. Then you have your circumstantial evi-

dence which comes from witness testimony. Added to that, you
have material evidence which may be the data plate from the air-

craft or something that can identify that specific aircraft. But all

of those will hold the table up. If you take one of those away, the
table will still stand. If you remove two of those, the table will fall.

And that may not be a perfect way to do it, but in dealing with
people in rural areas who don't really understand our system, I

think that got the message across to them. And we were in the
process of making some more progress on many of those cases.

Mr. DORNAN. Because I had said earlier that General Wold is

staying, and I used the word "dutifully, taking notes," here is one
of the problems, and I could tell I was getting under Secretary
Lord's skin, lecturing someone who is an expert on communism
about communism. But the one thing all Communists do is lie. The
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one thing all aggressors do is lie. The Bosnian Serbs lied about the

two French pilots, told rotten lies, created a false story they were
kidnaped, which led us to believe they were murdered, leaked out

that they were even executed, put that in our face on September
10. And it turned out they were fairly well taken care of and except

for not treating a broken leg, broken foot for the backseater, that

will have to be worked on. Typical for Vietnam, they were lying.

Now, here is a Perry Mason moment that is too good to be true.

Suppose the mortician had been a younger man, not a middle-aged
mortician, which puts him in his eighties now. Suppose he had
been a young mortician, and that he was 10 years younger than
I am now, and he was a U.S. citizen now, and I as a U.S. Congress-

man could put him on my staff. And suppose I got permission from
Mr. Floyd Spence to let him travel with me to Hanoi, and suppose
they missed his background and his name at their Embassy, be-

cause they are overwhelmed with visas, not so overwhelmed they
cannot stamp, what is it, da huy, cancel, cancel, cancel.

We were going back around July 4, imagine Bob Dornan spend-
ing July 4 in Saigon watching Senator Tom Harkin cry and hug the

terrorist that he had released from Conson Prison 25 years ago, all

at taxpayers' expense to the tune of $420,000. I am glad I turned
back my per diem. But suppose I showed up in Hanoi in February
and I am sitting with these people that General Wold negotiated

with and I said, excuse me, see this man right here, 50 years of

age, he is the mortician, what are you going to tell me, he is a liar?

He has passed polygraph tests. He is now an American citizen, and
he is going home with me, but right now I want you to tell him.
What do they do? Get up and walk out of the room? Do what

happened when Ambassador Adlai Stevenson at the United Na-
tions said to the Communist Ambassador, who still says he is a
loyal Communist today, on "60 Minutes" within the year, said that

he yearns for the old days of Stalin times, and said I will wait here

until hell freezes over. Here are the pictures of your missile sites

in Cuba, and they are lying and they get caught and they go frozen

faced? These are the kind of Perry Mason moments I am looking

for. If they won't come around with advocacy lawyer questioning,

General Wold, then we may have to trap them. And they will get

this transcript and read it, so that opportunity is not going to come.
They are getting sophisticated about how to work Capitol Hill.

But this mortician, because I tried to send Mr. Santoli down
there—I think you were going to go, weren't you, Mr. Bell, to Geor-
gia to interview him again? We have his transcripts from 1979. But
why do all this to an 82-year-old man if he is believable and credi-

ble? We have got the evidence. So again, it is in my mind that this

is a valid source. So when he says he has a live-sighting, he is dif-

ferent than your original Chieu Hoi or a person sajdng this is a
live-sighting. I am surprised at him coming over to our side, that

he wasn't one of the 68,000 executed in 1975, 1976, and 1977. Actu-
ally 1975 and early 1976.
Please proceed.
Mr. Bell. On the mortician, I think the mortician plus the other

gentleman who saw those remains, passed a polygraph and had
several other items that checked out, I think between the two of
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those, and some other sources who saw smaller numbers of re-

mains, I think we can say that there definitely was a warehouse.
We have aerial photography of a cordoned area in the back of

number 17 Le Nam De prison camp where they had wooden posts

and tar paper. And according to the mortician, that is where they
were doing the remains processing. And we can see that in photos.

So, you know they still have a warehouse, but it is not in Hanoi.
I don't know where it is. I think it is probably out at the Dai Phuc
airfield where their Forensic Science Institute is.

The Chairman. And if they read this transcript over at the Com-
munist Embassy in the next few weeks, they will move it from that

airfield. Because this is, in their culture, what they think is plau-

sible deniability, like President Eisenhower over the U-2 crash,

with Francis Gary Powers.
This is so frustrating, but I am going to press Warren and our

other analysts later today. We have got to nail down this mortician
with something other than the arithmetic reduction of the number
through a shell game until we come up with about 20, dump it in

their lap, and then, as General Wold cautioned us, wait for a long,

long time, for I noticed you all nodding when he said that. And we
are friends now, so I can be tough on him. As the Secretary said,

isn't America great, that we can differ over Mr. Clinton that way.
So we are going to work this out. We are going to not let go of

this until we get some answers so the families feel we have ex-

hausted everything in the fullest way. And it may take another
President, it may not. We will see.

Go ahead, Mr. Bell.

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. I was going to summarize my opinion on the
investigations by saying that we need to investigate these cases in

the same manner as we would in Australia or Canada or England,
with the lone exception being that we would not presume coopera-
tion on the part of the authorities due to the long record of manipu-
lation and deception.
Other than that, I think good, thorough investigations will bring

results if we have patience, and the investigators don't have some-
one in the Washington level undercutting their position. If we back
those investigators up—when we worked in the field when I was
there, for example, if we went into a city or were going to a city

that we had never been to before, and in many cases no Americans
had ever been to that particular area of Vietnam before, we would
go to a refugee camp and find people who used to live there, and
we would have them draw us sketches, where is the museum,
where is the military headquarters, where is the guest house, all

the streets, and so forth. And we would be prepared when we got

to that area for the first time and then we would ask the Vietnam-
ese, we would like to visit your museum and check your archives.

And we first began doing this back in 1988 up in the northwestern
area, up almost to the Lao border. And the Vietnamese, of course,

would say, we don't even have a museum. And at noontime or
when the Vietnamese were down for their siesta, the next thing
you know we are down at the museum, sidle up to one of the em-
ployees and say, you have a very beautiful museum here, we sure
would like to see it, and the next thing you know, we are being in-

vited in for some tea and 30 minutes later we are in the archives
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taking pictures and photographs. And, of course, later the Vietnam-
ese would give us more photographs of dead pilots on the ground
and so forth. But we had to really show them that we were inter-

ested and really trying to get in there. Otherwise, we never would
have gotten into those museums.
And the people who are there now are going to have to do that,

and someone is going to have to back them up. Because if you have
someone over there who stays on the Vietnamese and he is thrown
out of there, or P&G'd or whatever, they need to tell the Vietnam-
ese before he even starts, that if you throw him out, we are just

going to put another one in there that is worse. And that is the
only way you can do it.

Because now you have millions of dollars going into a bank ac-

count which is going only to a small number of people of high level

cadre, and as long as we are paying just a few high level Com-
munist cadre millions of dollars, we are never going to get any-
where in this issue. That is common sense to me. We should never
have started doing that.

We are excavating crash sites that we know that the Vietnamese
have already excavated. We have no shortage of refugee interviews
where crews have gone in with power equipment and diamond-
blade saws and metal test analysis kits and contracted with the
local administrations of villages and districts and taken all of that

metal out of there. The only thing that we might find now over
there occasionally is a site that has been preserved only for the
press, press interest. Other than that, what the Vietnamese profes-

sionals didn't excavate at the time of the incident, and I think I

saw photographs here this morning of the intelligence teams re-

garding the data plates and collecting all the data, and everything
that was there is gone except for just a few little scraps. And if we
pay $54 million a year to go back and dig into those little piles of

scraps that are left, that goes to a Communist Party elite in Hanoi;
it doesn't mean we are going to have a very bright future in this

issue.

Mr. DORNAN. Did you testify in the Senate along these lines?

Mr. Bell. I touched upon the subject. I am not sure if I got that

much detail. Depended probably on what question I was asked.

Mr. DoRNAN. Pause just 1 second, Mr. Bell.

Do you know, just by nodding, did Mr. Bell get into this much
detail in the Senate?
Mr. Carluccio. No, sir, he did not.

Mr. Dornan. It was not a friendly atmosphere, except for Bob
Smith.
Mr. Carluccio. It certainly wasn't his fault, time constraints. It

was the last hearing, he testified; I think he was cut off on a few
occasions.

Mr. Dornan. For the recorder, because she probably wouldn't

hear you, time restraints, Mr. Bell was cut off.

Mr. Bell. I was cut oft, one thing, on the underground facilities.

I know the people from the DPMO testified it would be impossible

to have underground facilities because of the water table and some
of them had ridden their bicycles around and were sure that there

were no such facilities. Of course I had already seen the analysis

of the photographs of the area where it was proven that there were

35-210 - 96 - 6
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underground facilities. I had already, with my own eyes, seen air

vents growing out of hedges and flower beds.

Mr. DORNAN. Air vents several feet across.

Mr. Bell. Good size air vents. The type of air vents that you see
spaced out where you know something is linear underneath the
ground.
And I think the chairman of the select committee at that time

made the comment that they wouldn't need any underground facili-

ties because the war had been over for 20 years. And the first thing
I thought of at that time was, you know, we have never had a
bomb dropped on the mainland United States but if the President
had a Cabinet level meeting tomorrow, I am sure that there would
be some kind of shelter nearby for people to go. I mean that is

just
Mr. DoRNAN. Weather Mountain, it is not classified any more.
Mr. Bell. I am sure that is the same in every country, but there

definitely are underground facilities all over Hanoi.
Mr. DORNAN. I have never been on the list to get helicoptered out

there. Come to think of it, now that I am the chairman of two sub-
committees, I am still not on the list to get helicoptered out to any
of these big underground facilities. Maybe Mr. Pickett is; I doubt
it. I visited them as a member of the Intelligence Committee and
they were extensive, with lots of food stored and everything. I

guess they have fallen into disuse now since the Berlin Wall came
down.
But see if I may say so, this is part of the tension between the

families and the analysts and the teams. And I would just rec-

ommend to our witnesses coming up that they try to develop the
level of respect and collegiality that the families had with you. I

am impressed with you.
Mr. Bell. Sir, I pointed out some things in my statement here

that I get from family members when they call me. A lot of times
they will call to have me look up things or they don't understand
Vietnamese language or they don't understand an area of Vietnam,
Laos, or whatever.
The Chairman. You not only speak fluent Vietnamese, but Lao-

tian?
Mr. Bell. Pretty good in Laos.
Mr. DORNAN. So family members still write to you?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir, and call. But what they have been concerned

about lately is the pace of normalization. And they read stories

about this Commerce Secretary and $700,000 bribe, and then you
see the stories in the paper. This creates a lot of suspicion. And
then stories that the Special Emissary for POW/MIA is on the
board of directors for a major airline hauling refugees out of Viet-

nam on the ODP Program and trying to get air routes into Viet-

nam. And the president—the chairman of the board of the United
States-Vietnam Trade Council is an ambassador who sen/ed as
Ambassador in Laos when most of their relatives became missing,
and now he is the chairman of the trade council doing business
with them for profit.

And you mentioned Ms. Frances Zwenig this morning. She was
chief of stafi" of the Senate select committee. Now she is the vice

president of this trade council.
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Mr. DORNAN. Pause right there.

Mr. Bell. It just goes on and on and on.

Mr. DoRNAN. Right.
All my analysts coming up, and Greneral Wold, don't you under-

stand how offensive this is to these families, that Frances Zwenig
is in profit now with the Vietnamese and she was the chief of staff

of the subcommittee under Kerry, who was demonstrating for

Hanoi when I was demonstrating against Hanoi as early as 1971,
April 23, to be exact?
This is hurtful to the families. And she didn't spend a few

months under Madeleine Albright at the United Nations.
And then in my other capacity, I have to suffer people at the

State Department giving top secret documents to the United Na-
tions.

And then I am the first, only, and last Congressman to go over
to Mogadishu—excuse me, my friend Jack Murtha was there a day
before me, had a beautiful gulf stream to fly him down to spend
a couple hours on the ground in Mogadishu. I hitchhiked down on
a C-5, got a helicopter with General Garrison, flew over the miss-
ing-in-action sites, and took better Nikon photography than Time,
Newsweek, or U.S. News, and put it on the House floor, and had
the families call me and buildup a trust relationship.

We cannot have—we cannot leave this issue in the hands of the
Francis Zwenigs of the world, or Tom Harkin or John Kerry, who
worked with me wonderfully and used you to their end to end this

issue, so we could press on with the people that they admired, the
friends of Fidel Castro in Hanoi. We have got to bring this to some
sort of honorable resolution. And something breaks down and I am
confused by you earthlings that don't understand why the family
members are so torn up by this.

So if I go to Vietnam, would you function as my translator?

Would you come to

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir, I would be happy.
Mr. DoRNAN. Come with me as we almost did a year ago? No,

it was last July 4, yes, last July 4.

Mr. Bell. One important point, I don't know if a lot of the people

have picked up on, but back when we started the road map process

and the move toward normalization, or began to talk seriously

about it, many of the cadre who were involved in the exploitation

of American personnel, such as the military proselytizing element,

responsible not only for the exploitation of the personnel them-
selves but for propaganda and dealing with antiwar groups by Cora
Weiss and so forth, basically trying to use the issue to influence

public opinion, many of those people were transferred over to eco-

nomic development. And they are the people now, these capitalists

now are the same people who dealt with these proselytizing activi-

ties, are now in the oil and gas commission and the economic devel-

opment commission of cities, and they are the people who are meet-
ing with our business community.
Mr. DoRNAN. You see. General Wold, this is sinful. I remember

the year 1971, or 1972, I was in New York. I went to Eighth Ave-
nue, Cora Weiss' address. The door was open; I slipped in; I went
upstairs. She was all alone. She knew who I was from television

appearances, and here she was in kind of an afternoon slanted
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light through the New York windows there, putting mail into mail
slots.

She turned around, saw me, was frightened at first. I said, "No
harm here. I just wanted to meet you and ask you what gave you
the right to psychologically torture our families and touch their sa-

cred mail."

She said, "You have no right to question. We are the war crimi-

nals in Vietnam." I said, "No, you are a criminal, Cora. You are a
criminal."

Did you ever get any mail, Carol? It is Laos. Did you ever get
any mail manipulated by her? Most of the POW's I talked to did.

And that is why this history—thank God Winston Lord isn't here
to hear that I know more than he does about what was going on
when he was at a lofty level with Henry Kissinger when what was
happening down at the street level with Jane Fonda and this crimi-

nal manipulation of our heroes, some of whom were beaten to

death in prison.

I saw you gulp. General Wold, when I described the beatings by
the three Cubans of Maj. Earl Cobayle, because he was an Air
Force brother of yours and a contemporary. Where are all these
people that manipulated that program?
One more story. An Attorney General of the United States under

Camelot, John F. Kennedy, Ramsey Clark, comes on my television

show and tells me that our prisoners were comfortable, well taken
care of. Here are the radio tapes, and they were all sitting around
a table perfectly free to say whatever they wanted. Within months
it was over; they were home.

I went to Westwood. They were going up to a party at Ronald
Reagan's house when he was Governor, and I asked some of them
who were in the room—I had their names—what was that scene
like? They said there were men with rifles circling around behind
them with the rifles at port arms watching them under a total con-
trol Communist intimidation scene. And Ramsey Clark, of Tehran
fame, dared to say, without telling me, that these men were all free

to speak any way they wanted. And that was as late as 1972. That
was the summer of 1972 when they were driving this propaganda
process.

Now these English-speaking experts were majors or captains or
lieutenant colonels. Aren't they brigadier generals or civilian assist-

ant deputy secretaries of something today? Do you see people that
would tell you in Hanoi, "Oh, yeah, I remember the prisoners well.

We would bring them down to this hotel here, give them the first

candies and bananas and oranges that they have had in years and
then photograph them for the American public and to help Cora
Weiss break the back of the U.S. Congress on support for our effort

in Indochina."
Did you ever meet any of these people who rose in rank in the

Communist government?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. Yes, sir. They are still there today. I mean

the central committee hasn't changed much, and the Politbureau,
they don't have much of a freshman class in the Communist Party.
Mr. DORNAN. General Wold, this is what you are dealing with,

the people who drove an excellent propaganda operation, Lenin
style, and did an excellent job.
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You can't believe the hypocrisy on the House floor last night of

people who reversed their exact sentences on Desert Storm, and
two of them who got up who were pro Hanoi, not Joan Baez peace
workers, pro Hanoi college demonstrators, suddenly getting up
talking about supporting the troops in Vietnam. Sam Johnson men-
tioned to me once, this is enough to make you vomit, to see this

hypocrisy on the House floor last night. Unbelievable.
Mr. Bell, if you want to wrap up, I want to get to

Mr. Bell. They have had some retirements, Mr. Chairman. They
have had some retirements.

Lt. Gen. Tren Van Quand, the alleged author of the trouble five

document, who is the former head of the proselj^izing department
and political commissar, has been moved over as head of the na-
tional veterans organizations to work with the VFW and American
Legion VBA.
Mr. DORNAN. That requires a slowdown before we go to the wit-

nesses. The man who was head of political proselytizing, like a
king cobra seducing American leftists and pro-Communists, has
now been moved over to welcome our VFW and American Legion
people coming back to heal the wounds of war and embrace these
people who whipped them in agitprop during the war.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. What is his name?
Mr. Bell. Tren Van Quand, Q-U-A-N-D.
Mr. DORNAN. If we go over there, let's try and meet him as we

follow the footsteps of our distinguished men going over there to

get final and full resolution.

Carol, General Wold called me in a very respectful manner and
asked me to please not release the analysis documents that he had
given me to family members. He was properly concerned that the
box of hundreds of remains he had brought over, respecting my re-

quest, that we might be releasing them pell-mell. I said I was sure
it was only a handful of cases that Al Santoli, who the families

trusted, three Purple Hearts before his 19th birthday, all separate
incidents, and had written beautiful oral history books maintaining
the dignity of our veterans and good company commanders like the

Secretary, No. 2 man at Veterans' Affairs.

But you were one of the cases, and I told General Wold, "Look,

my wife and I and Carol played bridge together; I flew with her
husband, David; he was my wing man. I gave him his night check-

out in a T-bird and showed him what Beverly Hills and Los Ange-
les looked like by night from the air."

He said, "I know; I am in a fighter squadron. We were close. We
worked out at the gym together, altar boys together. We both de-

cided—everybody ought to hear this; it is true—^both decided we
ought to come back for communion with our hands like a little

altar boy. I told David this story years ago because the enlisted

men thought we were the pro football players on that base. We
were the quarterbacks. Everybody on that base, from the doctors

and the engineers and the F-lOO simulator, the best in the world,

to the tickettaker at the base theater, they all were there to do one
thing—launch us into the sky in the world's greatest and first in

level flight supersonic fighters. So we were close to David."
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I didn't go into all of that with General Wold, but I said Carol

is a friend; of course I am going to give Carol Hrdlicka the docu-

ments and ask, "what does this look like to you? what have you
been given?"

So that is the prolog to my question. What did those docu-

ments—and some of the other 10 or so family members, for exam-
ple, brothers, sons, have made copious notations in the margins of

the documents, and we provided them to the general, saying, "I

never saw this before. Where is this? Here is what is missing.

What does this mean?"
And this should have been done two decades ago, 20 years ago.

That is what is frustrating to this Member and former Air Force
fighter pilot. So tell me what you thought of the documents that

we sent to you that General Wold's office gave to me.

STATEMENT OF CAROL HRDLICKA, POW/MLV FAMILY
MEMBER, WIFE OF CAPT. DAVID HRDLICKA, USAF

Ms. Hrdlicka. Would you like me to just make my statement?
Mr. DORNAN. Go ahead. I have your statement right in front of

me. Read it, and I will follow along.

Ms. Hrdlicka. Like you would do a case.

Mr. DORNAN. Yes.
Ms. Hrdlicka. I will update everybody on David's background,

and I would like to thank Mr. Chairman and the committee for

having me here again today. I will just briefly outline David's case

to you, because he was a well documented POW.
David was
Mr. Dornan. General Wold is going to track you, so this will be

helpful for him, too, and his experts. And this B-52 pilot, who I can
read his body language, is learning something that he didn't know
from this testimony this morning, and it is an historical experience
for him.
Ms. Hrdlicka. Well, the facts are that David was a known POW

from the moment that he was shot down and lost his freedom May
18, 1965, in Laos, was photographed upon capture, and that photo-

graph was widely circulated.

David wrote a letter to the prince, who—I am going to murder
his name—Prince Souphanouvong, asking for his release in 1966.

David's capture picture appeared in the Hanoi publication Quan
Doi Nhan Dan. This photo also appeared in the Soviet newspaper
Pravda on August 31, 1966.

On May 5, 1967, a Laotian representative admitted that David
Hrdlicka had been captured. Lao Communist officials claimed that

United States pilots did not have legal status as prisoners of war
because there was no declaration of war. Therefore, their acts were
criminal.

I have a document
Mr. Dornan. Carol, precisely what the Bosnian Serbs said about

the French pilots—criminals.
Ms. Hrdlicka. What is going to happen here is, you are going

to have the same thing in Bosnia. The pilots that are shot down
are going to be considered criminals, not prisoners. So you are
going to have some more problems.
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Mr. DORNAN. I don't think we are going to have anybody shot
down, but we may have a helicopter force land, and we may have
a man kidnaped on a patrol, and depending on which group or
spin-off of a group it is, we are right back to Averell Harriman pat-
ting his pocket. David was one of the cases. And he said, "I am tak-
ing care of this matter right here." And I, as a reservist, was told

they were not prisoners, they are detained by a hostile power. That
is the first way David was described to you.
Ms. Hrdlicka. Correct, detained.
A Russian correspondent by the name of Ivan Shchedrov talked

to David in captivity.

Mr. DORNAN. Never heard this.

Ms. Hrdlicka. Well, he did.

So as you can see, David was in the prison system and he was
well documented; and I doubt very seriously that the Pathet Lao
does not know or does not know what happened to David Hrdlicka
or that they just lost him.

In a February 1994 memo, which I have a copy of here—and I

am going to have all these documents put into the record, please,
Colonel Schlatter
Mr. DoRNAN. Is that Joe Schlatter?
Ms. Hrdlicka. Yes—^finally admits that report TDCS, that I

have here that was in David's file, no longer can be correlated to

David, yet this file is still included in the comprehensive review.
In my opinion, the comprehensive review is nothing more than

the same DIA case that they have always had. They have used the
same reports, and it is just a continuation.
And then there is another report that is TDCS314, so on, so

forth

Mr. DORNAN. Right.

Ms. Hrdlicka [continuing]. That shows Mr. Charles
Trowbridge's signature as the analyst at the bottom of this report
in 1966.

Mr. DoRNAN. This is what I brought from the general at his of-

fice with his PR man and the aforementioned Air Force lieutenant
colonel; it is just mindboggling to me that Charles Trowbridge over
the years seemed like a nice man to me. How he could homestead

—

is the military word I use—for almost three decades in the same
job, given all the vagaries of life, changing positions, it is just stag-

gering to me. I never heard of such a thing. And then I heard that

Paul Mather is back in the loop.

Ms. Hrdlicka. Exactly.

Mr. DoRNAN. I know he sent a book to my chief of staff, and I

always thought he was a nice man and totally unsuited by person-
ality to be in the key job that he was in, and that was back in

Bangkok in 1978 and again in 1979.

I said to him, "Paul, in your heart of hearts, fellow Air Force offi-

cer, do you believe we left anybody alive behind? Is it a possibil-

ity?" "No," he said to me. I said, "I love you, but you shouldn't be
in this job at all." And he is back in the loop. What is going on,

folks?

Ms. Hrdlicka. They retire, and then they hire them back as
civil.
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Mr. DORNAN. And that is what I guess happened with Paul
Mather. Totally nice man. Had breakfast, lunch, and dinner with
him in the summer—no, the winter of 1978, 1979, right after

Christmas.
Go ahead.
Ms. Hrdlicka. I just want to point out on these reports, because

I would just like to have you see a few examples of how things are
done. After these reports had been in my files for years, I finally

got a shoot-down date. I don't know how you call it—chronological,

shoot-down list.

Mr. DoRNAN. When did you get this?

Ms. Hrdlicka. Pardon?
Mr. Dornan. When did you get this?

Ms. Hrdlicka. This was a couple years ago. I sent these very
same documents then to Colonel Caswell, who was in the DIA at

the time. After I sent them these documents with the shoot-down
dates matching these documents, then finally they admitted to me
that these documents don't correlate to David Hrdlicka. But they
are still in my comprehensive review.

Now I ask you, why? There were nine shoot-downs on this one.

Did they go and check to see if any one of these other nine men
fit this report? They just correlated it to David.
Mr. Dornan. Nine shoot-downs.
Ms. Hrdlicka. There were nine shoot-downs in June 1966; there

were nine shoot-downs, yet they took this report.

Mr. Dornan. Oh, I see.

Ms. Hrdlicka. This report says June 1966. David was shot down
in 1965, but they correlated this to David Hrdlicka. Now that is the
way they do the cases. This shouldn't even be in my file.

Mr. Dornan. I am surprised there were nine shoot-downs in

Laos. I would think 1966 we were close to McDaniel's period, who
was with us earlier visiting. I can't believe there was that much
activity in the so-called secret war a year and a month after David
was shot down.
Ms. Hrdlicka. You see, there is a real good reason for that, be-

cause there are nine men now that never made it on an MIA list.

This report went to David Hrdlicka, and there are nine men shot
down.
Mr. Dornan. You think that disposed of it, so one of those nine

men was not considered last known alive?

Ms. Hrdlicka. Right.
Mr. Dornan. Or possibly alive in the June 1966 period.

Ms. Hrdlicka. Every report that they have correlated to David
is another man.
Mr. Dornan. I see. They might all be separate.
Ms. Hrdlicka. That is correct.

Mr. Dornan. Continue your analysis. Nine shoot-downs, June
1966.

Ms. Hrdlicka. They keep trying to make this one document fit

David Hrdlicka, and in my estimation what they are doing is wast-
ing the taxpayers' money and resources in trying to make reports
fit David that just obviously do not fit David.
Mr. Dornan. Why did you ask about the three sons?
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Ms. Hrdlicka. Because in here they said that this man has
three sons, so I am just pointing out, well, the date is wrong, the
children are wrong, and he died of malaria. Well, they wanted to

use this date for David's death, I am sure, so they correlated this.

Well, David doesn't have three sons; David has two sons. What
I am saying is, when you have got nine shootdowns, mean if you
were doing the Sherlock Holmes thing, wouldn't you go and look on
the shoot-down list to see if this guy had three sons or did this guy
have three sons?
Mr. DORNAN. Charles Shelton was shot down on his 33d birth-

day, April 29, 20 days—or 18 days ahead of David.
Ms. Hrdlicka. It could fit, but the date is wrong.
Mr. DORNAN. I mean did you ever talk to Mrs. Shelton before she

went to heaven?
Ms. Hrdlicka. No.
Mr. Dornan. To find out if any documents popped up in her

files?

Ms. Hrdlicka. Oh, yes. See, we have similar documents, but the
thing is that until I received this list of shoot-downs, I couldn't tell

who was shot down in June. I got this list

Mr. Dornan. Of course not.

Ms. Hrdlicka. Then I found out. So then I sent these documents
up to them, and they said, "Oh, gosh, gee, Carol, you are right; this

doesn't fit David Hrdlicka." So I consider this is incompetence in

the Government, and I consider that it goes clear up to the White
House.

It is inconceivable—I beg your pardon—to me it is conceivable

that these officials know these facts but they are concocting their

own scenarios rather than giving us the truth; and the evidence
shows that the agencies have tracked POWs for years, and if

Charles Trowbridge was doing this kind of analyzing in a civilian

community he would be fired.

Mr. Dornan. I don't want to compound your problem, but when
the hostages were held in Lebanon and before I went over there on
that aforementioned trip to meet on my own instigation with Hafiz

Asad, who is back in the news because he is holding up the Middle
East peace process, I went over, and they had created a time line

with excellent intelligence tracking the hostages, including a man
who became my friend later, David Jacobson, working with his two
sons, just as I have with POW wives.

They had tracked so effectively the movement of disparate hos-

tages from building to building, until finally they disappeared up
into the Bekaa Valley; and we lost that initial opportunity to at-

tempt a rescue. I can't believe we didn't do this in the sixties on
Shelton, Hrdlicka, DeBruin, or anybody else, a time line.

One of the things that impressed me about the late Eugene Thai
was he said, "Well, I will have to request some time on the satellite

passing over in that area, and it might take a month."
Obviously it did not have high priority in the seventies in Jimmy

Carter's presidency, and again until Reagan came in, that it should
have had. So precious years, when the trail is only a few years old

instead of 25 years old, are lost.
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Ms. Hrdlicka. The only thing I would say to that is the Laotians

still keep track of whoever they have. They know exactly where
they are. So
Mr. DORNAN. It is not like it is a highly populated country. It is

the lowest population country in Asia.

Ms. Hrdlicka. Right.

The next report that I would like to turn your attention to is

June, 1989, exhibit No. 5. It is dated 1989, and I did not receive

this until 1990. In this letter it states, "I am talking to Colonel

Chaeng, PL commander of the 11th Regiment at Kham Kuet,

Kham Moname Province, suspected of holding D. Hrdlicka and
friends. The outcome of my conversation will be relayed to you
soon."

Now I ask you, if you were an investigator on a case, would you
consider this a good lead to pursue? Instead, time and resources

are wasted trying to make old 1966 and 1968 reports fit David.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me help the reporter spell those two names.
Kham Kuet, K-H-A-M K-U-E-T, comma, of Province K-H-A-M, M-
0-N-A-M-E, Kham Moname Province. She will get your testimony

anjrway. Put the whole testimony in.

All right, press on.

Ms. Hrdlicka. OK. The thing is, why is it that the only thing

these agencies seem to be interested in is finding death? They don't

want to find out what really happened. They want to mark David
Hrdlicka off their list.

In this same report during the Stony Beach interview—Stony
Beach is the investigator for JTF-FA—the Laos sources states that

he had information from Colonel Chaeng through Colonel Boua.
Mr. DORNAN. B-O-U-A.
Ms. Hrdlicka. Had information that Hrdlicka was held in the

Lak Xao vicinity.

Mr. DORNAN. L-A-K X-A-0. Capital X, A-0.
Ms. Hrdlicka. Now, where are the reports that any investigator

went to Lak Xao to investigate? And wouldn't it be interesting to

know what, if any, follow-up had been done on all this information?

Mr. DoRNAN. You have never seen a report on that.

Ms. Hrdlicka. No.
Mr. DORNAN. In David's files.

Ms. Hrdlicka. No. The outcome of the conversation has never
even turned up, although I have Freedom of Informationed it many
times. And I would think that, to me, there is a good deal of infor-

mation here. We have specific names. We have areas.

Where are the reports? Did they talk to any of these individuals?

When we asked Mr. Trowbridge for information on General
Chaeng, he said he couldn't find him. Well, now you know, if he
can't find a general with this much information, then what chance
do we have of him finding any of our men?
And the DIA—Defense Intelligence Agency—knew for years the

correspondent Ivan Shchedrov had talked to David in captivity,

which I put in the packet as No. 6, the letter from Ivan Shchedrov.
Did any official in any agency ever go smd interview Mr.
Shchedrov?
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Mr. DORNAN. Fair question, and I am making a note here. Mr.
Chapla, Mr. Santoli, help me to ask this of our analysts when we
get to them.
Ms. Hrdlicka. After I made a trip to Russia at my own expense,

Mr. Ed Ross complained to Hershel Gober of the Veterans' Affairs
during a briefing about David's case, exhibit number 7, that I did
not share my information with them.
Why should I be expected to share the information that I have

gathered at my expense with an agency that has unlimited re-

sources and should have done the investigation themselves years
ago? This is just another example of how grossly inept the agencies
charged with resolving our cases are.

On September 25, 1985, a Defense Intelligence memo addresses
these very shortcomings. They use such phrases as: "We have
never used or employed some of the most basic _anal3rtical tools."

"There is an element of truth in the allegation that there is a
mind-set to debunk and we will not withstand scrutiny very well."

Mr. DORNAN. Was that some inspector general's reports?
Ms. Hrdlicka. No. That is—now which report?
Mr. DORNAN. Where did that quote you just read come from?
Ms. Hrdlicka. That comes from this Defense Intelligence Agency

memo.
Mr. DORNAN. I am sorry, you said that DIA report. I have it right

here in front of me.
Ms. Hrdlicka. OK. Now, Colonel Peck resigned in 1991, and he

is still addressing the very same problems.
Now, I ask, do you think that these agencies, after 30 years, have

corrected their mistakes when the same people are still conducting
these investigations and that they have now, all of a sudden, be-

come very effective investigative agencies?
In July 1992 I had a meeting with Bob Sheets of the DIA. War-

ren Gray was also there.

Mr. DORNAN. Warren is with us today.
Ms. Hrdlicka. And I had asked them to address the evidence

that they possessed to prove their belief now that David had died.

I don't understand when belief becomes evidence.
I wanted to see any and all documentation that they had in their

possession to prove their case of death. Mr. Sheets brought no doc-

umentation to this meeting. If they had such a strong case that
David had died, why didn't they show me the evidence then?

I had requested to see the evidence on the Walking K, the USA
Walking K, because I was told years ago that anything that came
up in the Sam Nuea area I would be notified of because David was
in that area.

And this is out of the Library of Congress, and it is a picture of

the USA Walking K.
And I wanted to see how that did not correlate to David

Hrdlicka, because that is what they had told me, that it didn't cor-

relate to David. Mr. Sheets at that meeting admitted that there
was no evidence that proved their assumption on either point.

And you might just want to ask Warren Gray what his expla-

nation was of what the Walking K actually was, USA Walking K,
and if there is actually any evidence that it is what he says and
not just hearsay. I would like to see evidence to prove that some
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farm boy went out there and stamped that out in the rice paddy
because at 15 feet high, I don't think that the Laotians would Uke
their rice paddies stomped into the dirt.

Mr. DORNAN. I have to clear up, Carol, whether or not the ana-

lysts for years even knew about all of these pilot-trained intel-

ligence identification systems. I was told recently that long periods

went on where they didn't know about this and it was brought to

their attention way, way after the fact, and then, of course, there

wasn't much sense going back to look at satellite imagery from
years gone by.

Ms. Hrdlicka. I think that that might be somewhat true, that

the analysts were the only ones that could—maybe pick up the sig-

nals. But you know, time after time, these investigators' word is ac-

cepted without any documentation or proof. Their statements don't

even have to match the individual's case. But the committee just

accepts whatever they say.

I have never seen someone say to one of the investigators, now
you go back to your office and you get the documentation that

backs up the statement that you just made and bring it here and
show it to me. And that is what I would like to see.

I would hope that you can see through all the testimony and ev-

erything today with the other family members that there is incom-

petence running rampant in these organizations, and it is not just

one case but it is many, and the incompetence of the people that

have been charged with investigating these cases.

I am disgusted with the patronizing manner in which I am treat-

ed as well as being told how concerned these agencies are about
finding out about our loved ones. Actions speak louder than words.

The briefing Mr. Ed Ross gave to Hershel Gober shows the true

feelings in the statement made by Mr. Ross where he says, "Mrs.

Hrdlicka has selective hearing." I was not offered the courtesy to

defend myself against or answer Mr. Ross' accusation.

For over 20 years these agencies have wasted the taxpayers'

money trying not to do a good job, and I suggest to you I could get

more of a professional, efficient job from the private sector at a

much more reasonable cost.

Where is the accountability for the despicable job that has been
done by these agencies for years? During the Senate Select Com-
mittee hearing, individuals perjured themselves, and when Senator

Smith asked Attorney General Reno, Janet Reno, for action, what
happened? Nothing. These individuals are so arrogant, they laugh

in the face of Congress. They believe they are above the law.

When will Congress stand up for our men and make these agen-

cies accountable through oversight? As this committee has seen

first hand, these agencies will not cooperate freely. Only under the

threat of subpoena do they cooperate.

We as family members had great hope during the Senate Select

Committee hearing, but in a very short time it became evident Sen-

ator Kerry, the chairman, and Senator John McCain had no inten-

tion of the truth really coming out. We had only two friendly Sen-

ators, Bob Smith and Charles Grassley, that fought very hard to

learn the truth.

If Senator Kerry had done an honorable and truthful job, we
would not be here today. I would have all of the documents that
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I have brought today entered into the record. And I would like you
to look at 20 pilots being held which shows up on different areas
in these reports. The question here is, Are these the same 20 or

are there several groups of 20 showing up?
It is important to remember, no one returned who was ever held

in the caves of Laos or was held by the Pathet Lao. The returnees
were captured by—or in Laos by the Vietnamese. They were never
held in Laos.
Mr. DORNAN. Allow me to footnote that, Carol, because I have

spoken to a couple of them who were captured by the Pathet Lao
and turned over, they gave me the impression, by intimidation,

within 24 hours to North Vietnamese troops who dominated the
area. This is along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. And the exception is a
CIA nonpilot air crewman, Bernie Brace.
Ms. Hrdlicka. And he escaped.
Mr. DoRNAN. Bernie Brace was taken to Dien Bien Phu for 3

weeks and then taken into the Hanoi system and tacked up on the
wall by John McCain, no less.

Ms. Hrdlicka. You ask any of the POW's, and there were none
of them who were ever held in the caves in the northern part of

Laos. They were not held by the Pathet Lao.

Mr. DORNAN. I lay that horror at the feet of Richard Nixon, and
I think it contributes to the guilt of Roger Shields, which, by the
way, exists to this day. I know that for a fact. Roger is not a bad
man.
Ms. Hrdlicka. Mr. Wold made the statement before this commit-

tee that he has bent over backward to help the family members.
If the family finds the documents on their own in the archives,

then we get help.

We have filed Freedom of Information Act requests asking for all

information on our loved ones. I have even filed asking for every-

thing with David's name on it. Then I find a document with Da-
vid's name on it that I have never seen; yes, I have been assured
time and time again I have all the documents. I believe the agen-
cies have been less than truthful.

Mr. Wold refers to a document from the White House dated June
9, 1973. I had asked him if he could get it redacted. Mr. Wold
states the document was completely useless to me. Well, that is not

quite true.

After I sent the document with David's name on it to Mr. Wold,
I received a letter from Casualty admitting—now remember, they

tried to kill David off, admitting that David Hrdlicka was a known
POW at homecoming. Now, that may not be significant to Mr.
Wold, but it sure is to me, seeing as how DPMO and DIA have in-

sisted for years that David died in 1966 or 1967 or 1968 from a

gunshot wound or malaria or malnutrition. This is just another ex-

ample of how they portray themselves as doing a great job.

I thank the chairman, and I won't beleaguer it any more, and I

thank you all for your diligence and your tenacity. I have to say
that our men deserved much better treatment from their own Gov-
ernment.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hrdlicka follows:]
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Statement to the National Security Subcommittee on Military Personnel

December 14, 1995

Re: Col David L Hrdlicka case #0084

Mr. Chairman and Committee members, thank you once again, for inviting me to testify

before this committee. I will give you just a brief outline ofDavid Hrdlicka's case then I

would like to address the Comprehensive Review on David's case.

It was a well documented fact that Col. David L. Hrdlicka was a POW from the

moment he was shot down David lost his freedom in Laos on May 18, 1965 He was

photographed upon capture and that photo has been widely circulated David wrote a

letter to Prince Souphanouvong asking for his release in 1966. David's capture picture

appeared in a Hanoi publication, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, this same photo also appeared in

the Soviet Newspaper, Pravda, on August 31, 1966 On May 5, 1967 a Laotian

representative admitted that David had been captured Lao Communist officials claimed

that US pilots did not have the legal status of prisoners of war because there was no

declaration of war, therefore , their acts were "criminal" (Note Exhibit #1, Tab A) Is that

what the men that might be lost in Bosnia will be considered—criminals also? A Russian

correspondent by the name of Ivan Shchedrov talked with David in captivity So, as you

can see, David was in the prison system and well documented I doubt, very seriously,

that the Pathet Lao do not know what happened to David Hrdlicka or that they just lost

him

In a Feb 1994 memo (Exhibit #2) Col. Schlatter admits that report TDCS
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3 14/04249-66 (Exhibit #3), no longer can be correlated to David, yet this report is still

included in the Comprehensive Review by DPMO. In my opinion, they have just retyped

the same old case from D I.A. using the same old documents There are two specific

reports; TDCS-3 14/04249-66 & TDCS-3 14/04155-68 which show Mr. Charles

Trowbridge signature at the bottom as the analyst on both reports as early as 1966, Mr.

Trowbridge is still in the D.IA. today, how can that be? I sent these two reports to a

Col. Caswell in the D.I. A. in 1992 with evidence to show that the reports did not correlate

to David. TDCS3 14/04 155-68 (Exhibit #4) is another story, in the original report dated

June 1966, the pilots name was thought to be Davis, Davit, or David and had three sons,

David Hrdlicka has only two sons. There were 9 shoot downs in June of 1966, could it

be one of these men had three sons? Did the analysts even check to see if one of these 9

men had three sons? This report does not fit David, but in this memo they are still trying

to make it fit In so many of the cases there are facts that do not fit the case, but are used

anyway so that they can close the case The taxpayers money and resources are being

wasted making reports fit individuals that it is obvious they do not fit, this is gross

incompetence. This incompetence goes to highest levels of government, including the

White House. Is it conceivable these officials know the fates of these men, but are

concocting their own scenario rather than the truth? The evidence shows the USG

agencies have tracked the POWs for years. If Charles Trowbridge did this kind of

analyzing for a civilian company he would be fired for incompetence.
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I would now turn your attention to a report of a letter dated June 1989 (Exhibit

#5), which I was not informed about until July 1990 In this letter it states, "I am talking

to Col. Chaeng (Brig Gen) PI Commander of the 1 1th Regiment at Kham Kuet, Kham

Moname Province Suspected of Holding D. Hrdlicka and friends The outcome ofmy

conversation will be relayed to you soon " Now I ask you, ifyou were an investigator on

a case would you consider this a good lead to pursue? Instead, time and resources are

wasted trying to make old reports in 1966 & 1968 fit David Hrdlicka? Why is it that the

only thing these agencies try to do is prove David died instead of finding out what really

happened? In this same report during a Stony Beach interview (Stony Beach is how

JTFFA refers to their investigators) The Lao source states that he had information from

Col Chaeng through Col Boua that Hrdlicka was held in the vicinity of Lak Xao Where

are the reports that an investigator went to Lak Xao to investigate and wouldn't it be

interesting to know what, if any, follow-up there was on all this information? There

seems to be good deal of information here, we have specific names and areas, where are

the reports on these interviews (if there were any interviews of these individuals)? When

we asked Mr Trowbridge for information on Gen Chaeng, he said they couldn't find him.

Now, if the intelligence community can not find a General in the 1 1th Regiment in Kham

Keut, Kham Moname Province what chance do these same people have of finding David

Hrdlicka or any of our men?

The D.I.A. knew for years that the Russian correspondent, Ivan Schedrov, had
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talked with David in captivity (Exhibit #6), did any official ever make an eflfort to

interview Mr Schedrov? After I made a trip to Russia, at my own expense, Mr. Ed Ross

complained to Herschel Gober of the Veterans Affairs, during a briefing about David's

case (Exhibit #7), that I did not share my information with them Why should I be

expected to share the information that I gathered at my own expense with an agency that

has unlimited resources and should have done the investigation themselves years ago

This is just another example ofhow grossly inept the agencies charged with resolving our

cases are In a Sept 25, 1985 Defense Intelligence Memo these very "short comings"

were addressed in such phrases as: "We had never employed some of the most basic

analytic tools—there is an element of truth in the allegation that there is a Mindset to

debunk, and we will not withstand scrutiny very well" (Exhibit #8). These very same

problems were addressed when Col. Peck resigned in 1991 (Exhibit #9) Do you think

these agencies have all of a sudden corrected years of mistakes when the same people are

still conducting the investigations, that they now have become an efTicient investigative

agency''

In July of 1992 I had a meeting with Bob Sheets of the D I.A and Warren Gray to

address the "evidence" they possessed to prove their belief that David had died, since

when is belief evidence'' I wanted to see any and all documentation they had in their

possession to prove their case for death, Mr. Sheets brought no documentation to this

meeting If they have such a strong case that David had died, why wouldn't they show it

to me'' I had also requested to see evidence the USA walking "K" (that was picked up on
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the satellite in 1988 in the Sam Neua area, Exhibit # 10) did not correlate to David

Hrdlicka. Mr Sheets admitted there was no "evidence" that proved their assumption on

either point. You might want to ask for Warren Gray's explanation of the USA walking

"K", ask if he has evidence other than hearsay Time after time these investigators word

is accepted without any documentation or proof of their statements. Their statements

don't even have to match the individuals case.

I hope you can see the incompetence that runs rampant in these agencies from the

few examples I have shown here today coupled with the testimony of other family

members It is just not one case but many and the incompetence of the people that have

been charged with investigating our cases. I am disgusted with the patronizing manner in

which I am treated, as well as being told how concerned the agencies are about finding our

loved ones, actions speak louder than words. The briefing Mr Ed Ross gave to Hershcel

Gober shows the true feelings in the statement made by Mr. Ross where he says, "Mrs.

Hrdlicka has selective hearing". I was not even offered the courtesy to defend myself

against or answer Mr Ross's accusations. For over 20 years these agencies have wasted

the taxpayers money trying not to do a good job, and I suggest to you I could get a more

professional-efficient job from the private sector at a much more reasonable cost.

Where is the accountability for the despicable job that has been done by these

agencies for years? During the Senate Select Committee individuals perjured themselves

and when Senator Smith asked Attorney General, Janet Reno, for action—what happened
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nothing? These individuals are so arrogant they laugh in the face of Congress, they

believe they are above the law When will Congress stand up for our men and make these

agencies accountable through oversight? As this committee has seen first hand these

agencies will not cooperate freely, only under the threat of subpoena do they cooperate.

We, as family members had great hope during the Senate Select Committee Hearings, but

in a very short time it became evident Senator John Kerry, Chairman, and Senator John

McCain had no intention of the truth really coming out We had only two friendly

Senators, Bob Smith and Charles Grassley, that fought very hard to learn the truth. If

Senator Kerry had done an honorable and truthful job, we would not be here today

I would like to have the documents I have brought today entered into the record

and would ask that the committee take note that the number of 20 pilots being held, shows

up many times in Laos on Exhibit #11 & #12 The question here is are they the same 20

or are there several groups of 20? It is important to remember no one that returned was

ever held in the caves of Laos or were held by the Pathet Lao, the returnees were captured

in Laos by the Vietnamese

Mr Wold has made the statement before this committee that he has bent over

backwards to help family members If the family "finds" documents on their own in the

archives, then he helps We have filed Freedom of Information requests for "ALL"

information on our loved ones When I find a document with David's name on it that I

have never seen, yet, I have been assured time and time again, "I have all the documents".
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I believe the agencies have been less than truthful Mr. Wold refers to a document from

theWhite House dated June 9, 1973 I asked if he could get it redacted. Mr. Wold states

the document was completely useless to me--well that is not quite true. After I sent that

document, with David's name on it to Mr. Wold, I received a letter from my Casualty

Officer admitting David Hrdlicka was an known POW at Homecoming. Now that may

not be significant to Mr. Wold, but it sure is to me, seeing as how they (DPMO and DIA)

have insisted, for years, that David had died in 1966 or 1967 or 1968, from a gun shot

wound or malaria or malnutrition. (Exhibit #13) This is just another example of how

they portray themselves as doing a "great job".

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and committee members for your diligence and

tenacity in searching for the truth. Our men deserved much better treatment from their

own government.

*v.

Carol Hrdlicka
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A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
I

• 1. hhen the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (ORV) and the Provi-*^
sional Revolutionary Government (PRG) released their lists of U.S.
prisoners to the United States Government on 27 January 1973, none of
the names of men known to have been captured in Laos appeared on either
list. The absence of any names of U.S. prisoners frnm tanc^pp either
thg DRV or PR̂ _IlsXs was particularly d isconcerting because it was
known at the time that - a small number of Americans har^en^captured
j^n Laos, moved to North Vietnam for detention, and were still -in "NortF

~

yietnamese prison camps. As a result of pressure applied by U.S..

officials, a list of nine American prisoners and one Canadian ;5risoner
captured in Laos was produced in Paris on 1 February 1973.

2. Some of the circumstances leading to the release of tliese ten
men became complicated due in part to a question of wliose prisoners
tliey were, the Pathet Lao's or the North Vietnamese'. The list of
"Laos prisoners" was far below expectation because it contained the
names of only ten individuals: nine .\mericans (seven military and two
civilian) and one Canadian. The list was also below expectation in
two otlier regards:

a. It contained absolutely no information on men who di»d in

captivity (both the DRV and the PRG lists provided names of men who
died in captivity).

b. It contained the names of men who were apparently captured
by the North Vietnamese troops operating in Laos, not by Pathet Lao
forces. Tlie Nortli Vietnamese, on their part, created the facade that

these ten "Laos prison'ers" were truly, captives of the Pathet Lao, not
the Nortli Vietnamese. For example, tlie Nortli Vietnamese actually
produced the list of the ton "Laos prisoners." However, when they
released the list, the North Vietnamese maintained tliey were "informed
by the Pathet Lao that the ten personnel on the list had been captured
in Laos."
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3. The Canadians also became involved in this confusing ,^t nation

'shortly after the release of tl\e list of "Laos prisoners." On .ibout

3 February 1973, Canadian officials met with the Pathct Lao ;ind North

Vietnamese representatives in Vientiane in an attempt to have Mr. Lloyd

•Qppel, tl»e Canadian national whose na.ne appeared on the list, released

to the Canadians. Responding to the Canadian request, Soth Petrasy

(permanent Pathet Lao representative in Vientiane), disclaimed any

knowledge of the list or of an agreement to release prisoners captured

in Laos through Hanoi. During another meeting with Soth later in

February 1973 regarding Mr. Oppel's release, Soth indicated he was not

familiar with the subject and would inquire through Pathet Lao Head--

quarters in Sam Neua. However, on 6 March 1973, Soth informed the

Canadians that Mr. Oppel would be released very soon, and lie indicated

that the modalities of the release would probably involve Mr. Oppel's

being flown back to Vientiane w!-.ere the official return would ;ake

place in a "sr.all cere-iony" at the airport there.

4. During the time the Canadians were negotiating for the release

of Mr. Oppel, similar inquiries were being sought concerning tlie release

of the nine Anericans. Appro.\i.^.ate]y two weeks after the release of

the list of "Lacs prisoners," Soth declined to give detailed ccniments

concerning U.S. prisoners in Laos, but said that a detailed accounting

of prisoners zr.d their -plzzcz- of detention was held by the Pathet Lao

and that the exchange of prisoners would take place upon the cessation

of fighting in Laos. Further reiterating that the exchange was to

occur in Laos, he emphatically stated: "If they (the prisoners) were

captured in Laos, they vrill be returned in Laps." Ntoreover. on /" Feb-

ruary 1973. Soth was told that at a press conference L)r. Kissinger had

stated that the responsibility for the identification and repatriation

_of all prisoners captured in Indochina had been taken by the DkV. To

this statement Soth replied: "l>'hatever U.S. and North Vietnam agreed

to regarding prisoners captured in Laos is not my concern. Th e question

of prisoners taken in Laos is to be resolved by the Lao themselves and

cannot be negotiated by outside parties over the heads Tt tlic~L'adT^

5. Despite a few delays and Pathet Lao insistence ThTt prisoners

captured in Laos would be returned in Laos, the ten "Laos prisoners"
were released at Gia Lam'Airport in Hanoi or OT M-'Tch 1073. The nine-

Americans and one Canadian were turned over to their respective
receiving delegations ,' and Lt Col Thoong Sing, head of the Patlict Lao

delegation in North Vietnam, was in attendance at the release cere-

monies .
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6. Since Operat:'.cn Homecomi.ng, the Pathet Lao claim to hold no

other U.S. personnel except Mr. F.mmet J. Kay, captured in Laos on 7 May i

1973. On 6 April 1975, Soth stai.cd that the Pathet Lao are holdinjl^o

more prisoners in Laos, and he w<ni on to say that the U.S. prisoners

returned on 28 March 1973 in Hanoi were the only ones the Pathet Lao

held.

B. CURRENT SITUATION

1. Although the Pathet Lao claim tliat . f^r.y^^ is the only U.S.

prisoner currently held in Laos, the following unconfirmed reports pro-

vide information to the contrary:

a. Eyewitness Sighting of a Sr;al 1 Group of Caucasian PWs in

the Sam Neua Area Prior to Opcrat ton licnecomvng.

During previous years there have been numerous U.S. PW

sightings in the Sani Neua area (see map, Appendix A, point A). However,

the most recent eyewitness sighting of a small group of U.S. PWs stiil

being held in that area occurred between January and May 1972. A

telephone lineman serving witli the Pathet Lao reported that he entered

a man-made cave on three occasions during January-May 19 72 to repair

the telephone line running into the cave. On all three occasions, he

claimed to have cbscr.ci 5C\cr. cr eight r.alc Caucasians and a small

number of indigenous prisoners. He was allegedly told by Pathet Lao

guards tliat tlie Caucasian males wore A.r.erican prisoners. According to

the lineman, two Pathet Lao guards wore stationed outside the cave

entrance door, and these guards controlled entry into the cave. In the'
immediate vicinity of the cave, sccurit.v was provided by a Pathet Lao

guard element of fift>' men. His information has not been confirmed by
any subsequent reports, and the identities of the Caucasian prisoners
he allegedly saw cannot be determined. Moreover, debriefing information
established that none of the ten "Laos returnees" was ever detained in

Sam Neua; consequently, tins fact eliminated the possibility that any
of tliem correlated to the alleged Caucasians sighted in that nrea.

b

.

Two Hearsay Rcj-'orts Concerning U.S. PtVs ialTaSs after
Opera Hon Horh-rcT-: u.?

.

(1) One report concerning the possibility of a single Amer-
ican prisoner being held in Klianunouane Province, Laos, was supplied
by a controlled source vvho provided liis information fourth hand. The

source reported that a U.S. pilot was moved from Bung Kwang to nearby
Nantlion (see map, Appendix A, point B) on :

' December 1973.
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(2) Another controlled source, supplying thirdtijind infonnn-

tion, reported that in September 1973 nine U.S. prisoners u'cTi being

held with four Thai and 82 Lao prisoners at a Pathet Lao/Noi'tl Viet-

najnpse Army PIV canp at Plia Dakthonj; (see map, Appendix A, poirt C)

.

According to source's information, the nine Americaii and four Tliai

prisoners were sent to Hanoi during September 1975. Tlie validity of

this information has not been ascertained. The information does not

correlate either to any previously received reports or to any confirmed

data. Based on a review of this report, the only possibly equatable

information is that there were nine Americans captured in Laos who were

released in Hanoi during Operatic^ Honpcorring ; however, this may' oTily

be a coincidence.

(3) In both of the sbove-n^entioned reports, the sojrces

were not able to provide any details regarding the descriptions or

capture circur.st ances of the alleged American prisoners. Both of the

above reports are \isv;ed \s uncor.firr.ed until additi j.-.al infornation

is received.

2. Although recent reports and sightings of U.S. prisoners in Laos

have been unconfirmed, it is clear that the Pathet Lao had captured

some U.S. personnel who were not released . Regarding tl-.is point, on

"the liay prcceJii.g tiie i-eleasc of tlie ten "Laos prisoncis,'' a U.S.

official expressed to Soth the U.S. Government's hope that the Pathet

Lao were holding additional U.S. prisoners other thaji those appearing

on the list. At the tine, U.S. officials brought up the names of

Mr. Eugene Debruin, U.S. civilian, and It Col D^vid Hrdlirk.i, USAF,

and showed Soth Petrasy photographs of both men in captivity that had

appeared in Pathet Lao publications. Neither PiV was on the list for

release, and the Pathet Lao had not provided any inforr.ntion on their
current fate. At this meeting, Soth was also given a copy of a May 15'66

memorandum of conversation in which he acknowledged tliat the Pathet Lao

were holding Mr. Debruin and that he was in good health. Soth replied

he would refer the matter of other U.S. prisoners in Laos to his

superioi-s in Sam Neua. Mr. Debruin and Lt Col Hrdlicka ate examples

of the few men who were definitely known to have been T^ftwroA hy the

Pathet Lao, but were not released^_7Thc Pathet Lao have yet to provide-

any information rcgardin.g the. fate of tlicse men.

3. The Pathet Lao themselves have made various statements over
the years that indicate their knowledge of U.S. PlVs in Laos. Tl>c

following examples illustrate such statements:
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a. In September 1968, Soth Petrasy told a U.S. official that

"pilots are generally kept near the area in which their plane is downed

and therefore may be found throughout Laos from the south to the njy-th.'

b. In the course of a February 1972 interview, Soth made a

statenent to the effect " that some tens of prisoners are presently

being held" by the Pathet Lao.

c. During an April 1972 interview, Soth spoke about prisoners,

including" many U.S. airmen, being detained in secured areas inside

various caves in northern Laos.

d. On n< ^pril 19 72, Soth reportedly stated that "there are_

many American PWs held in liberated areas of Laos, " but he would not

"provide specific figures.

e. During an April 19"! interview with a Swedish rorrespor.de.Tt

,

Prince Souphanouvong, Chairman of the Lao Patriotic Front Central Com-

mittee, was asked to comment on the Patliet Lao policy toward captured

enemy soldiers and American pilots. In response. Prince Souphanouvong

madi the following statement:

"Ttie LPF (Leo Patriotic Fror^t) has r.adc public a concrete

policy toward enem)' soldiers or agents captured or giving them-

selves up, including GIs. All the American pilots engaged in

bombings or toxic chemical sprays on Lao territory are considered
criminals and enemies of the Lao people. But once captured, they

have been treated in accord.ance witli the Iiumane policy of the

LPF. Tlie question of enerjy cap'cives, including U.S. pilots, will

be settled immediately after the U.S. stops its intervention and

aggression in Laos first, and foremost, ends the bombing of Laos

territory."

Prince Souphanouvong *s stntcment, togctl.er with statements made by^Soth

Petra'jy, indicates tliat tlic Pnthct Lao were holding American prisoners.

As previously mentioned, tlic ten "Laos returnees" dorif^-^eration
Homecivning were cnjiturcil and held b)' the Nortli Vietnamese, not tl>e

Pathet Lao, and, with one exception, the)- were moved expeditiously out

of Laos to North Vietnam. Tlicir experiences do not conform to the

statements mentioned above. Therefore, if true, the Pathet Lao state-
ments cJ t**** ahn\/<» r^^fer to PWs Other than the ten released during
Operation Homccomhuj

.

" " ^~
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C. SUWARY ^

There is ,no doubt that the Pathet Lao have yet to provide even a
partially satisfactory accounting of the approximately ZOO U.S. per-
sonnel unaccounted for in Laos. Tliis accounting should be provided "

"as the February 1975 Vientiane r?ace Agreement and associated protocols
are implemented. Because there Uas not been an official accounting
furnished by the Pathet Lao and since there av6 only unconfirmed reports
of U.S. PWs alive in Laos except for Mr. Kay, one can only speculate
about the current fate of the .\m<;ricans who were known to have been
held captive by the Pathet Lao in previous years. .. ^
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SUMMARY OF FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES

1. Lieutenant Colonel David L. Hrdlicka, 476-28-0663FR, was the pilot
of the lead aircraft in a flight of four F-105s which departed Takhli
Air Base, Thailand, at 0735, 18 May 1965, on an interdiction/bombing
mission of a segment of road in the vicinity of Sam Neua, Laos. The
flight arrived in their assigned target area without incident and was
forced to circle the area for approximately 15-20 minutes until the low
cloud cover abated and allowed recognition of the target. Colonel
Hrdlicka descended through the cloud cover and initiated his attack on
the target, followed by the other flight members. As he was completing
his pass, Colonel Hrdlicka radioed that he had a fire warning light on
and the pilot of the number two aircraft confirmed that his aircraft was
on fire. The aircraft continued climbing until reaching approximately
10,000 feet and at about 0850 Colonel Hrdlicka ejected and deployed a

good parachute. The pilots of the number three and four aircraft
attained a higher altitude to alert search and rescue forces while the
wingman remained in close proximity to the lead aircraft and observed
Colonel Hrdlicka descend in his parachute. He was seen to land in a

valley clearing near a small village located approximately nine miles
east-southeast of Sam Neua, Laos. The wingman flew toward the downed
member but was driven back to a higher altitude by intense flak. Cir-
cling at 9,000-12,000 feet, he could not see any movement on the ground,
but after about 10-15 minutes, the wingman noticed that Colonel Hrdlicka 's

parachute was being folded up. In a low level pass over the area he
caught a fleeting glimpse of approximately six to eight people standing
as though they were looking in his direction. One person had the para-
chute under his arm. The people were dressed in dark colored clothing
and one person, taller than the others, was dressed in a flying suit.
It was impossible to determine if the taller person was walking with
the others or if he was being supported by them in an upright position.
The wingman watched the group enter the village and disappear. The wing-
man refueled and returned to base; and when he reentered the area to

assist in the search for the downed member, two helicopters and four
T-28 aircraft were at the scene. The T-28 flight circled the area at

a low altitude, but the members did not see any signs of life in the

village. One of the helicopters landed near a friendly village about
eight to ten miles from where Colonel Hrdlicka had parachuted, and the

villagers reported that the downed pilot had been captured by the Pathet
Lao. Although Colonel Hrdlicka carried electronic emergency equipment,
no distress calls were received from him after ejection. Due to negative
findings the search was terminated. On the basis of the above infor-
mation. Colonel Hrdlicka was placed in a detained status on 24 May 1965.

The term "detained" was later changed to "interned" as directed by the

Department of Defense. Colonel Hrdlicka was continued in an interned
status at the expiration of the initial 12-month period of absence in

accordance with the provision^ of Section 1005, Title 50, USC (comparable
to Section 555, Title 37).
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TAB A

2. Beginning on 22 May 1966, a number of reports emanated from the Pathet
Lao telling of the capture of Colonel Hrdlicka, including on two occasions
the playing of tape recordings allegedly made by Colonel Hrdlicka. In
addition, two letters purported to be from Colonel Hrdlicka to Prince
Souphanouvong, decrying US involvement in Laos and asking to be released,
were propagandized.

3. A Hanoi publication, Quan Doi Nhan Dan , printed a photograph on
22 July 1966 of an individual in a flight suit being closely followed
by an armed enemy soldier, presumably a Pathet Lao. The article identi-
fied the individual in the photograph as Colonel Hrdlicka. Positive
identification was made by the next of kin. The same photograph appeared
in the 31 August 1966 issue of the Soviet newspaper, Pravda .

4. On 5 May 1967, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
in Geneva, Switzerland, was advised by a Laotian representative that the
Pathet Lao reported the capture of two Americans, Colonel Hrdlicka and
Mr. Ernest C. Brace, a civilian. Mr. Brace was repatriated during Opera-
tion HOMECOMING and in his debriefing he reported having no knowledge of
the capture or the fate of Colonel Hrdlicka. Although several of the
repatriates recalled seeing the photographs of the individual identified
as Colonel Hrdlicka in Pravda and Quan Doi Nhan Dan , none of the returnees
saw or heard of Colonel Hrdlicka while in captivity.

5. Mr. Sot Pethrasi, the Lao Patriotic Front representative in Vientiane,
was contacted numerous times through the International Committee of the

Red Cross concerning an accounting for missing and captured Americans in

Laos, without results. He stated that it was very difficult to get infor-
mation from the Lao Patriotic Front headquarters at Sam Neua, Laos. Con-
sistent with North Vietnam's position, he and other Lao Communist officials
claimed that US pilots did not have the legal status of prisoners of war
because there was no declaration of war; therefore, their acts were "piratical"

or "criminal." He claimed that US prisoners were treated as well as the

situation permitted and in most cases they were kept under guard within the

confines of a village. Subsequent to the signing of the peace agreement

with North Vietnam, Mr. Pethrasi stated publicly on numerous occasions that

there are no American military prisoners in Laos.

6. No accounting for Colonel Hrdlicka was ever received from the North

Vietnamese government, the Neo Lao Hak Sat (Pathet Lao) or their allies.
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i^iJMfiitr^
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

W*3HIN<nX»l a C 20101-2400

HCHORANOUH FOR HEADQUARTERS, AIR FORCE MILITARY PERSONNEL CENTER
(ATTENTION; MR. CEORCE ATKINSON)

SUBJECT* Request foe A>taly«iv or Infonuxion Corrolatetl to
Colonel 0«vi<l Ardliclu

Reference: Phoneccn btwn Mrs. Cerol HrdllcXa (PNOK of Col
David HrdllcXe) end LTC Jia Caswell of 24 Jun 93.

During referenced telephone conversation, Mrs. Hrdlicka
raised three questions/concerns, and requested an lapartikl
review of available information. In particular, Mrs. Krdlicka
would like the following addressed:

1. Col KrdlicXa's assessed date of death.
2. Evidence of Col HrdlicXa's survival in the foraer

Soviet Ur.ion.
3. Basis for stateaent in October 1992 edition of the POW-

MIA ractbook regarding Col Krdlicka 's death while in
captivity.

Since Col Hrdlicka's loss incident on 13 May 196S, this
office has received a larqe voluae of reporting froa a number of
sources which suggests that n« survived the downing of hi« r-lOS
aircraft, was apprehended, and held captive by Pathot Lao forces
near Vienq Xai, Houa Phan Province, Laos. On 2« May 196S, Pathet
Lao officials released a stateaent ack.iowledql.^g the capture of
Col KrdlicKa; a photograph of Col Hrdlicka under araed escort
appeared in the 32 July 19(5 edition of a Vietnaaese aagazine.
In 1966, Pathet Lao Radio broadcast portions of a letter
allegedly written by Col Hrdlicka to Prince Souphanouvong . On It
.lay 1967, Mr. Phouai Vongvichit, Secretary General of the Lao
Patriotic Front, confiraed col Hrdlicka's capture in a telegraa
to Canadian Minister of External Affairs. Two reports suggest
that an unidentified Aaerican pilot was transported froa the
Vieng Xai area of Laos to Vietnaa. On* of thes* reports (TOCS-
3K/04249-6C of 29 Kerch 1966) which was previously believed to
be aiSwClated with Col Xrdlislu can' no longer te correlated to
hie because Col Hrdlicka was known to be alive in the Vieng xai
area well after the source claiaed he was transported to vietxwa.
The second report does not provide a date of inforaation, but it
had to be prior to 9 January 1969, the data of the report. This
report states that two Aaerican pilots (one elderly and one
young) were moved to Hanoi because they were considered
i.^-corrigible. Available inforaation suggests Col Hrdlicka was
not considered incorrigible. It should also be noted that no
.'.rcrxcans held in the Vieng Xai area were ever seen b>' Aaerican
K'V.'s who rccu.T.ei :ron Vi-scnaa. In late 1989, this octice
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obtained hearsay information regarding an alleged escape attempt

by Col Hrdlicka, and his subsequent recapture and movement to one

ot two areas, vinh Province, Vietnam or the tri-border area
between Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Follow-up collection
dctivity determined that a well-known fobr icator/B«lC-proclaimed
resistance leader was behind this reporting. During a subsequent
interview, this individual admitted that he did not believe the
inforxation reported.

This office has received several reports which suggest that
American pilots being held in the Vieng Xai area died in
captivity. Two reports, TDCS-3l4/0<155-68 of 12 March 1968, and
JCRC LIAISON message 160230Z April 1991, re«pectively identified
the deceased pilot as Davis/Davit or David and David K. Causes
of alleged death range from stomach disorders to malaria, fever,
and gunshot wounds. Dates of alleged death range from July 1965

to 1968; the 1968 date was provided by a Lao official during a

1982 League of Families trip to Vieng Xai. This Lao official's
reporting, however, is questionable as he alleges that both
Shelton and Hrdlicka died of natural causes in 1968, and that
their graves both sustained direct hits by American bombs.
Additionally, the individual who reportedly buried the two pilots

(and should be able to identify the grave site) was allegedly
killed during the war. It should be noted that this office has
identified and spoken to two firstha-nd witnesses and several
hearsay witnesses to the alleged burial of an American pilot
during the 1965-1968 time frame. The witness interviewed in the
above referenced JCRC message claims to have personally cared for
"David K" for approximately eight months and was with the
prisoner when he died during the rainy season of 1967, "around
October". The information provided by these sources has been

pursued but no further details have been developed. Efforts are

still being made to interview an individual in Vientiane Province
who claims to know where an AT.erican pilot was buried near vienq

/ Xa I . Several of the report s of death once correlated to Col

I
Hrdlicka are now Kncwn not to correlate to~hin because they/

\^ contain dates of death prior to his last known alive date. This
xonfusion regarding data and cause of death is most likely due to

j

Che 'act that at least one other American, Col Shelton, was known
to have been captured and held in the caves of Vieng Xai at I

approximately the sane time as Col Hrdlicka. Other alleged
Americans were also reported to have been held in the Vieng Xai

area as well, but this office has not been able to identify any
othor specific individuals. Concerning cause of death, while it

is not certain (all but one of the reports of Col Hrdlicka's
'.loath are hearsay) , it is believed that Col Hrdlicka died in i9«8
from malaria, some unidentified fever, or dietary complications
oxacerbatad by the lack of foo<i and medioine in the area. This
conclusion is based on three factors: First, from available
reporting, we do not believe Col Hrdlicka was incorrigible,
reducing the likelihood cf his being shot. Second, live
rnhtings of A.T>erican pilots being held in the caves of vieng Xai

'.r> -.iitually non-existent after 1967. And finally, the Vieng
.-..1. .«roa VJ3 sub'»?;jtcci to an oxtensive bombing campaign in 1963
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which severely reduced food and medical supplies. It should also

be noted that Mr. Vongvichit, the Lac official who acknowledged

col Hrdlicka's captivity in May ot 1967, stated on 10 May 1973

thdt the Pathet Lao were holding no additionai U.S. POWs. Mr.

Vongvichit also agrosd to gather inforration regarding Col

Hrdlicka's fate and respond to American authorities at a later

date. This office has no record of Mr. Vongvichit providing the
requested information. U.S. representatives have taken every

opportunity throughout the years to obtain additional data

relative the status of Col Hrdlicka, and Mr. Vongvichit has been

included on the list of Lao officials to be interviewed as part
of an oral history project currently being developed (the Lao
Gcverninent has not yet approved). As an aside, it should be

noted that Mr. Vongvichit 's statement regarding no additional
Americans in captivity was made three days after American citizen
Emmet Kay's Pilatus Porter was shot down over northern Laos. Mr.

Kay vas returned to U.S. custody on 18 September 1974. On 21

Kovc-^ber 1977, Col Hrdlicka's status was administratively changed
from detained to killed in action.

With regard to a possible Soviet/Russian conn&ction, this
office has received no evidence/reporting of Col Hrdlicka being
transported out of Southeast Asia. The first suggestion of a

Russian connect icn occurred in 1593 when Mrs. Hrdlicka announced
her intent to question Majcr General Aleksander Kandaurov,
Director of the Center for Public Information of the Ministry of
Security. During a follow-up interview with the General, Task
Force Russia interviewers were told that he had never seen Col
Hrdlicka's name on any list, and is not sure how Mrs. Hrdlicka
got the impression that he had. General Kandaurov's best guess
is that he told Mrs. Hrdlicka that the Joint Commission was most
likely aware cl" her .husband's case and that his name was on a
list, probably the list cf jnaccounted for Americans which was
provided to the Russian sice of the Joint Ccmmission last year.

(Mrs. Hrdlicka's concerns regarding statenents nade in the 92 \
edition of the FOW-KIA Factbook will be addressed during n«xt . )

revision of .jyie^ Fac^cbook^^^^^^^^^ ^_^ , ,. —

,

^

Joseph A. Schlatter, Jr.
colonel, USA

Acting Deputy Director
Pow/MIA Office
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VIETNAM
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2. [^COLLECTOR'S REQUEST 5. P^l ANALYST INITIATIVE

; RECO BY DISSEMINATION ACTIVITY
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IR ORIGINATOR

CIA

A. IR RESPONDED TO B. RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION C. VALUE OF INFORMATION
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» I I Completely

I
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1. Conrirnied by other sources

2. [x] Suhstantlajly true

3. Cannot be judged

4. Doubtful

5. False
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2. CS Moderate rconrrrtuiorr and
Vlul)

3. IjOW (timrtlnti)

4. None f or no u«a^

5. CaniUt be Judged Mnalra'Aaa no
bmBlrtot Talua Iudg9m9nt} '

0. USABILITY OF INFORMATION

1, X lUsed or planned for' use in product

'' • a. [XI Basic Intelligence

'"
b. I I

Current Intelligence'

c. Estimative Intelligence

d. other

NAME OF PRODUCT!

2. (x) Incorporated In Data Base

a. I
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b. |X] Background/Confirmatory
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b. Too Frapnenlary

c. I I Duplication

d. Not Pertinent to Needs

REMARKS r/Vumber and ClaaiJ/y eecfi Paragraph; ***REEVALUATION***
(U) Source claimed to have seen one U.S. pilot at Ban Nakay, Lao/

an or aboMt^jU^MS^Î Ut and he claims to have seen cinother pilot peura-
shute from ^Te^TnTnanlrHoa Province, North Vietnam during Oct 1965. .';

(0) The pilot source saw at Ban Nakay was possibly David L. Hrdllcka
DSAF (PW) . Source stated that the search for the pilot and his aircraft
occurred between 10 and 16 Jan 1966. The search probably occurred In .

the same time frame as the downing particularly since source said the
pilot was dressed in flight attire when observed. Hrdllcka was downed
and captured on 18 May 1965, aad souroe i« probablv eonfiyed yh^t tha—"^Tf inpidmt Qccarr«<>. However, nis other information correlates

I HrdlicKa. The area in which source said the crasheialrcraft -~y

'ound is lA the Immediate vicinity of Hrdlicka's location. Further-
nore, the U.S. 105 designation mentioned equates to the F-105 Hrdllcka
i^as flying. Source's description of the pilot does fit that of Hrdllcka.
flowever, there is no lt>tar^^**^a^ indicating that Hrdllcka was ever sent
to North Vietnam, afl^WOTW claimed he l^eard. ._ f \J

(U)^-Regarding-the pilot source claimed he 'saw parachute i^n'Oc-tlober

1965, a search of the incidents- that occurred in Thanh Hoa Province
indicates George R. Hall, USAF (retumeej was downed in thi-e province .^^
(20-16-OON/105-59-OOE) on 27 September 1965, and his ij^cldent may equate
to source's information. Source ''further stated that tKe^pilot's aircraft

(uuiiLluuuCl)E VALUATOR'S RELEASE an,) DISCLOSURE GUIDANCE ^.- /

1. Par»jraph(»)
'' '^

above are releasabie -o thy government of.

2. 2. I I Evaluation i$ Not Rt\ias--:e easable Evaluation Not Requested

UNCUSSIFIED

35-210 - 96 - 7
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Continuation of REEVALUATION OF TDCS-314/04249-66

was a jet, bearing the number "101." Hall was pilot an RF-101,

which could correlate to source's statement.

UNCLASSIFIED
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a. E^Basic Intelligence

b.
I I

Current Intelligence ,.
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, c. Q Estimative Intelligence

^ . ,
d.-Q Other
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JIAME OF PRODUCTl. . '.-'

2. ^Jlncorporated In Data Base

a.^P^Potentially Useful

b. Q BacKground/Confirmatory

3. 03 Stimulus for'IntelMgence Guidance
or Requirement

4. rn Not used (All r»po>i«e< rtmin •<-
ptanmtlon In Rwnmrkt ••cflMf

a. unreliable

b. Q Too Fragmentary

c. Q Duplication y

d.j Not Peilinent to Needs

REt^iRKS (Kamber md Classlty each Paragraph) «* RE-EVALUATION ** -'V
" """"^^

./''. Source^tatgdthat a USAF plane was shot down ^ear B^ Na Kay^dLn
auSi^Zjbm|^^iyL,i^cl that the pilot was captured a^id Imprisoned /In one of
InfiiS^U r.K Accord^lng to the source, who claimed he gave/the pilot au^ti-
mat^ria'cind other," injections on about ten -occasions, the pilot /liadt,blue/
or 1 green eyes and thinning darjc'-brown hair. The souijce^ras^al^^l^e,

'

thejpilot|s neime was Davis, Davit, or David and that lR||p[|HHH^^Q^^
Source further stated the pilot and one of his guards were killea when a
relief guard fired. in their direction.

; Additionally, source stated he heard that a USAF pilot, shot down in
late .19.65. ,in-^«_Bkn Na Kay area, had been captured by the Pathet Lao emd

The pilots tetjerred to probeibly correlate to Charles;. E. Shelton emd
David Lj_,Hrdlicka (.(both USAF unaccounted-for PWs) . Although the incident
dates,,s9urce provided are in error, the Ban Na Kay shot 'down area cor-
relates tp.both' ^helton, downed on 29 April 1965,- and Hrdlicka, downed oh
18 May 196^". ;, jn,'c^ther>rep.grts which have described two U'.S. pllots'~&nd
have been 'Correlated to t:he3e"'Tffidividuals, it has been difficult to <-

positive|ly ascertain which of the PWs was Shelton and which was Hrdlicka.
This difficulty is caused by the fact that the incident, JdeiaQriptipqs,'
anB, confinemenlt.Jof theee^two^individuais w^re quite similarV Ther^ have,
been othpr.; reports that one"^pilot was shot and" another dig^d of malaria l.—
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(UNCLASSIFIED ^
CONTINUATION OF EVALUATION OP TDCS-314/04155-68

while in captivity. However, if these reports are true, it
cannot be positively determined exactly which individual
was shot and which died of malaria. Furthermore, sources
reporting on these Individuals may have provided confused
and/or erroneous information.

^ _
In TDCS-314/04155-68 neither, of

the incident dates (early June 1966 and late 1965) equates
to either Hrdlicka or Shelton. However, as previously
Htentioned, the Ban Na Kay incident location is accurate
for both individuals. Source stated that the first PW had
blue or green eyes, thinning dark brown hair and was named
Davis, Davit or David. This 4s£CjJjJtion could refer to
David Hrdlicka who does have brown hair and blue eyes.
(Shelton has brown hair and brown eyes) . However, the in-
formation that this pilot ha^ three sons correlates exactly
to the number of sons Shelton has, whereas Hrdlicka has
only two sons.

'^"""'^'^

Although a positive differentiation between the two
pilots cannot be made, the report is of value for casualty
resolution consideration inasmuch as it indicated both in-
dividuals died in captivity.

A copy of this report and evaluation will be placed in
the files of Shelton and Hrdlicka.

UNCUSSIFIED
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WOUT.'Ne

R 2t

FH

we i ;91 APR 26 P10:I9

\SH 292S07P25

NCTON OC//PW-MIA//

TO I OAO BANGKOK TH/ZPH-MlA//

/
CPo_

A4La
csa.

iEi.
INV

USL

3^-

•*^; e<s>^/?-

INF( JCHC LIAISON R<NGK3K TH
AHE^ A33Y VIENTIANE
HQ / MPC RANDOLPH AFB TX//OPMCB//
KHV ASSY BANCKOK//OEA COUNTRY ATTACHE/OAO//

COR JCRC 6ARBER3 PT HI
.

SEC3TATE KASMINCTON OC//EAP/VLC//
HO OEa WASHINCTON OC//OH//

BT

iClO/PW-MIA
3UBJ: FURTHER CONTACT WITH L^0 SOURCE OF PK INFO ...

REF5 A. CORUSADPSCP MSC OllSOJZ JUN 90, SuBJj IIR

22ac 01090/HEARSAY RE U.S. MIA ALLEGEDLY ALIvE IN LAOS - • - "
.

B. DIA/POa-MU MSC 12150SZ JUN 90, SUBJ: SOURCE DIREOtD -
REOU.nEHENT, SDR S-VOP-05jfl6 . . .» ..,„

.

C. OSDAO BAvlGKOK TH//PW-MIA// HSG 22o907Z JUN 90, SUBJt

RESPv-KSe TO SDR S-V0P-053q6 .
. . „

0, 0U//CN(9EA-0RE)// **SG 2519022 OCT 90, SUBJj IIR

6O1070ai9l/NARC0TICS STORAGE SITE/REFINERY AT BAN LAKSAO

t. REF A INCLJOEO A REPORT FRO** LAO 30uRCE 3a'C<,C

PATCP JU«e »9ft«, t^ fOLLOKSi M AM TALKING TO COl. CHAENG (BRIG CEm)

PU' COMMANDER OF THE 1 ITH- RECIMEUT AT XHAM KEuT, KKAM HONAME PROVINCE.
SUSPtCTINC OF HOLDING 0. HERLICKA AND FRIEND3. THE OJTCOHE OF MY

CONVERSATION WILL BE RELAYED TO YOU 300N.* rEF 8 WAS REQUEST TmAT
*Syecvl BE INTERVIEWED AS TO HIS KNOHLEDGE OF AMERICAN DAVID
HftDL.CKA, HISSING IW LAOS SINCE MAY 1965. OuRINC STONY BEACH
INTE VIEW, REPORTED IN REF C S>«<.v£ WOULD NOT RESPOND TO SPECIFIC
OUeS lOHS ON THE •HERLICKa" CASE, HOWEVER, DiO SAY THAT HE HAD*
tftft HATION FROM COU CHAEnC THROUGH COL BOUA THAT HERLICKA WAS HfLO
IN T.E VICINITY OF LAK XAo.

2. PARA 1, REF STATES IN PART, A3 FOLLOWS: ' -^TZf
INDICATES GENERAL CHAENC CHAIWONG, A LAO PEOPLE'S ARMT tUHMANOtK IS
INVOLVED IN NAftCOTICS TRAFFICKING. GEN. CHAeNG IS ALSO THE CHIEF OF
THE fHATANA PHU OOI COMPANY IN THE KHAMMUAN, SAVAKVAKHET, AND
BOLIlHAHXAI PROVINCES, INVOLVED WITH GEN. ChAENC IS THE GOVERNOR OF
KHAKj-.UAN PROVINCE (LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)," IT SHOULD

OLVR:COR JCRC BARBERS PT HI(3)...INF0

292S07/26J5/U7
CSN:KXBP0I9t

I OF 2 HI 0257

RIDlOOO-OOO/COPIESjjtft**^

117/07:272^1^ 261800Z APR 91^
OIA WASHINGTON DCZ/PW-MlA//

'
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MOFORN
FACE: 0002

FM JOIKT STAFF WASHINGTON DC
IMFO RUENAAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC
RUEADQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC
RUEACHC/CMC WASHINGTON DC
WEOAnA/AFIS AKHS BOLLINC AFB DC
RUETIAQ/HPCFTCBORCECHEADEMD
ftUEAIIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC
RUEHC /S2CSTATE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAHCC/CHC CC WASHINGTON DC
RUCQVAB/USCINCSOC INTEL OPS CEN MACDIU AFB FL
RUEALO/SAFE^V «U8C 552 (b) <2}

"TM CDRUSAOPSCP FT GEORGE C MEADE MD //lACPC-L//
TO RUEKJCS/DIA WASHDC //DAM-IB/PW-MIA//
INFO ZEN/CDRUSAOPSCP FT GEORGE C. MEADE MD //lAGPC-CM//
RUDHAAA/CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR »A //lAOPS-H-C//
RUEADWB/DA WASHDC //OAMI-POH/DAMI-FII//
RUEHBK/JCRC LIAISON BANGKOK TH
RUHQBPA/CDR JCRC BARBERS PT HI
RHVRHPC/UQ AFHPC RANDOLPH AFB TI //DPMCB//
BT
CONTROLS

PASS: DIA/PW-HIA FOR J. TRAVIS
QQQQ

"

SECTION 01 OF 02 ^^_^^^^__
SERIAL: (U) HRHBHHV 5USC 552 (b) (2)

/**•••»••••• THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE •*«»»»t»»Mt/

BODY .

COUNTRX: (U) UOS (U); VIETNAM (VM).

_^^_^ 5USC 552 (b) (2)
SUBJ: IIRBHHII^HEARSAT.RE U.S. MIA ALLEGEDLY
ALIVE IN LAOS (0).

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFO REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED

INTEL. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET NOFORN.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI:

REQS:

(U) / 891212.

(U) 5USC 552 (b)(2)

NOFORN
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PACE: 0003

5U!BC662 (b) (1)

CUS0S93 ()>i(TH>)

.V^

I

VXJ^^^^

-TEAR LINE-
—UNCLASSIFIED

A. (U) EXCERPT NAMING POSSIBLE MIA. THE FOLLOWING WAS TAKEN
FROM A LETTER FROM SUBJECT 1 TO SUBJECT 2 DATED 27 JUN 1989,
BANGKOK. "I AH TALKING TO COL CHAENG (BRIG GEN) PL COMMANDER OF
THE 11TH REGIMENT AT EHAM KEUT, KHAM HONAME PROVINCE. SUSPECTING
OF RXDING D. KERLICKA AND FRIENDS. THE OUTCOME OF MY CONVERSATION
WILL BE RELAYED TO YOU SOON.

—DNCLASSIFIED
-TEAR LINE

MOFORM
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NOFORN
«U8C868«b)(1)

P«CE:0004

SPGCML COLLECTOR'S OOKHENTS (U).
^M^^Ain SEARCH OF Ml A RECORDS. DIA PERSONNEL MISSING IN ACTION
COtXECTION SUPPORT DATA BASE LISTS AS MISSING IN ACTION -

NAME SERNO SERVICE DOB DATE/PUCE OF LOSS
HRIH.ICKA, DAVID LOUIS 72541FR USAF 311230 650518 LA
2.a ifi^Wl RELEASE OF INF0R)4»ION TO NEX| OF UN. DUE TO THE
P^IBLE £pRBEUT10K.eF ^n^Mf^mVlOe&^.IOfiB. BEPOW-JUTfr THE,

FOfWARDEO T9 DePARTMdrr Ol^p^« F(NK:e ^ERSOniE|iR)R POSSIBLE- Tl

RELEASE OP PERTINENT INFOfnATION ELEMEaiTS IN PARAdGlPH 3, A (0) TO'
NEXT OF KIN AS DEEMED APPROPRIATE. THIS REPORT IS CUSSIFIED
SECRET/NOFORN TO PROTECT SENSITIVE SOURCES AND METHODS. ORIGINATOR
HAS DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY AND MUST BE NOTIFIED FOR RELEASE OF
ANY INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT OTHER THAN SUB-PARAGRAPH i:iTED.

s

COMMENTS: (U ) THIS IS THE SECOND OF TWO REPORTS FROM SOURCE. THE
FIRST WAS HR^BllBHi HEARSAY, RE V.S. HIA/C47 CREW
ALLEGEDLY ALIVE IN LM6. SOURCE PROVIDED THE INFORMATION IN THIS
REPORT WILLINGLY AND ni#)UT EVASION. ANY EVALUATIONS IN RESPONSE
TO THIS IIR SHOULD BE FORWARDED TO: CDRUSAOPSGP FT (XORGE C. MEADE
MD//IACPC-L/IACPC-CM^ift^
//IPSP: (0) PC 2<130//»
//COMSOBJ: (0) 524//. «,

~

ADMIN * *
PROJ:
OHX:
INSTR:
ENCL:
1. (U)

2. (0)
3. (0)
*. (U)
PREP:
ACQ:
OISSEM:

(0)|
(U)

(U)

(U)

VK.

US: NO.
FOUR ENCL TO FOLLOW -

HANDWRITTEN LETTER (U), 1 CY, 890627, 3PC (0), ENa.ISH.
LETTER (U), 1 CY, 891128, IP (U), ENGLISH.
FAX (U). 1 CY, 891202, IP, (U), ENGLISH.
FAX (D), 1 CT, 691202, IP, (U), ENGLISH.

(U) 2-10321.
(U) FT GEORGE 0. MEADE, MD (900426).

(0) FIELD: NONE; SENT TO: DIA//RTS-2B/PW-MIA//

WARNING: (0) REPORT aASS SECRET NOFORN — SOURCE PARA NOT
BELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.
OeCL OADR
BT ^

#03^7

NNMS * 4 •• -

NOFORN
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NOTE

TRANSLAriON OF THE WRlTTF-N TESTIMONY OF MR?, IVAN SHCHEDROV

GIVSN AT COSCOW, RUSSIA ON 6 JUNE 1993

Denr Carol I

Excuae ne Tor writing In Ruonlan. T hop* your Trlend who speake Ruatlan

w})l trannlatc 11 for you.

I've been arixlouAly anttclpnting our meeting, I admire you, your ability

to wait and to have hope -- 28 years Is such an Incredibly long time for one

to be wnttlng !

T was surprised to l*nrn thai you have received word that David died In

I«r66. Huw could that poa8lb1|| be 7 My husband, Ivan Shchedrov, who at the tine

was the correapcndcnt for the newspaper PRAVDA In Indoohina, saw Col. David L.

Hrdlicka in Laos In Sam Neua In the .spring of 1969 ( April - M«y )

.

Ivan heard hlo at a press conferenr.e In Sam Neu*. The press oonferene*

was conducted by Slsnn Slenno, one of thi> lenders of the Laotian Patriotic

Front. After the press conferenir<?, Ivan '•«lked to your husband, knowing that

D.tv1d was of Crec'h heritage. David didn't conplaln about the condltiona of

his captivity and expressed gralllude to t)ie Laotians for the medloal attention

he received. Evidently, he hoped this would help bin get back hone.

Honestly speaking, 1 thought David had been returned to you. The faot that

'.his was not the case becane known to me from some cT the group ot Tainlly msfflbera

Who came to Moscow in search of Araerii-iins m'.selng In action from the Indochina W»r.

T have the bualiiena card which they left me, Tt reads:

Russian-American POW-NIA
Deborah Robertson Bardsley
125 Pork Avenue, 22nd floor
New York, NY 100??

\01U\ Canogn Avenue (Pit,

Chalsworth, CA 91311 (61B) 773 - 9396
(fax) 310 312-6065

I'm writing oU this Infoi motion down for you In the hope that It helpa you

find pfiOfle who, like youreelf, await their loved ones.

Hy sweet Car>.l, I wish for your sake and mine that David is aliva and that

yo'j will rind each other. To comfort you, let me tell you that of all the Indoohlnese

th« Laotiana arc the kindest, most gentle and least scqualnted with cruelty — thus

It stems to be. ' npent a lot of tine with them.
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Page 2 - His.Shehadrov'a latter to

enrol Hrdllcka
NOTE

I fray to Ood that this helps David mirvlve hln Imprleoninant Kmong than.

I embraca you,

ASA SHCHEDROV
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^^,,,»fcir*7
COL IWOLICKA BRIEF FOR OEPUTir S««£WftV fOR V£T£IWW*S AFFAIRS

Intro:

* Good morning, I am . .

.

• Vni be brief l.ig you on the Oavid I . llrHllcKa case
* The Hrdllcka c-»se Is unique because vn l);«ve positive proof that he was

captured and held by Pathet La> forces. — show photo —
• Because of this photo and supporting <ourr.e reporting, the Hrdllcka

case 1$ one of our LKA discrepancy c*>es.
• While preponderance of reporting suggest? death, « determination of

fate has not yet been made by OPMO.

^_^ * Hrdllcka case thoroughly reviewed by ».hn Senate Select Committee for
''^ POW-HIA Affairs. Investigators, \M>^f rinnliliiij fur n ' Hnij jiiii

found nothing Irregular/Improper.
* Will continue to pursue case until we either recover Capt Hrdllcka's.

remains or obtain satisfactory document^Mon relative his fate. «

Summary:

Body:

* Description of Loss Incident
• Known facts
* Summary of Source Reporting
• OPHO best guess
• NOK's grievance
* Ongoing operations. .

•

Captain David louls Hrdllcka.
Air Force F-105 pilot.
Shot down over Houa Phan Province, Lans on IB Kay 196S.

Successfully ejected and parachuted to ground.

Captured losned by local villagers. OI)«>rvMi by other pilots being leC

away to nearby village.
H^avy ground fire precluded rescue. •

Kelo Inserted team landed In friendly vilt«a«> and learned thai pilot hac

been captured by Pathet Lao.

Col Charles Shelton, an RF-lOl pilot 5hAt down and captured over same are{

3 weeks earlier. The capture of twn i>I1aLi In same area makes spectf1<

correlation difficult.
24 Hay 6S Pathet Lao released stal«>«'<n». acknowledging the capture o*

Hrdllcka. • •

Several months after Hrdllcka's c^pturo. photo appeared In Pravda.
2f. July 6S Vietnamese magazine carrloil * ^tory on his capture.
26 July 6S Hrdllcka read a letter to th* ft«d Prince Souphanouv^ng ove

Pathet Lao radio. Letter acknowledged rrimliMl nature of his mission, an

requested his freedom.
18 May 67, PhoumI tfongvichlt. ^cc r-<>n of IPI. rnnrirwed Hrdllcka's coptur
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to Canadian Minister of External Affait^
Case narrative passed to Lan offlriaU (^ morous occasions, to include:

League during Sep 82 visit.
Richard Childress Jun 8S tech tall:v

25 Sep 82 Lao official, Col Khamla KeophlMin.ine, tells League that Capt
HidHcka l^opt in Sam t^eua cave until \')f^f< wh^n he died of natural causes

exacerbated by malnutrition, llrdliclta ImmIo/I ^nd grave subsequently hit

by U.S. bombs.

U.S. teams have visited rave where llr<lll<-l's Icept with witniiSes and

searched for grave with no success.
Are attempting to locate additional wiiiif<';sos who may have locatlonal

data.

S.out.ce_Rep.or 1 1 nq

Have received numerous reports from d"f'>rtors and captured Lao soldiers.

Two early reports suggest llrdllcka taken to Vietnam.
• One known not to correlate to Capt llrdllrKa because we have a .large

number of reports which place llrdllck* in »he Vieng Xal area well after

the report was published.
* The other early report of movement is not as clear-cut, however the

preponderance of reporting suggests llrdlirka never left the caves of Vieng

Xal. It should also be noted that no prKnnprs held In Vieng Xal were

ever seen In Vietnam.
Have received one other tcport of Capi. llrdlicka being moved to Vinh,

Vietnam, but It originated from a sourre *?itl) ulterior motives. This

source had no supporting documentation .inrl .idmitted that he had no basis

for the report. It should be noted tliat wo slso sent an LSI Investigator

into the Vinh area In 1992 looking for .mnMicr serviceman. Investigator

found no Indications of American captivp^ in the area.

Have received numerous reports sugq'x.' inn death; one identified the

American as Oavis/Oavit/Oavid, another IHoni ified the American as Oavid K.

Causes of death range from disease and iii.-»lMiifrit1on to accidental gunshot
wound.
Dates of death range from 196S-1968. nffiri.ii Lao position In 1982 was

1968 death. Since Gen Sec Vonqvichit. nionMnnnH Hrdllcka In 1967, suggest

death occurred after that.

Mrs. Hrdllcka recently made referenc<» f" i i*>7:» report that Hrdllcka was

alive In Vieng Xal cave In 1972. '-nuiro, whose reporting lacked

consistency, claims to have seen 7 otli«>r Caucasians and three Oriental

women. As Is often the case, we mulrl riml nothing to corroborate or

refute this sourci's reporting. However, as mentioned earlier, the bulk

of the reporting suggests Hrdllcka di«>fl "JomoMme during or before 1968.

One of our more credible sources statpfl ihai Hrdllcka died during rainy

season of 67 (Oct).

\{Awe Identified and spoken to two f1rsM>«ii'l and several hearsay witnesses

who participated in the burial of Hrdlirl'a (1992). Several of these men

accompanied Investigation teams to Io^<; Af.i

Recently received the translation of a lptt«>i from wife of Pravda writer

to Mrs. Hrdllcka. In this letter, she r,l.->ims that her husband Interviewed

Hrdllcka in Sam Neua during Apr 69. Whil^ UPMO can't confirm or 'refute

this claim, analysts believe wife's ropori may be off by a year or two.

An April 67 or 68 interview would he » <iroiin possibility.
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NOTE

PCMO.Desl^G.uess

DPMO believes Capt HrdHclia died in I960 finni nnlAila, some unidentified fercr,
or dietary complications cxacoi li-ited l)y tti<' l•1<•^ "f food and medicine In tl^e

area.

* Probably begins with the secret naluro of M>(^ war in Laos.
* Many activists subscribe tn tlie i>lAck Imlp ilifiory -- So many downed, so

few returned --

* Have done extensive research on subjec*. mil determined that Laos was not
a black hole. The Senate Select roramlttnf» tUo found nothing to support
the black hole theory.

* Mrs. Hrdlicka doe* not believe ih«» ha^ h«'on <hown all the reporting on her
husband.

* By law, we are required to provide ^\\ Information which has been
correlated to Capt Hrdlicka to her. Sho ha* been provided copies af all
reporting. Mrs. Hrdlicka has a habit of overlooking any reports which
suggest death and focuses on those report* that suggest he survived.

* Mrs. Hrdlicka claims OPMO is not respon<lv<' to her needs.
* In her 14 October letter to Mr. Freeman ^h" states that Mr. Trowbridge
failed to respond to her request. Wliat ^Im K not mentioning Is that her
questions were all answered In our letter of f. August which was sent to her
by Air Force Casualty on P.'t August. (AMI n'^A)

* Mrs. Hrdlicka accepts all reporting from row activists as the gospel and
has only selective r»fca11 of OPMO/OIA topoi i Ing/analysls.
* Prime example: Joyce Cook interview wMli Chuck Trowbridge.

* falls to share Information she has wW»^«W< •{Hm.
* Recently mentioned a \<)9^ sighting of llidlicKa In Moscow. Although DPMO

has requested a copy of the report, Hr< llrHllcka has failed to respond.
* Mrs. Hrdlicka tends to have selective hosf-lng. During a meeting with

Russian General Kondaurov last summer. *ho - l-ilms the Russians provided a

computer listing of POWs names to Hio Am"i lean side which was never
forwarded to her. During reintervlew. th" Oniipral said she misunderstood
what he said. The only computer llst.in<j h'^ recalls mentioning was the
listing of U.S. representatives provided inm,

Pl!gp.tnq. Operations

* As mentioned In Introduction, Hrdlicka r.a*«> 1-. ^ LKA discrepancy case. As
such, it will be the subject of an I.KA Invostlqatlon once Lao approval
obtained.

* Vieng Xal area has bsen nominated fo- LSI Investigation.
/*** ^"^/^^.yiong Xal area has been covered by clan asset* and remains a target.
^'"' * Attempting to locate additional firsthand witnosses.

* Pursuing Leads through archival research.
* Attempting to obtain original llrHHrka dornmonfs which the Lao claim to have

lost.

Soth Petrasy
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oerKNSe iNTttuoENce agency
WA«I<I»OTOM. O.C I*)*!

C-109/0C

^i.filli(Trtf^

yjvixMWO PAPERS

HSMItmOUK FOR 6GEN SHUFELT (VO)

SUBjeCT: The POH/HIA Iijui (U)

'

.< '

1. (C) I was not at «n pleijod w(th the iltm tlon I found whtn I took over '

reipontlblH ty for the POW/MIA 1$juc. tShf^fMOA&^OMIV'isltl^^
jjtn«?ope"rStT61l ipp^arttf: It «ppi»pt<! to" aplrticuUrl^rjIopp/Tn^thtlat*'

''*'"-

jc'ventlej. but U Is by no raoans a squared'away opiritlon today. As a

professional IntelUjance offlcor wUh a jljnlflcant portion of oy cerejr .

>ptnt at «n «na1y»ti I found the following to be parClcuUr problems:

a . cC>i<gffl4M|a.f1tkMP<>U4ila|f^
iJgFTOTi aWlysrnotet^ .

>^d n9t bfltn tudep1n\i lohg ttnt.

?up.'«et

c . ;Foiio'w»up"»ctioft»n4a'd'not'bterrpapii»"4gER3%m^
et<en$ wire c«ned for " bufVere ne^jKtaVgOfO»j'H!3L«'<t P»?»>^

•'

d.__

e . IffortrterreconUct-Jource»-1o-tN'1l;$r;i»irr'R!8':^i'n«tory- at' beVtJfnd

normatly'amounted' to' merely; trying to conJiWtJijelJix'^teliwi^^^ rithtV .U>»n

'uiingnocal OoO or law enforcement a9enc(i'rJ4Jtr»?k_the«i^Wwn «n4^t^^^

-%efl tnen in person.
-

i^ f. iJe «« never wpro7«dTooeorthiribYri)iFlTr«Mjyttc-.t«oli^^
?<« ^Wtttng'Bll lightings on • mapJo lo2kLfbf:i*Jtirnj;-:;;^MI^^

2. (C) Thurrth«T?«rlr:«-jrMrr«Teffie«-vrt'rvJ>"^C'S^nlf»T^
yiitTwe^have d6ne''»*sToppyJ<ibT*' 1 come to' the same conclusion sfter havirfs

looked Into the )i»ue probably In somewhat more detail. than General Ughe, but

not for as long a period of time.

3. (C) With reoard to the ilUflatton of Rffl1jW*^:tg:dWijff2tj^M<t-ey«im-
^WrTtKrrm" an ti ewnt eft?vt?r tn.'hrsTl^imj^- »1 though ' probebl y not as muctf

al has been publicly stated. In fairness to OC-2, e good measure of *"<' js

attributable simply to hunan nature. The analysts have seen so many fabruauons
- - - -r.

. .... -, jyst (pore of the

..itratino as it all

_^ ^^ _ ,^^„^ ..,.,7hlVrnbt Been'dolns

tii'lVarfa1thfgily'a$"they'should^^ *"^

attributable simply to hunan nature, the analysts have seen sc

for so long that their first subconscious reaction 1i "this is

same Jirbage". And most of It Is . feutrsoin«"'|SS^>ot^b«?__FrujJ
is, fheyhave goTTtTrun alT the Jeads^to.theJiround^rThey.hav

CLASSIFIED BY OC
DECLASSIFY ON OADR

J000046
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VVORKINC PAPBRft

rj^t^oiniy - o na
» yn j

• "chirsV «» e T o ft 1 y 'r« 1md TMSrgato rmp r-e^orcsnhff-l at tVrT •

,i,f"^pirfrrM»lp of OC-? (the 0-6, Oirpuiy,r«VriVn(o?f«nJJyiX)^^^

ia£!'1?Si,?j:jiSD^"^'*'" ** proclOde thij n\ln<lwtV«'krnj hold •nd':fo"efoicT>'''aionUor
^w»jrj*j:Th1i th«y tfcflnu«1y h«vc nbt-d«n«wonToWf7thVyMr»V"

"

* (C) d-«iii Mi'bkruiiM thai enough *$s«U rrir'bVlftr'do<Jle«tttfto~thlr ^V
f^Vpli^r^i 1J thi top priority probleiB'we^c.UlmAt'-.U,. Jn p«rt<eu1*r. I -,

wondor 1( JCftC U idt^uitily nanned, whathor wi have enough polygraph operators
AvinabU, etc. 1 would not be able to iMke a Judgment on this without actually
having visited JCRC and the camps, which ] have not had on opportunity t« tfe.'

! would encourage you to do this larly In your tine here so you can draw
conclusions regarding the adequacy of our level of effort In the field. Without-
flrithand exposure, my observations In this area fall Into the category of gut...
feelings rather than researched opinions.

5, (C) A key area which. requires attention 1$ OIA's image •• how we trt

perceived to bo doing our Job r ather than (or In addition to) how" we raally ere

Who iakc tills businist vep/ serlousjy and are Km'09JtQ;.tftJfe.to anyOM.who ^

fiJgJiV'bo able lo provide us Informotlon^ JKIr^VnClvdcr-thcrfiaHeys, Carwo'odj', «•«'

Sj..
(C) tsee" "the" most' 1ffiportant*th1hg'v«"w"u»t"do>jjjh't~rSQ7rt"o"be 'cementing

rjlTflonshl p^; b.fy.thejllll ,._HeJ)ft.^^nQj.dQJie_aiuie,ll.. J-ftej.*. »i,>e.shou\d
.

j: It^'li

;Cl'M/v.tR«\ Congressman llendon will be ui^ ouCliJ.fiSii*0--4.tWcedit^«i. (apd,he_^
tfj][r:have lots of ammunition thejMX._R^;j<ei.d ;to*jojurt^)»at..wei.bave ferwedTthe

2ecei»a,ry alliances with HPSCI and/thdi'AiTan'PeclfJc.A/.fal.cs^cofliinittees.jtjjflr

«,t«ifferi, and their chairmen that7*<e pecervtjiup^i^il!LOur.-effortt to damage- . %
^(qlt/congressman^nden; " '—

-

frTifWlrfitr loY JOM troubled-
should have in dijn ftji3t?>nd(

(Tdeivfl pisnty oTscnin? ^-^___.—

^

preparations' to'ffllnlmfze" the 'crUT(if$"ni"tKfi icrutTny. Hi u orTnj;*; -I

have attached a list of action Items which I believe art nquirtd to accomplish
this. I have already tasked DC-2 In these areas, but close monitoring and some
personal invelvtmtnt will bs called for. I Stand bj^ to help In any way I can.

fcB'R33ifHICn{;«''«tii

^try respectfully,

i^ssistant Deputy Director

for Collection Management

J000047
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P(»¥/MIA €WSF
Hopes that our government might find

some prisoners of war or men missing ip

action were again dashed when Colonel

Millard A. Peck. Chief of the POW/MIA
section of the Defense Intelligence Agen-

cy (DIA) resigned February 12, 1991. Cd.
Pecl< leift behind a resignation letter that

renewed fears of a 'govemment cover-up'

that extends from Operation Desert Storm
back through the Vietnam War, Korean

War, into the World Wars, fifty and seventy

years ago. Because the DIA Is subject to

review by several agencies between itand
the President of the United States,

secrecy and silence hamper efforts to

locate and recover troops not retumed at

war's end.

Here Is the text of the resignation letter

1. PURPOSE: I hereby, request to resign

my posrtion as the Chief of the Special

Office for Prisoners of War and f^issing in

Action. (POW/MIA) i

2. BACKGROUND
a. Motivation. My initial acceptance of

this posting vras based upon two primary

motives: first, I had heard that the Job was
highly contentious and extremely fnjstrat-

ing, tfiat no one would volunteer for tt

b«Jause of its complex political nature.

This, of course, made it appear challeng-

ing. Secondly, since the end of the Viet-

nam War. I had heard the persistent

rumors of American Servicemen having

been abandoned In Indochina, and that

the Government was conducting a

"cover-up" so as not to be embarrassed.

I was curious about this and thought that

serving as the chief of POW-MIA would be
an opportunity to satisfy my own interest

and help dear the Government's name.

b.The Office's reputation. Itwas interest-

ing tiiat previous exposure to the POW-
MIA Office, while assigned to the DIA,

both as a Deputy Director for Intelligence

(DDI) and as the Chief of the Asia Division

for Cun^nt Intelligence (JSI-3) was nega-

tive. DIA personnel wtio worked for me.

^

POW/MIA Chief

wt>en dealing with or mentioning the of-

fice, always spoke about It in deprecating

tones, alluding to the fact that any report

wfiich found its way there would qulcMy

disappear into a "black, hole."

c. General Attitudes. Addflionally, sur-

veys of active duty military personnel In-

dicated that a high percentage (83%)

believed that there were still live American
prisoners inVietnam This Ideawas further

promulgated in a number of legitimate

veterans' p>eriodicals and professional

Journals, as well as the media In general,

which field that where there was so much
smoke ttiere must be fira

d. CoMT upi The (Moide qtt» Issue

waswieolaity unsetSIng boeUKe of the

pemhant nimors and Innuendoes of a
Covomownt conspiracy. alTegIng that

4A&iiilitBiy personnei had been left be-

hfndte the vlctoriouaiaiwmunlst govem-
mnm lriiMiiliii^i<g«t^ntf Cambodia,
and that for "poTitlcal reasons' or tunning

the^dtk fif • second Vietnam War, their

ittuwfi>wm nWrhl/dented. Worse yet

\MS««tnnpncatlon thet OlA's Special Of-

fi^tor POWs and MlAs was an Hegral

pt/tlfiHs effort to cover the entire affair

upWWl «wt H MUtMnntl the Govem-
meol iMTOOefense EstabllsfvnenL

e. Tfte CfusatJs. As a \rteftTam veteran

'vith a cer"a:n <.i..o^. '. o f '
''

Indochina. I was Interested in the entire

POW-MIA question, and willingly volun-

teered for the job, viewing It as a sort of

hoiycfusade.

t The Harsh Reality. Heading up the

office fas not been pleasant. My plan was
to be totaily txxiest and forthcxxning on
the entire Issue cind aggr^slvely pursue
InnovativeacUons and concepts to dear
up the Pve sighting business, thereby

refurtjishlng the Image and Ivxior of ttie

DIA. 1 bec^De painfiily aware, fxjwever.

ttiat I was rx3t r^y In charge of my cwn
office, but was merely a figurehead or

whipping boy for a larger and totally

fkflachlavellian group of players outside of

DIA. What I witnessed during my tenure

as the cardboard cut-out "Chief" of the

POW/MIA could euphemistically lat>eled

as disillusioning.

3. CURRENT IMPRESSIONS, BASED
ON MY EXPERIENCE
8. Highest Nriional Priority That Nation-

al leaders continue to address the

prisonerofwarand missing In action Issue

as the "Wghest national priority' Is a
travesty. From my vantage point, I ob-

served that the principal govemment
players were Interested primarily In con-

ducting a 'damage lirmaUon exercise"

and appeared to knowingly and
deliberately generate an endless succes-

sion of manufectured crises and 'busy

worit". Progress consisted in frenetic ac-

tivity, with little substance and no real

results.

b. T?ie Mindset to Debunk. T^e mtndsA
to 'debunk* is alive and wed. It Is heki at

all levels, and continues to pen/ade the

POW/MIA Office, which Is not necessarily

the faiit of the Dl/v Practically all analysis

Is directed to finding faiit with the source.

Rarely has there tieen any effective, active

follow through on any of the sightings, nor

is there a responsive 'action arm" to

routinely and aggressively pursue leads.

The latterwas a moot point, anyway, since

tfie Office was continuously buried In an
avalanche of "ad hoc" tasklngs from every

quarter, eill of which required an Immedi-

ate response. It was Impossible to plan

^aactnrprtnrfttT courses of action, /^y
reaU^Sait to pufsue live sighting reports

or exercise initiative was diminished by

the plethora of !ikMV KWKk" projects

directed by highar auaiaB^OUtsicta.DIA

A flOmber of these grandiose OTdeavore

bordered on the ridteuk>us-quite slg-

nBlcanlly4>er» was never an audit tral.

None of these tasklngs was ever re-

quested formally. There was, and still b. a

rafutai t^ any of the players to foflow

normal intelligence channels bi dealing

with the POW/MIA office.

c. Duty, Honor, Integrity, tt appears that

the entire iKue Is bc*ig«nr4pUated by

unscrupulous people In tf« Government,
or associated with the Govemrrient.
Some are using the issue for personal or

political advantage and others use it as a
forum to perform and feel Important, or

worse. ThB sad fact, however. Is that this

Issue Is being controlled and a cover up
may be In progress. The entire charade
does not appear to be an honest effort and
may never have beea
d. P0W/N8A(XBcersAbandoned.When

I assessed the office for the first time, I was
somewfiat amazed and greatly disturt)ed

by the fact tiiat I was the only military

officer In an organization of rpore thanjW
people. Since combatants of al Setvioes

were lost InVietnam, 1 would havftthought
thiere wotid si least be a token service

represertatkmiorainatterofthe^Mihest

National priority". Sincethe nonreJttllx of

officersfrom all services Is not found In my
organization It would appear that the

Issue, at least at the wori<Ing level, has. In

fact, been atjandoned. Also, the fion'or

stories of the succession of military of-

ficers at the 0-5 and 0-6 levd wtx) have In

some manner "rocked the txat" and
quickly come to ijtief at the I

Gowemmertpofieyms^^mvJ
ISBViMjid^nMotwcooelidSnthatwe
anwqnvCMpttvMbte, so by extrapola-

tion oantrnftf pmvMm tht tiese

ssrNtt txiriNnKralS tntfii 'sacriflce'

,J|Miiipii|l^ or conten-

WaSt^^&SSPa pefaanafi of wai and

thouphL Any mllvy officer expected to

survwe In this environment would have to

t)e myopic, an accomplished sycopfiarrt,

or totally InsoudanL

e. The DIA Involvement. DIA's rde In the

affair Is truly unfortunate. The overall

Agency had generally practiced a
'c^mage limitation drill' on tiie Issue, as
well. The POW/MIA Office had been
dolstered for all practteal purpose and
left to Its own fortunes, r

"lightning rod" fortiie entire establishment
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POW/MU Chief Con't
on the matter. The policy people

manlpulaling the affair have maintained

their tJIstar>ce and remained hidden In the

"Br^trficess lo public scrutiny.

VflW^erMppens In the IssueiTHA takes

the Wame. whBe the real players remain

krvteiWe.The fact that the POW/MIA Office

b always the center o< an Investigation Is

of no surprise. Many people suspect that

scmelhlng b rottenabout thewhde thing,

bm eanncft And an audUattoJSSJfbe
Uame. so they attack the DIA/POW/MIA

•dump* simply because tt has been

placed In the line of fire as a cheap,

expendable decoy. ^ , „
t "Suppresslo Veri Suggesto Falsi

.

Many of the puppet masters play a con-

fusing murky rde. For Instance, the Direc-

tor of the National League of FamDtes

occupies an Interesting and questionable

position in the whole process. Although

assiduously "chumlng" the account to

give a tawdry Elusion of progress, she Is

adamantly opposed to any Inillalive to

actually get to the heart of the problem,

and, more Importantly, Interferes In or ac-

tively sabotages POW-MlA analyses or

Investigations. She Insists on rewriting or

' editing all significant documents

produced by the Office, Inserting her own

twist or meaning to what was orfglnaHv

preparedJhls Is then touted as the DIA

poslltoa She apparently has a^ss to

top secret, codeword message traffic, for

which she Is supposedly rwt deared, and

she receh/es It well ahead of the DIA Irtei-

Ilaence analysts. Her Influence In "Jerking

show, she Is In the perfect posltton to

camor for "progress", whDe realty Inters

tlonaHy Imp«JIng the effort And, there are

numerous examples of this. OthenMse, S

Is Inconceivable that so many
bureaucrats In the "system" would Instan-

taneously do her boding and humor her

every whim.

I DlA's DUemma. Although greatly sad-

dened by the rde ascribed tothe Defense

.

Intenige.'Ke Agency, I fee), at least, what I

am dealing with honest men and women
who are generally powerless to make the

system work. My appeal and attempt to

amend this role pertiaps never had a

chance. We. all, were subject to control. I

particularly salute the personnel In the

POW-MIA Offk» for their long suffering,

which I regrettablywas unable to change.

I feel that the Agency and the Office are

being used as the 'fall guys" or "patsies

to cover the titeks of ethers.

6, RECOMMENDATIONS
a. One Final Vietnam Casualty. So ends

the war and my last grand crusade, like I

did actuaflyM end, Tguess. However, as

they say (n the Legton, "Je ne regrette

rela." Foran of the above, I respectfJIy

request to be relieved c* my duties as

Otief of the Special Office for Prisoners o«

War and Missing In ActfcKV

b. A Farewell to Amis. So as to avoid the

annoyance of being shipped off to some

remote comer, out of sight and out of the

way. In myown 'bamboo cage" of silence

somewhere, I further request that the

Defense Intelllgenc©Agency, whfch I have

attempted to serve toyallyandwWi hoo<y

assW me h being retired trime^flatw

Vnm ortK'n mlllarv servlca.

around" everyone and everything liv
;

vofved In the IskU goes far beyond the

"war and MIA protester gone straight

scenario. She was brought from the "out-

side" Into the center of the Imbroglto. and

then, doaked In a mantel of sanctimony,

routinely Impedes real progress and In-

sidiously "muddles up the Issue. One

wonders who she really k and where she

came from...

4. CONCUUSIONS
a. The Stafled Crusade. Unfortunately,

wrfiat began on such a high note never

succeeded In embarking. In some
respects, howewer. I have managed to

sattefy some of my curiosity.

b. Everyone b expendable. I have seen

firsthand how ready and willing the policy

people are to sacrifice or abandon

anyone who might be perceived as a

political liability. It is quick and facile, and

can t)e easily covered. •

c. High-Level Knavery. I feel strongly that

this Issue Is being manipulated and con-

trolled at a higher level, not with the goal

rf resoMng It, but more to obfuscate the

question of live prisoners, and give the

Sluslon of progress through hyperaclMty.

d. "Sm9te.w» Mlnorar Rom*^ I

ha^va&^&.Tli|*ea'Sl^ any sol-

dier lefl In Vielnam. even hadvertently,

w«». h tacJ. abandoned yeare ago and

thaJ the farce that Is being played Is no

mofe«»wM50flllcaJlegen}emalidonewith

"smokMirfn*rof8",tostanthe Issue una

S<Ses a natural death.

e. Nattoral League of Families. I am
convinced that the Director o» this or-

ganization b much mor? than meets the.

eye. As the prindpal actor In the grand •

Signed/ Miltard A. Peck Colonel, Infantry

USA

/ want to tell you a true stoiy that

has no ending. It goes backto the

frustration that many feel. On
August 16, 1985, 1receiveda letter

from a source from a refugee

who, one week earlier, hadcome

out of Laos, the letter referred to

four servicemen BY NAME AND
NUMBERS, and referred to one

as young man die. 'No reference

to the other three as living or

dead. Icheckedmy list ofmissing

andonlyonename was onmylist

It Just happened that man was

from Illinois. I sent that letter to

Washington by two sources. In

January oi . 963, I received

another letter from the same
source. This time he referred to a

IMng POW. I sent the 2nd letter to

Washington by two sources. To

this date, neither the source nor

the man In the refugee camp In

Thailand has been contacted by

anyone to prove or disprove the

Information In the letters. Who,
*"

lying to whom, and who can
"

In/St to take action?
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fJii^ Ctf-rM l/n^*r^^ ^u-^i/uo-i- ^ '-.t
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O

O

lib'

ib

c^

:f^|?.|-JLtMKNT FROC AN UNID1NTIFI8D SOURCE. TBIS INFORMATION IS PASSED

fci^^ ^ Csr^-Y"^^ • ^^ ^V*-*^

/

TO
N?0.

JSt^ 'P'ASSED" TO
.IHX'FOLLCVING INFORMATION REPORTED TO

c>,W|fjON FOR TOOR INFORJ^ATION . HARDCOP
^]!\J:jo;JviLL BE. FORVARDED VIA FAST POOCH.

RDCOPY OF THE THAI REPORT AND THE MAP
ENGLISH TEXT OF THE THAI

IKIPORT, FOLLOWS

^.&J
• • '';>(i^:;^<•^\sz^^ri:^'^

ij^arot'.

5;^'5-m^/fTBE-' HECEIfED AN DNCONPIRMED
|Wl'"]fiEPORT;THAT TBIRE IS A CAMP FOB AMERICAN PRISONERS OF WAR IN THE
^-U^-sfiAREA OF THE BE'JP VAlLETt, BAN KADON VILLAGE, NAM BIAHG SOB-
g^i»!DlSTRICT, MYANG LAMAM DISTRICT, SARAVAN PROVINCE. A SDMMART OF

M

l:IY^'S'll'^2.2v ONE. KITCHEN BOILDING (OOTSIDE THE FENCES)
-Ull^ZiS; CAMP FOR ETHNIC KBA LAO SOLDIERS (GUARDS) COMPRISING THREE

^M

.!0

litK^SlGDARDn FORCE ti-. THERE- ARE ABODT -30 FDLLT- ARMED ETHNIC XHA, LAO
SOIDIEBSUSJ GUARDS. -FROM .TIME TO' TlMEy. ie-20; VI ETNAliESE.i V;./;S^

2'»vTHf AFTER CONSIDERATION, IS
OF THE OPINION THAT THIS INFORMATION SHODLD BE PROVIDED TO THE
ANTl-SABOTAGI UNIT AND TOR THEIH SNOWLEDGE ALSO.
3. TBIS FOR TOUR CONSIDERATION.
(((SIGNED

. AND SEEN £T. .

EIIORE IT WAS PASSED V)) ^2.7
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Mr

i\' jfiNNNN

in

A ROUGH SKETCH MAP SKOVS Tc? CAM?

lEOi'. ll'KADOh (LOCATED AT 1519N 106562
Of "iSl NAM FDDANG RIVER. IT S30VS A S

LS-TT lY TB? NAM PBUANG RIVER AND ON TH

r.OAT. THERE IS ONE EAR5SD-VIR5 FaNCE
VATER, ONS ALONG THE MIDDLE OF THE MOA

AND TBH GOARDS. ACCORDING TO THE f.AP

Tai RlfER TO THE VEST. IIT.SAKCE IS OV

lASTIRH SICE.
DECL: OADR •^'" '•

A0591

TO BE
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W-^yt^!

^'V'^''*ipP90PRlATE' .OFFICIALS. TO AT TehPT.-; TO. OBTAIN, ANY FURTHER INFO

S^J5u?A3LE TO-.T.HEM, E : g;\^R£L I ABI L I T Y
' OF. SOURCE .: IDENTITY, 0^, •

^^KnuRCE^- exact' LOCATioNM'cdoROI^ATES);^^ ETC

^S2°>^1^FR0H:.THE- info: FROVlCEOV'lWE^HAVE.eSEN. UNABLE JO^tJ^O-*^^

^^tSi-MOUNTAfNWITH A «0 AT' F ED BY -TH £ ; N AH 'PHUANG. RI VE S . .• WE 010 FIND

>:#^'V"hSoNG AMAN (NOTLAHAM) AT XCB2C5 (1^25M 1C6'.2E) ANO A .NAM HlANG

i^^lr Y6S293 ^ISIBN 10S53E). WE HWE NOT BEEN ABLE JO
INC A HcUP

•••'r;' VALLEY BUT DID FIND A HOUEI PHOUANG RIVE^i IN THE * « -* '-^
'7^,'^ " J^

••-^••M527M 10733-=) WHICH IS WELL EAST OF 3AN -^AOON. HCWEVE^J, JUST

;^v'-ijRTi 5AN KAOON A.:,E TWO SAN ^ANOOM•S AT YC13S0 (
15S^N 1070CE ) .•

•

• ^r-. ANO YC 1^-3 ( IS^-SN 10301E ) WITH-PHOU ^OUNGKlNG.ifipUN.T.Al.N ..TO^L^E

•-•••••^^>cnuTH-AT-Y(;3312 (152eN 107 ICE )..-.•. PHOU KnUNGMNG, I S • IN THc -.
1M.YE0I ATc

vv-vr^^J^EloF^HOUElV PHOUANG RI VE R.-.' CO ;
NOT. B EL lEVE ,- HOwEvER. ANYONE

.,
^ :

.

'^WcoULOWALrFROH EITHER- BAN, KANOON TO THIS AREA IS FOUR HOURS.

•'-• CUERY IF YOU HAVE HAD ANYBETTER LUC^ IN FINDING THE AREA.

.

'.
-> ALSO, PLEASE INSURE THAT . ^ ,,,,^

C. ..-'• ARE ALERTED TO THIS IMFO AND HAVE THEM
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P0 5Si?LE U.S >\

'

i-:<^r/-'rr^:J^^ •>>•

WI
: REQUEST
;the .men
:'w'E.-;'.ARE.-.

= IDE NT IF

STANCES
_ IMAGINE
ADVISE .

. REV^ '

CONC'JR:

POVilS .IN^LAOS?

THCUTVCOMPROHlSING>fiiSoURCEio^JHE,INFp^CO^^^
'•IF POSSIBLE ;'-JHAT..YO\j;oeTAIN.>NY^..AOpiTlONAL-,INFO-

I i GNEO ..U . s;.r".FOWS .F ROM.; THE".

P
•

nc rtcTwafr rnMDTTTnN- DF-.HEALTH-.;blL. ••.AS. .luu v.*-.

PL

:-IN
^

REG A
SERv-!'
soing':"'

IGNEOU.S.r'FOWS .FROH.:THE" .. . ,..- -.->.•••-„.•-

A R T I CUL A RL Y I N T E R E S T £ 0> I N ? A N Y;"^ I N F Oi WH I CH,.WOU L
:
A 1

INGTHE^>0wi;;a:E:lPHVsKAi^0ESCRIRT10NSTiPlACE^(S
OF CAFTUSE", COKDITION^ OF-.HE ALTH', ; E TC: -.AS. YOU v-AN

, INTEREST IN U.S. ROWS' REMAINSUXTREMELY; HIGH '
'

'^•

i/CIRCU»^-.T?!
WELL •: V;^^.
EASE '

r'

>",-.'.->>;

:f/f
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; T,Y_- IM.1 c 01 AJ E L Y^'^y-^i^i^i'.;

<"v Lri IL ^' '_;c L c r c;: :^ -^^vj , -^uri . ur» I i L . r u -^ i r. r. n r^^i ; v, c . 7.V'-*-'.' -'.'*; *",;"*"•'-. .-^. ",'.: ''

''•.
2".- ,

UAUf:>-.IMVnWATtr.M jt-AT TFAN<;t:<:Q PP ?n AM PP T CAM ANH Ife- .."•,•.
1*0 Fnw/"IAS PCOM .OUDOM SA! PROVINCE TO VIENTIANE TO TAKE PLACE. i

•rt;-,! :'.K -^v.^^rwuc^i i.;.iuvi.rL*"k-r.; ON T OP; PR lOS I T Y 1,-i.l c 01 ATE L Y_2<^-,.^.

P'lkt IL' cV^ cECE^e£?.;>ov."cs:uK^
••.-••

- • -•.

PEVW 2 CEC IC

"/c: (U) THIS
CCNCLC:

PER REOUEST OF

'.,'. Jiv^:>

•':i'•'•;;!-•^•••/^^"•v:?^Vx^/^">,/^:•:V/•^•^ (
:

' v)
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.ji!- .•;-:-. iare TDCS-31'«/00217-70 .

:'• "~
ttST 6 tlANUAWf 1970

j^os . "-V
•

". . -^

POSSIBLY LATE IW9 OR fJkltLr'l$70

GENERAL" LOCAT I Ot) OF PRISON CAMP tOKTAINING ABOUT

20 UNITED STATES AlF. FORCE PILOTS IN THE BAN NAXAY - -. -.

REGION OF HOUA PHAB PROVINCE
••-.--...•. --- . .•

1. iBWrWIJmTEO STATES AIR FORCE PILOTS WERE '

BMNJiSOSF.D IN A CONCEALED SECTIONDTT HE BA« UAKAY /VH J955/

nni^iar rnn rr^r TTTTn-r. according to two villagers vho

VISITED THE REGION 10 BUY A RADIO ON AN UNSTATED, DATE BUI

POSSIBLY IN I ATE 1969 OR EARLY 1970. WHEN THE NORTH

..
^

.,...,.-.-i.::V;;;.C:;Oi:'^ l^^Y^

</Ui''
if - - .' u. ..,.1

wm*^ {« ^^^

wV^Xi^.
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CO
•=3-

^ I
.

"
'^i

li I ^1 III.

iwnliMtn
IH 0017S<«

T11CS-I1V002 17-70

PAG£ 2 Of 2 fACES

t€Utwifiemno*t tilitltn ,

VIENTAMESE AR1Y /NVA/ GUARDS NOTICED THAT THE TWO VILLAGERS

SAW THE PJLOTS, THE GUARDS SEIZED THEM AND SAID THEY TOO

WOULD BE IMPRISONED.

2, THE PATHET LAO FUNCTIONARY, WHO WAS SELLING THE

VILLAGERS THE RADIO, INTERCEDED AND TOLD THE NVA GUARDS HE

HAD TOLD THE VILLAGERS TO COME WITH HIM TO GET THE RADIO.

THE l!VA GUARDS RELEASED THE VILLAGERS, BUT DEMANDED THEY NOT

' TELL ANYONE ELSE ABOUT THE LOCATION OF THE PILOTS PRISON

CAMP.

^///f/ff//fl^firfuhltu ALL iHt AfitKlCAN PfiliJONERS HELD IN
ySiC

LAOS WERE TAKEN TO NORTH VIETNAM IN LAJE DECE1BEK ISSB./ THE

27 AMERICAN PRISONERS THAT HAD BEEN IN LAOS AT THAT TIME

WERE ASSEMBLED IS THE BAN HANG LONG /VH 132629/ AREA ABOUT

HID-WAY BETWEEN BAN NAXAY AND SAM NEUA /VH 009379/. THEY

•WERE TO BE USED IN A PRISONER EXCHANGE WITH THE SOUTH

VIETNAHESE GOVERNMENT. SEEJ^|PBimiLTDCS-3J'</0979S-«9^

A. FIELD DISSEM SIATL ARMY Alf bSriACV 7TH AIR FORCE

CINCPAC PACFLT PACAF ARPAC TFA/KKP
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Btj//e/r :^/J
'.V

^Aq^ /\-l^^^

Jun« 9, 1973

le^i^uation^Room- •

:nviditional>,"Informatioii A\.cni

'55 v-X'3rr'i'.>ij,u.-." .-v •> .•
'

'Items

%^:%;^i
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Kcmooucio *r nc nationm. akmvu

3.»-MIA/Laos" : The Pathet Lao's chief representative in Vientiane
from Mrs. Kay to her husband

but X9X4 owe Embftsty officer
»(h«r acknowledged VQV*i

the formation of a new c<H|li-
Laos

.

• v: v'-w"--^^'i!tronr«overnment inJ
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1228

1229

1230

1231

1232

1233

12314

1235

1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

12m

1242

1243

12)4<4

1245

1246

1247

1248

1249

12S0

1251

12S2

situation Mt cun Into.

I «• certainly not going to tell th«s« paople, "May, you

don't sea anything." But at tha sama tlaa . it doesn't giva

na any avidanca with which I can work, any next stap to

pucsua in that type of a case

.

Hi. TZAHRT. At one tima thara ware soaa saoucity

considatations about. I thinK, oue actions in other

oounttias outside oi Vietnam. But to youc Xnouladga. is

thara any reason why we are withholding data because oi past

security reasons that new have no justification?
V

Hx. MOID. I have--! hava bant over backwards, and I will

continue to do so. If a iaiiily--if a faitily nenber, or if it

ooaas to ay attention or any of the analysts' that there's

soaething over at the National Security Agency or anywhere
•1-1 —

-

else in governnent that's olassi fied and we feel that it

might have a bearing on tha case, ay position is to giva tha

Biasing man tha benefit of tha doubt, get that. Ue can

review the document itself in our office.

He have dona this, and it has resulted in our going back

to the Russians, f«.r example, on the U.S.-Russia joint

commission, saying--and giving them information and saying,

"He have got this additional information- He want"--this is

related to a B-29 loss--"Ue want you to see what you can find

on it."

X will continue to give the benefit of the doubt to any oJ
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12S3 thtsc itBllias. I(« will gat classiiled documents. It a

125M ianily it out on its own, going through aichives. «nd th«y

1255 kuap Into this classified problea, which happens oiten> and

1256 thay lat us Know about it, wa will gat tha documents. He

1257 will gat it zedaeted to clean out the Inioraation that, by

1258 law. we cannot revaal--source$ , methods, and so iorth— and

1259 then we will give thea the document.

1260 Xow. I know in Mrs. Rdzlieka's case—you probably saw this

1261 too--she got a ?iaoa of docuiient--she got a document. It was

1262 a National Security Council document that was totally

1263 klaeked out. It had nothing on it. eomplataly useless to

126*4 her. Ind what X did in that ease—-and we could not get it

1265 declassified, but what I did in that ease was send a naval

1266 oiiicet over there to look at the document. Re came baek

1267 with a lepozt that that particular case-'that particular

1268 document, had nothing in It that related to the Hzdlick*

1269 shootdown.

1270 He will— I will do anything along those lines to try to

1271 provide the families the iniormatlon they need. He need

1272 that inioraation, too. He want to reach an accounting.

1273 That's our goal. That's our eomnon goal o£ every one of us

127)4 sitting here today.

1275 nr. TIAHRT. Let me conclude by saying— I know I am

1276 probably getting close on tlme--I deeply appreciate the work

1277 that you are doing. I feel that sometimes you get caught in
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HCADOUARTERS AIR FORCE MILITARY PERSONNEL CENTER

RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE TEXAS

HQ AFMPC/DPMCB
550 C Street West Suite 15 4 November 1994

Randolph AFB TX 78150-4717

Mrs. Carol A. Hrdlicka

Route 1, Box 24

Conway Springs KS 67031

Dear Mrs. Hrdlicka,

In late 1S>92 analysts of the Defense Intelligence Agency and Joint Task Force -

Full Accounting reviewed all American losses in Cambodia and Laos from the Vietnam

War. This review identified priority discrepancy cases for investigation specifically to

help resolve the live prisoner question. Forty-four cases involving 8 1 individuals from

Laos and 10 cases involving 18 individuals from Cambodia were selected. The categories

of the discrepancy cases identified were "Listed as POW at Homecoming' and "Last

Known Alive." The vast majority of these cases have been investigated at least once, and

further investigations are likely.

The last known alive discrepancy case listings were not made public, primarily

because they were prepared for use as investigative tools and considered working Usts.

However, because these lists have always been unclassified and available to anyone who
asked for them, some families have learned of their existence.

To avoid other families learning of their loved ones name being on one of these

lists through other than official sources, the Defense POW-MIA office has asked that we
inform our families in this regard.

This is to advise you diat die name ofyour husband, Colonel David L. Hrdlicka,

^ipears on die "Listed as POW at Homecoming" priority discrepancy list for Laos.

For your information, a discrepancy case involves an unaccounted for individual

about whom the United States Government has convincing evidence that the government

of Vietnam, Laos, or Cambodia should have specific knowledge about the case.

This is a group of individuals who, during the Vietnam War, were classified by

their commanding officers and Service Secretaries as POWs, but did not return during

Operation Homecoming (February - April 1973). These cases also are known to many

families as "last known alive" due to their POW status. There were 97 individuals from

Southeast Asia who are so listed. Subsequently, 42 "listed Pows" have been accounted

for through unilateral Vietnamese remains repatriations.
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As in tlie past, we will keep you apprised of any new information received

concerning Colonel Hrdlicka's case.

Please contact us on our toll free telephone line 800-53 1-5501 ifyou have

questions concerning this matter.

Sincerely

GEORGE E. ATKINSON
Chief, Missing Persons &

Inquiries Division
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Mr. DORNAN. Carol, your whole statement will be put in the
record, and I have the document that you refer to from June 9,

1973. We have found out where it is. It is in Nixon's archives. Na-
tional Archives Project No. 2. The DPMO have reserved it, and
they blocked out the portions because they say they do not pertain
to David Hrdlicka. But I think to give you peace of mind that they
owe it to you to show it to you, because if it has any source intel-

ligence value, it is 22 years old.

And since they give the names of people involved in live

sightings to the once cruel Communist masters of all of Vietnam
who will not allow an election, why are they uptight that a 22-year-

old source wouldn't have been compromised or turned over any-
way?
So I will try and get this to you, and I will bet Jim Wold will

help me.
Ms. Hrdlicka. I would make one request. Something that might

be interesting would be to find the Nixon tapes where they discuss
the POW's in the White House.
Mr. DORNAN. I have heard of that. That is a fascinating thought.

I am told we will work on it.

Ms. Duez, do you have a written statement?
Ms. Duez. Yes, I do.

Mr. DoRNAN. Thank you, Carol.

STATEMENT OF KATHY BORAH DUEZ, POW/MIA FAMILY
MEMBER, SISTER OF DANIEL BORAH, USN

Ms. Duez. Congressman Doman, members of the committee, I

come here today on behalf of my brother, Lt. Daniel V. Borah, Jr.,

case no. 1927.

The name of Daniel Borah is well known in POW/MIA circles. In
July 1991 several photographs appeared said to be of my brother.

These photos are surrounded in controversy. The only question I

will raise about these photos is, why Dan Borah?
Our family was not active in the POW/MIA issue. We accepted

without question all information presented to us by the Govern-
ment. We did not question or challenge the presumptive finding of

death made in July 1977. We believed Dan did not survive because
that is what we were told. We did not participate in POW/MIA ral-

lies. We did not make speeches. So why pick Dan Borah as the ob-

ject of a hoax, if indeed it was a hoax?
I have my own opinion regarding the photos. However, this

forum is not the place for opinions. This forum is for facts, and that
is what you will get from me today.
As background, Dan was shot down over Quang Tri Province,

South Vietnam, on September 24, 1972, 4 months and 3 days be-

fore the signing of the Paris peace accords. According to the for-

ward air controller, Dan safely ejected from his aircraft and was
alive in his parachute. From his chute, Dan radioed Nail 30
Saddleback 1 in the chute.
According to a case narrative dated June 5, 1989, for 30 seconds

after the chute was down, aircraft personnel monitored several

—

and this is a quote—several short burst manual beeper trans-
missions. Short burst manual transmissions puts Dan alive on the
ground. Search and rescue crews reported seeing Dan's chute being
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removed from the trees. Due to the tree canopy, they could not see
who removed the parachute. Evidence leads to the inevitable con-

clusion that it was Dan who removed the chute. I could not have
said that positively 5 years ago or even 1 year ago.

Since Dan's shoot-down, we have been told continually that there
was no voice transmission from the ground. Every report sent to

us stated, quote/unquote, no voice contact. In June of this year, we
learned this statement was not true.

On July 3, 1973, a memo was written to the chief, U.S. Delega-
tion for Party Joint Military Team. The memo dealt with four cat-

egories of prisoners and missing. Those categories were: One, last

known to be alive; two, probably died in captivity but name does
not appear on official died in captivity list; three, died in incidents

and enemy should have some knowledge; and, four, probably cap-

tured.

Dan is listed in the category of last known alive. The intelligence

summary associated to his name reads, quote/unquote, aircraft hit

by AAA near Quang Tri. Subject had good chute with beepers and
voice contact on the ground. Last transmission was, quote/unquote,
Gomers all around.
Mr. DORNAN. Pause right there.

I had been in Vietnam eight times during the war and never
heard that term "gomer." However, my colleague, Duke
Cunningham, uses it all the time. In his book he talked about a
dogfight where he came canopy to canopy with an ace, a North Vi-

etnamese ace, and in his book he says, "I could see his little gomer
scarf and his gomer helmet," his gomer something else.

So it was a term, softer, because of American television, than
some of the harsher language used to describe the enemy, and I

have heard it range all the way up to a respectful "Sir Charles"
when the Vietcong Charlie was fighting well.

So "gomer" never had the insulting characterization to it, but
that would definitely mean "enemy is all around me."
Ms. DuEZ. Exactly.

After years of official Grovernment denial, we now have proof that
Dan was in voice contact from the ground.
As to his message, "Gomers all around," we can only surmise

that this was his way of announcing his imminent capture.

In 1992 the National Security Agency submitted a study to the
Senate Select Committee on POW/MLA Affairs. Of case 1927, the
study said: Between 23d and 24th September, blank shot down
many aircraft and captured alive an unspecified number of pilots.

Here a quarter of the line is blank. One of the units had shot down
blank. One Navy A-7 aircraft and captured the pilot alive.

Intelligence reports and communications monitored by the Na-
tional Security Agency reported Dan's capture. Dan was the only
loss on September 24, 1972. He was the only United States loss in

Quang Tri Province for 1 month prior and 3 months after Septem-
ber 24, 1972. Therefore, the intelligence reports of one pilot cap-
tured in Quang Tri can only relate to Dan Borah.
A case summary prepared for the October 1989 meeting in Hanoi

between General Vessey and Vietnamese Foreign Minister Nui Col
Thok stated in part, quote/unquote, Borah ejected from his plane
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and was known captured. Investigation of his crash site is irrele-

vant.
Yet JTF-FA wasted time and money and went to the crash site

when they should have been looking for information on Dan. The
only way they will find information on Dan Borah at a crash site

is if it is planted.

The narrative continued: United States intelligence attributed
this strike to the PAVN 120th AAA Battalion, 284th AAA Regi-
ment at Don Lan or Ton Vin. The pilot was reported captured.
Manual beeper signals were reported from the ground.
An undated narrative stated, he parachuted to safety and was

captured by Communist forces in the area within minutes of his

shoot-down.
The attempts of JTF-FA to resolve this case based on the false

witness statements is criminal.

The most recent JTF-FA report dated October 1995 states: When
Mr. Toan, T-O-A-N, and his soldiers arrived, the pilot was dead.
The JTF-FA report continued: Mr. Toan's firsthand account of

Lieutenant Borah's death and burial provides compelling corrobora-
tion to similar information provided by three wartime residents of

Com Chin Village during the 21st joint field activity. These wit-

nesses heard of an American pilot whose aircraft had been shot
down near the village in the summer of 1972 and was killed and
his body buried in a bomb crater. The U.S. Government's July 1990
case narrative states no civilians inhabited the area prior to 1975.
Only personnel assigned to PAVN units in the area would have in-

formation on this incident.

Why is JTF-FA willing to accept hearsay information from vil-

lagers, civilians, who were not even in the area prior to 1975?
Congressman Dornan, members of the committee, Dan was alive

on the ground, and the PAV unit in the area reported him cap-
tured. He was not dead in his chute, as recent Vietnamese wit-

nesses told JTF-FA. Dead men don't send beeper signals, dead
men don't remove their parachutes from trees, and dead men don't

report their imminent capture. Never forget Dan's last words to

U.S. forces, "Corners all around."
It is interesting to note that, as the years passed, in the Govern-

ment's rush to close the POW/MIA issue, wording of the case nar-
ratives became less forceful regarding Dan's capture.
The October 1989 narrative reads, in part, "Borah ejected from

his plane and was known captured." The key words are "known
captured." In March 1991, the case narrative states, "Intelligence

indicates that Borah was captured." There is a big difference be-

tween the words "known" and "indicates."

Why the wording change? The answer is easy: Normalization.
Wipe off or water down as many cases as possible.

Unknown, to us, until 1977 was the fact that Dan's status was
changed from missing to prisoner of war.
A letter signed by James D. Watkins, vice admiral, U.S. Navy,

stated, "Lieutenant Borah was placed in a missing-in-action sta-

tus." However, the director of the Personal Service Division, under
delegated authority of the Secretary of the Navy, on October 19,

1972 determined his status should be changed to captured. Our
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question: On what was that status change based? To this day, that
question has never been answered.

In that same letter, Vice Admiral Watkins informed us that Dan
Borah was now officially declared to be dead. Unfortunately, due
to the woefully inadequate Missing Service Personnel Act of 1942,
the Grovernment was allowed to declare my brother dead solely on
the passage of time.

Congressman Dornan, if I might digress for a moment, I would
like to thank you for all of your efforts to update this law. Your
support of the House version of the Missing Service Personnel Act
of 1995 is very greatly appreciated.
When the Paris peace accords were signed, 4 months after Dan's

shoot-down, the North Vietnamese, PRG, and Pathet Lao presented
a list of POWs to be returned. Some 80 known POWs, including
my brother, were omitted from the list before 591 POWs acknowl-
edged by Hanoi. The PRG and the Pathet Lao acknowledge—51 ac-

knowledged by Hanoi, the PRG, and Pathet Lao. Nor did the list

of 591 POWs include other known POWs, such as Charles Shelton,
David Hrdlicka, Ronald Dodge, Robert White, and Robert Garwood.

Dr. Kissinger presented the list of 80 POW's to the Vietnamese
negotiators in Paris. Hanoi, the PRG, and the Pathet Lao denied
any knowledge of the 80 men named by Dr. Kissinger, this in spite

of the fact that both Hrdlicka and Dodge were photographed in

captivity. Both photos were widely publicized. The photo of Lieu-
tenant Ronald Dodge appeared on the cover of Life magazine, No-
vember 10, 1972.
On March 30, 1973, President Richard Nixon announced, "All the

POWs are on their way home." But were they?
On April 1, 1973, POW Robert White, who Vietnamese nego-

tiators denied any knowledge of, was released.

In 1979, POW Robert Garwood, who the Vietnamese also denied
any knowledge of, was released.

Ask yourself this question: Why did Hanoi deny knowledge of

Robert Garwood when questioned by Dr. Kissinger? Why not say
he defected and he does not want to come home? The answer is

simple: Garwood, like Dan Borah and all the others, was a POW
Hanoi was not ready to return. Hanoi denied any knowledge of

White and Garwood.
In January 1973 Hanoi lied and continues to lie about Daniel V.

Borah, Jr., and our Government allows those lies to go unchal-
lenged.

Dan's name has appeared on no fewer than seven lists, starting

with the Kissinger list in January 1973. His name next appeared
on a list dated June 1973 discovered by Senator Charles Grassley.

That list is titled "Missing and Captured U.S. Military Personnel."

Mr. Dornan. Kathy, may I ask you, how did Senator Grassley
discover, to use your word, that list?

Ms. DUEZ. I am not positive about that, how he came upon this

list.

Mr. Dornan. Have you talked to Senator Grassley?
Ms. DuEZ. No; I have not.

Mr. Dornan. All right. Continue.
Ms. DuEZ. "Missing and Captured U.S. Military Personnel," con-

tains 60 names. Among the names on that list are Charles Shelton,
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David Hrdlicka, Robert Dodge, and Charles Garwood. POW Robert
White, unknown to the Vietnamese in January 1973, was home in

June 1973. All these men and others listed were known to be cap-
tured.

Dan's name next appeared on the July 3, 1973, memo discussed
earlier. The October 11, 1979 list of citizens and dependents cap-
tured, missing, detained, or voluntarily remained in Southeast Asia
accounted for or unaccounted from January 1, 1961, through cur-

rent date prepared by the DIA, POW/MIA branch, lists Daniel Bor-
ah's status as PP, prisoner of war.
When this list was published, Robert Garwood was already

home.
Another list titled "U.S. Military Personnel Who Died While Cap-

tured in the Vietnam War 1957 Through 1985" lists Dan as dead,
hostile, died, capture. This list contains 113 names, including
Charles Shelton, David Hrdlicka, and Ronald Dodge. Of these
three, only the remains of Ronald Dodge have been returned.
Dan was one of the original 1 19 Vessey discrepancy cases. After

many questionable revisions, that list now numbers 55. Among the
55 names is that of Dan Borah.
Another memo dated January 19, 1992, titled "Stored Remains

Vietnam" evaluated the status of each of the original 119 discrep-

ancy cases. This memo categorized my brother as an individual

with circumstances of loss which suggests storage.

You must remember, in 1992, no one in the U.S. Government en-
tertained any possibility of live POWs. They were and are only in-

terested in remains. However, to his family, those words could eas-

ily read "circumstances of loss which prove capture."
On July 26, 1991, former National Security Agency analyst Jerry

Mooney gave a deposition on my brother's incident. That deposition

stated, in part, Borah successfully ejected and landed safely on the
ground. He was captured alive and came under the immediate com-
mand and control of the 377th, 673d Division operating in the gen-
eral Khesan area. Its tactical instructions at the time of the inci-

dent were to capture pilots alive.

These two divisions, 416, did execute captured prisoners during
its operations in Quang Tri. However, that practice was not in ef-

fect at the time of Borah's capture. He was taken alive, and as a
matter of tactical operations he was transported across the DMZ
north to known holding facilities in the general Ron Ron area of

Quang Binh Province. At this location he came under the direct

command and control of the 376th division.

It was at this location, the Ron Ron area, that Borah's fate was
decided. Mooney entertained two possibilities as to Dan's fate. The
first was, he would be transported north to Hanoi to be held for

return. At the time. North Vietnam's leaders knew our high con-

cern for POWs, and it was important to them to jack up the POW
returnees.
The second possibility was, according to Mooney, enemy forces

were currently bogged down in the Quang Tri Province. They were
actively consolidating their forces and resupplying, thus requiring
a major logistics effort. Thus, it was probable Borah, if in good
health and physically fit, would be diverted to labor at the Thok
Binh Lan Di facilities.
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Jerry Mooney's credentials are impeccable. The recent discovery
of an NSA memo by researcher Jay Veese confirmed Mooney's
statements regarding the execution of 10 American POWs in early
1972.

Mooney's statements regarding this matter were debunked by
many. Now we have proof. I believe if we can locate the NSA data
regarding Dan's loss, Jerry Mooney will once again be vindicated.
It is truly sad that a man with Mr. Mooney's background, expertise
and credentials, must constantly defend charges made against him
by the very men who know Moonejr's statements to be completely
accurate.

My family's belief in Dan's survival is not wishful thinking. The
evidence clearly and without equivocation indicates that Dan Borah
was captured. Taking that premise one step further, that means
the Vietnamese could easily resolve his case by returning him alive

or returning his fully identifiable remains.
It saddens me to say that I have no trust or confidence in the

men charged with locating my brother. Too much information re-

mains hidden from us. Where are the National Security Agency
messages of September 24, October 5, and November 24, 1972?
What information does the Government hold in October 1972, to

change Dan's status from missing to prisoner? Why did the Govern-
ment deny Dan was in voice contact from the ground?
We know that Dan Borah was among the many American serv-

icemen held in Southeast Asia after the end of the war. We know
he survived his incident uninjured. Dan was young and strong,

physically and mentally. He could certainly be among the many
POWs still being held in Southeast Asia.

I often wonder what Dan must be thinking. Does he still have
hope that one day his Government will come for him? We hear of,

quote, unquote, superb Vietnamese cooperation. It is a lie. The Vi-

etnamese know exactly where Dan Borah is today. We know they
keep—they kept excellent records.

Instead of dealing with the case of Dan Borah on a truthful

basis, the Vietnamese lead JTF-FA on wild goose chases to a crash
site that has no bearing on the fate of Dan Borah. Instead of the
truth, the Vietnamese provide witnesses who could not possibly

have knowledge of Dan's fate. The only thing superb regarding
Vietnam's so-called cooperation, is the public relations job done by
the defense POW/MIA office, and the administration, in general, to

create the illusion of Vietnamese cooperation.

The struggle to get information regarding Dan's captivity is a
long, hard, uphill battle. My parents' health has suffered and our
family has sacrificed much in our search for the truth regarding
Dan's capture and his location today. However, our sacrifice is

minimal compared to Dan's. We are comforted by God's word in the
Bible. Jeremiah 31:16 through 17: "Thus sayeth the Lord, refrain

thy voice from weeping and thine eyes from tears, for thy work
shall be rewarded, sayeth the Lord. And they shall come again
from the land of the enemy and there is hope in thine end, sayeth
the Lord, that thy children shall come again to their own border."

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Duez follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF
KATHY BORAH DUEZ

SISTER OF POW DANIEL V. BORAH, JR.

CAPTURED SEPT. 24, 1972, QUANG TRI SO. VIETNAM
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CONGRESSMAN DORNAN.MO/BERS OF THE COMMITTEE. I COME HERE TODAY
ON BEHAU OF MY BRCmiER LT. DANIEL V. BOR.^H JR.. CASE NLTVIBER 1927.

THE NAME OF DANIEL BORAH IS WELL KNOWN IN POWMLA CIRCLES. CM JLXY

1991 SEVER.AL PHOTOGR.\PHS .APPE.\RED S.AID TO BE OF MY BROTHER. THESE
PHOTOS ARE SURROLTNDED IN CONTROVERSY. THE ONLY QL^STION I WILL

RAISE ABOUT THOSE PHOTOS IS miY DAN BORAH?

OUR F.AMILY WAS NOT ACTIVE IN THE POW/ML\ ISSLTE. WE ACCEPTED,

WTTHOUT QUESTION, ALL INFORM.\TION PRESENTED TO US BY THE
GOVERNMENT. WE DID NOT QUESTION OR CHALLENGE THE PRESL'MPTIVE

FINT)ING OF DEATH MADE IN JL1,Y 1977. WE BELIEVED DAN DID NOT SURVIVE,

BECAUSE THAT IS WHAT WE WERE TOLD. WE DID NOT P.ARTICIPATE IN

POW/ML\ R.AT I IF,S. WE DID NOT M^KE SPEECHES. SO Wm* PICK DAN BORAH
.AS THE OBJECT OF A HO.AX, IF I>JDEED IT WAS A HO.AX? I HAVE MY OWN
OPIMON REGARDING THE PHOTOS. HOWEVER. THIS FORUM IS NOT THE PLACE
FOR OPINIONS. THIS FORL'M IS FOR F.ACTS .AND THAT IS WRAT YOU WILL GET
FROM ME TODAY.

.AS BACKGROLTsD, DAN WAS SHOT DOWN OVER QU.ANG TRI PROVINCE, SOUTH
\TETN.AM ON 24 SEPTEXffiER. 1972. 4 MONTHS .ANT) 3 DAYS BEFORE THE SIGNING

OF THE P.ARIS PE.ACE .ACCORDS.

ACCORDING TO THE FORW.ARD .AIR CONTROLLER (F.AC) D.AN SAFELY EJECTED

FROM HIS .AIRCR.AFT AND WAS .ALINE IN HIS P.AR.ACHL'TE. FROM HIS CHLTE
D.AN R.ADIOED "NAIL 30, S.ADDLEB.ACK ONE IN THE CHLTE." .ACCORDING TO A

CASE N.ARR.ATIVE DATED JLTME 5TR 1989. FOR 30 SECONT)S .AFTER THE CHLTE
WAS DOWN. .AIRCR.AFT PERSONNEL MONITORED SE\ER.AL .AND THIS IS A
QUOTE "SEN'ER.AL SHORT-BLTIST MANX .AL BEEPER TRANSNnSSIONS." SHORT
BURSTED .MANl,AL TRANS\QSSI( )N. PLTS DAN .\LI\E ON THE GROLTMD.

SE.ARCH .ANT) RESCLTE CRE\^S R£P<^RTED SEEING DANS CHLTE BEING REMO\ED
FROM THE TREES. DUE TO THE TREE CANOPY. THEY COULD NOT SEE WHO
REMOVED THE PAR.ACHUTE. E\ IDENCE LE.ADS TO THE INXVIT.ABLE

CONCLUSION THAT IT WAS D.AN WTIO REMOVED THE CHLTE. I COLT-D NOT
HAVE SAID TRAT POSITIVELY 5 ^T.ARS .AGO. OR E\ EN ONE YE.AR .AGO.

SINCE D.AN-S SHOOTDOWN WE H.WE BEEN TOLD CONTINTJ.ALLY TRAT THERE
W.AS NO VOICE TR.ANS.\nSSION FROM THE GROl'ND. EVERY REPORT SENT TO
US STATED "NO \OICE CONT.ACT."

TESn.MONY OF KATHY BORAH DUEZ P.AGE 1 OF 8
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IN JUNE OF THIS YEAR, WE LEARNED THIS STATEMENT WAS NOT TRUE.

ON JULY 3RD 1973 A MEMO WAS WRITTEN TO THE CHIEF US. DELEGATION FOLU

?ARTi JOINT MILITARY TEAM. THE MEMO DE.\LT WITH FOUR CATEGORIES OF

PRISONERS .\ND MISSING. THOSE CATEGORIES WERE; LAST KNOWN TO BE

.ALIVE, - PROBABLY DIED IN CAPTIXTTY BLT N.AME DOES NOT .APPEAR ON
OFHCLAL DIED IN CAPTJVITY LIST. - DIED IN INCIDENT ANT) ENEKH' SHOLXD

HA\'E SOME KNOWLEDGE - AND PROB.ABLY CAPTLTIED. D.\N IS USTED IN

THE CATEGORY OF LAST KNOW .ALIV'E. THE INTELLIGENCE SL'MM.ARY

ASSOCLATED TO HIS NAME RE.ADS: "AIRCR.AFT HIT BY .A.A.A NE.AR QUANG TRL

SL'BJECT HAD GOOD CHLTE ^^T^H BEEPERS .AND VOICE CONTACT ON THE

GROL1ND. LAST TRANSMISSION WAS "GOMER .ALL AROL'ND."

.AFTER 'i'E.ARS OF OFFICUL GOVERNMENT DENTAL. WE NOW RAVE PROOF TH.AT

D.AN W.AS IN VOICE CONT.ACT FROM THE GROUND. AS TO MS MESS.AGE

-GOMER ALL AROUND" WE CAN ONLY SLTlKflSE TH.AT WAS HIS W.AY OF

AN'NOL'NCING HIS IMMINENT CAPTLTIE.

IN 1992 THE N.ATION.AL SECLTUT\' AGENCY Sl^MTTTED A STLTDY, TO THE

SEN.ATE SELECT COMXCTTEE ON POWAQA .AFFAIRS. OF CASE 1927 THE STUDY

S.AID "BETWEEN 23 .ANT) 24 SEPTEMBER [BLANT:] SHOT DOWN M.ANT .AIRCRAFT

ANT) CAPTLTIED .ALI\'E AN L'NSPECIFIED NT.'MBER OF PILOTS [HERE A QU.ARTER

(JF THE LIN-E IS BLANTCJ ONE OF THE L^ITS HAD SHOT DOWN [BLANTCJ ONE

N.A\Y .\-7 .AIRCR.AFT AND CAPTLTIED THE PILOT .ALI\'E."

INTELUGENCE REPORTS AND COMML^ICATIONS MONITORED BY THE

N.ATIONAL SECLTim' AGENCY REPORTED DANS CAPTLTIE. D.AN WAS THE ONL'i'

U.S. LOSS ON SEPTEMBER 24TH 1972. HE W.AS THE ONTY U.S. IN QUANG TRI

PROVINCE FOR 1 MONTH PRIOR ANT) THRF.E MONTHS .AFTER SEPTEMBER 24,

1972. THEREFORE, THE INTELLIGENCE REPORTS (3F O.ME PILOT CAPTURED IN

QU.ANG TRI CAN ONLY RELATE TO DAN BOR.AH.

A CASE SUMMARY PREPARED FOR THE OCTOBER 1989 MEETING IN HANOI

BETWEEN GENTRAL VESSEY .AND \'IETNA.\IESE FOREIGN .MINISTER NGL'^'EN C(

)

THACH STATED IN PART: "BORAH EJECTED FROM HIS PLANE AND WAS KNOU-N'

CAPTLTIED: INVESTIGATION OF HIS CR.ASH SITE IS IRRELEVANT." ^TT. JTF-FA

WASTED TIME .ANT) MONTY AND WENT TO THE CRASH SITE V\TffiN THEY

SHOLTD HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR INTOR\LATION ON DAN. THE ONLY WAY
THEY WILL FIND INFORMATION ON DAN BORAH AT A CRASH SITE IS IF ITIS

PL.\NTED.

TESTIMONY OF K.'MHY BORAH DUEZ PAGE 2 0hx
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THE NARRATIVE CONTINUEp "U.S. INTELUGENCE ATTRIBUTED THIS STRIKE TO
THE PAVN 120TH AAA BATT-UJON 2«4TH ,\.\A REGIMENT AT DON LON OR TAN
VTNH. THE PILOT WAS REPORTED CAPTURED MANUAL BEEPER SIGNALS

W-ERE REPORTED FROM THE GROUND."

.AN UNDATED NARRATIVE STATED "HE P.\R.ACHUTED TO SAFETY' AND W.AS

CAPTLTiED BY COMMUNIST FORCES IN THE AREA VITTHIN MINUTES OF HIS

SHOOTDOWN."

THE ATTEMPTS OF JTF-FA TO RESOLVE THIS CASE BASED ON THE FALSE

WTTNESS STATEMENTS IS CRIMINAL. THE MOST RECENT JTF-FA REPORT DATED
OCTOBER 1995 STATES: "WHEN MR. TO.AN .AND HIS SOLDIERS .ARRIVED, THE
PILOT WAS DEAD." THE JTF-FA REPORT CONTINTjED MR. TOAKS FIRSTKAND

.ACCOUNT OF LT. BOR-AKS DEATH .ANT) BUTUAL PROVIDES COMPELLING
CORROBORATION TO SIMIL.AR INFOR.\LATION PROVIDED BY THREE W.ARTIME

RESIDENTS OF C.AM CHINH VTLL.AGE DLTUNG THE 21 ST JOINT FIELD ACTIVnT.

THESE WTTN'ESSES HE.ARD AN .AMERICAN PILOT \VHOSE AIRCR^AFT HAD BEEN

SHOT DOWN NE.AR THE VUL.AGE IN THE SL'MMER OF 1972 WAS KILLED A>JD HIS

BODY BLTUED IN A BOMB CR.ATER."

THE U.S. GOX'ERN'NENTS JLXY 1990 CASE N.ARR.ATI\E ST.ATES "NO CFVTLLANS

DsRABITED THE .AREA PRIOR TO 1975. ONLY PERSONTsEL .ASSIGNED TO P.AVN

UNITS IN' THE .ARE.A WOLXD HA\'E INTORMATION ON THIS INCIDENT." mVi IS

JTF-F.K UULING TO .ACCEPT HE.ARSAY INTORM.ATION FROM \ILL.AGERS.

CIMLLANS N^HO WERE .NOT IN THE .\R£A PRICJR TO 1975?

CONGRESS.MAN DORN.AN. .MEMBERS (JF THE COMMTTTEE. D.AN WAS .ALI\'E ON
THE GROUND .ANT) THE PA\N L'NTT IN THE .AREA REPORTED HIM CAPTLTIED. HE
W.AS NOT DEAD IN HIS CHLTE AS RECENT \ lETN.AMESE WTTN'ESSES TOLD
JTF-FA. DE.AD MEN DONT SENT) BEEPER SIGN.ALS. Dh.AD MEN DONT REMOVE
THEIR PAR.ACHLTES FROM TREES ANT) DE.AD MEN DONT REPORT THEIR

IMMINENT CAPTLTRE. NEVER FORGET D.ANS L.AST WORDS TO U.S. FORCES

"GO.MERS ALL AROU'ND."

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT AS THE "iT.ARS PASSED, IN THE
GOVTRNTVIENTS RUSH TO CLOSE THE POW/NDA ISSLT WORDING OF THE CASE

N.ARR.ATI\TS BECAME LESS FORCEFLX REG.ARDING D.AN-S CAPTU'RE. THE
OCTOBER 1989 NARRATI\ E RE.ADS IN P.ART: "BOR.AH EJECTED FROM HIS PLANE
.AN'D WAS KNOWN CAPTL'RED " THE KEY W(^RDS .ARE KNO\V7*J CAPTL'RED.

TESn.MONY OF KATHY BORAH DUEZ PAGE 3 OF 8
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A MARCH 1991 CASE N.\RRATIVE STATES "INTELUGENCE INDICATES THAT

BOR.'^H WAS CAPTURED." THERE IS A BIG DIFFERENCE BETWT;EN THE WORDS
KNOWN .AND INDICATES. WHY THE WORDING CH.ANGE? THE .ANSWER IS EASY.

NORMALIZATION. WIPE OFF OR WATER DONMs' AS MAN\' CASES AS POSSIBLE.

UNKNOWN TO US, UNTIL 1977, WAS TRAT FACT TRAT DAN'S STATUS W.AS

CH.ANGED FROM MISSING TO PRISONER OF W.AR. A LETTER SIGNED BY J.AMES

D. W.ATKINS, MCE .ADMIRAL, L'NITED STATES N.A\T STATED "LT. BOR.AH WAS
PL.ACED IN A MISSING IN .ACTION STATUS. HOWEVER. THE DIRECTOR OF THE

PERSONAL SERVICE DIVISION UNDER DELEGATED ALTHORm' OF THE

SECRETARY OF THE NAVi' ON 19 OCTOBER 1972 DETERlVONED HIS STATUS
SHOLfLD BE CHANGED TO CAPTLTIED." OUR QUESTION - ON WHAT WAS TH.AT

STATUS CHANGE BASED? TO THIS DAY THAT QUESTION HAS NEVER BEEN
.ANSWERED.

IN THAT S.AME LETTER. VICE ADMIR.AL W.ATKINS INFORMED US TRAT DAN
BOR.\H WAS NOW OFHCIALLY DECLARED TO BE DE.AD. UNFORTUNATELY, DO
TO THE WOEFULLY IN.ADEQUATE NQSSING SERMCE PERSONTsTL .ACT OF 1942,

THE GO\'ERNMENT WAS .ALLOWED TO DECL.ARE \fY BROTHER DEAD SOLELY
ON THE P.ASSAGE OF TIME. CONGRESSMAN DORNAN. IF I .VDGHT DIGRESS FOR

A .MOMENT I WOLTJ) LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR .ALL YOUR EFFORTS TO LTDATE
THIS LAW. YOm. SLTPORT OF THE "HOUSE VERSION" OF THE VCSSING SERVICE

PERSON'NEL ACT OF 1995 IS GREATLY .APPRECIATED.

WHEN THE PARIS PEACE .ACCORDS WERE SIGNED. FOLTi .MONTHS .AFTER DAN'S

SHOOTDOWN. THE NORTH VIETN.AMESE. PRG ANT) P.ATHET L.AO PRESENTED A

LIST OF POWS TO BE RETLTWED. SOME 80 KNOWN POWS INCLLT)ING M^'

BROTHER. WERE OMITTED FROxM THE LIST OF 591 POWS .ACKNOWLEDGED BY
H.ANOL THE PRG .AND PATHET LAO. NOR. DID THE LIST OF 591 POWS INCLLTDE

OTHER K.\OWN POWS SUCH AS CH.ARLES SHELT(.)N'. DAVID HRDUCKA. RONALD
DODGE. ROBERT WHITE ,ANT) ROBERT G.ARWOOD.

DR. KISSINGER PRESENTED THE LIS! OF 80 POWS TO THE \TETN.AMESE

NEGOTLATORS IN PARIS. RANOI THE PRG .A.\T) THE PATHET LAO DENTED .ANT

KNOUTEDGE OF THE 80 MEN N.AMED BY DR. KISSINGER THIS IN SPITE OF THE
F.ACT THAT BOTH HRLICK.A AND DODGE WERE PHOTOGR.APHED IN C.APTI\Tn\

BOTH PHOTOS WERE \^TDEL^' PL'BUCIZED. THE PHOTO OF LT. RON.ALD DODGE
.APPE.ARED ON THE COVTR OF LIFE MAG/XZINT. NOVEMBER lOTH 1972.
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ON MARCH 30TH 1973 PRESIDENT RICFLARD NIXON AN'NOUNCED - .ALL THE
POWS ARE ON THEIR WAY HOME. BLT, WERE THEY?

ON APRIL 1, 1973, POW ROBERT WHITE. WHO \ BETNAMESE NEGOTLATORS

DENIED .ANY KNOWLEDGE OF, WAS RELEASED. IN 1979 POW ROBERT G.ARWOOD
WHO THE VIETNAMESE .ALSO DENIED .ANT KNOWLEDGE OF. WAS RELEASED.

.ASK YOLTISELF THIS QUESTION. WH\' DID RANOI DENT KNOWTEDGE OF
ROBERT GARWOOD WHEN QUESTIONED BY DR. KISSINGER? WHY NOT SAY HE
DEFECTED AND HE DOES NOT W.ANT TO COME HOME?. THE .ANSWER IS SIMPLE.

GARWOOD. LIKE DAN BORAH AND .ALL THE OTHERS. WAS A POW HANOI WAS
NOT RE.ADY TO RETLTIN.

H,ANOI DENIED .ANY KNOWLEDGE OF WHITE .ANT) G.ARWOOD IN J.ANUARY 1973.

HANOI LIED .ANT) CONnNXXS TO LIE .ABOUT DANIEL \\ BOILAH JR.. .AND OUR
GOVERN'MENT .ALLOWS THOSE LIES TO GO L^NCRALLENGED.

DAN'S N.AME HAS .APPE.ARED ON NO FEWER TH.AN SE\ EN USTS, ST.ARTING WITH
THE "KISSINGER UST" IN J.\NTJ.ARY 1973. mS N.AME NT;.\T .APPE.ARED ON A LIST

DATED JL^NE OF 1973. DISCOVERED BY SEN.ATOR CH.ARLES GRASSLEY. THAT
UST IS TITLED "XflSSING AND C.APTl.RLD U.S. MILIT.ARY PERSCJNN'EL" .ANT)

CONT.AINS 67 N.AMES. .AMONG THE N.>l\IES ON TH.AT LIST .ARE: CH.ARLES

SHELTON. DAVID HRDLICK.A. RONALD DODGE AND ROBERT G.ARWOOD. POW
ROBERT WTDTE L^TCNOWN TO THE \IETN.AMESE FN J.ANT-'.ARY OF 1973. WAS
HO.ME IN JU'NT OF 1973. .\LL THESE .MEN .ANT) OTHERS LISTED WERE KNOWN TO
BE C.APTITIED.

D.ANS N.AME NTXT .APPE.ARED ON THE JLTY 3RD 1973 .MEMO DISCUSSED

E.ARLIER. THE OCTOBER 11. 1979 LIST OF "CITIZENS .ANT) DEPENTDENTS.

CAPTUHED, .\nSSrNG, DET.AINED OR \(^LUNT.ARILY RE.\LAINTD IN SOLTH EAST

.AIS.A ACCOU'NTED FOR OR L'N.ACCC )l.NTED FRO.M J.A.\U'.ARY 1. 1961 THROUGH
CURRENT D.ATE," PREP.ARED BY THE DLA PWADA BRANCH LISTS DANIEL

BOR.AH'S ST.ATUS A "PP" PRISONTR 0¥ W.AR. WHEN THIS LIST W.AS PL^BLISHED

ROBERT GARWOOD WAS .ALRE.ADY H(J.\IE.

.ANOTHER LIST TITLED U.S. MILIT.ARY PERSON'NTL WHO DIED WHILE CAPTUHED
IN THE VIETN.AM W.AR 1957 -19« 5 LISTS D.AN AS DE.ATH AS "HOSTILE DIED

CAPTUHED." THIS UST CONT.AINS 113 N.AMES INCLUDING: CH.ARLES SHELTON.

DAYED HRDUCKA. ANT) RON.ALD DODGE. OF THESE THREE ONT.Y THE
RE.NLAINS OF RON.ALD DODGE H.K\ E BEEN RETL^RNTD.
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DAN WAS ONE OF THE ORIGINAL 1 19 VTSSEY DISCREPANCY CASES. .AFTER

M.ANY QUESTIONABLE REVISIONS THAT UST NOW NLTVEBERS 55. .AMONG THE 55

NAMES IS THAT OF DAN BOR.AH.

.ANOTHER MEMO. DATED J.ANU.ARY 1992. "TITLED STORED REM.AINS VIETN.AM"

EVALU.ATED THE ST.ATUS OF EACH OF THE ORIGIN.AL 1 19 DISCREP.ANCY CASES.

THIS MEMO CATEGORIZED MY BROTHER AS .AN "INT)I\ IDU.AL VVTTH

CmCL'MST.ANCES OF LOSS WHICH SUGGEST STOILAGE." YOU MUST REMEMBER
IN 1992 NO ONE IN THE U.S. GO\ERNMENT ENTERTAINED .AN\' POSSIBILm' OF

LTYE POWS. THEY WERE .ANT) ARE ONLY INTERESTED IN REMAINS. HOWEVER.

TO HIS FAMILY THOSE WORDS COLT-D EASE,Y RE.AD "CIRCL'MSTANCES OF LOSS

WHICH PROVE C.APTLTRE."

ON JLT,Y 26. 1991. FORMER N.ATION.AL SECLTUTi' .AGENCY .AN.ALYSIS JERRY

MOONTY G.AVE A DEPOSITION ON NH' BROTHERS INCIDENT. TH.AT DEPOSITION

STATED IN P.ART "... BOR.AH SUCCESSRILY EJF.CTED .\ND L.WDED SAFELY ON
THE GROLT^T). HE WAS C.APTL'RED .ALI\E AND CA.\IE UNT)ER THE IMMEDIATE

COMM.AND .ANT) CONTROL OF THE 377TH 673 DI\ISION OPER.ATING IN THE
GENTR.AL KHE S.ANH .AREA. ITS TACTICAL INSTRUCTION AT THE TIME OF THE
INCIDENT WERE TO CAPTLTIE PIL( >r.S .ALI\ E. THE.SE TWO DIVISIONS. FORCE 16.

DID EXECUTE C.APTL'RED PRISONERS DLTUNG ITS OPERATIONS IN QUANG TRl.

HOWE\ER. TH.AT PR.ACTICE W \S NOT IN EFFECT AT THE TIME OF BOR.AH'S

C.APIL'RE. HE WAS T.AKEN .AI.I\ F. ANT) AS A .\ LATTER (;F F.ACTIC.AL OPER.ATIONS.

IE W.\S TRANSPORTED .ACR(JSS THE D\[Z NORTH TO KNOWN HOLDING
F.U'ILITIES IN THE GENTR.AL RON R( )N .\R£.\ ( )F Ql.ANG BINTI PROVINCE. .AT

THIS L(X^ATION. HE C.A.ME LT^DER THE DIRECT COMVLANT) A.NT) CONTROL OF
THE 376TH DP^ISION. IT WAS AT THIS LOCAlION. THE RON RON .ARE.A TH.AT

BOR.AH'S F.ATE WAS DECIDED.

"

.MOON^EY ENTERTAEvIED TWO POSSmD.riUS AS U) DAN'S FATE THE FIRST W.AS

"HE WOLTJ) BE TR.ANSPORTED NORTI \ TO I lANOI TO BE HELD FOR RETL'RN. AT
THE TIME. NORTH VTETN.AVfS LE.\DERS KNTW om HIGH CONCERN FOR POWS
ANT) IT W.AS IMPORTANT TO THEM K ) J.ACK LT THE F(.>W RETLTINEES...."

THE SECONT) POSSIBILm' WAS. .\CCORDING TO MOON'EY. "...ENENn' FORCES
WERE CL'RRENTLY BOGGED Dr)WN IN THE QU.ANG TRI PRO\ INCE. THEY WERE
ACTIVE CONSOLIDATC<G THEIR FORCES ANT) RESLTPLMNG THUS REQLTRING A
M.AJOR LOGISTICS EFFORT. THLS. Ff WAS PROB.ABLE. BOR.AR IF IN GOOD
HE.ALTH .AN'D Pm'SIC.ALLY FIT. WOLTD BE DA ERTED TO LABOR AT THE TH.ACH
B.AN LONG D.AI FACIUTrES.""
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JERRY MOONErS CREDENTIALS ARE IMPECCABLE. THE RECENT DISCOV'ERY OF

,AN NSA MEMO BY RESEARCHER JAY VEITH CONFIRMED MOON'EVS
STATEMENTS REGARDING THE EXECLTION OF 10 .AMERICAN PO\VS IN E.ARLY

1972. MOONEY'S STATEMENT REGARDING THIS MATTER WERE DEBL^'KED BY

M\m". NOW WE RWE THE PROOF. I BELIE\'E IF WE CAN LOCATE THE NSA

DATA REG.ARDING DAN'S LOSS, JERRY MOONTY WUL ONCE AG.AIN BE

VINDICATED. IT IS TRULY SAD THAT A XLAN WTTH MR. MOONTYS
BACKGROLTsD. EXPERTISE .ANT) CREDENTIALS MUST CONST.ANTLY DEFENT)

CRARGES MADE AGAINST HIM BY THE VERY MEN \^TIO KNOW MOONEY'S

STATEMENTS TO BE COMPLETELY ACCLTiATE.

\n' F.AMUJES BELIEF IN DAN^S SUR\TVAL IS NOT WISHFLT. THINKING. THE
EVIDENCE CLE.ARLY AND WTTHOLT EQLTV'OCATION INDICATES THAT D.AN

BOR.AH WAS CAPTLTIED. T.AKING THAT PREiVflSE ONE STEP FLTITHER. TRAT
ME.ANS THE VIETN.AMESE COULD EASILY RESOLVE HIS CASE BY RETLTINING

HIM .ALIVE OR RETLUNING HIS FL1,LY IDENTm.ABLE RENLAINS.

IT S.ADDENS ME TO SAY TH.AT I RAVE NO TRUST OR CONTIDENCE IN THE MEN
CH.ARGED WTTH LOCATING Wi BROTHER. TOO ML'CH INFORMATION RENLAINS

HIDDEN FROM US. WTIERE .ARE THE NATION.AL SECL'RIT'^' AGENCY' MESSAGES
OF SEPTEMBER 24TR OCTOBER 5TH ANT) NO\EMBER 24TH 1972? WHAT
INFORMATION DID THE GO\ERN'MENT HOLD IN OCT<:)BER 1972 TO CH.ANGE

DAN'S STATLS FROM XDSSING TO PRISON'ER'.' V\Tn' DID THE GOV ERN'MENT

DENT DAN W.AS IN VOICE CONTACT FROM THE GROUND'.'

WE KNOW THAT D.AN BORAH WAS .AMONG THE M.ANY .AMERICAN SERV ICEMEN
HELD IN' SOLTHEAST ASLA. .AFTER THE ENT) OF THE W AR. WE KNOW HE
SLUV [\ ED HIS INCIDENT L^TNJLTIED. D.AN' WAS YOUNG .ANT) STRONG.
PmSIC.ALLY ANT) MENT.ALLY. HE COLTD CERTAINTY' BE .A.\10NG THE MANT
POW^S STILL HELD IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. I OFTEN W ( )NDER WHA 1 DAN MUST
BE THIN'KING. DOES HE STILL HAVE HOPE TH.AT ONX DAY HIS G(3\ ERNAIENT
WILL COME FOR HIM?

WE HE.AR OF "SLTERB" VBETN.AMESE COOPER.ATION. IT IS A LEE. THE
VIETN.AMESE KNOW E.X.ACTLY WHERE D.AN BOR.VH IS. TODAY. WE KNOW THE^
KEPT E.XCELLENT RECORDS. INSTE.AD OF DE.ALING WITH THE CASE OF D.AN

BOR-AH ON A TRUTHFUT. BASIS. THE VTETN.AMESE LE.AD JTF-FA ON WTLD GOOSI
CRASES TO A CR^XSHSTTE TRAT HAS NO BE.ARING ON THE F.ATE OF DAN BOR.AH

INSTE.AD OF THE TRLTH. "THE VIETNAMESE PRO\ IDE WTTNTSSFS WHO COLTD
NOT POSSIBLY RAVE KNOWTEDGE OF D.AKS F.ATE.
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THE ONLY THING "SUPERB" REG.ARDIKG \TET\.AMS SO CALL COOPERATION IS

THE PUBLIC RELATIONS JOB DONE BY THE DEFENSE POW/lVflA OFHCE .AND THE

ADMINISTRATION IN GENERAL TO CREATE THE ILLUSION OF VIETNAMESE
COOPERATION.

THE STRUGGLE TO GET INFORMATION REG.ARDING DAN'S CAPTIVITY IS A LONG

HARD UPHILL BATTLE. \fY P.ARENTS HE.ALTH HAS SLTFERED AND OUR F.AMELY

HAS SACRfflCED MUCH IN OLH SE.ARCH FOR THE TRUTH REG.ARDING D.AN'S

CAPTLTiE .AND HIS LOCATION. TOD.AY. OUR SACRfflCE, IS MINIMAL. COMP.ARED

TO DAKS.

VVT CONSOLE OURSELVES ^\T^H THE WORDS OF .TEREMLAH 31:16-17: THUS S.AITH

THE LORD: REFR.AE^J THY VOICE FROM WEEPING. ANT) THINE EYES FROM TE.ARS:

FOR Tm* WORK SILALL BE REW.ARDED. S.AITH THE LORD: AND THEY SHALL

COME AG.AIN FROM THE L.ANT) OF THE EN^NH": .A-ND THERE IS HOPE IN THIN'E

END. S.AITH THE LORD. THAT Tm' CHII-DREN SH.AIJ. COME .AG.AIN TO THEIR

OWN BORDER."
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EXHIBITS

EXHIBIT A: STATEMENT OF LCDR. JOHN A LOCKARD.

EXHIBIT B: CASE NARR.^TIV'E DATED JUNE 5, 1989.

EXHIBIT C: JULY 3, 1973 MEMO REPORTING VOICE CONTACT FROM THE GROUND.

EXHIBIT D: NSA REPORT FOR THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW/ML\

.\FF.\IRS. (COVER PAGES ANT) PAGE PERT.\INTNG TO DANIEL BORAH.)

EXHIBIT E: OCTOBER 1989 C.\SE SUMM.ARY.

EXHIBIT F: L'NDATED N.ARRATTVE.

EXHIBIT G: JTF-FA REPORT DATED OCTOBER 1995.

EXHIBIT H: JLXV 1990 CASE N.\RRATI\'E

EXHIBIT I: M.ARCH 1991 CASE NARRATIVE.

EXHIBIT J: AUGUST 12. 1977 LETTER \\'HICH FIRST MENTIONED DAN BOR.AH AS A
PRISONER OF W.AR.

EXHIBIT K: THE KISSINGER UST AS PRESENTED BY THE SEN.\TE SELECT
COMMFTTEE ON POW/MIA .\FF.AIRS. (COVER .\IE.\IO INCLLT>ED.)

EXHIBIT L: THE JL^NE 1973 UST OF 67.

EXHIBIT M: THE OCTOBER 1979 DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE .AGENCY POW/MIA LIST.

EXHIBIT N: THE 1985 LIST OF U.S. PERSONNTL WTIO DIED WHILE C.APTLTIED IN THE
VTETN.AM W.AR 1957 - 19S5.

EXHIBIT O: JANUARY 22. 1992 MEMO RE: STORED REVLAINS

EXHIBIT P: DEPOSITION OF JERRY MOONEY
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statement of Lieutenant Commander John A. LOCK >HD, USN,

\)(\^ report of MIA OCI Lieutenant DAii_iel Vernor
BORAH, Jr., USNR , Dffl^is

Wliile orbiting west of the Quang Tri airfield on 24

September 1972, I heard, "Nail "^n . .Saddleback (-ne in the chule" ,

transmitted over guard frequency. One to two I'lnutes later 1

heard a beeper and informed my flight leader tliat I tliought
one of the Saddlebacks had been shot down. v;e proceeded to the
SAR area and participated in the SAR effort unt il all ordnance
was expended.

Upon arrival back aboard ship, I talked w3 th the Saddle-
back wingman and it was determined that neither he nor Nail
30 had made the above transmission on guard frequency. Using
this determination and from the sound of the transmission at
the time it was heard, I feel certain the above transmission
was made by the pilot of Saddleback One while 'lecending in the
chute

.

M a iJ..

LCfDR John h. LOCKARD

Enclosure (2)
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BARRY SHyCHART
OS JUN 89

TALKING POINTS FOR CASE 1927 (LT DANIEL V. BORAH,..USN)

POSITION

U.S. witnesses to incident reported that LT Daniel V. Borah Jr. parachuted
alive Into heavily occupied enemy territory. Intelligence Indicates that he
was captured. —-

..

RECOMMENOATIONS

1. Recommend JCRC aggressively pursue the acquisition of civil and military
records that would have been created and maintained regarding the shoot down
and capture of Lt Oorah.

2. Recommend that members of the 28<th AAA Regiment, iSth AAA Battalion,
7th AAA Battel Ian, and especially the 120th AAA Battaiian be located and
interviewed as possible witnesses to the incident.

3. Recommend investigations of the crashslte are Irrelevent to the
determination of Lt Borah's fate.

BACKGROUND

LT DANIEL V. BORAH JR., USN
REFKO 1927

24 SEP 72v 0550Z/1350H
164528N 1070020E/YD138537 (SAR log coord i.nates)

- Borah's A7 was hit t>y 37MW AAA over heavily occupied ene.'Tiy territory.
- Target/loss location - entrenched military ouncicers.
- Cnute car.e down 6KM south of Thon Cam Lo (district seat ana r.ilitary

alrfieiti), Ouan Cam Lo District. Ouang Tr i Province near the OMZ.
- USN FAC watched Borah's chute from ejection to descent into tree ca.iopy.

Crewmembers of 4 US aircraft heard Borah transmit a status report wniie
he was descending in his chute. He made a lucio, professional report ana
did not mention any injuries or disabilities.

- For 30 seconds after the chute was down, usn aircraft personnel monitored
several short-burst manual (vice automatic) beeper transmissions.

No voice transmissions were received from Borah on the ground.
US SAil crews saw the chute beirig puilea down into tr.e trees by unseen
person(s). ,,^,

No voice or beeper transmissions were received after cr.ute disappeared.
- Tree canopy concealed all ground activity from overhead view.

from this area reported one A7 dcwn/piiot captured on 24 SEP 72.
possibly by the 120tn AAA On. 28<tn AAA Regt.
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jCRC-cDi>-DA •.:. ..•
. :-::..;\;V;-;y. ::;.3.Jai7 i97i;'3^

SUBJECT: PPJKT Request for Additional MIA/BNa Infbraationv-'.- '^ .!
^' ;;;;-:i^ii^;•i.'

Chief, US Delegation ; '-.H'-;;! —-.:'*'

Four Party Joir.t Hilit«r7 Te«a (FPJHT) .. : . , ..

FPO U.S. Forces 96620 "•
;• ;

••
'-^•'i:

"
. -r -

1. .. Reference your nessage, 28lCXX)Z JUN 73"»"subJecf-a8-abo-fe . ,

""~

V"^

2. Attached ie a Usting of Infornation requested by .the referenced-";
letter. '-'',

"•v^'.>-4

3. Specific definitiona of the categories are as foUo-rfs: •

a. Category' A - Last knovn to be aUve and Vs-e have no further •-;'—^-.
inforrration. * ,

.'

b. Cater^ory D - Probably died in captivity (DIC) but na.-o does r.ot
appear on official DIC Ust. released by the eneay. '-

shouldc. Category C - Died in Incident and enerrr 8houlflhS.ve.so-e kTiC-^-led'^e.'

d. Category D - Probably captured and dociteents a.nd/or ar.alysi3 of"
incident supports these indications. '

'

L. Suggest your prioritieB for presentation be as follows:'"

a. Priority I - Category A. .

b. Priority II - (^tqgorv 3.

c. Priority III - Category C. • -

d. Priority r/ - Category D.
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COHMQfTS: ;Subject wob obsenrell cffl th« gt^Vrnd^und'obving^iJ^He^^^^

nlloa from other creuB«mber who v«8-captured'. -'-"R«j»rt'8..ofj'_captlire^^

correlates 'with eubjoct. Subject 'novor aps^earied aViVT;' r~^V?i•"?i>?^"3^.:^'''^^

DOTlii/Hichaol u; ;;<^('^-0^.:,64/USN - . '.^ZJ

' '
' "~

''

C0J4JB;2^:-R«turnt»e. stated that he doe.i not Icnow

pilots In. sarae.flight re'ported aeoir.g two good- ch ---..,-.- -r--^-
-

ri^'jZ^oT' P3/US.N ___ 13_>M-@>^fe.§;rl=rfei- ^-I-tH^^^^^
ft'was'oKot; ddunm Pilot e'jacted-'aDd:Cas^neard-on' the ;>ro-jnc'^tc^^^

CREiD, Barton S.

COKKOTS: Alrcm
say that be was siurounded. SAR efforts' were abaDdon»!^:^uuo' toheisLvy'2r6u::d''nrf^^^^

PArrSRSOK", JajLCS K. Ob^il'Dl 03/USit ' 19 MiY 67 .: VK :

' '. .
.
.r l,n A56;:961-^i:-

COH>E.NTS : Subject v.-as observed on the ground but had brcVen leg. Subject rerai^^
.

ed in contact uith friend!}- forces for several days. _ After contact vas-.brckeE,:;c - /

further word wac received. "-....'" .'";.;". '",'"'-'
^t..

•'-: -

RUTFIS, Jwads T. j«r OE/USN 18 F£3:66'' ^'''Vn"'""-- V'^'^'XG 'oi3 :69i '

.

C0J2IS:^- P-atumee reported that subject had good chute and once suoject vas cr. -

-

ground he heard shots froa the d.lrectioa of subject's landing. ''.Suojoct-'s ID and .;

Geneva Convention cards were on display in the War Crimes. Kus_eip;.inKan6i.. .•..'-:; ;.^'-.._

.

K/A^L _. _' "OZ/USN 17 K?a 66 '^K
; .-.- r^-V,;^':^ 232|236^-:^

•CO'"'~iTS : Subject's esrvice directed a change in status to captured' ta'sed 'on- in- V-—.--

foinatlon not available to JC/C. ..--•• •.--.-..•;.-_;:.:;-::-

TXiE?., aiwln B. 0(s30^ D j Oi/lSN 2Z. APR 67 V.V

'

IJ-Li^^lSo ,-:

COMM-^TS : Subject had a good chute and was seen to land in the city.of KO:-;:CA.I."^>i:.._

VILSS, Karvin E'.'C. jS'^D'Of 03/USJr 06 HAY 72 Vp" _ ' IZ UOZU;-.'
COyyS^JS^: subject haa good chute and was seen to land in the- \-icinity-of "a^SA^.

,

site. -
.

. <•*»: - - -- — .---.-.

A'/^A7/r cc/us:.- oi AtO 66 v:,-
• 'Vj 333 2iS '

CO>0<I.'''TS : Hetumees have no knowlecf-i cf subject. Subject's serv'ice ci'^ectec a

cbanse in status to captured based or. IrJ^orrdtioa not a-.-ailable to the JC?C.

N(\t<S CTJ 13 NOV 63 VS 5.S 6SS 552 '-

COyj<ZATS : Cp.plurod on hlgnuey 1 \i-ith a Local National ar.d a rnllippinc. ?.-u.lIi:rir.c

later escaped ar.d reported the incident.

HAU-JJHSS, Stover. A. CI\' 31 JAN 68 VS ID 770 211 _
CC.'0'.:u-'T£ : Subject vas staying with a friend In nU£, when the city u-as^ taken 'c;' "-le"

ir/A. The body of the friend was recovered, but no trace was ever four.d of-KAl'.I ZZ5.

EORAH, Daniel Vernor oK.^^ 03/Kl 2L ST? 72 ".'S YL jCO 511
CC'-^<rS7S : Aircraft Ut by kXk near QDANG TBI, Subject htd good chut^jA-ith bpep;::.^...

and voice contact on the ground, laot trsLnenission ute "Co=er All Around".
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scHKnrr,
ccw^yrsi _

. observed on th« ground bjr SAJl phlps. COM)-© vas nndo. and subject"^ statVd ^tKaVflieyy--^^^^

'reeded med ic_all& sslotanco . SAR_teaporajrlly--5UEp«nded-Hl\i^t<>-±ntBnre-)T&5Llle rireV
and d/vrkne6B. Approxjjwtely 10^0 bcmrs, 10 JUNE 1968, aerial- Rec'on of area' if.- .--.•;

diicated that subject 's'cSuta had been reaored and -visual, or^radio, co'ctict' vithj' J. i.

subject was negative, \' '
'

- ^- V -^ ^.^'-^- "^^r^"-v :" ';:• -' ^ '^.^^"•'

SXALL," Burt C. JR. o(^07''C> ( . EC/USA 06 f'JLR 67 . VH~'. :.'".:-
v- BS 533 5S7.

:;.

COMHEyfTS : Subject was a sember of a Patrol vhlch vas acbushed, Suoject belle^'ed-.-;

to hare a leg vocnd but valklng uhen detained by hostile force. ._.•, ;":. . ''^.': ."

SPARaS) uonald L. {^'§^''0^ E3/USA ' 17 JIM 69 ' y^Xi^^^^L'-^J?^^^^-^ ^
ZQiiVJmT, : Subject Initially declared KIA"-- based' on' wounds to his heed"'aj-.drsto--:--

sach. Status vas changed after 2 letters written by hin were, found on.the'-bodycf'
a VC, Returnee reported that he vas inforaed by the VC that subject u'ss 'alive, in'"

Kid 1969 and would be reporting to the ?•' Catp - Ka.rever,- individual never" sKcve'd

up in the PJ sj-stea. •
.

:-:..••'....;.,'.- ." "T-":
"-~,

"...

.
AKDRSU-S; WlUJajn R. q-^i-J-.C,\ 03/IKJL!' 05 OCT 66 VN . - - .

" . VJ ies/' 248

V

C0.'y.'7^7S • Subject haard alive on the ground and broadcasted over his ecergc-ncy; -"

radio. =0 reported being hit and losing consciousness. \
- - -

^.••..--
•

. -•

H3o:-;s, Alio- • )'23*' or/ 26x?R72 " 'cb ' '"'-rjdb'ioo

"

A'/?M^ C^/ . 26 APR 72_._. ..G^..,. _. .^i-..,_.:*X~3X"4^0-«
C0.'O:inTo : Ip.rir seen-as Occ'irpant Ir^UPT A'jtb. Auto'Vas founid at the site c:" for-
cer VC roadblock. and Allen Ilirons last seen' together. )

.'

CAPLLSO, Lluj-n ?..' 0/./USA7 19 SE? 6S .. .,'/K - -- yjS33 24S
CCyC'iyrS : Aircraft hit and crashed vhile a£>:ing a rocket pass. Good. chute. and
beeper. S^Ait negative. '

****

'

FR/uNCISno, San D. ' l5^^ C2/IC:J" 25 KOV 6S VS" ' VJ BS} 2iS
/^/1^4£: Oi/U^vJ . 25 NOV 63 VN UJ S53 21S

CC.'?'.-:~.S : .Aircraft crashed and voice contact uas established ulth subject on the.
gro'uid. SAR negative due to th« usather and eneny activity. /-//lAtf" anc
Francisco, S. C.)

"

_. . _.

TPJDEJilCY., -^illUj^ V.' c/S^ -01 03/USA:f- 05 J OX 67 VN _ _WJ_S£3.2iS_
£CiJj2iIi: Aircraft ves hit by AAA firo and subject vias forced to bail outr A".'"

good chute ua.i seen and a beejser was heard. SAR nojativo.
"'

^ - .
-.

HOKNt:, StAn:ey H. • 0M5^-.-C'/ QV^EAF U JA^J 68 VN UJ S?3;.2iS
CO^y^^rr^: Aircraft hit by air to air aisaile fired by a HIC. A good chute •-•as

seen with beeper. GAR negative. -. ^.s^ -. .. - -. •
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covjgyrs

;

ground

.\A8 lost

Aircraft wae^it and subject ejected VaiBade\voic8'cc«tac*-onlth
.- Subject re&r.B eater was recovered;by. SAR and alI-.codtact~vit'i'subJect^:;^..'i^.-,

st approxinatoly^ 1425 hours;.-. •
.•;••" ':/:' r't'^^s-^-'^A^'i'- --^^^^^

'SINCER,' Donald V., ^:i^\2. :^ ::.;^"oVUSAF-^---17-AiK-'66-:^ ^V^
3HXND, Joseph V.

. :; \ <VUSAF "
. 17 AUC 66. V^VT<',;%^v^ ...v'jVJ-Z^Z;^

CO^^IEy^S ; Aircraft v^as hit aad both'orev meiabers; ojectcd-afld/pllot-jBRH^D— Jos^fir;
_W^-^porteQ-tbAti.he-waa- olcayi-DO -cootaot-vlth-SI3Gia—D6ngli3vT;irSA£' nggaClv a'^

i^r-f^'
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KU^ :-:\:.':/:' ' • •" -'-y •- •.- :': RAK1\/SVC -
'

' HSN CATc: i>-t;.-j^'CTr-??^vrI^CATTOnnrt-

'

BUCKBURN ; H/WRT L. JK. '
/; .v^'OSAa^ •:^;-:; ,nO,KAY J2;;^sWci-..!^ WJ^^

CO10<F.KTS ; Subject was ldentifio<liao..PW by returifi90S/v;^One:fotufTi^_e^>yas

informed by N. VietnaflWBO that "*--'"' " ""- •-"-"'"-'''-• ^'-•'•••-:^^--'--^'
mibject : died.>n 10, Hay ^'^'.in^-i^-^^^^r^'^

MEARNS, ARTHURS...: .-. . 0/»AA-
COKMPrrS ; .Returnee atatod that' aircraft ,wa'3>n:"fire, -and ;•. subjact/ap^^^^

okay and had a good chute. Hoxevor, rotum'eo bcllevo'olVubjecUdie^li't'irVT-
1q FH canp ae a result. of burns received ln'aircraft".'>,->;~v-.'.";' -.>>?r-r3—f^ -'

"

-KDNRCH;, VlNCrKTD, .. (X/NA ..: ;
_• l8J<ATl6SjijiLviv.^._::--;^;f315,^9^9-^

CO>g<r.NTS ;. Subject had good chute after ejectli^.f. Returnee, states.^_thatV^/^

subject neTor showed in the W systea t-^d he: be lieves subject Ito-.be^^^v>I^^

deceased. '. " -"^ .'^''•'
'
""^

"Tivi \:^^'^-'-:rp=rfSli^-.'

VAK DYKE, RICHARD H. 02/A? ^

- -ll^SZP'63.: ::.:vn ^•.;i:.yXzl.538j^82--

COt-OGHTS : A rotumoe last saw subject at a detention holdLig >rea"- located^^

near Xa Ho&n Village, Bo Trach District,- Dorig-Hoi-Prc)vince7">I7TVletn£jr..-v-. ...

Subject had a very serious leg wound, ar.d was taken to a hospitalj^for^-i;£..._?-

.

treatrsent. A Tillagor later indicated, by aign lang-aage, .that' suoject'.s -^ ..

leg had 'oeen asputated, and that he was dead. ; "' •
!

" .Vjf'-'^^v
;'-

rVANS, J;VMF.3 J. OL/M 02 APR 65 -V^U ' •• VD;837'7C3.-

CO^ySSTS : Parti/il r«rcains of subject havs beer, recovored. - SubJectVwoS .-
'-

reportedly on the ground ali\-e alter ejection. Ke was capturftd "or.;- grcur.d •'

forces the following day and reportedly beheaded. Regains vare dra^rec^

.

off by wild animalo. Pxjirther attempts to reach crash site negatlVo, dte
;

to heaw ground fire.
' - '

." .il-".'/"'.-^- •

SiflLTOl!, CriARIZS mVJN CJO U O^/k?- 29-sr7ro5'' TJ.'' -

' fH 9'5l 6^2
CO'OENTS : Ejected and had a good chute. Subject had contact with S^J. a.-.d

friendly ground forces. Ground tea-te reached the area on 3 Hay 65 .arid —r-.'

learned that subject landed in a tree and vas taken by'sillltia sccarit-
forces to Dan An Nedua.

RTnl, RICHA,RD R. cfllb-C/l Z'i/K- 09 JAN 68 . VS , AT 96i. 2-3

/\//^^7£ -~3/A.i 09 JAN 68 \ VS - *T 96;. 2r3
C0>C^NTS: Retorneo reported thtr. s-jbjoc'.s vere seriouslj- wounded duri.-.s:

firoflght, and an U/l J?VA g-jArd ir-cmed returnee that both Rehe and x.^/-;

died on 9 Jan 68, as a result of their vcunda. -- - '

NAr1£ C^-^ E3/An 12 JUL 67 VS TA 8.^" l;:

coresNTS : Returnee reported that subject had received nultlplo .c.:r.shc".

wounds during a flro fight. Later returnees wre Inforsiert by a VCA"''A
PW Ca=p CDR that subject had died approx 20 Jul £7, death 'was due to '.r: -

wounds receired during ccrabr.t. ' -
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CATSGCRT B (PROBABLT DIED -IN CAFTlVm)

NAffi •.'..•; "

RAriiC/STC
'

,. KS?1 DATS "^:":

aON, JAMES X. l!^^^ 03/aR
'

'/.^^05^^ri3iTO^ijlVs^^
CO'-yKNTS ; Raturnooa report«d that oubj-ict vaa extariffively^burriedroyerJ^V^^^^^^^

wost of his body.. A portion of his right leg four; IricKo a bolc>r the.;kr.co;,.,--.

W43 eoverad. Subject CAllod for hnlp uhtil.OSOO; 6 Febynoh.35ur'ciVv.he£rdi.

shot fron hie position. TV> voeks later iLt li Van h^c/; CO. Cixp'F^liawort^^^^

told source thdt subject had died of vounds,- ajKl. wis buried at; th?:crashv^-::.;

site and handed returnee his porsonal effects «tc: •ID;carti_ ajid se-refal:^ .•^".

photos of vhlch appear to be wife. .'•,;';•:.
;. • ;

:.".r-,-/ .

BCT-.TAS', RICKASD L. l4l4'0\ 02/aR •. 2k KAR 69' "•VS"""'Tl3-963''$.69Z_
Ca'"EVrS : Subject-vas-captured-wherrhis-cartpr^ffs over ran.- Two U5_?W_;_:

seen at VR 526602 in Apr 69. ASVN escapee reported that-Arroyo-5aes .,

'

inforsied hla that Boter had escaped and vas ej:ocuted vhen recaptured.

-

Arroyo-Saei helped, "to place hie body in a canal noar Tan Soc Ka=Int,.

NAyie: civ. 3okai 62 ' vs. • •s>. gW:.oi
.CCi^SVrS; Reports on" file vhich describes subjcct»3 capture , an.-'j'ribse- -

quent Kovenient for several weeks. Reports on file which ljidi'cate.sub.'',ect

wao allegedlr killed, Subject'.s passport was taken frcn-capturod "C;

oou.rPA, soLoxaj h. /03C-<^i wi/>f: 05 fe3 68 . vs • wj es5 2is..

COMHr:!iTS ; Retumoos reported that they witne.ised subject"' s.deat;- approx

2i Jul 1968, while en route to Hanoi, Subject h,ad a serious. heart ail-r.er.t,-

but death wab caused aainly by a prolonged low calorie diet. -..>

virrri, ziza-.cp. a, OoK-cjTLS'^ 30 kay 62 vs- -. •

.

e?.".675. 107 ..

CChOwlfTS: Subject was captured along with two other US ciTilla.-3.-. Haports
on hand which describes the capture and subsequent 30ve=ents for ssreral .•

weeks. In addition there Ire reports wliich indicate that s-wibject wsj'_'_

^^^"^' •

^'~'\

; ;

KANCEK," nZLIS fS^h''^^" 'civ""
. 31 M.\T 70 . C3 TT 230 150

CO'vCt'iTS : Subject's driver, who vas later released, stated that 5-ubJ«ct

was tih!in aliTe. DIA has reports that indicate that subjec* itr s executed."
Previous reports hare been correlAttd to eubject's Bightir.5, One wurce
reported that subject a.nd screr^i other Journalists w^re killed "sf the

7CAirier Ro-^se at the end of Kct ;970, at Take© Province, t^J•ee dars iS:r,T

capture, (Others inTolred in incident are: Colne, Waku, Sakai d.-.d Zc'rlt.)

NAriC • — 5/a?. 31 MAR 71 vs -YB -935-123

CO;-w'~S : Reports on hA.-.d that correlate to this ir.cldeat. Ret-.:r.-.ec

reported tha*. he receirod info froa .v^i-t 'died in PW canp) that
s-jbjoct died on the trail to KTiJ.

P.ACSOAIZ, THOMAS W. CIV 51 JAK 66 VS lo"?3: ^-1
CO;:g?iTS : IndiTldual was killed by a flying rock during a B-52 .-aid.-

body was recorered 19 July 19S8.

35-210 - 96 - 9
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CCVjj3TSi ilatumec otated that subject took" full force oC^iy'liip'-'-M. t';̂ d^ ?̂--r'-.y

vaa seen slumped over la his seat.- lie ftppoared- to bcr badly.vvoaiidedfar;dSv-i.^^"~

dead, rcaturnce lotor saw subject's ntmaonFi/ lnterTbgator,'s"li!^t.^-}^~'^^fT5""~~

KliXSON, 'laJLllai. H. 06/US.^_ ::.20. JUL-So- .V']!. :;'.^3oZ.961^

?VJZRii, Trent R,
Ofy^i-ai

Oi/l'St. 31' OCT 65 VN'

COhMD^TS : fietumoe etatad that subject never- pulled up a^,terVccc±)ing'::z~,v;^U." ".
.

ruD ar.d probabJyweiit-in-vitli~the~aircrtftr-" Keports on hsjid 'iridicate!|^.^"J;'.V'

;

that subject died In the crash. '

- .
",' ".

.;'

'

.'
.:

~' '''''^'\^'--^ '•,•'
^f'^^^i'^^it^A-'.'

CO^J-llNTo ; Returnee stated that, ho believed subject to. be' dead.-'^Gobds^'-i'SilAi:

.

chute w£s observed and beeper was heard for about 30 seconds.-•..-jj[--"-tii£l-:'-^h=r.-:;--
'. -'y'-^^^ir^^iyii^:'

iiTUi, Lawrence C. irfOQ '- ^ 03/USir 26 SZ? 71 '
'. vii " ""wCSZ^^lZ^-V';'

COK>n?>Tj : /vinoi released photo of charred ID cards and stited thit"airi^-Zvi'.>-

'

of the crew had died la the crash. -
'. ~ "^.S"~ 'TvjS^^^^'^'

BUTT, Richard L. /) < t -7— n i
CS/USaT 11 NOV 66 ,' "''i\:'^^MZa^UzT~--'''Z

t-0.'->13.75 ; Subject was IdectlfioJ te >.' bj returnee. One retiLr^ee-siid
that subject bad good chute, hc-jover, he could havo been sorloualy injured.

osn-0 (

t was Idectifio
good chute, hc-w

Cil£GOhi, Robert R. /?jf3 /- 0( 03A3A.~ 2.P3L; 66. -Vi,'^^-'*Zi'^pil'

CO-C-'iaJTS ; Hetumee reported oitaollshias voice contact with subject
aXtor ejection. Ketumee heard crashing nouhd aiid believci subject' v;s
hu.^g up in trees. Returnee Infon^ed ty jrvi that subject tad"died~~^
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ejection order; wao\'giyea< toJeubject:to,'oJectf>"i^

«ny Vna pons e , ; but"-; •J eotion ? pr6'c«dnre • progre s a ed^n'oraalI7.^^No^furtba^^^
contAct vitb subject; ..AstMme
burned vith; the "alroraXt on

--•""LORD,' Arthur J, '.

SHAJEl," Philip R. .F7/USA:>-19'APK'K' t8> •/siVS=V^rEi25$i3;95^^^-:-

COMISNTS ; Crew raabero oa CH54 copter on a aupplyitdssion to/As^jiu Vtliey/-^. ..;';.

when aircraft va« hit by XV fire, and on iaptct. exploded,' and /ill'-- ab<ifrd.jvS'='c£r:

assuaed KIA. Copters flew orar site and, did not see any, partajor-'aircraf^tv^

or signs of life, . / ..^.-.-f;^-

VAT-EB5, Sasual £., JR. 03/0SA?;\;:13;DEC-66V --\Vl..fw

^^^^iSS:a^
C0>'J'C£K7S ; Har.oi radio broadcaot Idontifled'Ca'ptiin' SiirMelj-aters" as'U.3.v'^>4|j^^:>^; .

pilot killed in aircraft crach, which' had been hitby, a SAM,n;;Hbwever,VVae'^i<'^^4^^^^^^

resainder of his flight reported that subject had a'goodrchutejv without" t^5^^^-5j-:.'
beeper. S.<R was not conducted due to the l<>c"ation.'.:-;-iJ;',;^''>:v'^:i.v;;r:^^

31-Ha 66 -

"'.
VN '/:'w}-5;?0lSii^^^--

31 KAI 66 VH - - W>15^cli^?2n^^a=' .

31 lui: 66 - VK •..; •

wrisffli iiiW^*'^-4^:. :. ,.

OS/l/'SA? 31 HAY 66 n - ••- VTroPJ^l^i^LSfr^^/^ •

02/USA? 31 MAY 66 VN •.'HS??!??' "^ •.^^--
"

E5/USA.- 31 hjuf 66 VN .i^t^Mt ':.'--'-:—

:

oz/usA? 31 XAY 66 ''
'iTi; w=5^;i/;^w:.:-

'

CASS, Thoacs ?.

r'.\?.'..'0?.TH, 2.70/ E.

fALB&TON, Sobby J

5HI NGLEDiEKZ?., Araon D^.

>: ' iiews release I

03/USA?
Ci/OSA?
E4/USAP
03/USJF—;-.31 hAl'- 66--^^^^

SN^S: ty DRV ano-rfla^ crashed aircraft. Caption on or.e»;i;''>-.'.'' •:;••'"-/

photo states soTen crew&ea aboard this D.S. C-I30 were Idlled vhen.thei:
aircraft was shot down.

SPEWCZH, Uarron P..

PAJL, Craig A.

03/iJSA?

03/DSA?
20 DSC 72
20 DEC 72

VJi VJ77W.^5 • -
'••.••

COi-MJaS ; FEIS Puerto KLco, sessftge to >ir.-KeD KfJl '(PaulT sa:.-lr.g_thit.;.:.i^

his son and Captain Spencer were killed In aircraft crtshr^Hoturnees-:;^!^
reported 2 U.S. observed unconscious near the ar»;a ol' rcturr.eea captured. .:;

Paul's n&ao along with Spencer.'e, infomation beneath it observed In an '''A
interrogator book at the Hanoi Kilton. (Involved In incident: Hike KAKTINl,;
Bill AhCUKI, Roy HADDE«, Tarr7 Geloneckj. >^ ija^. "v— ..r
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rt'r/'£ATTCOR£i£f;
(rabBAHLYI^

imfi

m^-

SOLLIVll. , . yarreii • Jr.

ca-j-ZNTS ;
' Subject "miccoaafully ejected

by KVK fishing boats. . Boata vere otrai"»<l by:^U,S.'^ aircraft;;^tK3jioi;jn'»^^-s^V*^'':^^

paper (Nhan Chn) reported the incident'ajid' aiidtbAtthe'Lpllot^'v^sVpro^U

PRICE, Bunyan'a'," JR. >.;•
. &!yuSA " 2-)UI7O;L:L2:L'^BJ:^nb57^i0MiL^

COt'JiEHTS ; Retumeeo reported that aubject' w&al observed" ruiuing^.tcrji^rd; ajiS^^H^^^

tree line directly into the VC Line of fire; SabJect''believod .KlA\urdl'cj:;^^y':^V^^^^^^

attaapting to loare the craah aite. (Othora in. Incident :Vftv;v/Vy^/vt"£. ut.%;-5.^<-rr.-]^).'-7

F.K. Crowson, M.B. Vamado, D.y. Haalovakli v:,>\'^^:- r: R.L'^;^G^
B.D. Price, Jr.).-

: :

^'-^
- rV

'

; v r;??;^'^i':'li^

BOJLIHC, Voj E. (X/USN ' '

' -" "''"*-'--"•" ''-*^'*-^- -

Lrcraft speed;, in -excess of-. 500 -_^^^}r°y_t'r'^-".CO.X>S;Ti ! Subject Bade his ejection at aii
knots and at 150 feet altitude, Retumso did not see any inovencnt or' neir.J^"-

any signals after reaching the ground. Returnee believes subject •.as-.l;:-'
-^

'i'

killed in the incident; '.•;•
.

:_ ^---f-
; ""

^f?^-^;^^

.^'^M£. 02/usa -iL-otyi (37::[ y'v-^C:^.l\izus]3^^.

CG.->J?w j ; Returnee feels subje_ct did cot ourviva the incident^-due' to*
explosion of SAM over aircraft \fhi ch caused eit-easive dariage' to cano

i'j •;.

Also, calfunction of several jaachanical devices hindered ejection.

DA.-i<, Charre"s E. ~
* " ^63/'\}^ 20 DSC 72 - VI^.-( .: VJSojicS:' ^-.V"

CChhgJS i Returnee reported that subject was injured and that his ejectionT~_
seat did not work. Later KVK told hia that subject died in the' crash".""" •

FOaAIh, Foecoe H. 03/U3/7 21. JUL 65 YK - - VJl555^-.-t -- "

:0h^S.7S: R^turnoo_ws8..i;iror3od Uy 'KV.V that subject was "killed in .the"
"-'.';:";''

'
"

inoiaent and hia body was found in the wreckage. - •-- —
.

.-ii=>;—— _

GKAHAH, Allan 0. '

' 02/OSAF 16 OCT 72 VN '-J^0jK(?;^ . .

C0.'O.::~3: Kaaoi newspaper released radio photo of ID card of this ere--- '

which was shot down in Vlnh Phu Provlnco while flying an Fill. Subject
was reportedly killed in the crash. .. _ . - "

. -
.

HOCKEIDCZ, Jaaes tu 03/US/if 16 OCT 72 '

/?. WJi^;2o0^ '
'"

CC-y^NTa
: Hanoi nowopapor releaiod radio photo of ID card of XJ-Ja^crev— -----

which wac shot down in Vinh Phu h-ovlnco while flying -in mi. Subject
was reportedly killed in the crash. _ •

- 3- •
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':SubJec:t.vds

Subject.had 'geK5d_ohute: «nd:ejectl'onrand-'linde<UinIth^
plcir»d"-'up by"'KyA boats which ;were ^ otriff ed? ty* UiSr-aircrift^^^^

:.. Katurne* atated::tbat;8ubje<rt died.

'SmS^^^^^S

;:^§:in

"""^
.

""

""
•

"^""•".
t

..".''.•...^"'vilHS
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/ , CO)-?lf.NTf. t : ARVN .ca'cMPee' reporUd

;

f'.VC stated tb«:t.F? via c'kptar«d.'«'

il Kinh 7oro8t.t-DEKM0N, DS'idont ^ ^ ^
•''9 KoT 71 could' poBB-b* LTIJoTb'V acHV- (CREWrDnfliDM^DAViD'STT'^ND'^b^

GRAF, JOHH C. '-''^ 04AA -
^'' -15-Nov:69:. -n.vr-VS^^^:^

COwdjTS i Sflvarel rpta corrclata "vlth bia" captureJ:'. SoureeV. rpJ^Vub^ Vdledj^ajj-^p"'/-

drowS«g in an aacape atteapt. and vaa b\iriei _&t^'XRlbi(>7ZlJ.S6^^co%iji<>n€^j£6i^^o;s^-^

--^BTibJ-aa-tBe Buui~vbb'h«d-died-ftnd- etated"tHat7CEAy'*a8 b\iri^-.t)7,;LfQ;in;irearorj^01."-.

Long To«n at IR 6567, Rattimaa rpt tbat ha ba'ard ' CT>£ ' a"rn^ol"ov'ar2jr\^radio?ln-2CL-
—lato-71.- Rpt«-on-ril«-that"eoiT«lat«~vlth~"aub"j^Sich^lndic tHathe ibjsiiTo^^as of.

CICnON, WALTER AU»': Ei/AR lU^"^ ^

30"Viiir:'68Si^:->yS --^^
COMI'iy.KTS t Sub J roc haad injury and unit wc3 forced to vdtMrow' IsKvin^.'auojrDeHlcc
with K7A trpa only 50 Betera fn his poaition. Two . rallierc reported e'^US^FiiifiiV'r::'

(with a bead voiind) and other characterlatica. that .igreea'-with -tho'«e-o'-CICHON',^^r^^

—

report clooeljr correlatae vithaubj, _. _ /...:.' /^•V --^^---.'"•'"%^H^w<ir5^^^

SI>3>S0M, JAKES EDWARD CIV \^\'b'^0^ 5 Kot 68 '- " ' '- V3 '.: -^:-- •;!'- BH'690'"5''

COM!iEirrS ; SIMPSON fc CORNTEWAITZ left Qui Khon for. SON' ia a jeop/ aad ver«;:cejrturet"

during aa asbuah, Rtlliera reported CCSKTRUArTE allegedly vaa killed during fl-^' .

eccQpe attempt. RatuTBeea reported hearing CORKIHWAITE'b naae on HazoliRadib.i^ .

lata 1971. CORt/THWAITB' « naxe vaa found on the wall .and a" scrap of paper^'at". tha'

Citadel in Jan 73. -" T '

i^^{:if-^->^ V •

rJrif^e
' CIV 6 Apr 70'' .' -CB ^ :\i'.^:^':i7'y70 2

'^r^n- (.jy^ 6 Apr 70 . C3. ;/ ../i IT/lTO 2

CC;rrffT.-7S ! Leat ae^s lO.a^Xpa Kaa^oC^^Chl .Pbu- -:. x.4Ai!«i^s-.---_--.-:-i»---^-'|~>C5?rr^

together). Several reporta on hand which refera to. a group of-vhite'-clviliisa-vrc

-

had been oeen. North and Horthweat of Chi Phu in April 1970, 'valklrg t'cvard'the'jV

:

Sorth under gUAri, T'- •.V~'-^^.

lOK/K, KENTTTTU J. 03/An /2$3'<^/
. 2^ Apr 72 V9*fr -

: - ••

; 3'"'c51 2

'

COig^NTS « Subj vaa last ocen on tb<^ water tower, at Tanh Ca.ih vh<^ the ccr.pov:£d vr
ovtrran. SubJ had radio contact vlth U.S. Dnitlrid rpt.'thafho Touid.f'at'cut- as'
soon ao posa. ASVH eacapoea rcpcriod that thoy vitneased the capture 6^ c '^S>-.\

Captain in mid Kny 1972. Tba W had bten hiding in a burJcer (water tover).on Ti=i
Canii for epprox 30 daya. -. -.- -

/V/?A?f
. 30 May 62 VS -• 2?. 675 1

CO:<;<e;.TS; Abducted 30 K/jy 62 fron the Chriatian 4 Missionary alliance leoroEa--:-
along with NAt^£ . Eeporte on file that describes tko c&ptiiro txji c^V-
aequantly soveaenta for arreral veeka. /jA^e> allegedly killed.

_
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CC;:;<:i!.TS : C(ipturedl9 K4ir\66 on RTB UVrWATdetaltee-.r^^ _
late Jun tb «ad NVAcn'ptoro utat©d,that:thWWj^^Haulibe«n^^^^

Bwy
tbo

br-'a r«tnrB»<»-a8.VubJe"ct;va8'b«ing'reiaravnyi'B7?
PCTKAM
g^WRHTS : Subject vma lasfseeB
captors

TEAcuK, JAWS B. '
* Oi/nk' ' 'r '

"'

^ 19 ^frr:(n\^^:::;\^y-^.'tf^^2^I^^:^ n̂JT^^
COKKEOTS i A plct4jre-bf,bnbjecli>-Il>^Card-w«8-?ubii8b8'd7itt7Ha»oi7T'^

eabla photo fro« Variaw featorod a ^^^'rr_?!^,'^\^^'^^^~^'l^y^Z-^fl3^^'^'^^''^-i;,i^i^^^

7ZSCSLIUS, MILTOH J.' 04/KA .Q*^40'(^i 21 Sep 67 .^i V; VN v /i;^
" V^^^"^!^

COMMZCTS t Subject vas last eeea oh the ground as hia chuteVwR8;belj:i«'«BbvedriE^:g^.

bo vae b«ing token prisoner. Reports on band corrclatelto^subJeetis.^captujreV^.^^^Sifi

HARKAVC, CHAl'ciuif * '/AR 25 Kay 65 V ^v VNVV^ v7;^^^J^S83^2^
COWJEOTSt Subject vns crewBonber of Ernie Brace, . A returtee;lastj^^fltv-'subject^at"==

the "ZOO" on 15-l6'Har 73. Subject va a being Vept in the "BaxnV and vas','rented' and^;

taken out of canp. Subject reportedly was told that Ws' capture, In ^os'put^'hiiii'iir^^^^

a different status. ti^y:/--'-- ':^''"irO-''''^^'^-^:i'^'^^i:'^

NAt^i
'

5 Sep 63 " 'u '''7"'" ' "•''^^250:iSC:

COtOJF.mS I Positively identified as FJ by escapee. Subject vas last 'observed during^

escape attempt. Subject vas in very weak condition and in the company of. an '.^^v'^V-r

individual nickna.'Bed "TC". -• .: ." " : :^'- ''^'-'•i^-:'::i

KRDLICKA, DATTD L. ' ^'i/^rC.O'^^-'^ f ^^ "^^ ^5 U '

''^•»- 29q755v^
C0?OT.hTS ; Subject r^de eeveral ahti-var broadcasts vhile be vas being" beld"

c

a"ptiTc'j£

At tine of shoot dowa-he waa obajrraed beiag-lad-efvay by capiiotiy^-"" " '"• Tr^ ..j_
'^:":^

STRATTC:!, CHARLES W. ' OSAJ /^^S'^?~'i Jon 71 LA
.
\.T^9^6.6£"5-_^

'iC^rrS t Subject vae on a night strlite Jtisslon vhen shortly a£^er corVoct yith^^_,

iC, a large fireball vss observed. No chutes Men seen nor tnei-ers heefd. infcrr.
00
FAC,

mation on file correlates with subject and Iwlicates thafaubject wta hel^i as IV.

THGI^S, KENNETH D. • OZ/AT d3P-^-'^l 5 H^ ^-6 VK XJ 900 65.-

COKVEI.TS ; Returnee state that subjects nace never appeared in the P/ syste-.

Subjects f&aily identified Mw_in a rJVA propoganda flln taken durirg.the Chrlstnas—

season.

F^ES, VALTa 0. .. 03Aa 19 Kov 67 VK XH 717.9:>:

COW-'J.NTS ; Subject was seen In his chute by the pilot of his nircrcft. Kis ID'-card

photo was published by Hanoi newspaper. •• '_^ •.~-J..I

"
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AT-io::

;^' reported; B«ising> NOLAH 'in•'Coiabodla•"-:iivilv:^ras1'a^Ked -aJS^'v^

Kf."

^i'-^•ubject was-laot 8ight.»d-.in" J«a' 1973;^:-' _
' '

' .•'.:••
.'X-':-^'-"

- \'- • * •• - ''^': -''/'. '''
- ----i' '-- ' .- V.'^';-^'ti.5^^t(^5J5^i5^^>£2^-{''

GARWOOD/' RQBniT B./ .•: ; "SlfVX : V - ^ ; '••k'?.283s«p*65f^^g^V^"^^^^^
COH>qSNTS > -^Subject.la t deaorter and MturaeeaT rtpo^te"d;';tM^'ub~JJi^ms^vo'^kiJi5^^^

tho NVA in Hanoi. : Allag^lly indir \^ -^ ----•-' -^'^^-^'^-^"^''^^^'"'f^^:^-- ^^ -'

ranX of If.

• MCLEAN, JAVras.K.'

COi'iKSVrS t ' laat aean iu &a adriaor vhen caap.vafl'OT«r.';j^n.':i;fIdenV'aViW.^

parison of photos fumlahod by faally, with' aotts/cbpttjredsphbtljsJ^^^^y^^^^'?^^

R020, JX>!ES M. , tU/iS. -^'^-'^'-'i^.^^-^l^y^^^'^^^Mi^^^^^r?^'.
COHKF.yrS i Raports on file that'corrclktqB.vitbrB'xjJbJVctVyalc^
t akcn frota "a Tehicle

,

"1- died- (Probably -PEDIBSON ) fas-
a
^rem itv; of'-younds; |theTcthc-r

over poworod gnardo and eacaped, Tehicle. ln;Which;:R6Mi^A}^.S ;5^-^T^^
ard fj^'^t vera riding waa foiind on

•*'"-' -"^-- '•• •'

12 bullet holea in it.
side - of ; roadVvl th notor,;ninnlcg-.viti

C0M?-T71TS

R. ' E6/AR 8 ,
Sep 68 ::;- { :^;^^sii--^;i|^;^^^J«S3./

Subject was lost eeen bein^ led avay/frointheirpriTat«iho=8jof«hi'5J-2,Sy?J/
frionds, located at 665 3CA CU lisn Thiet Thu Due, Gia'.Dinh':.(P)'.>v Si*yeFaifaubGeque:
reporto (aighting) froa ageata and detaioaea haTo confirsed eubje"ct8iC£ptira.'i ..... '.

xiuin . Jul 66..;! .g/.jLsia^r.ij^.-Vp.-

tai'n

RIIUY, EDWARD DAKIEL Zi/AR ' 03 \
^ "C' 1 26"ipr 66"

CO)-C<t:.TS ; a rallier reported ee«in« US Prf in Casbodi
sstcbaa subject's* in addition, ttefV "aTf other rcpio

subject was taJcen prisoner.
filavhich" indicates tt

.
. /J /...:t':m'^'

"f^;^ '
•

3X'I>cc 64 _ . ^----:i---4i-^- ZClOl
C0r-7?<TS ; Subject had ^ooi cbute vith Toice" contact 'on the gr^pd. Rsppr'tad.thi
bn wna curroundod - pr*ei=aad captured. 7BIS Hivy 1967- Hanoi- reported pilot, v^'c

captured Jest a? ooon aa ho hit th* ^roujii. Report on file which 'cpnteisa ir^o.c
downing and capture of 03 pilot wnlch correlatca vith eubject." ..";•..-•:->••-:•_

WAt.'GZHOS, NOIPADON D.
CO^XI^TS: Laat ceen at

VN C99
a t^t t^a.' ioy. 15-16 l<ar 73 . Subject vao being kept in tr;e

barn, and had_b««a 'renovod that night and taken out of ceap. Snbj had been tcld
that hia capture 1b L'loa put hia in a different etatua. Indiv very concerned ebc
cla chaneee for raleaoe. • ~'T:~

'"•"'":
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Nf{t^£. .• o?Af 23N0V6S.:; :

•
vk';r;;;;^v':i;^:-^;XEv59pib3;

CXlvn-gNTS ; The DRV high ccmana- cited the SAK Battery involvcd-^in shoot do'-roVof-^. ;••.;

oubjecta aircraft and for capturing the pilots;.; Thla action .by:.the. .CRVjcorrelct'cdj-

directly to yubjoct. Returnee reported >ubJcctaliv.'.on. the 'zroyaAyti^.L\S^^s^'zt^'-

by NVA pereonnei. .^ :'; ^- •i^^'^^^;\L^isg:^:^?^^V^

DDCAT, BROCE C'. 02/47 2 Dec 66 ' VK • ' V'" ^"
• " VX-3U^31t

-COMKF.NTS ; - Subj eT;t-va3~iae'htifloa~a3~PW by. returnees. Hanoi rej»rted.capture;.'6r-v.

.

pilot which corrftlatod with the' shoot dovm of subject. -Feturns«- sav-hclrict'^'vithv.-^r

DOCAT's nurae on it, :-.:.-.i:-.c.y:i-^yl''r,;'-\iJ.'^^0^.-

CR£ILi:^G, DAVIDS. (XAA ./i^^/"^ 24 Jul »68 '' VV. .;:/"': -.ii^^^a
COW^EHTS i Source r«port8 identify aubjeet aa PW in Hanoi ''"';^~"•'"

jii£.--.-V

'"

KETZ, JA>ES H. • O^/A? . 15 Apr 68 . VN :";._ ^ .:.-.iE;vl8i. 51£

COMSXOTS ; Subject had good chute and.bcoper contact. Report of "capture': of .?US V .;;-_

pilot correlate precisely to subject. ^ .-..._ j:_^=.._ _-.:_:—.-i==_i-^^.^i=.'=.-

'

•
\:-^''^
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C0RRKJVT20N STUDY - POW/MIA

This correlation study is an analytical
working aid attett^ting to correlate all available Vietnam War era

to specific POW/MIA eases. The correlations are based on
field site reporting, end product and sumnaxy reporting,

OS forces sunsnaries introduced into reporting channels,
and reporting. The correlations are not
definitive and require validation by OZA.

Our overall goal in conducting the study was to ensure
that all Vietnam War era has been scrutinized for any
information possibly pertaining to fOH/HlX' a and all POW/MIA
related has been provided to DIA to assist in resolving
the POW/MIA issue.

This is an ongoing study and consequently this document
may be updated due to further analysis or as more information
becomes available. Please direct questions on document content
to

ii
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CORRELATION STUDY - POW/MIA

Background:

In November 1991, in response to the newly-established
Senate Select Conroittee on POW/MIA Affairs, we initiated a search
through records, archives, and con^uter storage for all data
relating to the Vietnam War era POW/MIA issue. The results of

previous similar studies were reviewed, and a POW/MXA Tiger
Team was formed to concentrate solely on this task.

Primary enphasis was placed on the retrieval and
review of smd field site reporting during the war
years. Over reports were oiachine scanned, of which,
over reports potentially relevant to the POW/MIA issue
were extracted. These plus reports were then manually
scanned, and nearly were retained for further analysis. Of
the reports retained, over were determined to have
information pertaining to O.S. POW/MIA' s . Over of these
reports contained names of, or could be correlated to,
individuals who were either lost or taken prisoner during the
war

.

All correlations are considered initii^l analysis and 2ixe

forwarded to DIA for review and further study. At DIA the
possible corz«ilations are subjected to an in-depth validation
process usin^? all-source information and the official individual
case files.

As of 20 August 1992, we ha%-e made 878 possible
correlatiorj: to U.S. POW/MIA'

s

Of these 878
ir.diviiluals, 448 are resolved cases where the individual was a

POW arid was rerurned at Operation Homecoming or the individual's
remains have been returned or recovered. The remaining 430 cases
possibly reflected are, to date, unresolved cases.

iii
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CORRELATION STUD If - POW/MIA

Errata:

(U) Status Abbreviations; For ease in analysis and
compat ability with other DOD POW/mia records, the
correlation study utilizes the same status abbreviations
contained in DIA' s POW/MIA listing, 'U.S. Personnel, Southeast
Asia (and Selected Foreign Nationals", dated 9 March 1992. These
abbreviations are as follows:

AA - AffOL/Deserter
BB ~ KIA, Body not recovered
BR KZA, Body recovered
CC • Civilian Detainee, released
E£ - Escapee
KK - Died in Captivity (remains unrecovered)
lO^ - Died in Captivity (remains returned)
MM - Missin? in Action (MIA)

NR - Negiitiated remains returned
PP - Prisoner of Mar (POW)

RR - Returnee (released alive)
XX - Presus^tive finding of death
ZM « Post 1975 yacht related detainee
ZR " Post 197S yacht related detainee, released

Status not recorded

POH/HIA correlations, as of IS August 1992:

Correlated cases; 878 individuals

Resolved cases; 448 individuals

"BR" KIA, Body Recovered - 14

"CC" Civilian Detainee 6 Released - 2

"EE" Escapee - 2

"KR" Died in Captivity 4 Remains Returned - 8

"NR" Deceased, Remains Returned - 116
"RR" Released Alive - 306

Unresolved cases; 430 individuals

"AA" Deserter/AWOL - 1

"BB" KIA, Body Not Recovered - 182
"KK" POW in captivity (last known status) - 4

^

"MM" Missing (last )cnown status) - 7

"PP" POW (last )tnown status) - 1

"XX" Presumed Dead (XX) - 228
Status Unknown " 7

Additionally, the correlation study has 7 9

individuals on the list who were not correlated in but
were crewmembers/involved in the same incident with correlated
cases, and are included to aid in analysis of the subject
cases

.
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COPJJSIAXION STUDY - POW/MIA

Otilis*tion:

(0) The following paragraphs will aid the reader in fully
und«r3-a.-.ding the data contained in the correlation study. Note

that while all data is listed here on the guide, scene data r^y

not be included for any one individual case.

AJ.1 entries are listed chronologically. While the
Refno (Reference Number) system was intended to be a
chronological fcmat, sone entries were made after the fact,
causing some Refno' s to be out of order when listed
chronologically. We found that a chronological system,
supplemented by the case Refno' s was easiest to work.

First entry for each case contains;
1) The DIA case Refno
2) The individual's naa»e

3) The individual's ranJc

4) The individual's branch of service
5) The individual's status as currently carried by DOO, and

date of return if a resolved case
(Abbreviations are ^xp»r.d.^d on next page)

Second entry for each case contains;
1) Date of loss
2) Country of less

Third entry for each case contains;
Vehicle of loss (in most cases an aircraft)

1) Aircraft type
2) . Aircraft type nic)sna."T>e

2)
' Aircraft tail .-.u.Tier

i) Aircrew .Tj^ssicn callsign

Fourth entry for each case contains;
Unit of assignrent and base of departure at time of loss

(for naval aviators aircraft carrier vice base)

Fifth entry for each case contains;
Report serial and report Date/Tirw Croup (DTC)

Subsequent Entries;
Amplifying data. The arqplifymg data is notated in one or a

combination of three formats

:

1) Sujsnary of information; A concise summary of
pertinent infonaation.

2) Verbatim extracts from reports; Annotated by
quotation mar)c3, extracts of pertinent information
exactly as reported.

3) Analyst's notes; Preceded by "Notes", analyst's
comments or analyst's inclusion of pertinent
collateral source or bac)cground information.

4) OIA preliminary assessment; Cases reviewed by DIA to
date, along with initial validity assessment.
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93
is the closest passible match. This . has already been used
in fomrulating an all source position by DIA on Refno 1924. This
recent review of the . did not add anything- new to Reino
1924.

if^fir OAmi ILt. OSAT BB
/J^vynS; Capt. OSAT BB

720917 North Vietnam
F-105G Thunderchief t ..-8360

1819301 Sep 72
170410Z Sep 72
170705s Sep 72
1707451 Sep 72

'at 0355 sighted one parachute over water.' At 0653 the
citizens of Cao Luan '. capturing one pilot. Possibly
reference to Turose ( Zorn, but more probably pertains to
A-6A of Buell i Donnelly.

- OIA preliminary assessment; DIA concurs that this :

possibly correlates to this case. This is the same which
was possibly equated to Refno 1924. Refno 1924 is a better
overall match. On-scene commander indicated Refno TAtA' csev
drowned. DIA estimates that the is a better match for
Refno 1924.

1926 Carroll, Roger W. Jr Maj. Pilot DSAT XX
Cook, Dwight W. ILt. HSO DSAF XX

720921 Laos
F-4D Phantom t ..-8769 "Joyhop 01"
5S5th TFS, 432nd TRW, Odorn RTATB, Thailand

241000: Sep 72
24090SZ Sep 72
262055Z Oct 72
3319452 Oct 72
021947Z Oct 72

- note; Shot down by AAA.
- The 120th AAA Battalion of the 284th AAA Regiment shotdown one
?-4 and captured one of the pilots at 1556: on 26 September 72.

- An AAA unit fired on an r-4B causing it to trail flames . No
report of actual crash or reflections of aircrew.

- OTA concurs with the initial correlation for this case. The
' indicates at least one of the crew was captured and one

was dead. This information has already been incorporated in an
all source position for this Refno. This recent review of the

did not add anything new to Refno 1926.

1927 Borah, Daniel V. Jr. Lt . Pilot USN XX
720924 South Vietnam
A-7B Corsair MM-SOO t 154486 'Saddleback 500"
VA-155, CVW-19, CVA-34 Oriskany

231104Z Nov 72
?40630z Sep 72
051056: Oct 72

- Note; Loss attributed to AAA.
- Between 23 and 24 Sep shot down many aircraft and captured

alive an unspecified number of pilot
...one of the units had shot down ... one navy A-7

aircraft and captured the pilot alive.

1928 Walsh, James P. Capt. Pilot USMC RR 730212
720926 South Vietnam
A-4E Skyhawk *

111015: Oct 72
.the person who really saved the American pilot..

io->o vtr-m-r . BnK«,-t. ». 1 T.r . WSO OSAT XX
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During the 29-30 Oct 89 meeting In Hanoi Gen Vessey

passed a narrative on this case to the Vietnamese

Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach.

CftSE 13Z7: LIEUTENftNT OflNlEL W. BORAH. JR., U.S. NftVY

FflCTB: U.S. ujtnesics reported that after hU A-7 was dli«6lod Uy 37nr> rtM

,

Ll«utBn«nl Borah oorochutad alive Into strongly held PAUN territory in Queng

Tri Provlnoo on 24 September 1972. Intelligence indicates he ues captured.

INVeSTIGftTIQN RESULTS TO DATE:

1. According to v;ietnanese officials, no clvillana inhablteb the area of

Incident until I375i yat no military uitnesies uera made available for

interview.

2. No records fron the Enemy Pro»elytlng Section (Phong Oinh/Oich /Van), the

Group 559 evacuotlon system, the 284th f\M ReQlnont , or otiier PAVN units in

the tfrsa from I September 1972 \o January 1973 were made available to the

Joint Investigation team, Neither were records of the same tine period

available fron Can Lo District or Queng Tri Province.

3. The Joint team investigated a spot 1/2 kilometer northeast of Borah's

recorded craoh site, finding neither remains nor urecKaQe a}60Ciated With on

A-7.

4. Gsrah ejocted from hla plane and uas known captured! Investigation of his

crash eite iS irrelevant.

nODITIONW. OETf^ILS ON CftSE:

On 24 Saptanbar 1972. Lieutenant Borah' b A-7 uas hit by 57mm AAA over heavily

occupied PAUN territory near the 0112. Nhan Oan and U.S. intelligence
attributad this strlk.e to the PAUN t2ath AAA B/jttallon, 2B4th AAA Regiment at

Dong Lon (V022P6S5) or Tan Ulnh (Y0238S47>. T[)a pilot was reported, caetiired.

Regimental Commendar Lan and "Comrade Nhan" uera both assoolated with 2fl4fR~~-—

Regiment at that time.

A U.S. Navy forward eir controller watched 9orah'p chuto fron ejection to
descent into the tree canopy. Uhlle descending in the chute, Borah
transmitted a lucid, professional status report and did not menttori'any
injuries or di sebt 1 1 1 les . Borah's chute came down In his target area —
entrenched "PAUN bufikers in the vicinity of YOI3e537, approKinatoly Oix
t-llomr.ters south of Thon Can Lo (a military elrfleld and the district seat of
Com Lo District I. Ouang Tri Province. South Vietnam.

Hanuel baeoar signals ware trensmltted fron the ground. The oearch and rescue
team saw llio chute being pulled down Into the trees by unseen peraon(s>. Tree
canopy concealed <ill ground ecttvlty from overhead view. No voice or beeper
tranonitaions were received after the chute disappeared. Ue believe the Enemy
Proselyting Section (Phong Blnh/Olch \Jan) *nd the 559 Croup evacuation system
would have been rnsponaible for tha prisoner.

Ooreh uas the only U.S. loss on 24 September 72, end the only U.S. loss in
Ouang Tri Province for I month prior «nd 3 months after 24 Soolember 72.
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CASE 1927: LIEUTENANT DANIEL V. BORAH, U.S. NAVY

INCIDENT SUMMARY: LT Borah's A7 aircraft was shot down by anti-aircraft

artillery 12 kilometers southwest of Dong Ha City on 24 September 1972. Me

parachuted to safety and was captured by communist forces in the area within

minutes of His shootdown.

JOINT INVESTIGATION: No relevant information was obtained. The effort was

limited to examination of an unidentified crashslte and searching for civilian

witnesses, of which there were none, In that the area was not populated during

this time. Neither central or local officials volunteered information about this

case, nor were records or former military witnesses sought.

U.S. ASSESSMENT: This is a very compelling case , and one which we believe Is

resolvable through Information research. The air defense unit which shot LT

Borah's aircraft down reported his capture within minutes of the event,

indicating this unit had itself made the capture. Quang Tri Province In 1972 was

heavily fortified with air defense, including at least nine anti-aircraft
artillery regiments, several of which were located in the area around Dong Ma.

We know the shootdown and capture were reported through air defense command
channels and expect that the disposition of the pilot was the subject of

subsequent reports per standard procedure, through channels to Hanoi.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Request Information-seeking team conduct research on this case.

Relevant information should be located in the records of PAVN Air Defense Forces,

as well as Ministry of Defense General Political Directorate, particularly Group

075, Department of Military Justice and Enemy Proselyting Department.
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DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVY
VUnCAU OF NAVAL rCRSONNk.L
WACMINOTON. t>.C. 2O3/O'9O0O IN ll«»l.Y nCfCR TO

1771

2 5 OCr 1985

Mr. nnH Mm. Panitl V. Boial) Sr.

309B Lee Avonue
Olnoy, II. 62450

Dear Mr. and Mm. ncjr^h:

Fncle>»»d io a documont from the Joint Taak Forca - Tull
Accounting (JTF-FA) concerning your •on. We are £uriii»lij.ii<^ Lliib

information in keeping with our oommitmont oT ^.iiovidiiiy

•varything wo recaiva relating to your son.

Tf thara is anything olaa wa can do to aosiot you, plsaaa call
Lieutenant Michael Therea or Mo. Marian Deinpski on our toll Ciee
line at 1 (800) 443-929B.

T/ /P. TRANT
Head, Cauualty Anoi nl.Annn

Branch (Pers-663)

End I

(1) CDR JTF-FA 1909177. OTT 95

I
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UNCLASSIFIED

SOJll'Jc 2«uv IJUHPCr.T.fc-iJC iMC'Si?
1809 rjz CCt 95 ?rB .-

'

fH ciic jrF-;i iiONOiU'.u hi//j?/.'
10 euPERS WJJMINOICIN UC/,'PERS-f,63?//
'..•"o sjcnrr vitwii/oTo-j dc //usop )s/ 'opkc//

VHIIE MOUSE NiTIONtl SCtUPITr rO'JNCIl W4SPI oc
SECITtll U»SnlfJ3I0H 0C//CA/OCS/ACS/E4P/VLC/V
JOINT bTFT WiSHINr.TON OC//JS//
CIA wiSHiNGTOH Dc//o£»/s£«/ie/i)O0/t»/icoc.//
UIA WASHINGTON DC
USCINCPtC HONOLULU HI//J?,\:3'JjO-M//
USCINCP*C LO WASmINGION DC USD40 BANGKOK TM/ /Pm-MI A//
C09USACILHI HICK4M AFB HI //I APC-PEO-M//

UNCI 45 //N03JSO//
MSOIO/CENiOMIN/COR JTF-f 4/J252//
SU0U/EV4LUAT10N Of JTF-Ft PPT VN9S-030: (WALK-INI VIETNAMESE
CITIZEN PROVIDES INFORMATION ABOUT PRlOSITr CASE 1957//
REF/4/RMG/C0R OTF -F 4/2509 1 2 ZSEPSS//
RMKS/1. REF A REPORT PROVIDES THE DETAILS OF AN INTERVIEW WITH
tf.fl. OUONG XU4N T04N. THE WARTIME FIRE C0MM4N0ER OF B4''TERr 4. 9TH
444 COMPANY. 3R0 BATT4LI0N. 43TH REGIMENT. 3StST PAVN DIVISION.
MB T04N PROVIDED 4 F I RSTH4N0 ACCOUNT OF THE SHOOTING DOWN OF AN
4-7 AIRCRAFT AT I2<S HOURS ON 24 SEP '2. THF 4IRCR4F1 CRASHED
THREE KILOMETERS SOUTHWEST OF HIS 44A BATTERY. NEAR MAI LOC HAMLET
(Y01151). CAM CHINH VILLAGE. CAM LO DISTRICT. OUANC TRI PROVINCE
MR. TOAN OBSERVED THE PILOT EJECT FROM THE AiaCRAFT WHEN MR. TOAN
ArJD HIS SOLDIERS ARRIVED. THE PILOT WAS DEAD. MR TOAN AND FOUR
OTHEk'S 8URIE0 THE PKCTS EOOV IN A CREVICE MR TOAN RECOVERED THE

PILOT'S IDENTIFICATION CARD. WHiC"-M£ TURNED OVER 10 HiS SUPERIORS.
HE NOTED THE PILOTS NAKE WASC'.SORAH. J ANALYSIS or Th; INFORMATION
PROVIDED IN REf 4 INDICATES 4 P'KUc.ic.i.f CORRELATIONi TO REFNQ 1927.
THIS IS NOT A FINAL EVALUATION •

2. CIBCUMSTANrtS OF HEFNO 1927: ON 24 SEP 72. NAVY LIEUTENANT
DANIEL V EORAH. JUNIOR. WAS FLYING THE LEAD 4-78 ATTACK BOMBER
IN A FLIGHT OF TWO AIRCRAFT ON 4 DAYTIME STRIKE MISSION OVER
SOUTHERN VIETNAM. THE AIRCRAFT. SERIAL NUMBER 15J436, WAS HIT BY
ANTUlHCRAfT ARTILLERY I AAA 1 FIRE AND CRASHED IN THE VICINITY OF

GRID COORDINATES -YOUOSJO. APPROXIMATELY 20 KILOMETERS WEST. Of OUANO
TRI CITY. 0U4NG TRI PROVINCE. THE WING MAN 010 NOT OBSERVE CIEUTt- '.

MANT eORAH PARACHUTE FIOM HIS IIRCRAFT. HOWEVER. TH£ CREW OF AN AIR
FD.-.CE FORwiBO 41^ CONTROL IFAC) AIRCRAFT REPORTED SIGHTING 1 C-SO^^

PARACHUTE. Two OTHER AIRCRAFT OPERATING IN THE AREA REPORTtC MONI-
TORING A RfOlO PROAOCAjT FROM LIEUTENANT BORAH WHILE HE WAS IN HIS
PAR4CHUTE THE WING M4N 4N0 THE F4r SAW LIEUTENANT S0R4H • S P4RACHUTE
L4N0 III SO"E TREES I" The VICINITY OF GRID COORDINATES YD138337.
APPR0MM4TELY aOO MEIERS S?UTMW£SI OF THE CRASH SITE. AFTER THE
PARACHUTE LANOEO. They HEARD AN ELECTRONIC BEACON SIONJL FOR 4PPB0XI-
114TEIY 10 - IS SCCONOS FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER, THEY SAW THE P4SA-
r.HoTE EEINC REMOVED FROM THE TREES IHEY WERE UNABLE TO REESTABLISH
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS WITH LIEUTENANT BORAH SUBSEQUENT SEARCH *N0
RESCUE EFFORTS FAUEn TO LOCATE ANt SIGN OF THE DOWNED PILOT.
LIEOIENANl BORAH IS UNACCOUNTED-FOR.
3 MR. TOAN S EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT DIRECTLY CORRELATES WITH HEFNO 1927
CIRCUMSTANCES 6ASE0 ON LOCATjON. DATE. TIME OF OAv. TYPE OF AIRCRAFT
INVOLVED ANO NAME ASSOCIATION HIS PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION Of THE DEAD
4MER104N PILOT RESEMBLES LIEUTENANT BORAH MR TOAN'S FIRSTHAND
ACCOUNT OF LIEUTENANT BORAH S DEATH ANO BURIAL PROVIDES COMPELLING
CORROBORATION TO SIMILAR INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THREE WARTIME RESI-
DENTS OF CAM CHINH VILLAGE DURING THE 21ST JOINT FIELD ACTIVITY.
THESE WITNESSES HEARP 4N AMERICAN PILOT WHOSE AIRCRAFT HAD BEEN SHOT
DOWN NEAR THE VILLAGE IN THE SUMMER OF 1972 WAS KILLED AND HIS BODY
EURIEO IN A BOMB CRATER THESE WITNESSES ALSO lOENTIFIED COMPANY 9

AS THE PAVN- UNIT INVOLVED IN THE INCIDENT.
J. MR TOAN REPORTEC THAT FOUR ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL PARTICIPATED
IN THE BURIAL. MR. THAI (A M»UOR IN THE PAVN AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
IN HANOI I. MR LV ANO MR LAM ) C I V 1 1 I ANS I 1 V I NO IN NAM HA ANO HA I

HUNG PROVINCE RE SPECI I VE L V I ANO ANOTHER INDIVIOi.iAL WHOSE NAME HE
COULD NOT RECALL MR. TOAN ALSO INOICAIEO TH4T MR BINH (NFI).
ALSO A MAJOR IN THE PAVN AIR DEFENSE COMMAND IN HANOI. KNOWS THE
LOCATION OF THE BURIAL SITE.
5. FOR BUPERS/PEHS-C63P: . fORWARUEP FOR APPROPRIATE ACTION. A

SANITIZED -COPY or REF A WILL BE FORWARDED SEPARATELY,
fi. EViL: KL£/,' ET

euPEHS WASH oc
ACTION PfBS66(«)
INFO ECCIOI TfK CK-USN(1l

MCN. 95289/248 IS 10R'95269/20J4J I A0-952e9/20J4?

UMCLA.SSJFiFn

2 3 OCT
A8302

PAGE I OF I

1809 I2Z- OCT 95.
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-se 1927 (Dorah) ^^ ' o(

SUMMARY OF IKVESTICATION

:

In January 1989, a joint team visited Cam Chinh village,

Dong Ha City, Quang Tri Province, to investigate this

case. '

- The team surveyed a crash site which was within one

kilometer of the U.S. recorded crash site location for

Case 1927. The team did not recover any significant

wreckage which could lead to an identification of the

aircraft type.

The team did not locnte any witnesses to the incident.

U.S. COMMENTS:

- This is a Category 3 case requiring further joint efforts.

- Lieutenant Borah parachuted alive into strongly held PAVN

territory. Search and rescue forces saw his parachute

being pulled down from the trees by unseen personnel.

Since no civilians inhabited the area prior to 1975, only

personnel assigned to PAVN units in the area would have

information on this incident.

Case passed to the VNOSMP during the 10-12 July :S90
technical meeting in Hanoi <^^
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.ase 1027
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- We «sk the VNOSMP search for eyowicncsr.cs from omoncj PAVN

units who were assigned to the nrca.

Nhan Dan and U.S. intelligence attributed the downing oC

Lieutenant Oorah's aircraft to the PAVN 120th AAA

Dattalion, 28'lth Regiment at Dong Lon (YD220556) or Tan

Vinh (YD238517) . The pilot was reported captu red.

Regimental Commander and "Comrade " were both

asso'ciated with 20'lth Regiment at that time.

Lieutenant Borah's parachute descended in an area of

entrenched PAVN bunkers in the vicinity of YD138537,

approximately six .kilometers south of Thon Cam Lo (a

military airfield and the district scat of Cam Lo

District) , Quang Tri Province.

We believe the Enemy Proselyting Section (Phong Binh/Dich

Van) and the 559 Croup evacuation system would have been

responsible for prisoner in this area.

Research of military archival records should provide more

information on this incident.
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CASI 1927 I DAMZXL V. BORAH JR

I70RNATI0N FROH THE AMXR7CAV 8IOB1

ON 24 SBPTEMBXR 19'2 BORAH PARACHOTIO fROM HIS A-7 AIRCRAFT OVER

flUAMO TRl. THIS ARIA WAP NSAR IKE DMZ , 6 KM SOOTH OF CAM LO

HAMLET AND OKDBR THE CONTROL OF THE PBOFLES ARMY OF VIBTMAM. A

BBBPSR SICRAL MAS 8BMT FROM THE GRODNO AND AN AMERICAN RSSCUB
TEAM WAS SENT TO THE AREA TO ONLY SEE THE PARACHUTE BUT NO PILOT.
INTELLIGENCE INDZCAJBS THAT BORAH WAS CAFTURBO<

IMVXSTXOATXOM RESULTS 1

A JOINT 2NVE8T1CATION TEAM WENT TO THE EXACT LOCATION OF TBI
INCIDENT BUT COULD FIND NOBODY WHO KNEW OF THIS INCIDENT AND
^COOID rXH& MO VAAC* or T]l> CBABUXO kXBCRJirV OA 9MB PZt,0«.

VTKTNftMKKIt dflftftirilTTnMA •

ANY r^poRTS FROM THE ?BOa»LVTI ZINO ONI'- OF THE PRISONER
TRANSPORTATION UNIT 5.9 AND Ti 1 THE PEOPLES ARMY OF VIETNAM
UNITS OPERATING .N THAT AREA FROM 1 SEPTEMBER 1972 - JANUARY
1973.

THE I'NITS MENTIONED ABOVE ARE CURRENTLY NOT IN BXISTANCE AND
THERE AR2 MO DOCUMENTS TO BE RBVIBWEO. PROPOSE WE CONDLUDB THIS
CASE FOR TEZRE IS NOTHING MORE 70 BE FOUND.

POW/MIA Xn£on-tl«n R....rch .nd T.chnlcal Meeting 19-23 M.reh 199X
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DEPARTMENT OF THF NAVY
DUREAU cr :;aval rC'^SO'J'if-

' WASMlfJG ;01-/ O C JO370 •> nri, ' ,- rrn ,o

. Pers-732-mg6

1 2 AUG 1377

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Borah,

Writing letters of this nature is never en easy thing to do, but

It is my unhappy task to confirm that your son, Lieutenant Daniel Vernor

Borah, United States Naval Reserve, has been presumed killed In action

as of 26 July 1977. The finding was nade in accordance with the

provisions of the Missing Persons Act after specific approval of the

Secretary of the Kavy and in consonance with current regulations.

1 know that you have been provided all of the infornation on

which this action was based, but the following Is a resume for your

review.

On 24 September 1972 Lieutenant Borah was the flight leader

of a two plane (A-7 Corsair) strike group against North Vietnamese
troops entrenched in bunkers 10 nautical miles northwest of Quang

Trl City, South Vietnaa. The flight was under the tactical direction

of a Forward Air Controller (FAC) , call sign Kail 30. A smoke rocket

was dropped on target by Che FAC and Lieutenant Borah coinjiienced his

initial bombing run against the target. As soon as he pulled off

target his wingoan comaienced his Initial run. The wingman expended

his entire ordnance load on his first bombing run and then stationed
his aircraft at 13,000 feet over the target to observe Lieutenant
Borah's succeeding bomb runs. Lieutenant Borali commenced his

second run and the wingman observed a barrage of anti-aircraft fire

in Lieutenant Borah's vicinity. The wingman in-Tiediately directed
Lieutenant Borah to take evasive action, however, he was already
established in his bombing run and Lieutenant Borah's aircraft burst
into flames. The wingman told hio to eject and the FAC observed
the ejection. The parachute descent and a radio transmission by
Lieutenant Borah was monitored by other aircraft in the crash vicinity.
Lieutenant Borah's chute was observed hanging in a tree for approximately
10 minutes then it was pulled from the trees and disappeared into the
Jungle. No radio contact was established with him afte r he landed.
however his emergency beeper was nonltored for 10 to 30 seconds after

parachute landing. Search and rescue (SAR) efforts started immediately
but efforts to contact him were unsuccessful. visual SAR efforts con-
tinued for approximately one hour and electronic surveillance of the

area continued for two days. All SAR efforts produced negative results.
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Intelligence reports indicated tlint Lieutenant norali landed in

an area heavily populated with North Vietnamese forces and it was

possible that he was immediately captured.

;. Lieutenant Borah was placed In a Missing in Action status. However,

the Director of the Personal Services Division under delegated autliority

of the Secretary of, the Navy on 19 October 1972 determined his status

?-• should be changedVto^Captured aftev reviewing the circumstances surround-

'Ihg Che missing In action report. This determination was nade in ac-

cordance with the Hissing Persons Act (37 USCA 555).

Our repatriated prisoners of war were unable to furnish any in-

formation concerning the fate of Lieutenant fiorah.

In view of the foregoing and the lack of any additional Infornaclon,

It is believed that Lieutenant Borah died either prior to being captured

or shortly thereafter. Accordingly, the presumption of his death was

made on 26 July 1977.

Information relating to your son, as well as to the loss of all
aircraft In Southeast Asia and the location of the remains of unaccount-
ed-for men will continue to be sought. You will be Informed of any in-
formation received.

On behalf of the Navy, 1 extend ny deepest sympathies for your long

ordeal. If I inay assist you, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

^}r.l±
JAMES D. WATKINS
Vice Admiral, U. S. Navy

/
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel V. Borah
1312 Scott Street
Olney. Illinois 62450

IV/^V IWtS t^(JS 5T(VTVS Crt/^/VC-cTr? P/?o.*1 /I/A 7D CpyP-KjI^cC.
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Select Committee on

John F. Kerry, Massachusetts. Chairman
Bob Smith, New Hampshire, Vice Chairman

POW/MIAAff^^s

Tom Daschle, South Dakota

Harry Reid. Nevada
Charles, Robb, Virginia

Bob Kerrey, Nebraska

Hert) Kohl, Wisconsin

United States Senate Washington, DC 20510

John McCain. Anzona
Hank Brown. Colorado
Charles Grassley, Iowa
Nancy LandonKassebaum. Kansas

Jesse Helms. North Carolina

(202) 224-2306.

BACKGROUND; LIST OF 82

On January 31 and February 1, 1973, the DRV, PRG and PL (the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam, the Vietcong's Provisional Revolutionary

Government, and the Pathet Lao) provided lists of American POWs to the

United States.

Also on January 31 and February 1, the Defense Intelligence Agency
prepared a list of American POWs not identified on DRV-PRG-PL lists.

This list of 82, including 70 servicemen and 12 civilians, is attached.

The DIA provided Henry Kissinger with loss information about 80 of the

people on this list of 82. Dr. Kissinger selected 19 to present to the

Vietnamese in Hanoi during his February trip. The make-up of his list of 19

is unclear; however, five were lost in Laos (DeBruin, Shelton, Hrdlicka,

Greed, and Evans).

These same names were on the first list of priority cases (102 in all)

presented in Saigon on April 17, 1973 to the DRV-PP.G representatives.

The U.S. received no response.
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Najne

ANDREWS, WILLIAM R
BISZ, RALPH C
BLACKBURN, HARRY L
BORAH, DANIEL V JR
BOWERS, RICHARD LEE
BOWLING, ROY HOWARD
BUTT, RICHARD L
CAPLING, ELWYN R
CICHON, WALTER A
CLARK, RICHARD C
CLARKE, GEORGE W JR
COCHEO, RICHARD N
CREED, BARTON S
DEBRUIN, EUGENE H
DEMMON, DAVID S
DEXTER, BENNIE LEE
DODGE, RONALD WAYNE
DOYLE, MICHAEL W
DUCAT, BRUCE C
ERSKINE, JACK D
ESTES, WALTER
ESTOCIN, MICHAEL J
EVANS, JAMES J
FLYNN, SEAN
FRANCISCO, SAN D
FREDERICK, WILLIAM V
GARWOOD, ROBERT R
GERBER, DANIEL D
GODWIN, SOLOMON HUGH
GRAF, JOHN GEORGE
GRAHAM, JAMES S
GREGORY, ROBERT R
GREILING, DAVID S
HANGEN, WELLES
HANSON, ROBERT TAFT
HAUKNESS, STEVEN
HORNE, STANLEY H
HP.OLICKA, DAVID L
JOHNS, VERNON Z
LINDLAND, DONALD F
LUNA, CARTER P
LYON, JAMES MICHAEL
MAYER, RODERICK L
MCLEAN, JAMES H
METZ, JAMES HARDIN

N
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from: use rwCPflC J31

JCRC
1771
COD Ser/oo6
22 January 1992

c c -
- c r

JOINT CASUALTY RESOLUTION CENTER
WAS BARBERS POINT. HAWAII 96862

From: Commander, Joint Casualty Resolution Cantor

To: General John W. Vessey, Jr.

Via: Director for Operations, USCINCPAC

Sub]: STORED REMAlKiS - VIETNAM

End: (1) Case Matrix

(2) Summary of Case File Data " ~

1

.

This memorandum provides Information obtalrted during Invostigatton activities

of the 119 Individuals associated with discrepancy cases and the Central

Identification Laboratory, Hawaii's (CILHI) analysis of repatriated remains.

2. Field InvestigationE and research efforts In Vietnam have substantiated reports

that the Vietnamese initiated efforts to recover remains and document these

remains. Witnesses testified that remains had been turned over to Vietnamese

authorities in the 1970s and others reported remains were turned over to Ministry

of Defense and province end district authorities as late as 1983.

3." Forensic analysis 6f returned remains provides fuaher evidence of storage.

Forensic experts estimate that 161 (60 percent) of the 270 remains repatriated and

identified to date show signs of storage. JCRC studies and analysis of case file

data relating to Individuals who were repatriated revealed the typical remains

storage case was that of a U.S. aircrew member who ejeoted.from his aircraft

while over northern Vietnam.

4. JCRC has grouped ih9 discrepancy case list of 119 IndlvldualsTn three

categories; (e) Remains Idontlflod, (b) Cases with Circumstances of Loss Which
Suggest Storage, and (c) All Other Ceses. In some cases while the circumstances

"

of loss suggest storage, the investigation results indicate the oontrary. To date the 4

Central Identification Laboratory has Identified 22 remains and 10 of these show
signs of storage. Of the remaining, 41 are of the lype which suggest storage and
56 are not typical remains storage cases. The subjective process Involved in

making Judgements and the anomalies of remains obviously stored and those that
aro not so obvious preclude making an estimate on how many more remains might
still bo stored.
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JCRC
1771 -

5, Enclosure (1) Is a case matrix of the 119 Individuals and enclosure (2) Is a

summary by category of the case file data, the Investigation results and, where

appllcabio, CILHI forensic analysis of repatriated remains. «

THOMAS H. NEEOHAM
Brigadier General, USA

Copy to:

JCS (J5, GEN RYAN)

FIRST ENDORSEMENT

J3
1771
i.z JAN mc

From:

To:

Director for Operations, USCINCPAC'
General John W. Vessey, Jr.

1. Forwarded.

G. R. CHRISTMAS
Major General, USMC

1.
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- Lieutenant Tushck reported hcnring small arms fire in the vicinity of

MA" I location shortly after making radio contact later the same night.

.Lieutenant Tushek was rescued the next day.

Investigation results:

- Fragmentary information suggested that //a/^iC may hove

been shot by a PAVN unit sent to capture him.

- Team travelled to the alleged crash site but found no wreckage.

- Team was unable to reach the last known location of /<j a/^,c.

(31) Case 1927 (Borah)

Circumstances of loss:

- On 24 September 1972, Lieutenant Borch was shot down over

Quang Tri Province.

- One Fo.'ward Air Controller obGorved r. fuliy deployed parachute and

another Forward Air Controller monitored a radio broadcast from Lieutenant Borah.,

- The parachute landed in some trees and c few minutes after

Lieutenant Borah landed the parachute wa^ P;jiled_down. . ^ ^.^— ..---

\

Investigation results:

- A team visited a crash site near the last known location c' ••
•

Lieutenant Borah, but was unable to identify ;he aircraft type.

- The Vietnamese provided no witnesses to this incident.

(32) N/H^i^j^-"

Circumstances of loss:

- On 6 October 1972 :\::-h'i£. and Lieutenant
Latclla's aircraft was downed in northern Vietnam by a surface-to-air missile.

- Other members of the flight lo.--t visual contact with the>,^ircrafit by.

after a few minutes established radio conioci with Lieutenant Latella who said he
was in his parachute and had a broken rigti; arm. _ •
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AFFIDAnT

FORCE 16, SOOTySRN QCAJiG BISH ?R07ISCS, SCRTH THTNAM

la th« spring of l?71, following thrse yesrs of eonatructlon, the Horth
TletMBes* bad eaaentlallj eoaplet«d » series of secret underground w*re-
hottsas In the Th<cfa B)in/Long Daljrejs of Qusng 31nh Prorlnee, Worth 71e'tn<»m,_

nMrthe__5C: The purpose of~EFe3a facnitri9-»Fs"to establish ••'front lino
"

logistic facility to timely support battle operations In Korthem South 7let-
nsB and adjacent Laos, particularly for the upcoming 1 April 72 Inraslon of
South TletnaB.

The North 7letnaaese Disposition of Forces for the defense of Quang Blnh
Provljsee »nd the lcey:ipas3 ara|s Into Laos at Ban Karal and Mu Ola noraally con-
sisted of one air defense division and six AAA regiments eecssionplly «upnent-
ed by one AAA regiaent and one SAfi regixent during the Dry Sesson Cper»tlons.
The Korth Vietnamese realized th»t If the forthcoming iarasion of South Vietn-'a
was to be successful, sdeitlonal air defense forces would hjve to be deployed
to Quang Blnh Is order to reduce the sir su-lke c;<p8bliltles of U.S. and Allied
forces.

Between the suaar or Wl ana early i???, an additional eight AAA regiments
Here deployed to Southern Quang Binn. Furtner, the local ares commanaer, the
367th Division, formed ti« "Forward Controller Divisions", the 377th and the
673'd. By mid Mj»rch 72, the 367th Division was ready for the invasion witn:

a) iJj AAA regiwnts, two forward divisions, Force 16.
b) Secure underground warehouses fully stocked with the vital war: mater-

ials to include the newly Introduced SA-7 missile.
c) Secret warehouses in Leoa had been completed between the Hii Gla and

Ban Karal and filled with supplies and the SA-7 missile.
d) A complete battle attack plan into South Vietnam had been provided

by AAA survey teams which bad been conducting secret sorties into

South Vietnam since December 1971, and,

e) A battle force. Force 16, not only capable of providing AAA defenses

but ground infantry and attillery as well. Since 1971, units of Force

16 hai trained extensively In these tactics. Force 16 represented a

double threat, both an air and ground strike capability.

On the evening of 31 Hsrch 72, Force 16 was sicilLfully deployed along the

DMZ and in adjacent southern Laos, east of the Sepone area. On I April 72, they

beg;<n to Invade Into Quang Trl Province, South Vietnam. Except for the Air De-

dsieaaee art. Hanoi and Halpbong, Force 16 represented the largest, the best equip-

ped 4nd best trained air defense force the North Vietnamese had ever assembled for

a military operation. We called it the "AAA Meatgrlrider" and It represented a

most series threat to U.S. and allied air operations.

Numerous U.S aircraft and crews were shot down during tactical operations

into this neatgrinder. One such U.S. Pilot was
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RE: aiHBL V. BORAH, OHITSD SZATSS XAVT
KU . MZSSZNa IH ACTION
?ow . PRISONER or wa
BIA - BETRATED IH ACTION/BBIRAIBD IK AKERICA

STATS or tCNTASA )

t ss.

COTOTT or R00SE7ELT )

>tr n«u ta Jarrf J. Moon«T. I currtotlj raalde at }2b Edgar Strtst, Voir
Polit, Mbnt«ni, 59201, I »b 51 y««r3 old, Mirled irtth two daughter* and flTe
jrandchlldren. B«twen 28 April 1957 and I Juna 1977. I aerrtd on acttre dntr •

»lth tha Onited Stataa Air forca. I ratlrad at tha rank of Sb, SMSOT. During
ay Billtary earaer, I served la an intalliganea inalyat at rarioua oreraaaa
locatlona ia Eurppe, Africa , the Near Jaat, tha ?tr East and Scntbaiat Aala^
I perforaed three atataaida duty aaalgnmenta with tha National ;:>acqrny Agancy.

I make the following atitaaent of ay own free will and with fall undaratandlcg
it ia equivalent to awom teatimny and aubjadt to the penalties of parjury.
During the paat aix yeara, I hav* made every legal and/or authorized attaqpt
to bring tne KIA/POtf situation to tha full concern of tha U.S. OoTemaant. Tbase
efforts have failed tha record iadicatas:

a) AmUATITS, titled

1. KIA/PW ISSOB, SKira VS REAGAN
2. THE THOHUS HART CASE

3. JOSEPH A. HATEJOV, ET.AL. KLA/POWS RESULTINO FROM THE HETNAK CWirUCT
ii. WHERE DID ALL THE TOUKO MEN 00, A LONO TDffi PASSING
5. CHARLES arrARSLLI/ RONALD STATFORD, THE CIA
6. THE LEGAL STSTBM OF THE U.S. 73 THE HETNAM CONFLICT
7. "A M5TKERS TEAR", A NCBTR VIETNAMESB KIA/KIA
8. •Oirr TO LOTCH', AN EPITAPH TO THE VIETNAM VOL
9. WHAT PRICE A BAG OF RICE
iU. THE nil, THTHDER AND LIOITNING: THE CREWS, FOG AND MIST
11. CITIZENS OF MICHIGAN, KU/P0W5 nCM THE VIETNAM COITLICT
12. THE TRIGGER END OF POUCT AND POLITICS
13- THE STOCKBRIDGE MICHIGAN INCIDENT
l<j. SONS OF KANSAS, MIA/POWS FROM THE VIETNAM CONFLICT
15. THE SnZIE BRIEFINGS
!(>. CER LARRT VAN RENSELAAR, USR, MIA/POW/KIA/BIA

b) The Supreme Court, no Jurlatletion. The Issue is a utter of policy and
nilltary Judgement axclnaiva to the executive branch of govenment.

c) DIA - First no response, than. Informed by eeneems were NOB - Not
^ovemnent business.

. d) NSA/Juatice - No dlscusalon or debate, Just an advisory to reaaln silent.
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a) S«n«t* Tetertns Affairs Coraltte« - first, Informed I had no (Jualaesa
testirjrlag bafort their he«rln«3 since those hearings dealt only Blth
sl«htln« reports^ Second, no reapooie to an afridartt forwarded by
Senator Blden.

t) The JudlcUry Conlttee - Inforaed they held no j)irlstlctlon.

(} Intalllgecce Coanlttae • No iiespoiue.

h) MIA/POW Conlttee - Ko Besponse.

I) Forjlgn Affaire Coralttee - Directed to standby as a senate witness.
Twenty-One aontbe later, still standing by with no debrief.

i) Trou Senators Kisnnedy, Olenn, Dole, Vrmn, Warner, Durenburger, Chhen,
Hatfield, Holllsgs, etc, Ko Response.

Orer the years, I bare cone to the opinion that to pursue the MlA/POW Issue '

is a Journey through theOirlcslde of our Denocracy, In ay own battered, bruised
and bloodied journey, I have come to the conclusion that ve have become a nation
wherein Its people are the subjects of policy and politics and bo longer benefit
from rights, liberty, freedon and due process. Further, In practice, It is now
probable th«t the boldest print (for good reason) In the U.S. Constitution, "We
the People" now reads "They the Government."

One Is often ten^ted to simply "Olre Up" on this Issue. But one CAJJ HOT. Its
honest and truthful resolution Is too vital to those who have served, now ierrt
and will serve In our military Is defense of our freedoms and liberties. Farther
resolution of the Issued Is most Important to DAKIBL BORAH AMD HIS rAMUJ.

On 21i Septeniser 1972, Daniel Borah, aboard an A7H aircraft was engaged In a

tactical mission over Quang Trl Province, South Vietnam. He was fired upon by
probable elements of the 26tith AAA Regimant, (analytically one of the enemies
top 10 AAA regiments), with the aircraft hit and damaged. With bis aircraft no
ioni^r airworthy, Borah successfully ejected and landed safely on the ground.

Ha was eaptcrad iillve and came under the Inaiedlate command and control of the
377th/67ja aivisiod Operating in the general Khe Sanh irea. Its tactical In- '^

atructlon at the time of the Incident were to capture pilots alive. These two

divisions. Force 16, did execute captured prisoners during Its operations In

the Quang Trl. However, that practice was not In effect at the time of Borab"a

capture. He was taken alive and »9 a matter of tactical operations, was trans-

ported across the DWZ north to Imown holding faetlttles in the general Kon Ron

arya of QuaHf; Blnh Porviaee. At this location, be came under the direct command

and control of the 367th Division. It was at this location, the Ron Ron area,

that Borah"s fate was decided.

a) He would be transported Korth to Hanoi to be held for return. At the

time, North Vietnam's leaders knew of our high concern for POW"s and It was

Important to them to "Jack-up" the POW returnees to appease the State Depart-

nent, secure a peace treaty, and accomplish our withdrawal from the war.
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b) 7orca 16 tnd other mamj forces, mre currontly bogged dom la the
Quang Trl Prorlace. ^They Mrt letlTe eon«tnHrf«tiTn thatr farrmn «n(j f-
awplylni thna r«rpitriB|{ •-mmpr loglatlcs etfort. ^Pma. it wa probable .

•

Borah, U la good heeltb ind phTet«Uy fit, woald be dlTerted to Iibor jt
the Thach t5«o/Long Del ficllltlea. _ 31n>ly put, that lMedlate~tictlc»l need
would Mice precedence over the political agenda to Jack up POWa for return.

C
Daniel Borah was not returned at Homeeomiag I. Therefore, it was concluded

be had been dlTerted to the logiatle effort and would not be returned until our
full withdrawal fros the war due to North 71etaaB?a National Security requlre-
Mnta. And then, release would only be accoi^lisbed ria Pardon and Parole. /

THUS

A) DAKIBL BORAH. MISSIKO IN ACTION

At the preeiae ninute th«t Daniel Borah waa ahotdown and waa loas to U.S.
eoBnand and control, he beeam an KIA. No debate.

B) DUKIZL BORAH, PRISCMER OF VXR

The Intel ligence data, coupled with operational InforBation, eleitrly re-
Tealed b« yi r»^tnT»A .liy .r,A upa In Worth 71«tt.namase control. It also re-
vealed exactly which units held him, hia Initial dispoaitlon and solid eatlaatia

"to hia finiil dlaposition. . Op until Homecoalng 1. there really Vti BO WBat* 6f
'

conxiici on thla inroraatlon. HgWever, following HoaecoBing I, it la now ap-
parent th;tt all solid intelligence gathered during the war waa now cast aside
in fsTor or a new U.S. position. The whole issue was left to resolution Tla
sighting reports. The intelligence book, so detailed during the war, was now
slanted shut!

C) DANgL BORAH, BtTRATTO IK ACTION/SSlRATn) IN AMERICA

In a deoocracy where liberty, freedom and hun?n rights *rt the conierstones

of our. n;itlon-, there will be occasions when its citizens will be called upon to

fight for and defend thrse ralues. Our forefathers, in their wisdoa, recognized

this fact. FBrther,^t,^y consltutlonally authorized goTenuaent the power, and

authority, to exercise tnat terrible reaponaibility to riak ita citizens in war

t»r9» In turn, we the citizena were glT«n the right, to demand fron goremoent.
Its aweaoae accountability not to waste ns. Thus warfare, luat be clearly de-

fined Is the "natloid. Interest* and clearly defined within the moral, principle

and legal concepts of the U.S. Constitution. Daniel Borah, as well aa all those

who aerred in Vietnam, went to war lAV ^hia concept. The President, as commander-

in-Chief, ordered them to war and Congress lAW the Gulf of Tonkia Resolution, in

essence mde the action legal and proper.
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The gorerajMnt daMnddd fto« D»nl«l Bor»h, honor, dutj, dedication, obadl-
•nc«, loyalty aad pror«9aionsllsB during hla coBbat tour la Tletnaa, Ha gan
all thdae to the government Including his f*lth he would nerer be abandoned.

from gorenMDt, Daniel Borah, expected leadership, legality for his actions
and a coBBilt«ent to his rights, not Just as a serrlcemen, but as a citizen, He
was betrayed:

When a nation goes to wr, not to tin, but to contain an enony, that was, Is,
Inoral. It becones a field day for the death stalker. Such was Tletnan. a no
win war. Considering our military power .at the time, It oould hare been won
easily thus greatly reducing the death and destruction that occurred orer Its
10 year period. Daniel Borah went to war, like so many others, with all the
"can do" tools and training to win quickly and declslvelyv'. Once there and In
combat, he was confronted with a leadership 'don''t do" list called the "Rules
of E^agenent." Slaply put, a great advantage was given to the enemy, one
which they recognized and used, and our fighting forces with all ttelr power and
talent limited In their effort. This was a betrayal In leadership, prolonged the
war, prevented victory and caused needless destruction and the deaths of U.S.
personnel.

Adding to the betrayal, was the QolO Of Tonk< n ^.^oTutier baa«id_Bn_thg__QpTf

of T0Bkln_tnfftriant. This resolution authorized Dji^lel Borah te la^ally engage

^

In combat missions and conduct war In Southeast Asia. Howarer, th;>t resolution
was based on deception, a lie, thus Invalidating It to the enemy. Thus, in the

eneffly''s eyes, when be w^s captured, he was not recognized as a POW with all the

entitlements of the Geneva Convention, but as a Pilot Bandit Pirate War Criminal
j

subject to a mercy and Justice as they defined It.

d the betrayal continues to this day. He remains abandoned to the enemy anu

ignored and debunked by bis government.

Recently, photographs of Daniel Borah, confirmed by family members, h^ve been

made public. After all these years, Daniel Borah alive! Not dead as declared

by our government In various ^esldentiiL, Congtessional CoBnlsslons/Investigatinns,

and In the many many statements by governaient leaders. He survived the military

night of Force 16, the harsh labor of logistic support, slave labor, the abandon-

ment, and the stupid, and possible collaborated statements of his government that

he Is dead. The question tod»y Is: Will he survive to Come Home? Our govemmenV.

has promised th^t if it is' proven men were left behind, and still alive, they will

coma home. But will they, can they? The comorstone of U.S. Torelgn Policy

regarding AMrleans held by other nations is: We Wtll Not deal for hostages.

This policy has held firm In Lebanon, will It also apply to Southeast Asia and

those POWs we left behind so many Jong yejirs ago. If so, despite all the evidence

Daniel Borah Is alive, he still may be doomed.

Therefore, the only viable solution is the realistic pardon and parole pro-

cess wherein the 7ietnamese would cooperate and save face. This is not a new

proposal, it was recommended at the Mulkowski hearings In Late Jan 86 and has

been often referred to in other affidavits. Of course sued action could mean
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eboslAff b«tif«an tb* llT* aod fr««do« of D>nlel Borah ana othors sttll held aod
-allTv, or, th* carMrs-- ot auny bl(b rankla^ (oraroasnt offlelals, past aod pra-
saot. That decision Is ap to tho Aaarican paopla. Mjr parsonal daclslon Is sijapla:

Bring Danlal Borah aod tha otbtrs hoow to thalr freedoa tad fanil las. As Tor
tha Pbilejr ukors and Political sbakars rssponslblo Tor this situation; Well,
A Marina Onnnorj Sgt, a ratoran of 71«tnam, put It at Its blunt bast:

"Grab tbaa hj the balls, drag th«m down tha halls and whoi^ thao up along
side tha Road?*

DATED this XjL d*y of July, 1991.

^Ti

—

-1

rry J. Moonoy

SUBSCRDSD AND SWORN to boforo ma this g?/^f<^ day of July, 1991.

NOtART PUBLIC for the Stata of Montana
Residing at Wolf Point, Montana

My Coianisslon expires ; Uc^ /J. /?^ ^
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Report on the Investigation of Two Photographs

as to Possible Physical Differences in

Two Subjects

Christopher R, Harris

Assistant Professor, Photojournalism

Director, Still Digital Imaging Lab

Department of Radio-Television/Photography

Middle Tennessee State University

Murfreesboro, TN
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The Charge of this Investigation

The charge of this investigation was to try to determine whether two

similar appearing subjects shown in two photographs were the same

individual.

Veracity of the images and/or identification of the individual in question

was not part of the research charge.

At no time was the investigation of these images based on a positive

conclusion being the ultimate goal. Rather, this aiialysis was based on being

an unbiased study of the facts at hand.

Method of Original Photograph Selection

Two groups of photographs were originally brought to the attention of this

investigator. From these two groups single photographs were selected on the

basis of similarity of angle of view of the subject and lighting conditions.

While the angle (frontal) and the lighting conditions (dappled sun in one and

bright overcast in the other) were as similar as could be obtained from these

two groups, they were not controlled, duplicate conditions. These single

photographs are identified for futxire reference as Control Group #1-A, and

Group #3-A.
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Method of Computer Digitization and Subsequent Enhancement

Using an Apple One-Scanner flat-bed scanner the two images in question

were scanned separately and entered into a Macintosh Ilci computer. Upon

conversion of the image into digital form, by use of Ofoto v 1.0 scanning

software, the image was saved as a working file.

At this point Adobe PhotoShop software was utilized to digitally sharpen

both of the base images. This software was also used in enlarging the base

imagery to the sample sizes used in the final examples. At no time was this

program used to digitally manipulate the images from their original visual

representative qualities. PhotoShop v 2.1 was used as an enhancement tool

only.

When this enhancement technique was finished the two images were

imported into Aldus PageMaker v 42 for layout into the visual examples

attached (labeled as pages 1 thru 8).

The Examples (Pages 1-8)

Example 1—Shows the image labeled Control Group #1-A at 100%, original

size 3.5 x 5 in..

Example 2—Shows the whole image enlarged 200%, 5 x 7 in.

Example 3—Shows a 6 x 6 in. image. This is a 799% enlargement of a

cropped portion of the original image as shown in Example 1.

Example 4—Shows the same image as in Example 3, with the addition of

specific areas in question.

Example 5—Shows the image labeled Group *3-A at 100%, original size

5x 7in-

Example 6—Shows a 4.5 x 4.5 in. image. This is a 240% enlargement of a

cropped portion of the original image as shown in Example 5.

Example 7—Shows the same image as in Example 6, with the addition of

specific areas in question.

Example 8—Shows a composite image. Both of the photographs are

cropped sections made to appear approximately the same size. They are

enlarged to different percentages.
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A Directory of the Indicators for Examples 4 and 7

In comparing Examples 4 and 7 it must be pointed out that the example

prints are to be used for reference only. Analysis of the images is best done by

viewing the images on a large, high resolution screert. During the inquiry the

images were viewed for analysis on a Super Mac 19 in. screen with a

resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels per inch. The transparent quality of a

photographic image shown on this high-resolution screen allows for a careful

analysis of shadow detail that is not possible to see in these print examples.

Computerized files are available on disk if required.

Example 4 shows a 6 x 6 in. cropped section of image Control Group #1-A,

with indicators marked A thru E.

Indicator A shows the closest portion of the iris to the nose on the left side

of the photograph. Indicator B shows the closest portion of iris to nose on

right of photograph. Indicator C shows the nose^ with particular attention

paid to its broad shape and bulbous tip. Indicator D indicates the area between

eyebrows and the top of the nose. Reference is made to the lack of deep

vertical lines and horizontal furrow at the bridge of the nose as compared to

Example 7. Indicator E shows the position of a mole at the lower left of the

left eye in the photograph.

Example 7 shows a 4.5 x 4.5 in. cropped section of image Group #3-A, with

indicators marked A thru E.

Indicator A shows the closest portion of the iris to the nose on the left side

of the photograph. Indicator B shows the closest portion of the iris to the

nose on the right side of the photograph. Indicator C indicates the nose, arid

refers to the less broad shape as compared to the same indication in Example 4

of Control Group #1-A. Indicator D shows the area between the eyebrows and

the top of the nose. Attention is brought to the deep vertical lines and two

deep horizontal furrows at the bridge of the nose. Indicator E shows the

position of the mole at the lower left of the left eye in the photograph.

An Examination of the Indicators for Examples 4 and 7

Indicator A and B in Examples 4 and 7 appear to indicate that the mouth

width is similar in both individuals, lines were drawn from the closest part

of the iris of both eyes at a straight 90 degree angle to the bottom of the face.
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Although the cropped faces in these photographs are at slightly different

angles I feel that this is of no significant consequence in judging the width of

the mouth.

Indicator C refers to the bottom portion of the nose , including the tip, in

both photographs. There is a significant difference in the shape of the nose

between Example 4 and Example 7. Example 4 appears to have a more

bulbous, flat nose than in Example 7. The nose in Example 7 appears to be

sharper at the tip and not quite as broad. Additionally, as shown by Indicator

D Example 7 clearly shows two, closely spaced, deep, vertical lines at the area

between, and slightly above the eyes. These lines are not evident in Example

4. Likewise Example 7 indicates two, deep, horizontal furrows at the bridge of

the nose, which are not evident in Example 4. Less dearly shown , and not

indicated, but worth noting, is the fact that in Example 4 there appears to be a

set of three horizontal crease lines in the forehead, as opposed to only two in

Example 7.

Indicator E shows the position of a prominent mole near the left eye on

the face of both subjects. In Example 4 the mole appears to be further to the

left of the eye, and slightly lower, than it does in Example 7. This difference

may be due to a minor angle change in the two subject photographs, but it is

worth noting.

Conclusion of this Investigation

Due to the discrepancies as outlined above, along with other observations

relating to the physical appearance as shown in the two photographs, I must

conclude that based on these two images the subjects do appear to be two

different individuals. They are not the same individual in my opiiuon.

Both individuals are similar in basic appearances, however upon

concentrated examination it becomes obvious that the similarity is just that a

similarity.
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Uontrol (jroup #1-A-1
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Control Group #l-A-3
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Control Group #1-A

A. Closest portion of iris to nose on left of photograph.

B. Closest portion of iris to nose on right of photograph.

C. Nose . Notice broad shape with bulbous tip.

D. Area between eyebrows and top of nose. Notice absence of deep vertical

lines, and of horizontal furrow at bridge of nose.

E. Mole at lower left of left eye in photograph.
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Group # 3-A
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Group #3-A
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Group #3-A

A. Closest portion of iris to nose on left of photograph.

B. Closest portion of iris to nose on right of photograph.

C. Nose. Notice less broad shape as compared to Control Group #1-A

D. Areas between eyebrows and top of nose. Notice close, deep vertical

lines and two deep horizontal furrows at bridge of nose.

E. Mole at lower left of left eye in photograph.
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Mr. DORNAN. Kathy, that is quite a statement. And backed up
by copious documentation, saving this committee a lot of work and
making it easier to present your case to General Wold.

Interesting thing that you quote from Jeremiah, since Jeremiah
Denton, another one of the most heroic prisoners and one of the Al-
catraz heroic 11, has been a U.S. Senator from Alabama for 6
years, he always felt that the men in Hanoi did not know every-
thing, that they thought they did when they first came home, cer-

tainly not about Laos, and certainly not about the cases that went
down in 1971 and 1972, where the Vietnamese and the Russian
governments, funding 95 percent of the war, were fascinated with
our newest aircraft, the F-111, which we will hear about in the A-
7E, which was fairly new during the end of the war periods. Not
supersonic but carrying a load bigger than any other aircraft of its

size that would come off a carrier. It is an excellent statement.
Again, to General Wold, who is still with us, this is why we gave

you the analysis from the comprehensive review, because we knew
you were working on your brother's case. Obviously any fighting
man or fighting woman today would want you as their sister if they
disappeared into the land of the enemy. Thank you for your state-
ment.
Now, while I had a chance to look at in a very quick way, be-

cause of the icy roads I got home at 2 o'clock, and I guess there
is no more voting tonight, right? All right. I was going to do an
hour special order on Bosnia tonight, but it is important that we
press ahead and finish here tonight with comprehensive hearings,
our vice chairman is being a good trooper on this.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me go to David Morrissey. Excuse me. Yes,
David Morrissey, son of Maj. Robert Morrissey, who was a pilot of
what was then at that time a beautiful and exotic aircraft, the F-
111. Very controversial at its birth, a Lyndon Johnson project that
had won three times a contract to go to Boeing. President Johnson,
using his Presidential power, kept forcing the aircraft back to Gen-
eral Dynamics of Texas. It was supposed to be both a Navy and an
Air Force fighter. The Navy rejected because it was too heavy. By
the time all the dust settled, the F-111 was the world's greatest
light bomber. And the world's best interdiction aircraft. So good
that the Russians, through some treachery, captured all the de-
signs and completely duplicated it in the Sukhoi 24 Fencer.

I have before me, Mr. Morrissey. This report that you have in-

cluded with your statement, was written by your dad's copilot.

Mr. Morrissey. Pilot.

Mr. DORNAN. Pilot. Oh, that was reversed here, your dad was the
copilot.

Mr. Morrissey. My dad was the weapons systems officer.

Mr. DORNAN. OK. The whizzo sitting side-by-side. I have two fa-

miliarization flights, one of them in Lakenheath, England, and it

was quite an experience going up to Scotland's gunnery ranges. But
the son of the pilot, the pilot was Maj. Robert Brown, and his son,
Bruce, who I guess is a friend of yours over the years now, wrote
this unbelievably comprehensive report that I hope soon I will be
able to read every word of, because he did so much background re-

search on the heroes of my youth, the F-86 saber jet pilots of the
Korean dogfighting over the Big Alley, Yalu River area, and within
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2 years after that war, I was an F-86 pilot and thought that I had
died and gone to heaven when I checked out in that aircraft. So
if you would proceed with your written statement, then I will ask
you some questions about Bruce Brown's extensive report on your
father and his own father.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT DAVID MORRISSEY, JR., SON OF LT.
COL. ROBERT D. MORRISSEY

Mr. MORRISSEY. I am Robert David Morrissey, Jr., son of Lt. Col.

Robert D. Morrissey. My father was a career officer in the U.S. Air
Force when he went to Vietnam for the third and last time. It was
September, 1972. I was 17 years old and a senior in high school.

Today I am a 20-year firefighter with the Phoenix, AZ, fire depart-
ment, and am almost as old as my dad when I saw him last. I have
two sons, Matthew, 10, and Sean, just turned 8, and they know
their grandfather only as a name etched on a wall they saw once.

I want first to thank the subcommittee for the honor of appear-
ing here today to once again speak my father's name before the Na-
tion he loved and loyally served for over 20 years, perhaps many
more.

I was asked here today to make some observations about the
comprehensive review and share my family's perspective about
what it represents. My initial impression of the review is that it

is clearly not comprehensive. It is not large in scope, or content. It

does not allow one to easily understand all the data concerning the
loss of my father. This review contains very few details and draws
no concrete conclusions. In fact, it is remarkably inconclusive.

The review fails to make it clear why in September 1978 the U.S.
Government made a presumptive finding of death based solely on
the fact that, quote, "no information," end quote, existed that
showed my dad to be alive. The burden of proving my dad was
alive was placed on my mother, Billie Ann Morrissey. The review
does not mention when and in what fashion we negotiated for in-

formation from the Vietnamese. It cites statements without attri-

bution or quote and refers to analysis that is not explained or sup-
ported. No map is included to clarify the coordinates in the review.

And is this all there is to show for negotiation, diplomacy, treaty.

Defense Department investigation and congressional inquiry?
Mr. DORNAN. David, would you pause for just 1 second? I am

going to go in the anteroom for just a second. There are five interns

that want their photographs taken with me, bless their hearts, and
I am going to do it in less than 5 minutes, I think. I am going to

hand the gavel to my Vice Chairman. I am going to take your
statement with me and keep reading it as you go along and smile
quickly with these five bright young interns. I will be right back.
Mr. Morrissey. What this review is, basically, is three stories

and three pages of that is my story and I am sticking to it.

On November 7, 1972, Lt. Col. Robert M. Brown and my father
were crewmembers aboard an F-111 attack bomber on a solo mis-
sion. The crew, flying aircraft serial No. 67063, made their last

scheduled radio contact 5 minutes prior to the arrival in the target
area. The target was the Luat Son Highway ferry complex. Search
and rescue efforts began 40 minutes after radio contact with the
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aircraft failed to be reestablished and those efforts were unable to

locate either the missing aircraft or the crew.
On November 7, 8, and 10, 1972, the Hanoi Domestic Radio Serv-

ice announced the November 7 downing of an F-111 aircraft. On
November 11, the North Vietnamese party newspaper, Quan Doi
Nhan Dan, reported the destruction of an F-111 jet. There were no
other aircraft losses on November 7, 1972. Other information re-

ceived during the time indicates North Vietnamese army units in

Quang Binh and Nghe An Province cooperated to shoot down an
F-111 aircraft on November 7, and a few days later worked to-

gether to transport the hulk of the plane from its crash site to an-
other location. This last bit of information undoubtedly came from
U.S. intelligence assets, probably the NSA, and is referred to in the
comprehensive review.

Retired Senior M. Sgt. Jerry Mooney was an intelligence analyst
with the National Security Agency, engaged in signals intelligence
surveillance. He swears that he saw data that indicated my father
made it to the ground alive and was captured.
The Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs had this to

say about Sergeant Mooney: The committee was fortunate to have
Senior M. Sgt. Jerry L. Mooney, USAF Retired, come forward and
provide important insight into the problems associated with analyz-
ing SIGINT information concerning POW's and MIA's. He has had
a long association with the issue, both while assigned to the Na-
tional Security Agency and also following his retirement from the
Air Force. In closed and open committee session, he gave an ana-
lyst's viewpoint which helped to bring into focus many of the prob-
lems associated with SIGINT's relationship to the POW/MIA issue.

Mooney stated that while assigned to the Vietnam branch of
NSA, he maintained detailed files concerning losses of U.S. aircraft
and the names of downed crewmembers. He did this through per-
sonal interest and because he was assigned the task by his superi-
ors. His efforts were well-known by his colleagues and supervisors.
In the words of one supervisor, if you wanted to know about POW/
MIA, or AAA, you wanted Jerry Mooney. He was the gatherer of
information.
The Senate Select Committee's report also said of Mooney's dis-

closure about downed airmen and more specifically my father, hun-
dreds of thousands of hard copy documents, memoranda, raw re-

ports, operational messages and possibly tapes from both the war-
time and post-war periods, remain unreviewed in various archives
and storage facilities.

Most troubling, NSA failed to locate for investigators any war-
time analyst files related specifically to tracking POW's, despite the
fact that tracking POWs was a known priority at the time. That
failure made it impossible for the committee to confirm some infor-

mation on downed pilots that was provided by NSA employee Jerry
Mooney.

Clearly, our side knew that dad's plane was down in North Viet-
nam. It was published in their newspaper and announced repeat-
edly on their civilian radio. North Vietnamese military radio traffic

was intercepted regarding the ongoing salvage operations at the
crash site. But my family was told that my father had probably
flown into a mountain side in Laos during bad weather, and was
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missing and assumed to be dead. For more than 10 years the offi-

cial country of loss was Laos. Why were we misled from the very
beginning? Why this deception by my own Grovernment?
Department of Defense POW/MIA investigators found in the

Quang Binh Provincial Museum a photograph of an F-111 hand-
book and Maj. Robert M. Brown's military identification card. I

brought those photos along. These items bear no evidence of fire or

water damage, and are not stained with blood or hydraulic fluid.

Later it was revealed that the data plate from my father's aircraft

was also in the museum, again bearing no evidence of fire damage.
Within hours of the shoot down, local militia and later PAVN

troops were on the scene at the crash site. They recovered, quote,

the hulk, end quote, of an aircraft so large that it required the use
of a special truck, not bits and pieces. They collected maps and
handbooks, and not charred fragments or ashes. Mooney says they
captured alive the crew, and even if injuries from the crash or their

capture resulted in their death, there would be identifiable re-

mains.
The F-111 was called "whispering death" by the North Vietnam-

ese in their propaganda broadcast and was the most sophisticated

aircraft deployed in Southeast Asia. The swing wing design, terrain

following radar, advanced navigational and bomb systems, and
early generations of smart bombs represented just some of the ad-
vanced technologies the aircraft possessed. The aircraft, once
downed, would be an intelligence windfall and the crews, if cap-

tured alive, were ripe for exploitation. The sophistication of the air-

craft demanded that the crews operating the F-111 be some of the
best the Air Force had to offer. My father had been an intelligence

staff officer in the early 1960's, as well as navigator/bombardier on
nuclear capable B-47's. Lieutenant Colonel Brown had experience
in both the Mercury and Gemini space programs as an engineer,

and tested the U.S. antiballistic missile as a project scientist.

The high level of Soviet interest in the F-111 is confirmed by the
presence of a Vietnam era F-111 crew module in the Moscow Avia-
tion Museum in Russia. Undeniably, the transfer of hardware from
Vietnam to the U.S.S.R. took place.

There were only eight F-111 combat losses. From these aircraft,

two live men returned, and two sets of remains have been repatri-

ated. That 75 percent loss rate is exceedingly high, especially in

view of the maximum escape capability of the F-111 crew module.
To place the issue of transfers in historical perspective, it is en-

lightening to look at the Korean war era F-86 losses. During the
Korean war, the newly introduced F-86 Sabre Jet was the only
combat aircraft with a practical radar gun sight. To obtain this

technology, Soviet intelligence teams in Korea were tasked to seize,

capture any F-86 pilots, and transfer them to the Soviet Union.
These pilots were interrogated for technology insight by MGB, the
KGB forerunner, and GRU and then turned over to Sukhoi and
MIG aviation design bureaus. The Soviets had a well-organized col-

lection program that transferred large quantities of American hard-
ware, including an almost intact F-86.
As stated in a DPMO study, "The Transfer of United States. Ko-

rean war POWs to the Soviet Union, the Soviets transferred sev-

eral hundred United States Korean war POWs to the U.S.S.R. and
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did not repatriate them. This transfer was mainly politically moti-
vated with the intent of holding them as political hostages, subjects

for intelligence exploitation and skilled labor within the camp sys-

tem.
Czechoslovakian Maj. Gen. Jan Sejna said, in deposition to the

Senate Select Committee, that he had personal knowledge that as
many as 90 American POW's were transferred to the Soviet Union
via Prague in the mid-1960's.
Former KGB Gen. Oleg Kalugin revealed in testimony to the

Senate Select Committee that Soviet intelligence officers had inter-

rogated American POW's in Vietnam years after all were said to

be released during Operation Homecoming.
Mr. DORNAN. David, catch your breath for 1 second. There were

more interns out there than I had bargained for, about eight, and
so I gave up trying to read ahead. You continue with this. I know
you, as Kathy and Carol, have really worked hard on these state-

ments, I can feel it. So I am going to go back and try to speed read
and catch up with you. And what I miss, I promise you, I will go
over carefully tonight.

Mr. MORRISSEY. You missed the part about the F-86.
Mr. DoRNAN. I was skipping ahead a little bit on that, and also

into your dad's pilot's son. So I will find out where you are in your
testimony, and go back and go back and forth to catch up with you.
Mr. MORRISSEY. President Boris Yeltsin himself told the Senate

Select Committee that his government had unearthed documents
indicating several U.S. citizens taken prisoner during the Vietnam
war had been held in the U.S.S.R.

It is counterintuitive to believe that the large Soviet military as-
j

sistance program in Indochina during the war, which is now known
to have included an active KGB and GRU military intelligence

component, was not tasked by Moscow to obtain technical informa-
tion on American weapons and tactics. This tasking would have fo-

cused on new aircraft and weapons that were sometimes deployed
to the Vietnam war theater before arriving in frontline NATO units
arrayed against Warsaw Pact forces in Europe. For Soviet military

intelligence officers in Indochina not to have exploited the informa-
tion bonanza that American POW's represented would have been
tantamount to a dereliction of duty.

This case was first passed to the Vietnamese during a technical
meeting in Hanoi in 1986, and again on June 8, 1988, and most
recently, on August 6, 1988. What has been the Vietnamese re-

sponse? In this new era of superb cooperation why are there no
new details available? I would ask you. Congressman Dornan, what
firm conclusions can you draw from the excerpts of this case re-

view?
July 1991: Investigation in Phu Thuy Village. No details in re-

port. Simply a statement saying there is a possible correlation to

1945, that is my father's case, and that the body of the pilot may
have been retrieved by officials.

A year later, July 1992, same two witnesses interviewed as in

1991. Went to crash site and recovered wreckage. Part of wreckage
was recovered in the village and was alleged to have come from the
crash site. The field report says that the wreckage recovered is con-
sistent with an F-111, and he gives a site identifier that I don't
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know what that means anyway. No trace of remains. No indication

that the crew ejected. Some of the items recovered were said to be
probably crew related. I mean, they use a lot of qualifiers, prob-

ably, might be. Final analysis indicated that the crew capsule did

not separate from the aircraft prior to impact. The site was rec-

ommended for recovery.

Well, what is that final analysis? I've never seen it. I don't know
how they can tell me with a straight face that the module was on
the air frame at the time of impact. And the stuff that they give

me, the handbooks. Brown's ID card, the data plate off the aircraft,

even maps, don't show any evidence of crash at all. I mean, for 20
years old, they were in pretty good shape.
August 1993: Surveyed crash site and recovered portion of a

burned anti-G suit. Report confirms that this is an F-111 site.

This is later questioned. A January 1994 message says that some
items found in August 1993 were misidentified and are insufficient

to correlate to 1945. Twenty-nine other aircraft were lost within 15

kilometers. I certainly don't have anything firm yet there. The site

is surveyed and excavation is recommended. Well, now I wonder
which of the 29 sites are they referring to.

In April, May 1995: Jointly excavated a crash site near Phu
Thuy Village, Le Thuy District, Quang Binh Province. Then he
gives another grid coordinate. Excavation yielded aircraft wreck-
age, life-support equipment, personal effects, and two bone frag-

ments. The aircraft wreckage the team recovered is consistent with
but not exclusive to an F-111 aircraft. Due to the inherent design
of the aircraft crew module system, where both crew members
would eject together in a capsule, material evidence we recovered
indicate that both individuals were in the aircraft at the time of

impact.
What material evidence is that?
Then later in the further pursuit narrative they say, need to de-

termine if wreckage received from the villagers that matched an F-
111 came from the site surveyed or from other site.

What can be more inconclusive than this statement in they are
still not sure if they have the crash site? They ignore incontrovert-
ible evidence that Peoples Army of Vietnam troops salvaged the
site, and after all significant military material was covered, villag-

ers salvaged the site for more than 20 years before any U.S. inves-

tigators made it to the area. Yet they cling to their original notion

that the capsule was on the air frame at the time of impact, obliter-

ating the crew. They ignore the photos that they provide us that
suggest there was no fire and there was much to recover from the
crash. They disregard witness statements that bodies were recov-

ered by "officials."

Now the further pursuit narrative: Need to learn from CILHI
whether two bone fragments recovered in May 1995 are identifi-

able.

This is an interesting contrast. The crew module in the Moscow
Aviation Museum was discovered prior to my trip here to DC to ad-
dress the Senate Select Committee in December 1992. While I was
here, I spoke to many investigators and DPMO analysts. I had a
long conversation with one individual about transfers of men and
material to the U.S.S.R. This man looked me in the eye and in-
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sisted that hardware was probably not transferred, and people
were definitely not transferred. It wasn't until a few weeks later

when I was home that knowledge of the crew module reached me ii

for the first time, again through unofficial channels. At the time
there was a 50-50 chance that the capsule related specifically to

my father. Not only were we not informed by this fact by anyone
from DPMO, but the individual that I was speaking to went to

|

great lengths to establish himself as an expert and
j

mischaracterized history while sitting on the news of an astound-

1

ing find.
j

Mr. DORNAN. Excuse me, David. Have you ever been able to de-
{

termine if he knew that that capsule had been identified in the
(

Russian Aviation Museum?
\

Mr. MORRISSEY. This is the guy that introduced himself to me as I

someone that was very familiar with my father's case, as part oft
what he did there at DPMO.
Mr. DORNAN. But he might not have known about it.

!

Mr. MORRISSEY. He might not have known. But if he is an ana-

!

lyst that is working on my father's case and representing himself
|

to me as an historian that is familiar with the possibility of trans-
fers, I assume he should know. But it is possible he didn't know.
Mr. DORNAN. Well, we will

Mr. MORRISSEY. Somebody in DPMO knew.
Mr. DoRNAN. Do you have his name?
Mr. MORRISSEY. No; I don't recall his name.
Mr. DORNAN. Right. There is no doubt in my mind that the Viet-

namese were obsessed with this aircraft, and so were the Russians.
Because it was an interdiction aircraft, carried nuclear weapons.
Mr. MORRISSEY. That is correct.

Mr. DoRNAN. I don't know if by that time—yes, Robert McNa-
mara, aforementioned war criminal, killed the B-58 Hustler pro-
gram, which your dad being a B-47 pilot might have ended up in.

The minute he killed the program, the SAC commander went, we
are not supersonic any more. They only had B-52's. B-47's were
gone, and the B-58, the Mach II Hustler, had four engines of which
two were in the Phantom and one in the F-104 Star Fighter, all

Mach II aircraft.

So they said, we have to correct this. So they took two wings up
in New England, because there was a short legged airplane com-
pared to a B-52, and put a "B" in between the F-111 designation,
and they were "A" models, FB-lllAs, and SAC was back super-
sonic with two wings, "Ps," and somewhere in New Hampshire,
Port Smith, NH area—and these planes, the Soviets then knew,
were going to bring nuclear weapons into the Soviet Union in case
of an all-out war. That on its face constitutes obsession with this

aircraft in Vietnam.
So I can't believe anybody would tell you that they wouldn't have

wanted to take one of the escape capsules or every piece they could
get, as they have done with F-86's in Korea, and load them on the
trains that brought the weaponry and the ammunition to North
Vietnam through China, and send them back to Moscow, which in

fact is exactly what they did.

So I am going to give the analyst just the benefit of the doubt
that he would have blatantly not told you that if he had that infor-
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mation. Particularly when if they had that information, given that
there were, what, eight planes lost, only two men came back, and
those two men were eventually identified and they concurred in

this, I think, with that capsule, that that was their aircraft capsule
they survived in.

Mr. MORRISSEY. I don't know if that is the case for sure or not.

When I was talking to one of the two men, he suggested that there
was a lot of damage on one side of the capsule. In fact, they both
exited from the same side. And the last he saw the capsule, there
was a lot of damage. I haven't been able to get anyone to tell me
whether or not the capsule that is on display in Moscow has the
damage that the pilot told me about. Because of the questions
about the capsule in Russia, DPMO sent an FBI team over there
to identify it.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, you know
Mr. MORRISSEY. And they concurred with DPMO analysis that it

was the—I don't know if I can mention names or not, but it be-

longed to the losses where the two men did return. But it is dif-

ficult for me to accept their analysis on face value any more. I

mean, we have been lied to and misled so often.

Mr. DORNAN. There is another problem here, help me with your
memory, because I haven't looked at this in years. This is now raw
memory from the time. I recall that McNamara, to get his aircraft,

the once maligned TFX, into the Vietnam war, because this was
the first aircraft conceived on his watch, everything else came to

him from other people, and because of him we were using Navy air-

craft, the F-4 and the A-7 eventually in the Air Force, because the
Air Force was left with nothing during that period. He had stopped
so many programs. Felt he was a genius. And as the gentleman,
Halberstam who conceived the expression best and the brightest,

told me in a radio show, unusual allies, one of the things that ev-

erybody assumes is McNamara is highly intelligent. And David
Halberstam, Pulitzer Prize winner, says, I maintain, I, David
Halberstam, that that is the first mistake, he is not highly intel-

ligent, he is overrated. And that has occurred to me during the last

few months when he has done these obscenely hurtful things to

Vietnam veterans, that only a person with idiot blocks in his mind
could possibly do as an old man to try and resurrect his image over
the intense pain of the 58,000 people that he got killed through his

arrogance. Sixteen or seventeen died under Nixon, but he had set

the pattern. And Nixon didn't have the guts to do what was right

in 1969, his first year, and waited until he had his second term
locked in and Grod took that away from him because of those men
that died while he pursued his political ego trip. So now here is

what I recall, that McNamara took six of these F-lllA's and sent
them over early

Mr. MORRISSEY. 1968.

Mr. DoRNAN. OK. I have a recollection of the Golden BB line,

that the infantry would fire in the air and one of these expensive
twin engines—the Navy still flies F-14A's with the same Pratt and
Whitney TF-30 engine. That a Golden BB took down one of these
airplanes and that they lost two or three
Mr. MORRISSEY. Two.

35-210 - 96 - 11
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Mr. DORNAN. Two, so quickly, that they ended the program,
right?

Mr. MORRISSEY. Well, they brought them back. Took them out of
combat. In fact, that sparked a congressional inquiry.

Mr. DORNAN. Again, the controversy surrounding the TFX, F-
111.

So then 1969 goes by, 1970. McNamara resigned on leap year
day, 1968, wiped the blood off his hands, only has to remember it

every 4 years, and left the battlefield, the bloodiest month of the
war, our hospitals jammed up and down all four areas of Vietnam
with double amputees, single amputees, triple amputees, blind peo-
ple, and he went for a month to Aspen to ski and then took a side
trip for a week in the Caribbean, all the disgusting story that Gen-
eral Wold may not know and some of the analysts may have not
know, set up his salary, quarter of a million a year, tax free, equiv-
alent to $900,000 tax free, war criminal McNamara, spends 11
years there telling the news media, don't you dare question me the
way Cronkite questioned the President, LBJ, or David Frost ques-
tioned another disgraced President, Nixon. I don't talk to you about
the World Bank if you dare to mention the word ''Vietnam" to me.
And he got away with it for 11 years, until President Reagan got
him relieved in 1981. The most disgraceful story of any public serv-
ant in the history of our country. The man that Harry Summers
said, Westmoreland was wrong, everybody made mistakes in judg-
ment. That is why this issue becomes mistakes in judgment. But
he said McNamara was special, quoting historian Harry Summers.
He was raw evil. And I believe that. So McNamara, the genius who
is not a genius, jerks the six or the four surviving F-lll's back,
1968.

Now we go to 1969. Nixon's stuck with the bombing pause. He
wasn't stuck with it, he could have reversed it. We go through
1970, Kent State, all that nightmare. When did the F-lll's go
back?
Mr. MORRISSEY. 1972, September.
Mr. DORNAN. Under Nixon.
Mr. MORRISSEY. Under Nixon, yes. Nixon and Kissinger were

playing good cop/bad cop with the Vietnamese at the peace negotia-
tions.

Mr. DORNAN. Right. So here comes back "whispering death," 4
years later, and that is when we lost six more?
Mr. MORRISSEY. Six more in a span of 3, 3V2 months.
Mr. DORNAN. Now I did not know that. Six of the world's most

expensive two-seater aircraft, then being used as a SAC bomber at
two fields, targeting the Soviet Union, and we lose six more. Yes,
David, the Russians were obsessed. They wanted this one.
Mr. MORRISSEY. We knew it, too. Every time an F-111 went

down, everybody that was in management went crazy. That is why
I find it so difficult to believe that they let 40 minutes expire after
my dad left the target area before they even initiated a radio
search, 40 minutes.
Mr. DoRNAN. There was a great deal of avionics upgrade, and

electronics was advancing an at accelerated pace between 1972 and
1986. They would have wanted those bombing systems and naviga-
tion systems which were unique to that aircraft. And I thought we
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lost two more. I did not know we lost six more. I didn't know we
lost eight until I read it.

All right. Pick up where you left off and please finish.

Mr. MORRISSEY. I was making the comparison there between the
fact that they knew about the 111 capsule in Russia and they
never bothered to tell us, even though because at the time the iden-

tifier that was stenciled on the aircraft was obscured and the last

digit was either a "3" or an "8," nobody could really tell. If it was
a "3," it was my dad's capsule. If it was an "8," it belonged to the
incident where the two individuals came back alive.

But when they found a couple of bone chips on the jungle floor

somewhere in the vicinity of a disputed crash site, they called me
right away. And the person making the notification doesn't possess
even a hint of medical or anatomic knowledge and is unable to an-
swer my questions or expand on the issue of bones in any fashion,
even to the point of whether or not they are human.
On March 29, 1973, President Nixon went before the Nation and

stated that all our American POWs are home, regardless of the
fact that specific individuals such as David Hrdlicka were known
to be in captivity and ha,d not returned. Despite a historical under-
standing of Communist tactics to steal technology, an awareness of
an ongoing collection and transfer program and strong evidence de-
veloped by our own intelligence service that my dad and other F-
111 personnel were alive, we walked away from the war. Led by
President Nixon and his National Security Adviser Kissinger,
America abandoned its ally and withdraw from the war with an
agreement no better than the one offered 4 years and thousands of
lives, including my father's, before.

The Senate Select Committee heard testimony from three former
Defense Secretaries who all indicated that they felt we left men be-

hind. I believe that President Nixon made it clear in an April 11
meeting with Roger Shields that U.S. policy regarding POW/MIA's
was to be "they are all dead." This meeting is recorded on Nixon's
White House tapes, and I believe, as MIA family members, despite
any concerns for executive privilege, we have a right to hear what
was discussed that day.
Vietnam has divided our Nation over three generations and the

question of abandonment lingers still. This Nation will never be
able to reconcile our losses and put Vietnam behind us as long as
this question remains unanswered. I ask for your help in ending
this deception for my family, other MIA families, and the Nation.
The Morrissey family does not accuse the U.S. Grovemment of

conspiracy, but we have accused and continue to accuse the Gov-
ernment of a poverty of effort and shoddy analysis.

In summary, I will quote my brother Stephen's testimony before
the Senate Select Committee on December 3, 1992. Simply put, the
agencies of our Government responsible for the MIA issue do not
provide us of their own volition and in a timely manner all infor-

mation that they have about my father's fate, despite their often

repeated promises to do just that. Moreover, the information they
do provide cannot be accepted without question, but must be, in-

stead, treated with the same skepticism and suspended judgment
as information received from other sources.
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Thank you again for the honor of speaking here today. I would
also like to include Bruce Brown's F-111 report that you spoke of

before, and a speech my son Matthew did for his fourth grade class

about his grandfather.
[The following information was submitted for the record:]
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F-111 Combat Losses in

Southeast Asia
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Like many other family members of missing in action servicemen, I was

delighted to read the report titled THE TRANSFER OF U.S. KOREAN WAR
POWs TO THE SOVIET UNION, (the 77 page F-86 report) produced by the

Joint Commission Support Branch Research and Analysis Division (DPMO),

dated 26 August 1993. It, according to its own words, reports testimony "so

broad and convincing," that Korean war era F-86 pilots and their planes were

taken to the Soviet Union. This was a very important report since for once,

an optimistic investigation into the cases of POW/MIAs was undertaken. As
the son of a Vietnam era F-111 pilot who was reportedly taken to the Soviet

Union, I am anxiously interested in any evidence of this type. I read the report

with keen interest.

The "77 page F-86 report" shines like a search light beacon heralding the

opening of a big event —LOOK HERE, WE'VE FOUND SOMETHING
IMPORTANT! While there was not a lot of intelligence file information

revealed to the report's investigators, there was certainly more use of this vital

resource m the analysis and conclusions of the report than ever before. What
made this report so special was that a branch of the Department of Defense

actually produced a report which dared to contradict what was long stated by

the Defense Intelligence Agency, namely: "There is absolutely no evidence

that U.S. POWs were taken to the Soviet Union. .
." Ir\stead of arbitrarily

discredihng witnesses, or dismissing evidence which indicates a possibility

contrary to what was policy convenient or politically expedient, a more
optimistic approach was obviously tried. Of course the lists provided by the

Russian side of the Russian/American Joint Commission investigating the

POW/NflA issue (which are: "Air Force personnel. . .who transited an

interrogahon point" and "USAF aircrew members . . .about whom informa-

tion IS found in files of the 64th Fighter Aviation Corps,") were instrumental

in changing the outlook of the investigation into the Korean POW /MIA issue.

This new optimistic tack in the investigarion considered it a probability that

F-86 pilots survived their incidents, were captured, and along with their

aircraft sent to the former U.SSR. So much so, that the formal U.S. represen-

tarives of the Russian /American Joint Commission on POW/MIAs presented

this report as proof of Soviet liability and asked for explanations about specific

As the F-86 was the most advanced combat aircraft of its time, so the F-1 1 1 was
for the Vietnam war era and therefore its significance to the Soviets. What
follows are evaluahons of the Vietnam era F-111 combat losses and how they

compare with incidents cited in the "77 page F-86 report." There is a startling

similarity with both type aircraft loss incidents. While the "77 page F-86

report" presents an ophnnishc tack, the fact that little if any notice has been

given the F-111 case incidents—certainly not as an investigation categorized

by this aircraft type, reveals the incongruous treatment we face with our

Vietnam era missinc loved ones. „ _ „° — Bruce E. Brown
V4^ 6
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Of the "31 Missing USAF F-86 Pilots Whose Loss Indicates Possible Capture"

circumstance of loss summaries expressed in the "77 page F-86 report," only one (#1 1 ) says that

"rescue efforts were discontinued when it appeared that the pilot had been captured . .
." And

only two (#3 & #27) report that the pilot "was seen to bail out of his airplane." At one end of

the spectrum these are the most positive signs of potential survival. From there the next level

down is an intelligence report on the interrogation of a captured Chinese soldier, which

provided information not formerly known that indicated that pilot r 23 was actually captured

after his incident. Next is an "unofficial Chinese propaganda broadcast" reporhng the

survival and capture of pilot #2. And lastly, Russian archival documents turned over to Task

Force Russia, of Soviet AAA after action reports, indicated that pilot #31 "successfully ejected

and was captured by the Chinese volunteers." This speaks to six of the thirty-one incidents,

after which the evidence drops off sharply. So sharply in fact, that pilot #22 was seen to crash

his plane into a hill in an inverted position and not observed to have bailed out -yet his name
is on this list of those "whose loss indicates capture." The rest of the loss incident summaries

report something similar to: "an extensive aerial search revealed no traces of..." Five of the

cases say "no circumstances of loss known." Considering the face value of the presented

evidence in the DPMO report makes one wonder if more information was available to the

investigators but not included.

Supplemental ir\formation about the missing pilot's additional training, education, and

exceptional qualifications is included with many of the Loss Summaries. This would indicate

the increased value to the enemy and therefore additional reason for transshipment and

survival after the incident of loss if the pilot had survived his aircraft downing. Finally, for

three cases (#14, #15, #25) the fact that these pilot's names appear on the Russian lists

mentioned previously is presented to bolster the assertion that these men survived and were

captured.

While some may question whether the conclusions in the F-86 report were comprehensively

reached, my purpose for relating the above facets of the report is threefold. First, in the interest

of a fair and frank examination of the evidence, something that I think has been severely

lacking in the FOW/\nA issue on the side of the US. Government. Reasonable examination

of the facts and circumstances is what is required if the families of the missing men are to be

taken seriously. Second, when you look at F-Ul loss incidents during the Vietnam war,

similarities with F-86 Korean war incidents concerning the type, amount, and quality, of

evidence available is remarkable. Therefore, why haven't the analysts assigned Vietnam era

losses pursued a similar tack? Third, in the cases of the F-111 losses from the Vietnam war,

there is even more evidence and intelligence ir\formation available which indicates capture

and transshipment than in the Korean war F-86 incidents. Why haven't the Russians been

pressed in a similar way for answers at least in these F-111 cases?

P*^7
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Lastly, the question arises: Are we to believe that in the short eleven years between the end of

the Korean war and the beginning of the official involvement by the U.S. in the Vietnam war,

that the Russians would abandon a proven mechanism for obtaining the latest technology from

their archenemy and rival nuclear power the United States? Would the Soviets not use every

method possible to obtain an aircraft which was light-years ahead in technology from the F-

86 they had stolen a decade earlier? The answers are obvious and they dictate conscientious

scrutiny of the Vietnam war era F-lll combat loss experience —something that hasn't been

done yet by any responsible U.S. government agency.

^,S. ^Hteiic^eHce ^n^c^At

The F-86 report reveals whatU .S. intelligence knew about the subject ofU .S.POW /MIAs being

taken to the Soviet Union during the Korean war. One source on this subject is Lt. Col . J. Phillip

Corso, who:

"...served as Chief, Special Projects Branch of the Intelligence Division, Far East

Command, under Generals Douglas MacArther, Matthew Ridgeway and Mark .

Clark, during the Korean war. One of his primary duties was to keep track of

enemy POW camps in North Korea, their location, the conditions at these camps,

the estimated number of U.S. and other UN POWs held at each camp, and their

treatment at the hands of the enemy. He has stated emphatically under oath

before the U.S. Senate that U.S. POWs were taken to the Soviet Union. He stated

that his informahon came from hundreds of intelligence reports from agents,

defectors. North Korean and Chinese POWs, civilians, and repatriated U.S.

POWs.- •

A Capt. Mel Giles echoes the claims of Lt.Col. Corso. Capt. Giles was Far East Command
Liaison Group, during the Korean war. Capt. Giles reports intelligence information concern-

mg the transfer of U.S. POWs to the Soviet Union was so credible that it cancelled air strikes

on the railway that would be carrying the POWs. The F-86 report lists many other sources of

intelligence in/ormarion which all say the same thing: that U.S. POWs were being shipped to

the Soviet Union. As for the specific group of F-86 pilots, interviews with former Soviet

military and mtelligence personnel reveal the intense interest and methodology undertaken
to obtain their intelligence requirement of capturing the F-86 intact and transporting it to the

USSR for exploitarion. Additionally, interviews with some other US. Korean war POWs
reveals cases of mistaken idenht)- (who were thought to be F-86 pilots) which brought both

veiled and outright threats to take these men to Soviet soil.

Similarly, the Vietnam war has those who have come forward to tell of U.S. servicemen who
were captured and transferred to the Soviet Union: Jerry Mooney, Terry Minarcin, and Barry

Toll. There is even record of former Eastern Bloc General Jan Sejna (who defected and now
works for DIA) reporting on shipments of U.S. POWs going through his former country of

Czechoslovakia on their way to the Soviet Union during the Vietnam war.

* Prs 31&32 of the TRANSFER OF US KORE.AN W.^R POWs TO THE SOVIET UNION by the Joint Commission Support

Branch Research Analysis Division DPMO. 26 Aug 1993
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Jerry McMDney was the first to come forward from the intelligence community to tell what he

knew of U.S. POW/MIAs left behind in Southeast Asia and transported to the Soviet Union

and China. Mooney was an Air Force sergeant working for the National Security Agency

(NSA). He tracked more than 300 POW/MIAs alive on the ground after their incident, during

the Vietnam war, of which less than 5°'o came home. The book "The Men We Left Behind" by

Mark Sauter and Jim Sanders says:

A member of the 6970th Support Group, Mooney's job was to intercept and

analyze North Vietnamese commurucations. Among them were orders to "shoot

down the enemy and capture the pilot alive," and "shoot down the enemy and

execute the pilot." More importantly, he revealed, in a signed affidavit, "North

Vietnamese messages revealed an interest in selecting priority targets to include

F-111 aircraft, airborne intelligence collectors, F-4 laser bomb equipped aircraft

and electronic support aircraft." The reason was to repay Vietnam's Soviet

benefactors, who wanted access not only to American equipment but also the

people who could use it -American POWs.

Several of the F-111 crew members missing in action, showed up on the lists of men that were

tracked by Mooney to Soviet presence transition points in Laos. Mooney bases his knowledge

on the thousands of intercepted enemy reports that the super-secret NSA plucked out of the

sky during the war. These reports were from field units to division, regional, and central

military headquarters -Hanoi. Far different from the propaganda in the Vietnamese news
media, the intercepted reports were what the enemy'sown unitswere saying toeach other and

up the chain of command. Along with those reports which specifically dealt with the shoot-

down, capture, and transportation of U.S. pilots, logistical reports would often confirm

intercepted strategic and tacrical information.

As was the case with the assertions by Lt .Col . Corso, Congressional investigators have not been

able to find, and have not been provided, the intelligence files and reports cited by Mr.

Mooney . The CIA and NSA did not provide the recent Senate Select Committee onPOW/MIA
Affairs 1991-1993 with the vast majority of intelligence files they have in their possession on

this issue. The Committee's final report sites "more Ifwn 3,000 postwar reports and 90 boxes of

wartime files" were seen by its investigators. However it goes on to say:

"
Hundreds of thousands offiard copy documents, memoranda, raw reports, operational

messages, and possibly tapes, from both the wartime and postwar periods remain un-

rei'ieived m I'anous archives and storagefacilities. Most troubling, NSAfailed to locate

for investigators any wartime analyst files related specifically to tracking POV^s, despite

the fact that tracking POV/s was a knoum priority at the time. This failure made it

impossible for tlie Committee to confirm some information on doumed pilots tliat was

provided by NSA employee Jerry Mooney. " [Emphasis added]

Because such files haven't been provided or located for review doesn't mean they don't exist,

or that they don't report what these men say they do. It just means the intelligence agencies

involved, jealously guarding their power (collecting and controlling information), don't want

to give up this information—yet.
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What is most disconcerting is that neither the Russian/American Joint Commission or the DI

A

POW/MIA office (the agency charged with investigating Vietnam era Missing In Action cases)

has consulted with Mr. Mooney concerning his knowledge. For the Vietnam era "Moscow
Bound" missing servicemen, no methodical investigation has been implemented, and no

serious effort is being made to account for specific individuals.

Additional intelligence personnel have come forward to echo the words of Mr. Mooney. Terry

Minarcin, also formerly anNSA employee, reported to the Senate Select Committee on POW/
MIA Affairs specific information on captured servicemen. Minarcin even identified the code

which was broken to retrieve this information. Again the book "The MenWe Left Behind" says

that Minarcin, who is a Vietnamese linguist, listened to intercepted Vietnamese radio signals

concerning flights from special POW camps to Hanoi. From there, Soviet IL-62 transports

piloted by KGB personnel transported the American POWs from Gai Lam International

Airport, Hanoi, to the Soviet Uruon. Minarcin testified before the S5.C. onPOW/MIA Affairs,

concerning one F-1 11 case in particular where intercepts he saw showed the crew and aircraft

were transshipped to the Soviet Union. According to a Senate staffer, Mr. Minarcin passed

a lie detector test on this information.

Another person with such knowledge is Barry Toll. He also has provided the Committee with
sworn statements concerning the movements of U.S. POW/MlAs to the Soviet Union. "The

Men We Left Behind" says of Mr. Toll:

From June 1973 to July 1975, Toll was assigned to the Airborne Command Post

system as an intelligence specialist. He served mostly with the flying command
post of the Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic Command. His job was to help brief

top U.S. commanders -including the President- if they were forced to the air

during a nuclear crisis or war. Toll's duties, which required him to have a

security clearance far above Top Secret, included staying up to date on the most
sensitive intelligence available to the White House.

During that time. Toll says he saw several "real time" reports going to the

President concerning the shipment ofU 5. POWs to the Eastern-bloc ... There was
even one unsuccessful U.S. intelligence effort to photograph U5.POWs arriving

in East Germany, he said.

..."During the period September 1973 through April 1975 1 can personally recall

on at least three, and as many as five, occasions when CIA /DIA and NSA would
track the real-hme movements of Soviet or Eastern Bloc aircraft carrying U.S.

POWs or (on one occasion) ClA operahves from North Viemam to either the

USSR proper, or to either East Germany or Poland. I believe on one occasion the

destinahon became Bulgaria."

The Senate conceded that Toll did hold the command post job and had "ac-

cess to sensitive message traffic"...

Amazingly, the Senate failed to compare Toll's testimony with corroborating

information from Minarcin, Sejna and Khai [and Mooney]. The Committee also

failed to obtain the Presidenhal briefings described by Toll... (Brackets added)

Pm^ to
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From just the few intelligence sources listed above, it is clear there is a lot of information

available in our own back yard which has not been properly processed as to its present

relevance concerning the Vietnam era POW/MIA issue. As we have seen in the case of the "F-

86 report" having this intelligence greatly increases the effechveness of the inveshgation. So

much so, that in the case of the Korean war F-86 pilots, specific servicemen have been identified

and precise additional informahon requested from the Russians as a result. Significantly, the

intelligence files providing this impetuous have come from the Russiaris themselves! What

greater opportunities exist in U.S. files for the Vietnam era investigation? Do we have to wait

until the Russians feel like turrung over their files in this area too?

^9fiec^ ^titeUc^eHCc

The F-86 report cites many Russian military and intelligence sources, reporting on details for

the Soviet operation to shoot down, capture, and trar^sship, an F-86 aircraft intact. Have any

of these men been queshoned concerning a similar operation to retrieve an F-111 from

Viemam? It is very likely that they were on duty during the Vietnam war era -likely promoted

to a higher position- and may have been part of such a grab an f-Il I program. If they weren't,

they might know who replaced them. No such questior\ing ofmen in this category with respect

to the F-lll has been done.

Former Czech. General Jan Sejna, now working for DIA has reported that many U.S. POWs
from Vietnam were taken through his country on their way to the Soviet Union. A Vietnamese

defector testified before the Senate Select Conunittee on POW/MIA Affairs that an F-lll was
rransshipped from North Viemam to China or possibly Russia. Addirionally, a former KGB
Colonel told the son of one F-lll pilot (reportedly taken to the former U.S.S.R.) that an intact

aircraft was captured and transshipped to the Soviet Union in the same month and year of his

father's incident, corroborating sworn Senate testimony indicating that his father's aircraft

had made such a trip. To fully understand the significance of the Soviet's successful efforts in

capturing F-lll aircraft and crew, a brief look at the F-lll's unique characteristics is

warranted.

P*fcff
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The F-111, called WTiisperm^ Death by the Vietnamese, Cadillac of the Skies by admirers, and

affectionately The Aardvark by those who flew it, was the most sophisticated combat aircraft

at the time it was introduced into a hostile situahon in Southeast Asia in 1968. The advanced

swing-wing design and low level Terrain Following Radar (TFR) guidance system were

designed to fly the aircraft in

all-weather conditions and hit

targets with pinpoint accuracy

from both high and low alh-

tudes at supersonic speeds.

Capable of flying at Mach 2.5

and carrying a bomb load equal

to five times the F4, the F-lU's

mission success rate was 97.5%;

with an aircraft loss rate of only 0.7%. The F-lll is a two man crew, side-by-side seated,

aircraft. The aircraft was the first designed to use "stealth" techniques without the present

form of radar reflective invisibility. Traveling at supersonic speeds just above the treetops,

rolling up and down over hills and swaying back and forth between karsts, the F-lll avoided

radar detechon to strike out of nowhere -thus the Vietnamese name "Whispering Death."

BASIC DEVELOPMENT

System Development Requirements (SDR) and Specific Operahonal Requirements (SOR) for

the F-lll were issued in early 1960. By late 1960 Requests for Proposals (RFP) were issued but

held in abeyance until June of 1961 pending Secretary of Defense Robert S.McNamara's efforts

to make the TFX (Tachcal Fighter Experimental program, as the F-lll was initially called) a

tri-ser\-ice fighter. After commenting on service branch differences the Encyclopedia of U.S.

.Air Force Aircraft and Missile Systems, Vol. 1, Post-World War II Fighters, reports:

Notwithstanding, Secretary McNamara remained convinced that the TFX could

sahsfy other Navy and Air Force needs. In June he instructed the Air Force to

"work closely" with the Na\"y in tying the two services' requirements into a new,

cost-effechve TFX configurahon.

The same publicahon describes the go ahead decision issued on September 8, 1961:

The decision by OSD (Office of the Secretary of Defense] was accompanied by
a revised SOR 183, reflechng Secretary McNamara's arbitration of Air Force and
Navy un-reconciled requirements.

The final SOR called for a wider fuselage for the Navy's need for more internal fuel capacity

and a panoramic nose antenna, with overall dimensions and weight kept to the maximum
acceptable for carrier operation. TTie Air Force version was slightly heavier than the Navy's.

In December 1961 the official designahon was changed toF-lllA for the Air Force and F-lllB

for the Navy version. Contractor selection was completed by November 1962 with General

P»fe IS
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have said that it simply wasn't necessary to get down to 200' in most areas (Hanoi being the

exception). In the area where most F-1 1 1 aircraft losses occurred, Route Pac One (Quang Binh

province—southern North Vietnam near the DMZ), the aircraft attack altitude was normally

between 300' and 500' depending on the AAA defenses experienced on the way in. Also the

notorious TFR (Terrain Following Radar) problems were blown out of proportion by the

cynical press. Right seaters. Weapons Systems Officers (WSO), have told me that fail safe

measures were initiated on the squadron level for the occasional radar blanking problem they

were having. The typical press representation of this problem was to say that when this

altitude controlling device would blank out, the aircraft would plummet like a rock into the

nearest hill or mountain. To the contrary, additional radar was installed which, in the event

a TFR blanking occurred, would take over flight control and perform a immediate ascent to

clear any possible obstacle in the aircraft's pathway. Additionally, this type of blanking

effected the earlier aircraft during prototype testing and is different from what was experi-

enced in combat situations in Southeast Asia. The second type of blanking had to do with the

forward looking radar. It was not something that happened suddenly and left the aircrew

immediately helpless. Blar\king on the forward-looking radar screen apparently happened
when a certain cloud mass ahead of the aircraft contained a certain size rain drop accumulation
which would not reflect in a way the radar could detect properly. A blanking would occur and
at that location obstacles would be invisible. This was something that WSOs could see well

in advance if they were paying attention to their screen —and at 500 knots, 500' above the

ground they were glued to it! While the WSO watched the approaching "non-reading" area,

he would call out to the pilot in incremental measurements of approximately 1/2 nnile until the

blanked section got too close for comfort. This was usually at the 4.5 mile mark (each citw had
its own comfort limit), if the blar\ked section hadn't cleared up by then, an immediate fly-up

was performed. In real bad weather these blanking occurrences happened often enough to

force some missions to go to secondary targets—not fly into the ground.

Using the criteria outlined in the "F-86 report" for F-86 loss summaries; including conclusions

allowing for capture and transportation to the Soviet Union, and applied to the F-111 official

loss summaries from the Vietnam war, startling evaluations are produced. The following

paragraph is taken from the "F-86 report" with the numbers changed to reflect F-111 statistics.

A total of 8 [F-lll) aircraft were downed in aerial combat or by antiaircraft

artillery [involving 16 aircrew]. From these aircraft 2 live pilots and 2 sets of

remains were repatriated. Of the 6 remairxing cases, conditions were such that

survival was possible. The 75 percent missing in action rate is unusually high

compared to missing rates for pilots flying other airframes. (Brackets added)

The "F-86 report" found it astonishing that the Korean War F-86 loss incidents had a 55%
missing in action rate. So much more so are we Outraged with the 75% F-1 1 1 missing inaction

rate —that produces no serious effort to account for these men.

A special feature of the F-111 makes it even more probable that these men found themselves

alive on the ground after an ejection—the first vital step in following an evidence trail to their

ultimate fate. If it can be established by physical evidence or intercepted communications that

these men were in fact captured, then the rest of the scenario factors (the exploitation of the F-

1 1 1 airframe, systems, and pilots, as well as any "special talents" an individual pilot may have)

come to bear.
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Dynamics being given the primary contractorship by the OSD despite the Air Force Council

and Air Force Selection Board's choice of the Boeing design. This spurred a congressional

investigahon. Secretary McNamara justified his contractor selection by pointing to the fact

that General Dynamic's design was closer to a single design, requiring only minor modifica-

tions to fit Navy and Air Force needs, and was a more realistic approach to the cost problem.

The first flight of a RDT&E Aircraft (Research and Development prototype version) was made
on December 21, 1964, overall results were satisfactory with the aircraft achieving Mach 1.3.

The earlier October 15, 1964 roll-out ceremonies prompted Secretary McNamara to remark:

"... the Air Force, the Navy, and General Dynamics and its subcontractors . .

.

have produced a plane which will fly faster at any altitude than our best current

fighter —a plane with several times the payload and twice the range of any

previous fighter-bomber. One F-1 11 will have the fire power of five World War
II flying fortresses . . . For the first time in aviation history, we have an airplane

with the range of a transport, the carrying capacity and endurance of a bomber,

and the agility of a fighter pursuit plane . .

."*

The first production aircraft flight happened on December 12, 1967. Subsequentbombing tests

provided immediate evidence of the potential this aircraft had. The results of the spring 1967

Combat Bull's-eye I tests confirmed the superior bombing accuracy of the aircraft's radar and
prompted the F-lllA's early deployment to Southeast Asia.

Six Combat Lancer F-111As departed Nellis AFB on March 15, 1968 and reached Takhli Royal

Thai Air Base on the 17th. By the end of the month, 55 missions had been flown that centered

on North \'ietnam targets, two aircraft had been lost. A third loss on April 22 halted F-UlA
operations. Only two had been combat losses with no explanation for the downings, the other

loss was operational, noncombat in nature.

While the F-111 received a lot of bad press after these and subsequent downings, life in the

cockpit wasn't so bad. Articles appearing in: Armed Forces JOURNAL, July 19, 1971; TRUE,
August 1971 ; the Chicago Tribune September 20&21, 1972; and Air Force magazine, June 1973

extol the benefits of the aircraft as expressed in interviews with combat experienced pilots.

These pilots were completely confident in their aircraft. One statement in an Air Force

Magazine interview seems to be representative of the attitude:

"The confidence I gained in the airplane—it made a believer out of me. I'll tell

anyone in the Air Force that, given a choice on a night strike of going in high or

going in low, I'll go in low every time. And I'll go anywhere in the F-111."

Additionally, my interviews with F-111 aircrew have provided insight into mission realities.

While the swing-wing aircraft was capable of hitting supersonic speeds, attack runs were

normally subsonic. While the treetop hugging capabilities of this aircraft are renown, it

appears that normal ingress was at an average 500' above ground level—still very low! Pilots

Encyclopedia of US. Air Force Aircraft ai^d Missile Systems, Vol 1 ., Post World War II Fighters, 1945-1973, by

Marcelle Size Knaack
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With all of the advanced weapon and naviga; jnal systems, possibly the Tiost important

design feature to the pilots of the F- 1 1 1 was the ejection system . The F- 111 ejection system is

a 0-0 system. This means that the aircraft could be at zero altitude with zero velocity, literally

parked on the runway, and a successful ejection sequence accomplished with complete pilot

safety. Upon irutiation of the ejection sequence a rocket propulsion unit clears the separating

crew capsule from the su-

personic aircraft at altitudes

too low for other ejection

systems to safely be oper-

ated . The whole cockpit cap-

sule, with the pilots in their

seats, would separate from

the aircraft by at least 500

feet, providing a well pro-

tected descent. After clear-

ing the aircraft a parachute

would deploy and an air-

bag would inflate around

the bottom of the capsule.

Over sea, additional perma-

nent air bags inflate to right

the capsule and keep it afloat

tor rescue. The F-111 ejec-

tion system design provides

a safe landing for the air-

crew with maximum poten-

tial for survival. If the ejection sequence was iniriated, there was an excellent probability that

the crew would get down safe. The F-Ul is one of the most survivable aircraft in operation.

In light of the highly safe and effective ejection process for the F-111, additional hazards can

be all but eliminated when considering whether or not an aircrew survived their incident. The

strict orders given to Vietnamese units were to capture F-111 pilots alii*e. The F-111 crew-

capsule gave these units the excellent opportunity to do just that, along with securing the most

important part of the aircraft. All the instrumentation, control apparatus, as well as special

navigahon and weapons controls were in the cockpit. If the crew had the opportunity to eject,

the Vietnamese had a great opportunity to capture the crew. As mentioned above, altitude and
velocity restrichons were null with this 0-0 system. Even the low tree top altitudes these

aircraft approached their targets at was not a hindrance to a successful ejection. While

supersoruc .would not be an ideal condihon for ejection (bombing runs were performed at

subsonic speeds), it would still be possible. Additionally, any rough terrain or tree canopy
wouldn't hinder a safe landing. The air-bags which deployed around the bottom of the

capsule provided a safe cushion upon landing. There are extreme possibilities in any ejection,

but the overwhelming odds were in favor of aircrew safety.

Pft/S
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F-l 1 Is were first deployed to Southeast Asia in March, 1968. Eleven days after reaching Takhli

AFB, Thailand, the first F-l 11 went missing in action.

On March 28, 1968, Captain Dennis L. Graham, pilot, and Major Henry E. MacCann,

aircraft Commander and Weapons System Officer, flew aircraft #66-022 on an early morning

rrussion into Route Package 1, Quang Binh province, North Vietnam. When the aircraft did

not return to Takhli by 0630 hours, a search effort was irutiated. This was terminated on April

13, 1968 with no positive results.

Two reports indicated a possible loss location for this incident, however, no wreckage found

could be identified as being part of the lost aircraft and no information concerning crew

disposition was forthcoming. Captain Graham and Major MacCann are listed as Missing In

Action (MIA). The crew's disposition is listed for adrrunistrahve purposes as Presumptive

Finding Of Death - Body Not Recovered (PFOD-BNR).

You might think with this scant evidence that these men certainly could not be placed in any

"Moscow Bound" category. However, several of the F-86 loss summaries h^ve no more
information about their incident than this one and they are listed as "Whose Loss Indicates

Possible Capture ." Fortunately men who were on duty at the time, and remember F-l 11 loss

incidents because of the ruckus they caused, are available to tell us what happened.

According to former NSA Analyst Jerry Mooney intercepted No. Vietnamese Air Defervse

Weapons Operahons Center (ADWOC) Combat Watch Officer reports revealed that Vietnam-

ese AAA units had been training in special "flak-trap" techniques to shoot down low flying

aircraft like the F-4 Lasers. The F-l 11 fit this bill perfectly, its modus operandi was tree top

strikes below enemy radar at altitudes too low for SAM effectiveness. The Vietnamese had

noticed the Terrain Following Radar checks the F-l lis were performing as a prerequisite to

their nnission, flying up to a high altitude to check radar offsets appeared like a spike on the

No. Vietnamese radar. Radar and Visual Observation Teams had been surveying the

commonalities of strike ingress /egress paths (pilots tended to use the same "initial points" (IP)

for mi'ssion turrung points, and similar paths for egress and return flight to base). All of this

information was used to coordinate AAA Flak Trap regiments in a concerted effort to bring

down specific aircraft.

\'ariousAAA Flak Trap units would be stationed at chosen points such as expected targets and

commonly used mountain passes. As many as half a dozen units nrught be stationed awaiting

the next aircraft. Forward Visual Observation Corps units would be alerted by radar when a

TFR check was being performed. Each urut would look for the aircraft, or, because so many
F-l 11 missions occurred at night, they would listen for engines to pass their location. As the

aircraft was spotted, radio commurucatior\s alerted the appropriate units down the line to

stand ready. Advance warning could be as much as 15 minutes or more. The AAA Flak Trap

units, with their own forward observers, would target the aircraft as it came into their position.

AAA tracer fire would attempt to mark the direction of the aircraft by effectively lighting up

its path as it roared by. "BLOCK" units stationed at the far end of the valley projected the
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incoming heading and tried to bring the plane down. The BLOCK units were comprised of

hundreds of men set out in a grid, 10 feet apart, lying on their backs, pointing their small caliber

weapons into the sky awaiting the order tocommence firing. This method sent a wall of bullets

up hopefully as the aircraft passed overhead. If they got lucky, the aircraft would be hit and

go down. With the F-111 it was an extremely lucky shot, the shooting envelope was so short

that only on the rarest occasion would one be hit, and rarer still, disabled and brought down.

According to Mooney the Graham/MacCann incident was the first F-111 to be successfully

flak-trapped. Elements of the 367 Division, possibly the 280th or 250th AAA regiment caught

the "Whispering Death" as it flew into their net of fire. Intercepted No. Vietnamese ADWOC
Combat Watch Officer and Post Fire reports each reported the shoot down and capture of the

two aircrew. Additional intercepted reports revealed the transportation of the crew from the

southern areas up into central and northern points in North Vietnam. Finally, the crew was
taken into Laos to the Soviet presence in Sam Neua, which was termed "Tentacle Moscow
Bound." Mooney reports that after intense interrogation and probable torture: "if the

individual 'cooperated', or showed signs of cooperation with the Soviets, they were moved on
to the Soviet Union, if they didn't —they were handed back over to the Vietnamese." Mooney
lists Graham and MacCann as being taken to the Soviet Union.

* * *

On April 22, 1968, F-111 #66-024 flown by Navy LCDR David L. Cooley and Lt.Col.

Edwin D. Palmgren, did not return to base. When no communications were forthcoming

after estimated time on target, a search effort was initiated, with no results. Both men are listed

as MIA, PFOD - BNR. A Hanoi radio broadcast later stated that the Vietnamese had shot down
the F-111, but no disposition of the crew was stated.

Like Graham /MacCann, Cooley and Palmgren had target coordinates in Quang Binh prov-

ince, southern North Vietnam just above the DMZ, Route Package 1. This area was thought

to be a "milk run" by pilots because of apparent lower AAA deferises. However, at least as far

as the F-111 is concerned, it caught 50% of the aircraft losses.

Again Mooney explained thatADWOC CombatWatch Officer and Post Fire reports indicated

that both men had been captured in the shoot down incident, and had followed the same path

to Soviet control . It was Viemamese AAA Division 367 which flak-trapped this F-111, but this

time elements of the 559 transportation regiment made up of indigenous personnel that were

assigned to the 367 did the actual flak-trapping. The incident occurred close to the Laos

boarder along the Ho Chi Minh trail. The ejected pilots, inside their crew-capsule were
immediately picked up and headed north toSam Neua, not even bothering to bring them back

into North Viemam. The last communicatior\sNSA had was that the Vietnamese were taking

them up through the Plain of Jars.

Interestingly, in the case of LCDR Cooley, the Soviets got a prize catch. Cooley had been one

of the testpilots for the F-lllB (the Navy version of the F-111). He had been instrumental in

forming carrier landing technique modifications which resulted in a 75% reduction in carrier

landing accidents, as testified to by the "Richard Hansford Burroughs Test Pilot Award" given

to Cooley. The award goes on:

"As project officer and test pilot for the F-1 1 1 B, he utilized this system to provide
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a comprehensive evaluation that was instrumental in the development of

extensive changes to make this aircraft suitable for aircraft carrier operations."

The Soviets, who were i ntensely interested in developing their own F-1 1 1 , would have thought

it "Manna from Lerun" to have this decorated test pilotcome into their control. This may have

been the first opportunity to use "special talent" F-1 11 POWs in their Sukhoi SU-19 develop-

ment program (later to become the SU-24, in full production by 1975 —see page 26).

The Cooley /Palmgren loss was the third aircraft incident (the other one being noncombat) in

the two short months of deployment. This was too much for the Pentagon to bear and combat

operations were halted. The F-1 1 Is stayed until November 1968 before returning to the United

States. Keen interest in the controversial F-1 11 stepped up, it became labeled by some as

McNamara's "Flying Edsels" It was also accused in the press of being a potential "Techno-

logical Gold Mine for the Reds."

After post production modifications, grounding, and modernization, the aircraft that scared

tKe crap out of the Vietnamese, and gave the Soviets sleepless nights, was redeployed to

Southeast Asia. On the first mission after redeployment, another F-111 didn't return to base.

* * *

On September 29, 1972, two days after redeployment, aircraft #67-078, flown by ILt. Rob-
ert A. Brett and Major William C. Coltinan was reported missing in action. The same loss

scenario as the previous incidents was repeated. No results turned up from the search which
followed. Both men are listed as MIA, PFOD - BNR.

Four Hanoi radio broadcasts reported the shoot down of this F-111. A BBC report said the

Vietnamese claimed to have captured the crew. Sometime later Brett's father received a letter

from JCRC which identified a strobe light in a Vietnamese rrulitary museum as belonging to

the his son's F-111.

Terry Minarcin was on duty as a crypto-analyst and Vietnamese lingmst, working for NSA at

Joint Service Processing Center, Okinawa, Japan. As Flight Translator, Minarcin would
review incoming intercepts for quality assurance. Airborne platform receivers (RC-135Ms)

would gather intercepted Vietnamese corrxmunicabons from any radio source. "Hand logs"

turned in from receiver operators, would be compared with reporter transcriptions of the same
intercepts. If they didn't match, Minarcin would make a transcript from tape and check it with

both reports, a final report would be made if necessary.

Like Mooney, he remembers the Vietnamese chaotic excitement erupting whenever an F-111

was shot down and the pilots captured . On September 29, 1972, Minarcin received the reports

from the returning airborne receivers in the early pre-dawn hours. The Vietnamese were

going crazy over the shoot down of one of the aircraft they called "Whispering Death". This

mission was northwest of Hanoi, in the Black River valley, Nghia Lo province. The crew had

ejected, with the capsule coming down in the vicinity of UTM coordinates VJ630405, within

750 meters of a "Special" POW camp, located halfway between Ban Gian and Sui Bung
villages. State security forces ran these special camps. Minarcin says later logistical intercepts
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confirmed two additional persons in the special camp. Additionally, airborne collectors out

of NKP and Udorn, Thailand, picked up the Vietnamese AAA communications which

reported seeing the capsule separate and parachute deployment.

Both men were captured alive and transported to the Soviet Union if they were "broken" at

the Soviet Sam Neua processing point. ILt. Brett was 24 years old at the time of his loss, he

would be only 46 years old today.

* * *

Captain James A. Hockridge and iLt. Allen U. Graham were shot down flying aircraft

#67-066 on October 1 6, 1972 in the Military RegionOne, near Hanoi by AAA Division 361 . The

loss summary for this incident is the same as the previous ones. When no commurucations

could be established a search effort was initiated, with no results.

However, on October 18, 1972 a radiophoto was received identifying two pilots of an F-111

shot down in Vinh Phuc province in the early morning of October 17. The caption named both

crewmen and stated that both had died in the crash of the plane. The pictures included two

I.D. cards and the aircraft wreckage. Reportedly, the aircrew were still in their seats in the

crewcapsule. The remains of both crewmen were repatriated. Both men are listed as KIA.

* * *

On November 7, 1972, Major Robert M. Brown and Major Robert D. Morrissey were

flying aircraft #67-063 on a single aircraft strike mission into Quang Binh province. Route

Package One. When they didn't return to base after elapsed fuel exhaustion, a search effort

commenced and ended with no positive results. Both men are presently listed as MIA, PFOD
-BNR.

Several Hanoi radio broadcasts pronounced the shoot down of yet another F-111, but said

nothing of the crew. Intelligence reports say the Vietnamese were using additional units to

transport the "hulk" (the plane minus the crewcapsule?) of the F-111 and were ordered to do

so in secrecy. Another intelligence report cites the shootdown of a low flying F-4 on November
7, 1972 and the capture of the pilot. Again orders were to keep this secret. What is important

about this, is that the Brown/Morrissey F-111 incident, on Nov. 7th, was the only aircraft loss

occurring that day in the war and so this intelligence report is correlated to the Brown/

Mornssey case. Significantly, it has been revealed that Brown's I.D. card is on display in a

military museum in Vinh, Vietnam, in good condition. This indicates that it, and the wearer,

did not go through a catastrophic explosion upon impact with terra firma —as the DoD
contends.

Both Jerry Mooney and Terry Minarcin are familiar with this incident. Mooney said elements

of the 367 Division possibly the 284 or 287 AAA regiment, brought down the F-111 in a flak-

trap. Flak-trapping methods were used with different variations and features. In general

la rger guns were used to encourage a flight path into an area infested with smaller gui\s. Tracer

fire was used to mark the path of the aircraft for units in place down-line. The small arms fire

would possibly hit the aircraft and disable it, but more often the intent was to fire ahead of the

plane sending up a "wall" of lead creating a vacuum and causing engine flame out, or foreign

object damage to the engines—bringing it down. Minarcin says it was a flame-out resulting
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from the flak-trap that brought down this F-1 1 1 . The aircraft was already low and went down

into rice fields practically intact. Aircraft beacons were heard and Search And Rescue (SAR)

teams were launched, however the AAA became too severe in that area so no SAR aircraft

could get in to attempt a rescue. Both men recall multiple messages about camouflaging the

aircraft, as well as the normal hiding of the AAA guns. Apparently, according to Minarcin,

the plane was dismantled, stored underground temporarily, then trucked to Vinh, Vietnam.

From Vinh, (the place where Brown's I.D. card is) the plane and crew were taken toNghia Lo,

where the plane was put on a train for the Soviet Union. Brown and Morrissey were moved

on to Sam Neua, Laos, and then the Soviet Union.

Once again the Soviets had a prize catch on their hands, only this time they got something

more. The flak-trap training had paid off, finally an intact F-111 was captured. But the icing

on the cake was the crew. Morrissey had worked as a military intelligence staff officer in the

1960's during the Cuban Missile Crisis, as well as being a Bomb./Nav. on a B47 equipped for

nuclear strikes. Brown was an electrical engineer and had worked as backup Network

Controller for the Mercury and Gemini space programs, as well as being a project scientist

tesring the U S. Anh-Ballishc Missile system . Significantly, within eighteen months of Brown's

capture, the Soviet Space program went through a major overhaul, with upgrades in the areas

of experrise that Brown possessed. This brought the Soviet Space program up to the Gemini

level of complexity (see Aviarion Week & Space Technology articles 3/11/74 & 7/15/74).

* * *

November 21 , 1972 was the day for the next F-1 1 1 to be lost or in this case go "feet wet." Aircraft

#67-092, was flown by Capt. Ronald D. Stafford and Capt. Charles J. Caffarelli, they are

currently listed as MIA, PFOD-BNR. Jerry Mooney remembers this one vividly as one of the

incidents which NSA tried to warn down the line that the enemy was ready and waiting for

the next F-111 . Mooney recalls it as one of the most successful flak-traps accomplished. His

shop had received indications that the N. Vietnamese were expecting and preparing for the

next F-111 to come skiing between the karsts. When he alerted DIA to the situation, they told

him it was out of their hands. "There's nothin' we can do about it. Air Force says they have

to check out their TFR," Mooney says he was told.

As expected the aircraft got slammed. As it headed toward the coast the flak-trap disabled it.

The inihal evaluahon was that the pilots had survived because controlled flight was indicated

post fire. However, it was later deduced that the Terrain Following Radar (TFR) may have

made the final maneuvers prior to splash down. Pieces of the canopy apparently broke off on
impact and floated down shore with the strong current. Mooney reports he does not remember

any indication that the pilots had ejected, and none that the Vietnamese had captured them.

The aircraft had gone in at a low alhtude, very fast, and hit the water just off shore about two

miles. Mooney remembers later reports indicahng that N. Vietnamese divers were cannibal-

izing the sunken aircraft.

Intereshngly, Stafford's brother has received declassified NSA reports contemporaneous to

his brother's incident which show the Vietnamese reporting a possible ejection in connection

with this incident. At least three reports indicate this, with one stating that additional units

were sent to look for the pilots and requested guidance in what to do with them when captured.

Had they actually ejected? A 1973 Dept. of State (DOS) document changes the status of the

Stafford /Caffarelli case from MIA in Laos to KIA in Laos. How did thecrew get into Laos from
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the Vietnamese coast? What knowledge did State receive that revealed the Vkrhereaboutsof this

crew to so radically change their status? Interestingly the same D.O.S. document lists "Air

America" the notorious CIA airline as providing State with information on two of its pilots.

Additionally, the same document includes information on Sgt. Matejov and Sgt. Cressman,

both from the famous " Baron 52" incident—known to have been captured and moved in Laos.

This document also lists the total Americans missing in Laos as of January 22, 1973 as 309. In

reporring so many significant items the D.OS. document requires serious contemplation. Did

Stafford and Caffarelli survive their incident, get transported to Laos on their way to the Soviet

presence in Sam Neua as was the case with other F-111 crews, only to die mysteriously on the

way? Did they in fact die, or as in other cases was it assumed they perished?

Ron Stafford received his bachelor's degree from the University of Colorado, had been a pilot

trainer for the Air Force, and had previously been shot down in 1969 flying an F-105. He was

an experienced and decorated flyer. What happened that day is still anyone's guess, but

Korean war F-86 incidents remind us that what may seem improbable is possible.

In Appendix B of the "77 page F-86" report, "31 MissingUSAF F-86 PilotsWhose Loss Indicates

Possible Capture", is #22, 2Lt. Bill J. Stauffer; date of casualty January 26, 1953, his status is

MIA. What makes Stauffer's incident relevant is the seemingly impossible circumstances of

which he supposedly survived. The "F-86" report simply states that during a battle, "his

aircraft was observed to have crashed into a small hill in an inverted position. Lieutenant

Stauffer was not observed to have bailed out." No other information is listed in the report to

suggest a reason for the expectarion that Lt. Stauffer survived, yet his name appears on the U.S.

list stated above.

Another such incident is #15, Captain Albert C. Tenney, date of casualty May 3, 1952, his status

is also NflA. The "F-86" report relates that during a battle Tenney's F-86 was seen to "execute

evasive maneuvers at an extremely low altitude." ".
. .he leveled the wings of his F-86 which

then struck the surface of the water in a low-angle high speed glide approximately 3 miles off

shore near the mouth of the Yalu River." The flight leader was forced to leave the area and
didn't see Tenney abandon his aircraft or see it sink. Search aircraft returned later that day to

find Korean surface craft on the water in the vicinity with no trace of Capt. Tenney or his F-

86. The report makes the point to mention that "Captain Tenney's F-86 was not seen to

disintegrate or sink and the possibility exists that favorable condihons prevailed whereby

Captain Tenney survived and was rescued by North Korean surface craft seen in the area." In

Capt . Tenney's case, his name appears on the Russian provided list "A List of United States Air

Force Persoruiel Shot Down in Aerial Combat and (...) Who Transited Through an Interroga-

rion Point ." It is interesting that in both of the cases listed above a loss evaluation was made
based, just as much on what was not known, as what was known. And, in exception to what

is commonly prachced with Vietnam era losses, these two cases were given the optimistic

'benefit of the doubt' . At least in the case ofCapt. Tenney, some hindsight appears to have been

applied . What is sure is that these two cases illustrate the incongruity of investigative attitude

concerning MIA case-handling between the two war eras . Additionally, if these evaluations

are correct, it shows what is actually possible, despite improbable odds, and with the added
factor of the highly effechve ejection system of the F-111, there is all the more reason for an

optimistic attitude when there may be doubts.
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Lt. Col. Ronald J. Ward and Major James R. McElvain were flying aircraft #67-099 on

December 18, 1972 on a combat mission against the Hanoi International Radio Complex. Both

men are listed as MIA, PFOD-BNR. In normal communications Ward reported they were "off-

target". The last communications with Ward /McElvain was that they were heading for "feet

wet."

This is an incident that Terry Minarcin remembers well. Coming on duty, there was a big

ruckus at his shop over another F-111 going down. It was within eight hours of the incident

and reports about the aircraft and crew were still "hot." Apparently, the crew had ejected

Northeast of Hanoi near "White Mountain". Minarcin remembers several rescue attempts

being made with both crewmen losing their lives during the attempts. Minarcin says four

helicopters were lost the first day of rescue operations with two to three teams taking heavy

casualties. He says Soviet advisers were franrically involved in directing the Vietnamese in

the attempt to capture the men and inflict as much damage on the rescuers as possible. This

aspect stands out in Minarcin's mind also because the Soviets were careful and rarely let

themselves be heard . For whatever reason, this time, they were furiously commurucating with

their No. Vietnamese comrades, not trying to hide in the background.

Mooney also remembers this one clearly. He listed both men as probable KIA from the

informahon intercepted in the Post Fire reports. Mooney had elements of the 363 AAA
Division listed as the perpetrators of this incident.

The last F-111 loss incident proved to be the most important, at least for NSA Intelligence.

Mooney relates that by this time, (and sadly, probably for the Ward /McElvain incident too,

if they had survived) Vietnamese prioriries had changed. Tactical communications indicated

a policy change had occurred by late 1972. North Vietnamese messages were increasingly

being "signed" by political officers who were directing U.S. pilot captures out of previous

established channels, they were to go straight into the "warm body count" holding prisons.

This was done on a specific, selected basis for areas and time frames in which the pilots were
captured. By mid-December 1972, the overriding policy was to jack up the "warm body"
count. Mooney remembers that the enemy had all but stopped its flak-trap activities by this

hme, had consolidated its resources, and was waiting for something big. When the next F-111

loss occurred, NSA was waihng to see if the subsequent actions would confirm their analysis.

* n December 22, 1972, F-111 aircraft #67-068 carrying Capt. Robert D.Spooneybargerand
iLt. William W. Wilson, was shot down. This was apparently accomplished by the

proverbial "golden BB". Wilson's story of the event is chronicled in Squadron/Signal

Publications Aircraft No. 35.

It was our second mission of Linebacker 2. During the break, [from the previous

mission] I made the mistake of asking the Ops. Officer for a mission to

"downtown". The target we were assigned was the river docks right in the

center of Hanoi . Most of the strikes had been coming in from the southeast, since

this gave the crews a more direct route out of the area, and minimized their

exposure to the defenses. We figured that they would be looking more closely

at these southeast approaches, so we plaruied our run-in to the target from the

north. After stabilizing in the TFR mode, we crossed into North Vietnam at 500
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feet. The closer we got to Hanoi, the more we hugged the terrain. Our last leg

before turning south was on the north side of Thud Ridge, which gave us

complete masking from the air defense radars. When wecame around the corner

and turned south, we broke out of the weather. We were at three hundred feet,

and there vvas broken overcast above, with a full moon showing through the

breaks in the clouds. Hardly the ideal F-lll weather. Visibility under the

overcast was unlimited, and we could see the lights of Hanoi in the distance. We
picked up our final run-in heading at Due Noi, about 10 miles due north of the

target.

We started to pick up some AAA fire, mostly 37-57mm stuff, five miles before

we got to the target. It was the typical stuff, coming up in clips of five, red and

orange golf balls and, though there was a lot of it, it was all behind us since they

didn't have us on radar and it was all directed at our sound. But, though they

weren't coming close to us with their AAA, they were quite effectively tracing

our path in the sky. They had developed the tactics of blasting away with small

arms fire. . .straight up. . .along this path, in the hope of getting a lucky hit.

Our weapons system pickled off the twelve 500 pound Snakeyes as we roared

over the docks at better than 550 niiles an hour. With the F-lll's sophisticated

system, and a good radar offset we had gotten from the Doumer Bridge, there

was never much doubt that we would hit the target, and we could see the docks

exploding as we rolled off the target and headed for the turn point for our initial

leg back to base. As soon as we looked back in the cockpit, we saw that we had

a utility hydraulic failure light. We didn't think much of it at the time. . . we
hadn't felt any hits on the airplane, and we had gotten one of these lights on a

previous mission. It was more of a minor irritation than anything else. But less

than a minute later, we got a right engine fire warning light. We went through

the boldface procedures, shutting the engine down. I called Moonbeam,
reporhng that we were off the target and had lost an engine, and they acknowl-

edged the call.

We had just reached the first set of foothills, and I had told Bob thatwe could start

to climb, when I heard him say: "What the hell . . .
!" I looked up from the radar

to see him moving the control stick like he was operating a butter churn, and I

saw that the enbre warning-caution light panel was lit. There was no doubt

about our next move, and with Bob's command, "Eject! Eject!, we fired the

capsule rockets.

Everything worked as advertised, and it was a smooth ejection. When the

parachutes opened, we were in the overcast, sowe didn't see the airplane hit, but

we did see the glow of the explosion, and when we broke out we could see the

wreckage burning fiercely. We came down on the side of a hill, and the capsule

rolled over onto my side. We both exited from Bob's side completely unhurt.

Within a couple days both men were captured, and more importantly returned during

Homecoming operations. This confirmed the NSA "warm body count" analysis.
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The Spooneybarger/Wilson loss time frame and Icxation put them into the "warm bodv

count" program. The Vietnamese were trying to appease Kissinger to get the bombings

stopped and the Soviets had already fulfilled their intelligence requirement for the F-1 1 1 with

prior crew captures and aircraft shipments, thus the Vietnamese political requirement took

over. A picture appeared in the Vietnamese newspaper of the downed crew capsule the next

day. Mooney, a soviet military operations expert, says that, "The fact that film was taken of

that aircraft for propaganda purposes means there was no Soviet involvement. The Soviets

already had what they wanted by the Spooneybarger/Wilson incident, there was no high

strategic interest by the Soviets. If they had been involved, they wouldn't have wanted

anything to do with, or related to, publicity."

Robert Spooneybarger says that the Vietnamese interrogating him appeared to not know
anything about any of the other F-1 1 1 incidents. Wilson said when he was being interrogated

they spread out on a table all of the cockpit instruments and had him identify each one. Both

Wilson and Spooneybarger said in their debriefing, and to this day, that their capsule received

significant damage from the landing and rolling to the right front side. However, they didn't

stop to do much checking, it was dark, and they were busy worrying about being captured.

The fact that they expected significant damage becomes important 20 years later, with the

discovery of an F-111 crew capsule in an aviarion museum in Moscow, Russia.

'7'UXH'A,^ ^ ^ceAH^i^^

"There isn't any technology that we have that wasn't stolen, copied, or obtained

by some other means."

A.Kurtz, Russian Academy of Sciences

MiG 23 "FLOGGER"

As in the case of the F-86 procurements of the Korean War, the Vietnam War was used by the

Soviet Union to obtain the latest in military technology. It is apparent that the Soviets were

mterested in "swing-wing" technology having iniriated a development program in the early

1960s for the MiG 23 "Flogger" (approximately the same time the F-1 1 1 program started). This

was a swing-wing, single seat, all-weather interceptor with one Tumansky after-burning

turbofan. Fully loaded at 33,000 pounds it was less than half the weight of the F-111 . Maximum
speed was achieved at Mach 1 .1 at sea level, Mach 2.2 at alhtude, with a combat radius of about

400 miles. Except for the weight, all the other specificatior\s were comparable to the F-111.

Believed to have taken its first flight in 1965, the first production aircraft was probably in 1970

with the first deliveries in 1971. Described in The Encyclopedia of the World's Combat
Aircraft, Chartwell Books Inc., 1976:

Revealed at the 1967 Moscow Aviation Day, the prototype swing-wing MiG 23

was at first thought to be a Yakovlev design, though it appeared incompany with

a jet-lift STOL fighter having identical rear fuselage and tail and strong MiG 21

-like features. Over the next four years the Mikoyan bureau greatly developed

this aircraft, which originally owed something to the F-111 and Mirage G. By
1971 the radically different production versions, the 23S fighter and 23U trainer,

were entering service in quanhty, and by 1975 several hundred had been

delivered to Warsaw Pact air forces and also to Egypt.
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With several design specifications so similar to the F-1 11, and given the Soviet's propensity to

steal technology, it seems likely that KGB and GRU intelligence target requirements included

the early TFX (Tactical Fighter Experimental) program, as the F-111 was first called. Not able

to get their hands on a complete model, they must have settled for incorporating the design

elements into an aircraft model they were familiar wi th . All that changed though after the first

F-111 Vietnam war losses in 1968.

Major renovations appear to have been made in the interim between the MiG 23's first showing

and its final production versions. The rime frame directly corresponds with the availability

of the 1968 F-111 shoot-downs (two aircraft lost in 1968.) Not able to, or wanting to, scrap the

whole project, the Mikoyan and Gurevich design bureau, simply updated this model already

in producrion—much the same way alterations were made to the F-111 production program

when problems cropped up. By 1971 however, a radically different production version was
entering service . While the MiG 23 was a full fledge type aircraft, itwas also a work in progress.

The Aviation Week& Space Technology magazine issue of March 18, 1974 announced theMiG
23U —the tandem two seat version of this model.

Air intakes resemble those of the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom, rectangular

in shape with large boundary-layer splitter plates on each side of the aircraft

between the fuselage and the intakes. These, together with an extended cockpit

canopy that flows smoothly into a high dorsal fairing on the top of the fuselage,

give the enrire front secrion of the two-place Flogger a strong resemblance to the

F-4 from a point just forward of the wing roots to the tip of the nose.

A cross between an F-111 and an F-4, this version looked more like an F-4 but appears to have

had F-111 flight control characteristics. Apparently the F-4 was also "studied" and applied to

Soviet aircraft technology.

MiG 27 "FLOGGER" D/F

The first cosmeric similarities to the F-111 were noticeable with the MiG 27, first called the MiG
23B. This version had taken on the F-111 "Aardvark" -looking nose, which is longer with a

taper that flattens out along the bottom. In describing the MiG 27, The Encyclopedia of the

World's Combat Aircraft says:

Compared to the MiG 23 this attack version carries heavier loads and is simpler

and oprimized for low-level operarion. The airframe differs in having a

shallower nose with a flat pointed profile housing mapping / terrain-following

radar, laser ranger, Doppler radar and radio altimeter, with good pilot view
ahead and downward.

These changes not only provided a cosmetic similarity but also included many of the F-111

hallmark characteristics in instrumentahon flying capabiliries. While terrain following radar

was not unique to the F-1 1 1 in the US. arsenal, it was the F-111 which worked out the bugs and
was combat tested. Addirionally, the Soviets seem to have appreciated the F-lll's short or

rough runway takeoff and landing capabilities. The MiG 27 model was fitted with large low
pressure hres and special provisions for rough field operation, just like the F-111. While the
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improvements for this MiC model were probably started immediately after obtaining the '68

F-llls, full development appears to have been stalled until after the 1972 F-llls arrived (six

aircraft lost in 1972.) Prototypes were believed to have been flown in 1970, but production was

not realized until 1974, with other countries not receiving export models until as late as 1977.

Su-19 (24) "FENCER"

The Sukhoi aircraft design bureau apparently also benefited from the acquisition of U.S. F-

111s. In 1970 the first flight of a prototype Su-19 took place, this was no hybrid aircraft. What

a shock it must have been to the U.S. Pentagon generals to see this F-1 1 1 look-alike in the Soviet

arsenal. Jane's All Aircraft of the World described the irutial reaction:

This variable-geometry attack aircraft was identified as a majornew operational

type by Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, Chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff,

in early 1974, when he described it as "the first modern Soviet fighter to be

developed specifically as a fighter-bomber for the ground attack mission."

Designated Su-19 in the Soviet Union, it is in the same class as the USAF's F-1 11

.

The afore mentioned Encyclopedia of the World's Combat Aircraft describes the plane as

follows:

Like the rival but much smaller MiG-27, the Su-19 is an extremely clean machine
strongly remiruscent of the F-1 11 and Mirage G, having side-by-side seats and
wing and tail plane at the same level, as in the U.S. machine, yet following the

French aircraft in general layout.

Reports Janes All Aircraft of the World:

This iruhal model was in squadron service by December 1974, by the spring of

1979 at least 250 were serving with first-line squadrons in the European theatre.

Su-24 "FENCER"

.Appearing in Spring of 1983 as the Su-24, essentially the same aircraft, Janes All Aircraft of the

World book describes the additional insight on this machine:

Although smaller and lighter than its USAF counterpart, the F-IU, the variable

geometry Su-24 brought enhrely new capability to Soviet Frontal Aviation. Lt.

General Donald R. Keith, former U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,

Development and Acquisition, said that 'Fencer' is credited with having terrain

avoidance radar, in addition to nav /attack radar, and "has the capability to

deliver ordnance in all weather within 55m (180 ft) of its target". The radar dish

appears to have a diameter of at least 1.25m (49in), and is reported to be of the

pulse-Doppler type. Equipment includes a laser rangefinder and marked target

seeker.

With the later development and uncaruiy similarity to the F-lU, it appears that the Sukhoi
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Design Bureau got the last but possibly the best opportunity tocopy Western technology in this

area. In October 1992, an F-111 crew-capsule ejection module was discovered in an aircraft

museum in Moscow, Russia. The Russians explained that some months earlier it had come
from the Sukhoi company where it had been studied over the years. Noexplanation wasgiven

as to how it got there or what had happened to the crew piloting the aircraft it came from.

The most significant evidence coming from Russia is not in the form of intelligence files or

witness teshmony. It was revealed in late 1992 that a crew-capsule ejection module from an

F-1 11 was on display in the Moscow Aviation Museum, Russia. This verifies the intense Soviet

interest to gain technological advances—supplied to them by their No. Vietnamese connrades

during the war. It also reiterates the method used by the Soviets to acquire F-86s during the

Korean war.

The tail number stenciled to the crew capsule was clearly legible except for the final digit,

which was obscured by a screw hole. The recognizable numbers indicated that the capsule

could belong to one of only two aircraft. #67-063 would be the Brown/Morrissey aircraft and

incident, while #67-068 would be the Wilson/Spooneybarger aircraft and incident. The
Brown/Morrissey incident is the only one where an F-111 "hulk" is reported in available

intercepted No. Vietnamese messages to be transported. Thus, if the Moscow F-111 crew
capsule belongs to a crew other than Brown/Morrissey, then it is possible that the transship>-

ment of the Brown/Morrissey crew capsule was also successful. What is significant about the

Wilson/Spooneybarger incident is that they were captured and returned home at the end of

the war. Their crew capsule was photographed and in the Hanoi papers after their capture.

While it may be less dangerous polihcally to admit to taking THAT crew capsule, it doesn't

mean that by doing so other possible transshipments can be eliminated . In fact, it increases the

likelihood that others were also taken—ifthei/ admit to doing it once, how many more times before

tiuit did they get away with it?

The existence of the crew capsule leaked out through the POW/MIA community and was
followed by newspaper arhcles and a request by Senator Bob Smith for a thorough explana-

tion. After this, the DoD decided to make an aruiouncement. It was found out that the DoD
had known about the crew capsule for several months prior. Coincidentally, at this hme of

DoD awareness of this F-111 capsule, I traveled to Moscow in an attempt to find out more
informahon about my father's case. I had no knowledge of the Moscow crew capsule at that

hme. Inexplicably, the DoD representatives I had been meeting with in Moscow (who had
been shown the crew capsule in the aviarion museum) failed to menhon its existence to me.

This, while knowing full well thatmy father flew an F-1 1 1 . 1 was or\ly a few hundred feet away
from taking a first hand look at this F-111 capsule but missed the opportunity due to DoD
discrehon. Instead I have had to perform my inveshgation in this area from pictures provided

me by the piA, US. Senate, and an independent film producer (which includes video footage).

Initial attempts to idenrify the crew capsule are suspect. Inunediately after it was discovered

by the public-at-large that the capsule existed, the DoD asserted that it was associated the

Wilson/Spooneybarger case. This was announced prior to any formal, organized inveshga-
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tive effort. The Moscow crew capsule was in good structural condition with no evidence of

damage to the outer skin panels or supporting frame. This flies in the face ofPOW debriefing

testimony of both Wilson and Spoonybarger, both of which have maintained their assertion

(in recent interviews with me) that iheir capsule was damaged on impact by a severe lunge

-oiling the capsule onto its right side. The escaping crew members had to climb out of the left

side hatch.

Additionally, I did a comparauve analysis with another crew capsule that was photographed by

a Vietnamese cinemaiographer shordy after its capture which has idenucal placement of

stenciled bomb markings and has an identical tail number including the screw hole obstrucuon.

The comparison shows up something odd which helps in identifying which aircraft both of these

crew capsules came from. While the placement is the same, the stenciled bomb markings

themselves are different. This is interesting because the t>omb markings appear to have GAINED
paint over the years, with scratches disappearing altogether or in one direction, and showing up

in another direcuon on a different part of the same bomb stencil! If this is the same crew capsule,

then the Soviets or someone else was busy painting and scratching these stenciled bombs over

the past 20 years. If the two capsules are different (sull having the same tail number with the last

digit obscured) then one must belong to Brown/Morrissey and one to VVilson/Spooneybarger

—they both had ejected! The one displayed in Moscow would cause quite a stir if it proved to

be from the Brown/Morrissey incident (aircrew listed as MIA) and not VVilson/Spooneybarger

(returned POWs) . .\11 of the photographs indicate an equal appearance in paint fading due to

the time factor, no recent alterauons seem to have been made—all except in one area discussed

next.

To positively identify the Moscow crew capsule, the DoD sent an FBI team to Moscow to

investigate. This team came up with irrefuuble evidence that the capsule belonged to the

Wilson, Spoonevbarger incident. What is distressing about their method though is that it

doesn't inspire confidence in their conclusions. I was presented copies of stencils that the FBI

used lo "compare" with the tail number on the crew capsule. These showed several different

numbers which were being considered for possible match. In the accompanying report it is

stated that the "OGS* possibility was discarded immediately b>ecause the three had a diagonal

division in the stencil and the crew capsule had only verucal divisions. Upon reading this I

wondered if that stvle of three was the only one used by the Air Force. A quick trip down to the

airfield museum at March AFB was vers revealing. There, on many different types of aircraft

from the \'ietnam war era (including an FB-1 1 1 ) were "3"s with diagonal or vertical divisions in

the stencils. .X reured SAC crew chief visiung the museum told me that the variance in style of
"3" depended on where the aircraft was painted and that different Phase Maintenance locations

used different stvle stencils contemporaneous with each other. So the stv le "3" in the stencil used

by the FBI lo tu\c ouiimmeduiUly the brown Morrisseypossibiliry could be incorrect, and should

not have been the basis for making such a hasty, conclusive, decision.

The next questionable method came up when aircraft manufacturer serial numbers were

"discovered" in the interior of the crew capsule. Under a coat of thick, sucky, grey (sound-

deadening material?) located under the interior panels, appeared clearly painted numl>ers

reportedly indicating the aircraft manufacturer's (General Dynamics) serial number. These

hand painted numbers somehow survived the scraping and/or chemical removal of the thick,

sucky, grey material. Further, what is unusual is that the crew capsule manufacturer, McDonnell
-Douglas, labels on either side of the painted numbers apparenUy did not fare as well under the
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removal process. These appear lo be meial foil-t>pe labels with preprinted lettering. The one

on the left is relativelv clear with some scratching around the edges and at the top which appears

lo go through to the metal imderncaih. Most of the lettering is clearly readable, however onlv

a manufacturer pan number is prmted in its appropriate location, the other spaces (such as

manufacturer serial number) are blank. The label to the right is almost completely destroyed.

It is discolored a burnt brownish-yellow, with most of the existing foil peeled and wrinkled up.

It looks as if some sort of corrosive was used to remove the grey material and it ate through to

the label. From what is available, it looks as though it is a similar label as the one to the left.

However, this one has remnants of embossed lettering where filled-in information would go.

U'hile the other label may have been one routinely installed, the second one appears to have had

specific informadon perunent to that particular crew capsule. The hand-painted numbers

(which almost look like grease pencil marks, but that would be too ridiculous to have survived

the removal process) are white on the dark greenish-blue background. They appear to be in

good condiuon and clearly readable with the slight exception of the "Fill A" letters which have

a thin blank swipe through the middle of the "F" and '1 1 1
." This is horizontal about midway from

the bottom of the letters, revealing the background dark paint. The reason I point this out is that

all the other scratches observed show up as white lines cutting through the dark paint apparendy

to the metal underneath. This swipe (without any white line —which would indicate a deeper

scratch) would seem to show the fragile nature of these letters and thus would confound the

evidence. If misdirected pressure of an amount less than what caused the deeper scratches was

applied in this "hand painted" area and it removed some of the paint, how did the rest of the

painted numbers sur\ive so clearly"^ Since the painted numbers are so close in color to the grey

matter which was being removed, how is it that more of these numbers were not "accidentally"

altered. How did these seemingly fragile hand-painted (or grease pencil?) numbers and letters

survive a removal process which all but obliterated one foil label and scratched the other through

to the metal . Is it possible that they were painted bv someone after the grey material was removed
and then altered, in an attempt to give it a look of authenticity with the surrounding scratches?

Nevertheless, the official sutement by the DoD on this matter is that these hand-painted

numbers correspond to the General Dynamics' manufacturer serial number for the plane flown

b\ Wilson, Spooneybarger. The fact that McDonnell - Douglas manufactured the crew capsules

—not General Dynamics— appears to be irrelevant, or is the fact that these crew capsules were

built and intended to be interchangeable with other F-1 1 1 As. Even ifGeneral Dynamics put their

serial number on a McDonnell - Douglas component, could it be possible that during a phase

maintenance or a cannibalizing process the crew capsules were svvitched-' Curiously, the Brown/
Mornssev aircraft, tail #67-063 was a "can-bird" for the 90 days prior to its final mission. I have

been unable to determine if any such switch occurred at that time or any time previously.

.Ml of these questions add up to a realization of the fact that we can't be confident that we will

be given the truth when it comes to our missing men and present day U.S.G. investigations. It

may be correct that this crewcapsule is the Wilson/Spooneybarger one, however, ifanyone could

make alterations and/or misstatements to hide a significant find concerning an unresolved

POW/MLA case, both the DoD and Russians had ample opportunity and motive.
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In the summer of 1992, unknown to POVV/MIA families, activists, and the general public, a

technical report was delivered to the Senate Select Committee on POVV/MIA Affairs from the

National Security Agency (NSA). The report titled: TECHNICALREPORT 002-92 CORRELA-
TION STUDY - POW/MIA 21 AUGUST 1992, included inihal intelligence information based

on NSA assets including: "field site reporring, [ ] end product and summary reporting, US
forces summaries introduced into

[ ] reporting channels, and
[ ] reporting," and concerned

Vietnam war incidents which correlated to missing in achon cases, (redacted]

What is surprising about its existance, is that the SS.C.'s final report did not mention the NSA
study. The S.S.C had stated in their final report that they did not receive any information

which would corroborate assertions by Jerry Mooney, a former NSA analyst: that men who
were listed as MIA were known by NSA to be alive and in enemy hands. With the revelation

of Technical Report 002-92, it is apparent the SS.C. was lying.

What is striking about the NSA report is that it clearly indicates men were alive after their

incidents, captured by the North Vietnamese, and even taken to the former Soviet Union. One
such case is that of Jon M. Sweeny a marine who was lost in February 1969 in South Vietium.

The message reads: 312042z Jul 70 "Soviet correspondents relay greetings from American

POW in Moscow 'John'." Additional incidents such as those concerning Borah and Bosiljevac

have intelligence reports saying they were captured. In taking a look at the F-111 cases, there

IS information in the report which indicates post incident survival, capture, and possible

transshipment.

This NSA technical report lists each case by name, incident date, and aircraft type. There are

many "holes" where names, aircraft, or other sited information is sanitized out. Additionally,

while there may be a list of many intelligence reports sited, only an average of one or two

reports are displayed (although redacted) for the reader to see. To be able to get all of the

information you would have to F.O.I.A. request the rest of the reports. So what is included in

the report is already a subset of the report's potenhal.

I received a copy of the report after I had completed this F-111 case study, and so I include the

informahon relevant to the F-111 cases here in addendum. It should be noted that what is

present in theNSA report is surely only a minute amount of the data that ultimately is available

on these aircraft loss incidents. Each F-111 loss generated reams of documents. NSA has only

"found" a few for the benifit of the S.S.C. The Combat Watch Officer and Post Fire Reports

referred to by Mooney were not included in the NSA report.

Graham / MaCann: There is one listed report (300937z Mar 68) for this incident which says:

"F-111 shot down by air defense units in probable Quang Dinh Province, no reference to exact

locale or crew status given." —Mooney and Minarcin list this aircrew as captured and

transported.

Cooley / Palmgren: No listing or record of the incident in the report. —Mooney and Minarcin

list this aircrew as captured.

Brett / Coltman: There is one listed report (290745z Sep 72) for this incident which says:
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"Aircraft shot down by SAMs from a site within 5nm radial of2007N 10544E. Crash site 70km

from this location on azimuth of 250 degrees. No reflections of aircrew status. —Mooney and

Minarcin list this aircrew as captured.

Hockridge / Graham: There are three reports sited: 180559z Oct 11, 171120z Oct 72, 190610z

Oct 72. Only two parhal reports are displayed which say:

[ ) unit has carried two large sections of the aircraft's wings up to the unit. The aircraft flew

out of the east. At 1 300G, the aircraft dove at the wooden bridge from km 2 inward . [ ] aircraft

which burst into flames. The aircraft flew eastward and the pilot bailed out in the direction

of Quynh Hau Yuynh Kim. The aircraft went down at sea about 3 kilometers from shore.

[ ] enemy to come [ ] rescue the ( ] American.

—Mooney and Minarcin list this aircrew as KIA. This is the incident where radioed pictures

were sent to the U .5. side from the N.Vietnamese showing the airmendead in their seats. I have

not seen the picture(s) and cannot say if the crew capsule had separated from the hulk of the

plane (which would coincide with the reports of a ejection and ur\its sent to "rescue" the crew).

Brown / Morrissey: There are four reports sited: 120715z Nov 72, 091220z Nov 72, 141910z

Nov 72, 140549z Nov 72. All four appear to be listed although redacted:

The 250th AAA Regt. . . from the 7th to the 10th of November, the military and civilians of

Thanh Hoa and Quang Binh
[ ] shot down one F-111 on the spot.

An NVA unit in Quang Binh province shot down one aircraft on the night of 7 November. It

was thought to be an F-ll 1 . A search effort to locate the plane was underway.

A special team was
( ] to oversee the transport of the hulk of an F-111 that had been shot

down. The mission was to be accomplished in secrecy.

(vie. of 1655N 10657E
[ ] ... at 1200 hours on 7 November,

[ ] workers shot down a

low flying F-4, shot down the aircraft
[ ] and captured alive the pilot. Conceal

the accomplishment.

—Mooney and Minarcin list this aircrew as captured and transported. I have these reports

with more detail included, but the essential elements are here. Additionally, I have more
reports concerning the shoot down and transportation of the hulk of the aircraft.

Stafford / Caffarelli: There are five reports sited for this incident: 222000z Nov 72, 222114z

Nov 72, 212110Z Nov 72, 212125z Nov 72, 220115z Nov 72. Only three are presented.

250th AAA Regiment
[ ] shootdown ( ] an aircraft in the Quang Tri area by firing a

'rocket' (possible SA-7).

[ ) at either 1745N 10617E or 1745N 10645E. The Vietnamese initiated search

activities for the downed aircrew at possible 1647N 10650E. No further reflections of aircrew
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status I ] ...it is possible that the
[ ]

pilots parachuted near highpoint310(poss.l647N10650E)

at Nui Vo. Efforts to attempt the capture of the pilots were ordered.

Urvid element at Thanh Hoa reports an aircraft shot down southeast of the city, with the pilot

being rescued at sea.

—Mooney and Minarcin list this aircrew as uncertain, but probably KIA.

McElvain / Ward: There are nine reports sited: 211542z Dec 72, 181815z Dec 72, 181820z Dec

72, 1901 13z Dec 72, 190335z Dec 72, 210610z Dec 72, 220457z Dec 72,271531z Dec 72, 221755z

Dec 72. Only four are presented, which say:

At 1748z, 18 Dec 72, an uiudentified Battalion of the 238th SAM Regiment (in the Hanoi area)

[ ] had shot down one aircraft.

At 1752z, 18 Dec 72, an unidentified Battalion of the 264th SAM Regiment (in the Hanoi area)

[ ) saw one aircraft burst into flames.

One pilot captured at the AAA unit to the west of the 264th SAM Regiment (located to the

southwest of Hanoi). [ ] 1910G, four aircraft were shot down and possibly

two F-4 pilots were captured . . . 2000G one B-52 shotdown near Phu Tho, two of the crew were

dead and three were captured. . . Thus far five pilots had been captured.

Numerous references to individual aircrew members captured. No specific reference to type

of aircraft flown. Cannot determine
[ ] F-111 ( ] No specific crew

stams reflected.

—Mooney and Minarcin list this aircrew as probable KIA.
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Mr. DORNAN. David, if you can, read your son's letter.

Mr. MORRISSEY. I will try.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, if you remember Rabin's daughter at his fu-

neral, I learned something watching that 17 year old. You just stop
and you take a big deep breath, and then you just press on.

Mr. MORRISSEY. When you talk to your grandpa, what do you do?
Do you go next door, take a ride in a car, ride a bike, talk on the
phone, take a jet, whatever?

I have to go to the wall in Washington, DC, to visit my grandpa.
Deep breath.
From 1959 until 1975, America fought in a war against North

Vietnam and 58,000 Americans did not come home alive. One of

those 58,000 was my grandpa.
My grandfather went to Vietnam three times during the war. He

was given over 50 awards, most of them for flying. One was the
Purple Heart. He flew the F-111, a very advanced jet, and was
shot down on a cloudy night, November 7, 1972.
Those of you that have a grandpa, you don't know how lucky you

are. Even if you have a grandpa and you don't get to be with him
very often, at least you have one. Even though I have seen a few
pictures of him, I wish I knew what he—I wish I knew what he
looked like in real life. I wish he was alive. I wish he didn't want
to be in the Air Force. I wish I knew what his best subject was in

school. I have always dreamed of going fishing with him. Now I

wish that there would be no more wars, so other children could get
to know their grandparents and not lose them. Matthew David
Morrissey.
Mr. DoRNAN. David, your father would have liked the term "Si-

erra Hotel." You know what that means?
Mr. MORRISSEY. No.
Mr. DORNAN. David Hrdlicka was Sierra Hotel. It is a reversal

of a high school term
Mr. MORRISSEY. I think I figured it out.

Mr. DORNAN [continuing]. That I heard when somebody thought
they were hot, the "S" word. And at Danang, with the 366th gun-
fighters, somebody looked at me and said. Are you Bob Doman? My
wife is back at George Air Force Base; she says you have a tele-

vision program and you are "SH," reverse them. I said no, no, I

support you over here, the term we heard all last night in the de-

bate. I said no, no, I support you. He said no, that is a good term.
Kind of like the first time somebody Jewish called me a mensch.
I thought, well, why would you say that? I am trying to help you.
He said, no, it is a good word.
Your dad, I am sure, was Sierra Hotel, as I know David was.

And I thought I was Sierra Hotel in peacetime. But other people
before me and after me, like your dad, fought for my freedom, and
my freedom of speech, and my ability to chair a committee.

Greneral Wold, over here, like your dad, bought me my freedom.
He has got 14 grandkids. I have 10. I trust him. I want you to get
together with him, and make sure, which I know he will do, he
gives you everything you want to your satisfaction, every question,

everything. And he will make your dad's case a special case, going
to Hanoi next month.
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I can't speak for the other two gentlemen. I haven't gotten to

know them or work with them, as limited as I have been able to

work with General Wold. But he was a SAR, a rescue pilot, capping
these helicopters down in the weeds. He will help you.

Mr. Pickett, do you have any questions?
Mr. Pickett. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I want to thank our wit-

nesses today. They have all done a really great job.

Mr. Bell, I remember you from your testimony before the com-
mittee before, and I thank you very much for what you have given
us. And the family members, I know what you have been through,
and we certainly want to try to be as helpful as we can in resolving

the matters that you still feel need to be resolved. And I don't know
that there is any good way to try to get it done, except to make
sure that the doubts that have been created in your mind hopefully
can be resolved by good hard facts that you find acceptable. And
we will certainly do our very best to work to get that done.

I don't know that I have any unanswered questions, because I

have read the material that you have each submitted, and I fol-

lowed along as you have spoken it. So I don't know that I have any
questions to ask, but we certainly want to do our part to resolve
any doubts that you have about the issues that you have raised in

your testimony.
Mr. DORNAN. Thanks, Mr. Pickett.

Let me come back to Mr. Bell. On the Borah case, my staffer tells

me that you worked on that case a little bit.

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. What can you tell us?
Mr. Bell. The only thing that I recall that I haven't heard men-

tioned and didn't see in the review was that there was one report
of a, I think it was a South Vietnamese military man who was ar-

rested and held in a prison out on the border, an old French prison
called LeBou, in that same general area. And he did not see an
American held in the prison, but there was a headstone that said
that a lieutenant USN. And I don't know if that report was ever
investigated or not, but that was at an actual prison.

Mr. DORNAN. A headstone? Where?
Mr. Bell. At LeBou prison, in the prison cemetery.
Mr. DORNAN. Where is LeBou, roughly?
Mr. Bell. It is on the Lao-Vietnam border, Quang Tri Province.

Mr. DORNAN. Way out in the west and the south?
Mr. Bell. West.
Mr. DoRNAN. Right.

Mr. Bell. Right along Highway 9.

Mr. DORNAN. Can anybody just quickly, by a nod of the head, in-

dicate from our analysts to come up in the next panel, did anybody
investigate the story, know about it, U.S. Navy, USN gravestone?
OK.
So you just recorded it and sent it home?
Mr. Bell. I just recall

Mr. DORNAN. Or did you send your information down to Stoney
Beach in Bangkok?
Mr. Bell. We had a source that, had that account, who was held

in that prison. I don't know if it was ever investigated. I know that
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the JTF was aware of it. I don't know of the outcome, if anybody
went out there to check it out or not.

Mr. DORNAN. Right. We will check that, too. Was there—did you
ever come to a decision about whether, and this lends to a lot of
conspiracy theories, about whether there was ever a secondary
prison system?
Mr. Bell. I don't know of a secondary prison system per se, but

there was a system of security or intelligence and security camps
under the public security, which was separate from the military
system.
Mr. DORNAN. Yes. Most of the men came back from Vietnam, and

my colleague, Pete Peterson, still believes that they pretty much
knew everything. However, interestingly enough—and I think you
have functioned as a translator for Congressman Pete Peterson; did
you not?
Mr. Bell. Right.
Mr. DORNAN. That in his debrief, I don't know how I found this

out, someone called me at home and said, oh, and I was his debrief-

ing officer. What is the analyst's name, that I mixed up with the
other guy? Oh, Destatte, Destatte, that he was his briefing officer,

and said that Pete Peterson told him when he came back, this is

the reverse on my squadron commander, Robbie Riser, and others,
absolutely we left people behind. He is involved in saying no, we
probably didn't. But Robbie Riser and a lot of others came home,
said we knew everybody in the system, nobody was left behind.
Now Brig. G«n. Robbie Riser says absolutely we left people behind.
The first testimony I had as Chairman was, give me his name, the
camp commander of plantation, Ted Guy, Col. Ted Guy came home,
said nobody was left behind alive. Now he believes, yes, they were
behind alive. When I asked McCain about Ted Guy, he says, oh,

he is saying some crazy things now. No, he didn't say one crazy
thing here when he testified. He said very thoughtful and thorough
things, so it shows you how attitudes change or what perceptions
are.

But the Lao-Vietnamese border was always fascinating to me be-

cause of the Vietnamese cultural belief that to say something was
so, they had to make it partially so. In other words, how they play
that game when you first got over there, nobody is under our con-
trol against their will, well, right away that makes you say, well,

do you have people here that want to be here?
Salt and pepper, the other guy that dragged three or four ar-

mored personnel vehicles, chained them together and dragged them
out of a Danang compound right over to the other side, a very en-
terprising traitor and defector. Have you ever felt that there was
immediately adjacent a prison, one prison or multiple small pris-

ons, just inside the Laos border from Vietnam?
Mr. Bell. I know of temporary prisons during the war that were

in Kham Keut and places along the border where Americans were
moved to. Some of them surfaced again and some of them were
never heard from again. But I don't know of any long-time station-

ary prisons.

LeBou, like I say, was an old French prison, but that was back
in the 1950's. And it was pretty well abandoned after that. It is a
big stone fort. It was used by the people working in the area as
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a border checkpoint back during our presence during the war. But
I don't know of any prison just inside of Laos except for those tem-
porary prisons that were on the evacuation route. The last time
that we had people in those prisons, as far as I know, were people
that were captured in like 1974, and moved up to that area.

Mr. DORNAN. 1974 or 1964?
Mr. Bell. 1974, captured in Laos, but moved up into Laos right

inside the Vietnam border.

Mr. DORNAN. Right.
Carol, as a friend, I read your statement, followed along with

you. It can be described as angry, bitter, sternly written. Do you
think there is anything your government and the people who work
on this issue, do you think there is anything they can do to bring
you some relief and make up for any omissions in the past?
Ms. Hrdlicka. Do an honest investigation. And I said before, if

the DIA and the DPMO people would include us in the investiga-
tions, then we could all sit down and we could resolve some of
these things. But they don't do it. They treat us like little kids that
don't have the right to know. They lie to you and they make out-
landish statements that anybody with a logical mind can see can-
not be. They put things in files that don't belong there and then
they try to tell you how it really does belong there when you see
it can't.

Mr. DORNAN. See, I could write off that last one as just bureau-
cratic mistakes from overload, but so much time has gone by now
and there is so much money being spent on the issue, and the Con-
gress is so gracious about the unlimited amount of money we are
going to spend, that—and are spending, that I just can't believe,

and I have said it, Warren and General Wold and others have
heard me say it before, Nixon had this Steve Canyon handsome
type Air Force officer that was one of his senior military aides, the
top of the military pecking order of people assigned to a President,
and it wasn't about you, it was Carol Hanson and the wives I have
taken around the world on the first trip, and he said, talking to me
as some lowly lieutenant reservist, I think I was still a lieutenant
then, he said, you just keep doing what you are doing, bring these
people to me, and my job for the boss, meaning Nixon, is to pat
them on the head and send them on their way.
That triggered right in my mind when you said treated like chil-

dren. And I have never understood, given the expertise that was
developed early on in the families, why this—why this persists, if

this is either fair or an unfair feeling in the families.

I remember the State Department used to send a man named
Frank Seavers, didn't look very military, he looked 1970's, half
hippy, but he would come at all the family meetings, sit in on every
meeting and carry back whatever we were doing or planning to put
pressure on the Vietnamese. The war was still going on; he would
carry it back to the State Department. Years later I found out he
was Michael Dukakis' roommate at Swarthmore. So he had that lit-

tle connection to the campaign, and he had Dukakis making prom-
ises that he would resolve the MIA issue if he got elected in 1988,
which Bush did.

Obviously, with Bob Dornan being Bush's No. 1 surrogate speak-
er around the Nation, I was saying, can you try and do a better
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job since you were head of the CIA in 1976, a key year, can you
do a better job than Bill Casey did under Reagan? And what hap-
pened was. President Bush kind of went along with the team that
in the end ended up with that horrible day where he said, shut up
and sit down. And Clinton, being a very astute political animal,
just grabbed that torch, made promises to these families, and off

and running we were for the last 3 years.

So I don't understand, unless we can accomplish this on my
watch, to try and get everybody together at these very expensive
offices in Crystal City, with all the big locks on the door where it

is all secure, and get the families cleared, colonel, to go in there
and sit down at your briefing tables with you and go over these an-
alyst reports, and we will hear from them in a minute, and see if

we can do this.

I don't know what we can do about your brother, Kathy, because
of all the pain your family has already suffered with these phoney
photographs and this jerk in prison in East Grermany. I thought
they did a pretty good investigative case running that down. They
certainly solved it for me, the picture of the four men that were
supposed to be prisoners; and it came right out of a Russian maga-
zine or Ukrainian magazine in the Cambodian library, that they
went right in, took it out, doctored it.

And then I had a handsome young man whose parents were mar-
ried in Westwood, at St. Paul's Church, literally driveway to drive-

way across where I was rooming there when they got married
there. It was the Robinson case and David Hrdlicka was working
with—Congressman Hrdlicka was working with them and devel-

oped an interest for a year or so in this. And that young handsome
35-year-old Los Angeles lawyer was convinced that was his dad in

that photograph. And when we found the proof that it was a doc-

tored Ukrainian photograph, it was so painful for him to accept
that, because it had become his father.

I just hope that there is some way to get the families now, when
they come back from this trip, with General Wold; Winston Lord,
who has a lot of other things on his mind and I had the distinct

feeling today, you can tell him this the next time you see him. Gen-
eral Wold, that he did not enjoy being here or listening to my sto-

ries or my 30-year background on this, and that he has a distinctly

different view of what we can accomplish in Vietnam.
No elections, treat them differently than Castro, press ahead

with them, and of all people who end up healing the wounds of the
Vietnam war, the triple draft dodger who insults every family by
not including Vietnam. Am I imagining something or did any of the
three of you hear Clinton's speech on Bosnia two nights ago, Mon-
day? If you heard it, and he mentioned a series of countries where
we have suffered and put out American treasure and lives, and
Vietnam was not there, would you have picked up on that? Hit me
in the kisser just like a pie. I couldn't believe it.

Anything else the witnesses would like to add? And if I can, I

will try and set up a trip there, but I have got a hot Bosnian ongo-
ing problem now before we get MIAs, but I will try and get a trip

together with Mr. Bell, probably Al Santoli, myself, maybe a Demo-
crat Member—maybe Bob Smith is ready to go back a sixth time,
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I don't know. But anything you want to say in closing before we
hear from our analysts?
Mr. Hrdlicka. I would leave you with one thought. Just think

back to 1973. If DIA had come to me and said, "Gosh, Carol, we
can't get David out but we will help you do it, we'll back you," but
is that what they did? They immediately set into motion to kill

those men off the day President Nixon said they are all dead.
The only other request I would make is, when you get that docu-

ment redacted, I would like the intelligence before and the relating,

all the relating documents, with it.

Mr. DORNAN. Now General Wold has sent up a message that he
is not able to—he doesn't have the ability, grade level, to declassify
that. But he can get it for me as a member of the Intelligence Com-
mittee or just some old top secret to a Congressman, and then I'll

take a look at it.

Because of its age—^that is what is so frustrating to me, 22 years
old—because of its age, see, if I as a Congressman can start a proc-
ess after I have already seen it and assure you as a friend that
David was mentioned in passing, as they say, to see if we can't get
it. But then it is not the only document, there are all sorts of docu-
ment.

I went up to NSA the other day for my first visit in years and
years, was so highly impressed with our ability to listen all around
the world like no other nation in history, including Bosnia, which
gives me a terrifying feeling about traps being set for our men. But
the whole Defense Department is very uptight, starting with the
mortaring of the Holiday Inn, which I stayed in in 1991, in the cen-
ter of Sarajevo.

I will try to do everything I can. You are selected cases, based
on Al Santoli's judgment, to try and show General Wold and his
team what could happen with every family if we sent them the en-
tire file, which I guess is going to be done some day, and then with
their single focus of their loved one over 30, 25, 20 years, saying,
"Well, where is this?" and, "Why is that in there?" and, "I thought
we corrected this." And I thought I had all this solved. I was then
chairman of the task force for only 2 years, 1981, 1982.
General maybe Admiral—Tuttle—Tuttle assured me he was

going to lead a raid, helicopter raid, right into Laos, flying across
the narrow part of the south, North Vietnam, and that all fell

apart. And then I got Eugene Tide, as I told General Wold, to bring
me boxes and boxes of uncorrelated material, and we released it to

the families, and all it did was seem to drive more conspiracy theo-
ries.

And I don't know if turning over the raw data was right or if it

should have been collated first and figured out by time period, but
there is just still a frustration when new documents are found at
this late date. It is very, very hurtful. And life goes on, and I can
imagine the pain you would suffer if you were all swept aside and
most-favored-nation status was voted on.

Actually, that has to take place in the House and the Senate. I

don't know what is going to happen with our language in the ap-
propriations bill—no more money nor building a new embassy in

Hanoi, which I am sure upsets people in the State Department.
But that is life.
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We are going to get these questions answered, and we have a
freshman class that is different than most classes. They came here
as young political revolutionaries. Seventy out of seventy-three of
them voted with me last night to put a marker down in the ground
about Bosnia, which is only one issue, ground forces, in harm's
way, not air power, sea power, air lift, sea lift, intelligence, food,

fuel, logistics, hospitals, and intel.

That is a big effort by America to help our European friends in

a non-NATO country with the feeling that NATO is looking for a
mission.
So I am busy on a lot of fronts. We are going to get this solved,

and I am telling you. General Wold is going to help us do it.

Thank you, everybody.
Mr. DORNAN. Next panel. If the witnesses will come forward, I

will swear you in.

General Wold, you have been patient. You have had flight mis-
sions longer than this, I guess. You will come back.
James W. Wold, Assistant Secretary of Defense, POW/MIA Af-

fairs. With him is the Chief of Intelligence for the Joint Task Force
Full Accounting, Comd. Charles R. Marineau, Jr.

Accompanying them, if we have any questions for them, Warren
Gray, senior analyst, back again; Gary Sydow, senior analyst, back
again.
Accompanying Commander Marineau is his deputy, Deputy Chief

of Intelligence, Mr. Raymond J. Spock.
Raise your right hand. Thank you for understanding why we do

this. You are all honorable men; I know it is not necessary.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. DoRNAN. General Wold, you had a statement that is separate

from and different from the one this morning? Please proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. WOLD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE, POW/MIA AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY GARY
SYDOW, ANALYST; AND WARREN GRAY, ANALYST
Mr. Wold. I'd like to say at the beginning—and I will try to

make this brief because Commander Marineau has a statement
and I know there are questions of the analysts, but I certainly re-

spect the families who have—those who have testified today, those
family members in those three cases. I respect them for their

knowledge of their cases, their diligence over the years. I don't view
them in any sense of the word as children who we pat on the head
and send on their way. We do in fact sit down with family mem-
bers. We have a family room for that purpose where we review the
cases. We are more than pleased to do that at any time when we
can, at a time that is mutually convenient for them as well as us,

and go into the details of the case, which I think has been sug-

gested here.

The Congressman referred to the NSC document, and it is true,

I don't have the authority—the document isn't mine to declassify.

Any DOD document, any DPMO classified document, I can have re-

viewed for declassification, but an outside agency such as NSC

—

National Security Council—CIA, they own those documents, and it

is not for me to tell—^to order them, to task them, to direct them.
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I think in the matter at hand we may have a solution. Last
week—I first became aware of this document in MinneapoHs in

September 1994; Mrs. Hrdlicka showed it to me. I agreed that a
document that is all blacked out is wholly useless.

I don't think I said it was useless to me. It was helpful in show-
ing me the kind of information that the families often get when
they request documents. And I'm fully cognizant of the frustration

and the problem in that regard, and we are working with scores

of families in that regard—Korean war families, cold war families,

as well as Southeast Asian families, to try to resolve that particu-

lar problem.
And last week I provided you with the information as to the loca-

tion of the document, the font, and so forth, over at the NSC; and
I will make myself available at any time convenient to you, to-

gether with my analysts, as you may wish to review that document
further.

I did in the meantime some months back send a naval officer

over to the National Security Council to review it because we
couldn't obtain it. It was reviewed, and the naval officer deter-

mined that there was nothing in the document that referred to

David Hrdlicka's case. I did provide that information to Mrs.
Hrdlicka in a separate response.
Comment concerning Mrs, Duane
Mr. DORNAN. Greneral, may I interrupt just 1 second. As you sit

here, third time I'll use the word "dutifully," listening to the story

of the wife of a fellow Air Force officer, I know you identify with
the problem that may have been—when did you first go to Vietnam
as a combat pilot?

Mr. Wold. 1969.
Mr. DoRNAN. Now 4 years before this happened, before you went

over there, didn't you hear a story about a brigadier general knock-
ing on somebody's home door in Colorado saying "I don't know why
I'm here but they said it was really important so they sent a gen-
eral officer over." That is strange. That is hurtful, that we weren't
prepared to do this more smoothly when this happened.
And you can see, given the bursts and spurts with the way some

of this information came out and being on the Intelligence Commit-
tee, I'm well aware of how people always err on the side of over-

classification and being uptight about intelligence information, but
even though you may not agree with the final characterization and
how your team is working now, you understand, with the months
you have worked on this—and it is what?—2 years now. A year
even on the job
Mr. Wold. About 20 months.
Mr. DORNAN. About 20 months. You can understand how some

of these families have been through hell.

Mr. Wold. Sure.
Mr. DoRNAN. Given the peculiarities of the Vietnam war

compounded by our first no-win war fought to a draw—not fought
to a draw, giving them a draw in Korea—that wrecked a man who
has been revisited by historians and turns out to be a pretty solid

American, Harry Truman. I don't think LBJ will ever be resur-
rected the same way. Oliver Stone has demonized Nixon.
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I have a staffer that sits behind me over here in this corner, not
this lady but another one who is Nixon's niece, and occasionally I

looked out the comer of my eye when I was rough on him to make
sure she wasn't there a little while ago.

The families get hammered when I mentioned about Clinton not
mentioning Vietnam. Probably some political advisor said take that
out, it backfires on you, it recalls Colonel Holme, your experience
when you weren't supporting the troops, you found them loath-

some; all these things stay raw and alive with the family members.
So as you sit there and when you were in Vietnam you were

what, a major?
Mr. Wold. I was a lieutenant colonel.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, by that time David had been promoted right

up cycle and was either a major or a lieutenant colonel. Let me ask
his son: By 1969 would he have been a colonel or a lieutenant colo-

nel or major? Shot down as a captain, right?

Mr. Hrdlicka, Junior. Major.
Mr. DoRNAN. Would have been a major at that time. You

wouldn't have wanted this to happen to your wife.

You have five children, right?

Mr. Wold. Four.
Mr. DORNAN. Four, giving you that 14 grandchildren count.

We have just got to be very sensitive. I know that your analysts
have taken a lot of heat, hammering over the years, and I thought
Gary and Warren were pretty good at taking blows from the fami-
lies.

But we still have to be supersensitive and treat these family
members like they are our family, and I know you have done that
in a lot of cases, but then again, it hasn't happened in some cases,

and part of it is the nature of the bureaucratic beast that we tend
not—not treat them like children maybe, but which did happen in

the early years.

I told you that Carol Hrdlicka—^the Carol Hanson story, where
they send a gunnery sergeant that doesn't know an5^hing about
the MI case to make sure she doesn't say anj^hing untoward.
What was Carol Hanson doing? What I told you earlier, exactly

what the families did with the French pilots.

Remember our last meeting. Not yours and mine in my office but
the last hearing. I took that Paris Match magazine out. I showed
you those French pilots. You knew I was focused in on them. And
they popped up because France said, "We are going to bomb you."

That is what I thought Nixon and Kissinger said they would do
in Vietnam if they found out the Government was not forthcoming.
And if Jerry Ford hadn't been an appointed President with a Wa-
tergate baby Congress, some of them still left, cutting off our allies'

economic aid, first military aid then economic aid under Senator
Alan Cranston, and if Ford had not been an appointed President
and Nixon had held onto office, B-52's would have been on their

way back from Anderson Air Force Base to bomb Vietnam when
they came down with that daytime German-tjrpe blitzkrieg rolling

up Vietnam down the coast.

Lots of tragedies here. The F-111 one is a tragedy and micro-
cosm of the whole war. I just want you honorable folks to really

start to reevaluate how you deal with the families and how we end

35-210 - 96 - 13
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up with this comprehensive review. And I'm not saying this in an
angry way, but I still don't have your analysis of the tough cases,

and now I have got mine, which I said earlier can't be as good as

yours. So let's finally sync that up, what you think is the final top-

notch list that you are going to take to Hanoi some time around
mid-January.

Please continue with your statement.

Mr. Wold. As I indicated, I came into this job about 20 months
ago, and Mrs. Duez's statement reminded me of this, although it

is pretty frequently in my mind, with the words of Jeremiah 21,

"I will make my plans known to you, plans for hope and not for

calamity."

I am optimistic. In spite of the frustrations of the job, I still re-

main optimistic that a lot can be done and that a lot will be done
in the months ahead. Whether it takes 6 months or 12 or 2 years,

I don't know what that time period is. It is a long time in Laos,
as I suggested, if we go the route of joint field excavations on most
of those.

And with respect to Mr. Morrisey's statement, I certainly do
identify as a grandfather because I do the very things that Mat-
thew was talking about. I teach them how to play chess. I take
them out into the hills on the farm and sledding, which I'll do at

Christmastime, and do all those things that grandfathers do.

Mr. DORNAN. In North Dakota?
Mr. Wold. In North Dakota. So I really identify with Mr.

Morrisey and all the families.

As we go to Vietnam and as we begin to focus on cases with
them, I just want to leave a thought that every case, every family,

is equally important. We are going to do our utmost to present
every case in as thorough a fashion as we possibly can to the Viet-

namese. Those that call for unilateral action on their part or

whether it is joint field activities there or whether it is our own ac-

tion back in CILHI working on the identification process, we are
going to do everything we possibly can.

As far as the panel before us today, I am going to ask Com-
mander Marineau to make a statement. I appreciate your allowing
him to appear as a substitute, as General Viale's substitute, who
is tied up with a delegation from Cambodia.
And then when we get to the two analysts, I am not sure how

you wish to proceed, whether you want them to make a statement
or whether you want to pose questions; and we will wait for your
direction in that regard.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DORNAN. I would hope Gary and Warren would just have an

opportunity to answer in their own heartfelt way about what they
think they have accomplished or are trying to accomplish and give

me a view of how they handle some of the anger of the families at

them.
I have your statement in front of me, Commander Marineau, and

also your biography, so please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF COMDR. CHARLES R. MARINEAU, JR., CHIEF
OF INTELLIGENCE, JOINT TASK FORCE FULL ACCOUNTING,
ACCOMPANIED BY RAYMOND J. SPOCK, DEPUTY CHIEF OF
INTELLIGENCE, JOINT TASK FORCE FULL ACCOUNTING
Commander Marineau. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members

of the committee, for this opportunity to present an update of the
activities and progress of the dedicated men and women of the
Joint Task Force Full Accounting. Brigadier General Viale has
asked me to express his appreciation to you for allowing him to

send me in his stead so that he could host the visit of the Royal
Cambodia Government's POW/MIA Committee. This Cambodian
committee has been instrumental in the significant success
Mr. DORNAN. Host them here?
Commander MARINEAU. No; in Hawaii, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. Oh, in Hawaii. OK, good.
Commander Marineau [continuing]. Significant success of our

operations this year. We believe their visit will solidify future co-

operation in our future POW/MIA efforts in Cambodia.
Sir, we are just a few weeks short of the fourth anniversary of

the establishment of JTF-FA. Much has been accomplished in

those 4 years. Today there are 2,162 Americans still unaccounted
for from the war in Southeast Asia, down from more than 2,500 at

the end of the war, 2,160. In weighing JTF-FA's contribution to the
fullest possible accounting, however, the number of cases resolved
tells only part of the story of our progress and success.

JTF-FA's mission of achieving the fullest possible accounting is

complex. It requires the full dedication and effort of a wide range
of professional soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, and civil servants
with a diversity of specialized skills and abilities. These range from
highly trained intelligence analysts to the infantrymen leading our
teams who are experts in coordinating air and ground operations.

The teams' skills are enhanced by medics, communications tech-

nicians, life support equipment experts, explosive ordnance, dis-

posal technicians, certified anthropologists, and grave registration

specialists. Their efforts must be executed in remote areas of Viet-

nam, Laos, and Cambodia in terrain or conditions made dangerous
by rough terrain, unexploded ordnance, mines, adverse weather,
disease, wild animals, and sometimes by lawless insurgency. Today
JTF-FA is conducting complex investigation and recovery oper-

ations in Southeast Asia that were unthinkable just a few years
ago.

The breadth, scope, and duration of JTF-FA's efforts are unique
and unprecedented in history. No other nation has committed the
time and resources to such a comprehensive casualty resolution

campaign. The members of JTF-FA are highly motivated and
proud to be chosen for the solemn and sacred duty. All JTF-FA
personnel have made a personal commitment and are keenly aware
that each family member of a missing American is looking to us to

obtain the answers to the questions they have asked for so many
years that they—the answers that they deserve. In the 4 years of

the joint task force, we have accumulated a vast body of knowledge
as a result of our research and investigative efforts. We have sent
the families more than 12,000 reports, letters, photographs, and
documents containing information on the fate of their loved ones.
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For many of the families, this was the first new information re-

ceived since the loss of their sons, husbands, or fathers over 20
years ago.

And while the answers come slowly and painfully and aren't al-

ways what we would like to be able to say, such information has
never before been available. In the past, families could only wonder
about their loved one's fate. We believe that providing this informa-
tion constitutes tangible progress in keeping faith with the fami-
lies.

To better understand the full scope of our efforts, let me high-
light the operations conducted by JTF-FA this year. In Vietnam,
we conducted 6 joint field activities, each involving over 100 U.S.
personnel split up into 2 investigation and 8 recovery elements de-

ployed for over 30 days each. To accomplish those operations, many
of our people deployed away from home for up to 200 days during
1995. We investigated 219 cases and recovered 48 crash and burial
sites resulting in 35 sets of remains being returned to U.S. custody
for further analysis and identification by the Army's Central Iden-
tification Laboratory. In addition, we deployed 3 special research
and investigation teams for periods of 4 months, each dedicated to

investigating the last known alive in special remains cases. These
teams conducted 54 investigations, resulting in excavations of 3
sites.

A unique aspect of our operations in Vietnam this year was the
completion of two underwater investigations using U.S. Navy div-

ers. One involved the loss of two B-52's off the coast of southern
Vietnam, and one involved three F-4's off the coast of North Viet-
nam. We have located sufficient wreckage to plan an underwater
recovery of one F-4 aircraft next spring.

This year in Laos we also conducted five joint field activities,

each involving 4 teams, totaling 40 U.S. personnel. They inves-
tigated 89 cases and conducted 18 recoveries, resulting in a repatri-

ation of 14 sets of remains associated with unaccounted for Ameri-
cans.

For five of the cases, we brought seven Vietnamese witnesses to

Laos to assist us in locating crash and grave sites of Americans lost

in areas that were under Vietnamese control during the war. We
found and excavated two sites as a result while a third has been
found and awaits excavation. This effort will continue next month
as we bring in more Vietnamese witnesses to assist us. Our teams
have identified 46 potential Vietnamese witnesses to American
losses in Laos. We are working with the Governments of Laos and
Vietnam to locate them and make them available for upcoming tri-

lateral operations.

Our archival research team in Laos completed examination of
over 19,000 films, photos, and documents at the National Film Li-

brary. The Lao have recently formed an interministerial committee
to conduct joint archival research. We have presented a comprehen-
sive archival and oral history research plan to the Lao and are pre-
pared for expanded activities.

In addition to POW/MIA activities, JTF-FA has facilitated sig-

nificant humanitarian efforts on behalf of the United States Gk)v-

ernment in Laos, including the installation of three irrigation
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pumps and providing medical services to more than 3,400 Laotian
citizens.

Turning to Cambodia, JTF-FA conducted two major field oper-
ations
Mr. DORNAN. Commander, just stop right there at that point. I

don't want to forget to come back to this because it is a bit far
afield.

It appears we have come full cycle with the Laotians, because
this is what a lot of Americans were doing back in the sixties, help-
ing the Laotians with these very same projects. We went there
with all the best intentions, same kind of a mission we are going
into Bosnia on, and it is nice to see that we are back helping the
average humble Laotian farmer with irrigation projects and things
like that.

Start again at "Turning to Cambodia—

"

Commander Marineau. Turning to Cambodia, JTF-FA con-
ducted two major field operations there this year. For the first time
we deployed a large force to a forward operating base in the remote
Dragon' s Tail area of northeast Cambodia in April and May. This
is some of the most inhospitable terrain in Southeast Asia. In
many locations our teams rappel from hovering helicopters in order
to conduct on-the-ground investigations. Forty-six personnel plus a
helicopter detachment deployed for over 30 days, conducting 18 in-

vestigations and three excavations, recovering the remains associ-

ated with one American.
In November we conducted a major operation in Cambodia using

three teams. At Tang Island off the coast of southern Cambodia, we
conducted our first underwater recovery operation using a United
States Navy salvage ship. This operation, which relates to the Ma-
yaguez incident, also included investigating suspected grave sites

on the islands. The knowledge and experience we gained from this

operation will be instrumental as we plan the more complex recov-

ery in deeper waters off the coast of Vietnam next spring. While
we were at Tang Island, another team conducted an excavation
over 200 miles away in Northeast Cambodia. We were successful

in recovering a total of six sets of remains during these two oper-
ations. The remains were repatriated at the beginning of this

month.
Of note, during November JTF-FA teams were deployed simulta-

neously in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia involving over 300 United
States personnel. This was the largest and most complex JTF-FA
operation to date.

While these operations were being conducted in the field, back in

Hawaii a dedicated cadre of our most experienced and capable
JTF-FA analysts were involved in a comprehensive case review
with the Defense POW/MIA office and the Central Identification

Laboratory, Hawaii, or CILHI as full partners.

In the case review we brought the results, all JTF-FA work, and
our unique operational perspective to the analysis. We believe that
the comprehensive review was essential to provide a road map for

future operational planning. We want to come to analytical consen-
sus on the status of each case and agreement on the next steps re-

quired to achieve the fullest possible accounting. The case review
analytical process is now integral to developing all future actions
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on the cases. We plan to meet with DPMO next month to continue
the process and will meet periodically thereafter to better syn-
chronize future analysis in operations.

JTF-FA has already begun to execute the next steps identified

by the review. As requirements for field activity were identified

during the review, they were immediately integrated into our work
plan as the review progressed. We did not wait until the end of the
review to begin the next steps.

We have already reinvestigated 100 cases, completing the next-

step requirements identified by the review. This process will con-

tinue and accelerate. For example, during our JFA in Vietnam next
month, all 30 cases will be reinvestigated based upon requirements
identified by the case review.

Mr. DORNAN. What 30 cases. Commander?
Commander Marineau. I don't have the list of cases with me,

sir.

Mr. DORNAN. No; I meant discrepancy cases that are still top pri-

ority. Is that what you meant?
Commander Marineau. It will include—the JFA will do the reg-

ular cases. Our special research and investigation team will be
doing priority and SRT cases concurrent with the field team.
Mr. Dornan. You said all 30 cases, but your reference prior to

that was "reinvestigated 100 cases." What all 30 cases? The "all"

is what is throwing me.
Commander Marineau. All of the 30 cases that we plan to do

next month.
Mr. Dornan. Oh, I see.

Commander MARINEAU. Based on the results of the review.
Mr. Dornan. Great.
Commander Marineau. In conclusion, JTF-FA is meeting the

challenges of this unique mission. Our men and women, all volun-
teers, each of them the best our military services have to offer, take
this mission of the fullest possible accounting personally and seri-

ously. Their commitment is evidenced by the growing complexity of

our operations, their personal sacrifice, and being separated from
their families and comfort, and the continued success we enjoy in

bringing the next of kin the answers they deserve.
Mr. Chairman, again I thank you for this opportunity to rep-

resent the joint task force, and I am prepared to answer your ques-
tions.

Mr. Dornan. Thank you. Commander Marineau.
I am interested by this line that they are all volunteers. How

long has that been the case?
Commander Marineau. From the inception of the joint task

force.

Mr. Dornan. Did we have teams go in the field before the joint

task force at crash sites—maybe my analysts know, our analysts
know—that were not volunteers?
Commander Marineau. I was not here before the formation of

the joint task force. I don't know what the policy was there. But
when the poll—the joint task force was formed, we wanted to en-
sure, because of the hardships we were going to pose on the men
and their families, that they fully understood that and volunteered
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for the effort. If they did not volunteer, we asked the services to

provide another person.
Mr. DORNAN. All right. Let me start by asking what would seem

to be a mean question about General Needham going to China,
China Beach, the famous China Beach, because of the TV show
near Da Nang, and that it was run by a former POW interroga-
tor—I would add interrogator/torturer.

Does anybody know if General Needham went to China Beach?
Did any of the groups going over there go down to China Beach?
Mr. Sydow, Mr. Gray?
Mr. Gray. I am not aware they went to China Beach at all, sir.

Commander Marineau. Often our teams would deploy to that
area, and if they had free time, they might take some R&R on the
beach. But that would be the extent of it.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me just tell you, in this strange world where
People magazine type paparazzi are everywhere, I was reading an
in-depth story on 1 of the 53 or 55 designated war criminals, so

designated by Justice Richard Goldstone at The Hague in the
Netherlands, and one of them is General Milodovich, unusual first

name, Ratzo, R-A-T-Z-0. Ratzo Milodovich is a chess master.
So we are up against something tough there in Bosnia, an honor-

able army three-star general who was at Oxford 2 years preceding
Clinton and who told me, although he had never met Clinton—he
was coming home when Bill Clinton was going over on the S.S.

United States—that Oxford when he was there in 1967 and 1968
was the most hate-America climate he had ever been immersed in

in his life.

He came back to Fort Silver Artillery School, went to Vietnam,
won the Silver Star, was wounded several times, and performed in

an exemplary way. He is now a G-5, as you may know, over at the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.

I am reading the story on the front page of the Washington Post
last September, and it says Greneral Wesley Clark exchanged hats
with Milodovich, and I know a great man; I went uh-oh. Those
things come back to bite you.
Here is a war criminal, and you are giving him your Garrison

cap and taking his Serbian officer's cap.

And you have to be careful when you are in Hanoi, or anywhere,
how you associate with people who live their lives by totally dif-

ferent standards than we live here, where a four-star admiral can
have his career abruptly ended by an offhanded remark about pros-

titutes in Okinawa. So that is why I say be very careful where you
pose.

And I might say. General Wold—I meant to pass this on to Win-
ston Lord—please don't go to that photo opportunity spot in front

of that 6-foot bust of Ho Chi Minh. Don't be caught near there.

They try to get you into this photograph situation, and then AP
moves these photographs, and it brings more pain to the families.

George Bush is a good friend, and I saw him posing in front of

that bust of Ho Chi Minh, and I thought, here is a former leader
of the Free World with Ho Chi Minh looking down, laughing at

him. Just avoid those perceptions.
All right, let me ask a couple of questions—no, let me hold my

questions and defer to my very patient vice chairman here.
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Mr. Pickett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I welcome our fourth
and final panel of witnesses today.

The chairman said he was about to ask a tough question, and I

substitute one that he may have been thinking about asking, and
that is, what is it really that we know, after having made the com-
prehensive review of these cases, that we did not know before?
Where are we? Has our position improved? Do we have a better
basis to move forward? What has changed? What is better? What
is different?

Mr. Wold. Certainly our position has improved, yes, sir.

What the comprehensive review has done for us—and either of
the analysts can speak in more detail to this—has been to sharpen
the focus on the cases within the three categories that we have spo-
ken of earlier today. We just know more about each case.

Where in the past we have kind of looked at knowledgeability of
what the Lao or Cambodian or Vietnamese Governments may
know, the comprehensive review team has a more forward-looking
product in that it looks at the next steps. It is rather more forward
looking, I guess, than historical looking, although we certainly have
based the review on all historical data documents and information,
so forth, available to us.

Mr. Pickett. Does anyone else want to comment on that?
Mr. Sydow. I will affirm what Mr. Wold said. We pulled all the

information together with a view toward what is the best next step
we can take on the case.

There were sources of information mentioned today in earlier

comments. The uncorrelated reports from the war, SEEDEC docu-
ments. We pulled it altogether, coordinated with our field counter-
parts to determine what was the next best step, and that is where
we are proceeding.
Mr. Pickett. On the issue of intelligence and the use of intel-

ligence in the Joint Task Force Full Accounting mission, I keep
thinking, and I don't mean to be critical; but it seems that we gath-
er up a lot of facts in the intelligence process and it just remains
a jumble of facts, that somehow we are not able to make a coherent
fabric out of the facts that we learn that will help solve the prob-
lems we are confronted with.

I think back to the previous panel, particularly the family mem-
bers, and they were talking about the inconsistencies that had been
given them. And I am not suggesting that everything that has been
related to them was intelligence information, but certainly some of

it borders on that kind of data.

Yet there doesn't seem to be an organized way to bring what we
have in the way of intelligence together to be able to make a defini-

tive determination with regard to the POW/MIA's that we are still

working with.

Commander, can you throw any light on this? What is your view?
Am I being too hard on the system, or is something missing? Can
we improve? What do we need to do to make it better?
Commander Marineau. I think the realities of the issue are that

over the years we have often gotten conflicting information, sorting
through refugee reports, sorting through eyewitness testimony of
Americans on the scene, and then sorting through the testimony of

the Vietnamese that were on the ground that we can identify that
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may have been associated with the incident; it creates a body of
evidence that sometimes is internally inconsistent, and the dif-

ficulty is in trying to sort through analytically and find the truth
in that.

I believe the case review has improved our ability to do that, be-
cause for the first time since I have been the J-2 for the joint task
force, we have a fully integrated review process with the Defense
POW/MIA office.

We had had that for particularly the priority cases and the SRT
cases, but we are able to expand that greatly and take advantage
of the broad analytical expertise of the DPMO as well as our
unique expertise; and I think the case review has led to us to the
point where we are better able today than we were a year ago
when we started this process to identify legitimate next steps that
we have to pursue and have a fuller understanding of where we
stand on the cases.

Mr. Pickett. Whose job is it in this process to reconcile the con-
flicting data so that this job is not left to the families to do on their
own? They would seem to be the ones that were in the least desir-
able position to make that determination.

Is there something that should be done in the process to resolve
these conflicts before the data gets to the families?
Commander Marineau. Well, as you know, we have an analyt-

ical shop at JTF-FA and at DPMO, and we depend upon the exper-
tise of our trained intelligence analysts to sort through that data
and then look it over by people like myself who manage the effort

and look for professional, consistent, logical analysis and make the
determination. I have no better way to do that.

We have sort of competing analyses in the sense that sometimes
the DPMO people see things a little differently than we do, and
that synergy of competitive analysis makes for a better product.
Mr. Pickett. Maybe the analysts could comment on this issue as

to whether the intelligence portion of what we learn or know is

adequately integrated into the data that you use when you are ana-
lyzing specific cases.

Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir. At each step in the process, the analyst is

going to seek information from wherever, from whatever source he
can find, as it applies to the case.

An individual analyst will be responsible for a certain select

number of cases. He will use both open source information and in-

telligence, as available to him.
Confirming what Commander Marineau said, in each of these

processes, at both of our organizations, an analyst is going to take
all the data that he has before him.
We've talked a little bit about the scrub data sheets that we

passed to the committee. Those are a hand note of an analyst who
has a full casualty file in front of him, who has library reference,

who has several sources of data that he is summarizing and gisting
and putting on to those data sheets.

Once he's done with his basic conclusion on what the next step
should be for the case, there would be at least three levels of man-
agement review to ascertain that his logic is clear, that his docu-
mented evidence is clear, and that his conclusions are well drawn.
I think both of our organizations go through that process. And one
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part that was particularly good about the comprehensive review is,

then we got together and we compared how we did with each other
to get the best possible result.

Mr. Pickett. How do you go about reconciling when you have
conflicting facts that show up in the file? How do you reconcile

that? How do you make the determination which ones you are
going to go with and which ones you are going to disregard?

Mr. Sydow. At the center of this comprehensive review and at

the center of some of the problems that we have reviewed in front

of your committee is the judgment of the analyst. There's no other
explanation for that.

I have around me very intelligent analysts, several who have
written long books on the situation in Southeast Asia, who know
languages of Southeast Asia, who had extensive experience in the
war, as I did.

The basic, central, key element in the analyst process is to look

at all that information and to make judgments. Some of the bits

of information that we heard discussed today the analyst has re-

jected or determined that it didn't fit plausibly into his understand-
ing of the case.

At all points the analyst is trying to judge which facts are valid,

which fit in his view of the case, and which are invalid, which he
discards and goes on with his view of the case.

So analyst's judgment is a central answer to your question.

Mr. Pickett. At this point in the process, is there any way or
anything that can be brought to bear on the resolution of these
2,200-odd cases that hasn't already been made available to your
analysts?

Mr. Sydow. No, sir. I think at this point in time we look forward
to greater progress in Vietnam, but we have looked at the whole
set of data in making our judgment on next steps.

Mr. Pickett. Not trying to put words in your mouth, but are we
at the point now that, with the 400-odd cases or so, you are going
to be depending on the governments there in Southeast Asia to

make the difference in whether or not you are able to bring these
cases to closure with the information that you could get from these
governments?
Mr. Sydow. There are cases where we must rely on the host

Indochina governments to help us.

As you may have noted, there are 567 cases where our analysts
have come to the conclusion that there is nothing more that this

government can do or any government can do.

But indeed there are some 400 cases where we need the host
Indochina governments to provide further information to help us.

There are some 1,400 cases where we believe that the best effective

action next for the case is a joint activity that Commander
Marineau described.

Mr. Pickett. I notice in going through a few of the files that I

reviewed, I don't recall ever seeing any comments in the file that
may have come from other military personnel who may have been
in the theater; for example, military personnel who may have been
in the prison system in North Vietnam.
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Has there been an adequate debriefing of all of the people who
have come back to ensure that any information that they possessed
on these matters have been incorporated into the files?

Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir. Mr. Congressman, when we debriefed the
returnees in 1973, in Operation Homecoming, all those returning
from Indochina, the United States Government made a special

commitment to those men that the information they provided
would be held in private and not for release for eternity, and that
is essentially the position that we have followed since then.

We don't interfile the debriefs with the regular casualty file. We
do, however, make it available as it is relevant to the families.

When it is relevant to another family's interest, we will excerpt
parts of that and show them that material, but we don't loosely file

it with all the material on a particular case. It is held in a special

library.

Mr. Pickett. Mr. Chairman, I think that is all the questions I

have, and I want to thank our witnesses very much for your help
today.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you. Thanks, Owen.
Let me just follow up on that question. Where is that library,

Gary?
Mr. Sydow. We have a central facility in DPMO that keeps our

debriefs.

Mr. DoRNAN. Would it be over at your new—recently new facili-

ties in Crystal City?
Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. When you say debriefs, you mean these are the de-

briefs of other pilots or Army men in the area of an incident?

Mr. Sydow. They are the debriefs of everybody who came home
in Operation Homecoming. They have all been reviewed multiple
times for any information that might reflect on another case.

Mr. DoRNAN. I recall that is a special category of classification

to keep people who are debriefed to be forthcoming and promise
them that that will never be released.

Mr. Wold. Yes, Mr. Congressman, that is correct, but there is

another aspect to it, and that is some of the narrative detail which
the returnees talked about are still current as to methods of help-

ing them which get to future activities.

There is a situation, for example, where you may have a former
POW who requests his file, he says, "I don't care if you release it."

But our concern in that regard is that there may be information
in there which may be of importance in future war—future situa-

tions where we have got a search-and-rescue situation, the methods
and tactics, the strategy, the equipment, the technology. Any of

those questions are things that we want to continue to protect.

That is the Air Force's position, who is the executive agency for

search-and-rescue. Solly takes that position, and OSD, and we are

certain—are equally concerned about future SAR operations that
might take place in Bosnia or whatever other conflict we might be
involved in.

Mr. DORNAN. Are you or any of your staff aware that in the exu-
berance over Scott O'Grady's miraculous rescue 6 days after we
thought he had been captured or killed, that everyone was—not ev-

eryone, that Scott himself was so eager to talk, and others, some
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others to analyze it, that it appears since I have seen you last that
the Bosnians set an ambush for us using what they learned from
O'Grady's incident and that is why two Marines were slightly

wounded.
Remember, I told you that was a rumor when I talked to you

last. I found out more about it; it was whether it stopped the sec-

ond and third rescue attempts.
But it is something that is, even in this fast-moving modern era,

there are certain things that we did with our prisoners—not to

them, with our prisoners in Hanoi, that I agree should be kept se-

cret, that men would have talked about in debriefings.

Then of course there is some embarrassing material that I think
should have been embarrassing. A lot of prisoners came home and
said A, B, C, and D are filthy traitors, cooperated with the enemy,
sock it to them, and John Warner and Bo Calloway in the press
quite often recently over GOPAC, whatever that is all about, the
Army and the Navy Secretaries decided not to proceed—I think
they should have—against the men who did betray their country
and brought punishment on their fellow prisoners.

It came down to, in the end, two officers and the seven enlisted
men, and another officer looked like he committed suicide. Cer-
tainly one of the enlisted men committed suicide, Cavanaugh. A
Marine in another one was shot to death, murdered in Manila, and
he had really compromised and was—and had two or three other
men under his spell.

So again, the prisoners coming home did not get full justice, and
we did not establish good case law for the future.

God forbid that we ever get in a conflict so big that we have pris-

oners rotting there for 7, 8, and 9 years, and frankly, given the way
we are on the information highway now, as I was trying to discuss
with General Shalikashvili sitting in your chair. Commander, how
many casualties we would accept in Bosnia before the political

pressure would build to pull out that we are talking about a couple
of hundred.
And it always hits me that we had that many killed in action

every week in Vietnam for years on end, 200 a week average, and
then several weeks at 350, 400, 450 during the Tet offensive period
and at the end of mini Tet, 1968.

I can't conceive this country having gone through that, and I

wished that I was in the Congress at that time in my thirties. And
that is one of the reasons I pursued the course I did over Bosnia
last night. I don't think it has been properly thought through. I

think a lot of good military people have taken their orders from the
top and that it is, in my opinion, influenced a lot by politics.

Let me ask you this. Have the Vietnamese turned over to the
United States Government the original records—and our two ana-
lysts could answer this, too, if they want—the original records of
the organization, this military law division that the mortician
worked for? And have they included in anything they have turned
over a list of code numbers, names of people, people whose remains
they had, personal effects of any deceased Americans from that
particular military law division?
Can anybody help me with an answer to that question? I have

a followup.
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Yes, Gary.
Mr. Sydow. On the specific issue of the Military Law Division in

Hanoi, they have not turned over such records.

The Mihtary Law Division is one name of an organization in a
series of four or five that kept changing its name. It managed a
procedure throughout the country of Vietnam of remains recovery,

photographing the remains, registering the burial, and so forth.

We have been shown a considerable number of documents that
detail that process, and in that regard the answer is yes.

Mr. DORNAN. Anything in your experience, Warren, with this

Military Law Division trying to break the code there?
Mr. Gray. No, sir. Gary would be the expert on Vietnam. Cer-

tainly nothing like that has come forward in Laos or Vietnam.
Mr. DORNAN. There was no comparable division in Laos?
Mr. Gray. No, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. Looking at these documents where they said 20 ap-
peared several times, given the doublespeak that they used at that
meeting that I witnessed with Carol Hanson in January 1970, I re-

member he said tens of tens. He might have used that expression
with 20; 20 is 2 times 10.

So tens of ten. I never really thought there were more than 20
up with Hrdlicka, DeBruin, and Shelton being 3 of the 20. That
was the figure I had in my mind in trips over to Laos in 1970 and
1971, and I didn't know about the existence of these documents.
Have the Vietnamese handed over—I should actually rephrase

this. Have the Vietnamese been asked about the personal files and
diaries of Colonel Doan, D-O-A-N; Hanh, H-A-N-H; or any other
commander of that Military Law Division?
Mr. Sydow. Col. Doan Hanh has been interviewed twice. His

statement is that he had no records to provide us.

Mr. DoRNAN. You didn't believe that, did you?
Mr. Sydow. No, sir.

Mr. DoRNAN. Yes.
Mr. Sydow. He indicated that the important files had been

moved to another location. He wasn't aware of their placement. So
we never recovered documents of that kind. At the same time, he
was fairly forthcoming in his interviews. He described the process
in detail, gave us insights into the picture that we knew.
Mr. DORNAN. I don't want to trivialize, but that comes under the

serious heading of "the dog ate my homework," you know, the dou-
ble-talk, it moved here, it moved there, we don't know where it is.

Maybe if you gentlemen would prepare the work for him that
Jim Wold could ask again—-just worth trying—about Colonel Hanh
and about this Military Law Division. As you said, one of these
days they may decide that they are not going to get most-favored-
nation status out of the U.S. Congress unless they finally become
truly forthcoming.
Regarding the mortician's report in the late seventies on intel-

ligence regarding that warehousing of remains, has there been a
thorough assessment during this recent comprehensive review of

repatriated remains, which would be a rework for you folks, would
show evidence of storage with patterns and numbers, kind of like

graphs it out on a time line? Aiid would it include factors such as
locations, whether above- or below-ground storage?
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I don't even know what that means, if the staff is prepared. Why
would they store anjrthing below ground? because if it is stored
above or bebw, it is not going to deteriorate as though it were in

the dirt, whether or not any discrepancy cases were in there. Inci-

dents occurred when, type of incidents, any correlation at all or
analysis of warehousing vis-a-vis discrepancy cases—was there any
kind of a study like that done?
Mr. Sydow. No, sir. As we indicated in the last hearing, that

needs to be done. We are intent on doing it.

Mr. DORNAN. Oh, good.
Mr. Sydow. The focus of the comprehensive review was on unac-

counted for cases. The theme that you suggest deals with cases we
have already accounted for, how we accounted for them, where we
got the remains, and how they were returned. So that area is larg-

er than the scope of our review, and we are going into that shortly.

Mr. DORNAN. The administration continually refers to less than
one—quote, 100 special remains cases, unquote, as a priority

focus—as a priority focus, those 100 special remains cases, and
that last known alive cases have been reduced to 55; and from our
other hearings I am still a little vague on how we ended up at that
55 and how old that figure is.

And what about the more than 110 last known alive cases which
are now reportedly classified as deceased? Fifty-five still special,

110 last known alive but now recorded as deceased. Why haven't
you added in this trip coming up in January the remains discrep-

ancy list? Why have they been kept there, the 110?
Mr. Wold. The list that was originally drafted, as the Congress-

man knows, I'm sure, consists of 196 names. Twenty-five Ameri-
cans were identified from that list. There was 1 foreign national,

bringing the total up to 26 that have been accounted for.

Mr. DORNAN. Did we ever determine where that foreign national
came from? Was he a Frenchman?
Mr. Sydow. He's a British citizen.

Mr. DORNAN. Oh, we have a name that goes with him?
Mr. Sydow. Oh, yes.

Mr. DORNAN. And the circumstance of his death?
Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. We notified his family?
Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir. We notified the British Embassy, just as we

notify families, American families.

Mr. DORNAN. Was he killed during our period there? Was he a
journalist or something?

Mr. Sydow. Yes. The reason that he's included in the case is that
he is one of three men, two different cases that occurred simulta-
neously in close proximity, and so he had to be included in the in-

vestigation to know what happened in the case.

Mr. DoRNAN. I see. And if Hanoi hasn't returned remains with
evidence of chemical preservatives since 1991—and that is my un-
derstanding; is that correct? No one has come back since—let me
rephrase it.

Starting with January 1992, Greorge Bush's last year as Presi-

dent, have any remains come back with chemical preservatives in-

dicating storage?
Mr. Sydow. No, sir.
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Mr. DORNAN. No. But that doesn't necessarily mean that they
haven't set this aside, right? As a matter of fact, it might have an
ominous interpretation that, there they are, annoyed we found that
out, and therefore it just brought it to a screeching halt, and at
some time in the future it may go the other way.

See, I still think that although it is not United States policy and
it has been French policy, I am convinced that as the rich fabric

of friendship unfolds, that at some point if we said look, let's quit
fooling around and we will give you $2 million per sets of remains,
close down the warehouse, I think they would close down the ware-
house, they would jump at it in a heartbeat. I think that would be
dishonorable of us.

I think that is what they still hold out for with fond hopes, be-
cause we as Americans would call the corruption—that is not a fair

word—the debasement of this trafficking in remains by the French
cultural approach to this, I think it has made it very difficult for

us.

Has that occurred to any of you gentlemen?
Gary, you are nodding. The French experience has made it tough

for us, has it not? Have you had any intelligence analysis of that?
Mr. Marineau. I am aware of it, Mr. Chairman. But I have not

studied the issue of the French remains in great depth.
Mr. DORNAN. Would you do that for me and get a copy of it and

just take a look at it? It would help you in your job, and also help
the folks back at Camp Smith, Howling Smith.
Let me ask you a question about your own background. At the

Naval War College you taught rules of engagement?
Mr. Marineau. Yes, sir, I did.

Mr. DORNAN. I noticed the media is getting so flippant about
this; they are assuming the American public understand all acro-

nyms. I heard a reporter the other night, or actually a briefer, talk-

ing about ROE, ROE. You are aware that Senator Barry Goldwater
had declassified and put into the Senate Record sometime in the
1980's the rules of engagement from Vietnam, MiG sanctuaries,
that sort of thing?
Mr. Marineau. I was not aware of that, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. You never taught the Vietnamese rules of engage-
ment?
Mr. Marineau. No, sir, we taught U.S. rules of engagement.
Mr. Dornan. That is what I meant, McNamara's U.S. rules of

engagement.
Mr. Marineau. We taught the rules of engagement as they were

updated in the late

Mr. Dornan. Oh, I see. You taught contemporary rules of en-
gagement.
Mr. Marineau. That is right. Contemporary rules.

Mr. Dornan. I think it would have been fascinating for senior of-

ficers of the Naval War College to go back and revisit what I think
were blatantly immoral rules of engagement, crippling our people
and causing hundreds of these POW cases. And the one that comes
to mind most is when I analyzed on a graph, men shot down on
their first, second, third, fourth, fifth mission, and then men where
the law of averages just caught up, shot down on their 91st, 92d,
93d mission.
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And then flying in an F-104 as a reporter once with Col. Sam
Armstrong at Edwards Air Force Base, he said, quote—this is in

the cockpit, so it stuck in my head. I got to know North Vietnam
hke the palm of my hand, after about 50 missions. I think he had
a hundred over the North, maybe more. And he said, I knew where
every SAM site was, I knew how to avoid them. And by the 60th
mission, I built a confidence level they were never going to get me,
and they did not. And I thought that is, in a small country like

Vietnam, that is possible. But the men that were hit in their first

few missions, even if they were on somebody's wing, I determined
that in 1965, 1966, and 1967, it was because MiGs could take off,

by McNamara's unethical dictate, they would take off, fly into the
sun, get the superior altitude, and use a very clever German tactic

from World War I, hit and run and move on. No dog fighting. And
they worked it to great success and reversed the averages of 8 or
13 to 1, depending on your historian in Korea.
And I took an 82-year-old ace from the Battle of Britain, Polish

squadron commander from Great Britain, Vitold Verbonovitz, and
he described to me how he shot down 17 German airplanes, more
than anybody else in the RAF, in the Battle of Britain. He said,

I would get to high altitude, pick my target, hit, run, and get out
of the area until I could safely recover and come back in, exactly
what they did to us in Vietnam.
Rules of engagement are very important, and for Bill Clinton to

indicate to our forces in Germany a couple of days ago that if they
suspect someone is coming at them they have the right to use le-

thal force, that is not the way American forces operate. That is an
invitation to killing an innocent civilian, bringing you cookies in

the dead of night, and you end up in a court martial trying to quote
the commander in chief as your excuse why you fired before you
had justification to do that. That is not part of a peacekeeping mis-
sion. So there is a lot more to unfold of our rules of engagement.

Let me come back to this, what has been done to the 81 cases
in Laos. This would be you, Warren, that involve 139 Americans.
Is that—wait a minute. There are 81 cases in Laos.
Mr. Gray. You are mixing a couple numbers. There are 44 inci-

dents in Laos involving 81 people.
Mr. DORNAN. Got it.

Mr. Gray. Those are the priority discrepancy cases. And that in-

cludes the category POW at Homecoming, Shelton, Hrdlicka, and
Debruin.
Mr. DoRNAN. Right, 44 now.
Mr. Gray. Yes, sir, 44; 81 persons. Now, the 139 is the total dis-

crepancy case listing.

Mr. DoRNAN. Got it.

Mr. Gray. We put knowledgeability in that early on, back in

1992, so it came up to 139.

Mr. DORNAN. Now, as you work with Gary, and prepare for this

trip, how do we break the impasse on the part of the Vietnamese
that they had nothing do with Laos? Are they inching forward and
saying, yes, we controlled these areas on this landmass map, and
we are going to try and get you some knowledge of that area?
Mr. Gray. They have not come forward and said we controlled

those areas. And that has certainly been a problem.
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Now, of all the losses in Laos, over 400, over 80 percent were in

areas controlled by the Vietnamese. There is an effort underway
now, started by General Wold, working with the Lao and others,

to get the Vietnamese and the Lao and the United States together
to talk about getting documents from Vietnamese archives with re-

gard to the losses in Laos. That effort is underway. We have seen
little documentation from the Vietnamese archives with regard to

the losses in Laos. So now it is going to be put on the table, it is

going to be a major point between all parties.

Mr. DORNAN. Have you ever been suspicious, to use this word,
scrubbed, that the Vietnamese scrubbed anj^hing out of their docu-
ments that pertained to Laos, before they gave anything to us?
Mr. Gray. Not really, because the one document they turned over

that gave us an insight into Laos was the 559 document. But indi-

cations are that there are more documents of that tjrpe for the
North, of that area, for example.
Mr. DORNAN. How did they come up with that number, 559?
Mr. Gray. That is the unit that
Mr. DoRNAN. Was that an antiaircraft unit or a
Mr. Gray. It is a group.
Mr. Sydow. The group was formed in May 1959, hence 559.
Mr. DORNAN. I was just thinking about that, OK, May 1959. And

it was a composite group, it wasn't just antiaircraft?

Mr. Sydow. It is a rear services group, controlled by the Rear
Services Directorate in Hanoi, responsible for both defense, anti-

aircraft, and moving troops and supplies down the trail.

Mr. DoRNAN. Now, this summary was handwritten, the 559
group summary?
Mr. Gray. That is right.

Mr. DORNAN, Do you think there is hope that we can get any
more documents or records like that to be made available by Viet-

nam?
Mr. Gray. Absolutely. There have to be source documents for the

559 document, source documents that go to the details of each of

the incidents, the many incidents identified in that document.
Mr. DORNAN. These documents that go back and forth and back

and forth that I saw years ago, here is one, January 6, 1970. I

roughly or vaguely remember discussing this with Lt. Gen. Eugene
Tighe, a document like this one or one like it. Says, subject, general
location of prison camp containing about 20 United States Air
Force pilots in Ban Nakay region of Houa Phan Province. Then it

is blocked out. Then it says about 20 U.S.—United States Air Force
pilots were in prison in a concealed section of Ban Nakay, gives co-

ordinates, area, Sam Neua province, according to two villagers who
visited the region.

You have gone over these laboriously for years now, right, these
references, Warren?
Mr. Gray. Yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. Do you believe at the time some of these documents
were written that we ever could have had that many pilots in one
location?

Mr. Gray. The area you are talking about Ban Nakay, is Vieng
Sai. Vieng Sai was the old Pathet Lao headquarters. The caves at
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Vieng Sai were essentially the headquarters. Sam Neua was not
that far away.
Mr. DORNAN. Extensive cave complex.
Mr. Gray. Yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. The caves properly described by Lieutenant Long.
Mr. Gray. The Pathet Lao leadership lived in these caves.
Mr. DORNAN. Have we visited those caves?
Mr. Gray. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dornan. Have you been there yourself?
Mr. Gray. I have not been there myself. I have been to Sam

Neua when I did the USA investigation, but did not go into Vieng
Sai, but the joint teams have been in Vieng Sai a number of times.
Phu Pha Thi is a couple of kilometers away. Same area.
Mr. Dornan. Did you go to Wemasigh in 1985?
Mr. Gray. No, sir. My analyst did.

Mr. Dornan. And you personally talked to your analysts who
were there?
Mr. Gray. Absolutely.
Mr. Dornan. The way I briefly described it from recall on the in-

telligence reports about the running gun fight along the mesa,
dropping the grenades along the side, the men trying to hide in

hammocks, were you satisfied that they weren't just stonewalling
your analysts, that they had no memory, and then somebody said
the rains have taken some of the topsoil off the top of the mesa
where they might have been buried? It all sounds very unsatisfac-
tory to me that they don't know where those people were buried.
Mr. Gray. Well, as you know, they brought Trim Muc, the com-

mander of the sappers, on to the mountain. He said that he could
pinpoint the grave sites. He pinpointed where he said they had
buried, in some cases buried, in other cases left them pretty much
on top, put rocks over them, pointed out each of the areas where
he said, I think more than 10 Americans had died and were buried
on the mountain.
The joint task force spent Christmas, through Christmas 1 year,

went over every inch, went into every area that he identified, cov-

ered the entire top of that mountain. Found what they thought
were remains. Turned out to be animal remains. But now the sin-

gle human remain was found on Phu Pha Thi.

Mr. Dornan. What was your analysis of that?
Let me just put a preface on it for Mr. Pickett and some others

visiting. The mesa had a sloping front; it was the general access
to it. They came up an unclimbable cliff, so he must be a very
proud commander that he pulled off an amazing commando, slash,

sapper-type mission, and wiped out a key radar site directing F-
105s and others from Laos into route Pack 5 and 6 on the North.
Did he—and I don't see any reason why he wouldn't be very proud
of this. They used Russian Antonov 2 Colt, our NATO nickname,
biplanes to bomb that site. They were obsessed with taking it out.

So when he came up the unclimbable, quote, unquote, side, and
caught the men from the back by surprise, and we put in an emer-
gency helicopter rescue, one man who made it on the helicopters
was hit with rifle fire and died in the helicopter on the way back;
is that not correct?

Mr. Gray. That is right.
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Mr, DORNAN. I have never seen anything more exciting and trag-

ic in a movie than that O.K. Corral scene there. But the sloping
front side that they didn't try to attack up and that we would have
supported with close air support, animals would have access up
that gradual front to destroy remains of any people buried with
just rocks. Was that part of the analysis? It was?

Mr. Marineau. If I can add, sir, one little known fact about the
aftermath of that incident is that the U.S. Air Force bombed that
site, putting tens of thousands of tons of bombs on top of that. In
fact, there is a part of the mountain that our teams identified that
may have split off and fallen to the bottom of the crevasse as a re-

sult. We believe there is a possibility that many of those remains
could have been destroyed by U.S. bombing of the site, animals
may have come. And also perhaps we know that from Mr. Muc's
testimony that they put another unit up there afterward. And
there is a possibility that we tried to confirm, they could have
thrown the bodies over the cliff. We went down to the bottom of
the cliff and looked, and we could not find any remains down there,

either.

Mr. DORNAN. When we put those very serious raids on there,

they were using it themselves or they had personnel up there?
Mr. Marineau. Apparently they put some sort of unit on tl^e top

of the mountain after they captured it. But it was not for an elec-

tronic unit of any type.

Mr. DORNAN. And that was probably the end of their service that
they wouldn't have survived that raid themselves. So did you find

Vietnamese remains anywhere?
Mr. Marineau. No, sir, we did not. We didn't find any remains

other than the small bones that turned out to be animal bones.
Mr. Gray. We have identified the commander of the unit that

came on after the sappers left and we are asking that he be made
available for interview. He has been interviewed, there is a video-

tape of him, but we are going back.
Mr. DORNAN. All right. That is good.
Then these documents here that I held up earlier that the fami-

lies are familiar with, if I have Mr. Santoli give these to you, is

there a way in the Intelligence Committee I can see the unredacted
versions of these and also show them to Mr. Pickett? These are
who? General Khamtai, these documents. Let's see, how can I iden-

tify records maintained by senior Lao Government Communist
Party official listing American MIA's from the war in Laos. With
you aware of this one, Warren?
Mr. Gray. I am not aware of the report, but I am certainly aware

of the records and the listings and General Khamtai. General
Khamtai leads the country today.

Mr. DORNAN. Right. That is right. Worked his way up.

Mr. Gray. Been interviewed by the Americans and he certainly

interviewed—or identified for our oral history program, if the Lao
ever allow us to talk to him.
Mr. DORNAN. Here it says, information on Americans missing or

killed in action will ever—I missed the beginning of the sentence
here, blocked out, remark—highly unlikely that the complete list of
information on Americans missing or killed in action will ever be
released so long as the U.S. Grovemment refuses to abide by the
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provisions of the Paris agreement to heal the wounds of war and
the 17 points included in the former Richard M. Nixon's letter to

S—although this is Vietnam, yes, that—you know, again, these are
the documents that are so tantalizing in their abbreviated form,
and I will have Mr. Santoli get them to you and see if I can look
at them up in the Intelligence Committee or something.
We are almost at the end here, gentlemen. Again, thank you for

your patience. Two questions.

Can there be further investigation of the Matejov case? Mary, the
mother, has been with us all day long, and the quest for the Baron
52 case. Do we have to proceed quickly with that burial? Is there
any way we can put that off as you work with the family members
to relieve some of their final concerns?
Mr. Wold. Mr. Congressman, the question is going to have to be

addressed to the respective service Secretary, the Secretary of the
Air Force. She is in a process at that point in the identification

process, and that is where the case—I am not trying to be evasive,

but that is where the disposition lives at this point.

Mr. DORNAN. I said earlier I could go to Senator D'Amato or it

would probably be sufficient because he is friendly to the Air Force,
so am I, to call on Secretary Widnall; and if we were to ask this

of her, how much more time would you need to work with the fam-
ily? Would a month be sufficient or 2 months, if the family feels

they just don't want it at this point? Certainly not until after the
mid-January trip, if it comes off. What do you think, Gary?
Mr. Sydow. We are happy to work with the family to deal with

the questions that they raise. And we have done that over the
course of this case. I am not sure what questions are being for-

warded at the moment.
Mr. DORNAN. Right. We will supply that to you.
And I have a question from my four generation—four decade

friend, Carol Hrdlicka. Has anyone ever interviewed that Russian
that she mentioned in her testimony, I would have to go back to

her testimony, Shchedrov?
- Mr. Gray. I am aware of the situation. Back in 1993, Carol got
a letter from Mrs. Shchedrov, whose husband was a journalist. We
have a special study being done right now with regard to what
Shchedrov knew about live American POW's.

In the letter to Carol, she says—this is coming from the wife, he
has died, he is no longer available. But she says she understood
from her husband that David was interviewed by him in 1969.

It was my understanding that the joint task force—I am sorry,

not the joint task force, our Russian Task Force is going back to

interview her. That has not been done, but certainly at the moment
she's interviewed, and based on what she says, that will be for-

warded to Carol.
Mr. DORNAN. Is she in a large city, like Leningrad or Moscow?
Mr. Gray. I am not sure exactly where she is located. But the

team has access to all of the country, so access should not be a
problem.
Mr. DORNAN. Is there a person like you, Warren or Gary, work-

ing the Russian problem that deals with Congressman Sam John-
son?
Mr. Gray. Our Task Force Russia.
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Mr. DORNAN. Right. Who is your-
Mr. Gray. Joint commission support.

Mr. Wold. Perhaps I could elaborate on that. A large part of my
time and activity is involved with our Joint Commission Support
Directorate. This was formerly the old Task Force Russia.
Mr. DORNAN. This is what Congressman Johnson works with?
Mr. Wold. That is right. Ambassador Toon is the U.S. cochair-

man of the commission. Included as commissioners are Sam John-
son, Senator Smith, Dennis
Mr. DORNAN. Is Pete Peterson on that?
Mr. Wold. Pete Peterson, myself. Dennis, what is his name?
Mr. Gray. Senator Smith is on that.

Mr. Wold. Senator Smith, the president of the National Intel-

ligence College, and there may be one other person. Oh, the U.S.
Archivist. We are the—we constitute the commission.
During the past year, we met generally every—about every 3

months, about once a quarter, and have presented very extensive
analyses and questions to the Russian side. Each time we go back,
as we do in Southeast Asia, we look for responses and if we don't
get them we say, we asked you about this last time, what is your
response. And we keep pursuing it in that fashion.

I should mention, it may have been Mr. Morrissey's testimony,
he referenced hundreds of Americans having been taken as POW's
to the Soviet Union. This has been probably the highest priority

question that the Commission has addressed in its 3V^ years of ex-
istence. For myself, I feel that the number is much less and the an-
alysts feel now that it is maybe 40 to 50, rather than several hun-
dred. And especially the F-86 pilots, so they wanted the tech-
nology, they wanted the brain knowledge on strategy, tactics, and
so forth that the pilots possessed.
We have not found evidence that we can turn around to the Rus-

sians and say, look, these came out of your archives, now explain
it. That is the kind of evidence we are still looking for. We had a
lead, a very intriguing lead, that developed in the last plenary ses-

sion in September, I believe it was, in Moscow. A foraier young sol-

dier named Trotsingle, he is 40 years older now than he was at the
time he was a young soldier, came forward as a result of radio ad-
vertising that we do throughout Russia, asking former veterans,
please come forward if you have any information on cold war shoot-
downs, on the interrogation process in Vietnam, or in Korea.

Trotsingle came forward and told us an interesting story which
we believed and the Russians said he was credible, that he had
been in a hospital, he had been injured in a parachute jump. He
was put in a ward where there were four or five Americans, and
he identified them as Americans because he said they kept repeat-
ing words like—there was one, the others were pretty badly in-

jured, were burned, but one kept repeating the phrase of San Fran-
cisco, Chicago, Philadelphia, and that sort of thing, and from that
he deduced that they were American fliers, American POWs.
He was interviewed by both sides. We followed up that interview,

went out to the village and the hospital site. We found corroborat-
ing evidence from neighbors which could corroborate his presence
in the hospital. There was a hospital cemetery there, and there
were five graves that were aligned in a different direction than
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what you normally find in a Russian cemetery. It was either east
to west as opposed to north or south, or vice versa. The Russians
worked with us to investigate those graves where this Trotsingle
had heard that Americans had been buried out in the cemetery, we
did not find remains. We continue to pursue that case and try to

pursue more information as to the circumstances of his testimony.
We believe he was credible.

What is significant about that is that this would be the first time
that we had clear evidence, which the Soviets have previously de-

nied, that American POWs ever set foot on Soviet soil. So I don't

know where I was going when I started this.

Mr. DORNAN. Well, no, the untimely death of General Dmitri
Volkogonov does not help this process. I am very impressed with
what you just told me, so I am glad you are going there. And it

is in today's paper, if you haven't seen it, on another case, in

Kyrgyzstan. And I was starting, as I was reading this, as I was
also listening, and I was thinking, well, this is a little too mysteri-
ous, not going anywhere. As I get to the end of the article, it says
that the Soviets had two special camps for former prisoners. Now
what does that mean? That sounds like the North Korean situation

of taking South Vietnamese prisoners, thousands of them, beating
them down mentally over 10 or 15 years, then releasing them, say-
ing you can intermarry but you stay here, we don't want you tak-

ing any Intel back to South Korea. It is the most closed society in

the world, and I thought of that, I flashed on that when I see
camps for former prisoners.

What is that? You let them out of one prison and then put them
in a camp for former prisoners? And it is about as far away from
the Western world as you can get, is in Tajikistan or Kyrgyzstan.
And I hope to go there next summer on an intelligence trip based
on all the problems developing there.

One final question on documents like 559. The Vietnamese Gov-
ernn^ent has got to be more forthcoming on issues like that before
we can sign off on this. They are fully cooperative. I will stay with
very good. I prefer good, but I will go with very good as long as
we don't say splendid, supercalifragilisticexpialidocious as to co-

operation. But we are going to press them on this January trip on
documents like 559, right, I mean groups like that.

Senator Smith wanted to know, because he has very unpleasant
feelings about the way he was boxed in by the aforementioned
Frances Zwenig, John McCain, and certainly John Kerry; suddenly
they were—or Kerry was a big friend to the Pentagon on this. And
it always seemed to me, tracking it from the different legislative

chamber, that it was all geared to end it as fast as they could to-

ward the end, and shut down the investigative process. And bingo,

look what happened, a few months after they shut down, the
Chairman would have been Senator Smith and it would have been
a totally different operation and Kerry probably said, I don't want
to have an3^hing to do with this.

Would you characterize Vietnamese efforts on the POW issue as
fully cooperative or absolutely superb? If you had to choose be-

tween those two, what would you go with? Can I start with you,
General? I think Senator Smith, frankly, wants this for the record.
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Would you characterize their efforts on the issue as fully coopera-
tive or absolutely superb?

Let me ask—let me ask Gary, I see now Senator Smith wanted
the question asked of Gary and Warren. And maybe he has some
intent here because expressions have been used before. Let me put
it in Bob Doman's words. Have you, Warren, ever used the term
"absolutely superb" to describe their cooperation?
Mr. Gray. With regard to the Lao or the Vietnamese?
Mr. DORNAN. Right. And again because I told you I have no hid-

den agenda, that if we found some documents where you said, that
it is fine with me, that you didn't remember it. But do you honestly
recall, and I think you are an honest man, do you honestly recall

ever saying absolutely superb?
Mr. Gray. Not with regard to cooperation on the part of any of

them.
Now, as I indicated, my expertise is with regard to Laos, and

people have asked me where do they stand with regard to coopera-
tion and I pointed out that in many areas they have cooperated.
They have done the best that they could with the few people that
they have dedicated to the issue. But the bottom line is, there are
still answers that we feel they can provide, archives
Mr. DORNAN. That they are holding back for some reason and ar-

chives would be No. 1.

Mr. Gray. We don't know that they are really holding back. For
years their position was they didn't have archives, that the folks

in the field were illiterate, couldn't keep notes, so they didn't have
any. But we have seen indications they probably do have archives,

wartime archives. So—and they have indicated now they put to-

gether an ad hoc committee that is going to go in, determine where
the archives are, and give us access.

The other problem has been oral history program. They—same
vein, they put together the ad hoc committee. They indicate that
the ad hoc committee is already interviewing the oral history folks

that we identified. We are looking for those reports and we are say-

ing we want to come in with you and do joint interviews.

So those two areas have been problems in the past. But they are

trying. They say that this ad hoc committee will solve those prob-

lems.
Mr. DORNAN. I didn't look up to see if you took notes when Mr.

Bell was testifying, but I am sure you took due note of any histo-

rians in tank tops and Ho Chi Minh sandals. That is a good criti-

cism, don't you think, that our historians when they are interview-

ing a colonel or someone of that rank, should be dressed respect-

fully, in spite of the humidity. Would you agree with that also,

Gary?
Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. And can you give me a bottom line, first of all not
setting a trap, you are forgiven if you said it, didn't recall, in a mo-
ment of enthusiasm did you ever describe Vietnamese cooperation
as absolutely superb
Mr. Sydow. No, sir.

Mr. DORNAN [continuing]. In Senate hearings or anything? Grood.

And you are still not able to say fully cooperative?
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Mr. Sydow. No, sir, I wouldn't say that. I would say they cooper-
ate constructively.

Mr. DORNAN. Cooperate constructively.

Mr. Sydow. They can do more.
Mr. DoRNAN. Right. And then again, using just recent days,

Bosnian Serbs, totally different culture, ancient part of Western
civilization, going back to the Battle of Kosovo, interestingly when
you adjust the calendar, on the exact same date of the assassina-
tion of Arch Duke Ferdinand, June 28, 1389, Prince Lazar, still

spoken about as though it is George Washington two centuries ago,
and he died today, by the way, in 1799, the Bosnian Serbs, our cul-

ture, just a few days ago said we don't know anything about any
French pilots, don't know a thing. Kidnapped at day 52, don't know
anything about them, go talk to the Muslims. And then when they
are pressed hard enough, Milosevic presses them, they say, oh, yes,
here they are. And then Mladic stands there and goes, bon voyage,
in French.
You know, that is what lying is all about and our race of events

here, nobody says filthy liars, look what you did to the families in

France, MIA families, we just move on. And then they go, gee, that
wasn't so hard to undo that lie. So again, there are current experi-
ences that show what the families are going through.
So here is the final thing. Commander is off the hook, Jim Wold

is off the hook, and I can see you were touched as we all were by
that young grandson's wishing that he had something other than
a name on a wall.

Let me just end with what I wanted Warren and Gary to address
earlier. Defend yourselves about your relationship with all these
families over the years. Constructively defend yourselves. You go
first to Laos, Warren, because it involves the oldest case, the oldest
two cases in Laos. You have had moments along with all the criti-

cism I assume, over the years, have you not?
Mr. Gray. You mentioned earlier our looking into how we would

handle the anger of the families, and I have been thinking about
that. I can honestly say, with all the families I dealt with, and I

dealt with many, many of the families, I have families that call me
on a daily basis. I have families that call and say, Warren, just
keep me posted on what is going on in Laos. And I do. I have not
experienced anger from the families, because I think they realize

early on that the people working this issue, and I tried to impress
upon them the fact that we are sincere in what we are doing. We
have loved ones who are missing. I am a Vietnam veteran, I have
been there, I know what it is all about.
Mr. DoRNAN. Were you Army, Warren?
Mr. Gray. Army, yes, sir.

Mr. DORNAN. Which corps area?
Mr. Gray. I started out in Phu Bai, 1st Corps, and wound up in

Saigon and then out in Long Binh as the S2 with an ASA battalion,

strictly intelligence throughout. But there has not been anger.
These folks realize, and every time we picked up new information
that ought to go to the families, I have got folks on my team, I

have got some of the finest analysts you will ever encounter on the
POW issue, who say, get this to the family today, and we are doing
it. We are moving stuff to the families. In some cases, there have
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been mistakes and the information has gone out. Some of the files

are terrible, we will admit that. But we are trying to get those
things up to date and ready to go. The families are coming in look-
ing at the files. And that is good. But there has not been anger.
I have seen people looking at us like I know you are working for

me and I know what you are doing and I appreciate it. I get a lot

of that from the families.

Mr. DORNAN. And do you think with a renewed effort here under
General Wold that there isn't any family that you can't go back,
start from scratch and say, whatever you think we have done, let's

just agree to put it behind us and let's start anew here with this

comprehensive review and try and make the records as accurate as
possible? I am thinking about Carol Hrdlicka saying, how did this

document get back in here when Colonel Peck had already taken
it out? You know what I am referring to.

Mr. Gray. I am not aware of that document. I was going through
the file yesterday and found a document that should not have been
there. What was interesting about the document was, it probably
correlates to someone else for whom we had no information as to

what happened to him. We do now, based on what was in that file.

Mr. DORNAN. Is that one of the nine that were shot down in June
1966?
Mr. Gray. He went down in January 1966 in the area of Vieng

Sai. There are a number of people missing in the area of Vieng Sai.

The problem was with the files, as this information was coming in

through the years—and there have been thousands of source re-

ports—analysts weren't quite sure.

Shelton and Hrdlicka were in the same area at the same time.

Rather than say this is Shelton and leave it in the Hrdlicka file,

they put dupes in all these files, so anybody missing in that area
probably has a copy of that report in that file. Many of them do
not correlate. But as we are doing the review we are getting those
files straight.

Mr. DORNAN. As the senior analyst for Laos, do you have less

problems with live sighting reports than Gary does as the senior

analyst for North Vietnam? And you have South Vietnam too.

Mr. Gray. I handle all the live sightings. I task the team to go
out and give them instructions.

We have probably fewer requirements today for live sighting in-

vestigations than ever because the refugees have gone home. We
are no longer getting live sighting reports.

We have no reports that need the investigator on the ground in

Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia. We do have an outstanding request
right now to go into Vietnam. They go in next week. We have an
outstanding request to go into Laos. He goes in pretty quickly on
that. This has not been a problem. We can get in. It takes a little

time sometimes.
Mr. DORNAN. General Wold, commander, and my two analysts in

the center, we are in Christmas season here. Forgive me for going
so long today. Let me come back to Gary.

Gary, defend yourself constructively. There have been many good
moments for you over the years, I assume, with families?

Mr. Sydow. Yes, sir.
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Mr. DORNAN. Bringing resolution with this overworked word "clo-

sure," but it means what it says. You have been at some of those
funerals at Arlington, as I have. But you understand the anger of
some of the families, like what Warren—I hate this word—admit-
ted, because the press is always trying to get me to admit things.
It indicates legal guilt or culpability.

As Gary just analyzed, he finds a document in David Hrdlicka's
file that enables him to tell a family on another case from January
1966, "Here is information on your hero." You understand their
anger on certain things.

You can agree under Jim Wold, who is not due, but after a year
and 8 months is getting more of a feel for this, that with any fami-
lies who have been most angry, you can start from scratch and say,
now that we have the review out of the way, you wrote to them,
or General Wold did, and signed it personally up to December
1995.

Let's try to start anew with some families and go over the files,

and then when you have something that you don't think you can
show them, please use me and I will go to the Intelligence Commit-
tee, and if the families start mistrusting me after all these years,
we have problems bigger than I thought.

I will look at the documents and figure out how to expedite any
freedom of information request or just look at them and say, be-
lieve me, I have read enough of these, there is nothing there, but
don't even take my word, just trust me for a couple of months while
we get this declassified and I get it to you and bring peace of mind
to you.
Do you have any final questions, Owen?
Mr. Pickett. No.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you for your patience and for helping me.
I am exorcising a lot of demons on this and wondering if I could

have done anything better over the years or in my first go around
for 6 years as a Congressman or if I should have sat in on Bob
Smith's hearings when I would hear over the grapevine that he
was twisting in the wind and being railroaded in some ways.
One final question. Dak Chuong: Any updates on that? Is that

a province? Is that a case? What is that?
Mr. Gray. That is a city in southern Laos. It was on the Ho Chi

Minh Trail.

There have been reports over the years that POWs were moved
through that area. Some might have been held in that area. In the
1980's we have had reporting, HUMINT reporting sources coming
in primarily, and saying that there was an American or two living

in the area.

Several years ago I asked the live sighting investigator to go into

Dal Chuong and find out what was going on. You have seen the
reporting and the evaluation. There was something squirrelly

about Dak Choung and going into the area. We don't know what
was really going on. We are still getting reports that there is a
Caucasian or two living in the area, and we are going to go back
and check those reports again.
Mr. DORNAN. You are going to do live sighting investigations?
Mr. Gray. We are going to look at some sources who have been

through that area and see what they know about any Americans.
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Mr. DORNAN. As chairman of this committee, I would Hke to ask
if there is any press here. No press reporters, written, visiting TV
joumaHsts, or anybody. Then let me tell you and put you all on
your word of honor that you won't hurt families from Somalia.
To show you how this problem continues, and I think I told you

this at one of the other hearings, but there may be different people
here, a young man, a ranger, world's greatest light infantry at Fort
Benning, Kowalski, going to die in 7 or 8 days, saw 3 caskets go
across the ramp at Mogadishu Airport, and there was nothing in

the caskets at all. It was a symbolic ceremony that the Army said
shouldn't have been done. The three caskets go across. He thinks
there are remains in there, and there aren't. When it got on the
C-5, they reverently took the American flags off and set the cas-

kets aside because there was nothing there. Those were the three
men in the back of the UH-60 that was shot down on 25 Septem-
ber 1993. That is 8 days before the October 3-4 fire fight from hell.

The two pilots survived long treatment for not too large a burn
area but third degree bums, the worst you could get, on the back
of the neck of the pilot on the left side, his copilot on the right side

of his neck, and the back of their arms, and their collars fortu-

nately were up as they had put their shoulder harness on. They
had skin grafts, but the two pilots survived, when they looked
back, it was white hot, was the way they described it; and our
three men died in the back, 201st Airborne and a visiting 10th
Mountain soldier.

When that helicopter crashed and the two pilots got out and hid
down an alley and people walked by, hunting for them; and one
threw a grenade in and it rolled to his feet, but it was a dud

—

God's will. We sent a patrol in to try and get the remains out of
the back.
Christopher Reed, a young African-American, who was engaged

to be married, a rocket-propelled grenade hit the wall in front of
his face, blew off his right arm, and of course he is right-handed.
I visited him up at Walter Reed. I told the story as a defense for

people saying, "I don't care about the troops," which is ludicrous.

He got married up there.

Now the next day they held up the remains of our men. They
were not animal remains. You could tell it was burned harnesses,
you can't fake that, and body armor. They held up the remains as
a severe warning to our people what would happen if we lost an-
other helicopter in that Bekaa area.

I just saw this film flip rerun the other night on CNN as a quick
film clip of what men might face in Bosnia, God forbid. Eight days
later when the fire fight took place, the worst since Vietnam, and
Cliff Wolcott's helicopter went down, and then Michael Durant's
helicopter went down. Michael Durant's copilot, like Morrissey,
who did three tours in Vietnam as a Huey pilot, was 29 days from
retirement. I learned that 3 days later at headquarters in

Mogadishu.
He was on the west side and just coming back from terrible spine

injuries from a crash in Arkansas, peacetime crash. He was taken
out of the left side by one of the Medal of Honor winners, and
Tommy Fields was taken out of the left side, and Davey Cleveland
was taken out of the right side and captured alive—Durant told me
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that to my face—beaten to death, we hope, before their bodies were
dragged through the streets. In your line of work, you will under-
stand this better than anybody. I don't believe the families know
this, and it is not my place to tell them. But the worst of it was
not over when those bodies were filmed by a Canadian who won
a prize for having the guts to stand around and videotape it and
photograph it, Paul something, from Toronto. But after they
dragged the bodies, finally stripping them totally naked, even rip-

ping their undershorts off, they weren't through with mutilating
those bodies. On the House floor I finally decided, after 2 years of
grief and to let people know what we were in for with these kinds
of imprecise missions, I finally said on the floor that their arms
and legs were cut off, and they were.
But that was not the worst of it, and it wasn't Cil, it was Dover

that had to handle this. We were talking about five torsos—tor-

sos—and they were burned, dumped on the steps of the U.N. head-
quarters alternately 2 days apart.

Those families, Ray Frank, his remains were cremated; two are
buried in Maine; Tommy Fields and the Medal of Honor winner
that tried to save him were buried in Maine. The other Medal of

Honor winner. Randy Shugart, his father refused to shake Clin-
ton's hand. That would be tough for the Secretary of Veterans' Af-
fairs to accept. But he wouldn't shake his hand because he felt

Quanta didn't know what he was doing as Commander in Chief, no
mission, and that he had flown Aideed down to Addis Ababa. So
he didn't feel like shaking the President's hand and told him some-
thing I agree with, that you wouldn't know a military mission if it

hit you in the face, what constituted a successful military mission.
He is buried at Carlisle. And Davey Cleveland, who is the main one
we saw dragged through the streets, is buried in Clarksville, Ten-
nessee. So one cremation and four burials around the country.
These families got the remains back, the five from the Durant

crash site, the two rescued Delta guys being two of the five. The
other three never recovered to this day.

I went along with what the Army said, if we go into that heli-

copter site—and I flew right over the crash, it wasn't in the most
dangerous area—they said, 'Tou want us to do that. Congress-
man?" Here is Christopher Reed with his arm and leg gone, and
maybe worse. "I said let it go; those are remains."

I am very impressed when you talk about retrieving off the floor

of the ocean. I went to Vietnam on my first trip because of those
two B-52's. They had a midair collision on the first B-52 raid of

the war. An HU-16 landed. You will find that somewhere in the
area, and rescuing some of the crews and trying to take off in

rough seas, damage to radome, took on water. That night they
looked back, and it was gone, and the rope was taut; they were
towing the HU-16 Albatross under the water. Cut the line, let it

loose. They needed another.
I and the Guard volunteered to go on active duty and bring an-

other HU-16 to Danang; and shortly thereafter, they killed the
program just as I was going to get activated for Operation Palace
Guard to fly HU-16's to finally rescue up and down the coast.

They said, "Why are we doing this when we had one hit with a
mortar on the wing and we had to send an H-3 in to rescue the
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pilot that the HU-16 had just rescued?" That ended seaplanes and
amphibians, and they went straight jolly green giant from then on.

So I know well that 52 case.

And to go down at great American taxpayer expense, they are

not going to find bones or remains, but they will find dog tags, per-

son^ equipment, two B-52's at the bottom; I heard you say three

F-4's off the coast. That is impressive, but meanwhile here is a
UH-60 sitting on a side street with probably teeth or shards of

human remains and we are not going to go get them, and that is

just 1993.

I understand it is a very tough business, and the black family in

Chicago who was told there are no remains from your son in that
September 25, 1993, crash, they said to them, "The remains of your
son were burned until they were white ash." Not exactly true. I

saw his remains held up in his body armor on television.

So I understand sometimes the military makes decisions that

they think are going to be merciful. All of the commanders who
said he is MIA when they knew he was dead, to keep the family
on full pay, military pay, because the war was a stinking war with
no victory plan, they now regret they did that to families. They got
them some more military income and caused them years of grief.

There are a lot of lessons to be learned from Vietnam.
But I keep saying it at the end of each hearing, and I will say

again, let's get together here, coordinate what we do, work to-

gether, stop, as best we can, the tension. That stops the growth of

a cottage industry of conspiracy theories and ever3^hing. And let's,

this Christmas season, refocus on the families from Vietnam who
are still being terribly insulted. Whether you agree with me on
McNamara or not, that is psychological torture.

Of every person who lost a friend or a loved one in Vietnam, to

have McNamara over there licking their boots—and that is exactly

what that war criminal did—to have the President not mention
Vietnam in his Bosnian speech that caused it to lose two or three
points the night he made the speech, we are still in for one hell

of a season in Bosnia. And God forbid you have any cases come out
of there of missing-in-action or just crashes because of the weather.
General Wold, I want to help you when we get what we think

will be the explosion with Korea, when they finally open up and
that thing hits us; and it is going to take working this comprehen-
sive review properly and setting down a pattern of how to handle
this when we have these cases that are as tough as Vietnam
compounded by another 25 to 30 years of longevity.

I have nothing more to say unless somebody has a comment.
Thank you for being so patient.

One final thing. Were you as impressed with Mr. Bell's testimony
as I was? Do you have somebody as good as Bill Bell in Hanoi at

this time who speaks the language as well?

Mr. Gray. I would defer to the Vietnam guys. We could use him
in Laos.

Mr. Sydow. Mr. Bell is an expert. I have great respect for his

abilities.

Mr. Gray. Very knowledgeable.
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Mr. DORNAN. And would probably be the best man to take with
me to Hanoi, if I go there, so I don't have to relearn the whole proc-
ess.

Mr. Sydow. His language capability is excellent.

Mr. DORNAN. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 7:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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